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PREfflCE.

I need, I think, make no apology for presenting this full and authentic

account of the TUak trial to the public. The case is of course one of great

importance from the point of view of Mr. Tilak himself; but it is perhaps

even more important from the point of view of the Indian public. The record

in the case is bound to take rank as a part and parcel of the constitutional

history of India in the beginning of the 20th centurv". While the trial was

going on at Bombay there was hardly anything that was being talked of

more than its proceedings throughout the length and breadth of the coun-

try. And since its termination the appearance of a number of more or

less incomplete accounts of the case in various languages has testified to

the fact that the people would very much like to be helped with the means

of keeping an accurate memory of the great State Trial which had cut a

niche in their mind. The present account of the proceedings, being

prepared from short-hand notes and embodying all the papers and docu-

ments used in the case, wiU, it is hoped, serve that purpose to some extent,

I must acknowledge my thanks to those workers who voluntarily and

cheerfully helped me in my work. I must also thank the men of the Indu

Prakash Press for their loyal co-operation.

I am painfully conscious of the typographical errors which have suc-

cessfully avoided the corrector's vigilant eye. But the book had to be

brought out within what was in effect a 'time-Hmit ; ' and the reader would,

it is hoped, forgive those errors in consideration of the high pressure under

which the whole work had to be done.

Bombay, 15th September 1908. N. C, KklkarT





NIVERSiTY
Or THE

Zh^ Character Sketch
OF

IMP. Bal Gangadhap Tilak, B.fl., hh. 6.

Mr. Tilak belongs to a race that has already made a mark in the

Maratha history. He is a Chitpava7i Brahmin, and was born at Ratna^iri

on 23rd July 1856. His father, Mr, Gangadhar Ramchandra Tilak, was at

first an Assistant Teacher at Ratnagiri and then Assistant Deputy Educa-
tional Inspector at Thana and Poona. Gangadharpant was a very popular

teacher of his time, and had published works on Triguometr\- and Gram-
mar. He did not, however, live long to superintend the education of his

son. By the death of his father in August 1872 young Bal was left an

orphan at the age of 16. He was, however, able to continue his studies without

interruption and passed the Matriculation four months after his father's

death. He joined the Deccan College, passed the B. A. with honours in

1876, and took the degree of I<L,. B. of the Bombay University in 1879.

While studjdng law he made the friendship of the late Mr. Agarkar,.

afterwards the Principal of the Fergusson College, and the two youths

passed many a sleepless night in deUberating upon the best scheme thev

could construct for benefitting their countrymen. They eventually formed a

resolution never to accept (rovemment service, but to start a private High
School and College for the purpose of imparting cheap and healthy education

to the younger generation. They were, of course, laughed at by their fellow

-

graduates for their Utopian ideas, but neither ridicule nor external difficul-

ties could damp the ardour of the youthful enthusiasts. About this juncture,,

an older man of congenial spirits came on the scene. The late Mr. Vishnu
Krishna Chiplunkar, popularly known as Vishnu Shastri, had just resigned

Government service because he could not pull on with his superiors, and
had come to Poona with a firm determination to start a private High SchouL
The son of an illustrious father, he was also already famous as the best Mara-
thi prose writer of the time. Messrs. Tilak and Agarkar, having heard of Mr.
Chiplunkar' s plan, conferred with him, and the trio were soon joined by
another man p )sse3sing remarkable energy and intelligence, the late Mr.
M. B. Namj )slu. Messrs. Chiplunkar and Tilak, with the aid of Mr. Nam-
joshi, started the Pv>ona New EngHsh School on 2nd January 1880. Mr^
V.S. Apte M A. jj-lned them in June and Mr. Agarkar at the end of the year
after passing his M A. The five men did not confine their activity to the
School alone. Simnltaneously with the School, two newspapers the Mahratta
and the Kesarr^ were started, and they at once made their mark in the

€eld of Native journalism. Mr, Vishnu Shastri Chiplunkar also established
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two printiut^ presses, the Arya-Bhtishan for the use of the two news--

papers, and the Chitrashala for the purpose of encouraging fine arts. With

tliese various undertakings the five men had enough to do for some time,

and they pushed these on manfully. The New English School soon attained

the first rank among the Poona schools ; the Kesari and the Marhatta

became the leading papers in the Deccan.

This band of patriotic workers, however, had soon to pass through an

ordeal. TheAV5^r/and the Mahratta published some articles severel>

criticising the treatment given to H. H. Shivajirao, the late Maharaja of

Kolhapur, and the then Karbhari of the State Mr, M, W. Barve, conse-

quently prosecuted Mr. Tilak and Mr. Agarkar as editors of the Mahratta

and the Kesari respectovely for defamation. To add to the troubles, while,

the case was pending Mr. V. K. Chiplnnkar died, and soon after:

his death Messesrs. Tilak and Agarkar were convicted and sentenced to simple

imprisonment for four months. The Kolhapur trial only served to increase

the popularity of the School and the two papers. Willing assistance came from

all sides. After Mr. Chiplunkar's death, Mr. Tilak was, for a long time-

the guiding spirit and Mr. Namjoshi the active member of this small

band. In the latter part of 1884 they resolved to give themselves a statu-

tory^ existence, and with that view they formed the Deccan Education

Society of Poona, with themselves as its first body of life-members. The\

were soon joined by the late Professor V. B. Kelkar, Professor Dharap, and

Professor M. S. Gole, while later on came Prof. Gokhale, Prof. Bhanu,

and also Prof. Patankar. In 1885 the Fergussou College was eatablished;

tinder the auspices of the Deccan Education Society, and all the life-

members agreed to serve in it as Professors for 20 years. The Society's

institutions soon became prosperous. They purchased the Gadre Wada and

the Knabutarkhana play—ground. The Nana Wada was later on handed,

over to them by Lord Reay in accordance with a promise of Sir James

Fergusson's Government and they erected a splendid structure near the

Chaturshingi for the accommodation of the College. Mr. Tilak's connection

with the School and College, however, ceased in 1890. The causes that

brought about this disruption were many and various, and this is not the

place to go into them. The process of disintegration had, in fact, begun

long before. The Chitrashala had become an independent concern even

in- the life-time of Vishnu Shastri. About the year 1888 differences of opinion

on social and religious questions between Mr. Tilak and Mr. Agarkar led to

the latter's resigning his editorship of the Kesari and starting a pape. of his

own, the Sudharak. It was then found that the interests of the School and

the College could not be identical with those of the papers, and so a partition

was effected by which the A rya-Bh 7islian Viess and the two papers became the



private property of Mr.Tilak, Professor Kelkar, and one Mr. H.N.Gokhale,

Professor Kelkar being the editor iu charge of the two papers. This state

of things lasted till the end of 1890, and might have continued indefinitely

if fresh differences had not tended to increase the rnptiire. The differences

chiefly related to the principles which should regulate the conduct of the life-

members and the management of the School, and were brought to ahead by

.Professor Gokhale's appointment to the Secretaryship of the Poona

•Sarvajanik Sabha in 1889. Mr. Tilak was from the first strongly in

-favour of a Jesuitical mode of life, and insisted upon an absolute rule that

life-members should devote all their time and energy to their proper function

as teachers. The majorty of his colleagues, however, did not agree with

him, and .consequently he severed his connection with the Society by

sending in his resignation in November 1890. As a Professor, Mr. Tilak was

very- popular. He was permanent Professor of Mathematics, but he also

acted at intervals as Professor of Sanskrit and Science. Originality aud

thoroughness was his motto; and whatever was the subject he took in hand,

his pupils had never any cause for complaint. As a mathematician he was

unrivalled, and often reminded his pupils of the late Professor Chhatre, of the

Deccan College, Mr. Tilak "s own Gum. His resignation was a heavy loss

to the College in more ways than one.

After freeing himself from the drudgery of school, ]Mr. Tilak resolved to

devote most of his time to a life of public usefulness. Having obtained

more leisure just at the time when the Age of Consent Bill was brought

before the Viceroy's Council, Mr.Tilak rushed into the controversy with

his w^onted ardour. Not that he was ever opposed to the principle of social

reform, but he disliked reform by coercion. The Age of Consent Bill, how-

ever laudable its aims and objects might have been, was virtually an

attempt to force reform on Hindu society by Cxovernment interference; and

even many sincere advocates of social reform were consequently opposed t>

it. Mr. THak's attitude in this matter at once brought about a division of

Poona society into tw^o camps, the Orthodox and the Reformers, and the

rupture between the two widened as new differences led to fresh quar-

rels. After resigning his place in the College, Mr. Tilak started a Law

Glass, the first of its kind in this Presidency, for the purpose of preparing

•students for the High Court and District Pleadership examinations. He.

also took over charge of the Kesari^ while Professor Kelkar remained editor

of the Mahrfitta till about the end of the year. Professor Kelkar, however,

had soon to discontinue his connection with the papers altogether, and Mr.

Tilak became the editor of both. A year later there was a partition between

theia of the press and the papers, and Mr. Tilak became the sole proprietor

-and editor of the Kesari SiUdL the Mahratta, while Professor Kelkar and Mr.



<k)kliale remained owners of the Arya-Bltushan Press. Such were the-

\icissitudes through which the two papers had to pass since their birth-.

The Kesari especially has steadily risen in popularity since Mr. Tilak took it

in hand, and its circulation now far exceeds that of any other English or

\'emacular paper in this country'.

Mr. Tilak was not a man to waste the whole of his time in ephemeral
writing. He now resolved to turn his leisure to some account and devoted
himself to his favourite books the " Bhagavadgita " and the ** Rigveda. "

As a result of his researches in the chronology- of the Vedas, he wrote a paper
on the antiquity of the Vedas as proved by astronomical observations. He sent
a resume of this paper to the International Congress of Orientalists, which
was held in London in 1892, and published the whole paper next year in abook
form imder the title 'The Orion; or the Researches into the Antiquit>^ of the
Vedas.' Mr.Tilak in this book traces the Greek tradition of Orion and also the
name of that constellation to Sanskrit Agrayana or Agrahayana ; and as this

latter word means the beginning of the year, Mr. Tilak concludes that all

the hymns of the Rigveda containing references to that word or the various

traditions clustering round it must have been composed before the Greeks
separated from the Hindus and at a time when the year began with the Sun
in the constellation of Orion or Mrigashirsha, /. e., before 4,000 B. C. It

is impossible to do justice to his wide research and masterly argu-

ment in a sketch like this, but everybody who has a curiosit>^ on the

subject ought to go through the book himself. The book was highl\

praised by European and American, scholars, and Mr Tilak's conclusion.^

may now be said to have met -with universal acceptance. Many Orienta-

lists, such as Max MuUer, Weber, Jacobi. and Whitney have acknowledged
the learning and the originality of the author. After the book was pub-
lished, Mr. Tilak carried on for some time a friendly correspondence with

Prof. Max Muller and Weber on some of the philological questions-

discussed by him, and the result was that both parties agreed that there

was much to be said on each side. Professor Whitney of America, only a

short time before his death in 1894, wrote an able article in the Journal of

the American Oriental Society in which he highly eulogised Mr. Tilak's

theories. Similarly Dr. Bloomfield, of John Hopkins University, in an

auniversary address, spoke about Mr. Tilak's book in these term<5 :
—

' But a literary event of even greater importance has happened
« ithin the last two or three months—an event which is certain to stir

the world of science and culture- far more than the beatific reminiscences J

Some ten weeks ago I received from India a small duodecimo voluif\e, in

the clumsy get-up and faulty t>'pography of the native Anglo-Indian press.'

It came with the regards of the author, a person totally tmknown to fame



I Iiad never heard his name; Bal Ga^gadhar Tilak B. A. LLT B. Law Lec-

turer, and Pleader, Poona. The book is published by Mrs. Radhabai

Atmaram Sagoon, Bookseller and Publisher, Bombay. The title is ' Orion

or Researches into the Antiquity of Vedas, ' It will be understood that the

•entry of the Uttle volume upon my horizon was not such as to prejudice me

in its favour, and secondly, I placed it where it might be reached without

too much effort in the drowsy after-dinner hour, to be disposed of along

with much second class matter, such as reaches a scholar through the chan-

lieis of :the Postal Union. Nor was the preface at all encouraging. The

author blandly informs us that the age of the Rigveda cannot be less than

4, 000 years before Christ and that the express records of the yearly Hindu

antiquity point back to 6, 000 before Christ. Having in mind the boundless

fancy of the Hindu through the ages and his particularly fatal facilit\- for

'taking his mouthful' when it comes to a question of numbers, I proposed to

myself to continue to turn the leaves of the book with the amused smile of

orthodoxy befitting the occasion. But soon the amused smile ga^^ way

to an uneasy sense that something unusual liad happened. I was first im-

pressed with something leonine in the way in which the author controlied

t4ie Vedic Hterature and the Occidental works on the same; my superficial

reading was soon replaced by absorbed study and finally ha\ing been

prepared to scoff mildly, I confess that the author had convinced me in all

the essential points. The book is unquestionably the hterary sensation of

the year just before us; history the chronic readjuster shall have her hands

uncommonly full to assimilate the results of Tilak»s discovery and arrange

her jxiraphemalia in the new perspective
'

It would have been well if Mr. Tilak had immediately followed the same

Mue and tackled the many questions which he had left unsolved in this book

on Orion; but the profession he had chosen, namely, that of a Law-lectttrer

and a Journalist, would not allow him the time to concentrate his attention on

^ue.sitioiis of philology and chronology.

\yii\ 1894 Mr. Tilak had to busy himself with an important case, partly

in the interest of a personal friend and partly in the larger interests of the

Baroda State. This was the well-known Bapat Case in which a Special

Commission was appointed to try Rao Sahib W. S. Bapat, the de facto head of

the Settlement Department, for a number of charges of corruption. The case

arose out of a conspiracy against the Department, which was practically,

headed by the British Political department; and Mr. Bapat's trial

had certain special features of interest inasmuch as it was timed to be

held behind the back of the Maharaja who was then on a tour in Europe,

and the revelations in the trial were expectedby the enemies of the Maharaja

to cast a damaging slur on at least one aspect of his administration. It was
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not the impopularity of the Settlement Department alone but the unpopula-

rity of many high personages, whom we need not here mention, wliich

brought the matters to a head. Mr. Bapat, it was evident, was going to

be uiade a scapegoat and to be punished not only for his own sins, but

vicariously for the sins of others also. The prosecution was conducted

by the Hon. P. M. Mehta and afterwards by Mr. Branson, Bar-at-Law,

and the defence was conducted by the late Mr. M. C. Apte and ?tlr.

D. A. Khare. But Mr. Tilak had the lion's share of the work of the de-

fence, and the splendid results of the searching cross-examination of

.
witnesses for the prosecution, and the masterly argument for the defence

stand out as a monument to his industry and ability.

Mr. Tilak' s activity in contemporary politics was not, however, left in

abeyance. He had now ceased to be the Secretary of the Deccan Standing

Committee of the National Congress ; but as the Secretary of the Bombay ^

Provincial Conference he organized its first five sessions, the fifth of which,

held at Poona in 1892, under the Presidency of the Hon. Mr. P. M. Mehta,

-was a splendid success. The next year, with its deplorable riots between

Hindus and Mahomedans, and the many new questions suggested by them,

brought about a great change in the poHtical atmosphere, and Mr. Tilak

was again to the front. Never before did he place himself in such direct

antagonism with the apparent policy of some Anglo-Indian officials and

never before did those officials realize so well his influence over the masses.

Mr. Tilak's attitude with respect to this riot question, whether right or

wrong, was clear and unmistakable. He attributed those manifestations

of racial prejudice mainly to the secret instigation of some short-sighted

Anglo-Indian oflScers. The policy of 'Divide and Rule,' initiated by Lord

Dufferin, was, according to him, at the bottom qf all the mischief; and

the only effective way, he contended, to check these riots was for Gu\ em-
inent officials to observe strict neutrality between Hindus and Mahomedans

.

He made, in fact, a direct charge against a certain class of officials and

they naturally resented it. Both Lord Harris, the Governor, and his Secre-
'

tary, Mr. Lee-Warner, were anything but favourably disposed towards him;

but Mr. Tilak was not a man to be cowed down by official frowns. Through

Ws^'pscper the J^esarz"he exercised an immense influence over the masses,

and it is this influence that is mainly responsible for the infusion of a new

spirit among- the peopk. His influence with the ediicated class was also

great. He was twice elected a member of the local Legislative Council and

also a Fellow of the Bombay University. In 1895 he headed the poll at the

general elections to the City Municipality of Poona and won the esteem of

his colleagues as a sound practical worker.



The new spirit had hitherto manifested itself chiefly in a return towards

the veneration of indigenous institutions. The most noticeable instance of this

was the revival of old religious worship in the form of theGanpati and the Shi-

waji festivals, and Mr. Tilak'sname has come to be iudissolubly connected with

both these movements. Mr. Tilak firmly believed that a healthy veneration

of the old gods and the national heroes would best infuse a true spirit of na-

tionality aud patriotism. The run for spurious imitations of foreign ideas

and customs and the consequent spirit of irreligiousness among the younger

generations were, in his opinion, exerting a disastrous influence upon the

moral character of the Indian youth ; and if things were allowed to drift in

this way, the ultimate result, Mr. Tilak believed, would be a moral bank-

ruptcy from which no nation can ever hope to rise. It was a very grave-

problem , and even the Government of India had turned their attention to it

at that time. The official panacea, however, was the teaching of moral

text-books in Indian schools, which Mr. Tilak in several articles in the

Mahratta severely criticised. Mr. Tilak thought that to make Indian

youths more self-reliant and more energetic, they must be taught greater

self-respect, and that could only be done by making them respect their

religion and their forefathers. Excessive and aimless self-debasement may
perhaps be a good thing in an asetic or a philosopher, but it does mischief in

practical life. Superfluous patriotism may sometimes lead to excesses, but

it wiU also do some good; while self-denying abjectness will only lead to

lethargy and death. This is, in brief, Mr. Tilak's social aud poUtical

philosophy ; and however opinions may vary as to its correctness, nobody

can deny that he has followed it consistently. Mr. Tilak has often been

accused of hypocracy and inconsistency in matters of social reform. He
is a practical reformer in his own way. He has educated his daughters, post-

poned their marriages tiU the utmost ^mit sanctioned by the Shastras, advo-

cated relaxation of caste restrictions, and generally sympathized with the

social reform movement; and yet he attacked the social reform party. Superfi-

cial observers are staggered at this strange incongruity of behaviour, while his

opponents attribute it to a desire to gain cheap popularity. The fact is, his

conduct in this matter was entirely the result of his strong convictions. He
desired social reform, but did not believe in the men or the methods that

were then employed in carrying it out. The so-called social reformers of the

past generation were not, in his opinion, the men who possess the

aptitude or the moral qualities requisite for a successful reform movement.

Hence his critcisms are generally directed to the men and not to the object

aimed at. This is the real key to Mr. Tilak's attitude as regards social,

reform. His principle of criticism is in fact the same with respect to

political as well as social questions. He may approve of a Government

measure and yet criticise the conduct of officials who cany it out; similarly
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lie may desire a particular reform and yet srongly condemn those who want
to pose as its ministers.

In 1895 Mr. Tilak came to be associated with the Shivaji Commemora-
tion movement. A stray article of his in the Kesari of 23 April 1895 gave

such an impetus to the public desire to subscribe for the repair of Shivaji's

tomb at Raigad fort in the Kolaba district Rs. 20,000 were in a short time

coilected, mostly from small contributions. Festivals also began to be cele-

brated at many places since that time on Shivaji's birthday or coronation

day. When it was resolved to hold the eleventh National Congress in

Poona, in the Christmas of 1895, Mr. Tilak was, by the united voice of all

parties in Poona, chosen its Secretary, and had as such to do almost the

whole work of organization in the beginning. He worked till September,

when differences as to whether the Social Conference was to be held in the

Congress pandal led to bitter party quarrels and compelled Mr. Tilak to

retire from the work. He did not, however, cease to take interest in the

Congress, but on the contrary did much from outside to make it the great

success it was.

The year 1896 saw one of the severest types of famine in this Pre-

sidency, and Mr. Tilak was again to the front. He urged upon the Bombay
Government to carry out the provisions of the Famine Code and maderarkms
suggestions which, \i adopted, would have considerably alleviated the suffer-

ings of the people. In Poona he succeded in preventing famine riots by opening
cheap grain shops jnst in time. When he heard of the distress of the weavers
in Sholapur and Nagar he went on the spot, and, in consultation with the

local leaders, framed a scheme by which local committees were to co-

operate with Government to provide suitable relief to that class. The scheme
was similar to the one adopted by the Lieutenant Governor of the North-

Wfestern-Provinces. Unfortimately, owing to the unsympathetic attitude of

the Bombay Government on this question, the scheme was not accepted;

and what is more, the Bombay Government got the provision sanctioning

such schemes amended. The wrath of Government was apparently caused

by the persistent agitation of the Poona Sarvajanik Sabha, of which Mr.
Tilak was supposed to be the leading spirit, to acquaint the people with the

concessions allowed to them by law during famine times, and to inform the

Government of the real wants of the people. This agitation was of course
not much to the taste of oflScials. The Sabha sent several memorials to

Government but received curt or no replies, and ultimately it came to be
proscribed altogether. AU this of course was indirectly meant for Mr. Tilak,

who fearlessly pursued his own way.

Mr. Tilak's next service to his countrymen was the part he played in the

campaign against the plague. As soon as the plague appeared in Poona he
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started the Hindu plagtie hospital and worked for days together to collect the

necessary funds . While most of the so-called leaders in Pooaa had run away

,

he remained at his post, moved among the people, accompanied the search

parties as a volunteer, managed the hospital, established a free kitchen in

the segregation camp, and was often in communication with Mr. Rand and

His Excellency the Governor on the subject of hardships suffered b}- the

populace. In his papers he strongly supported the various measures adopted

by Government for the suppression of the plague, but advised their being

carried out in a humane and conciliatory spirit. He advised the people not

to make useless resistance, and took the Poona leaders to task for flying

awa\' at a time of distress.

But his public services did not save him from prosecution and persecution

by Government. The story of his first prosecution for sedition in 1897 ma\

be briefly told as follows :
—

In 1895 a movement was set afoot for repairing the tomb of Shivaji

at Raighur, which at last in 1896 took the shape of a festival in honour of

Shivaji on his birthday. In I897, owing to the plague, the festival was not

heid on the birthday of Shivaji but on his coronation day, which happend

to fall on the 13th of June. On that day, and on the pleviotis and subse-

quent days, a long programme of prayers, hymn-singing, sermon-preaching

Of Puran and lecturing was gone through. A ver}- condensed report of

the proceedings, with a hymn sung on the occasion, was published in the

issue of the Kesari of the 15th of Jime.

On the 22nd of June Mr, Rand and Lieutenant Ayerst were murdered

by some unknown person, which created intense excitement, especially in

the Anglo-Indian community of Poona and Bombay. The Bombay Govern-

ment gave sanction to prosecute Mr. Tilak on Friday the 26th July, and

Mr. Baig, the Oriental Translator, laid information before Mr. J. Sanders

Slater, the Chief Presidency Magistrate of Bombay, on the 27th July, Mr.

Tilak was arrested the same night in Bombay and placed before the Magis-

trate the next day. An appHcation was made to the Magistrate for bail soon

after, which was strenuously and successfully opposed by Gk)vemment. On the

29th a similar application was made to the High Court, which was dis-

allowed, with permission to apply again. The case was committed to the

High Court Sessions on the 2nd of August and an application for bail was

again made to Mr. Justice Budrudin Tayabji, the presiding Judge, in Chambers

by Mr. Davur of the Bombay Bar, instructed by Messrs. Bhaishankar and

Kanga. The application was, of course, very strenuously exposed by the

Advocate-General. The Judge, however, admitted Mr, Tilak to bail.

The case came on for hearing in due course on the eighth of September

and lasted for a week. Mr, Pugh, of the Calcutta Bar, assisted by Mr.
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Garth, defended Mr. Tilak, aud the Hon'ble Mr. Basil Lang, the
Advocate-General, conducted the prosecution. Mr. Justice Strachey
presided at the trial; and the Jury consisted of five European Christ-
ians, one European Jew, two Hindus, and one Parsee. The six

Europeans returned a verdict of guilty, and the three Native jurors of not
guilty. The Judge accepted the verdict of the majority and sentenced Mr.
Tilak to eighteen months' rigorous imprisonment. When the Jury had re-

tired to consider their verdict, an application was made to the Judge on be-
half of the accused to reserve certain points of law to the Full-Bench

,

which was refused. A similar application to the Advocate-General, subse-
quently made, met the same fate. On the I7th of September 1897 an appK-
cation was made to the High Court for a certificate that the case was a fit

one for appeal to the Privy Council. This application was heard by Sir

Charles Farran, C. J., and Candy and Strachey, JJ. and leave was refused.

An appeal, however, was made to the Privy Council and the Right
Honourable Mr. Asquith, who is now the Prime Minister of England, argued
the appeal on behalf of Mr. Tilak on the 19th of November 1897. Lord
Halsbury, the Lord Chancellor, who was then a member of the Cabinet
went out of his way to preside over the Council, though it was well-known
that the State Secretary for India, another member of the Cabinet, had
sanctioned the prosecution. Mr. Asquith laid great stress on the misdirec-

tion of the Jury by Mr. Justice Strachey ; but the Privy Council, taking

the whole summing-up together, saw no occasion for correcting anything
therein

; and consequently they rejected the application for leave to appeal.

The judicial avenues to Mr. Tilak were thus closed. But the event-

had made a deep impression on the British public, and Professor Max Mn"-
ler and Sir William Hunter, with the large-heartedness which usually charac-

terised them, took the lead in presenting an infiuentially signed petition to

the Queen, praying for mercy to Mr. Tilak on the ground that he was a

great scholar and that there was much to be said in favour of his release.

This petition, among other things, had its effect, and after negotiations

Mr. Tilak was persuaded to accept certain formal conditions (Vide page 14

Magisterial Proceedings) and be was released by order of His Excellency

the Governor of Bombay on Tuesday 6th of September 1898.

Mr. Tilak having lost enormously in physique by his imprison-

ment, he Spent the wxt six months in recouping his heahh.

First he spent some days at the Sinhgad sanitarium and after attend-

ing the Indian National Congress at Madras in December he

made a tour to Ceylon. The next year or two he spent in taking vip

the threads of the movements which he had already in hand, but the
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work in connection with whicli was suspended owing to his imprisonment.

A grand Shivaji festival was celebrated on the Raygad HiU Fort in the year

1900 ; and the cause of perpetuating the memory of Shirvaji by a monument
was pushed on appreciably further thereby. But more important than any other

was the work that he undertook of developing his idea about the antiquity

of the Vedas which was, as it were, haunting him persistently ever since

he published his book on the 'Orion' . Much of his spare time during the

preceding ten years, he says in his introduction to the new book ' The
Arctic Home in the Vedas ' , had been devoted to the search of e\idence

which would lift up the curtain through which a deeper peep could be taken

into the misty antiquity of the Vedas . He then worked on the lines followed

np in the ' Orion ' , and by a study of the latest researches in Geology and

Archaeology, bearing on the primitive history of man, he was gradually led

to a different line of search and then finally the conclusion was forced on
him that the ancestors of the Vedic Rishis lived in an Arctic home in inter-

glacial times. The enforced leisure in the Jail he turned to account in deve-

loping his theory with the assistance of the'complete edition of the, Rig Veda,
which Prof. Max Muller had sent him and the use of which was allowed to

Mm in the Jail. The first manuscript of the new book was written at

Singhgad at the end of 1898, but Mr. Tilak deliberately delayed the publication

of the book as he wanted to consult Sanskrit scholars in India and as the

lines of investigation had ramified into many allied sciences. The book was
actually- published in March 1903 and it was very favourably received ever\--

where. We wiU quote only one important testimony, that by Doctor F.

W. Warren, the President of the Boston University and the author of

*Paradise Found', which is published in the Open Court Magazine Chicago

for September 1905.

"Within the Hmits of this article no summary of the author's argument
can be given. Suffice it here to say that in the judgment of the present

writer the array of the evidences set forth is far more conclusive than an\-

ever attempted by an Indo-Iranian Scholar in the interest of any earlier

hypothesis. Absolute candor and respect for the strictest methods of his-

torical and scientific investigation charcacterize the discussion throughout.

This results in part no doubt from the fact that the author's own attitude

of mind was at the outset highly sceptical. He says :— "I did not start with

any preconcevived notion in favour of the Arctic theory; nay, I regarded

it as highly improbable at first; but the accumulating evidence in its

support eventually forced me to accept it." It is hard to see how any other

can-did mind can master the proof produced without being mastered by it in

turn. Twenty years ago, in preparing my work on the broader problem of

the era die-land of lie whole human lace, I went through all the Vedic and
Avestic texts so far as existing translations would then permit, reaching
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at the end the same conclusion that Mr. Tilak has now reached. lucideut-

ally, in my argument a new light was thrown upon various points in the

mythical geography and cosmography of the ancient Iranians,—light which

the foremost Iranist of his time, Professor Spiegel, generously acknow-
ledged. Incidentally, I also arrived at a new interpretation of the

Vedic myth of the captive waters, and of other Vedic myths. EspeciaDy

gratifying, therefore, is it to me to find in Mr. Tilak a man in no degree

dependent on translations, yet arriving not only at my main conclusion, but

also at a number of minor ones of which I had never made public

mention. I desire publicly to thank this far-off fellow-worker for

the generosity of his frequent references to my pioneer work in the common
field, and for the solidity and charm of his own, in certain respects, mose:

authoritative contribution. Whoever will master this new work, and that

of the late Mr. Jhon O' Neill on T/ic night of the Gods, will not be likely

ever again to ask, where was the earliest home of the Aryans? "

But by the time Mr. Tilak's new book was issued to the public, he was

already in the vortex of another prosecution at the instance of the Bombay
Government". This was the well-known Tai Maharaj Case which has taken

up a big slice out of Mr Tilak's time since 1901 and which, besides sub-

jecting him to far more excruciating physical trouble and mental torture

than any State Prosecution for sedition is capable of, actually involved him

in a loss of several thousands of rupees.

The story of this case briefly is as foUows;

—

Mr. Tilak was the principal among the four trustees and executors of

the estate of the late Shri Baba Maharaja, a first class Sardar of Poona and a

particular friend of Mr. Tilak. Baba Maharaj died on 7th of August 1897,

a couple of days after Mr. Tilak was released on bail by the High Court in

the State Prosecution for Sedition against him in 1897. Misfortunes never

come singly, and, by a curious co-incidence, on the very day on which Mr.

Tilak returned from Bombay after his release, he was called to the death-bed

of his friend who insisted upon Mr. Tilak accepting the office of an executor

under his last wiU and testament; and Mr. Tilak agreed to take the heavy

responsibility in the hope that by doing so he might be the means

of regenerating the Maharaj family, one of the old aristocratic families of

the Deccan—^by freeing it from debts and handing an unencumbered estate

to an
I
heir who might be educated and brought up utider his personal

supervision. TiU sometime after Mr. Tilak's release from jail, he

could not apply his mind to the administration of the estate.

But as soon as he could take up the work he found two matters urgently

waiting for disposal. One was the liquidation of debts and the curtailment

•oi expenditure as the only and necessary means to that end, and the
U li
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-other was the giving of a boy in adoption to Tai Maharaj, as owing to

plague, then raging in Poona, hnman life had become uncertain in the city,

said Tai Maharaj was of course the only person who could adopt a son to her

husband. Both these matters unhappily contained the germ of the

future dispute. The liquidation of debts meant the curtailment of

expenditure, and this couM not be very agreeable to Tai Maharaj.

And the young widow, well aware of the beneficent intentions of Mr.
Tilak, at first cheerfully accepted her position as the titular representa-

tive of the estate the real and effective ownership being vested in the

trustees appointed by her husband's testament. But the lady was so»>ii

got over by her favourite Karbhari and was taught to fancy herself to be the

equitable owner of the estate and to regard her possible divestment by an
adopted boy as a legitimate grievance. There were also harpies who fed on
her, had made themselves more or less dear to her as the objects of idle

amusement in her widowed leisure, and who gradually and slyly nestled

into her confidence as counsellors that whispered agreeable words and made
I^easant suggestions. They magnified to her eyes the sad points in her
future plight as a mere pensioner and a dependant upon the estate when, if

she had but the will, she had also a way to remain independent for ever or

at any rate make terms with the boy who would like to sit in her lap and
take the estate even as conditioned by her with a far-sighted eye to the wel-

fare of herself and her most favourite and actively co-operating counsellor.

But even such a limited and conditioned estate may be a fortune to many
boys who were comparatively poor as they were, and would gladlv seek
adoption or be persuaded thereto by their brothers, for instance, who, in

the event of such an adoption, might find their own means appreciably aug-
mented by at least one lawful sharer being cleared out of the wav to the
ancestral estate. And all this did happen in the case of this unfortunate
lady. The cutting down of the budget caused her alarm, and the machina-
tions of the unscrupulous party, led by one Nagpurkar an.i Pandit Maharaj
of Kolhapur, who entered into a conspiracy to get Tai '-'aha^aj to adopt
Bala Maharaj, Pandit's brother, were encouraged by her Stlul moods. But
neither the lady nor Nagpurkar had courage enough to openiy oppose ihe

trustees, the former having all along a deep-rooted conviction that the

trustees would do nothing that should either benefit the n'sel/es personally

or compromise the posthumous welfare of her late hu.ija jti. And at any
rate there was admittedly no disagreement between theoi and her upto the
18th of June, 1901, the day when they all finally started for Aurangabad
-where eventually a boy was given in adoption to her from the Babre branch
of the Maharaj family.

But on her return from Aurangabad she again fell into the hands of
evil counsellors and Tai Maharaj was induced by her advisers of evil to
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get the probate of her husband's will cancelled in the belief that she

would be then quite free and her own mistress. The application was

made to Mr. Aston, District Judge, Poona on 29th July 1901.

The proceedings in this application lasted from that date to the 3rd

of April 1902. Altogether about thirty-four sittings were held, out of

which so many as 14 were taken up by the cross-examination of Mr. Tilak

under the united battery of Mr. Aston and Tai Maharaja's Pleaders.'

The principal noticeable point in these proceedings is that the Auranga-

bad adoption, though not raised to the status of a distinct issue, was

forced in by Mr. Aston as almost the principal question to be decided/

and a whole flood of documentary and oral evidence bearing on it from

the side of Tai Maharaj was let in, in spite of Mr. Tilak's challenge and

protest to the contrary, through the wide floodgates of Mr. Aston's ideas-

of the Law of Evidence on the point of relevancy. The specific issues raised

were only whether the grant of Probate to Mr. Tilak and others had become

useless and inoperative and whether the executors had become unfit to act in

the Trust so as to make the appointment of new trustees necessary.On these

issues Mr. Aston decided in the affirmative, held the Aurangabad adop-

tion disproved, revoked the Probate and ordered the costs, as in a siiit^ X.o-

be borne by Mr. Tilak and Mr. Khaparde personally. The judgment is

a lengthy document of about 40 printed foolscap pages, but 90 per cent

of it is devoted to findings and criticism upon facts relating to wholly

irrelevant matters such as the alleged confinement of Tai Maharaj at

Aurangabad, the Aurangabad adoption, the alleged ill treatment of Tai

Maharaj at Poona—matters which, it must be remembered, Mr. Tilak

had protested against as irrelevant, and relating to wuich he did not put

in a single scrap of evidence except by his own answers given under

compulsion, and upon which he instructed his pleader to let him severely

alone in examination by him. Obviously, therefore, there was only a

one-aided account of all these matters before Mr. Aston, and yet he did

not scruple to draw conclusions and make criticisms as if he had all the

possi )le evidence from Mr. Tilak's side before him. The whole was a

regular Inquisition, Mr. Aston himself acting the part of a 'Devil's

Advocate' against Mr. Tilak.

As the result of the Inquistion over which he presided, Mr. Astoa

found that Mr. Tilak had not only deserved discredit by revocation of

Probate, but had committed a number of offences in the transactions

brought to his notice, and he crowned the improper, illegal and harassing

proceedings in his Court as a Civil Judge by takirg action under 476 of the

Cri. Pro. Code, and committing Mr. Tilak to the City Magistrate to be dealt

with according to law. The criminal charges formulated against him were
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sevea and as follows:-f 1) Making false complaint for breach of trust against

Nagpurkar. ('In this connection Mr. Aston even went out of his way to

induce Nagpurkar to put in an application for sanction under sec. 195 Cr.

P. C. J (2) Fabricating false evidence for use by making alteration and

interpolation in the accounts of the Aurangabad trip. (3 J Forgery in

connection with the above . (4j Corruptly using or attempting to use as

genuine evidence—evidence known to be false or fabricated in connection

with the attesting endorsement of Tai Maharaja on the adoption deed. (5)

Corruptly using as true or genuine evidence the said adoption deed. (6)

Fraudulently using as genuine the adoption deed containing his interpola-

tion over Tai Maharaj's signature, f?) Intentionally giving false evidence

by ten sentences which were grouped under three sub-heads relating to (a)

the fact of adoption at Aurangabad
, (3) Tai Maharaj's confinement in the

Wada at Poona, and (c) use of force to Bala Maharaj in the same Wada.
This in itself is a formidable list. But to make the thing complete we may
as well state here that not content with a commitment on these charges,

Mr. Aston had suggested to Government an investigation in certain other

collateral charges arising out of the same transaction such as giving false

information to the Police, cheating, unlawful assembly, riot, &c., &c.

Repeated appeals were made to the High Court which, if it had given

one stich in time would have saved nine which it had to give afterwards.But

while upsetting Mr.Aston's order for the revocation of Probate as wrong,

the High Court allowed in a light-hearted fashion the criminial proceedings

against Mr. Tilak to go on. As regards the charge of false complaint, Mr.

Beaman refused to uphold the sanction for prosecution against Mr. Tilak

which fell through. But after a prolonged trial Mr. Clements, Special

Magistrate, convicted Mr. Tilak on the charge of perjury and sentenced

him to rigorous imprisonment for eighteen months, admitting that Mr.

Tilak was not actuated by selfish motives but condemning him as a man
who was demented and whose mind was unhinged by obstinacy and love

of power.

The fairweather region, however, began with the decision of Mr. Lucas,"

the Sessions Judge, who in appeal, reduced the sentence to six months after

completely vindicating Mr. Tilak's motives and intentions. Mr. Lucas's

judgment for conviction was top-heavy and insupportable and Mr. Tilak

came out triumphant and with flying colours in the High Court on the 4th

of March 1904. The charge of perjury was knocked down on the head and

Government out of very shame withdrew all the other charges; and so Mr.

Tilak emerged from the fiery ordeal without a stain on his character.

The judgment of Sir Lawrence Jenkins was for all practical purposes

a judgment on the adoption suit itself. For the party of Tai Maharaj,
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having fallen to the temptation of using Mr. Aston to the fullest extent

possible, had sown the wind by getting Mr. Tilak to be committed on a

charge of perjury relating to the factum itself of adoption; and they must

thank themselves -for having to reap the whirlwind in that the adoption

itself was indirectly pronounced upon by the High Court. The crash

of course came late, but it was complete when it did come; and the cons-

pirators against Mr. Tilak realised that they had really dug the grave for

themselves though meant by them forMr. Tilak. It was of course extraordi-

nary that the issue of an adoption should be decided like this in a criminal

case, butit was made inevitable by Mr. Aston for the good of Tai Maharaj

and for the ruin of Mr. Tilak. But Mr. Aston now found himself hoisted

with his own petard ! The case took nearly all Mr. Tilak's time from

May 1901 to March 1904. A calculation shows that these proceedings

occupied about 160 sittings, Mr. Tilak having to appear in Court for

most of these days in person. The aggravating feature of the prosecution

was that in prosecuting Mr. Tilak the Bombay Government were

indirectly seeking the fulfilment of their animus against him. They

were fighting the battles of Tai Maharaj on the ground of adoption.

It was an evil combination of official animus and a woman's self-interest;

and we for one cannot decide what was the real fact, namely, whether Tai

Maharaj was a tool in the hands of Government or Government were a tool

in her hands! The probability is that each of them used and was actually

used in turn as a tool by the other to a certain extent, though it is to

be pitied that in all this the Government so far forgot their dignity as to

debase and put themselves on the mean level of an illiterate, selfish and

misguided young widow ! All this took the public interest in the case far

beyond the personality of Mr. Tilak, though he was no doubt the central

figure therein.

How Mr. Tilak behaved during all these troubles ; how he could not

only keep the serenity of his mind so as to pursue his ordinary avocations

without detriment; how even in his darkest hours when expressions of

hope from others were only likely to have sounded as hollow mockeries

or premature consolations, he not only maintained cheerfulness enough

for himself and to spare for others and proved a source of intellectual

inspiration to his own legal advisers; how he could command isola-

tion of mind even amidst his deep-rooted and worrying anxieties, only

intensified by the death of his eldest son, in order to pursue his favourite

literary studies to issue his latest book " the Arctic Home in the

Vedas " a few days after his commitment by Mr. Aston—these are all

matters on which perhaps it is not for us to dwell at any length.

Mr. Tilak has since won the civil case for adoption in the Court of

Original Jurisdiction at Poona which has completely vindicated his word
and his action.
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The next year Mr. Tilak spent ia organising his private affairs,

specially relating to the papers and the press. The enormous circulation
of the Kesari required the importation of a big machine for printing it,

and the generosity of the Maharaja Gaikwad who sold to him the Gaikwad
Wada at Poona for only a fair price, enabled him to give his papers and the
press the much needed permanent local habitation. With his well-known
versatility he also applied his mind to the casting of a new kind of
Marathi type with a view to adapt it to a Marathi lino-type machine, and
in this matter he has achieved remarkable success. Lino-type makers in
England have approved of his design of the new type, but the actual
importation of lino-type machines fitted with Marathi type has been delayed
owing to the fact that there are very few printing houses in the country
who could afford to use Devanagari lino-type machines and that conse-
quently the lino-type makers in England cannot be persuaded to lock their
capital in the casting of the new machines till that time.

Since the year 1905 Mr. Tilak has been deeply engrossed in active
political agitation. The Bengal Partition led to a sudden upheaval of
national sentiment throughout the country and to the inauguration of
the movements of Swadeshi, Boycott, National Education and vSwarajya.
The Benares Congress was the beginning of an organised and strong ex-
pression of public opinion in the country; and the story of the Calcutta and
the Surat Congresses is too fresh in the minds of our readers to need
reiteration. It has been acknowledged that Mr. Tilak was by far the ablest
leader of the new party of Nationalists and that it was owing to him that
the lamp of nationalistic feeling, according t3 the new lights, was kept
burning in Western India since the partition.

Mr. Tilak's has been a most eventful life. Pie is a man of
originality which is surpassed only by the glow of his fiery spirit and by his
untiring activity. He scorns ignoble ease and is particulary happy when he
is face to face with an undertaking in which the odds are manifestly a>;ainst

him. Then again most of his acts have a real altruistic aspect. His ambition
has been to strive for the good of the people; and it is admitted that he has
been able to realise his ambition in a pre-eminent degree. These two things
go to make up the secret of his success as a man who, more than any other
of the present or the past few generations, has touched the imagination of

millions of his countrymen. The unprecedented popularity and esteem
which Mr. Tilak enjoys and deserves needs no description. He combines
ability, industry, enterprise and patriotism in such a degree that the Bri-

tish G-. vernment think they have always to be mindful of him. And many
of Mr. Tilak's friends will, we suppose, be content to accept the attitude of

the Mighty British Government towards him as perhaps the most eloquent
testimony to his worth.

* The first portion of this character sketch has been taken from the book of

the Tilak Case of 1897 with a few alterations.





INTRODUCTION.
This book contains a full and authentic account of the proceedings

of the great Tilak Trial which was held at the third Criminal Sessions of

the Bombay High Court from the 13th to the 22nd July 1908.

The present is the second State prosecution for sedition against Mr.
Tilak, the first one being in 1897. In both the cases Mr. Tilak was pro-

secuted in his capacity as the publisher of certain alleged seditious matter

in his paper the Kesari. Mr. Tilak was even in 1897, as of course he is

to-day, the most popular Mahratta-in India. And the Kesari which now
enjoys the largest circulation of all newspapers, Indian or English, in this

country was even eleven years ago the most widely circulated newspaper in

the Bombay Presidency. In the back-groimd of both the prosecutions there

was a scene of great popular imrest due to the operation of a repressive

policy on the part of the Government resulting in poHtical murders. Both
the cases were tried by a Judge of the Bombay High Court with the aid of a

Special Jury, a large majority of which was made up of Europeans, and
which found Mr. Tilak guilt}- of sedition on both the occasions by a majoritv

in exactly the same proportion which the European element bore

the Indian in that body. It only remains to be added that in both the Cc.

the Indian public by an almost unanimous voice adjudged the prosecute

to be ill-advised and the conviction unjust.

The genesis of the present prosecution could be traced to the abortive

session of the Surat Cougress, in December 1907, which marked the

culminating point of the unpleasant relations between Mr. Tilak as

the leader of the New Party and the Moderate school of Indian politicians
;

and these relations might be taken as being in a way the reflection of the

relations between Mr. Tilak and the New Party on the one hand and the

Government on the other. The out-burst of sentimental violence and poli-

tical crime in Bengal had for some time past helped to accelerate the pro-

cess of disintegration in the body of political workers in this countr}-. And /

the news of an attempt on the life of Mr. Allen, the Collector of Dacca, only ^
couple of days previous to the session of the Surat Congress was universally

regarded as calculated to complete the fermentation of the political situation

which was yeasty and inicomfortable enough already. When the Congress
dispersed at Surat on that memorable 27th of December 1907 and the com-
ponents of that unusually large gathering went away to their homes in differ-

ent parts of India, carrv'ing with them bitter memories and suUen

thoughts, it looked as if glowing sparks from a fearful furnace had been
driven by a malignant wind and spread broad-cast among magazines full

to the brim with combustibles. The first few weeks after the Congress wit-

nessed the course of futile but aggravating recrimination between different

Congress camps, while Government were wisely replenishing their resources

of repression with a view to deal an effective blow at the New Party. The
bomb outrage at Muzzafurpore towards the end of April 1908 offered Govern-

ment the psychological moment for inaugurating an era of arrests, searches,

prosecutions and persecutions to which not even a distant parallel could
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Rule.

In these affairs Bombay had of course its own share; and the Govern-

ment never concealed their belief that whatever might or might not

happen in Bengal or else where, Mr. Tilak was the source of all political

activity and that no campaign of repressive prosecutions could be ever

complete unless it involved this towering leader of the New Party. Since

his return from Surat Mr. Tilak had, moreover, shown unusual activity.

He organised the District and the Provincial Conferences and brought. the

Temperance agitation in Poona to a head. The organised picketting at

liquor shops Svasjlooked upon by Go^-ernment officials as the first object-

lesson in the training of national volunteers; and as Mr. Tilak began to

extend his lecturing tours to places even outside Poona, Government must

have concluded that it was no longer safe to keep Mr. Tilak free. By the time

the Bombay Legislative Council met at poona on the 20th of June, Govern-

ment had apparently decided to strike the blow at him ; and w^hen His

Excellency Sir George Clarke, the Governor of Bombay, remarked that cer-

tain persons who possessed influence over the society were in the habit of

exciting feelings of hatred and contempt against Government and feelings

of animosity between classes of his Majesty's subjects, that these persons

were only playing with fire and that Government would not be deterred by

anvthing to put the law in motion against them, there was hardly any one

who had any doubt in his mind as to the real objective of those remarks.

Already four Native newspapers in the Presidency were on their trial for

sedition; and there could possibly be no mistake as to the personage who was

now specially meant to be honoured with the pregnant minatory prouounce-

ment referred to above. A week before this, Mr. S. M. Paranjape, the editor of

the Kal and a friend of Tilak, w^as committed to the High Court Sessions;

and when he shifted his camp from Poona to Bombay to assist Mr. Paranjape

in his defence, Mr. Tilak himself had a sort of premonition that he could not

return to Poona for a considerably long time. Two days after the Governor's

speech the official sanction for ]Mr. Tilak' s prosecution was signed

at Bombay, and on the next day, that is to say, on the 24th of June

at about 6 P. M. Mr. Tilak was arrested at the Sardar Griha where he was

putting up at the time. The same evening his house and press at Poona

were locked by the Pohce where the nexj; day they conducted a search under

a warrant by the Chief Presidency Magistrate of Bombay. By an extention of

the warrant authorised by the District Magistrate of Poona, the Police also

searched, on the same day, Mr. Tilak' s residence at the hill-fort sanita-

rium -Singh Garh, following the unusual procedure of breaking open

windows and conducting a search behind the back of any recognised repre-
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sentative of the owner. The "''search at both the places resulted in nothing-

of importance being found except a post-card, with the names of two
"books on explosives written thereon, whicli was made so much of at the

trial.

On the 25th of June Mr. Tilak was placed before Mr. Aston7
the Chief Presidency Magistrate, who rejected an application for bail

and remanded him to jail. While Mr. Tilak was in jail it somehow
dawned upon the Bombay Government that it was risky to stake Mr.
Tilak's ruin upon the article of the 12th of May alone, (See Exhibit C)

,

and another sanction to prosecute Mr. Tilak, for publishing the leading article

in the Kcsari of the 9th of June, was signed at Bombay on the 26th of June.
A fresh information was thereupon laid before Mr. Aston w^ho issued a
fresh warrant which was executed on Mr. Tilak in jail. On the 29th of

June some formal evidence was recorded, and Mr. Aston committed Mr.
Tilak to the third Criminal Sessions of the Bombay High Court on two sets

of charges under Section 124 A and 153 A, by two separate orders of

commitment.

The day next after his arrest, Mr. Tilak was lodged in the Dongri jail at

Bombay. Here as an under-trial prisoner he was allowed the use of food,

bedding and clothes supplied to him from his home. But Mr. Tilak had to

suffer from a grievance which was worse than any physical discomfort. He
was practically handicapped in the preparation of his defence.

On the 2nd of July an application was made by Mr. Jinnah, Bar-at-Law,
to Mr. Justice Davar, who presided at the third Criminal Sessions, for Mr,
Tilak's release on bail, and the rejection of this application together with
its surrounding circumstances conclusively showed the way the judicial wind
was blowing.

Notice had been by this time served on Mr. Tilak's Solicitor that the

Crown would make an application to the Court for directing that a Special
Jury should be empanelled to try Mr. Tilak. It was most unfair to make such
an application as Mr. Baptista's able argument against it ( vide page 18 j
shows. But Government was lucky enough to be able to run on the innings
merrily in their own favour entirely from the beginning, and the hearing of

the application for a Special Jury on the 3rd of July resulted in its

being granted. +
"All the papeis taBen in custody were either necessary for a formal proof o£ Mr.

Tilak's connection with the Kcsarl or mere innocent curiosities of a miscellaneous

nature. The second kind of papers were put in by the defence itself to show the

kind of company in which the card was found. As regavds the card it was success-

fully explained away by Mr. Tilak, and eventually both the Judge and the Ad-
vocate-General had nearly to admit that ic could not carry the proof of the

charge of Sedition against Mr. Tilak any further than the incriminating articles

themselves could do.

-i-It may be noted that one could easily know how to interpret the

language of Mr. Justice Davar when in disposing of the application he remarked
that '• it was in Mr. Tilak's own interest that he should have the benefit of being
tried by a Jury selected from the citizen-^ of Bombay from a higher class of

citizens."



Between the day of the rejection of the application for bail and the day
uf the trial Mr. Tilak had slightly over a week within which to prepare his

defence. The jail aiithorities had of conrse given him certain facilities in

this repect ; but after all only a very limited number of friends could go
and see him during a limited number of hours of the day. And eventually

such defence as Mr. Tilak could actualh- prepare was not because of the

facilities which were given to but in spite of the restrictions w^hich were
imposed upon him. The speech which Mr. Tilak delivered in his defence
occupies nearly a hundred pages of this book and bristles wdth references to

legal and literary works. That shows in a w^ay the great resourcefulness

and the power of Mr. Tilak 's mind and memor\-.

The trial opened on the 13th of July, and attention was centred on the first

day on the ruling the Judge might give on the question of the amalgamation
of the two cases in one trial and on the constitution of the Jury. In the first

matter Mr. Tilak's objection was over-ruled ; the two cases were amal-

gamated ; and as many charges were put together as the Judge then thought
he might combine so as to be technicalh' within the law. Mr. Tilak objected

to the amalgamation both on the ground of law and of the prejudice which
might be caused to him by the confusion in his own mind as well as in

the minds of the Jury- in respect of the different charges, which really

deserved to be separately tried if the requirements of justice were to be satis-

fied. The evil effects of this amalgamation were not long in being realised;

for, as will be seen from the proceedings, practically one single article was
made the ground of three convictions and sentences on three different

charges. As regards the constitution of the Jury, the Judge in granting the

application of the Crown for a Special Jur^- had expressed an expectation that

the panel summoned would be such that,"making allowance for the challenges,

there would be a fair representation of the different Indian communities on
the Jury as actually empanelled in the box. But far from that being the case

the Jury was made up of seven Europeans and two Parsis.

The recording of the evidence for the Prosecution, which was
more or less of a formal character, occupied the Court for about two
and a half days. The only witness that was cross-examined, with any
degree of keenness on the part of Mr. Tilak, was Mr. Joshi w'ho was put
into the box to identify certain official signatures, to put in the incrimin-

inating and other articles, and to certify to the correctness of the

translations which not he himself but some one else had made. Mr.
Joshi could thus be cross-examined not as one responsible for the translations

himself, but more or less as an ofiicial expert who could take liberties with
the questions put to him in the cross-examination or give answers with a

certain sense of irresponsibility. The record of this cross-examination,

which was searching and creditable to the Marathi scholarship of a man
like Mr. Tilak, will show^ that Mr. Tilak completely succeeded in estabHshing

the merits of the objection which he subsequently dwelt upon in his speech,

namely, that though not purposely distorted the mistranslations were
numerous enough and calculated to create a wrong notion in the reader's

mind about the spirit of the Marathi articles.
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Out of the fifteen exhibits put in for the Prosecution seven were arti-

cles from the Kcsari^ two were Government sanctions for the prosecution,

two more were Mr. Tilak's formal declarations as press owner, printer

and publisher, and two others were the search warrants; one was the

copy of the Panchanama of the search in which were noted sixty three

documents which were seized by the Police* And the remaining exhibit

was the post card. Of these Mr. Tilak objected to the admissibility of the

articles other than the charge articles and to the post-card. But his

objections were over-ruled. As regards the Panchanama, with the exception

of the post-card, one portion of the papers included therein were not put in

at all by the Prosecution, but were returned to Mr. Tilak. The remaining

portion was bodily put in as a whole bundle by Mr. Tilak along with his

written statement. This bundle Mr. Tilak had to put in only for the purpose

of showing the character of the papers and the conditions in which the post-

card was found. But the putting in of these papers even for that limited

purpose was regarded technically as amounting to giving evidence for the

Defence, and that cost Mr. Tilak the right of reply which is extremely

precious to an accused person, especially in a trial by Jury. Having lost the

right of reply, Mr. Tilak decided also to put in a number of newspapers

which were calculated to prove his contention that his articles were written

in a controversy, and as repUes to the points, as they arose in the controversy,

between the Anglo-Indian papers on the one hand and the Indian papers on

the other. Mr. Tilak's statement { See page 69 Sessions Proceedings ) was

a simple and a brief one in Lwhich he asserted that he was not guilty and
described the real character of the incriminating articles. 4

Mr, Tilak opened his speech for the defence at about 4 P. M. on Wednes-
day, the third day of the trial; and with the exception of Saturday and Sun-

day following he occupied the time of the Court up to about the noon of Wed-
nesday, the 8th day of the actual sitting of the Court. It would, we think,

be superfluous to say anything about the speech which is undoubtedly a memo-
rable one from many points of view. Mr.Tilak did not command 'eloquence'

as the word is usually understood. But it amply served the purpose which Mr..

Tilak really meant to serve by undertaking to defend himself in person.

And whatever the verdict they gave, the Jury must have, during the days

of the speech, acquired an intimate knowledge with the master mind of the

man on whom they were called upon to sit in judgment. The speech lasted,

as the Judge himself was careful enough to note for a purpose of his own,

for twenty one hours and ten minnutes and no Jury, constituted of average

men,icoidd fail to perceive that whatever Mr. TUak's faults as a speaker,

they (Could not have much fault to find with him as a man. And on the

hundreds of highly educated people who crowded the Court every day and

thousands who read the reports outside, the speech had undoubtedly a

greatly elevating effect.



.r" As the speecli is one of extraordinary dimensions, it may be worth while

just to briefly summarise the principal points made by Mr. Tilak in order

to facilitate its comprehension by the reader. The amalgamation of two

cases, the joinder of four charges, and the subsequent dropping of one of

them only to make the trial good, was illegal, and likely to cause prejudice.

The admission of articles other than the incriminating ones to prove intention

was improper. The post-card (Exhibit K J was inadmissible. The transla-

tions of the articles instead of the originals were made the basis of the

charges . The whole of the articles were embodied in the charges and the

particulars of the manner in which the offences were committed were not

specified by setting out particular words or sentences alleged to be seditious

under Section 124 A or criminal imder 153 A. Mr. Tilak practically

gave a discourse upon the law of Sedition] in England and the

law of Sedition in India and made some interesting new points about

the construction of sections 124A and 153 A. With regard toSection 124A
Mr. Tilak pointed out that the first portion of the Section did not apply

to him at aU, because that contemplated the fact of an actual excitement

of disaffection, and there was in this case no evidence given whatever to show

that Mr. Tilak's writings resulted in such actual excitement of disaffection.

What was proved in the case was only the words of the published articles

and the identity of their publisher. The real character of the words of the

articles was a matter for the Jury; but no evidence was given to show to the

Jury, whc did not know Marathi, that the words were really capable of the

meaning which the Prosecution sought to attribute to them. What re-

mained of Sedtion 124A, therefore, was only an attempt to excite dis^

affection. Mr. Tilak elaborately discussed the meaning of the word 'attempt'.

He contended that the word could not be taken in its ordinary meaning but

that it had a special meaning of its own. An act under the Section must

be an intentional and premeditated act with the definite object of exciting

disaffection, which must be proved to have failed in accomplishment by

causes not dependent upon the will of the man making the attempt but

operating quite independently of his control. There was here no evidence

of the success of the attempt, or of the failure being due to something

operating ijndependently of Mr. Tilak's will. As regards the object of the

attempt, even supposing that the words of the articles were likely to

create disaffection, the creation of that disaffection was not the object

with which the articles were written. Even when a writing may be \'iolent

or reckless and even when there may be a likelihood of disaffection

being caused thereby, the writer could not be punished for an attempt

nndcr 124A, if he has no criminal intention. The question of intention

was therefore the principal one to be considered; and in deciding thisl ques-

tion it was improper and unsafe to follow the maxim ofcivillaw,namel)^, that



every man must be presumed to intend the natural consequences of his acts

.

This intention could not be a matter of presumption, nor could it be proved

only by the character of the words or inuendoes in writing. Criminal in-

tention must be positively proved by the evidence of surrounding circum-

stances. The motive or object with which an act is done is of course not

identical and ought not to be confounded with intention-, but this motive or

object is necessarily one of the most reliable indications in an inquiry as to

intention. His real object or motive in writing the articles, Mr. Tilak con-

tended, was to give a reply to the theories and suggestions, which were-

controversial enough, of Anglo-Indian and other critics who took the oppor-

tunity of the bomb-outrages merely for recommending to Government an

aggravated policy of repression . The surrounding circumstances showed that

;

and to prove this one circumstance Mr. Tilak had to put in seventy-one

newspapers, Indian or Anglo-Indian, a perusal of the articles in which would

show how big was the controversy that was raging. Mr. Tilak' s intention

could not be to excite disaffection because the articles showed that they

were written with the express purpose, mentioned in so many words in

the articles themselves, of giving advice and a warning to Government,

The construction put upon the words of the articles by the Prosecution was

unjustifiable. In the first place the words relied on were mistranslations,

some of them very gross ones, calculated to mislead the mind of the Jury.

The translator himself was not put into the witness box, but an oflficial

expert who generally certified to the correctness of translations which he

himselfhad not made. Even when the necessary corrections were made, there

remained the inuendoes ascribed to the writer. No specific inuendoes

were charged and therefore no inuendoes could be found or supplied by the

Jury. But the Prosecution affected to find an inuendo in every word, as it

-

were, on the gratuitous assumption that the writer was actuated by a crimi-

nal intention. This intention they had not proved. As for the language of

the articles, it had to be remembered that in writing on high political thesis,

^he writer had to labour under the disadvantage of the Marathi language not

yet being able* to cope with the progress in the political life of the country.

Even the official expert had to use antiquated dictionaries in the witness box-

to translate certain sentences put to him in the cross examination; and

even when he had the help of those dictionaries he could not help making

himself ridiculous by making queer translations of sample words and sen-



tences. That should o^ive an idea as to the hard task a leading newspaper
writer has to perform, as he has to write on all manner of subjects without

long notice and sometimes on the spur of the moment. Moreover the words

and ideas for which Mr. Tilak was now being sought to be held responsible

were not invented by him. They formed a part of the political controversy

which had been raging in India for over thirty years past between the official

and the pro-official party on the one hand and the popular party on the

other. If the language of the articles was properly understood in the light of

these considerations, then the Jury would have no difficulty in acquitting him.

Something more than the mere objectionable character of certain words

had to be proved to bring home the charge to him; and the Prosecution not

having done so, the Jur}' had no option but to acquit him. He appealed to

to the Jury to regard the question as one not of an individual, much less

that of a man -^howaLsnoidi persona grata with Government, and who might

be regarded as their political opponent, but as one involving the liberty of

the^. Press in India. He appealed to them to bear in mind the traditions

of their fore- fathers, who fought for their liberty of speech and opinion,

to regard themselves as guardians of the Press even in India, to stand

between the Press and the Government, and to temper the operation of hard

laws. He told them?that they were not boimd by the direction the Judge

would give them as to the facts and reminded them that in India today,

as has been the case in England since Fox's Libel Act of 1792, the Juries are

the sole Judges of the merits of a seditious libel. The vigilance of the

Juries in England saved the liberty of the Press and rendered the prose-

cutions for sedition rare in England; and he begged of the Jurymen that they

in India too would be actuated by similar public-spiritedness.

Mt. Tilak finished his address to the Jury at about 12-30 noon on the

eighth day which also proved the last day of the trial. The address of Mr.

Branson, the Advocate General, was conceived in a satirical spirit and at

times he indulged in language to which strong objection could have been

taken. This address lasted for about four hours, but was appajently hurried

up to a close. At about 5 P. M. mysterious movements and consultations

•^^egan among the Government party, and the Judge declared his intention of

finishing the case that very day though they might have to sit till late at

Jiight. Mr. Tilak was taken by surprise and it affected him particularly in



this way that he could not hold the consultation with his friends and re-

lations which he had intended to hold that evening and the next morning,

in view of the eventuality of his conviction. The net was somewhat

surreptitiously woven round his life in the closing vesper hours of that

memorable day. After the close of Mr. Branson's speech the Judge dehever-

ed a strongly adverse charge. The Jury retired at 8-3 P. M. and returned at

9-20 P. M. On all the three charges they, by a majority of seven to two,found

Mr. Tilak guilty, and the Judge, accepting the verdict, sentenced Mr. Tilak to

six years transportation and a fine of one thousand rupees, but not before he

addressed him bitter words of reproach which Mr. Tilak had a right to regard

as only insult added to injury. Mr. Tilak, however, had an occasion to tell

the Judge as well as the pubHc what he thought about it all; and when asked

whether he had any thing to say he uttered in a solemn and piercing tone

the following words from the dock;

—

'
' All I wish to say is that in spite of the verdict of the Jury I maintain

that I am innocent. There are higher Powers that rule the destiny of things

and it may be the will of Providence that the cause which I represent may

prosper more by my suffering than by my remaining free
. '

'

For the couple of hours since the Jury retired to consider their verdict the

big Court room was possessed by a solemnity of feeling which was mariced

on every face. The dim gas-light in the hall only added to the effect of -he

dead silence on the part of the spectators who were looking from the Judge

to Mr. Tilak and from Mr. Tilak to the Judge. The whole thing over, :\Ir.

Justice Davar rose at 10 P. M. and all rose with him; and Mr. Tilak was

spirited away in the twinkling of an eye.

It was not till about 7 p. m. that evening, that the news about the

Judge's determination to finish the case that night leaked from the Kigh

Court, which was kept specially guarded in all directions. And yet within

a couple of hours thousands of people gathered at the entrances to the

High Court and were anxiously waiting to know the result of the trial.

Heavy showers of rain were at intervals falUng, and the dim light in the

streets combined with the murky weather spread a pall of gloom

which could not but affect the minds at least of those who were

absorbed in imagining what must be passing in the Court house

to which all access was completly prohibited. At about 10 P. m., the

secret was out ; there was bustle and commotion all round the High.
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Court buildings ; the mounted police were galloping in ever}- direction to

disperse the crowd; and the sad news of Mr. Tilak's conviction and

sentence was conveyed from soul to soul almost by a process of tele-

pathy. The Police and the Judge thus successfully prevented what might

have been a monster demonstration. But the next morning when the news
of the doings of the previous night spread like wild fire through the *tity the

people felt aggrieved, as it were, at the smartness of the authorities and they

commenced demonstration with a vengeance. The effect of the news of Mr.

Tilak's conviction and transportation, especially upon the masses, was
something tremendous. The great millhand population was determined to

strike work in honour of Mr. Tilak and by a spontaneous movement
the Bazars in several quarters in the city were closed for business. The
streets, however, were kept alive by the cries of newspaper boys, for in the

cTourse of that half week Mr. Tilak's pictures, newspapers giving accounts

about him and leaflets containing songs composed in his honor were
sold by tens of thousands. The popular feeling about Mr. Tilak was

manifested in a hundred other ways in private and public places in the

great metropolitan City. The Police and some other people who were

endowed with a larger measure of blind loyalty to Government than tact,

discretion or common sense, most unwisely interfered with the passive

demonstration. Some of the millhands also went out of their way in trying

to coerce those, whom they regarded as the black-legs among them,

into stopping work. The general result of all these contributory factors

was that the mob mind got out of control and there was rioting in several

parts of the city ; the military had to be called out and firing resulted in

the deaths of 15 and the wounding of 38 people. For nearly six days business

was at a standstill and a reign of terror prevailed in many parts of the city.

These unusual demonstrations completly proved the great depth to which
the roots of Mr. Tilak's popularity had penetrated in a population which is

generally regarded as the least homogenous in formation and the least

susceptible to political sentiment.

That is the story in brief of this great trial. The case is yet

-sz.<^ /z^^zVe so far as the Privy Council is concerned. Mr. Tilak's appeals

to. Mr. Justice Davar, to the Advocate General and to the Appelate Bench of

the High Court for a consideration of the objections urged by him

on the ground of law have been rejected more or less summarily. But he

still hopes to get justice at the hands of the Privy Council which is the

highest tribunal of appeal in the British Empire.
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NOTE—The rejection of Mr. Tilak's application f«r his release on tail
was universally regarded as unjustifiable. Curiously enough it so happened
eleven years ago that Mr. Justice Davar was engaged as Counsel for Mr
Tilak in the sedition case 'of 1897, and he successfully got out Mr. Tilak
on bail as the result of an application made to Mr. Justice Badruddin
Tayabji. Mr. Tayabji's judgment proved an epoch-making judgment so far as
the question of bail in cases of sedition was concerned. For eleven years after-

wards, the Tilak case was quoted as a conclusive ruling in support of the relea'se
of under-trial prisoners oa bail. With Mr. Davar changing the Gown for the Wie
or it should rather be said tbe Bar for the Bench, the whole course of law was to be
changed; and Mr, J. Davar's judgment in the Tilak case of 1908 has already been
widely quoted and acted upon to support the rejection of applications for bail
Below in three parallel columns we quote important sentences from Mr, J. Tavabl
ji's judgment in 1897, Mr. Davar the Barrister's argument in 1897, and Mr. Davar
the Judge's ruling in 1908 in respect of the same subject matter, namely, the prin-
ciples on wbich bail may be granted or refused to an under-trial prisoner espe-
cially in cases of sedition.

^

TAYABJEEJ. (1897)

All legislation in regard

to the release of accused

parties on bail was based

upon the anxiety of the

Legislature to secure the

attendance of the accused
at the time the trial came
on. The leading principle

of jurisprudence was that

a man was not to be pre-

sumed to bd guilty until
he had had a fair trial and
was found to be guilty.

But at the same time
another leading principle

that the Judges had to bear
in mind was that there
•ught not to be any mis-
carriage of Justice by the
accused absconding or not
appearing when the case

"was called on for hearing.

If it was absolutely or

morally certain that the

accused would be forth-

coming at the trial it would
be contrary to the princi-

ples of Justice to keep him
in jail till the trial cam©

BARST. DAVAR. (1897.)

Mr, Davar, 'Couusel for Mr.
XDali applied ior bail on the
following grouuds, He was
perfectly prefiaved to urge that

this waeomiueDtly one of those
cases in which the acoased per-

son was entitled to be bailed

out on more grounds than one.
It was ah.inlu,td>j necessary that

the accused should penonaUy
give instructions to his Sohci-

tors. Mr. Davar also laid stress

on the grouadthat the Jail rules

required the presence of the

Jail authorities even whea the

accused was giving instructions

to his Solicitors, and that the

difficulty of defending the ac-

cused would be still greater.

He relied very strongly on the

Bangobasi case and on what
took place in connection with

the caee, which was the only

precedent which would guide

his i.ordship in the present

case jjui'ticularly on the

question of bail- It

woul 1 be argued in the
present case that this was a

most serious case and it was a
matter in which punishment
was for transportation for life

thougii the alternative punish-
ment did not exceed three

years, I'he only evidence iu

the pj-esent case of the article

being cf such a nature, as

would cause disnliectioa among
the people, was that of Mirza
Abbaa Beg, t)ie Orieujal Trana.
later, who sai 1 that the words
and espiesaioas were of aa ex-

JUDGIlI DAVAR. (1908)

Section i^'^d) C)v. Pr. Code
left the Judge unlimited
discretion. Ifc was a judi-
cial discretion and it must
be judicially exerciser and
with care and caution. I
am not in accord with the

statement broadly made
that the only consideration

which ought to guide the
Court in deciding whether
bail should or should not
bn granted,was the conside

ration that the accused
would appear to take his
trial. It was by no means
the only consideration %r
the main one. Ife might be
one of the considerations or
an important one. But in

considering applications in
serioas cases there were
many circumstances that
must be weighed before
coming to a conclosiou. It

would be wise under the

present circumstances not
to give any reason or enter
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off. In order to ascertain

whether he would be forth-

coming or not it was ma-

terial to consider the three

leading questions; first, as

to the gravity of the offence

with which the accused

was charged ; second, as to

the nature of the sentence

with which he might be

punished; and third, as

to the evidence which was

before the Court to see

whether ifc was of such an

•ver-whelming character

as that the accused must

necessarily be convicted

and that in order to avoid

the punishment he might

3i0t be forth-coming.

tremelyj objectionable inflama-
tory character such as were cal-

calateu to excite feeliugs iu
Britisii India. That was the
whole of the evidence recorded
Ijy the Magist'ate to prove that
the articles published were like-

ly to inflame and excite dis-

affection and it was to say the
least n'orthlcxx. Ha ventured
to submit that anybody who had
fi?iy knowledge of the Marathi
language and who read the
original articles, if he vxn not

blinded bj/ pussion oy prejudice,

would come to the conclusion
that they were not calcalated to

excite disaffection in the minds
of the people* The only groujid

sn which this application could bo

opposed would be dn apifte/iension

that the accused might not be

forthaomitig for his trial.

Another ground being that the

accused being at liberty, might
try to do away or tamper with
the evidence for the prosecu-

tion. In this ca»3 there was
no fear of that. " I ask your
Lordship accordingly to e:!?er-

cise your discretion vested in

you, and make an order which
will show, that the accused

is not prejudged by the

tribunals thai administer^ jus-

tiee and law, &c. &c. "

into a discussion of the

considerations weighing,

with him in refusing the

application for bail.



THE TILAK CASE.

The Magisterial Proceediiig-8.

The prosecution against INIr. Bal Gangadhar Tilak was set in nioti'on

by his Excellency the Governor in Council Bombay ordering the institution

of a complaintfagainst him and thus sanctioning the prosecution. The san-

ction to prosecute is as follows:

—

The first case.

Government sanction

.

( Before nie )

A. H. S. Aston

Chief Presidency ^Magistrate

Bombay 24-6-08.

Under Section 196 of the Code of Criminal Procedure 1898, His Ex-

cellency the Governor in Council is pleased to order Herbert George Gell,

Commissioner of Police Bombay or such Police officer as may be deputed

by him for this purpose, to make a complaint against Bal Gangadhar Tilak,

editor and proprietor of the '

' Kesari "
, a weekly vernacular newspaper of

Poona, in respect of an article headed "The country's misfortune", printed

at columns 4 and 5, page 4 and columns 1 and 2 page 5 of the issue of the

said newspaper dated the 12th May 1908, under Section 124 A of the Indian

Penal Code and any other Section of the said Code ( including section 153
A ) which 'may be found to be applicable to the case.

By order of his Excellency the Governor in Coimcil

( Sd. ) H. O. Ouin

Dated 27) June 1908 Bombay. Acting Secretaiy to Government.

Judicial Department

Pursuant to withinwritten order I hereby depute Superintendent
Sloane of the ' K ' Division, Bombay City Police, to make the complaint
therein referred to.

( Sd; ) H. G. Gell.

Head Police Office Bomlmy Commissioner of Police, Bombay.

24th June 1908.



Ill piiisuance of the sanction, Siiperintendeut Sloane, of the Bombay
Police, laid the following information before Mr. A. H. S. Aston, Chief
Presidency ^Magistrate, Bombay:—

Jiifoj'mation of Supcrinlcndcnt Sloane.

The information of William Sloane taken upon oath before me Arthur
Henry Southcote Aston Esquire, one of his Majesty's Justices of the Peace
for the Town and island of Bombay and the Chief Presidency Magistrate
Bombay on Tuesda}- the 24th day of June 1908.

1 . "I am informed and veril}- belie\e that Bal Gangadhar Tilak of

Poona is the editor, printer and publisher of the "Kesari" a weekly Marathi
Newspaper and that the said newspaper is printed and published at his

I^ress called the Kesari Press situated at 486 Narayan Peth Poona.

2. That the Kesari Newspaper dated the 12th May 1908 which is

now produced and shown to me and marked A contains an article

printed in the 4th and 5th columns of page 4 thereof and columns
1 and 2 of page 5 thereof and headed (as translated into English) " The
countiy^ ' s misfortune .

'

'

3. That a translation of the said article is also produced and
sliown to me and marked B.

4. I verily believe that the said Bal Gangadhar Tilak has by the
pubHcation of the said article in the 'Kesari' newspaper dated the 12th
of may 1908 brought or attempted to bring into hatred and contempt and
has excited or attempted to excite disloyalty and feelings of enmity towards
His Majesty and the Government established by law in British India.

5. I am informed and verily believe that several numbers of the
' Kesari ' newspaper dated the 12th of May 1908 were forwarded to

subscribers to that newspaper in Bombay and were received in Bombay
b}- such subscribers and that I am advised that there has been pubHcation
of such newspaper containing the said article within the jurisdiction of

this Court.

6. That I accordingly charge the said Bal Gangadhar Tilak, as

being responsible for the publication in Bombay of the said article in the
Kesari newspaper dated the 12th day of May 1908, with committing
offences punishable under Sections 124 A and 153 A of the Indian Penal
Code and I prav that process mav be issued against the said Bal Gangadhar
Tilak.

7. That an order under section 196 of the Criminal Procedure Code
dated the 23rd of June 1908 directing this complaint to be made is now
produced and shown to me and marked C.

The Magistrate thereupon issued a warrant of arrest against Mr. Tilak
on 24th June 1908 and it was executed on his person the same evening at

Bombay.
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The Magistrate also issued a warrant on the same day for a search be-

ing made of the residence of ]\Ir. Tilak at Poona, and for the seizure of cer-

tain documents &c. The following is the text of the warrant and the en-

dorsements on it will show the manner in which it was executed.

Magistrates warrant

.

Case No. 421 of 1908.

Complainants' name.
Superintendent sloane.

Address—Bombay

.

(Fee-free)

No. of 190

To

The District or City Magistrate Poona, the Superintendent of Police

division, and all constables and other His jNIajesty's officers of the Peace

for the Town of Bombay.

Whereas information has been laid before me of the commission of the

offence of sedition and promoting enmity between classes, and it has been

made to appear to me that the production of the files of the newspaper Kesaii,

registers of subscribers, drafts, proofs, manuscripts, correspondence, books

of account and other documents, relating to the said Kesari newspaper is

essential to the inquiry about to be made into the said offence.

This is to authorise and require you to search for the said books, docu-

ments, writings and newspapers in the residence of Bal Gangadhar Tilak,

situated at Poona and if found to produce forthwith the same before this

Court, returning this warrant with an endorsement certifying what you have

done under it immediately upon its execution.

Given under my hand and the seal of the Court this 24th June 1908.

(Sd.) A. S. ASTON.

Chief Presidency Magistrate.

Forwarded to the District Superintendent of Police, Poona, for execution.

(Sd.) H. F. CARVALHO,

24-6-08.
,

City. Magistrate

Poona.

Returned duly executed

Davies.
25-6-08. District Superin^indant

of Police, Poona.



Returned to the D. S. Police, Poona. The warrant cannot be considered

to be fully executed until the residence of Bal Gangadhar Tilak at Singhgad

has been searched. This search should now be made.

(Sd.) E. CARMICHAEL,

25-6-08. D. M. Poona.

Executed. — Nothing found at Singhgad.

Davies

D. S^ Police Poona.

Returned to the Presidency Magistrate Bombay.

(Sd.) E. CARMICHAEL

25-6-08. D. M. Poona.

The Panchanama { \'ide Ex. L in x\ppendix page 49-50 ) will show the

results of the search made in the residence of Mr. Tilak at Poona.

On the 25th of June Air. Tilak was produced before the Presidency

Magistrate and the following proceedings took place in his Court.

IN THE COURT OF THE CHIEF PRESIDENCY

MAGISTRATE BOMBAY.
Case No. 421 W of 1908.

Superintendent Sloane Complainant .'

VS.

Bal Gangadhar Tilak Accused.

Charge— Sedition and promoting enmity between classes

Sections 124 A 153A I. P. Code.

Accused present in Custody.

Mr. J. D. Davar Bar-at-law and Mr. Bodas M. A. I^L. B. High
Court Pleader for Accused.

WILLIAM SLAONE. sworn said:—
I identify the Accused as th^ person named in the information. The

Kesari is published and sold in' Bombay. I have been purchasing it for

several months. I purchased the issue of the 12th in Bombay.

Mr. Davar:—I am willing to admit publication and ask that the case

may be tried forthwith.

Mr. Bowen:—It is necessary to prove publication. The case for

he Crown is not ready and I apply for an adjournment in order to call



evidence. 1 have not all my witnesses here and I have a case this

afternoon in the 3rd Presidency Magistrate's Court.

Order—Postponed to June 29th at 3-30 p.m.

Mr. Davar applies for bail.

Mr. Bowen opposes,

ORDER.—The application is refused. The offence in question is not

bailable and I a.m of opinion that there are reasonable grounds for believing

that accused has committed the offence of which he is charged.

( initialled) A. H. S. A.

25.6. 08.

Mr. Davar to have permission to take copies of information and

translations.

Mr* Dikshit and Mr. Bodas and Mr. W. S. Gandhy to have permission

to interview accused, also Mr. W. S. Bapat and Mr, Baptista and also

Hon'ble Mr. Khare in the Police Court lock-up.

Accused to be detained in the Police Court lock-up.

Copy ordered to be furnished to accused forthwith.

( Initialled ) A. H. S. A.

25-6-08.

( TRUE COPY

)

A. H. S. Aston

Chief Presidency Magistrate,

and Revenue Judge, Bombay.

SECOND CASE.

On the 26th of June His Excellency the Governor in Council in-

stituted another prosecution against Mr. Tilak by'authorising the Secretary

of the Judicial Department to direct another complaint being laid against

Mr. Tilak, while the latter was in custody.

The following is the second Sanction to prosecute Mr. Tilak.
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SANCTIOS 7 PROSECUTE.

( A. H. S.

27-G-OS. )

Under section 196 of the Code of Criminal Procedure 1898 His

Excellency the Governor in Council is pleased to order Herbert George

Gell, commissioner of Police Bombay, or such Police ofiEcer as may be

deputed by him for this purpose to make a complaint against Bal Gan-

gadhar Tilak, editor and proprietor of the Kesari^ a weekly Vernacular

newspaper of Poona in respect of an article, headed " These remedies

are not lasting " printed at columns 2, 3 and 4 of page 3 of the issue of

the said newspaper dated the 9th June 1908 under section 124 A of India

Penal Code and any other Section of the said Code fincluding Section

153 A.) which may be found to be applicable to the case.

By order of His Excellency

Dated Bombay
^

the Governor in Council.

the 26th June 1908. i ( Sd. ) H. O. QUINN.

Acting Secretary to Government,

Judicial Department.

P. T. O.

Pursuant to the withinwritten order, I hereby depute Superintendent

Sloane of the K. Division, Bombay City Police, to make the complaint

therein referred.

(Signed; H. G. GEI<I.,

Commissioner of Police,

Bombay,'

Head Police office,

Bombay, 27th June 1908.



In pursuance. of the above Sanction Superintendent Sloane instituted
the following complaint against Mr. Tilak before Mr. Aston, Chief Presi-
dency Magistrate Bombay.

INFORMA TION OF WILLIAM SLOANE,

The information of William Sloane Superintendent of Police, Bombay
taken upon oath before Arthur Herry Southcote Aston Esqr, one of His
Magesty's Justices of the Peace for the TowUiS; Island of Bombay, and the
Chief Presidency Magistrate Bombay, on Saturday the 27th day of June
1908:—

I am informed and believe that Bal Gangadhar Tilak of Poona is the
publisher. Proprietor and Editor of the " Kesari " a weekly Marathi
Newspaper and that the Newspaper is printed at his press called ths Ke-
sari Press situated at 486 Narayan Peth at Peona.

2. That the issue of the Kesari newspaper dated the 9th of the
June 1908 now produced and shown to me marked A contains an article

at Columns 2 to 4 on page 4 thereof, which is headed ( as translated into
English) *' These remedies are not lasting."

3. That a translation of the said article is also produced and shown
to me and marked B.

4. I verily believe that the said Bal Gangadhar Tilak has by the
publication of the said article in the Kesari newspaper dated the 9tli day
of June 1908 brought or attempted to bring into hatred and contempt and
has excited or attempted to excite disaffection disloyalty and feelings of

enmity towards His Majesty and the Government established by law in
British India and has also attempted to promote feelings of enmity and
hatred between the English and Indian subjects of His Majesty.

5. I am informed and verily believe that several numbers of the
Kesati newspaper dated the 9th day of June 1908 were forwarded to

subscribers oi that newspaper in Bombay and were received in Bombay by
such subscribers and that I am advised that there has been publication of

such newspaper containing the said article or articles within the jurisdic-

tion of this Court.

6. That I accordingly charge the said Bal Gangadhar Tilak as being
responsible for the publication in Bombay of the said article in the Kesari
newspaper dated the 9th day of June 1908 with committing offences pu-
nishable under Section 124iV and 153A of the Indian Penal Code and 1

pray that process may be issued against him.

7. That an order under Section I96 of the Criminal Procedure Code
dated the 26th day of June 1908 directing this Complaint to be made is

now produced and shown to me and marked C.

(sd.) William Sloane
Superintendent of Police.

CBefore me,

J

(sd.) A. H. S. Aston
Chief Presidency Magistrate.

27-6-08. Bombay.
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Mr. AstGU thereupon issued a warrant for the arrest of Mr. Tilak
which was executed on his person in Jail on the morning of the 29th June.

On the 29th of June the following proceedings took place in the Court
of the Presidency Magistrate.

Proceedings.

Deposition of Mr. B. V. JOSHI—

(FOR THE GROWN.)

"I having made solemn affirmation state that my name is Bhaskar
Vishnu Joshi. My calling 1st Assistant Oriental Translator to Government.

I see a copy of the Kesari newspaper dated 9th June 1908. It

contains an article entitled '*These remedies are not lasting" on page

4 Columns 2 to 4. I have made a translation of it. My translation is

correct. Newspaper and translation put in Exs. D & Dl.

Taken on solemn affirmation. (sd.) Bhaskar Vishnu Joshi.

This 29th day of June 1908.

Before me.

(Sd.) A. H. S. Aston.

Chief Presidency Magistrate, Bombay:—

Deposition of Mr. N. J. DATAR—

.

I having made solemn affirmation state that my name is Naraj an

Jugannath Datar, my calling Clerk Customs Reporter General's Office.

I also do business of distributing the Kesari and other papers. I

receive about 3000 copies of the Kesari a week. Some of them go to

subscribers and others to non-subscribers. Copies of the issue Ex. D of the

9th June were distributed by my agency in Bombay.

Taken on solemn affirmation* (Sd.) N. J. Datar.

this 29th day of June 1908.

Before me,

(Sd.) A. H. S. Aston.

'Chief Presidency Magistrate, Bombay.

The statement of the accused was then taken and was as follows

.

STATEMENT OF ACCUSED.

I stale as follows:-
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My name is- Bal

,, father's name-Gangadhar

,, age about- 52 years.

J, caste- Brahmin.

,, Occupation- Editor.

I wish to reserve my statement. (Sd.) Bal Gangadhar Tilak.

I certify that this examination was taken in my presence and hearino-
and contains a full and true account of the statement made by the Accused^

(Sd.) A. H. S. Aston.

Chief Presidency Magistrate,

Bombay.

Order of Comrnitineitt.

The Magistrate after recording the above depositions committed
Mr. Tilak to the Sessions. The following are the orders of commitment
in the two cases:—

C. P. C. 27?>

No. Case No, 421/w of 1908.

Charge (Sees, 521, 221, 222, C. P. C,;

A. H. S. Aston E)sqr.

(Altered by my charges I Chief Presidency Magistrate at v.r.^\ .
this 2nd day of July 1908. , , , ^ .

^>i^crare at Bombay
Sd. M. R. Jardine. ^^^^^y charge you Bal Gangadhar Tilak as

C. C.) follows :
—

That you on or about the 12th day of May 1908 at Bombay by words
intended to be read brought or attempted to bring into hatred or contemot
or excited or attempted to excite feelings of disaffection towards the Gov-
ernment established by law in British India by publishing in a vernacular
newspaper entitled the "Kesari", of which you were the Printer and Pub-
lisher an article as translated into English " The Country's misfortune'"
and thereby committed an offence punishable under Section 124A of the
Indian Penal Code.

2ndly. That you on or about the 12th May 1908 at Bombay by words
intended to be read promoted or attempted to promote feelings of enmitv
or hatred between different classes of His Majesty's subjects by publishino-
in a vernacular newspaper entitled the "Kesari" of which you were the
Printer and Publisher an article as translated into English "The conntrv's
misfortune'^ and thereby committed an offence punishable under
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Section 153 A of the Indian Penal Code and within the cognizance of the
High Court and I hereby commit you to the said High Court to be tried

on the said charges.

29th day of June 1908. fSd.) ^-A. H. S. Aston.

Chief Presidency Magistrate

and Revenue Judge Bombay.

No. Case No. 435 ,w of 1908.

Charge ( Sees. 221-222-223 C. P. C. )

A. H. S. Aston Esquire,

(Altered by my charges I Chief Presidency Magistrate at Bombay
"''

"°Sd'!) m!^ JaMinf hereby charge you Bal Gangadhar Tilak as

C. C.) follows :
—

That you on or about the 9th day of June 1908 at Bombay by words

intended to be read brought or attempted to excite feelings of disaffection

towards the Government established by law publishing in a vernacular

newspaper entitled the " Kesari '* of which you were the Printer and

Publisher an article as translated into English " These remedies are not

lasting " and thereby committed an offence punishable under Section 124

A of the Indian Penal Code.

2ndly. That you on or about the 9th day of June 1908 at Bombay by

words intended to be read promoted or attempted to promote feelings of

enmity or hatred between different classes of His Majesty's subjects by

publishing in a vernacular newspaper entitled the '

' Kesari '

' of which

you were the Printer and Publisher an article as translated into English
" These remedies are not lasting. "

And thereby committed an offence punishable under Section 153 A
of the Indian Penal Code and within the cognizance of the High Court and

I hereby commit you to the said High Court to be tried on the said

charges.

29th day of June 1908. (Sd.) A. H. S. Aston

Chief Presidency Magistrate

& Revemie Judge Bombay."
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BAIL PROCEEDINGS IN THE HIGH COURT.

On the 2i'id day of July Mr. Tilak applied through Counsel to Mr.

Justice Davar presiding over the third Criminal Sessions of the High Court

for his release on bail; but the application was refused.

In connection with the bail application the following affidavits and

counter affidavits were made.

(i; Affidavit of Mr. Bodas.

I, Mahadeo Rajaram Bodas M. A. LL. B. of Bombay Brahmin
Hindu inhabitant, High Court Pleader of this Hon'ble Court residing at

Girgaum outside the Fort, solemnly affirm and say as follows:—
1. That on the 25 th June I appeared with Messrs. J. D.Davar,

Barrister-at-Law, and S. M. Dikshit for the abovenamed accused
l)efore the Chief Presidency Magistrate Bombay in the case instituted
against him under Sec, 124 A and 153 A of the Indian Penal Code.

2. That on a complaint filed by Mr. Sloane, Superintendent Criminal
Investigation Department Bombay, Bal Gangadhar Tilak B. A. L,L. B.
Editor and Proprietor of the Newspaper " Kesari " the abovenamed
Accused was arrested on Wednesday the 24th June at 6-30 P. M.
at Sirdar Griha in the Sitaram Buildings, near the Crawford Market, and
was placed the next day on the 25th day of June before His Worship
A. H. S. Aston Esquire the Chief Presidency Magistrate for the city of
Bombay, who remanded him to custody. An application for bail was then
made to the Chief Presidency Magistrate who refused it.

3. That the said Accused was on Monday the 29th instant charged
with offences under Sees. 124 A & 153 A Indian Penal Code before

His Worship A. H. S. Aston Esquire the Chief Presidency Magistrate
tor the city of Bombay.

4. That on the 29th day of June after the evidence of the

Prosecution was recorded the learned Magistrate on the application

©f the Public Prosecutor committed the Accused to take his trial at

the present Criminal Sessions of the Bombay High Court on charges
under Sees. 124 A and 153 A of the Indian Penal Code.

5. That the said Accused, Bal Gangadhar Tilak, is at present in

custody and has been in custody as an unde'r-trial prisoner in the Dongri
Jail since the 24th June.

6. I submit that the release of the Accused on bail is absolutely
necessary for the proper conduct of his defence and I therefore pray that
this Hon'ble Court will be pleased to order his release on bail. The
grounds on which this application has been made are as under:
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Istly. That I am of opinion that the Accused has a good defence

and that if he is not released on bail the Accused will not be able to pro-

perly instruct those whose help he wants to secure for his defence.

2ndly. That the Accused has been suffering from diabetes for some
time past and was under medical treatment when he was arrested.

3rdly. The said articles are too lengthy to allow the Accused to

send instructions thereon from Jail and official translations of the said

articles used in the proceedings before the Magistrate are incorrect

and misleading, that the Counsel will not be able to make a proper

defence unless the Accused had himself an opportunity of explaining

the correct meaning and spirit thereof to his Counsel.

4thly. That the Accused is a B. A. Lly. B. of the Bombay Univer-

sity, a well-known author, was a Professor of Mathematics in the Fergus-

son College Poona, and sometime member of the Bombay Legislative

Council and occupies a very high position among the educated Hindus

of the Deccan.

5thly. That the question whether the said articles come within the

meaning of Sees. 124 A and 153 A Indian Penal Code is a matter to be

decided by a Jury and till that question is determined the Accused should

be released on bail.

Solemnly affirmed at Bombay
^

aforesaid this 30th day of I (Sd.) M. R. Bodas.

June 1908.
J

Before me.
(Sd.) E. J. Davar.

Commissioner.

(2) Affidavit of Mr. Bowen.

I, John Guthbert Crenside Bowen residing at Malabar Hill Bombay,
Acting Solicitor to Government make oath and say as follows :

—

1. That I have read a copy of an unaffirmed affidavit of Mahadeo
Rajaram Bodas which was furnished to me on the 29th June 1908.

2. In September 1897 the abovenamed Accused, Bal Gangadhar Tilak,"

was tried in this Court for an offence punishable under Sec. 124A of the
Indian Penal Code in respect of the publication of certain articles in
his newspaper the "Kesari" and was convicted and sentenced to 18
month's rigorous imprisonment on the 6th of September 1898. The Local
Government remitted, subject to certain conditions, remainder of the
punishment to which the said Bal Gangadhar Tilak had been sent-

enced. A copy of the order of Government and of the said condi-
tions are annexed hereto and marked A.
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3. I crave leave to refer to the articles iu the issue of the "Kes-
ari" dated the 12th May 1908 which is headed ( as translated into

English) " The Country's misfortune " for which the Accused has

been committed to take his trial at the Sessions for offences puni-

shable under Sees. 124A & 153A of the Indian Penal Code and I

am informed by the first assistant to the Oriental Translator to Go-
vernment and verily believe that in the issue of the Kesari, dated

the 2nd of June 1908, another article has been printed which is

headed ( as translated into English )
" The secret of the Bomb "

and he has sent me a translation of that article. The writer of that

article referred to the murder of Mr. Rand in 1897 and the explosion

of the Bomb at Muzzafarpur and stated that considering the matter

from the point of view of daring and skill in execution the Cha-
phekar brothers take a higher rank than the members of the "club

of the Bomb in Bengal and that considering the end and the means the

Bengalees must be given the better commendation. The writer further

stated in the said article that bombs explode when the repressive

policy of Government becomes unbearable.

4. I also crave leave to refer to the article headed " These reme-
dies are not lasting" which is printed in the issue of the "Kesari"
dated the 9th June 1908 and which is the subject of the charge
against the said Bal Gangadhar Tilak in case LNo. 435 of 1908 in which
he has also been committed to take his trial at the Sessions.

5. With reference to the allegations in paragraph 6 of the said affida-

vit that in the opinion of the deponent the Accused has a good defence
I crave leave to refer to the said articles in the issue of the "Kesari"
dated the 12th of May 1908 and to the said articles in the issues

of the 2nd & 9th June.

6. With reference to the allegations in the said affidavit that the

translations of the articles in the issue of the Kesari of the 12th May
1908 before the Magistrate are incorrect and misleading I say that a

translation of the said article is being made by one of the Transla-
tors of the High Court which will be used at the trial of this case.

7. I further say that I am informed by the Local Government
through one of their Secretaries that if the Accused is released on
bail the Local Government believe that he will use his liberty to excite

feelings of disaffection and hatred against Government and that it

would be dangerous to release him.

Sworn at Bombay aforesaid.

this 30th day of June 1908

Before me,

E. J. Dovar.

Commissioner.
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Appendix to Mr. Bowe'ns Affidavit.

In exercise of the power conferred by sec. 401 of the Code of

Criminal procedure 1898 the Governor of Bombay in Council is pleased
hereby to remit, subject to the conditions hereafter set forth, the

remainder of the punishment awarded to Bal son of Gangadhar Tilak
and a convict in the Yerrowada Central prison No. 1445 at present

undergoing a sentence of eighteen months rigorous imprisonment.

The conditions are these:—
That he will not countenance or take part directly or indirectly in

any demonstration in regard to his release, or in regard to his
conviction o-^ sentence.

That he will do nothing by act, speech or writing to excite disaf-
fection towards the Government.

Judicial Department, By order of the Governor of Bombay

6th September 1898. in Council

(Sd.) S. W. Edgerley

Secretary to Government.

I hereby accept and agree to abide by the above conditions under-
standing that by the speech or writing referred to in the second condition
is meant such act, speech or writing as may be pronounced by a Court
of Law to constitute an offence under the Indian Penal Code and I

acknowledge that should I fail to fulfil those conditions or any portion
of them the Governor of Bombay in Council may cancel the remission
of my punishment whereupon I may be arrested by any Police officer

without warrant and remanded to undergo the unexpired portion 6i
my original sentence.

Dated the 6th September 1898. Bal Gangadhar Tilak

Prisoner.

Certified that the foregoing conditions were read over to the prisoner
Bal Gangadhar Tilak and accepted by him under Sec. 401 of the Code
of Criminal Procedure in my presence.

J. Jackson

Surg. Captain.

Witness. Harry Brewin Superintendent.

D. S. of Police.

Dated the 6th September 1898.
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(3) Affidavit of Mr. Sullivan.
]

I, Peter Sullivan of Bombay, residing at Maliarbowri Police Station

Inspector Bombay Police, make oath and say as follows :—

-

1, The information in this case was filed on the 24th June 1908

and a Search Warrant was issued by the Chief Presidency .lagisttate

and I proceeded to Poona with the said Warrant. On the 25th of June
1908 the District Superintendent of Police of Poona searched in my pre-

sence the office, press and residence of the abovenamed Accused Bal

Gangadhar Tilak at No. 486 Narayan Path Poona and a memo was found

amongst the papers which were then found and it contained the follow-

ing particulars viz.

—

Hand book of Modern explosives by M, Eissler

( publ. Crossby I^ockwood & Sons )

Nitro—Explosives

By P. Gerad Sandford.

I was informed by Mr. Kelkar, the Editor of the Mahratha News-
paper, and verily believe that the said memo is in the handwriting of the

said Accussd.

2. The said memo was found in a drawer in a writing table in the
Accused's residence and it has been put in and marked as an exhibit

in the proceedings in the Magistrate's Court.

Sworn at Bombay aforesaid "»

this 30th day of June 1908. J

(4) Affidavit of Mr. Bodas."

I, Mahadev Rajaram Bodas of Bombay, Hindu inhabitant. High
Court Pleader, residing at Churni Road outside the Fort solemnly
affirm and say as follows:

—

1. I have read the copy of the unaffirmed affidavit of John Cuthburt
Crenside Bowen Acting Solicitor to Government, served on the Accused's
Attornies Messrs. Raghavaya, Bhimji & Nagindas yesterday.^

2. With reference to para 2 of the said affidavit I say that no previ-

ous conviction could be referred to at this stage under section 310 of

the Criminal Procedure Code and such reference is highly objectionable as

it seems to be intended to prejudice the Court against the Accused, -iv-^*

3. With reference to the third para of the said affidavit I say that the

article referred to therein as "Secret of the Bomb" is not in evidence and
can not therefore be referred to. The contents of the article have no
bearing on the present application and the Marathi heading has been
mistranslated as " Secret of the bomb ".



4. With reference to para seventh of the said affidavit I submit
that the statement made by the deponent on the alleged information
of an unnamed Secretary of the Local Government is unauthenticated,
irrelevent and inadmissible in evidence. I also submit that the alle-

gation contained in the said para is not supported by any reason
or evidence.

I have also read the copy of the unaffirmed aJSidavit of

Peter Sullivan of the Bombay Police served on Messrs. Raghavayya
Bhimji and Nagindas yesterday and with reference thereto I say that

the alleged memo referred to in para 1 therein was objected to by the

Counsel for the Accused in the Chief Presidency Magistrate's Court as

being irrelevent and not proved but was allowed to be exhibited merely
as an article found during search. I therefore submit that the contents

of the memo are irrelevent to the present application and ought not to be
referred to.

Solemnly affirmed at Bombay ~j

aforesaid this 1st day of V (Sd.) Mahadeo Rajaram Bodas.
July 1908. )

Before me,

(Sd.) G. A. DAVAR.
Commissioner.

Mr. N. C. Kelkar, editor of the Mahratta also made an affidavit stating

that the allegation, that he (Mr. Kelkar ) informed Mr. Sullivan that the

card found in the search of Mr. Tilak's house was in the handwriting of

Mr. Tilak, was untrue.

The following i^jroceeding^ took place in Court in connection with the hail

application referred to above:—
Mr. M. A. Jinnah appeared to make the application on behalf of Mr. Tilak

and Mr. R. E. Branson, Advocate-Greneral, Mr. J, D, Inverrarity and Mr. B. B.

Binning, appeared to oppose the application.

In opening his case Mr. Jinnah briefly reviewed tJie progress of the case
uts to Mr. Tilak's committal by the Chief Presidency Magistrate to take his

trial at the Bombay High. Court Criminal Sessions. His reasons, he said for

making that application were that he was of opinion that the Accused was
in custody as an under-trial prisoner, and his release was absolutely necessary
for iithe proper conduct of his defence. Accused has a good defence, but he
would not be able to instruct those whose help he wanted for his defence
if he was not released on bail. He also suffered from diabetes and was under
medical treatment for it. The translations of the articles charged to him were
incorrect and misleading; therefore, he wanted to instruct Counsel in order to

give the spirit in which those articles had been written. He was a B, A., and
an LL. B. : he was an author; was a professor in a College for sometime; he
was for a period a member of the Legislative Council; and a well known man
JD the Deccan. To this affidavit, added Mr. Jinnah, there was a reply-affidavit.
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Mr. Justice Davar: I have read every one of the affidavits before coming

to Court. I see in the affidavit of Mr. Bodas that he objects to certain state-

ments in the affidavit ot Mr. Bowen, and for the matter of that, in the affidavit

of Mr. Sullivan. These may contain statements which will prejudice the case

for the Accused at the trial, and some of which perhaps 'may not be held to

be legally admissible. Having regard to the publicity that is given to the pro-

ceedings in this Court, it is very undesirable to go into these statements, also

to give publicity to these statements beforehand. Therefore, I should like to

hear you as if you were making this application " c.r park\ " as if you were

making it independent of any opposition from Government.

Mr. Jinnah said that his application was that Mr. Tilak be released on bail.

His Lordship was aware of the two sections in question, and he had to deal with

this very question not long ago when the application to release Paranjape, the

Editor of the *' Kal " newspaper, was made. The whole point of bail was

then placed before the Court and thoroughly threshed out. There was absolutely

no ground whatever for refusing bail to Tilak. The whole question was whether

Mr. Tilak would be forthcoming to stand his trial and to take his sentence, if

auy be passed against him. That had been laid down over and over again. His

Lordship knew of the well-known judgment of the late Mr. Justice B. Tyebji. The

arguments in the case took a long time, and Mr. Justice Tyebji thought all legis-

lation in regard to the release of accused parties on bail was based upon the

anxiety of the Legislature to secure the attendance of the accused at the trial.

The leading principle of jurisprudence was that a man was not to be presumed

to be guilty until he had a fair trial and was found to be guilty ( Bom. L. J.

Vol VIII, p. 254 ). So the whole question was in a nutshell. Was there any

suggestion or any shadow of hint that there was any apprehension that Tilak

would not come forth to stand his trial ? There was no suggestion of this sort

made in the affidavits; therefore, he asked for Tilak's release on bail; they were

perfectly willing to furnish substantial security to any amount.

Mr. Branson : I appear

—

Mr. Justice Davar: I will not trouble you, Mr. Advocate- General.

Mr. Branson; Very well, my Lord.

Mr. Justice Davar, in disposing of the application, said :—Ever since he was
informed that in these two cases Mr. Tilak was charged under Sections 124 A
and 153 A, and an application for bail was going to be made to the High Court, he

had given to the question his most anxious consideration. If it was only a

question of personal feelings he would be most unwilling to keep a prisoner,

who was under-trial,°in custody before his trial: unless there were reasons why
the unfettered discretion, which was vested in the High Court under Section

498 of the Code, should not be exercised in favour of the accused. There was
no doubt that Section 498 left the Judge of the High Court unlimited discretion,

unfettered by any condition, and gave him power to release an accused person

on bail, pending his trial. That was a judicial discretion; a discretion, that

must be judiciously exercised; and exercised with care and caution. Mr. Jinnah

had relied on the judgment of the late Mr. Justice Tyebji. His Lordship was
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very familiar with that judgment, aud with all that had preceded it, and the

arguments made use of by both the sides by the then Advocate-General Mr.

Lang, and by Mr. Tilak's Counsel. He was by no means in accord vvith the

statement, broadly made, that the only consideration, which ought to guide the

Court in deciding whether bail should or should not be granted, was the con-

sideration that an accused would appear to take his trial. It was not by any
means the only consideration, or the main one; it might be one of the consi-

derations or an important one. But in considering applications in serious cases

there were many circumstances that must be weighed bef»re coming to a

conclusion. As he had said before he had very anxiously thought over the ques-

tion, and had considered the reasons and circumstances which guided him in

making the order he proposed to make. He was most anxious that the Accused

should have a perfectly fair and an unprejudiced trial. Accused would be

tried before a Jury, and in view of the publicity that was widely given to

everything said in this Court, it was eminently desirable that nothing should

be said before the trial that would in any way prejudice either the case for

the Prosecution or for the Accused. He, therefore, thought that it would be
wise under the present circumstances, not to give any reason, or enter into a

discussion of the considerations weighing with him in refusing the applica-
tion. He came to this decision with much regret but he was constrained to
refuse bail, pending the trial.

SPECIAL JURY APPLICATION.

On the 3rd July 1908, the Crown applied for a Special Jury being ordered to

be empanelled to try Mr. Tilak. Mr. Tilak, through Counsel, opposed the ap-
plication; but Mr. Justice Davar granted it.

The following proceedings took place in Court in connection with this
application.

On Friday, the 3rd July at the Criminal Sessions of the High Court, presided
over by the Hon'ble Mr. Justice Dinshah Davar, the Hon'bJ.e Mr. Branson,
Acting Advocate-General, instructed by Mr. Bowen. Public Prosecutor, appeared for
the Crown in the case of Emperor vs. Bal Gangadhar Tilak and applied for the
trial of the Accused by a Special Jury on the ground that the case was one of great
importance and a Special Jury would be eminently fitted to try the case.

Mr. Baptista, Bar-at-law, appeared for the Accused and in the following
able speech opposed the application for a Special Jury.

My Lord:—This is a prosecution instituted by Goyernment for a political
offence under the special sanction of Government. It therefore comos with a force
and recommendation naturally calculated to overwhelm the defendant. Under the
circumstances we are entitled to the utmost consideration of the Court and the most
scrupulous fairness from the Prosecution. We, therefore, ask the Prosecution not to
press this application and we ask your Lordship not to grant it. WJe are perfectly
convinced, and I submit, there is and there can be not a scintilla of doubt, that a
Special Jury would prove most detrimental to the defence if it is em/panelled in the
ordinary way.I am, therefore, constrained to oppose the application for a Special Jury.
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Id the benevolent theory of the Law the Jury is designed chiefly, if not exclusively

for the benefit and protection of the accused. If therefore we had made the appli-

cation your Lordship would have good reason to entertain it favourably. But we

do not want it. As a matter of fact we are afraid of the proffered gift. Timeo

Danaos dona ferentes. Why then should it be forced upon us against our will ?

But if the Prosecution insists, we are willing to yield provided the Prosecution

consents that the majority on the Special Jury consists of Indians conversant with

the language in which the indicted articles are written, viz Marathi. I submit, the

Prosecution can have no reasonable objection whatever to a Jury thus constituted.

This can be secured if my learned friend exercises the right of challenge

against Europeans and I shall assist him in that direction. If the right of

absolute challenge is exhausted, special objection can bet aken and allowed by

consent on the ground that the Juryman does not understand the language of the

articles.

This will give the Prosecution the Special Jury they seek, and the defendant a

Jury of fit judges composed of Lis countrymen, which is, after all one of the

fundamental essentials in a Trial by Jury, a form of trial which the genius of the

English people has devised as one of the bulwarks of the liberty of the people. If

my learned friend deliberately refuses such a fair and just proposal I must oppose

the application on the following grounds.

L In the first place, my Lord, it must be remembered that Mr. Tilak resides in

Poona, the Kesari is printed in Poona, and the language of the Kesari is Marathi.

Ordinarily Mr. Tilak should have been tried in Poona. Had he been tried in Poona he

would have been committed to the Poona Court of Sessions. I am aware, my Lord,

that the recent amendment of the Criminal Procedure Code has given jurisdiction

to inferior Magistrates who are empowered to try and, do actually, the charge of

sedition without any Jury whatever. But considering the position and personality of

Mr, Tilak there can be little doubt but that he would have been commit-

ted to the Sessions in Poona as he is committed to this Court. Had he been

committed to the Sessions in Poona he would have the advantage of being tried

by a Judge who knows the language well and who would have been assisted

by Assessors who would unquestionably be Maratbas. If he were tried by a

Jury he could under Sec. 275 claim, as a right, that the majority should consist

of persons who were neither Europeans nor Americans, He would thereby

obtain that very kind of Jury which a trial by Jury really contemplates viz. men

tahenfrom tlie place and from tlie people ivlio know tlie language and the accused and

2vould therefore he the fittest judges. This is a privilege that cannot be too highly

prized. Your Lordship is aware that the Jury by their right and power of return-

ing a general verdict have really become the sole judges both of fact and law as

Lord Mansfield and Lord Fitzzerald declared in the cases reported in 21 State

Trials, page 951, and 11 Cox Criminal cases, page 41. The privilege therefore is of

supreme importance to the Accused, but unfortunately he has been deprived of that

privilege by the prosecution. They issued a warrant for the arrest of Mr. Tilak from

Bombay as they were technically entitled to do. In this way they have given

jurisdiction to this Court. But even here Mr. Tilak would be tried by a Common
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Jury, If a Common Jury were empanelled the majority would be non-Europeans

judging from the list of Jurors. The list mentions 5G9 Europeans and 1673 non

—

Europeans. The probabilities are therefore in favour of a Jury of

non—Europeans in proportion of one to three. This might not be

as good as a Poona Jury, but it is far more preferable to the Special Jury*

But this application seeks to deprive us even of that limited advantage. As the

Jury is for our benefit why should we be deprived of the Jury which the law

allows and we desire under existing circumstances ? There is absolutely no

reason for the refusal of my offer. On the contrary a Special Jury would be

XDrejudicial to a fair trial for the following reasons:

—

(a) A Special Jury means that the majority shall consist of Europeans,

judging from the list of Jurors. This list shows that there are 242 Europeans
against 156 Indians. In all probability, therefore, the majority in the Jury
would be Europeans. That was the case in the last Tilak trial ^and that was
the case in all sedition trials in this Court.

(b) Europeans would not make fit Jurymen on the present occasion, as they

would be handicapped on account of their inability to understand the language of

the alleged incriminating articles. They would therefore be compelled to judge of

any possible tendency of these articles to excite disaffection towards Government
through the medium of an official translation. Now, it is a notorious fact that

translations by the best of scholars are not very satisfactory. Why then insist upon
an imperfect medium when it is avoidable and wnen a Jury of competent men is

available. This is prejudicial to the Accused.

(c) Europeans would be compelled to accept official translations as correct al-

though their accuracy is impeached. The Indians could bring their own knowledge

of the language to bear upon the translations. Indeed no translations would be

needed. Is this not conducive to justice and should this be delilierately discarded ?

Erroneous translations would make an impression which it would be difficult to

remove, specially as these translations have already been published in the Anglo-

Indian Journals. There are no risks of a false impression upon Jurors who know
the Ian guage and therefore no danger of misjudging.

(d) In this case a Jury have to determine the effect of these articles upon
the readers of the Kesari in exciting disaffection against Government. Obviously
Marathi knowing Jurors would be by far the best judges of this—man taken from
the very class to whom these articles are addressed. But by a special Jury Eu-
ropeans ivould have to judge o/ the effect of Marathi articles upon people ivho differ

from them constitutionally in a thousand ivays. This is condeused in the formula
*'East is East and West is West." It is an extremely difficult and delicate task,

and there is great danger of misjudgment. For example an article on cow killing

would excite Indians to a riot. It would fall flat on Europeans. On the other

hand articles advocating seriously Bureaucratic Government in England such as we
enjoy or an attempt to abolish Trial by Jury, would lead to rebellion in England,
but it would fall comparatively flat in Iadia« Therefore Europeans would be bad
judges of the effect of these articles and yet the innocence of tha accused would
be in their hands when it is avoidable.
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(c) Lastly, my Lord, ib is impossible to close one's eyes to the fact that

these political offences and press prosecutions are really a struggle betwean the

rulers and the ruled for political rights^and privileges, which can be obtained from
the rulers alone. Now Englishmen belong to the ruling class. There must exist

some political and patriotic bias against Indian aspirations. Moreover English-

men at the present moment are rather inflamed on account of the assassinations

in Muzaffarpur. There is therefore a real danger that Englishmen would be
unconsciously biased against the Accused to his great prejudice. These are the

objections to a Special Jury on a charge of Soction 124 A. Licf th:re is a second

'cJiarge under Sec. 153 A. Under that charge Mr. Tilak is accused of exciting the
feelings of Indians against the Europeans. Practically therefore the Europeans
are the accusers, and yet they will sit in judgment upon the accused. The result

is this :—On the charge under 124 A the Rulers will sit in judgment upon a sub-
ject for his alleged rebellious spirit, and under Sec. 153 A the accusers will sit iu
judgment upon the accused for exciting hostility against themselves. This is

opposed to all the fundamental principles of justice and jurisprudence. I must
therefore ask your Lordship to reject the application especially after the sut^^es-

tion I have made for empannelling a Special Jury composed of the majority of
special Jurymen who are conversant with the Marathi language aud would there

fore be the fittest Judges in a case of this descrirption.

His Lordship, after hearing the arguments, in disposing of the appli-

cation, said :-*

Under Section 276 of the Criminal Procedure Code a Special Jury is neces-

sarily summoned in all offences punishable with death, and under the same
section in anv other case in which the Judge of the High Court so directs a
Special Jury is called. Now the settled practice of these Courts is that in all

important cases where the interests of the parties concerned required that a Jury
consisting of men who arc selected from a higher sphere of life, and consequent-
ly supposed to bring better intelligence to bear on the cases before the Court

are necessarily to be empanelled, the application is made to the Judge and, if

the Judge thinks it right, he grants the application. There is no doubt what-
ever that the cases against Mr. Tilak are important cases from his own stand-
point, and I feel in his own interest he should have the benefit of being tried by a

Jury selected from the citizens of Bombay, but from the higher class of citizens.

Yesterday I had a murder case before me tried by a Special Jury in which
the Jury consisted of three Parsees, two Hindus and four Europeans. On the
previous days I had common juries which, on two occasions at least had a
European majority. The panel summoned for a Special Jury is summoned under

certain regulations fixed by Sir Michael Westropp, and ordinarily consists of a
small majority of Europeans, but the Native community is fairly represented.

In the panel that was originally fixed for these Sessions, that was before the
Sedition cases were contemplated or came to this Court, twenty-seven Jurymen
were empanelled, out of which there are four Parsees, five Hindus and two
Mahomedane and Jews.
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The rule under which the Special Jury is empanalled is Rule 832. So there is no

question that the Sheriff has no option when he is fixing the panel of a Special

Jury that he must have at least half the number Europeans.

Havin« regard to the exigencies of the Sedition cases and the probability of

a large number of challenges, it does appear to me that the panel of twenty-seven

out of which two or three have already been chosen, is in adequate; and

therefore an additional panel of Jurymen is to be summoned; and I will see that

in the panel that is made up for the Sedition cases the rule shall be adhered to, but

it is possible that we shall have a greater proportion of Natives than we have now.

We have now sixteen and eleven, and eight more have been summoned so that

there is a proportion of five and four. The names are picked out without having

regard to the Europeans or Natives as they are called. So the chances are if there

is not a majority of Natives, then at all events there will be a fair representation

of Natives; but that is a matter entirely more or less to the extent as to how the

Jury is selected. You have the Jury list fixed, and they are selected according to

the rules obtained in this Court for many years.

I hardly think that there is much substance in the arguments addressed

as to the knowledge of the language. Of course if it comes to a conflict, then the

Court must necessarily accept the translations of its authorized translators. At

the same time if there is any glaring mistake or mistranslation, and if it is

pointed out by Counsel for the accused, it is the bounden duty of the Judge

presiding at the Sessions to see that the translation is correctly placed before

the Jury, and if there is a mistake or mistranslation that ought to be corrected.

I promise to give my most careful attention to anything pointed out during

the trial. As I have said, I think it is a mistake to resist the formation of

the Special Jury, under these circumstances. These cases are of importance,

and so far there has been no precedent v/here in important cases Special Jury

is asked and refused except on very special grounds.

I have very carefully considered Mr. Baptista's arguments addressed to

me. I think on the whole, the interests of Justice will be gained if these

cases should be tried by a Special Jury. I am quite sure that any member
of the Special Jury will come in and take his oath to administer justice and
will leave out all prejudices if he has any and all extraneous circumstances

entirely out of his consideration.

His Lordship fixed Monday, the 13th instant, for the hearing of the caes.

In the second case also ia which Mr. Tilak wae charged with Sedition,

on the application of Mr. Binning, his Lordship ordered the trial to be

Ijj a Special Jury,
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Mr. Binning for the Crown. ) (.

1st day—3Iouday 13th July 1908.

Mr. Justice Davar having taken his seat on the bench, the

Advocate General Mr. Branson said :—Your Lordship will allow me to

mention this case. I appear for the Prosecution with my learned friends

Messrs. Inverarity and Binning, and I apply that the charges might

be tried together.

His Lordship :—In both cases ?

Advocate General :—Yes my Lord.

Advocate General :—I propose to put up the Accused on both charges

at the same trial . In this case there have been two charges and two

committals made by the Magistrate on the same day in respect of articles

appearing in the Kesari dated 12th May and 9th June 1908 respectively.

His Lordship :—Do you apply for that ?

Advocate General :—No My Lord, I say that I am entitled to do so.

It is not a question of amending the charges. Under Sec. 234 Criminal

Procedure Code and the subsequent Sections, your Lordship will find it

stated that "where a person is accused" ( Reads Section ) . That is

the Section.

I also call your Lordship's attention to Sec. 2?)2> which provides

( Rsads the Section ) . Section 234 is the Section which is directly

applicable to the facts of the present case. The offences are exactly the

same. They are committed within three weeks of each other and under

Sec. 234 the Crown is entitled to see that although there are two separate

committals the Judge shall try the two cases together. From the

point of convenience there can be no question that it would be more
convenient to have them tried together rather than by two separate Juries

at an unascertainable distance of time. Your Lordship will look at Sec.

235 (Reads Section). It is quite true that the Allahabad High Court,
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according to I. L. R. 26 Allahabad, page 195 has held that there must be a
separate charge for each offence. So there is. There is a separate charge
for each offence in this case. Lf^ok at the wording. Your Lordship will

see there are two charges ( Reads ). Now under Sec. 235 I submit we
can do this. It is exactly the wording of that section. Section 239
will not apply. It refers to cases where more than one person is charged.

His Lordship :—Sec. 235 in the first paragraph states that the

charges must refer to the same transaction.

Advocate General;- That expression has been the subject of various
rulings of the Bombay High Court, and your Lordship will find the
words interpreted in 16 Bombay. Your Lordship will also find the
expression dealt with by the Allahabad and Calcutta High Courts. 16
Bombay page 414 will supply your Lordship with aU that is necessary.
That is the case of Varjivandas r.nd at page 234 Prinscep's Edition
we find ( Reads ) Your Lordship would find that ( has Your Lordship got
the articles there? ) the articles impeached and the articles upon which
we rely to prove intention of the party begin from 12th May 1908. This
paper being a weekly paper published in Poona from week to week
up to the 9th June has published a series of articles which form the subject
matter of the charges viz the articles of I2th May and 9th June and a
series of intervening articles upon which we rely as showing that they were
all intended for the purpose of one transaction, that of creating disloyalty,

disapprobation and disaffection towards Government established by
Law in India. There is sufficient authority for this. Here are cases
reported in the Allahabad and Calcutta High Courts of the same sort.

Your Lordship will find them mentioned at page 234 of Princep's Commen-
ary. One, perhaps a stronger case, is to be found in 10 Bombay page
234 ( reads ). 1 his is a very different case, because there may be very
considerable time between making a false charge and making false

evidence in support of that charge. Your Lordship will find two or three
cases cited in the Notes at page 203 & 204 of Mr. Justice Princep's book.
To this it is not necessary to refer until I hear what Mr. Tilak has to say
as to the applicability of Sec. 234.

His Lordship:—The only applicability of Sec. 234 is that we have
two cases but they can not be consolidated into one because there are
four charges.

Advocate General:—No, My Lord, but under Sec. 153 A I do not
propose to put the Accused up.

His Lordship: Do you mean with regard to the charge under Sec.
153A with regard to each article ?

Advocate General:—Only with reference to the second articled I pro-
pose to put him up under two charges under Sec. 124 A and on one charge
under Sec. 153A. Section 233 provides that at any stage &c. (reads) There-
fore in order to avoid the possibility of finding ourselves within the
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ruling of the Calcutta and Punjab High Courts and the Privy Council as

reported in 25 Madras I think this would be the safest course to adopt,

in order to answer any suggestion that we have done something or

proposed to do something that is not within the words of the Act, That is

all I have to say with regard to the joinder of the Charges.

Accused;—With regard to the law applicable here I think Sec. 227

is the one to be taken here.

Sections 233, 234 & 235 are the Sections under which the charges

are laid in the first instance before the Magistrate ( Reads the Sections.

Section 233 applies when the charge is first framed by the Magistrate.

There is no provision in the Section by which the different charges

can be amalgamated as it is proposed at present. That is my objection

on the law point. Secondly, what I have to urge is that I think

the two offences may not be regarded as the same transaction.

They form different subjects altogether. It would be more con-

venient to me to have each of them tried separately. The two articles

refer to different subjects and if they are tried together it might make con-

fusion, if not in the mind of the learned Counsel prosecuting, at all events

in my own mind. I do not think I shall be able to conduct the defence of

both cases together. Sections 234 & 235 are permissive but Sec. 227 is

imperative. These articles are really separate, dealing with different

aspects of the same question. On these grounds I object to the joinder of

the charges.

Advocate General:—I have pointed out my Lord that this is not the

case of amending the charges. If it were, if Your Lordship will look at 226

and the next Section, your Lordship will find that it gives powers of mending
or adding to the charges. Here the two charges remain unaltered and I

propose on behalf of the Crown to try them both together. Theonly question

is whether Sec. 234 applies in this instance. If your Lordship will look to

Sec. 227 you will find that the Court may alter or add to the charges at any

time (Reads Sec. 227). Now that Section has been held to justify a High
Court first of all in framing a charge and then withdrawing it. I refer my Lord
to 12 Allahabad page 551. A still stronger proof of the powers of the Court

to deal with these charges, as I propose to deal with them, is to be found in

Sec. 230 which provides that (Reads Sec.) . It shows that although you

may not have had the previous sanction of Government which is necessary

in 196 of the Criminal Procedure Code, still if the Court found it was

necessary to add a charge the only result of 230 would be that that charge

could not be gone into until Government have given their sanction. Section

235, one would have thought, is plain enough for any one to understand who
wanted to understand f Reads Sec.) I should have thought it a matter

beyond argament. But it seems from experience that one finds arguments

are raised on points which are as clear as daylight.

His Lordship :-Have you given notice of this application to the Accused?

Advocate General:-My Lord. I have given notice of the application

to the other side. This is not an application, I say I am entitled to do what
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I propose. Sec. 235 will dissipate all difficulty. The charges under 124A
and 153A, my Lord, will be treated as being alternative charges, f Reads)
in which case either offence may or may not be proved. In this case there
will not be four charges but in order to avoid having any difficulty or doubt
which may arise hereafter I propose to proceed under Sec. 233 and say that
for the present I will not proceed under Sec. 153A on the first charge and
that will result in stay of the proceedings, and discharge of the Accused but
not in acquittal.

His Lordship -.-With reference to this application I gathered from the
Gujarathi newspapers that this application will be made to me to-day ; and
having considered the possibility of hearing such an application made to

me I have devoted considerable thought to the subject. In this case two
separate informations were laid before the Magistrate and the
Magistrate held two separate inquiries and made two
separate comnjittments. The question now is whether these two
cases can be taken together and tried at one trial. It would be extremely
desirable from my point of view and in the interest of the Accused that
there should be one trial and before one Jury. The Accused is entitled

under Sec. 233 to be tried separately unless Sec, 235 to 239 come into opera-
tion. I have grave doubts about Sec. 235 applying to this case. It seems
to me that there would be considerable convenience if newspaper articles

written from time to time can be considered as coming within the section.
I have no difficulty however in ordering one trial under Sec. 234 provided
that the charges do not exceed three. There are four charges in these
two cases; but the Advocate General under Sec. 233 proposes to stay pro-

ceedings on one of the four charges . I am quite willing to allow him to make
use of that section and hold over for the present any one of the charges. I

do not wish the Advocate General to be taken by surprise and I feel it

would only be fair to the Accused and the Crown if under the powers vested

in me under the same section I order that such stay of proceedings may
amount to an acquittal. It is not fair that the Accused should have that

charge hanging over him and I will order these charges to be tried in the

same trial provided there are not more than three charges. It will be for

the Advocate General on which of the charges he means to proceed.

Advocate General :—I have already stated to your Lordship that I do

not intend to proceed under more than three charges. I do not propose

to proceed under Sec. 153 A in the case of the article appearing in the

XesaH of 12th May 1908.

His Lordship :—I think it is only fair to the Acused that he should

l)e discharged from that charge.

Advocate General :—I am dealing with that question. I can select

anv three charges and proceed on them and ask for a stay of proceedings

on the other.

His Lordship :—But that stay should be finaL

Advocate General :—That might lead to a serious question whether

it do66 not amount to Auiretois Acquit,
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His Lordship ;—That would not affect the other charges on the other
articles. It will apply to this article on which you propose to hold over
the charge; that would 'not affect the other charges.

Advocate General ;—I can see perfectly well how it may be ingeni-

ously argued that it can. That is why I ask Your Lordship not to pass
such order till the case is over.

His Lordship :—Have you to make that application before the case is

over or after?

Advocate General:—I have made the application so far it is an applica-

tion now, I am not applying, I am stating that it is my proposal to put

the Accused up on three separate charges.

His Lordship ;—So long as there are only three charges I order

that the charges be tried at one trial. You will undertake Mr. Advocate
General to apply for the stay and that such stay shall be final.

Advocate General :—I simply undertake that I will not further.

prosecute. I am entitled to do that.

His Lordship :—That will be the application.

Advocate General:—Yes, when the three charges are over I shall tell'

the Court as I have already adumbrated before the Court that I do not

intend to proceed further.

His Lordship:—My present order then will be that the Accused will

be tried on three charges,that is one charge in case No. 16 and two charges

in case No. 17.

Advocate General:—My Lord, My learned friend Mr. Inverarity will

open this case before the Jury.

The Clerk of the Crown "Mr. M. R. Jardine" commenced to read

the charges when Accused said
:

,

Accused:—My Lord, the objectionable passages on which the prosecu-

tion is laid are vague and are not specified so that I can not properly

conduct my defence.

Clerk of the Crown » ( Reads first chage ) Do you plead guilty or not

guilty ?

Accused:—I plead not guilty.

Clerk of the Crown:—You are further charged ( Reads second case )

Do you plead guilty or not guilty ?

Accused:—I plead not guilly. But I think the words on the articles

on which the prosecution rely should be specified.

Mr. Inverarity:—As the whole lot of the words are objected to I ask

your Lordship to amend the charges by putting in the whole articles into

the charge. It is usual to give notice of charges to the Accused by giving
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"him reference to page and column of his newspaper as it appears this is not

sufficient I apply for the whole of the articles to be put in, in order

that there may be no chance of any difficulty arising there afterwards.

His Lordship:—What is it you apply for ?

Mr. Inverarity:—That the whole of the articles be included in the

'C larges.

His Lordship:—This means that the whole article will have to be read
to the Jury.

Accused:—Yes, My Lord.

His Lordship:—That is what you apply for ?

Accused:—What I complain of is that the charges are vague and that

the whole article can not be contended to be seditious.

His Lordship:—If you think that you have not sufficient of what you

are charged with, Mr. Inverrarity will put in the seditious passages.

Accused:—I do not ask your Lordship to do that.

His Lordship:—Mr. Inverarity says he puts in the whole article? Do

you wish that read ?

Accused :— yes.

His Lordship :—It may waste half a day.

Accused :—It may happen that first the Prosecution relies] on certain

passages and then

—

His Lordship :—I understand Mr. Inverarity to say that the whole of

the articles must be put in.

His Lordship to Accused :—You must understand exactly the order
I am making. I am now making an order on your objecting to the
<:harges that the subject matter of the charge should be set forth in
the charges themselves. That will be done and you will now understand
that you are charged with the whole article of May 12, 1908 and the
whole article of June 9, 1908 as seditious, and you are on trial on the
whole of these two articles. You will also understand that I have made an
order that you will be tried in one trial for three charges which ^are made
against you.

Clerk of the Crown :—The charges in the first case will now be read

f reads j,'

Clerk of the Crown.—The charges in the second case will now be read
(reads)

.

Accused :—The second article may be taken as read. My objection

is only to^the translations.

Clerk of the Crown :—On these charges as amended do you plead

guilty or not guilty i
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Accused : I claim to be tried.

The Juiy were then called.

The names of the jurymen present were then called by the Clerk of

the Crown:

—

James M, Mair ( Challenged by the Accused )

Nair Nissim ( Challenged by the Accused )

Bhimrao Atmaram ( Challenged by the Accused )

F. G. Wood.

John Greig.

Bertram Glass Hilliard.

Palonji Dadabhoy Davar.

Chundulal Sitalal (Challenged by the Crown) ^

G. J. C. Hodson.

Shapurji Sorabji.

Claude Ureriam Biddell CChallenged by the Accused^,"

Rustamji F. Wadia CChallenged by the Crown) .

Edwin Yeo ( Challenged by the Accused)

.

S. flerapson.

G. H. Mc. Causland (Challenged by the Accused).

WiliamC. Anderson.

J. G. Martiu.

Mr. W. C. Anderson was appointed Foreman of the Jury.

The Jury were then sworn.

His Lordship to Accused:—Do you wish the whole of the articles to be

read to the Jury in the course of the charge to the Jury?

Accused :—No, my Lord, they may be taken as read.

His Lordship :—Of course they will be read later.

The Clerk of the Crown then read to the Jury the charges against

Mr. Tilak which were as follows:—
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IN THE HIGH COURT OF JUDICATURE AT BOMBAY^

.

CASE No. 16.

CroM-n Side Bombay, to ^vit.
^°^ ^^^ Gaiigadhar Tilak are charged by the

Clerk of the Crown as follows:—
Firstly:—^That you on or about the 12th day of May 1908" at

Bombay, then and there being the Printer and Publisher of a certain,
vernacular newspaper and entitled the ''•Kc'sarP\ by printed words brought
or attempted to bring into hatred or contempt or excited or attempted
to excite feelings of disaffection towards the Government established by
law in British India, to wit, by publishing in Bombay in the issue of the
said newspaper of the 12th May 1908 in columns 4 & 5 of page 4 and in
columns 1 and 2 of page 5 thereof, an article headed with words having
fwhen translated) the following effect viz "The countrys' misfortune"
and proceeding, (when translated) as follows;—"No one" &c.

And that you thereby committed an offence punishable under
Section 124 A of the Indian Penal Code and within the cono-nizance
of the High Court.

Given under my hand this 13th day of July 1908.

(Sd.) M. R. JARDINE

Clerk of the Crown,

Grown SideBombay, to wit, ^°^ ^^^ Gangadhar Tilak are charged by

the Clerk of the Crown as follows:—
Secondly:—That you on or about the 12th day of May 1908 at

Bombay, then and there being the Printer and Publisher of a certain

vernacular paper entitled the " A'^^'^rz ", by printed words promoted or

attempted to promote feelings of enmity or hatred between different

classes of the subjects of his Majesty the King Emperor, to wit, by publish-

ing in the issue of the said newspaper of the 12th May 1908 in columhs
4 and 5 of page 4 and columns 1 & 2 of page 5 thereof an article headed
with words having ( when translated) the following effect viz, "The
country's misfortune " and proceeding ( when translated ) as follows:

—

" No one " &c.

And that you thereby committed an offence punishable under Section

153A of the Indian Penal Code and within the cognizance of the High
Court.

Given under my hand this 13th day of July 1908.

(Sd.) M. R. JARDINE.
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Case No. 17

Crown Side Bombay, to wit. You Bal Gangadhar Tilak, are charged by
the Clerk of the Crown as follows:

—

Firstly:—That you on or about the 9th day of June 1908 at Bombay,
then and there being the Printer and Publisher of a certain vernacular
newspaper entitled the " Kesari ''\ by printed words brought or
attempted to bring into hatred or contempt or excited or attempted to
excite feelings of disaffection towards the Government established by Law
in British India, to wit, by publishing in Bombay in the issue of the said
newspaper of the 9th June 1908 in columns 2 to 4 of page 4 thereof an
article headed with words having ( when translated ) the following effect

viz, *' These remedies are not lasting " and proceeding (^ when trans-
lated ) as follows:— " From this "

And that you thereby committed an offence punishable under Section
124A of the Indian Penal Code and within the cognizance of the High Court.

Given under my hand this 13th day of July 1908.

(Sd).M. R. JARDINE

Clerk of the Crown.

n c-j o u X •. You Bal Gangadhar Tilak are charored bv theCrown Side Bombay, to wit. oi , ^ t ^ , ,.
^S'-u uy luc

^lerk of the Crown as follows :

—

Secondly.—That you on or about the 9th day of June at Bombay
then and there being the Printer and Publisher of a certain vernacular
newspaper entitled the ^''KesarP\ by printed words promoted or attempted
to promote feelings of enmity or hatred between different classes of the
subjects of His Majesty The King Emperor, to wit, by publishing in
Bombay in the issue of the said Newspaper of the 9th June 1908 in
Columns 2 to 4 of page 4 thereof an article headed with the words having
(when translatedJ the following effect viz "These remedies are not
lasting" and proceedings (when translated^ as follows :

—''From this" &c.

And that you thereby committed an offence punishable under Section
153A of the Indian Penal Code and within the congnizance of the High
Cottzt.

Given under my hand thislSth day of July 1908.

(Sd.) M. R. JARDINE

Clerk of^ the Crown,
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OPENING ADDRESS TOR THE PROSECUTION.

Mr. Invekarity, Barrister-at-Law then bt'gan his openings

address which was as follows:—May it please your lyordship and
gentlemen of the Jury. My learned friend Mr. Branson, the Advo-
cate General, has had to go away to attend to a case in another court.

Therefore the duty of stating this case devolves upon me. The Accused
is charged as you have heard with offences under two sections of the Penal

Code in respect of two articles which appeared in the Kesari newspaper.

The Kesari is a Marathi newspaper printed and published at Poona and also

published in Bombay, where it has a large circulation and is sold for

three pice per copy. The first Section under which he is charged and
which I have read to you is section 124A. I. P. C. (Reads Section).

There are three explanations to the section (Reads the explanations^.

This Section, you see gentlemen, gives full effect to what is the law of

all civilised countries. It gives the press and any person who chooses

to write in the press full liberty to say anything on any action of the

Government, but it does not allow them to use these comments as a

vehicle for defaming Government. There is a definition here as to

defaming private persons and of bringing them into contempt and hatred.

You may comment on the administrative measures of Government ; but

when you go further and charge Government with bad motives, of acting

with disregard to the interests of the people and of acting with regard to

Europeans, only that is not allowed by the law. There are several pronounce-

ments of these Courts, some in judgments and some in the form of

summings up to the Jury. I do not propose to read them to you as his

Lordship is perfectly familiar with them. The Section appears to be

perfectly clear in itself; it distinctly states that (Reads ^. Well, there has

been some controversy as to the meaning of the word disaffection, but

the first part of the section says f Reads Section j. That is not an exhaustive

definition ; but I submit to you that we can very easily get over that by
citing from the indictment in England, the definition of what is meant
by Seditious Libel (Reads)

.

That is the form of indictment of libel in England. It is set out in

Archibald's Criminal Indictments page 729. f reads again.) That appears

to me to put one of the matters to be included in the term disaffection

and it is summed up in the phrase attempting to create disloyalty. I am
going to refer to the charges separately. The first article is dated

12th May 1908. Before reading it to you I will state very

shortly what the Prosecution submit as the effect of that article.

We don't want you to take separate parts of that article. It begins

with a comment upon what is known as the Muzufferpore bomb
outrage which is described in the paper as an attempt by some Bangalis

to bomb with the intention of killing an oflScial; the bomb was thrown
in a wrong carriage and two unfortunate ladies were killed. You will find

that all stated in the article as being what the Muzufferpur outrage was

.

The whole of the article is devoted to stating that the whole cause of

this outrage is the iniquitious character of the oppressive and tyranni-

cal rule of the British in this country. That we submit to you is the effect

of that article. It speaks of the Country's Misfortune. What is meant by



the country's misfortune ? It will be for you to say if it means that it is the
country's misfortune to be ruled by the British or whether it is that India
is coming to the same state as that in Russia, or the state the Accus-
ed says Russia is in. I shall hand you copies of the articles as soon
as they have been proved. It is sometimes difficult to follow an article

without it being before you. But you will have ample leisure hereafter
to study them. It begins " The Country's misfortune " (Reads down to

"white official class.") In that passage the writer describes the details

of the Muzuffarpur outrage and ascribes this to the perversity of the
white official class. I think you will have no doubt in finding that the
oppressive white official class means the British Government. (Reads down
to " Mr. Kingsford.") That was the gentleman on whom the attempt was
intended, fReads down to "occur even in Russia") . As I said before, you
have to see what the real state of Russia is. He describes the affairs in

Russia and says oppressions have exasperated the people till thay have
begun to throw bombs. (Reads down to "is gaining ground ") . I will pause
there and try and impress on you what the writer is there trying to point
out. He says that British rule is entirely governed by self-interest except
in so far as it is bounded by the necessity of avoiding exasperating the
people of the country. That I say is a gross libel on the Government of

India and of Great Britian. It goes on to say that such power must be
taken out of the hands of Government and put into " our own hands. " Our
own hands there means the hands of the Natives. (Reads down to " the
rights of Swarajya "')

. That is a word that means one's own rule and may
mean Self-Government or imperial or autocratic. There it is said that
the Government of India are only induced to go on exactly as they choose by
these considerations. The lesson being a rise like that of Japan in the recent
war with Russia, lesson of history. (Reads to "horrible deeds recklessly")

.

There is a phrase used which explains the meaning of Swarajya. We have
it defined by himself in another article in the paper. He says the people
are growing stronger and stronger and they want Swarjya. Well, Swarajya
is translated by the translator as literally one's own rule or Government,
Self-Government. We have the Accused's own definition of Swarajya. Judge
between the two.Well then, gentlemen, there is the KesarPx own definition

of Swarajya and it apparently means that whenever the people like to upset the
Government they are entitled to do so. (Reads to "methods of the Russian
subjects," j. According to this the Kesarih.2i6. on previous occasions warned
the Government that Russian methods would be imitated by the people of

India if they were not careful. I think there can be no doubt that the Russian
methods must be the throwing of bombs. (Reads down to "beyond certain

limits") .These words are put into the mouths of the Anglo-Indian Officials.

(Reads down to "the whole country' ') . There the writer represents 30 crores

of people in India burning with indignation and says it is impossible not
to expect some of them to commit outrages induced by the oppressive
system of Government. fReads down to "occasions"). That, gentlmen, is

a most defamatory statement against Government that it is their desire to

benefit their own contry at the expense of the Natives of India (Reads

down to "stop this traga".) Traga is interpreted to mean inflicting upon

oije's own person some injury in order to bring evil or blame upon another.
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That last page that I have read is a good illustration of what the law
allows. It is particularly fair comment to make whether bomb-throwing
should be suppressed by repressive means or other means are quite justified.

But what the Government say is that these articles are a direct attack

on Government alleging that it is unscrupulous to say that it is the strong

desire of Government to benefit itself to the loss of the Natives, and in an
earlier part it likens the people of this country to a cat. The article

compares the Government to the man who confines a cat with such
cruelty that it leaps at him and tries to kill him.You will see from the obser-

vations whether it is or it is not a transgression of the elements which the

law allows to be discussed of Gcvernment measures. On that part of the

case I would like to quote you some passages from Lord EHenborough's
judgment, in the case of King Fzrsiis hsLmheit reported in II Campbell,page
298 in which there is a seditious libel against George III tried over a
hundred years ago, in 1810. Lord EHenborough in that case said (reads)

Just apply the words to this article here. Does it say that Government is

actuated by good motives and is being merely misled into errors or is it

going a step further and insinuating that Government says (Reads from
" We shall practiee" to "beyond certain limits"). If they do that it

would be most libellous. Further on Lord EHenborough says at page 402
(Reads j and at page 304 he says ( Reads down to " convey ".)

That really is a test of what the words convey. What were those words
intended to convey and what the probable effect that it would have on
the minds of the men who read them. Then later on at page 405 he says

f reads down to propogate and to libel j. Just apply those words to this

article. Don't you think that this article is intended to convey to readers

that the only thing which comes between the people of India and the

blessings of this country is the English rule ? So much for the first article.

The second article is dated 9th June 1908. I may mention to you

we mean to put in and rely on the first article which you will remember
is dated May 12th and we are going to rely on another article of May 12th

and on an article of May 19th and another article of May 26th and two
other articles dated 2nd and 9th June 1908. I do not propose to

read them to you m extenso though they will be read to you in extenso

if 3'ou wish it. I shall only read such passages as will show you what
was in the mind of the Accused. You will know that the articles which have
been selected for this charge are only part of a series showing the

writer's inquisitions characterisation of the methods of Government. In

the first article the writer repudiates all sympathy with the throwing

of bombs for subverting British rule. In the next article, it is a most
extraordinary article with regard to bomb—throwing, it points out, and
it is a most mischievous thing to do, that people in other countries

have obtained what they want by bomb—throwing- It points out that

Government cannot prevent the manufacture of bombs, they are easy

to make, they only require a few chemicals. It suggests in a veiled

manner that other countries have got advantages by the use of bomb
and foul murders, and that bombs can be very easily made in India. I

will read you that article. (Reads article in \\Kesari^\ dated 9th June 1908
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headed " These remedies are not lasting" down to " rights of

Swarajya"). Well, we call your attention to this passage and ask you to say

whether it is or is not defamatory to the English Government ? Then it is

alleged that British Rule has been based on self interest and Government
carry it on as they like, or as it is put " a selfish administration. " This
means an administration devoted to the: benefit of the people by whom it is

carried on and not of the people of India. { Reads down to " not got as

much generosity as the Moguls "J. Then again it says Government after

all is enriching England at the expense of India. ( Reads down to

"English in India not being permanent"). You see he says were it not
for this bomb—coming Government would have been able to pursue their

object of enriching England at the expense of India.

But the bomb has come in and prevented such a state of things becoming
permanent. (Reads to " it is a charm, an amulet" j. What is the meaning
of that? How does a bomb become a witchcraft, or amulet or charm,
unless it is intended to be used? (Reads from "it is not necessary'' down
to "violent turn—headed persons''). Quite apart from any reference

to bombs you will find that Government is described in the same manner
there as the people who have a grievance to bring to the notice of the peo-
ple of England. You will see this for yourselves when you read the articles

themselves. There are two paragraphs to the same effect that British

Rule is a curse to the country, and if that is really the case they must
expect to have the same state of affairs in India as, the writer says, exists

in Russia. The writer actually refers to the murder of the King of Portugal

as resulting in having the desired effect. Does it not appear to you that

it was a threat tc the Government of India and a suggestion to

the people of India that British Rule cannot be allowed to go
on as it is at present, and that it is impossible to suppress the

making of bombs because they are so easy to make and only want a few
chemicals to make them ? The second article is under section 124A
I. P. C. and also under Section 153A I. P. C. Only three charges can be
tried at one trial, and in this case there are two charges under section

124A and one charge under section 153A. (Reads Section and explanations)

.

You see that is a Section which makes it an offence to write matters which
stir up racial feelings between Natives and Europeans. This article comes
within this Section. Well, I have read the passages to you and it will be
for you to say whether these passages are, or are not calculated to stir up
racial feelings. You jvill find that the intention of the writer can be
gathered from the other articles. You will see that in his first article he
frequently alludes to the alien rulers being white. What is the object of

the reference to the rulers being alien, and being white ? It can only be
intended to stir up racial feeling between Europeans and Natives of the

country by pointing out to them that the white class is acting in India in

a manner which is directly hostile to the interets of the natives. With
regard to the other Articles, I am not going to read the whole of them to

you. you will be able to say if they are unfairly selected, because they will

be put before you. I only propose to read any of those particular pas-

sages to show that the object of the writer was only to attack the actions

•and measures of Government, or the policy of the Government itself.
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until such time as the other Articles are put in aud admitted.

Mr. Inverarity :—Under section 13 cf the Evidence Act they are

admissible. If the Accused thinks the articles cannot be admitted in

evidence at this point I will not read them now. Tho Advocate General
will read them to you in summing up the case. There is no charge against

him in respect to these articles. They are only used as showing what was
in the mind of the printer and publisher of these Ai tides when he published

them. Section 14 of the Evidence Act is the one under which we shall

tender them and we shall ask you to use them in this way. Section 14,

says ('Reads Section 14). We say that this Article is one of extreme
hostility to the Government as a Government. You will find the illustra-

tion to that Section is exactly to the point (Reads illustration E.> There
are many other illustrations which are also appropriate, but that is the one
which is most appropriate. Here is a writer who is charged with defaming
Government and I have referred to one article as showing what is Accused's
idea of what is "Swarajya." Gentlemen, I have not been too long. I have
refrained from reading long judgments and long summings up. I will leave

those to my learned friend the Advocate General and to His Lordship.

There are three charges which will claim your attention. Two of them under
Section 124A. and one under 153A. It might be convenient to you to have
with you copies of these tv/o Sections. With his Lordship's permission I will

hand to each of you, gentlemen of the Jury, copies of these two Sections

so that you will be able to see for yourselves what the words really are.

The words are so clear that I don't think you will want anyone to explain

to you what they mean.

Advocate General :—I tender, my Lord, [the sanction to prosecute

in this case. CExhibit A.)

The Advocate General :—We will now call the witnesses for the

Prosecution and my learned friend Mr. Binning will examine them.

Mr. Bhas ker Vishnu Joshi was then called.

EVIDENCE FOR THE PROSECUTION.—

First Witness: BHASKAR VISHNU JOSHI

Examined by Mr, Binning^ Bar-at-Law,

Ol What is your name?—Bhaskar Vishnu Joshi. O. You are first

assistant to the Oriental Translator?—Yes. O. You are a B. A. of the Univer-

sity of Bombay?—Yes. Q. Do you recognise the signature of this document?
—Yes. Q. Whose is it?—It is that of Mr. H. O. Ouinn, Acting Secretary to

Government Judicial Department. O. It is the sanction to prosecute in the

first case?—Yes. Mr. Binning: My Lord, I put that in. His Lordship: (to

acccused) Have you any objection to this going in?-No, my Lord; I have no
objection to its going in. (Ex. A.)
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O. You see this other documeut giving sanction for the other prose-

cution?—Yes. Q. Is that the signature of Mr. Quinn?—Yes. It is dated 16th

June 1908. MrrBinning: I tender it. (Ex. B.)

jNIr. Binning:—I want to show him the signature at the end of both the

documents and ask him to prove Mr. Gell's signature. To witness: Do you

recognise that signature?—Yes. It is that of the Commissioner of Pohce. O.

You produce this newspaper-the Kesari oi the 12th May 1908?—Yes. O. On
page 4 and 5 you see an article, which you translated?—Yes. O. You also

see the official translation?—Yes, I do. His Lordship: You received that

newspaper in the course of your duty?—Yes, my Lord. Mr. Binning: I tender

the newspaper and translation. (Ex. C.)

His Lordship : You translated the article. How is it headed ?—It is

headed 'The Country's Misfortune '. Mr. Binning: You see the other

article in the Kesari of the 9th June ; did you get it in the course of your

duty as assistant to- the Oriental Translator to Government ?—Yes. Mr.

Binning: Will your Lordship direct that if there are any witnesses in this

case in Court they should be asked to leave ? Mr. Inverarity : If there is

any witness assisting the ^Accused in his defence in Court, I have no

objection to his remaining. It was stated that Mr. N. C. Kelkar was
helping the Accused and was witness. ]\Ir. Inverarity : I have no objection

to his remaining. (Ex. D.)

Mr. Binning : You see columns 2 and 4 of the article headed ' These
remedies are not lasting ' in the issue of the 9th June?—Yes. O. You
produce the Kesari oi the 12 th of May ?—Yes. O. You see an article in

column 3 of the page 5 ?—Yes. His Lordship : Where are they ?—They
came under the ' Editor's Stray Thoughts ' and they are 3 and 4 of these

notes. The articles begin with " Since the commencement of the bomb
affair". Mr. Binning : I tender this my Lord. The Accused : I object

to the articles going in as proving intention. They may go in as showing

the circumstances under which the article was written. I refer your Lord-

ship to Mayne's Criminal Law page 522. In the last Kesari case many
articles were put but not as -showing intention. What I say is».that these

articles can go in to show the surrounding circumstances under which the

article was written but they cannot be put in to prove intention.

His Lordship : This question has been argued in previous cases, and

I shall admit them for the same purpose for which they have been admitted

in previous cases. (Ex. E.)

Mr. Binning to witness : Do you produce the Kesari of the 19th May
and do you see a IMafathi Leader on page 4 Columns 4 & 5 and Column 1 of

page 5 ?—Yes. How is it headed ?—A double hint. His Lordship: Is it

an article?—No, my Lord, it is the leader. j\Ir. Binning : I tender the

article and translation. (Ex. F.)

O. Do you produce the Kesari ol the 26th :May 1908 ?—Yes. O. Do
you see columns 3, 4, & 5 of page 4 and do you find a Marathi leader

in these columns headed " The Real Meaning of the Bomb."

—
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Yes. Mr. Binning:—My Lord, each paper goes in witti the foot note showing

that it was printed and pnblished by the Accused. (Ex. G.)

Continuing after hnich Mr. Binning proceeded with the examination.

Q. Do you produce a copy of the Kesari dated 2nd June 1908?—Yes. You see

there in cohimns 3, 4 and 5 of page 4 a leader entitled 'The Secret of the

Bomb'?—Yes. O. That came to 30U in the course of your duty?—Yes. Mr..

Binning: I tender that, my Lord, with the official translation . (Ex. H.)

Mr, Binning: There is only one more. I show you Ex. D in this case.

The Kesari of the 9th June and in the 2nd and 3rd Columns of the pages

5 do you see an article?—Yes. Q. is it a leading article?—No, it is amongst
"Stray thoughts of Editor." o7 What note is it ?—It is note No. 11 and

begins "the EngHsh are openly an alien Rule". Mr. Binning: I put in the

article and translation. (Ex. I.)

His'Lordship :—Does the Accused wish to ask the witness any question ?

CSOSS-EXAMIKATION OF THE WITNESS BY MR. TiLAK :—

The translations that you have put in, have you made them yourself ?—They

are High Court Translations. Can you vouch for tkeir accuracy ?—The originals

are not here hut I can vouch for their accuracy. Have you compared them your-

self with the original ?—Yes, I have. His Lordship : All of them ?—No my
Lord, One I did not get. His Lordship : Which was that ?—That was of the

26th of May. Excepting that one I compared them all. His Lordship : That is

Ex. G. Q, Did you translate all of them before .'—Yes, Q. Did the two transla-

tions diflEer ?—My translations differ in minor respects from those of the High

Court. You have before yoa the High Court translation. Is it to be preferred to

yours ?—^Yes in most cases, Q. Have you got your own translations with you ?—
No. Mr. Branson intimated that they had been sent for. His Lordship to Accus-

ed : Which translation do you want ?—The original translation of the article of

12th May. Q. Now take the original translation Ex. H dated 2nd June 1908.

Is that the official translation ?—Yes. Q. Can you give us the date of the transla-

tion ?—I cannot remember. Q, You have said that you have translated. Can you

not give the date ?—No, I do not remember. Q. Can you tell me that that was the

translation before Government when Government gave sanction to prosecute?—No,

I can not say that. Q. At all events it was prepared before the case came before

the Magistrate ?—I am not authorised to say anything about that. Q, You

put a translation in the Magistrate's Court ?—Yes, Q. So it was made before the

25th of June ? That was the date of the Magistrate's proceedings. So it was

prepared before that date. (The original translation made by Mr. Joshi was hand-

ed to him and Mr. Tilak continued his cross-examination,) How do you translate

|5rT% ^^ ?—The country's misfortune. How do you translate ifr=^\ fwj\ r

—

European Ladies. In the Official translation what is the translation of

innocent white ladies ?—3TI=^- Q. What does jtt^m mean in Marathi ?

Can it be translated in any other way ?—I do not know Q. Does it apply to com-

plexion or colour ?—I do not understand the difference. Q . Could you say iftfr
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fT^rfr f^^r 3T[^ ?—No. Q. Which translatioa would give the sense better ?

" White '' or '• European " ladies ?—Both woukl convey it better. Q. Better ?

Equally. The only thing is that the word white is more comprehensive. Q. How
can white be more comprehensive ?—I cannot aaswer that question. Q. Then

you translate it yourself as European ?—Yes. T put in the marginal note that it

literally means white. Q. You translate the word jfFTF with a marginal note

showing that the literal meaning is white ?—Yes. Q. In your official capacity

you are required to read the vernacular papers ?—Yes. Q. In expressing

current political ideas many new words have to be coined in Marathi ? His

Lordship: In expressing what ?—The accused: Modern Political Ideas; (to witness)

and sometimes in order to clear up the meaning newspaper writers insert the

English words after the Marathi translation ?—Y'es. Q. Just a few lines below

that phrase, you find, ( reads from the Marathi ). After using the word 3TR^fr
^f[ it is the practice to write afterwards " Bureaucracy '' ?—Yes. Q. What

does that English word stand for according to you ?—srf^^rff ^jf' I^ot for

white Official Class ?—No. What does arRl^r^r ^^f mean in English ?—Official

Class. And if you have to join the idea to ' ruling class ' could you express ic

if you say Tlj ^^^.df srRl^fr ^IT ? Will that do ?—Yes; it may mean English

Official Class. If you want a synonym for ^Tf^^TRI ^if will it do if you express

it by English ?—It will express the idea in constructive manner. It will not be

a synonym, for it will express the matter in another way. Q. In another way ?—

•

Yes.- We say ( 1 ) TTRr Brfwrd ^h { 2 ) m^jrx arf^Rf^ ( 3 ) t^^^ 3Tf^^r^f ^n

( 4 ) ?:i7?T^rTr arnr^IU ^if do they mean Bureaucracy ?—No, not bureaucracy.

His Lordship : There are four expressions ; do they mean the same thiu!? or

different things ?—They mean the same thing but not bureaucracy. His

Lordship : Then what do they mean ?—They mean ( 1 ) Ruling Official Class ( 2 )

White Official Class ( 3 ) English Official Class & {i) Official Class in power. Q.

You have said, you have rendered bureaucracy by ^?:^rTf SThf^rff ^f( ?—^o, the

adjective is superfluous. Q. Class of officials merely ?—The (British) Class of

officials. Q. What is the meaning of the latter syllable in the word ?:rj<7^rrf

^TT^^rcf ^jf ?—I am not well practised in terminology, Q. Does it mean ruling

Official Class ?—No. Q, The word bureaucracy, does it not convey the idea of

ruling Class ?—No, I do not think so. Q. Yoa do'nt kaow ?—No. Q. In the word
Aristocracy does 'cracy' convey any idea of ruling class? I cannot tell you the mea-

ning of Aristocracy. Q. My question is, does this convey the idea of the ruling

Class ?—No. Q. Does the word Plutocracy convey the idea of ruling ?—I do not

know. Q. Do the word ^rRr^fff ^if convey the idea of both Europeans and

Natives?-3Tfv:j^[fr "Officials",and ^jf "Class."Q.Do the words include botbj Europeans

and Natives ?—Yes. Q. If you want to confine it to Europeans it would have to

be qualified by an adjectivs ?—Y'es. Q. How do you translate the word Despo-

tism .?—^3fjfr ^LrT^TT^rrTf. Q. How do you translate the word tyrannical ?-^^in- Q-

How do you translate ths word oppressive ?
—

"^cyiff Q. How do yoa translate the

word coercive ?—Where does it occur ? I do not want to be examined in English

words. His Lordship : Do you not know the Marathi meaning of the word

Coercive?—Yes. "Then give it," Witness:—Ooercive also means 153:1ft. Q- How-

would you translate the word repress! v-e ?J I cannot give meanings of all kinds
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of words off hand. I will be able to give them hetter'with a dictionary. There are

shades of differences in meanings. His Lordship ; Give the meaning if yon
know and then you can refer to the dictionary. What is the Marathi \vord for

JL_ repressive ?—There may be different words ; I may give one of them.

His Lordship : Give the ordinary meanings of the word repressive. Wit-

ness : ^fTRirfr is the noun, and ^q^^r? ^g^ itl lCl^ I ^^^ adjectives. Q. This is a

newly coined woi*d ?—Yes. His Lordship : You say, it is a new word ?—Yes my
Lord, it is a coined word. Q. You say "• Julmi " can be rendered by tyrannical,

despotic or op(«r^,ssive ?—Yes, but in every context we must choose. It may be

in different contexts. Q. Not except according to the context ?—That you may
do if you like. Q. Now in describing the situation of a country in what sense is

the word despotic used ?—Where it is ruled by a despot. His Lordship : How ?

—When it is ruled by a despot or by despotic officials. Q. Is there any difference

between despotic officials and tyrannical officials or between despotic monarch
and tyrannical monarch ?—There may be, I am not aware of these minute differ-

ences. Q. According to your opinion despotic monarch is the same as tyrannical

monarch ?—Yes, as far as I can say. I have no dictionary with me. Q. Have
, you ever come accross the expression '' A despotic rule need not necessarily be
I tyrannical" ?—I have not. His Lordship : What ?— I do not remember to have

come accross any such expression. Q. Now suppose I give you that expression.

Will you translate it in Marathi ? "A despotic rule need not be necessarily

tyrannical "—^^jfr TrT?7Ti:rfr ^^in=Ci=g 3Tg;# Tllf^ 3T« ^rfr- Q. How will you
translate Aristotle's dictum " Tyranny is the perversion of Monarchy " .'—^^f
Tn^T?:rni f\ TJ^^rlW, ^^X'^l RT^W 3Tr|.^ Q- I will take the words aristocratic,

absolute, arbitrary. How are these words rendered in Marathi r Absolute, trans-

late that ?-3Tf%?ff%rT. Q. Arbitrary ?—I cannot give you one word for that. Q.
Never mind, give your rendering /—Should 1 not be allowed to use my dic-

tionary ? I may otherwise be giving incorrect meanings. 1 can explain the

word arbitrary better in English than in Marathi. His Lordship : Give what you
know. Witness : I cannot give one word. His Lordship : Explain it in Marathi.

Witness : I can explain it better in English. I may have to give more than one
word. His Lordship : Give them. Witness: Tqr^r H#-cI ^Iff ar^I or ^^, ^?:i«
the Sanskrit woid. His Lordship : Now we have autocratic ?— It is also 3THqi%a".

What is uncontrolled ?-lt is also a^H^ji^rT. What is irresponsible ?—%:Tr^R^^.
There is one more word. How will you translate imperialistic ?—^r^Iff ?Pq i^ |.

Now how will jou translate a sentence like this ?—His Lordship: I do not wish
to hamper your Cross Examination but I want to know if in the articles there

is a description of despotic rule and the question is how^ are these things to be
translated. Do you dispute the translations ? Accused—Yes my Lord, these words
have been mistranslated and even the official translation is wrong.

Q. How will you translate ?—" The Government of India is a despotism tem-
pered by public opinion in England" ?—l%^^H^?:^n: mcSraH^Tl^ ^f^T^Tm^if ^(^ ITF^S

li^jfr T3:?ft=t j:\1^ ^\\. Q. what is the translation of the word m«jf^ ?-Turnheaded.
How will you translate the word fanatic ?—There is not one word. Q. Supposing
you want to coin a word ?— I can^give you a hundred words which wouJd convey
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the same idea ; the word is Ghazi. Q. Even if it is different from its regular

meaning ?—I have translated as Ghazi.

Q.]Deprived of its religious significance how will you translate?-! do not know.

His Lordship : What do you say of a man who is called a fanatic ?—Wl^f^'^ orr

%?-r might do. Will you translate BTTcrrfpfr ••'—Violent-headed man. Do you know

that aTTHcTrat is a felon ?—I have not come accross that. Q. Can you give us the

meaning of the word in Sanskrit : who are called 3TnT?II?fT iu Sanskrit ?—I do

not know. Accused : There is a Sanskrit .dictionary. Witness : What do you

want to know ?—You will find in the persons mentioned there that felons are one

of these ?—There is the phrase given there. Q. I want to know what are arirnn'sfr*

There are six classes mentioned in dictionaries. Poisoners, persons infatuated

with weapons, persons crazy with wealth, persons who deprive a man of his wife.

—Yes these may be known as arrrTrTr^r. His Lordship : What dictionary is that ?

Sanskrit into English by Waman Shivaram Apte. Q. Then 3TrrTrrr?n is a stronger

word than Jfi^Jiqr^ ?—Yes. Q. It might be borrowed in Marathi ?—Yes, but not

necessarily in the same sense that most people use it. Molesworth gives the word

'STTrTrTI^'r as a violent turnheaded man, Q. You have said in one place that Moles-

worth's is an antiquated dictionary ? If we want a stronger word than the Ma-

rathi form then we go to Sanskrit. The one is stronger than the other ?—

( No reply from witness ). His Lord-ship : Is one form stronger than

the other ?— I would with due respect ask your Lordship to decide it yourself.

Q. In ordinary writing 37T?TrTT?fT conveys the more forcible idea ?—Yes. But

very few people will understand the word arfrTrTF-Tf- It is not Marathi. Q. Bo

you know we often quote this verse ^TTrmTR^ <*^'C,, Manu VII. 41 ?—It is gener-

ally quoted. I am not aware that this is frequently quoted. Q, In this country

the word is rendered felon ?—Yes, along with some other words. Q. Is not

felon a stronger word than fanatic ?—I cannot judge of these fine distinctions.

It would be very risky to judge. Q. You know that in writing on modern

political matters we have to coin difi:erent words to express difiEerent meanings ?

—

Yee. Q. Sanskrit words have to be borrowed to coin suitable words for

English expressions as there are no Marathi equivalents ?—For the matter of

that in industrial and scientific departments very many words have to be coined.

Q. How will you express in Marathi the following words, State ?—TR?! or ^?:^?:.

Government ?— ^^^j^^ 5fn^:rR:i% or if the abstract meaning is intended ?:i7?rT5(%-

I cannot give the equivalents of each of these words. I cannot go into the subtle

differences of these words. Q. Can administration be referred to as bX^K ?~
No. Q. Rule is ?—?:TTq. Q. Sway is ?—^J:\l^ or ^q^. Q, Take these three Eaglish

words, ( 1 ) Manliness ( 2 ) Vigour & ( 3 ) Sense of honour, as qualities of a

living or ruling nation. How would you translate Maaliness ?—if^mTiTr or qlr^.

Vigour ?—^ifljc^. Sense of honour ?—arf^WR. Q. Is not %1T the abstract word
for sense of honour ?—No. ^3T means a different thing altogether ?

Q. Is it never used for sense of honour ?—I have not heard it so used. Q. Nei-

ther in Sanskrit nor in Marathi ?—I do not know Sanskrit. Q. And you won the

Jagannath Shankarset ^^Sanskrit Scholarship ? How would you render this :

5T ^"jT^T ^ff ?—I am not aware that it means sense of honour. I would trans-

late it energy, spirit. Q. One Who would not brook insult. ^riT^r ia a man who
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would not brook insult ?—I would translate it as a spirited man. Q, Will

you please render this ^ ^^^^€r JPJrTJTT^TT V(B^ &c. ?—I cannot translate that.

His Lordship : What do you understand ? Witness : I understand the meaning and
know the construction, but can not translate it. Q. Then you know it ?—That is

another matter. Witness:—Your Lordship will know that it is a Sanskrit sen-

tence. I may translate it to-morrow if you give me time. Q. You can translate

Marathi sentence?, can you not ? How do ^you translate this ;f ^jf^t ^TTf V(^^

<1TW^r^i75n" -—That is also Sanskrit. It is full of Sanskrit. Q. I have given

you Marathi words ?—I know that it is a Marathi rendering of the Sanskrit. Q.

Do you know that it occurs in the 4th Standard Reading Book ?—I can not say.

His Lordship : You can ask necessary questions but do not ask unnecessary ques-

tions. Q, How will you render the word ^?TrT ?—Indignation. Q. How will

you render the words : ^:Jg\^ ^RTJT ?—Afflicted with sorrow. Q, Not indignant

by sorrow ?—Xo. Afflicted with sorrow. Q. How would you render the word ^^
—Passionate anger. That is the meaning given in the dictionary I am using. Q.

You must stick to the dictionary whether it suits context or not ?—No. I do not

mean that I am guided by the dictionary. Q. How will you render the word
9TI%?r ?—Vehemence. It also means angry passions, passions of rage, Mr. Tilak :

I do not want you to read from the dictionary. Witness : I have ' made the trans-

lations of these myself from the dictionary. Mr. Tilak : I think that might go
down in the evidence. Q. To which dictionary do you refer ?—I have used
three dictionaries for the rendering of the words of this article namely Molesworth,
Candy, Apte and Monier Williams but the latter very rarely. Accused—Apte's is

the dictionary I gave you just now ?—Yes. Q. Of the renderings you have given
in translations from the dictionaries you selected the best ?—Yes. Q. New mean-
ings are being assigned to words, did you take care to look to that .5—Who is

assigning them ? Mr. Tilak : the writer, q. If the writer wanted to assign new
meanings to the words you do not care about that .?— I do not know the writer's

mind, I do not care about it. Q. And yet you know that good many words
have to be coined in Marathi to express new ideas ?—Yes, I know that. Q. Take
the article of 9th June in the original. How will you trans-

late this in Marathi ?—*' The Evil Genius haunting the man " g? 51%,

'Tm'Erp:^ TRfrm'T gm^ro^r ^m^^r. Q, Evil Genius is ^ f(?:, ifrT- How will you
translate the words ?—Evil Genius means ijrT- His Lordship:—How did you
translate first ?—^ 5f|^, Q. Genius in the sentence is spirit, e. g. the one that

followed Socrates ? Please give the definite meaning of this ^T%m^^T TTJT »frr

^Hi^^ fr^ ?—A fiend haunted or pursued Socrates. Q. In the translation would
an evil genius haunted Socrates be better?— What evil genius? Ordinary evil

genius or his own evil genius ? His Lordship.—Can it be translated like that ?

—

Yes, it may be translated as evil genius. Q. In the scond sentence in the article

we have ^cRTTfr^ *f^ TT^^ ^l ^%% &c. can that sentence be rendered *' The
evil genius of repression seizes the Government of India every five or ten years?"

—

Seizes is a free translation, it means catches hold of. Q. of What ? The body of

Government ?—It is a free translation. Q. How do you translate seize in Marathi?

—

^T^' Q- T^R^ is not seized ?—It is a fabricated meaning. Q. Two or three lines

below we find ?f^ JTn%^ ^?T^H 5rT^. What doeb Jflf^^ niean ?—Do you want the
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literal meaning or the intended meaning ? It is not used in its literal sense

but in its suggestive sense. It may mean haunted persons. Literally it means

one versed in incantations or one who recites charms. Q. Refer to the official

translation; it is stated in the marginal note that a Mantra is a Vedic text ?—Yes

versed in incantations also means one versed in Charms or Vedic Mantras.

Q, In what sense does the writer use it, Vedic Mantra or^ Charm ?—It means

a reciter of Charms or the Vedic Mantras, Q. Here it does not mean that ?

Translate JTrT^S ?—Who has fallen from his'vows, or his observances. Q. Does

it mean that you have to keep up this in order that the Mantra may by eftective ?

—Yes. Q. In the official translation it is " abjured their ideals ? "—It is the

suggestive sense. Q. Is it correct according to the context P Does it correctly re-

present the context ?—Ye3, I think it does. Q. After the same line we have 53-

lo5T?. "What is your rendering of that ?—Fiends swarming everywhere. Q. In

the Marathi it is ^gsioSTJ and refers more to action than to numbers ?—To both.

Q. According to the context to both ? How can that be ?—I can not say. Q. Can not

it be rendered actively ardent or ardently active ?—It is very far-fetched. Q
Is it not correct in a far-fetched manner ? Down below you have the

word f^^r. What does that mean ?—Infatuation of the mind. Q. How would

you render in Marathi ''error of judgment '"?—I shall have to coin a word, it

will take some time. His Lordship:—If you were asked to translate error of

judgment in Marathi how would you do it ?—I must take some time to think.

The idea is very complicated. There is no Marathi word for "Judgment."
" Error '' I can translate, but Error of judgment is without care, thought and

deliberation; I can not translate. Q. If we can not find a real word for that

we have to use a coined word for it. We newspaper writers can not wait.

Suppose you have to write an article in a hurry would you be able to spare time

to find a word ?—I am not a writer of articles. Q. Will you be able to give us

. the word to-morrow ?—Yes, I shall try. Q, A few lines below you find =33^°

How will you render f%w =555^1: ?—Became fatuous. Q. Use the verb for

the word ^[as€i; do not translate it by two words, use the verb ?—The literal

meaning is " discharged from its place. " Not moved in a wrong direction ?—No,

I can not say that. Q. Now I put it to you, can it not be erred in their judg-

ment ?—No. Q. How do you render the word "Decentralization of power"?—

STT^^Trfsr^nTiff. Q. On the other page just about the middle we have iia^im

?tW ^m^rff WT 7J^^ ^^^T ?f ^t^^ fnfr ^^m rT?TR fm snffw- it is in the

second column. The English translation at the bottom of page 2, seven or i<

lines from the bottom. Can it not be rendered by decentralization ?—No " Decen-

tralization " would not suit the context. Q. I have said f^vnTJTf and not ^t^afr.

What is the difference between the two ?—The difference between the two is

that R^lJTJfr has been used in the sense of general decentralisation but not gr^^f-

Q. Is decentralisation used here as a coined word ?—Yes. His Lordship: What is

the coined word srRl^TTflWT'ift- It is a coined word. Q. It can never be

rendered arfwTI^T ^i^^ ?—I can not say. His Lordship: It cannot be rendered

iby the word ?—No, I do not think so,

( Case adjournod till Tuesday Uth July ).
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2nd clan Tuesday l^tli July 1008.

The Jury having answered to their names, Mr. Tilak addressed His
Lordship and said :

—
May I mention a matter, Your Lordship ? Some compositors and prin-

ters have been summoned here from my press at Poona and I believe they
are required to give evidence as to my being Printer and Publisher of the
Kesari. I have already admitted that before the Magistrate. These men
"have to get the Paper out and if they are summoned for me and not for

some other purpose I suggest that they might be discharged.

His Lordship:— I have no doubt the Advocate General will release them
as soon as he can.

Mr. Branson:—The accused has not admitted in the Magistrate's Court
or anywhere else that he is Printer and Editor of the "Kesari". If he will
do so now it will save a lot of time.

His Lordship'.—I do not think it advisable to have that statement made
before the proper time.

Mr. Branson :—If I get the names ofthese particular witnesses, I will call

them as soon as I can.

Accused:—Offered to supply the names. Examination of witness Joshi

continued :
—

You remember you told us yesterday that the Marathi in the original

for Decentralisation could not have meant Decentralisation. I show you an

article in the Kesari dated 17th March on Decentralisation.

Advocate General:—Do you propose to put it in ?

His Lordship to accused:—I ought to tell you what the result of your

doing so will be. If you put in anything that you have used during the course

of cross-examination you will be deprived of the right of replying to the

Counsel for the prosecution.

O. Take the following sentence :—arfwrRr f^^rTO—.^is-cfn: do the

words convey the same meaning ?

No answer from the Accused.

His Lordship :—Are they used there in the sense of decentralisation of

power ?

A. It means I think apportionment of power,

O. It does not mean decentralisation ?

A. I cannot say now7

His Lordship:—Why cannot you say now? Will you say what you think?
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Witness :—They are used both as apportionnieiit of power and decen*
tralisation of power.

Advocate General to iVccused:—You are readmg from the same article?

I do not want to raise any unnecessary objections but you must not

make use of the article, it is something not before the Court.

His Lordship:—He is using the writing for the purpose of cross-

examination.

Advocate General:—With due deference to your Lordship, 1 do not
think he can do it in that way.

His Lordship:—Supposing he proposes to show some of his writino-s

to the witness for the purposes of cross-examination is he not entitled to
use the article ?

Advocate General:—I am not aware of any provision of the Evidence
Act or of any law which entitles him to do that.

His Lordship to accused :—Perhaps it will be as well to put the witness
suppositious sentences and examine him on them,'

Accused:—Yes my Lord I will put hypothetical onesii'

O. If 3^ou have a sentence like this what does it mean : vdfkWi ^W^IX

A : The apportionment of power between the Provincial Government
and the Supreme Government.

O. Take the Official translation of the article of the 12th of May
and the original. In the original you see t?rr9 t^^. How do you translate it ?

A. The Coimtry's Misfortune?

Q. Now come to the 5th line of the translation. Yoii find the

words "inspire many with hatred," how do you translate hatred ?

A—mz-^nr.

Q—And how do you render 5^?

A,—It means hatred or enmity.

Q—Is there any difference between T%^^Kr and ?

A—There is no difference? One is a Sanskrit word.

O—And the other ^T\€l ?

A—That is a Marathi word

.

O—Does not It^^TT mean disgust in Marathi?

A—I cannot say. I have not referred to the dictionary in making your

translatio n?
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O—But did not you refer to the dictionary?

A—I cannot remember.

O—Refer to the word l?T?^?:r at page 379 of Candy's Dictionary, is the

meaning given there as hatred ?

A—No.

Q—While "disgust" is; "a feeling that produces disgust."

A—The words scorn or scorning also appear.

O—It produces equally dislike or disgust?

A—You are reading the adjective not the verb.

O—What is your edition when was it published, in 1857 ?

A—Yes.

Q—We are both looking at the same edition. You do not read it as

ieeling of disgust?

A—No.

Q—I^ook 3 or 4 lines further down "the obstinacy and perversity of the

white official class." What is the original word for obstinacy in Marathi?

A—15.

Q. And for pervesity?

A. im^.

O. Then f^ and ^in^ are the original words. Are not these words

synonymous and used to make the sentence more emphatic ?

A. I cannot say.

O. There are two words which are nearly synonymous and are jised

for the purpose of emphasis, do you admit that ?

A. No, there is the conjunction "and" between the two words; other-

wise it should have been " or "

.

Q, You say, f^ cannot be rendered as stubbornness or obstinacy ?

Cannot it be translated as stubborness ?

A. No the word cannot be used in the sense of stubbornness or

obstinacy.

His L^ordship:—Can it be rendered stubbornness ?

O a What would be necessary to make it stubbornness ?

A, I cannot say.

O. Suppose I add the words |5 \m\ im^ then would it mean stubborn-

mess?
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A. No.

O . Could the meaning of the line f?r?.f%^T f^roff^ read stubbornness

o perversity ?

A. I do not think so.

Q. Please look at the article of 19th May headed " A Double Hint"
see the translation on page 3, 25th line " when several attempts."

Q. Turn to the article of 12th May, see the words " But the dispensations

of God are extraordinary". What do you make extraordinary in Marathi ? A.

^JT^T RTTpnr. Q- What do you make %*TK*T ? A. Appointment or determination

or destination. Q. How is it derived 1 A. It is derived from f^qq". Q. It is a

reduplication of ^JT-rtTJT *? A. pThat is not the meaning here. Q. You don't think

it can be better rendered by rules ? A. Kules wiil not do. Q. Can it be render-

ed by the ways of God are strange 1 A. Yes, it would do equally good. Q.

Better 1 A, I do not say better bat equally. Q. What is the meaning of ^^z ?

A. Overbearing. Q. Rude ? A. Yes. Q. It is used as insulting, can we say

impatiently ? A. Yes it might, I cannot say. Q. Not impudentlj='343'T5t ? A.
I cannot say offhand ; it may do. Q. You said just now impatiently would do?
A. I said I could not say offhand. I do not know the shades of meaning. Q.
Look at the sentence " patience of humanity" would ''human patience" do ? A. it

might. Q. What is i^^u^^l^ ? A. It may be used as humanity. Q, Would you say

the humanity of the English ? A. It is either an abstract or collective noun. Q. It

may be equally well represented that way? A. Eat not literally. Q. What is ^^q9 A.

Excited, agitated or exasperated. Q. How did you translate it? A. As exasperated.Q,

Turn to the sentence "inebriated with the insolence of authority" what is ^^ ? A.

Insolence. Q. And 5^ ? A. Inebriated. Q. Does ^^ mean blind or inebriated? A. I do
not know without looking at the dictionary. Q, What is ^^ ? A. Blind or dimmed
or dulled vision; intoxication is the second meaning. Q. What is q-^? A.. Arro-

gance, haughtiness, Q. What is the primary meaning? A. I do not know. I know
that it means arrogance and haughtiness literally, Q. How do you render 3Tr:r^n:-

«T^W^ ? A. Blinded by the intoxication of power. Q. How do you render Mono-
poly ? A, q^j^R qrfir ^[r^m- Q. Would ^1 W^\ do ? A. Yes it would be a free

rendering, but it would not express the meaning properly or accurately. Q. How
do you render^ ifrf^ ? A. Whole control. Q. How do you render 37# ITF^^K^Cm

TI'^TR ^nfir ? A. This cannot fail to happen. Q. It cannot but be so will be a proper

translation ? A. It would be a free rendering. Q. How do you render 3?^ 3TH-

^?Tm<nT Tflirm: ^f -'' a. This cannot but be bo. Q. His Lordship: What is the

correct translation ? A. 'This cannot fail to be so. ' Q. Give me the Marathi for

Embark. It occurs in the sentence " cannot fail to embark " on page 2 ? A. Vf^

fr5r. Q. Is not '• embarking " high flown rendering for ir^fT fi'Jr? A. It is the

dictionary meaning. Q. How do you render ^jTH ^Crt 3^ ^m^ ? A. As you sow

so it grows or germinates. Q. Translate ^^ ^[^ ^«TrfT: ? A. As the seed so is the

sprout. Q. How do you translate fiRrsuTTin ?

Q. How would you translate f{ ^\^€^ Rritj?: ^X^ ^Tlt ? A. This woman is

something of teriragant. Q. Iq this sentence is not the word Rl^TsflT domineering ?
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A' I cannot say without referring to the dictionary. Q. How do you translate-

this l%T^n:, ^tf^Tl" JT3^ ? A, Headstrong, reckless, termagant. Q, How do you

translate this (reads from Molesworth.) arRHTRt RTT^ 5n^^3Tl|rT ? A. the

authorities have become reckless. Q. Reckless or domineering ? A. No, not

domineering. Q, Take this arfTTCf & filTifrrT^ bow would you render f^TT^tTi^'in
•''

A, Blustering, boasting, headstrong. Q. And 37TT:rCT ? A. High handedness, as in

the High Court translation. Q. Take f^rr^frT ? has that an allied meaning ? A. I

cannot say; it has an allied meaning to artrrCr. Q. Translate domineering into

Marathi. A. ffrir ^T^R'TTU. Q- Domineering would not be 9T*r^ m^^iim ? A.

No, that would be different. Q. Is RTT^ftTTiTT Lording it over ? A.

I do not know. Q. Will you translate Lording it over ? A. VP^ or atJT^ '^I^oTRr.

Q. ^TT ^IT ^W^ TTT^ is *^Jf 'saying' or 'mistaking ?' A. The literal meaning:

is. saying. Q. Mistaking will do for J^oj^ ^ A. No the meaning i&

saying and not mistaking. Q. ^^Tj^^^rT is a common illustration in

Sanskrit or Marathi^/ A. It may in Sanskrit but not in Marathi. Q. Translate

r^H ^\^^ H^ 'H? m^ A. He ate salt thinking he was eating sugar. Q.

Translate =gR: f^R" ^^\ mw ^WA A. Do not beat me thinking I am a thief.

Q. It would not mean "mistaking" me for a chief ? A. It may mean, in a tar

fetched way, ''under the belief'' or "mistaking for." Q. ^f^?:^frf is omitted

from tbe High Court translation; it is used to show intensity ? A. It is only an

eloquent expression. I have not translated it. Hi:^ Lordxliip :—Are those words

omitted. A. Yes my Lord. Accused :—The words are omitted my Lord. They

mean a "thousand-rayed" sun. Mr. Joshi has vouched for the High Court

translation but nov^' he says he is not responsible for it. Is the H. C. translator

coming to depose ? His Lurd^lilp :—That is for the Prosecution to say^

Advocate General : No my Lord we do not intend to call him. His Lordship:—It

is not usual to call him; the High Court translation is generally accepted as a

correct translation. Q. At page 4, line '.* of the translation you find the word

King has a capital ''K"? A. That is due to the Printer's devi). Q. UHF ^ !I^r->

what does it mean ? A. Ruler and .ruled ? Q. Below again the capital K
is used, is that also due to the printer's devil ? A. Yes, it should be a common
noun. Q. ?:T^r ^ IHTT were the original words ; what do they mean ? Q. King and

subject. His Lordship:—It is a common nonn ? A. Yes my Lord. Araised: Yes

my Lord it is a common expression in Marathi x\'^\ & ^"^l- It means ruler and

ruled. Q, Would T\^\ mean many rulers ? A. No. 0. Turn to page 4, eighth

line from the bottom '^regardless of its own life after all means if pnitection have

hecomc e.rliavsted. " The original word there is ^'^RI^ ^\^, that means means of

escape ? A. No, means of protection, Q. W^m^ would be protection ?

A. No, it may mean protection, escape or resort according to the sense.

Q. That is merely the simile of a stag at bay ? A. Yes. Q. How do you trans-

late Political Science into Marathi and Science of Politics. A. Witness : I cannot

at once. Q. 5ci3RTm% 5ri^ and ?:i^v;iin%j ^j^ would that do '.^ A. Yes, it might.

Q. How do you render Science laying down the duties of kings. A. ?:IjT''?^i^.

Q, Could we say 3T^ ?TiT-qJT5n^ 4i3ic|H ^riHT ^\\ ? A. Yes ? Q. You have said

tnis means settled conclusions of the science ot politics ? A. It would be a para-
phrase of the rendering. Q. Now let os turn to Exhibit E in the original. Look
at the translation of the 3rd note, page a column 3. ^;^^qi=lf Statesman tf^
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f'H^M-^f-fe-^ ! rNl^ ^r*^ liOW do you render that ? A. Controlled by missionaries. Q.
Not following the missionary policy ? A. No. Q. Does ^5r never mean policy 1 A.

It means "subservience. " Q. Never policy 1 A. 1 cannot say. I shall see the

dictionary. Q. Have you consulted the dictionary ? A, Yes, it means subser-

vience ; line of conduct, according to Molesworth. Q. What is qttt^ ?f^

^T^* 3Tif ^ t^^ ? A. It means line of conduct, Q. In the 4th note the

words Tj^n appear, how do you render them ? A. National Assassination.

It occurs in two places, which do you refer to ? Q, In both. A. Rastra is nation

and ^^ means to kill, Q. What does ^^=1 mean ?—Assassination, Q, It means
killing a nation ? A. No. Q. Not killing nationality ? A, No, assassination

of a nation. Q. Then it may mean killing a nation ? A. Yes, it may. Q. Then why
did you say the word means "assassination" instead of killing. A. I have already

told you it is not my translation. Q. Turn to the article of 2nd June; how do you
translate py gfsf^'Jf ? A. Raise a false report. Q. And according to Molesworth f^
means alarm or outcry,^ A. Yes. Q. Turn to page 2, line 49, you see the word ''world"

there, how do you translate that ? A, It is a mistranslation or the translator has

misread the original tsRHT or ^IT^. Q. Then it is a mistake and the meaning is chan-

ged ? A, Yes. Q. The translator has misread the original? A. Yes, Q, Look at Exhibit

"D" the Kcsari of 9th June, the second incriminating article. Take g^c5HHi^7
^^l^r ^?f, How will you translate it ? A, Savage. Q. Would you use the word fierce

for ^lofT instend of savage ? A. Yes, savage, fierce, harsh would do. Q.

Would it do to substitute stern or^relentless ? A, Yes. Q. How do you translate

qi^ ? A, Manliness. Q. Is there no distinction between manhood and manliness ?

A. Yes, there may be a difference. Q. Take the dictionary and tell me. A. In

Molesworth's dictionary there is ''manhood". Q. In Apte's Dictionary there is

*'manhood ?" A. No, Apte gives manliness, valour, courage, strength, power.

Q. Do you still maintain that it means manhood ? A, Yes, I maintain that ^f^
means that; here manhood is the proper word according to Molesworth. Q. How
would you translate " When once the Indian people become emasculated

it will be long before you can get them to recover their manliness and vigour f
A. t^Ef.^ fl^^^R^iqi ^i^i=t *{^f<iqir m^w m^ m^ 3^t ^\^ ^^ ^nfor w^r tttt ^j^
snjT ^W^ \^l^ 2^55 |[o5 ^H^- Q. For what English word have you used q^;^

in the sentence.^ A. Manliness. Q.Now refer to the word emasculate ia Candy's dic-

tionary; what do you find ? A. m^l ^!^' Q. That is not different mB\ & ^^r ^T^r ?

A. No. Q. What is the ordinary expression / A. ?3=gf sp^ f Q. In the original

passage the words are ^^f ^^i ^T'H" & T(^. Which words do you translate as

emagculation and manliness. A, In the original the words are castration and

manhood. His Lm^dsJiij) to Mr. Jusld :—^What are the original words in the

Marathi. A. ?3^ ^^ut & q^q. The Advocate Gencrah—l understand my witness

to eay that it is correctly translated by the High Court translator in the official

translation. Q. Take the sentence about the Empire of Delhi, the word t^^ ^i^
may mean 'lingering death' ? A. No, lingering in a wobbling manner. Q. What is

in the original for the word heedless ? A. >gJTRT'iri^- Q. Would it be better

translated 'in an irresponsible way' A. No. Q. What is giTR ? A. Heed or

regard. Q. What is another equivalent ? A. mx^, 't^. Q. It may mean regard ?

A. Yes, regard or heed. Q. It jmeans regard in this context ? A. I cannot say.

Q. How do you render "migratory bureaucracy" the words used by Burke ?
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A. ;jtjVY arfwrt ^, not having a permanent residence. Q. ;3qO ^Tp^I^Tfr

would do ? A. It would be crude. Q. Will you accept migratory bureaucracy ?

A. It might do, though it would not be the literal meaning. Q. Now look at the

words "nose string" in ninth line of page .'3, the original word is t^or which

means bridling in English ? A. Yes, the corresponding English idea is bridling.

Q. What is ^nf^ in English? A. Gratuitous, I am giving it offhand. Q.

qTf^» what does that mean ? A. Literally it means causeless. Q. How do

you translate ^\^^ ^ffj^ ? A. Openly, avowedly, Q. Not admittedly ? A, Yes

but that >vould be stretching it further still. Q. Admittedly or avowedly would

do in that case ? A. It goes without saying that it will mean those words.

^. Now take up the article of the 26th May. What is the real meaning of \^^^% ?

A. One who is adverse to the weal of others. Q. Do You take q^f rR^^f ? A.'J did not

know the word, I referred to the dictionary for it. Q. You have translated it as

welfare? A, Yes. Q. Is it not ff^^ 5135^ ? would that be false? A. Indirectly.

•Q. Do you mean to say that the words do not convey the meaning of a false

friend ? A. I am not prepared to give an opinion. Q. Can it be rendered as an
enemy in the garb of a friend ? A. I have not seen it rendered in that light before.

I hesitate to say so in the face of Molesworth. Q. Is the word \%r\ used for friend ?

A. No, it is used for welfare. Q, Does ^^^[S mean evil glance ? A. Literally

it means cross glance. Q. Does it not mean disfavour ? A. That may be its re-

mote meaning. Q. How would you translate ^gixfr ^TTT^^f^?: ^^?:r% ^\€l 3Trf ? A.

He is looking with an evil glance at me. Literally he is looking at me with

an evil eye or with disfavour. Q. Look at page 2 and the third line, you see there
'look with disfavour upon the people ? ' A. Yes. Q. Look at page 2 line 3 *' malig-

nant eye. " A. It can be made 'disfavour' but that would be a remote meaning,

Q. How do you translate Jlboqi^l R^r ^V^ ? A. To throw one's arms round
another's neck; to embrace. Q. On the same page 2, 3rd line, the rendering is

to catch him by the neck. A. The more literal translation is to throw one's arms
round the neck. His Lordship.—Then that is not the correct translation ? A.
It is rather uncouth but correct. Q. Then the difference between embracing and
catching by the neck is only uncouthness ? A, Catch is used in its literal sense.

At this stage the Court adjourned for lunch.

On the Court re-assembling Mr. Tilak was about to recommence the cross-
examination of Mr. Joshi when his Lordship remarked, that he had noticed cer-
tain remarks in the Bombay Gasette^ vfiiich w^e not only untrue but objectionable
and he warned the press.

The passage to which his Lordship took exception was the following :

—

The accused complained tnat the official translation did not give the correct
equivalents in English. And that was the burden of his complaint. He was
allowed to cross-examine the writness at further length, as though the witness
was competing at a prize competition.

Application was then made for the use of books of reference ^in the High
Court Library for the purposes of Mr. Tiiak's defence.

His Lordship said he would allow the legal advisers of Mr. Tilak to see him
at all times but the Bar Library was not under his control.

The cross-examination of Mr. Joshi was then continued by Mr. Tilak.

Q. What is the meaning of fi^g^r ? A. The dictionary meaning is 'Mie-
sided.' Q. In what sense is it used in this article ? A. I have translated it auto-
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cratic. Q. It is a coined word / A. Yes. Q. Do you know that the word
fTsr^'lT is used in the article 1 It means constitutionally 1 That is a coined word
is it not / A. Yes. Q. ar^oj^ translate that. A. It means literally resistence'.

Q. It is a new word used by journalists and means passive resistance/ A. It means
obstruction. His Lordship : Is it now used by journalists in the sense of
resistance/ A. Yes. Q. Similarly 3[f|':?:R is the word used in sense of boy-
cott / A, Yes. Q. It is a new meaning given to the ,word.^ A. Yes, it has a
different meaning in the common sense. Q. These meanings cannot be found in
Molesworth, Candy's or Apte's Dictionaries ? A, No, I do not think so. Q All
these words have new meanings which have come into use during recent times''

A. Yes. Q. The dictionaries would be no good in assertaining the meanings of
these words/ A. No. Q. Much in the same way as Johnson's Dictionary is use-
less for modern scientific terms. A. I am not an expert in English. Q. Let us
take an old English dictionary published thirty years ago for determining the
modern political terms. A. They would be of no use. Q. I asked you yester-
day to bring me your translation of the word " error of judgment'' the Marathi
of which you took time to compose; have you got it with you ? A. Yes it mav
be translated f^^^T^^iT. Q. Is that from current Marathi literature ? A. No it

is a coined word. Q. You have just coined it / A. No. Yasterday. Q. You have
coined it because there has been no reason to express the idea before in Marathi
A. I coined it yesterday as there is no expression for it in Marathi so for as
I know. 0. Is the word ff^ used in the sense of ^^ in Sanskrit / A. Yes
it is used in Sanskrit. Q. j^q- is distinct from frt? You have a passage in the
Bagwat Gita—^;i^^5 T^Ifr^:; now can the word ^rc be substituted for ^q-^ / A.
Yes. Q. In R^^^i? the word fR[ may be used for f^of^. A. Yes. Q. How would'
you translate R^^rw^r^TT ^^r% Rff^TIW: ^T^S'^: ? A. One who has fallen from his
judgment, one whose judgment has been destroj'-ed. Q. It may mean one who
had erred in his judgment? A. No. Q. f^^^^g: would be milder:^ A. Yes. Q. ^^sr

primarily means to fall, and ^g fallea,-not destroyed. A. Yes. His Lordshiij '^t

Does the word f^[^rs mean suffering from aberration of the intellect / A. Yes.

Q. fra?9ns is the same as f^sr^^g '? Oue whose intellect has sufferred aberration

,

one who has Eallen from his %{^? A. Yes. Q. In your official capacity I suppose
you have to read the Mara-thi newspapers / A. Yes. Q. And it may be taken that
you are well acquainted with the general thought of those papers? A, Yes.
Witness t» Court. Am I being taken into confidential matters / His Lordship.
No. I don't think so. Q. You are acquainted with thp general trend ? A. Yes,
in my official capacity Q. Can you tell us if there are any parties amongst
the Marathi newspapers / A. I do not think I can answer that quesLion. Hiu
Lordship:—You are asked whether there are parties / A. I wish your Lordship
to decide whether I should give an answer in my private or official capacity.
His Lordship:—1)0 you read the papers in two different ways, one as an official

and the other as a private individual / Well, reading the Marathi papers as yc^
read them are these newspapers divided as classes agianst one another/ A, Yes
There are parties and I will give that answer in my private capacity.
^isZorcfs/w)?: Have you a different opinion in your official capacity 1 A. There
are parties. Q. How many/ A.. I canaot say exactly how many. Q. About ^A.

OF THl; \
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Three or four parties. Q. Can you give us the leading exponent of each of the

3 or 4 parties ? A. Of the Anglo-Marathi and Marathi party the Kesart is the

leading exponent of one party. His Lm^dsMp: Did yon say leading exponent ? A»
Yes, my Lord, Q. And the next % A. The Jndu Pralcash is the leader of another

party, the Slmdharak is of another party and the Subodha Patrika of the other

party. Q. Yon have given four parties, have you left no political party out of

your enumeration 1 A. No. This closed the cross examination of Mr, Joshi. The
Advocate General then re-examined Mr. Joshi.

Re-examination.

Q. With re-ference to the articles and words which have been referred

to in this case and the lengthy cross-examination, can you from your own know-

ledge of those articles, can you tell me what would be the effect of those articles-

on the minds of the ordinary subscribers to the Kesari ? Accttsd :—My Lord,

does this arise out of cross-examination? It is a matter of opinion to be formed
by the jury. His Lordship: It is a legitimate question arising out of your cross

examination. Advocate General. I wanted to know the opinion of the ordinary

reader. Q. You have been ten years Oriental translater to Government 1 A. Yes.

A. Having gone through the offiicial translation made by High Court are

you satisfied that these translations are correct ? A. Yes. I am.

Q, Except one word utt which should have been 3TIT and not ^?ijt -^ A, Yes.

Q. What is the vernacular word for stubbornness ? A. ^qijf. Q, That might

be interpreted into the English word stubbornness in the article of 12th May
1908 ? Is something vranted in the translation of the English expression ? A.
Yes. Q, Can you supply the missing part ? A. Obstinate retention of a wrong
opinion. Q. Now you were asked ab out the word '* embark. " Will you give me
the vernacular for that word 1 A. sr^frT, Q. Is that correctly translated in 'embark?
A. Yes. Q. See the bottom of page and top of page three; do you see the word
* Indignation V Is that correctly transl ated 1 Q. Yes. Q. Then you were asked

also about the word " assassination", which appears in more than one place of the

articls of 12th May? Q. Yes. Q. What is the Vernacular expression for the word ? A.

cfVT. Q. Does that correctly translate the English word assassination? A. yes. Q. I

think it was suggested to you that the word 'kill' is probably more correct repre-

senting 'to slaughter' than 'to assassinate'? A. I do not agree with that. Bis Lord-

ship : You say 'kill' is not the right expression? A. No. Advocate-General:-Will you
tell his Lordship and the Jury whether assassintion is the proper meaning and
whet her you prefer it to killing ? Bis Lordship : Why do you think assassination

is more proper than killing? A. ^ra^T^^R "^515^1^1 ^^i-That menas the assassination

of Narayenrao Peshwa; jti^'cJ means slaughter of cows* srvi-means assassination. Mis
Lordship: Then the woid gvi is translated killing, slaughter or assassination acc-

ording to the context ? A. Yes. Q. Kow you were asked about parties in the native

press. You said the Kesari was one ; is it the leading pape^. ? A. Yes. Q. To
what party does the paper belong ? A. The party known as the Extremists are

the Nationalist party. Q. Do you know who is editor of the paper? A. Yes

Q, Who is it? A. Theaccusedr Q. Do you know who is the proprietor ? Ar
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Yes, the accused. His Lordship :—I don't think that arises oat of the cross-

examination. Advocate General :—^The object was to prove that there are parties

in the native press and we have to show that the Kesari represents the extremists

and that the accused is Editor and proprietor. His Lordehip ;—The accused did

not ask about the Editors of the other papers.

Advocate General:
—

"Well, if your Lordship thinks it is not permissible I will not

press it. There are other materials which will prove the Proprietor and

publisher of the Kesari ; and that lie is editor also.

His Lordship:—I have no admission of his editorship before me.

Advocate General:—He described himself bafore the Magistrate as an editor. He
did not say he is editor of the Kesari. I propose to put in his declarations

made under Act. 25 of 18G7 and a copy of this declaration is permissible as

evidence. It was for the purpose of convinience and saving time I asked the

witness whether accused was Editor and proprietor of the Kesari,

His Lordship:—Of course the court has a right to ask any question but I do not

wish to do so.

Advocate General:—I quite understand the delicacy of your Lordship's position

and the way you have directed the witness, I only thought perhaps it

would be much better for the accused to admit this.

His Lordship:—If the accused wishes to make that statemant of course I'l

hear him,

Advocate General:—If I have gone further than I ought in pressing this it was

only to save time. I will put in the two declarations in due course.

Accused:—We are not going to dispute that point. I am Editor, Publisher and

Proprietor of the Kesari^ and I accept full respensibility of the articles'

in question.

His Lordship:—You admit this?

A. Yes. My Lord.

His Lordship.—-And you accept responsibility for all the Exhibits from C to I ?

A. Yes, My Lord.

Advocate Genorel:—As a mere matter of form I will put in the declarations of the

accused dated 1st July 1867 both dated the same day. They are declarations

befor the first calss Magistrate of Poona and the certified copies here are

evidence under section 7 and the following sections of Act. 25 of 1867, i bM*'

That will save considerable time and that will set free Mr. Tilak's compositors.

I do not wish to detain them here as their services are required at Poona,

Mr. Joshi: —Am I done with Your Lordship ?

His Lordship :—Yes, you may go.

Advocate General :—We have two short witnesses \io prove publication in

Bombay and as I do not apprehend that they will be cross-examined we may bd

able to put up the witness who searched the house.
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NARAYAN JUGANNATH DATAR.

Examined by Mr. Binning:

—

Q. You are a clerk in the Customs Reporter General's Department >

A. Yes.

Q. Where do you live ?

A. Kandewadi.

Q. In addition to your occupation do you do any other busine&s ?

A. Yeg".

Q. What is it ?

A. The agency of the Kesari and the Mciratha.

Q. During the period 12th May and 9th June 1908 ?

A. ,Yes.

Q. Where is your agency. ?

A. In Bombay.

Q. When did you begin to be agent to the Kesari?

A. Off and on I have been connected with the agency of the Kesari for the

past 25 years.

His Lardship: since when did you last become agent ?

A. Since 1886.

Q. Were you agent in 1908.

A. yes, up till July 4th.

His Lordship:—When did you begin the last time to be agent ?

A. About 1900.

His Lordship :—And you gave it up on the 4th of July 1908^

A. Yes.

Q. As agent of the Kesari, what had you to do ?

A. I kept accounts and made clerks do the work,

Q, Kept accounts of what ?

A. How many copies were sold.

. Q. How many copies did you receive each week ?

A. About 3000; the number has been changing this year.

Q. Now generally you got about 3000 copies in May ?

A. Yes, sometimes a hundred or two less.

His Lordship :—About 2800 in May ?

Q. How many subscribers are there in Bombay r"

A. 1250.
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Q. Do you read the paper yourself ?

A. Yes.

Q. See Exhibits C and D, did you read these articles ?

A. Yes.

Q. And were copies of these sent to you at Bombay ?

A. Yes.

Q, Do you see Exhibits C to B. 19, 2t) May and 2 Jane ? did you recei\r

those issues in Bombay ?

A. Yes.

Q. You supplied them to subscribers "?

A. Yes,

Q. Every week?

A. Yes.

Q. What is the cost of subscription ?

A. Rs. 1-12 per year in Bombay.

Q. And to non-subscribers.

A. 3 pice ( 9 pies ).

His Lordship :—Mr. Tilak, do you wish to cross-examine ?

Accused :—No, my Lord.

His Lordship to Witness :—You say, you kept copies and your accounts, did

you return unsold copies ?

A. They were sold here.

( i. What was the honorarium paid to you ?

A. It was fixed.

Q, How much ?

A. Rupees 30 per month.

Q. Did you supply a copy to the Translator's office ?

A. I do not remember.

Rupat Rama was called but was not present.

Balvant Krishnaji was called but was also not present.

Advocate General ;,—I wont waste time in asking for warrants.

His Lordship :—What were they to prove.

Advocate General :—That they were sold in the street.

His Lordship :—Please recall the last witness.

His Lordship to Witness :—Besides sending 1250 copies to subscribers 1600 or

1700 copies were left, how did you sell those ?
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A. I sold them to the news boys.

Q, what do they pay ?

A. 4 anna per copy.

Q. The news boys make 1 pice ( three pies ) on each copy?

A. Yes.

Peter Sullivan ( Bombay Police ) examined by Mr. Binning.

Q. Your name is Peter Sullivan ?

A. Yes.

Q, You are an Inspector of the Bombay Police ?

A. Yes.

QJ Now in this case did you get a warrant for Execution in Poona ?

A. Yes.

Q. Was it for the search of the house of Mr. Tilak

A. Yes.

Q. For the press and office ?

A. Yes.

Q. You got it from the Chief Presidency Magistrate, Bombay ?

A. Yes.

Q. Who was it executed by

A. By Mr. Davis, District Superintendent of Police, Poona.

Q- Were you present when the warrant was executed ?

A. I was.

Q. And when the premises of Mr. Tilak were searched were you there ?

A. Yes,

•Q. That is to say press and office and house searches. Were you present

at all ?

A. Yes, I was.

^. Who actually conducted the search of the office and press ?

A. The search was conducted in the presence of the District Superintendent

of Police assisted by myself and Deputy Superintendent Power and

other police officers.

His Lordship:—Give me the names.

Q, Mr. Daniels—Assistant Superintendent, Mr. Power—Deputy Superinten

dent and Mr. King^—City Inspector, myself and some native officers.

A. Mr. Davis D. S, P. was also there ?

-Q. Yes, my Lord.
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Mr. Binning.—And was Mr. Kelkar there ?

A. He was present,

Q. Did you yourself find anything in the course of the search ?

A. I did.

Q. What did you find ?

A. Amongst other things. I found a post card with some writing upon it.

Q. Is this the card you found ?

A. Yes.

Q. Where was it found ?

A. In the top right hand drawer of the writing table in a room in Mr

.

Tilak's residence apparently used as an ofi6.ce.

His Lordship:—I understand that you tell me that the press, residence and

office are in Ihe hsmo house ?

A. No, my Lord, they are joined. The residence is on one side.

His Lordship:—Are the places separate or joined ?

A. The press is separate, the other places are joined.

JQ. And this was found in a room in Mr. Tilak's residence apparently used

as an office ?

A. Yes.

Mr. Binning;—Now when you found that card what did you do with it ?

A. I showed it to Mr, Davis and Mr, Power and also to Mr. Kelkar.

Q, Did you hand it over to any body or did you keep it yourself^

A. I did.

Q, Did you produce it before the Magistrate in Bombay ?

A. I did.

Q. Having kept the card till now you produce it 1

His Lordship,—^Were you entrusted with it all the time till you produce it ?

A. I was, my Lord.

Mr. Binning:—^Did Mr. Kelkar initial it ?

Accused;—Mr. Kelkar is here and what he said is not evidence.

His Lordship:—I was watching for that, Mr. Tilak.

Accused:—Mr, Kelkar initialled it, what has that got to do with it? Is it relevant ?

Advocate General:—Of course if:—Accused says it was found in his drawer there

is no need to go any further. This is all very informal, my Lord, I now

tender it as evidence against the accused as showing thas it was in his
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That depends upon the evidence. But the fact is that it was found in his

residence, in a drawer in a table in the room occupied by him.

I would draw your Lordship's attention to the case decided by Lord Campbell and
Chief Justice Pollock, in Crown F Bernard, reported in Forster and Find-

layson at Page 240. I point to this case as having a very direct bearing

on this.

His Lordship:—His Lordship directs against.

Advocate General:—Yes, my Lord.

Advocate General:—The other case, my Lord, I will refer to very shortly but thi&

case is so absolutely on the point that I shall draw your Lordship's attehtion

to it first. The facts are stated in page i\S6 of Russell on Crimea, the latest

edition:—( Reads " when a trial for murder &c. " to" admissable." ) Your
Lordship will see directly, that there is the writing of the person on this

card. Of course in the case under reference the letter was written by a

third person and here is Russell's comment on it:—( Reads from '' all the

person") I think I must state what the contents are in order that you may
consider the question of law in regard to the admission.

His Lordship;—I wouldTather you did not state them.
'

Advocate General ;—If your Lordship thinks I ought not to, I will n<?t. Will your
Lordship take a look at it ? (Hands card up to court) Your Lordship is, no
doubt, familar with the case in England, which differed to a certain extent

from the present case where the accused were charged with murder and
among other items of evidence produced by the prosecution were entries

in the handwriting of the accused showing that he had beeni stocking

poisons inclucling the poison with which the crime was committed. ( Reads
from 387 of Forester and Findlayson. In this case entries were admitted in

evidence. Your Lordship will find (Reads from same page from "if the

papers" to "that of the person") That my Lord is a case in Crown
Pleas Chapter 11, page 119. Now I do not wish to say what is on the card,

till his Lornship decides whether it may be admitted. But there can be

no question that it has a very close application to the charges which are

framed and more especially those which my learned frier^d Mr. Inverarity

referred to towards the close of his adress. I will not say any thing more upon
it until the admissibilty of the card is considered. It wont take the Jury

two minutes to see what the contents are.

His Lordship to accused:—Do you wish to say anything ?

Accused:—The only thing I would point out is that if it is relevent in the case

your Lordship may admit it. I leave it to you, the only question is a
relevancy;

His Lordship:—But what is the point you urge ?

Accused:—That the contents are not relevant. I do not wish to deny possession

of the card though it was found behind my back.
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His Lordship:—I do not follow you.

Accused:—The contents are not relevant to the facts of the case. That is my only

objection. .

His Lordship:—This is a document found in the possession of the accused in the

course of a search under a warant and I have no optipn but to admit the

card.

Advocate General:—The card is one of those folding ones. Oji one side you hava

** Hand book of modern explosives " by M. Eissler published by Crosby and

Lockwood 13/6; " Nitro Explosives" by Gerard Sanford 9/—" and on the

other side * Modern Explosives ' by Esiel Explosives " by Crosby and

Lockwood. I tender it my Lord,

( Exhibit

)

This was passed round to the jury.

Inspector Sullivan Cross Examined by accused.

Q. Did you find any other papers in the search ?

A. Yes.

Q. Can you get those here ?

A. No, they were taken to the Court and are in possession of the Magistrate*

His Lordship:—You brought them to Bombay ?

A. Yes, my Lord.

Q. You have not brought them here ?

A. No,

His Lordship to acucaed:—Do you want any of them sent for ?

Accused:—Yes all of them, My Lord.

His Lordship:—Will you see Mr. Advocate General that they are produced

tomorrow ?

Accused:—I may ask those questions tomorrows

His Lordship:—You want to ask him some questions on those papers ?

A. Yes.

His Lordship:—You may ask them tomorrow.;

The Advocate General;—These papers are in the custody of the Cleark of the

Crown, we ha.ve nothing to do with them. "We can show a list of all that

was found. Do you want the list or papers, Mr. Tilak J

Accused :—I want the papers themselves.

His Lordship:—Can you go on with the witness now, excepting those matters

relating to the papers ?

Accused:—Yes.
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His Lordship:—Well, go on with him noWi

Q. Did you go into my Library ?

A. I don't know, we went into several rooms in the housa with the D. S. P.
Poona. I don't know if one of them was the library.

Q. All the other papers were found in the same desk ?

A. I don't know how many of the other papers were found.
His Lordship:—Were they found in the same drawer ?

A. I think so my Lord.

Q. Was the drawer locked ?

A. No it was open.

Q. Do you know if anyone searched the library ?

A. They might have, I dont remember.

Q. You did not do so yourself ?

A. No.

Q. Where did you find this card ? Lying at the top or did yoa have to

search it ?

A. The card was amongst the other papers.

Q. Was it down deep ?

A, I do not think that it was at the top. I was looking at the papers to

examine them.

Q. You got down all the papers from the drawer on the floor ?

A. No, I brought them out one by one on the top of the table. I took some
and Mr. Power took some.

Q. The papers were taken out and placed on the table and then examined.

A. No they were taken out one by one and examined.

Q. How many papers were there in the drawer ?

A. I cannot tell you, I did not count.

Q. About how many ?

A. I really cannot tell.

Q. 10,20,502

A. 1 suppose there were some hundreds.

Q. How many other papers did you take from the drawer?

A. I have a list here of the papers I took.

His Lordship:—Have you a list of all the papers you brought to Bombay ?

A. Yes, my Lord, I put them in a small envelope.

Q. Can you produce the list ?
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A, I produce the pancJmama and a copy in English. The original ia written

in Marathi.

His Lorbship:—May I see the English Copy?

Q, Yon have the list and copy

A. Yes.

Advocate General:-There is the Panclmama in Marathi conning the effects of the

Search and the things found.

Accused:—I do not want the Panchnama, I only want the list. You don't re-

member how many othei papers were taken from the drawer?

A, So far as my memory serves me there were cuttings from I think Ameri-

can papers. They are all here in the possession of Magistrate.

Q. How many papers were there in the drawer ?

A. I do not remember.

Q. Now just try to remember whether there were 10, 20 or 50. I do not ask

you how many papers there were, in the draper, I want to know how many were

taken out.

A. That I cannot say.

Q. In the whole search how many papers were taken?

A. The panchnama was written in Marathi I have only a copy. 63 items

appear on the list.

Q. I am not talking about the panchnama. You gave some evidence from

memory now. I want you to tell me in the same way, how many papers, about

were taken from my house.

i. I cannot.

Accused .—I ask my Lord that the further examination of this witness may

be left till to-moirow as I must have those papers.

His Lordship :—You wanted some books, have you asked your Solicitor to

give you a list of the books ? I will try to see that you have them.

His Lordship :—Gentlemen of the jury, before you ^come to-morrow, I would

be glad if you devoted some little time to the articles before you. You will have

to go into 7 articles, Exhibits "C" to ''I." I will be glad if you will be good

enocgh to read those articles carefully before you come here tomorrow and then

you will be in a better position to hear both sides.

The Court then adjourned till Wednesday 15th July 1908.'
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Proceedings of tlie Tliiid Day

Wednesday 15tli July 1908.

Cross Examination of Inspector Sallivan continued:—

Mr. Tilak:—Have you got the papers which yoa were asked yesterday to

produce this morning? A, Yes, I believe thej- are here. Q. All the papars thafc

you found in the search? A. Yes, as far as I know, I have not seen them.

His lordship:—Do you want them ?

Accused:—Yes, in fact these papers were got behind my back. I was not there.

His Lordship:—Would you like to see them?

Accused:—Yes, before I pub any in.

His Lordship—^You may go round there and look at them.

After Examinning some bundles, accused returned to his place of the table

and said: My Lord, they have got a few books here. The other papers, taken

from my desk' are not here.

His Lordship:—Are all the papers taken, here, Mr. Sullivan 1

Inspector Sullivan:—Apparently not, my Lord. There are some newspaper

cuttings and letters which are not here.

His Lordship:—Yesterday accused asked for these papers and they should have

been here.

Advocate General:—They are not in the Police custody.

His Lordship:—.But surely the Magistrate should have sent them all on.

Advocate General:—I believe that a man from the Clerk of the Crown has gone to

fetch the other papers.

His Lordship to Accused:—You can go on with the Cross-examination, and when

the other papers come I will let you have them.

Accused to witness:

—

Q. Did you go to Singhad to search my house there ? A. Yes. Q. Had you

a warrant ? A, Yes, a warrant-issued by the Chief Presidency Magistrate, Bombay

and endorsed by the City Magistrate of Poona. Q. To search my house at Singhad

Specifically ? A. To search the house there. Q. At Singhad or at Poona ? A. At

Singhad. Q And for the Poona house there was a separate warrant ? A. No. the

same one. Q. Was Sinhgad specifically mentioned therein y A.- By the district

Magistrate, yes. Q. The Presidency Magistrate did not mention it. A. Ho men-

tioned your residences. Q. The Presidency Magistrate did not mention Singhad.

A. But the Disttict Magistrate did.

Witness to His Lordship;—It must be remembered that I only asaissteJ in the

execution of the warrant.
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Q. .Yoa- have signed the warrant ? A, Yes. Q. Then you can tell me who
added Sihhgad in the warrant. A. The warrant was not entrusted tome but to
the District Superintendent of Police, Poona,

His Lordship ;—The question is was Sinhagad mentioned in the warrant.

A. Not to my recollection.

His Lordship :—Do you recollect when the District Magistrate at Poona added
Sihghad to the warrant ?

A. X don't know when, but I believe he had. Q. Have you got the war-
rant here now ? A. It was returned in the ordinary course to the Presidency

Magistrate. Q. I want to know from you if it is among the many miscellaneous

papers which have been brought here from the Magistrate's Court.

Advocate General :—The clerk has, I believe, gone to the Magistrate's Court for

all the jpapers.

Accused :—I request your Lordship to order it to be brought from the Ma-

gistrate's Court.

His Lordship :—I should like to know your point with regard to this search

warrant.

Accused :—I wish to know about the manner of the search. I am coining to that,

my Lord.

Q. Did you take any of my men to Sinhagad ? A. No, you had a watch-

man there. Q. 1 think you should answer my question. You did not take any

of my men or my clerk or relation to Sinhagad. A. No. Q. Did you open the

door yourself or did the servant ? Q. No, the servant opened it for us. Q. And
the cupboards, 1 believe you opened them and broke the locks without the ser-

vant's permission. A. We had no keys and we opened them. Q. In spite of

his remonstrance ? A. No, he did not remonstrate.

laspectop Sullivan j—I should like to state that there were two cupboards opened.

Accused :—Cupboards in the wall ?

A. Yes. Q. You have stated that you did not take any of my men from

Poona, did you inform them that you were going to Sinhagad ? A. No, I did

not. Q. Did you get anything from Sinhagad ? A. No, nothing. Q. You left

the broken locks as they were ? A. The locks were not broken, hinges were

loosened. Q. The hinges were loosened and you searched the cupboards ? A. Yes.

Q, And it did not occur to you to put then in order again. A. No 1 could not.

Q. Now about these papers, have they come 2 A. No.

His Lordship:—If there are any questions you desire to ask when the papers

come, you can have Mr. Sullivan recalled.

Advocate General:—I will now put in the statement of the accused made

before the magistrate.

Hia Lordship;—That is all the evidence for the Prosecution,
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Clerk of Crown:—The accused Bal Gandhar Tilak was asked by the magistrate
if he wished to make a statement before him. His reply in case No 16 was:
"I wish to reserve my statement for the Sessions Court.

In Case No 17 his reply was:—" "I wish to reserve my statement"

His Lordship .-—Under section 289 C. P. C. now I would be entitled to examine
you. I do not purpose to ask you any questions. You are entitled to make
any statement you like now, in order to enable you to explain any of the
evidence brought against you. If you are not going to enter any evidence
you will have the right of reply after the Advocate General has spoken.

If you wish to bring evidence then you can adress the Jury now.
Accused:-! wish to make a statement. There are certain facts in the papers which

I want to incorporate in my statement as evidence. I cannot do without
the papers.

His Lordship:—You understand at present in this case the prosecution made no
use of any of your papers except the post card.

Accused:—Yes, but I cannot explain the post card unless I have the papers.

Advocate General:—I make no objection, 1 understand the accused wishes to

examine the papers which have been left behind. He and his advisers have

been supplied with a list of these papers.

His Lordship:—Are the papers which have been left behind in the list:-?

Advocate Gen,:—Mr. Tilak sajs they are. There are 63 bundles of papers mentioned.

His Lordship:—They asy some of these papers are not here.

Advocate General:—I do not know but I believe it is correct.

Eis Loprdship:—Such omission should never have taken place.

Advocate General:—Well that has nothing to do with us. Your Lordship must
quarrel with the magistrate.

His Lordship:—The accussd gave notice last evening of all that he wanted and
the papers should have been here. If that had been done, all this waste of

time of the court and of the jury would not have taken place.

A dvocate Generah—That has really nothing to do with us, My Lord.

His Lordship:^ think that as the prosecution you are assisted by the police and
it should have been seen to that chese papers were brought to the Court.

Advocate General.—They have passed them on to the Poena Magistrate, my Lord.

His Lordship:—But surely if the magistrate had been told, he would have sent
all the papers here.

Advocate General:—Perhaps the accused can't gay which of the 63 bundle he wants.

Accused:— All those papers brought here, My Lord, were taken from my office.

^ e want the papers which were taken from my residence.

His Lordship:—to Advocate General ( after some considerable time had been
spent waiting. ) Don't you think it would be desirable to send a respon-
sible officer to the police court to hurry up the papers ?
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Advocate General:—I am told one has already gone, my Lord.

Accused:—My Lord, in order to utilize the time, will your Lordship ullow me, in

anticipation of my statement, to put in certain papers which I wish to use

in my defence ?

His Lordship:—Do you want to put them in as Exhibits ? I suppose you know
that course gives the Advocate General the right of reply.

Accused:—Yes, we have decided upon that course although it gives the right of

reply to the other side.

His Lordship:—You have considered that ?

Accused:—Yes.

His Lordship:—I cannot proceed further till you tell me whether you wish to

make a statement now.

Accused:—Yes I do, but I cannot yet decide what papers are to go in as Exhibits

among the missing papers.

His Lordship:—I cannot proceed further till you make that statement.

Advocate General:—I have the warrants here now my Lord; the other papers

might be checked with the list to see what we have.

His Lordship:—Perhaps some one will check them on behalf of the accused and

Inspector Sullivan on behalf of the Police.

Mr. Kelkar on behalf of Mr. Tilak and Mr. Sullivan on behalf of the police

then checked the papers in court.

Accused:—On comparing the Panchanama of papers with the papers which are

here, I think it is only the papers which were found in the office that are

here. The papers were in my desk in the drawers, viz, telegrams, letters,

are not here. Those that were marked and initialled are not here.

His Lordship:—(Reads a letter from the Police Magistrate.) My information is that

there are no other papers in the Presidency Magistrate's office. The

accused's complaint is that items 19 to 52 are not here.

Advocate General:—I will just ask Mr. Sullivan if he knows anything about it. I

put in the original Panchanama. It has been produced. Where is the man

from the Magistrate's office ?

His Lordship:—It seems to me that the Magistrate's clerk was in charge of the

papers; the papers were not in'charge of the Crown officers. The man was

told not to leave but he is apparently not here.

Advocate General:—I am told that the Magistrate's clerk was told in the presence

of the Crown officials that he might go and search for the missing paper.

His Lordship:—Has he gone back to his office 1

Advocate General:—Yes my Lord and Mr. Sullivan has gone also.

Advocate General:—I understand that Mr. Tilak and hi^ advisers wish to

state deliberately that there is something in these papers of which they

wish to make use. From Nos. 19 to 52.

His Lordship:—Yes from 19 to 52, except No. 46. The note I have taken

is that accused says he will make a statement when those papers wbich are

not here are produced.
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Advocate General:—Your Lordship has a list from 19 to 52. It will be curious

hereafter to see how this allegation as to whether there are seriously any

papers amongst these papers is supported.

Accused :—I made no allegations. Certainly there are some papers which may

throw some light upon matters.

His Lordship:—You say you cannot make any statement till you have these

papers.

Accusd;—I must make some explanation. I cannot explain the post-card with-

out seeing what there is in the papers; perhaps the papers will throw some

light upon that.

Advocate General:—It will be hereafter significant to point out how-

many of those papers are found to be necessary for the purpose of the

defence.

Accused:—•! make no allegation. I have not yet seen the papers.

Advocate General :—I understand Mr. Tilak to say that he has not seen the papers.

Will your Lordship look at the list ?

His Lordship :—Has Mr. Sullivan been sent for ?

Advocate General :—Yes, my Lord.

After some lapse of time Inspector Sullivan returned.

Advocate General :—I put Mr. Sullivan back in the witness-box, my Lord.

Q. Do you produce the original Panchanama in Marathi ?

A. I do.

His Lordship:—You produce the original Panchanama made on 26th May
when the search warrant was executed F

Q. Yes my Lord,

Q, Are these the warrants of which you have been speaking ?

A. Y"es.

His Lordship:-rAre there two ?

A. Yes my Lord. Tavo different warrants.

His Lordship :—Of two different dates 2

A. Ko. For two different places. One is for the Kesari press and the other for

the residence.

Advocate General :—I put in the warrants and Panchanama.

Q. Have you translations of the Panchanama, dated 25th June 1908 ? A. Yes.

His Lordship:—Is it an official translation? A. No, it is made by a Police
Officer in Bombay.

Advocate General =—We can have official translations made if your Lordship
thinks it necessary and Mr. Tilak's advisers think it is necessary.
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At 1-15 P. M.

His Lordship :—Have the papers been found Mr. Advocate General ?

Advocate General :—Yes, my Lord, they have been found.

His Lordship :—Let them be opened and examined?

After the papers had been examined by Mr. Tilak.

At 1-45 P. M.

His Lordship :—Do you wish to ask Mr. Sullivan any questions ?

Advocate General :

—
"Will your Lordship take a note that all the rest of the papers

have been produced and shown to the accused ?

Cross-examination of Inspector Sullivan was then continued by Mr. Tilak.

Q. Can you say whether the papers now produced were found on the top

of the table or in the drawers 2 A. Some were found on top and some in

the drawers.

If Q. You cannot say which were found in the drawer and which on top ? A. So

far as my recollection goes the large Mss. were found on top and the smaller

papers such as newspaper cuttings were found in the drawers. Q. Can you point

them out taking the list in your hand. A. I might do one or two but not

all, because we had to go through four hundred papers.

Accused :—The search warrants have been put in my Lord. May they be given

to the witness ?

Q. Look at that search warrant, turn to the endorsement on the back. A.

To which are you alluding.
^

His Lordship :—To the Magistrate's endorsement.

Q. It is the signature of the City Magistrate ? A. Y^es. Q. It was not taken

to the District Magistrate ? A. When I got to Poena it was late in the evening

and the District Magistrate was not at home, so I went to the City Magistrate, that

being addressed to either the District or City Magistrate.

His Lordship :—The District Magistrate was not at home so you carried it to the

City Magistrate ?

A. Yes, my Lord. Q. On what date was it endorsed by the City Magistrate ?

A, On the 24:th of June. Q. Do you know when, morning or evening ^

A. Yes, in the evening. Q. When did you go to my residence 2- A. I went the

following morning. Q. At 2 A. M. ? A. No, at daybreak. Q. When did you return

it executed ? A. I did not execute the warrant. It was returned on 25th Jane
executed. His Lordship:—The warrant against the residence 2-

A. Yes, my Lord. Q. When did you finish your search "i A. Which search ?

Q. The search of the residence ? A. Where ? Q. At Poona ? A. At 9-30 or 10 A. m.

Q. Say between 9 & 10 a. m ? A. Yes. Q. When did you start for Sinhagad ? A. At
about 12 noon. Q. Who went with you ? A. Mr. Davis, District Superintendent
of Police of Poona and Mr, Power, Deputy Superintendent of Police. Q. Now
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between 9 & 12 noon it was returned to the District Magistrate and a further

endorsement to search the house at Sinhagad was obtained ? A. Not to my
knowledge. His Lordship: You don't know yourself ? A. No, my Lord. Q. Was

the warrant with you when you went lo Sinhagad /' A. It was with the District

Superintendent of Police Mr. Davis to whom it was entrusted. Q, Did you see it

with him l! A. Yes, I saw it with him. Q. Now the papers found in the residence

did you see if they tallied with the list given in the Panchanama. A. To which are

you referring ? Q. To Poonav A. House .^

His Lordship:—What you took at Poona was it in the course of what you were

ordered to search ?

A. Yes, my Lord I believe so.

Accused:—I ask, my Lord, that the papers should be bundled up as one bundle

and exhibited as one Exhibit in the case.

His^Lordship:—All the papers that were last brought in ?

Accused:—Yes, my Lord, those that were last brought in.

His Lordship:—You want to put in the whole of them ?

Accused:—Yes.

His Lordship:—! will let you do that when the time comes.

His Lordship:—Just look at those papers Mr. Sillivan. Does this bundle of papers

contain papers that were found in and on the desk at the residence ?

A. Yes, my Lord.

His Lordship:—They were found either in the drawers or on the desk ?

A. Yes, my Lord.

His Lordship:—Including this book?

A. No my Lord, the book was found, so far as I can remember, in the oflSice,

Accused:—Then it cannot be put in. It was not found at the residence.

His Lorsdhip :—Do you wish to put in all these collectively ?

Accused:—Yes, my Lord, collectively as one Exhibit.

The papers were then bundled up and marked (Exhibit 0. )

His Lordship :—Do you wish to ask any other questions ?

Accused :—No, my Lord.

His Lordship to Advocate General :—Then that is your case ? i

Advocate General :—Yes, my Lord.

Clerk of the Crown tihen again read the statement made by Accused before the

Magistrate.

His Lordship to accused :—Now, do you wish to make your statement ?

Accused :—Will the court allow me a little time by rising now ? The statement
is ready but some alterations have to be made in connection with the
papers just put in.
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His Lordship :—The only ditliculty is that the Jury's titfia will not be ready till

3-3'3 P. M. I cannot ask them to go without that.

Accused :—Then we might meet as usual at 3--30 p. M.

Foreman of Jury :—The Jury are prepared to chance it about their tiffiin being

ready.

His Lordship '—Very well, we will rise now.

After Lunch at 3 p. m. Wedeusday 15th July.

His Lordship :—Have you any written Statement ?

Accused :—My statement is ready, my Lord. I will read it.

Mr. Tilak then read the following statement to which was attached an Appen-

dix of 71 Exhibits.

MR. TlIyAK'S STATEMENT MADE TO THE COURT.

I, Bal Gangadhar Tilak, Accused in this case do hereby state as follows :
—

1. I am Editor, Printer, Publisher and Proprietor of the Kesari, a weekly

Marathi journal published at Poena every Tuesday morning, and as such do admit

all legal responsibility in respect of the articles forming the subject matter of

the charges.

2. Marathi terminology in the discussion of Political subjects not being settled,

I have used the following Marathi expressions for the English equivalents put

against them :—

Bureaucracy.

t^^jiff = Despotic. qT%%^ = Fanatic. %^ = Mettle or spirit. ^ri^^T = Enthu-

siasm, ^q- = Intensity of feeling. ^fi:= "Wounded self-respect or sense of

honour. t?^g?^r = Absolute. 3TR?tf^ = Uncontrolled. aT^sf^^f^ q-fJT = Passive

resistance. >j?T = Evil Genius. ;rfT^2: = Fallen from observances. f^:»3r5T = Error

of judgment. arfWWnfr= Felonious. ^^= Stern. ^^ = Manliness. ^^^ ^^fjfr =

Decentralization.

There are some more words and phrases of similar kind but these are not in-

serted in this statement to save space.

3, My views in regard to the Political reforms required in India at the present

day are, as stated by me in March last in my evidence before the Decentralisation

Commission, as follows:

—

**The mere shifting of the centre of power and authority from one official to

another is not, in my opinion, calculated to restore the feelings of cordiality between

officers and people prevailing in earlier days. English education has created new
aspirations and ideals amongst the people and so long as these national aspirations

remain unsatisfied it is useless to expect that the hiatus between the officers and
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the people could be removed by any scheme of official Decentralization, whatever

its other effects may be. It is no remedy-not even palliative-against the evil

complained of, nor was it put forward by the people or their leaders. The

fluctuating wave of Decentralization may infuse more or less life in the individual

members of the Bureaucracy, but it cannot remove the growing estrangement

between the rulers and the ruled, unless and until the people are allowed more

and more effective voice in the management of their own affairs in an ever ex-

pansive spirit of wise liberalism and wide sympathy aiming at raising India to the

level of the self-governing country."

4. The charge-Articles are a part of a controversy in which I have en-

deavoured to maintain and defend the above views.

With reference to Exhibit K, I have to explain that after the

Explosives Act was passed I wished to criticise it and especially the defini-

tion of explosives in the same. For this purpose it was necessary to collect mate-

rials and the names of the two books on the card were taken down from a catalogue

in my library with a view to send for them in case they could not be found in any

of the Poona or Bombay Libraries. The Article of 0th June is intended to point

out the futility of repressive measures alone in preventing the recurrence of

bombs. In support of what is stated above in para 4 I produce along with this

statement papers as per list annexed. The charge Articles embody my honest

convictions and opinions. I state that I am not guilty of any of the charges

brought against me and pray that I may be acquitted.

His Lordship:—Do you wish to produce any evidence?

Accused:—No, my Lord.

His Lordship:—You do not want to call anj evidence or witnesses?

Accused:—No, my Lord.

His Lordship—I presume Mr. Advocate General, the accused having put in Exhi-
bits you will ask him to proceed.

Advocate General—Yes, I shall have to reply. I notice in this statement that there

is a list of 71—

His Lordship:-—Newspaper articles ?

Advocate General:—I don't quite know how they can be admitted. I take it that

what the Accused intends to do, instead of putting in those articles or

tendering them, is to read extracts from them showing his own views. But
would that be relevant, what somebody else has written.? Can it show
what he did or intended to do?

His Lordship.—That would depend on what the Accused wishes to read to the

Jury; we can thus decide. It would be very much the same liberty as

counsel would have of quoting before the Jury in his behalf from other

articles.

Advocate General:—How could counsel have liberty to quote from a newspaper
to show what some one else wrote. Here there are Calcutta papers.

Madras papers, &c. &c.

.)
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His Lordship:—I do not quite know wliat the Accused proposed to do. We must

wait till we see what he does. It may be that in those articles he produces

that certain bad advice is given to Governmeut as in the Times of India

and the Pioneer,

Advocate Gsneral:—The only paper which he says ofiEersbad advice to Government

is the Pioneer,

His Lordship:—But he makes other statements.

Advocate General:—I ask at this stage my Lord, whether he is to be allowed to

take into his defence articles for the purpose of explaining what he has said

by reference to what somebody else has said in any part of Inida.It is

apprently an attempt to prolong this trial indefinitely. That is a matter

which I won't say anything more about. How can it be relevant for the

defence of the Accused to those particular charges to be allowed to put

in extracts from papers written in different parts of India. The question is

what is the meaning of his language and from the meaning of his language

what intention ought to be imputed to him. Not what is the meaning or

opinion of a hundred other newspaper writers. How can you allow him to

drag into his defence in this case matters of this sort.

His Lordship :-Up to the present there has been no attempt to prolong this trial inde-

iinitely. If in the course of his defence he transgresses you will no

doubt draw my attention to it. The list is annexed |and we will wait

and see what he proposes to do.

Advocate General:—I have not had the advantage or^ disadvantage of

consulting all those papers.

His Lordship:~Accused does not perhaps intend to read them.

Advocate General:—Still he is allowed to put them in as his defence.

His Lordship:—We will see what use he does [make of them and we will

then be in a better position to judge.

Advocate General:—I submit I am entitled to a ruling. The apalling notion

of having to read tbese apalling extracts is enough to terrify one out of

his life.

His Lordship to accused:—Now you can adcess the Jury in any way you like in

your defence.

Accused :—I think that in the opening address for the prosecution nothing was

said but that the whole article should go in and I do not know specifi-

cally the points upon which I have to reply. It would be more convenient

if the prosecution summed up the case now and I replied afterwards.

Advocate General :—I do not want to weary the Jury.
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yoQ would loose the right of reply. The Advocate General is not bound to

anything more. You may address the Jury on the whole of the articles

or on such portion of the articles as you think the prosecution rely upon.

Accused :—^Then it will be a very long address as I must go over the whole course.

His Lordship :—You are quite at liberty to do that.

Accused :—Then I will begin now.

Mr. Tilak then addressed the Jury in his defence as follows :

—

Mr. Tilak'8 Speech.

My lyord, and Gentlemen of the Jury! The Case for the Crown has

been placed before you by the Learned Advocate General in an eloquent

and able manner and though I cannot command that eloquence and ability

I take it upon myself to represent my case to you in the hope that the

personal explanation that I shall be able to give to you may be found

satisfactory. The Charges are rather vague. Whole i\rticles have been
included in the Charges and this throws upon me the responsibility of

referring to every portion of the Articles likely to be pressed against me.
;I do not know definitely on what portions the Prosecutionr elies. The open-

ing Address of the Learned Counsel for the Crown contained only a

few remarks. The net consequence will be that I shall have to cover

wider groimd and detain you longer than I meant to do. I am not a

practising Barrister iu this Court and it is likely that my address will not

be so argumentative and close as you might expect from a Barrister parcti-

sing long in this Court. I therefore request that you would show me that

indulgence that is usually shown to parties pleading their own cause espe-

cially in criminal matters. The case for the Prosecution is that there

are certain Articles which have been read to you and you are asked to

draw certain inferences from the wording of those Articles and by acting

upon the maxim that a man intends the natural consequences of his acts

and return a verdict against me. A Case of Sedition divides itself into

three parts. (1st) There is the publication of the Article; (2ndly) there

are certain insinuations and inuendoes and lastly the question of intention

.

The publication I have already admitted. I have taken full responsibilit>'

of the publication of those articles . I may mention that one of the points

namely insinuation and inuendoes should not be based on the translations

of that Article. They are not the original. The original has got perverted

in the translations and any insinuations based upon these translations

would be likely to be unsafe. The only evidence of intention produced by
the Prosecution is the Card, besides the Articles. They ask you to rely

upon the translations of the two incriminating Articles and the other three

which have been produced before you to prove intention. They say you
have to judge from the writings themselves whether they are seditious or
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not. I think the matter is not so simple as that. The question of intention

is the main question in this case; and I hope to show that by reading the

Articles by themselves you cannot form any judgment as to my guilt or in-

nocence. It is unsafe, nay dangerous to adjudge me guilty merely because

the words, as conceived by you from the wrong translations, are in

your opinion calculated to produce feelings of hatred and contempt in a

community of which probably you know nothing. It amounts to some-
thing like this : You are asked to sit in judgment on an Article written

in French and translated into English, you are asked to judge of the

effect this French Article will probably produce upon the French population

in England. This is a case of that kind. I shall have to refer later on to

the inconvenience caused by this procedure but I want to point out that

the Article is written in Marathi and addressed to the Marathi

knowing population, you have to judge what effect this Article

is likely to produce, i. e. what is the tendency of the words
employed and what effect tfeey would probably produce on the minds
of the Marathi-speaking population. The Kcsari is only read by
Marathi-speaking people. It is not read all over India. You
have not to say what the effect would be in Bengal. You have to

judge what effect these words would have on the minds of the readers of

the Kasari^ solely from the facts that the words complained of had a parti-

cular meaning and the sentences conveyed particular insinuations. No
other fact or piece of evidence has been placed before you except the Artir

cles themselves; and the general point upon which I shall address you
when I take up the question of Law will be that this is a very unsafe method.

^

In fact it is not sound to rely exclusively on this one maxim viz. that a

man intends the natural consequences of his own act or actions. That was
the question much discussed before English Juries about a hundred years

ago when there was a controversy raised in England in the time of Grorge
III. before Fox's Libel Act was passed in 1792. That doctrine as embodied
in the maxim is now much discredited. It is an exploded theroy; and
English Juries now-a-days draw their own conclusions not merely from
the character of the writing itself but from all the surrounding circum-

stances. What those surrounding circumstances are I shall show from the

papers I have put in. You knovv^ the way Juries are charged in this Countr}-.

They are told-" Take the whole Article, do not take a particular ,.

phrase or draw inferences from a single sentence, look to the context;*' 1/

but nothing more is said. It is always unsafe to draw any inference by
"

reading an Article alone. That is the doctrine in force now in England and that

constitutes the main bulwark of the liberty of the Press in England. The

Law is the same here as in England so far as the law of Sedition goes.

It is the same in both countries. There was some difference 10 years ago, but

by an amendment in 1898 the Law has been made the same as in England.

In fact it has been brought into harmony with the English Law, and now
there is no question as to what ' disaffection ' means, but there is this

difference, viz. that though the Law may be the same in England, English

Juries use wider powers and they have fought for them even against the

direction from the Juidges. They have insisted npon their right to discuss

the questions for themselves and return a verdict of common sense. The
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question is, "Has the Jury in India the same power as the Jury in England?"
If it has, I ask you to exercise that power and draw your conclusion in

the same way as an English Jury would do. For that purpose I will first

read to you the Sections. They have been read to you already. They
are Sections 124A and 153A; and they have been read to you by the

learned Counsel for the Crown and I will read them to you and explain

them in my own way. It is for His Lordship to say finally what the Law
is, but it is a mixed question of fact and Law and I cannot avoid referring

to it in my address to you.

Section 124A reads: " Whoever b}' words either spoken or written or

by visible representation or otherwise brings or attempts to bring into

hatred or contempt, or excites or attempts to excite disaffection towards
His IMajesty or Government established by Law in British India, shall be
punished with transportation for life or any shorter term to which fine

may be added or with imprisonment &c. to which fine may be added or

with fine. " The charges which are framed against me are under
Sections 124A and 153A. There are two charges under 124A;
so I am taking that Section first. It has three Explanations,
but we will come to that afterwards. If you examine Section
124 A you will find that it is divided into two parts; The
1st part is "whoever by words either spoken or written brings into hatred
or contcnipt His Majesty etc etc." There is no question of intention but of

the effect produced. If the hatred or contempt is produced by the writing
no proof of intention is necessary. That is the first part. But it seems to

me that the Prosecution does not mean to proceed under that part of the

Section. There is no evidence adduced before you that any excitement has
been caused by the Articles in question, so my case does not come with-
in the first part of the Section. Had there been the least evidence to show
that excitement was caused by these Articles, the question would have
been different. There is absolutely no evidence before you. This is the

reason why I asked that the charges should be made clearer. The whole
Section is also put down there. They do not say w^hether I am charged
with causing disaffection or with attempting to cause it. It would have
been much better if a particular charge had been imputed. There is an
alternative charge and so I have been obliged to refer to the first part of the

Section. The charge is put under both parts of the Section. The 1st part

of the Section is evidently not applicable and was never intended to appl}'

to this case. Well, the charge was so framed by the Magistrate. The 2nd
part of the Section reads ''''attempts to excite disaffection etc." Disaffection is

a positive feeling meaning alienation of allegiance. The Explanation shows
that it is a positive feeling and not a negative one . I will now read to you the

Explanation. The first Explanation is "The expression 'disaffection'

includes disloyalty and all feelings of enmity." So whoever attempts to

excite disloyalty or attempts to bring Government into contempt is punish-
able under the latter part of the Section. The expression "attempts to

bring" introduces the legal term "attempt." We must know what an
attempt means. The words are not merely " knows as being
likely to". The words are "attempts to excite" and they mean preme-
^ditation. I shall read from the charge of Mr. Justice Batty in the Bhala
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Case, (B. L. R. Vol. VIII. Pages 438 to 439) . There is a quotation from the

charge of the Chief Justice. I now pass on to discuss the word 'attempt.' You
will observe as has already been pointed out to you by the learned Councel,

that it is not necessary' in order to bring the case within the section that it

should be shown that the attempt was successful. Attempt does not imply

success. It is merely trying. Whether the intention has achieved the result

is immaterial. I read to you a passage from the observations of the Chief

Justice in a case tried in 1900 in this Court. "An attempt is an intentional

premeditated action which if it fails in its objects, fails through cir-

cumstances independent of the person who seeks its accomplishment. If

its failure is to be attributed to something which he cannot control, its failure

is no excuse." "•'*"

That is the meaning of the word 'attempt' . Attempt is actually an
offence minus the final act of crime. When it fails it is only an attempt at

the crime. There must be everything necessary to make it an offence

except success under the particular circumstances. It must be shown that

if I have failed in this attempt, it was from circumstances beyond my
control. Now that kind of evidence has not been put before you. The
mere fact of the publication of the Article, the mere fact that a certain

Article is published, will not make it an attempt when attempt is so defined.

Attempt definitely means that a man intends to do something ; the act

must be present to his mind. This has been stated by Justice Stephens
in his History of the Criminal Law of England Vol. 2 page 221 where he
says (Reads) . A crime must first occur to the mind, it must then be
considered and determined upon, preparations more or less extensive must,
in most cases, be made for it and it must be carried into execution. The
execution may either be prevented or may be fully carried out, in which
case it may either accomplish, or fail to accommplish, the full object which
the criminal proposed to himself. That is attempt. It is not 'attempt'

when it is fully carried out and accomplished. The subject has also been
discussed in Mayne's Criminal Law and you will find at page 511 the

following. Mere preparation is not punishable under this Section. If

the man make certain preparations, and if those preparations fail from
reasons outside his control, then only is it an 'attempt' under this section

and not otherwise. Now the illustrations are very curious and I wiU.

read to you some of them. (Reads page 932-933 Mayne's Criminal Law)

.

You must have pushed your preparation or activity so far, that success

was prevented only by some thing beyond your control or irrespective of

your wiU. The legal definition is something more.

There is a case given of a man with a sword running after another
man , and though he is not far behind him, he cannot be said to be attempt-
ing murder. There is another illustration given, and stiU a further one.
There is also a very curious case in 3 Bengal Reports Criminal Appeal page
45 . You will find how the legal term ' attempt ' is defined there . In that
case Mr. Justice Mitra was right in saying that it was not an attempt,
though you may punish him under any other Sections of the Penal Code.
A transaction must be carried to such a point that you must consider that
an attempt has been committed. The act here adduced is pubhcation and

I
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publication aloue. Publication is brought in to show intention, but I maintain
that mere publication cannot prove any intention. Intention is to be proved
in this case not merely by the fact of publication but by something else

which would show that the publisher really did intend to excite disaffection.

The article is before you. It was read to you by Clerk of the Crown. Now
if publication alone were sufficient to constitute an attempt then the Clerk

of the Crown could have been indicted for Sedition ! The Article has been
published in ever}- newspaper in India. Is ever}- newspaper in India

therefore guilt}- of attempting to commit Sedition in publishing that article ?

No, and why ? Because publication was made merely to give information

to the public. You have to take the intention with which it was done.

You must have some act of definite intention. Lord Cockbum's exposition

of the present Law is contained in column 2 page 2 as follows :

—

''The mischief done or attempted mah rt'«2;;^6>. Besides being actual,'

the mischief must be done or attempted mals aiiimo.''^

The guilt of Sedition is not contracted by the mere publication of lan-

guage calculated to excite disaffection or disorder , for this may be done by
a lunatic, or a Clerk of Court reading an indictment, or the speaking of

machine. There must be a criminal mind. This state of mind is usually

described by saying that the mischief for which the publication was calcu-

lated, must have been intended, because such an intention is usually the

fact. But it is not meant by this, and it is certainly not necessary, that

the accomplishment of that particular mischief should form the exact

motive. A criminal indulgence in even a good motive wiU do ; as if a

person should inflame the rabble from love of power, or of applause. And
there may be a culpable indifferoice of consequences^ in which absence of

motive there may be as much wickedness as in the operation of

motive. All these, and many other, mental conditions are states of mains
aninms. The great error to be avoided is the error of supposing that Sedi-

tion can ever consist in the mere nse of the language^ abstracted from every

other consideration . Such a principle would be inconsistent with the right

of public discussion. Not that the mains animns., that is the wicked-

ness, must always be established as a substantive fact by separate evidence.

It may be inferred from the whole circumstances, and especially from the

words, or the act or acts, charged. It is a fair presumption that people

mean what they say, and intend what they do. But it is competent to the

Accused to exclude the application of this presumption. And consequently

since it is a matter of evidence, it is for the Jury to decide it.

This shows that the mere publication of an article, whatever the

context, whatever the surrounding circumstances, is not an offence. The
Jury has to make up its mind not by reading the Article alone. I do not mean
that it is not evidence. It is some evidence, but ifJ were to attribute

to it a pecuniary value I would say the financial value of the article is

merely one Anna in the Rupee; you have to find 15 Annas worth of evidence

elsewhere and when this is done you must look to the other circum-

stances. Of course if the defence does not urge other circumstances perhaps

it may be justifiable to return a verdict cf gnilty by reading the article

alone. But, when there are other circumstances which are shown to.
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exist, then it is the bouudeu duty of the Jury to take all the circumstances

into consideration and then to decide whether certain intention was in the

mind of the accused or not. That is what I wanted to draw your attention

to in the beginning. The Section does not say whoever publishes anything

likely to create disaffection; that is not the wording of the Section. The
Section says whoever "attempts" to excite, and if that is proved you can
truly say a man is guilty. If you find an ounce of opium with a man would
you say that he had intended to commit suicide ? The possession of the

opium would not be an indication of intention ; he may have been an habi-

tual opium-eater. If you saw a man leaping into a tank would you say
it is necessarily an attempt to commit suicide ? He may be a good swim-
mer and may want to enjoy a plunge. Of course it would be argued that

it is for the defence to bring evidence to prove the contrary; that the
burden of it lies upon the Accused. That again is wrong law and wrong
doctrine. It is not sanctioned by the Evidence Act. It is the duty of the
prosecution to prove every thing including intention. According to the
Evidence Act you have to presume first that the accused is not guilty ; it is

for the prosecution to show by reliable evidence that every element of the
crime that enters into the definition is made out. I ask you what have
they proved in this case ? They have merely shown you some articles,

and would appear to say "Don't you think they are sedetious ? Return a
verdict of guilty. Here is the article; we have got it translated from the
original. We place it before you; you can see that some of the words
are very strong and likely to excite disaffection, therefore as a matter
of legal inference the Accused is guilty; so return a verdict of

guilty and go away." That is the whole case; absolutely nothing else.

To them it makes no difference what the cricumstances were, when
the article >sms written. The burden of proving all that is thrown
upon the defence. They do not take into consideration the fact that

this article \!/as written in the heat of controversy, that this article

was intended as a piece of advice, and that it is written in reply to certain

criticisms already published. These are the principal circumstances under
which the article was written . But the prosecution says " it is no business
of ours to inquire into these circumstances. We only place the article

before you and if the Accused does not reply, the best course for you,
and the only legal course for you possibly, is to return a verdict
of guilty. " Now Section 124 A has three Explanations and not exceptions.
The Explanations are as follows:—

Explanation 1.—The expression " Disaffection " includes disloyalty

and all feelings of enmity.

Explanation 2.—Comments expressing disapprobation of the measures
of the Government with a view to obtain their alteration by lawful means*,

"without exciting or attempting to excite hatred, contempt or disaffection,

•do not constitute an offence under this section.

Explanation 3.—Comments expressing disapprobation of the adminis-
trative or other action of the Government without exciting or attemptiuo-

to excite hatred, contempt or disaffection do not constitute an o^ence
tinder this section.
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They explain the words in the main part of the Section. They explain
' disloyalty ' '(Reads) . I think that ought to have been proved by the prose-

cution in the first instance that the Explanations to the section are satisfied

as well as the Section itself. The burden of proof is not on the defence. The
prosecution have not discharged this duty and have wrongly thrown the burden
upon the defence. They ought to have shown by substantial proof that

the writer has exceeded the limits of fair expression of opinion, fair

comment, and fair disapprobation. I know that you will be told " we do not
object to the liberty of the press, but we don't want that liberty to descend
to license. " But you have to define what that may mean to yourself.

Where does liberty cease and where does license begin ? That has to be
defined by the common sense of the Jury. That is your duty. The law is

very strict but iti'is the Juries in England that have stood between the

strictness of the law and the liberty of the press,' and you have to perform
the same duty in this case. I mean to place before you all the circumstances
under which the article was written and it is important to show what my
intention was in writing that article. Whether I meant to excite disaffec-

tion or attempted to do so or whether that was not my intention. Intention
is not a physical fact ; no one can see the heart of another man. If I

have to judge of your intention, I must judge it from your overt acts. I

cannot dive into your heart and know what is passing there. Intention
has always to be gathered by inference; but the question here is whether
inference is to be judged from one fact or from several surround-
ing circumstances. The fact of publication alone is not sufficient; you
must take into consideration all the surroimding circumstances. I maintain,
and several learned j)ersons in England have maintained, that you must
take into consideration the surrounding circumstances and give them their

proper evidentiary value in lav/ and you must arrive at your verdict by
taking into consideration every fact that is before you. It would be unwise
to say that the character of the writing may be prima facie inferred from
the words themselves ; and if you were to go on sending to prison every man
who only writes particular words you would have to send to jail every writer of

a dictionary. Webster's Dictionary e.g. contains all possible seditious words.

Then I must refer you to another case. It is from Erskine's speeches
Vol.1, page 1867 and is known as the Dean of St. Asaph's case.In the speech
for the defence the following words occur. Suppose the Crown were to elects

some passage from Locke upon Government as for instance "that the ^re wa
no difference between the King and the Constable when either of them
exceeded their authority. " That assertion under certain circumstances if

taken by itself, without the context, might be highly seditious and the
question therefore would be gtco animus it was written. Perhaps the real

meaning might not be discoverable by the immediate context without a \iew
of the whole chapter-perhaps of the whole book.

Then I will read to you another passage from Erskine Vol. I. page
386. This refers to the Bible and says that if only the words " There is no
God" were read and their context omitted, even the Bible would be a
blamphemous work. You will have to look to the circumstances. In order
to do this effectually, the Jury is selected from the people, the Jury is thus
likely to know their circumstances. You, of course, have not that advan-
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tage here; there can be no comparison between an English Jury and the

Jury in India, in this respect. It is a matter to be decided by twelve men
drawn from among the people. Intention is to be decided by twelve men
and, mark you, they must be unanimous. That is not the case here. In
England if one man out of the twelve disagrees, the Jury is discharged, and
another Jury is empannelled ; and if this happens two or three times the man
is ultimately acquitted. Of course in charging the Jury it is the custom to

say you should look to the article and to the surrounding circumstances,

but I believe it is the duty of the Prosecution to point out whether there

are any exculpating circumstances and I have no doubt His Lordship
will direct acccrdingly. Now there are other points of the Section to which
I wish to draw your attention. What does " Excite " mean ? It is from ,.

exciter; it is to inflame, to create what does not exist, to raise to a higher
|

degree what exists already. If there is no hatred or contempt already

existing, to ' excite ' is to create it. If it does exist it is to highten it, to

increase it. Now I will make myself clear by an illustration. Suppose
there is unrest, and Government sends an officer to inquire into the reasons
thereof and that officer makes a report to the Government that the unrest is

due to certain causes and it could be easily remedied by Government; would
you charge that officer with disaffection ? The man only describes the feel-

ings of the people and represents them. He makes a report upon them.
He does not go beyond that and is certainly not doing a seditious act. To
excite feelings of disaffection means that by your act you must heighten
feelings of disaffection when they exist or create them when they do not.

If you do not do anything to excite feelings, if you merely express, if you
merely report, if you only express sentiments which exist at the time, surely

your act does not come under Section 124 A. Nay, more, you may create

a feeUng of disapprobation. I can say with impunity something is bad;
it ought to be remedied. I have to write; I have a right to do that and if

I find fault it is only natural that some ill-feeUng is created. We are
not all saints. So in disapprobation some iU-feeling is necessarily implied.

That is the meaning of Explanation 2 to the Section; it refers to "Com-
ments expressing disapprobation of the measures of the Government."
When I say that Government is going wrong, evidently I say something
which the authorities may not like . That is not sedition ; if that were
so, there could be no progress at aU and we shall have to be content at

the end of the 20th century with what we have at present. True progress
comes of agitation; and you are bound to consider the defects pointed
out and discussed and the reforms proposed and to look to the real

intention of the man. I say the 'real intention' and not the 'fictitious

intention' which is inferred from the legal dictum that every man intends
the natural consequences of his acts. This then is the conclusion reached.
If the intention is really to reform Government it is not seditious .-

"Sedition" has never been properly defined. The Explanation to the
Section is as follows :-

I cannot conceive of disapprobation being expressed without exciting
some bad feeling in the minds of the hearer about the person against whom
that comment is made. It is impossible to do it. That is what the Explan-
ation there refers to. It is to show either that so much liberty is allowed
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to the press or it has no meaning, at all. I request yon to take it that it

has,a meaning and that the legislature intended it to have that meaning.
The Explanation was not meaninglessly introduced. If it has a meaning, the

only meaning it can have is that a certain amount of unpleasant feeling is

J.
allowed to be created by law. It is impossible to define the limit where

j! liberty and disapprobation end and license and sedition begin. It is not
to be decided merely as a legal inference; you have to decide as men
of commonsense.

Lord Kenyon has said; "if any twelve men of my countrymen unani-
mously say that a particular Article or writing deser\-es to be condemned
that is sedition. No definition can give you any correct idea about it".

It is a doctrine laid down by a ver^- learned and respected Judge. He
gives lip the attempt to define and says ''bring twelve men from among
the people and ask them if I have exceeded the limits and if they say yes,

then con\-ict me." That is why that definition of sedition has been very
often quoted. It is the popular definition. I will now read a passage to

you from Lord Kenyon 's Charge to the Jury from Paterson on the

"Liberty of the Press". That is the simplest definition that can be given.
It lays down the limit between liberty and Ucense and between legitimate

disapprobation of Government and Sedition.

According to the phraseolog}- of Law "act" is different from action!

Act is something done; action is abstract and may include a policy of

Government. Then there is another expression to which I wish to draw
your attention; and it is " Government estabHshed by law in British India"
' Government ' here does not mean the Executive or the Judiciar\^ but it

means Government in the abstract. The word ' Government ' is defined
in the Indian Penal Code and includes any officer, even a poHce constable.

It does not mean that if I say a police man is not doing his duty then I
am guilty of sedition. Go up higher. If certain Officials have not been doing
their duty I have ever\' right to say that these officials should be discharged;
there should be stricter supen-ision and that particular departments should
be altered. So long as the word " Government " is qualified by the words
" established by Law, " how can it have the meaning given to it by a

definition of the word ( "Government" ) in a particular part in the Penal
Code ? The quaHf^-ing phrase makes it a quite different thing. It is

" Government established by law." We shall have to come aften\'ards to

the question whether Bureaucracy is Government or not ? Whether the

British Government is solely dependent upon the Bureaucracy? Can it not
exist without it? The Bureacracy may say so, it maybe very flattering to them
to say that the services of certain officers are indispensable to them but is it

the meaning conveyed by the expression "Government established by law in

British India"? Does it mean a " form of administration" and is it consistent

with that meaning? So far as ideals are concerned they do not come under the
Penal Code. I may say that a certain system of administration is better suited

to the countr^^ and may tv}- to spread that opinion. You may not agree with
me but that is not the point. I have to express my opinion and so long as I

do not create any disaffection I am allowed to express it freely. There 'can

otherwise be no progress; progress would be impossible unless you allow in-

telligent gentlemen the right to express their opinion, to influence the public
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tion. The words are "Government established by Law in British India. " I

think Justice Batty in the '

' Bhala '

' case ( the same case from which I

have already quoted to ^-ou ) says that you have to consider the tendency
of the writing etc . The passage says that it is quite allowable for a man to

say that the particular form of Government should not exist. That does not
imply any hostihty to Government. Now if we were philosophically

discussing the point, and Section 124 A were strictly applied,* every phil-

osopher in the world to whom we owe all this progress will have to be
sent to Jail.

Supposing a man in England were to write that constitution!

monarchy is not good for England, it has been stated that it is not sedit-

ious to express that view. I will read in this connection from Morley
on Compromise, page 224. He says :

—"Again take the case of the
English monarchy. Grant if you will that this institution has a certain

function and that by the present chief magistrate this function is

estimably performed. Yet if we are of those who believe that in the
stage of civilisation which England has reached in other matters the
monarchy must be either obstructive or injurious or else merely decorative and
that a merely decorative monarchy tends in diverse ways to engender habits
of abasement, to nourish lower social ideals, to lessen a high civil self-respect

in the community; then it must surely be our duty not to lose any oppor-
tunity of pressing these convictions. To do this is not necessarily to act as if

one were anxious for the immediate removal of the throne and the crown
into the museum of poltical antiquities."

That has been the pronouncement of a statesman and not merely of a legal

authority . I want to be a millionaire ; will you infer from it that I want immediate-
ly to commit a dacoity ? xMl that I want is to earn money. So if I say Bureau-
cracy should be changed or modified it is not fair to infer that my intention
is to raise a rebellion and create feelings of hatred against the Government. f,i

Why should you infer that my intention is really to raise a rebellion and create
ieelings of hatred? You must be very careful in inferring intention from words
especially when you have to infer the feelings of the community in which you
dp not move. If you take the writing, reading it alone is not sufficient; you
will have to judge the effect the writing will produce on Marathi-speaking
people. It is a very difficult task. There is always the possibility of misunder-
standing. We very often misunderstand each other. If I draw an inference
as to your intention without knowing the state of your society it is not likely

to be correct. In the same way ifyouwish to draw an inference from the Marathi
writing as to the effect it would produce on the Marathi-knowing community
you have to consider the feelings and the general state of that community.
Without doing that you cannot say whether the writing will excite any
particular feehngs or not. Take the instance suggested to me by my
learned friend Mr. Baptista. \^ou write upon the cow-question. If yon
write in a particular way the Mahomedan community may not be offended
but the Hindu community may be. The question of effect in that case
does not, depend only upon the writing but also, and more especially, upon
the state of the mind of the people to whom it is addressed and the parti-

cular time at which it is addressed; upon the particular state of society and

I
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the stage of its de\elopiiient at the time it is addressed. What may cause-

disaffection to-day luav not ha\'e excited disaffection 20 years ago, and what

appears horrible'to-day may appear quite different 10 years hence. It is a

threefold question. The question of the writing is one factor, the state of

the society to which that particular writing was addressed at tliat particular

time is another factor, and the time at which it is addressed is the third

factor. It is an example of an equation involving three unknown quantities .You

can't find*the value of the equation by knowing the value of only one of them.

The Prosecution have stated to you the value of only one factor, and have

left you to evolve that of the other two from your inner consciousness . You are

'lidoing of human individuals-of the Natives-of whom you have little knowle-
• do-e. It is quite a different thing when the writing is in the language

which you understand and the commimity to be judged by you is the one

to which you belong. The question is very peculiar imder Sec. 153 A.

You have to decide questions between communities. India is not yet a

nation in the sense in which it is imderstood in western commimities. You
have to judge whether feelings of animosity may be created between Hindus

and Mahomedans, Parsees and Jews, or Jains and Buddhists. How are you

to iudge ? Simply by the possible effect of the writing itself ? That will

evidently be a lame, incorrect, unsafe and dangerous way of doing it. The
Prosecuticn ought to have produced evidence before you to show what the

state of the IVIarathi speaking people is and how are they likely to be affected

.

They have produced no evidence to show what may be the probable effect.

I do not blame any body. You, gentlemen, are all shrewd business men. You
can form your opinion on facts and if the Prosecution did not place these

facts before you who is to be blamed ? Don't think that in any
circumstances you are bound to return a verdict of guilty. You can say you

can give no verdict as there is no evidence. If there is not evongh evidence

it does not mean that from whatever evidence you have you must give a

verdict of guilty. It is open to you to say you cannot make up your minds

.

Sec. 153 A reads as follows :
—" Whoever by words, either spoken or writ-

ten, or by signs, or visible representations, or otherwise promotes or

attempts to promote feelings of enmity or hatred between different

classes of His Majesty's subjects shall be punished with impiisonment

which may extend to two years, or with fine, or with both." Then there

is this expression in the explanation :
—" It does not amount to an offence

within the meaning of this section to point out, ivitJioiit malicioiis inten-

tion and with an honest view to their removal, matters which are producing

or have a tendency to produce feelings of enmity or hatred between differ-

ent classes of His Majesty's subjects. " It is the malicious intention on

1
1which you have to decide. You are not to presume that intention. Thus
'Sedition consists in intention; it does not consist in the act of publication.

Sedition does not consist merely in the character of the writing. It consists

in an evil mind and that evil mind is to be proved and it must be proved

by facts from which you can infer that evil intention . That is the reason

why that subject is left to the Jury. Otherwise there is no reason for the

Jury to sit in Judgment. Any one could pick up an article and say this is

seditious. I do not think that that requires much intellectual power. Where
is the necessity of a Jury and of its being rmanimous. ? The doctrine is
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that if 12 men taken from the people come to tlie honest condusion that

malicious intention does exist then the accused is guilty and not otherwise.

Is there any malicious intention ? Is there any criminal intention ? Is

there any e\il motive in publishing these articles ? Is there any e\'idence

as to what I had really intended ? If you have no materials before )ou,

you must return a verdict of not guilty. The mere character of the writing

may be prijna facie evidence of the intention but intention must always be
inferred from overt acts. Tilak or no Tilak is not the question. The question

is, do you really intend as guardians of the liberty of the Press to allow as

much liberty here in India as is enjoyed by the people of England. ? That
is the point that you will have to very carefully consider. I wish to

show you that mine is an Article written in controversy as a reply to an
opponent. It was penned to defend the interests of my community.
You may not agree with me in my views. Different communities have
different views. And ever\- community must have opportunity to

express its own views. I have not come here to ask you
any grace. I am prepared to stand by the consequences

of my act. There is no question about it. I am not going to tell ^
you that I wrote the article in a fit of madness. I am not a
lunatic. I have written it believing it my duty to write in the interest

of the public in this way, believing that that was the view of the
community. I wanted to express it, believing that the interests of the
community would not be otherwise safeguarded. Believe me when I say
:;hat it was both in the interest of the people and Government
that this view should be placed before them. If you honestly go

to the question like that it will be your duty to give a veidict fo

not guilty, whatever may be your opinion about me, even if you dislike

me as much as you can. I know I am not a persona grata with
the Government ; but that is no reason why I should not have
justice. My personality is not the question. The question is one
of intention and that is what you have to decide, not his Lordship.
Juries in England have returned verdicts against the directions of Judges.

You might think that Government has launched this prosecution, and
sometimes lower officers consider a sanction as tantamount to a

mandate. I think that that view will not be taken in this case. I am sure
of it; and I am sure his Lordship will so direct you. Government for

its own purposes likes certain things to be done and certain things

not to be done, but the Government policy is not always justified

by the principles of Law and Justice. Here it is not a question of conveni-
ence, it is not a question of expediency, but a question of Justice pure and
simple. If you look at the question from this standpoint then much of

the misunderstanding, much of the dust that is likely to be raised by the
Prosecution about this question, will be cleared np. The matter is to be

looked at from one standpoint and one standpoint only. And that stand
point is to do justice. I.ask whether in your own heart of hearts, underthe
circumstances, you think that you would not have written like this. If you
were placed in my position and if you had been impelled by my circum-
stances to take up the defence of your community what would you have
done ? As 1 told you it is a question like, that; you must place yourselves
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iu my positiou and then judge of my motives and my intention. If

you find by going over the whole of the incidents that my intention is

pure, there is no other course open to you but to return a verdict of not

guilty. I shall presently show you that the translations that are placed

before you are wrong,—I will not say intentionally wrong, but I will

say that they are wrong and very highly prejudicial to the Defence.

I am not going to say that the translator was actuated by any bad motive*

I cannot say that; but the result is there and it is ruinous to the

Defence. Whatever the words may mean, it is a question of intention.

You ought to be very careful in ascribing intention to any one. If the

results are uot harmful it is 5'our bounden duty to suppose that the intention

is good ; even in the case where they are harmful you cannot say that the

intention was necessarily bad. I will read to you from Stephens, History

of Criminal Law in the case of the Dean of St. Assaph. What do you

find in this case ? Killing may be an offence ; it may amount to culpable

homicide not amounting to murder ; or it may be caused by a rash act. If

it is proved to yon that a man A has merely killed B, you cannot return

a verdict of murder. Mere killing is not murder and merely taking away

a purse is not theft. The circumstances under which the man takes away
the purse are materially relevant or necessary to be taken into considera-

tior) > It is the duty of the Jury not to infer intention merely from the

taking of the purse. The Jury must know that he took it with a

wicked intention. Of course in this case no discontent or dis-

affection has been proved to have been caused and the procedure here is

slightly different. The Penal Code has now defined all crimes ; so

there is no necessity to infer wicked intention. When the Sections are

named that serves the purpose. There has been no evidence placed

before you that any discontent has been brought about. You have to

infer it from the writing. That procedure is I think not legal nor equitable

nor moral. " The maxim that a man intends the natural consequences of

his acts is usually true ; but it may be used as a way of saying that because
recklessness to probable consequences is morally as bad as an intention to

produce those consequences, the two things ought to be called by the

same name, and this is at least an approach to a legal fiction. It is

one thing to write with a distinct intention to produce disturbances
and another to write violently and recklessly matter likely to

produce disturbances. " p. 360 Stephen. So the two things

are not the same. Those are the words stated there. You cannot
infer any intention from the writings themselves. As I said

before give it a scale value ; and if the total accumulating evidence comes
to sixteen Annas in a Rupee convict me. The publication is only one
factor in judging of a criminal intention. There must be a distinct

criminal intention to justify a verdict of wicked intention. So what 1 have
said amounts to this that this intention can not be inferred from merely
the fact of publication but from surrounding circumstances ; and between
these two lies the Liberty of the Press, the whole Liberty of the Press.
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The Liberty of the Press is not guarded b^ the Section. The Law says

always infer intention from the publication, but then there would be no

liberty. Liberty means that you must take all the circumstances into

consideration. It is upon you that the Liberty of the Press depends.

The Court Adjourned till Thursday.

FOURTH DAY.

TJmrsday, the 16th July 1908,

Proceedings commenced at 11-30 A.M.

Mr. Tilak said :-Before we begin today I would like to make a request

to your Lordship about the books and papers which have been put in

and those which have not been put in. I request that the other books and

papers which have been retained may, if the Prosecution has no objection,

be returned as they are wanted at Poona in the office for the purpose

of continuing the paper.

Mr. Branson:—I have no objection, my Lord; we have no wish to re-

tain any papers and books that have not been put in, just as I stated

yesterday that the compositors might go back to Poona.

His Lordship:—They may be restored to the Accused.

Mr. Tilak continuing his address then said:—
My Lord and gentlemen of the Jury, I explained to you yesterday

what my view of Sec. 124 A was and it becomes necessary in view of the

difficulty placed in my way to anticipate some of the objections which
might probably be raised by the Prosecution because I shall not have the

right of replying afterwards. In anticipating these objections perhaps I

may state something which the Prosecution might not have in its mind.
But I cannot help that. I have to state the case in full and as I have
no right of reply I have to anticipate the objections and reply to them
also. Had the learned Advocate-General summed up the case before I

began to address you, the difficulty might have been removed, But
the law allows that privilege to the Prosecution and this difficulty

has been created not entirely by the Prosecution, but by the law that

obtains. I stated yesterday that the word 'attempt' is not defined.

It is the most important word. The general plea is that in Sedition

cases it is enough to look at the intention and pretend that the

intention should be gathered from the legal maxim that a man
intends the natural consequences of his acts. I will try to show you
that that is not the case. The word 'attempt' necessarily postulates

the idea of a premeditated action having a definite end in view. In
a case tried in this Court in 1900 before the Chief Justice, he said

that an attempt implies an end in view. So also we have Justice

Stephen saying that a crime must be in view. ^It is a contradiction
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in terms to say that a man attempted to do what he had never

in view. To prove an attempt there should be direct evidence

of the end and object in view. The object in view goes by the

name of motive. The man must intend it and that must be his end

in view. There is also another factor which has to be kept in mind
viz. that an attempt, legal attempt, is only complete when success

is prevented from any cause external to the will of the man. He must be

prevented from carrying out his object by causes beyond his control

and perhaps which he never, anticipated. lu the present case there has

been no evidence to show that this attempt failed on account of some

thing else. I think in a Sedition case it is absolutely necessary

to give this evidence. There ought to be some evidence before you

to that effect. Did the attempt fail ? All the elements of an offence

must be proved and it must be proved that the attempt failed from

certain causes not in the control of the man who made it. Absolutely no

evidence has been brought by the Prosecution to show that this attempt

failed because the Government interfered or because the people were not

willing to listen to what I had to say. It is seriously urged in such

cases that the attempt need not be successful. I take this to be a very

meaningless direction. You charge a man with having excited disaffec-

tion, or with the alternative charge of having attempted to excite

disaffection. You are told that if there is no success you may.
commit him under the latter part of the Section. I told you

yesterday that the first part of the Section is not applicable

to this charge and I claim acquittal on that part. Attempt includes

both intention and motive. Without an end in view there can be

no attempt. I will explain it to you by taking a common illustration. I

intend to go to the Bori Bunder station and my end in view is to go

to Poona. Object is the ultimate end in view. That is motive; and my first

contention is that the word attempt includes both intention and motive

and both have to be considered in coming to a conclusion as to wheJ:her a

man has made an attempt. The motive and intention, it is eventually

•urged, must be looked at in the light of the maxim that a man intends

the natural. consequences of his acts. Of course it is a beautiful maxim, but

it is not a reliable guide. As I explained yesterday I take attempt to mean
all acts including motive, including intention and all acts which would

have led to the commission of an offence, had the person committing

the offence not been prevented by an extraordinary agency from carrying his

intention into practice. There are of course certain cases which show that

an attempt need not be carried so far that success would have followed

had something else not interfered at the last point, i. e. up to the penulti-

mate point; that it may be short of penultimate. To illustrate, say there are

ten stages in an act. It is not necessary to carry the attempt to the ninth

stage; it is quite enough if it is carried to the sixth stage. There are cer-

tain decisions on this point v/hich are likely to be quoted against me
and for that reason I must explain. I will read to you a case before I give my
explanation. It is the case that I referred to yesterday, the case of Varjivandas

reported in No. 30 Punjab Law Reports page 225.This is a case of attempt-

ing to kill. A man ran after another man with an axe in his hand; he
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•was only four paces behind. The defence was that being four paces ofi he

might have been induced to give up his intention and the accused

placed in locus penitentie.

Mr. Branson:—May I ask who were the Judges ?

Accused:—The Judges are not given here. It is on page 735 of the

Fourth Edition. (Reads down to "inteference from without.") There are

certain Sections in the Indian Penal Code which make an attempt punish-

able as the crime itself. There is Section 511 under which the punish-

ment is much less, about half the length of the term assigned for the

offence. There are two kinds of attempts punishable under the Indian

Penal Code; one is the full attempt and the other is something less.

lu a case of murder how are we to distinguish between the two,
whether the attempt is a full attempt or something less. Now the test

for distinguishing between the two is this. A man does a thing or only

attempts that thing and yet the person may be equally punishable. Where
the punishment is thus equal the attempt must be carried to the ultimate

stage; but where the punishment is less ( half or quarter ) then you might
say that the attempt may not be carried to the last point. For instance

Sec. 124 A speaks of 'attempt' but it does not say that a man may escape

from the consequences if it is only half made. A man may be charged
with an attempt to commit an offence under Sec. 124 A. The meaning
of the word attempt in that Section however is quite different from its

meaning in Sec. 511. Section 511 is somewhat wider ( quotes the Section.
*' Whoever attempts to commit an offence punishable by this Code with
transporation or imprisonment or to cause such an offence to be com-
mitted, and in such attempt does any act towards the commission
of the offence, shall, where no express provision is made by this

Code for the punishment of such attempt, be punished with

transporation or imprisonment of any description provided for the

offence for a term of transporation or imprisonment which may
extend to one half of the longest term provided for that offence or

with such fine as is provided for the offence or with both.") There you
have distinctly a lower state of attempt, an attempt not carried to its utmost
limit. No act may be carried in its preparation to the final stage or even to

the penultimate stage to make it an attempt under 511. Under Sec. 124A
that definition cannot be adopted; there the attempt must be a full attempt.

A man must be prevented from carrying out his object by some extraordi-

nary agency as it is said here. (Reads from Bengal L,av/ Reports

30.) Hence the Prosecution must show that but for some extraneous
act the attempt would have succeeded. They have failed to show
that; and having failed to show that they cannot ask you
to find me guilty under Sec. 124A, There is no evidence before

you to show that I did not succeed because some one came
in my way. I am going to show you further on that my motive was quite

a different one. In this case, taking the case as it is, the charge men-
tioES only an attempt, and the Prosecution is not entitled to succeed un-
less it shows that this attempt would have leen carried on and would
have developed into an offence but that it was prevented by extra-
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neons causes. There are cases in whicli it is held that an attempt need
not be carried to its last point; but that is under Sec. 511. If you want
to convict a man under 124A it must be shown to have been carried to-

the last stage. I am not charged under Sec. 511. It may be a mistake
but there it is. I am charged under Sec. 124A and not under Sec. 511.
Another point is also very important; they will say that I am making a
confusion and muddling up intention and motive; and that by thus con-
founding the two I am giving all false law to the Jury. That is the pur-
port of the objection raised by Stephens against Erskine tn the Dean of

St. Asaph's case fReads—"If you ask the Jury to take motive into

consideration.")

His Lordship;—The reference to the Puujab Case was wrong. I

find the Volume is 39 and not 30.

Accused:—It may be wrongly quoted here.

His Lordship :—The case is quoted here.

Mr. Branson;—The reference is quite tight, you would see that the

case is 30 but the volume is 39.

His Lordship:— I see; it is case No. 30, volume No. 39.

Mr. Tilak continuing said:—Now it is urged, gentlemen, that in such
cases the jury ought to find intention and motive separately. The motive
of the man may be good. A man may be good. A man may become a thief

with the object of giving the money in charity. His intention, however, was
to commit theft although his motive was good. There is no reason why the

man should not be convicted of theft. That is exactly the argument used
on page 360 in the History of Criminal Law in England, Volume 2.'

The second objection that may be urged is that you would confound
intention and motive, but the objection is unfounded. 1 do not
ask you to consider any of them alone. Take the two together and you
are sure of arriving at a correct decision. Stephens is one of the writers who
do not like the present state of the law in England, and observes as

follows in his History of Criminal Law :—
'*A further objection to referring to the defendant's intention in any

case, and especially in defining the crime of libel with reference to it, is

that a confusion is sure to occur between intentions and motives. Indeed in

the many trials for seditious libel which followed the passing of the libel

Act, I have not found an instance in which the distinction was pointed
out. The words are constantly used as if good motives and good inten-

tions were convertible terms. It is, however, obvious as soon as the
matter is mentioned that the two are distinct. A man may be led by
whut are commonly regarded as pure motives to form seditious or even
treasonable intentions, and to express them in writing, just as he might
be led to commit theft or murder by motives of benevolence. If a man who
steals in order to give away the stolen money in charity, or a man
who kills a child in order to save it from temptations of life, is not excused
on account of the nature of his motives, whv should a manwho writes a libel
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calculated and intended to produce a riot be acquitted,because his motive was

generous indignation against a real grievance ? By making the intention of

the writer, the test of his criminality a great risk of this result is incurred.

A Jury can hardly be expected to convict a man whose motives they

approve and sympthize with, merely because they regard his intention

with disapproval. An intention to produce disaffection is illegal, but the

motive for such an intention may be one with which the Jury would

strongly sympathize and in such a case it would be hard even to make
them understand that an acquittal would we against their oath."

I do not ask you to take into consideration merely motive or merely

intention. But do not inferthe intention merely from the fact that the Arti-

cle contains certain words that are likely to be construed in a peculiar

way. What I say is, do not infer intention by an abstract principle of law

but from fact. That is my point. I do not want to confuse you. Motive

is an element to be considered in arriving at the intention. What
is intention ? Unless you ccnsider the motive fully you cannot know
the intention fully. Intention may be inferred from the legal fiction

that a man intends the natural consequences of his acts. But if there are

circumstances before you to show that the motive of the man was

different, then surely you would not be justified in returning a

verdict of guilty. Intention and motive are both to be considered. I am
going into the the history of the Law directly. The word in the Section

is "attempt" (Reads Sec. 124A ) . The words are not "whoever pub-

lishes" but "whoever attempts". It does not say merely "publishes." If

it did, it would then have the legal addition that whoever publishes must

mean the natural consequences of his acts. 'Attempt' means the act carried

to its fullest extent, short only of success. Of course you need not trouble

yourself about the success, but you must show that there is that kind of

attempt. If there is an inferior attempt you must charge me under Sec.

511. I am not charged under Sec. 511, but under Sec. 124 A.'

So what we have to consider in this case is whether the word attempt

includes both intention and motive. That is the idea in the illustration

I gave you about the man who commits theft with the best motive.

If intention and motive are right at the two points the act lies evenly

between them. If the motive and intention are the same, it is a

straight act. When an offence and an attempt are punishable with a

similar punishment, the attempt must be carried to its fullest extent.

About motive and intention I contend we are bound by the law as it

exists. The word attempt is not defined and unless the Legislature takes

it into its mind to modify the law, as it did in I897, the Section must

continue to mean a full attempt. It may be contended that I am
explaining to you a new doctrine and that it is inappropriate and far-

fetched, and it is likely to be said that it only arises from a certain imagina-

tion of mind which the Legislature never intended. I have quoted the

definition of Sir Lawrence Jenkins and of Justice Batty in Bhala Case, from

the Bombay Law Reporter of 1900. The word attempt is defined by the

learned Chief Justice as follows C Reads j. This is the explanation of at-

tempt given to the Jury by the learned Chief Justice in a case of sedition.
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It is also quoted by Mr. Justice Batty who says that an attempt is a
premeditated act short of accomplishment. These are the three definitions

given by the learned Judges and all cf them have been given in connection
with the recent sedition cases. So that, gentlemen of the Jury, what I

have stated is the correct view of the law. It is not distorted by me or
drawn by me but it is a correct view of the law taken by responsible and
learned Judges and so explained to the Jury in trials where the charge
has been of Sedition. I do not wish to strain the law in my own interest in
an excited state of mind, but it is the correct law of the land and so long
as the word attempt remains there it will be the law of the land and must
be so interpreted.

Now having fortified my position in reply to a possible objection by the
Prosection ,1 shall place before you the history of the trouble which has brought
about the change of Law in England and I will show you the way how Juries
in England have been acting. It is often said that English and Indian Law
is the same. The learned Counsel for the Crown says that Sec. 124A is

the law as it exists in both countries. I quite agree with him, but it is

not administered in the same way. And I want to show you it is with you,
gentlemen of the Jury, to administer the law properly. The fault will not
be of the law but will be of the Jury in this case if the law is not properly
administered. The entire question is left to you for your decision. Don't
think that you have not the power. We often speak of a Judge-made law
but there is also the Jury-made law, though that distinction is not yet to be
found in law books. The liberty of the Press is under the Jury-made law.
It is not the law made by Legislature, it is not made by Judges, it is

entirely a Jury-made law. Juries have frequently to refuse to take
a particular view of the case inspite of the Judge's charge to the
contrary. Juries have an independent position, they have certain prescribed
rights, and they must exercise them. They will fail in their duty if they do
not do so and deprive the subjects of the protection against the arbitrary
use of power. Juries are the bulwark of our liberty, I want to explain to you
by what this result has been achieved as I think you will be the better able
thereby to discharge your functions as Jurors in this case. The question,
gentlemen of the Jury, first arose in 1792, in what is known as the Dean of

St. Assaph's case. It is also known as the Shipey case. It was in fact a
remarkable struggle between Jurors, Lawyers, Statesmen and others.

They wanted more freedom for the Press and Public Meetings, but the
law would not allow it. You, gentlemen, who are Englishmen know that
your ancestors fought for this Liberty. During the reign of James II

he issused a Writ of Indulgence to seven Bishops who refused to

accept it. They were tried and the Jury persisted in returning a verdict of
' not guilty. ' The Judges did not like it; there was a row and eventually
the law of the land prevailed. There Js another case of the same type.
But I am not going to trouble you with all the cases. The case of the
Dean of St. Asaph was the first case in which this point was raised.
The old Law of England was this. There were three things to be considered
in a Seditious Libel case and with two of these, publication and inuendoes,
the Jury had to deal ; and the Judges insisted that the Jury had nothing to do
with intention. They said if a Jury was satisfied that the writings were
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published and that the inuendoes were correct it was for them to say so,

and that it was for the Judges to infer intention; and their formula was
that 'every man intends the natural consequences of his acts.' The Jury said

"that is a wrong procedure, we don't agree with youandwe cannot convict

the man." There was a fight; the Jury's cause was espoused by Lord
Erskine and the Judges were represented in this controversy by Lord

Mansfield. Those were very troublesome times in 1792 during the period

of the French Revolution and the contagion had spread through all parts of

Europe. It was an exciting time. I think that it was in 1792 that the

French Republic was established and it was in 1792 that Fox's Libel Act

was passed. That was the general condition of the country when the

Dean of St. Asaph was charged. It was a very peculiar case. The
objections in that case, and the arguments of Lord Erskine in moving for

a Writ of Impeachment and a new trial, are regarded as a master-piece of

eloquence and learning combined. I think the times here in India are

exactly the same as they were in England in 1792. There is

unrest. That is admitted. And with the object of stopping it

Government thinks that some people must be prosecuted and deported

if possible to the Andamans or to Australia. It is not convenient, in their

opinion, to have some persons at large. The case is exactly of the same type

as the cases which were tried in England between 1792 and 1800, or a

few years before 1792. I put it down as 1780. There was then a regular

age of prosecutions, a great crop of prosecutions for Libel and Sedition just

as we have it in India now. A number of cases for Sedition were being tried

there as they are now being tried here. The parallel is exact, and the

lesson which I wish to draw from it is very important. The trouble arose

at that time in this way. You know Sir William Jones, the great traustator

of Shakuntala. He was a Judge of the High Court at Calcutta and was
afterwards a Judge of the Supreme Court. He wrote a pamphlet in which,

in the form of a dialogue between a farmer and a gentleman, the political

relations between the Government and the people were discussed. He
sent it for publication to his brother-in-law the Dean of St. Asaph from
Calcutta. There are some extracts from the pamphlet given in Erskine's

Speeches Volume 1 pages 97,98 and 99. I am not going to read to you the
whole dialogue and take up your time; but there is one important pointinit.
I will read one paragraph (Reads—" In the year 1783, soon after the

conclusion of the calamitous war in America, the public attention was
veiy warmly and generally turned throughout this country towards the
necessity of a reform in the representation of the people in the House of

Commons. Several societies were formed in different parts of England
and Wales for the promotion of it; and the Duke of Richmond and Mr. Pitt,

then the Minister, took the lead in bringing the subject before Parliament.

To render this great national object intelligible to the ordinary ranks
of the people, Sir William Jones, then an eminant barrister in London,
and afterwards one of the Judges of the Supreme Court of Judicature at
Bengal, composed a dialogue between a scholar and a farmer as a vehicle
for explaining to common capacities the great principles of society and
government, and for showing the defects in the representation of the peo-
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pie in the British Parliament. Sir William Jones having married a sister

of the Dean of St. Asaph, he became acquainted with and interested in

this dialogue, and recommended it strongly to a committee of gentlemen

of "Flinlshire who were at that time associated for the object of reform,

where it was read, and made the subject of a vote of approbation. The
Court party, on the other hand, having made a violent attack upon this

committee for the countenance thus given to the dialogue, the Dean of

St. Asaph, considering (as he himself expressed it) that the best means

of justifying the composition, and those who were attacked for their ap-

probation of it, was to render it public, that the world might decide the

controversy, sent it to be printed &c." The object of this dialogue

was to show that the people were not properly represented in

Parliament, that Parliament required to be reformed. This was
before the Reform Act was passed. The question was whether Parliament

ought to be reformed or not. That phamplet was placed before a

committee formed for the purpose of reforming Parliament and was

published. This was regarded as a seditious procedure. The whole case

came before a Judge and Jury of the day. The Judge was Mr. Justice

Buller, the Counsel for the defence was Mr. Erskine. The whole case was
argued and the Judge said that it was for him to say whether the intention

was seditious or not and for the Jury to say if it was published and if the

inuendoes were correct. He said it was for the Judge to say whether it

was libel or no libel. That was in 1792. The Jury was asked in that case to

return a verdict of guilty because the pamphlet was published and because

there were certain insinuations in it which cast reflections on the then Gov-
ernment of England and the Judge thought there was a particular insinua-

tion which showed seditious intention. Mr. Erskine defended the accused

very strongly. He said the doctrine was absurd. He went into the history of

the Criminal Law of England and treated Sedition just liice murder.

It was not merely a question of law. The question before the Court
was whether there v/as seditious intention which was not a question of law,

but of mixed law and fact, or of pure fact. It was entirely a question for

the Jury; you cannot take it from the Judge. Lord Erskine urged that

they should not return the verdict just as the Judge asked them to do.

What did the Jury do ? They returned a verdict of " not guilty of seditious

intention", but, they said, if you want the word " guilty " in the verdict,

we will say "guilty of publication only''. There was an interesting conver-
sation between Lord Erskine and the Jury as follows:

—

Associate:—Gentlemen, do you find the defendant guilty or not ?

Foreman :—Guilty of publishing only.

Mr. Erskine :—You find him guilty of publishing only ?

A Juror :—Guilty only cf publishing.

Mr.Justice Buller. I believe that is a verdict not quite correct. You
must explain that one way or the other as to the meaning of the innue-
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ndoes. The indictment has stated that G. means Gentlemen, F. Farmer,
the King the King of Great Britain, and the Parliament the Parliament

of Great Britain.

One of the Jury :—We have no doubt of that.

Mr. Justice Buller :—If you find him guilty of publishing, you must

not say the word only.

Mr. Erskine :—By that, they mean to find there was no sedition.

A Juror. We only find him guilty of publishing. We do not find

anything else.

Mr. Erskine. I beg your Lordship's pardon with great submission.
I am sure I mean nothing that is irregular. I understand they say, '"We

only find him guilty of publishing.'

A Juror. Certainly; that is all we do find &c. &.c.

It is an historical dialogue. That was a very interesting case. It

was a struggle between Juries and Statesmen on the one hand,
and lawyers and judges on the other. Now although that verdict

was returned by the Jury, the Judge found the accused guilty and
convicted the man. This was considered to be a wrong judgment
in that case. There were other cases but I am not going to take up
your time because I have to refer to cases since 1792. In the case

just referred to, Lord Erskine moved for a new trial and to set aside the
judgment. The matter came before Lord Mansfield who heard Lord
Erskine's arguments but refused the application. He, however, directed

the notice of parliament to the matter and that was how the Fox's Libel
Act was passed in 1792. It was taken up iu the House of Commons and
the House of Lords. The popular argument was that the state of the
mind in a case of Sedition as in cases of murder and theft must be left to

the Jury to decide. Judges have certain formuloe. It saves the Judge
much trouble if he has a ready made maxim or legal formula such as

"a manimust intend the natural consequences of his acts. "It is like a doctor
prescribing mixture No. lor No. 2. But then what is left for the jury? They
have only to say whether the writing is published or not and if so whether
the inuendoes are correct or not. Out of the three questions two were left

to the Jury and one was left to the Judge. Erskine argued that this was not
sound law. It is not in accordance with British Justice or tradition.

Again where there was struggle between Government and the people, the
Jury in England had to be unanimous. It does not matter whether a Jury
is unanimous or not in a case of theft, because the interests involved are

the interests of a particular person. But as between Government and the
people the method of trial by Jury is most important. It is, therefore, that
you are the bulwark of the liberty of discussion, and of the Press.'

Judges are bound down by precedent. The Judge ignores the importance
of the matter and follows the precedent in order to keep up the current of

the decisions of his predecessors; and they maintain these decisions
because they say uniformity of practice must be maintained. They say it

is the law of the land ; we cannot change it. As you know, in England,
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after a time, the law became fixed and tlie legislature had to ccme inT

Till then the Jury must take it into their own hands. Judges may not
know when this stage is reached, and that is really how the Court of

Equity in England came to be established. The special Court of Equity has
the matter placed before it now-a-days, and eventually the matter is taken
to Parliament. Before that, in 1792, the state of things was entirely

different. The people had to struggle against this doctrine and when they
had struggled in very many cases, they refused to say that a man had
been guilty of seditious intention. They said publication and inuendoes

were proved, but as regards intention they did not say anything. It was
not a verdict of guilty. It was a verdict of publication only. The matter was
eventually taken to Parliament. Lord Mansfield represented the views of

the Judges in the house of Lords while Mr. Erskine took up the cause of

the people in the House of Commons. The Act was passed in 1792 and is

consists of four sections. It was stated that it was not the Judge who was to

decide intention from the article, and in consequence of the Act the Jury
had to decide upon it. Now that is Act 32 of George IV. Chapter
360 and the enactment can be found in Erskine's speeches. I v^^ill

read the Act to you. It is only a short Act, containing 4 clauses.

(See Appendix. ) It is to be found in the Statute Book and in

other works of Criminal Law. The controversy that the jury should
decide the question of intention is the chief point of the 1st clause.

Now the jury had to give a verdict on the whole matter, including inten-

tion, finally taking intention to be a question of fact and not of law.

So you see in a clear legislative enactment that you will not be
charged to find the prisoner guilty. It is left to your discretion. You will not
be charged by the Judge to say by reading the documents or acting on the

maxim that a man intends the consequences of his deeds that the accused
is guilty or not guilty in this case. You must take the surrounding cir-

cumstances. The Judge may give you his opinion or not. In England it is the
practice not to express an opinion. Of course you must be guided by him. He
must give you his assistance. This Act is not intended for the purpose of

exciting Juries to rise against the Judges. It is not intended to excite dis-

affection between Judges and Juries. But you cannot be asked by the Prose-

cution or Judge to find that since the maxim is an accepted maxim, a man
must be presumed to intend the consequences of his act. There you need
not go any further than this Act. It was all decided by Fox's Act of 1792.

Pitt was Prime Minister at that time, and Hansard's Parliame-

ntary report for that time is very interesting reading in regard to

this matter. The Act leaves discretionary power to the Judge.
The Act says that a Judge may or may not give his opinion. For
some time the practice was for Judges to give their opinion. After-

wards they thought that it was a discretionary matter and it was better

in the interests of justice not to giv^ an opinion. That is the law in

England. Those times were exciting times, and unrest prevailed

in England, and in ever\' other country in Europe. It was the time of

the French Revolution. Of course this struggle was very keen and
it was an act of wise statesmanship to solve the matter in the

interests of the people, and the Parliament took the matter in hand and
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passed the law which has been in force from 1792 upto the present time?
I will refer to a few cases after that in order to show how that Act was
administered and was carried out in general practice. Since that da^- it

is now entirely in the hands of the Jury to return a verdict of guilty or
not guilty. If you think the man is not honest, that a man is not writing
in the interest of the public, and is a fanatic, and that he goes against
the current of public opinion, then return a verdict of guilty; but if you
are convinced, not merely by publication but by considering all the
surrounding circumstances, if you come to the conclusion that by anything
the man says his real object has been contrary, you must return a verdict

of not guilty. You move among the people, you know what is going on.
As Mr. Erskine said, it is impossible for a Jury to misconceive the mo-
tives of the accused. The authorities may, the Executive Government may
misconceive, but it is impossible for the Jury to do so-

So therefore you can never be dependent upon the support of an arbi-

trary Government, What is the real safe-guard of liberty in England? The
Jury. If any 12 men taken at random from my countrymen say that my
conduct is blamable certainly I have no right to complain. I am living

amongst them, and if the people around me don't like my writings or my
views, I have no right to force them down their throats. That was the
provision of the English Statute enacted by the Jury Act of 1792, and that

Statute safeguards the liberty of tbe English people in matters of speech,
in matters of meetings, of public discussion, and of public writings. The
whole test is this and that is what is laid down by Ivord Kenyon
who says the law of sedition in England is that you can write any-
thing or say anything that 12 of your countrymen approve of. The un-
animity of the Jury is another safeguard. Happily for India the law is the

same here in Bombay. I am glad in one sense that the case has been
brought to Bombay, and that it is to be tried by Judge and Jury, and not
by a Magistrate. One of the undesirable reforms of 1898 is that the offence

of sedition is triable by a First Class Magistrate. That is the law and I

knew that the Presidency Magistrate could have tried me. And it is exactly

for this reason that the law should be administered upon a more equi-

table basis, that these cases are brought before the High Court, or a Ses-

sions Court and tried by a Jury or Assessors. And if there is any safeguard

for the people it is because their own countrymen are empanelled upon
the Jury and asked to say if the writings are seditious or not. If you libel

a private individual it is defamation; if you libel Government it is sedition.

That is the necessary qualification.

Now the first case that arose in England after 1793 is the case of

Regina vs. Lambert and Perry in 1793. It is the case which has been
referred to by Counsel for the Crown and was the 2nd case against these

gentlemen. That case was reported in 22 State Trials, Col. 9 85. It

is reported also in Erskine Vol. 1, page 405. There was a -second case

against the same men referred to by Counsel for the Crown. That was at

the end of 1810, and is reported in State Trials on p. 305. Now gentle-

men, the facts of the case are that these men were Editors and Proprie-

tors of the ''^ Morning Chronicle, ^"^ It is a Newspaper case (Reads).

The trial was the first after Fox's Act of 1792. Now there are certain
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statements here veiy similar. Reform of Government was asked for (reads

down to "we say that the expenses mnst be reduced.") The first demand is

for economy, just as we are demanding it here. (Reads down to "dignity of the

nation" j. AVe are complaining of the same thing here. It is no use extending

the limits of British India, while famines and poverty are ruling in the land.

( Reads down to " Military extravagance"). That is one of the com-
plaints made at the Congress in India today. In the same strain this

o-oes on to ask for reforms in a peaceful and constitutional way.

Now there is a summary of this in Stephens' History of Criminal

Law Vol. 2 P. 367 (Reads). That was matter published in 1793,

immediately after the passing of this Libel Act. What do you think

would have been the result of such publication before 1792? Every Judge
in England would have pronounced it seditious. Fortunately the Act
had been passed and was a few months old. Mr. Erskine appeared for

the defence and made a very eloquent speech (reads-" Mr. Erskine
repeated the very arguments which he had used on the previous

occasions ). These were exciting times. It was the time of

the French Revolution. The jury returned a verdict of guilty of

publication. Lord Kenyon would not receive it. He said " that is not a

verdict I shall accept from you ". The first verdict amounted to 'guilty

with no malicious intent'. Finally the Jury returned a verdict of not

guilty. The case is reported in No. 22 State Trials, Col. 985. This is

how the proceedings are reported here (Reads from " the jury then with-

drew " down to " a verdict of not guilty"). That was the first case

after the Act of 1792 was passed. Another very interesting case of sedi-

tion was Rex. Vs. Reeves, reported in 26 State Trials Col. 530. It is also

referred to in the history of Criminal Law in England by Stephens, p. 367.

"The immediate effect of the Libel Act was, as appears from these

cases to make the Juries ex post facio censors of the press. " It is

written in a despondent tone. He did not approve of the law as it

was. I might remind you that it was Stephen who framed the Penal Code
Code for India in 1870, and he framed Section 124 A under which I am
charged. He also framed the Contract Act and he was a great writer and
a learned man. He was of the old Tory type. He did not approve of

government by the people. He believed the old direct government
was the best. He looked upon Monarchy as a tree, and the

House of Lords, and the House of Commons as only branches, or orna-

mental foliage of the tree. Mind, it was a prosecution made by the

sanction of the Parliament. It was an observation against Parliament

and its institutions, fReads down to " return this verdict " j. Lord
Ellenborough was the Attorney prosecuting, and Lord Kenyon was the

presiding Judge. In fact the Jury did not agree with the view which
was propounded in the pamphlet, but they thought it was the right

of every Englishman to plainly express his view, the motive being of a
reformation of the English Constitution. He was himself the author of

a Histroy of English law. That being his motive the Jury said he was not
guilty. So you see what the right of a Jury had been since 1792, I was
talking to you of intention and motive; if you are convinced that the

motive is good, that it honestly asks for the reform of certain institutions it
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is not seditious. You may not like these views or those reforms. You
might have quite different views from the writer; that is immaterial. You
cannot find him guilty on that. The question is not difference of opinion

which you have to decide. Today I am in the dock for opinions which I

have promulgated. If you want reform, you might be in the dock tomorrow !

You have not to decide whether you accept my views or not; you may
consider it to be an absurd view, a view that ought not to have been
put in that way. That is a different question altogetner. What I say is

what liberty I have now you will have tomorrow; what liberty you would
deprive me of by your verdict will be denied to you tomorrow. It is a

question of the rights of individuals to propound certain views;

.whether those views are right or wrong, you must consider this from

the point of view of a common citizen-whether every citizen should

or should not have the right to express his views. We have to

try to convert the majority to our views. We try to create and
keep up public opinion. If it is in the direction of reform and progress

you are bound to return a verdict of not guilty. You may be quite

prejudiced against the man in society. If it were a case of having a

dinner with the man it would be a different matter. But this is a question

of the right of public discussion, to which you are equally entitled as myself,

and it is from that point of view that you have to decide the question.

Another case to which I will refer you is Rex Vs. John Burns in 1886

reported in 26. State Trials Col. 596 f Reads from "in this case the prisoner

was charged with sedition") . This was about a meeting for a political pur-

pose , for advocating certain political re forms .Now at that meeting the defend-

ant was reported to have said that it was the object to obtain reform "by
fair means if posj:ible" ("Reads down to "would shed his blood on the field

or on the scaffold"). The speaker, gentlemen, is today the President

of the Board of Trade in the English Cabinet. He said that

they were moving in a perfectly constitutional manner but-(reads

"if the Government continues obstinate" down to "scaffold").

I am quite sure that if this case had "Secured in 1792, the Judge

would have said " this is sedition, and the mau must be depor-

ted ". But the Jury knew the man and for what purpose the Association

to which he belonged was established. It was for the liberty of the people

that they were fighting. They knew the state of the country at the time.

Language like that was held innocent, and not likely to excite feelings

of disaffection. I will read to you the verdict. It is a verdict of not

guilty. I will now refer you to another case taken up in 1810, and

a passage from which was read to you by the learned Counsel for the

Crown. It was the second case against Lambert and Perry. I read to you

an abstract from the summing up of Lord EHenborough, who defined

what are the elements of the liberty of the Press, and the license of

the Press. The extract was quoted to you to show what was the liberty of

the Press according to Law and what was license. But there is no use in

quoting from the summing up of a Judge; you want to know what the

verdict of the Jury is. The liberty of the Press depends upon the

commonsense view and not the view of the law. The Jury has not to

decide merely from the summing up of the Judge. The Judges have
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to take the verdict of the Jury. This is the safeguard of liberty.^

You are the law-makers in this case. As I have said it is Jury-

made law, and not Judge- made law. In 1810, just a hundred years ago,

the " Manchester Chronicle " was charged for the second time (Reads

down to " total change of system ")
;
just the same as we have been as-

king for. If Bureaucracy be a Policy, Bureaucracy is not the Government.'

It is a system of Government. ( Reads on down to " the whole course of

his policy "J. That is the dictum of Lord Ellenborough. If we say that a

king is mistaken in his policy, that is not Sedition ( Reads verdict of

jury; also reads Lord EHenborough's charge down to *' degrades his

Majesty ".) It is a question of intensity. There are errors and deficiencies

in Government, there is nothing seditious in saying it. There would be

no progress otherwise. England would not have been what she is but

for the liberty of the Press. (Reads down to '* Rebellion ".j The jury

immediately pronounced them not guilty. Gentlemen, I wish that the

Counsel for the Prosecution had quoted the paragraph that I have just

read to you. Never mind; now we will proceed to the charge of Lord El-

lenborough. I shall read it to you. (Reads ^. The same view of the Law
prevails upto now. There have been other cases where the prisoners have

been convicted. I don't want to conceal that from you; possibly the Prose-

cution might read to you some of them. The principle is established in

England and, gentlemen, I ask you to put it into practice in India as the

net consequence of the word " attempt " in section 124A. I have read

this passage to you with the object of informing you that the word won't

stand alone if you value the meaning which I have suggested. There are

cases since the publication of the Fox's Libel Act in 1792 and the same
law is followed here. I shall presently read to you some findings of the

Jury in libel cases. These are tried by means of a Jury and a Judge. I think

it is the practice in this Court to leave the whole matter to you. That
means that the law here is the same as in England since 1792. That
means that the Judge will sum up and leave the whole matter to you.'

That means that you will not* act on the direction that a man is to be

'

presumed " to mean the consequences of his act." The Jury has the

right to decide not merely from the legal fiction but from a general con-

sideration oi the whole. There are various other circumstances. What
is the motive of the publication, what are the other facts which influence

the writer ? If his motives are good, if he is trying to secure constitutional

rights of the people, trying in a fair way and a persevering manner, he is

entitled to express his views fully and fearlessly. It would not be fair to

obstruct him in expressing these views. It would be coming in the way
of the progress of the country to do so. These are your traditions. We
admire them. So long as we admire them you are pleased, but as soon as

jwe begin to imitate them you call it seditious. That is what English
education has done for the community. What does Government say

/here ? Well, since you try doing things that way it is rather inconvenient

to the men in power. They have long enjoyed absolute arbitrary power.
We are fighting against it. It is a great struggle between the bureaucracy
and the people. We want you to support it. We want you to support us

here in the same way as the Juries did in England. I have read to you
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the views of the English Juries in 1792. It took a long time for the juries
to establish this principle that it is for you fjuries) to say what is

sedition and what is not. Make the law as strict as you can. The law
will take care of itself. We are not so concerned with the law as with the
rights of the Jury. So long as we have our own people in the Jury we
are quite certain that the law may be of itself rigid, but that will not avail
in the administration of justice. That is why you are called the o-uardians

of the liberty of the Press. I will read to you from Cox's Criminal I^aw,
page 51, the charge of Lord Fitzgerald in the case Rex Vs. Sullivan
fReads down to "arbitrary power"). ''Arbitrary power" that is the
expression I used some time ago. You are the protectors of the press.
It is a sacred duty which you have to perform. You have to judge of

put an innocent interpreta-
tion upon it if you can. It is a principle of I^aw that every man is
considered innocent till he is proved guilty. That is the law that they
followed in this case. In the summing up the Judge said (Reads from
the charge ) . We have a right to complain if India is to be gov-
erned in a completely arbitrary manner. But India is governed by
a nation having respect for the liberty and the freedom of the Press,
which sacrificed some of its best men for it. Although the Bureaucracy
here may feel the inconvenience of the principle, it is your duty, gentlemen"
to stand between us of the press and those people and protect us. You
are the guardians of our liberties. I say we want local self-Government,'
local Home-rule, whatever you may call it. Government at once says 'there
they are; they are discontented and they want a share in the Government.
They are acting disrespectfully.' Is it not derogatory to our self-respect

and prestige ? And if the matter is to be considered like this and the law
of sedition is to be considered so rigidly as this, in every case the accused
will be found guilty. We had better not have trials at all. It will
remain in the hands of Government to send a man to the Andamans
without trial. It is not sedition to complain to Government and to
ask for a share in its powers. It is not seditious to find fault with
or to advocate the reformation of the administration. If that is the
law in England it is also the law here. If the English Juries take this

view of the law I request you to act in the same spirit and take the same
view and say that although you have come out to India, you have the
same view and respect for the same traditions that the English Juries have.
Further on you will find (Reads "province of the Press" "down to protec-
tion from the jury"). There are some who say that juries have nothing to
do with motive, whether the writing was intended for publication
and whether the writer was actuated by a desire to further the cause
of the people. I say that they don't understand the law on the
subject of the liberty of the Press. This much is allowed. I have
not come here to ask an indulgence of any kind at your
hands. If you think that I am writing, that I am fighting, for the
liberty of the people, for a change in the constitution, for a reform
of Government, then it will be your duty to return a verdict of not guilty.
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AVhether you approve of my views or not, so long as you are convinced

of my good motive you need not depend on the legal fiction which I

have referred to previously. It is not your business to depend upon this

fiction of the law which has been adopted in a number of convictions, as

there are also a number of exceptions to it. Finally I refer you to the

case of Rex. Vs. Burns, Hyndman and Ors, which is reported in Vol. 16

of Cox's Criminal Cases at page 365. It was tried by Justice Cave and his

charge to the jury is given here.

The direction of the Judge on this point v/as as follows :
— '

' I am unable

to agree entirely with the Attorney General when he says that the real

charge is that though these men did not incite or contemplate disorder,

yet, as it was the natural consequence of the words they used, they are

responsible for it. In order to make out the offence of speaking seditious

words, there must be a criminal intent upon the part of the accused; they

must be words spoken with a seditious intent ; and although it is a good
working rule, to say that a man must be taken to intend the natural conse-

quences of his acts, and it is very proper to ask a Jury to infer, if there is

nothing to show the contrary, that he did intend the natural consequences
of his acts, yet, if it is shown from other circumstances that he did not

actually intend them, I do not see how you can ask a jury to act upon
what has then become a legal fiction. X X X x The maxim that a

man intends the natural consequences of his acts is usually true, but it may
be used as a way of saying that, because reckless indifference to probable

consequence is morally as bad as an intention to produce those consequen-
ces, the two things ought to be called by the same name, and this is at

least an approach to a legal fiction. It is one thing to write with a distinct

intention to produce disturbances and another to write violently and reck-

lessly matter likely to produce disturbances." Now, if yen apply that last

sentence to the speaking ot words, of course it is precisely applicable to

the case now before you. it is one thing to speak with a distinct intention

to produce disturbances, and another thing to speak recklessly and \'iolently

of what is likely to produce disturbances (R. v. Burns 1886) (16 Cox C. CJ
366.) The Jury returned a verdict of not guilty^

The next case to which I wish to draw your attention is a case in

America recorded by Stephens in his History of the Criminal L,aw. What
liappened in England happened in America. This legal fiction was taken
Irom England to America by the settlers. It occured in 1735. The
Americans had not yet established their Independence and the Colonial

Oovernment there tried to carry out this fiction from old records. The same
arbitrary power characterised the Government in America. The case was
that of Zenger reported in 12 American State Trials page 675 in the year
1735. I have not got that book here but I will read to you a passage from
that trial as quoted in a newspaper here fiom Booth's History of New
York. The facts of the case are very interesting ( Reads "In 1734
Cressby, then Governor of New York" &c. Vide Defence Exhibit no.

^

The acts of Government were very severely criticised. It was not a
republican form of Government then, but a Colonial form of Government.'
Hamilton occupied the same position in this case as Erskine in England.'
Hamilton fought for the Liberty of the Press in America as Erskine
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fought for it in England. This was a case that depended upon innuendoes,

not so much upon direct attack on the Government, but it was contended

that certain innuendoes introduced into the articlas or invented or

whatever you may call it were intentional. Then the doctrine it

laid down was that '' A libel was so much more dangerous if true. Don't

take the person into account nor the state of society into account: don't

take the motives into account. Take the writings and upon them convict

him." ( Reads " in this case the Governor became the representative of

the Crown "J. For that purpose the Government is represented by the

Crown, In this country every policeman calls himself a representative

of the Crown. C Reads down to " libel is not sedition";. Innuendoes

go for nothing, that is what Erskine contended in the Dean of

St. Asaph's case. And there are besides other authorities such as Locke on

Government, which say that taken by themselves they are not seditious.

There is a passage in the Bible which says "there is no God etc." If you

leave out "the fool hath saidinhis heart" then it is held to be blasphemy.

If a man writes a pharse like that from the Bible there are people who

would bring a charge of blasphemy against him and ask the Jury to give a

verdict of guilty. Hamilton's argument was similar to that (Reads on down

to "there's the innuendo";. So by the help of these innuendoes innocent

words in any writing can easily be converted into a seditious libel.

The Court then rose for tiffin
.^

( Resumed after tiffin on Thursday )
.'

My Lord and Gentlemen of the Jury, I think that I have sufficiently

laid before you my view of the meaning of Sec. 124 A and I am not going

to try your patience further on the point. It is a delicate matter, and his

Lordship would direct you on this point in summing up the case. There

are some questions which I should like to call your attention to, and there

are some points of 153 A which I think I ought to go into at once as they are

points which I desire to raise in my defence. My view of the law as I have

stated is that you cannot merely read the Articles, apply the legal fiction

and give a verdict. There are a number of circumstances to be considered.

For what purposes were the articles written? Were they written for the

purpose of exciting disaffection ? If you think that they were written

with the motive or object of exciting disaffection then you are entitled to

return a verdict of guilty. If I succeed in showing, which I hope to do,

that these Articles were written for a definite purpose, a purpose which is

perfectly legitimate, then you are bound to return a verdict in my favour.

Let us come to that point. I have already given you the history of the

Law of Libel in England during the last hundred years and I think the law

in England and India is the same. The Jurymen are the real Judges.

This is the fact that has made libel actions so rare in England.

If you take that view and enter the same spirit as the jurymen in England

I dare say that libel actions will be as rare in India as in England.
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Im the case which I quoted to you yesterday—case of the Dean of St.
Asaph-the question was what was the purpose for which the pamphlet was
published ? Mr. Erskine told the Jury that if that purpose was proved there
was no reason to doubt that. Now in the articles before you there are clear
indications of the purpose for which these articles have been written. I say
clear indications. The first article states the reason for which I have
written it. It is Ex. C in this case and is dated 12th May 1908 and at

page 5 at the bottom of the page you will find it stated. There is a clear

_

indication at the bottom of the article of the purpose for which the article

I

has been written . Why should you disbelieve it ? What evidence has
;
been produced by the Prosecution to show that this is not really the reason

j
for the writing of this article ? Absolutely no evidence except the legal

I fiction. There is no reason for you to suppose that a man has any other
end in view. It is clearly stated in the article itself. You find that on the first

page line 28. I would come to the question of the translations afterwards.
They are faulty. You see that I am answering the objections raised in the
Anglo-Indian Press. Then you will see on page 3,Hne 13th a clear statement.
Then again there is a reference in the article showing that the article is

written for the purpose of refuting some of the articles which appeared
in the Anglo-Indian Press and for the purpose of giving correct advice,
according to my view, to Government at this time. You may think that
if I have advice to give I should go and say this to the officers ; but

; that is not the duty of the newspaper man. Whatever I have to say I say
in my newspaper. I am notpaid for visiting officers and I do not know
how my visits would be received. I express my views on pubHc matters of
interest frankly; and that would be expressing the views of my community.
When I have done that I have done but my duty. Newspapers, as I have
said, stand between the arbitrary power and and the people, and the press
represents public opinion to Government and this is particularly necessary
in the administration of the country. Government may have their officials
to represent the view of the people to them, but the view of the situation
from the official stand—point necessarily gets corrupted.

An opinion must be represented in an independent spirit if it his to have
any value. Now place yourself in my j^osition. Bomb-outrages take place at
the beginning of the twentieth century in Bengal. I represent a large por-
tion of the community in my paper ; Khudiram Bose has just been sen-
tenced; and I have to express myself on the subject; that is my duty,

whether the times are excited or peaceful ; and if the times are times of

unrest, it becomes the duty of a newspaper man to impress upon Govern-
ment the causes of that unrest. It is a ver>^ hard duty—a very thankless
duty and sometimes a very risky duty. I understand it very well, but it has
to be done. If the newspaper is to go on for the benefit of the people and
the interest of the Government, you cannot allow any other consideration

to interfere with your duty. We have not started these papers to earn
money only. We have started them to discuss current topics and pubHc
questions and for creating public opinion in the country. Whether what
Aye say be palatable or unpalatable to the people, or palatable or unpalatable
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to the Government, we have to make up our judgment on the spur of the
moment. If the incident takes place to-day and my paper is published to-

morrow I am bound to give my view upon it to-morrow. Perhaps it may
not be correct. Man is Uable to err, especially the man who writes on the

spur of the moment. There are party papers that take a different view of

the same matter and people learn to find out which view of the case is right.

It is said that this can only be done by public discussion and agitation
;

•well, that is exactly what the newspaper writer has to do, I suppose. These

articles were written in the performance of that duty and not for the purpose
of exciting disaffecticn against Government. That is my point; and if I

write in discharge of my public duty you cannot say that the Articles con-
tain here and there expressions which in peculiar circumstances might be
considered as likely to give rise to disaffection. Stating the case and writ-

ing one's views on a political question of the day is very different from sedi-

tion ; a critic may find fault with you ; but to question the writer's motive
is extremely ungenerous. I am not infallible; man is liable to err; but to

drag me out for sedition and for punishment for malicious attempt is,

gentlemen, to say the least, ungenerous—exceedingly cruel; you might or
might not have experience of my position and it is for this purpose that I

have to create around my articles, by reading certain extracts from other

papers, the atmosphere in which I worked at the time I wrote those articles.

It is quite necessary for you to realise my position at the time and see for

yourself what was the atmosphere created around me and what yoiL would
have done under the circmstances. That is the proper way of judging the

motives of a man, and the intention of a man; and the sevelal papers
that I have put in are papers which were lying before me at the time when
those articles were written and each of them contains arguments to which
I had to reply at that time. In a homogeneous country like England,
there are parties like Conservatives, Liberals, Radicals and Nationalists

;

€ach man takes his own view of public events. Take, for instance, the

Boer war; there were people who disapproved of it, though they were a very

small minority. The majority of the nation determined upon going to war
and the war did take place. Those who represented the view of the minority

used arguments in favour of the Boers, they were called the pro-Boer party;

the others used arguments against the Boers. So there was public opinion

discussed on both sides and from both points of view. That is the beauty

of a free press, which allows discussion in this way to the people of the

country upon a particular subject. Now to come to the point, if the deplo-

rable incident at Muzzafarpore had happened in England the people

would have been able to discuss their views freely. There was no difference

of opinion here as to the character of that deplorable event but the question

for Government to decide was how to prevent a reccurrence. What was
the cause of it ? This was a question which was perfectly legitimate as a

subject for discussion. Something very extra-ordinary takes place; something
that appeals to you as quite out of the way and public discussion is sure to

take place . You must realise what my position was and I am going to prove

that position by reading to you extracts from Anglo-Indian newspapers of

the time at which I was writing. Of course his Lordship has ruled that if

,we put in certain papers we shall lose the right of reply. I do not care for
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the riglit of reply, I care for truth. The whole historj- of this matter must be
before us. That is why I explained the law of intention to you yesterday at

such length. Suppose I say something in a club before the members in a dis-

cussion at the club in v/hich members were taking part. I make some obser-
vations. If yon consider my obser\-ations without taking into consideration

. what was said by the other members also }-ou are sure to carry away some
) wrong impression. The whole discussion must be taken into consideration,'

Thus to form your opinion about this Article, you must read the whole
article. This is admitted by the prosecution so far, but when we try to put
in the papers the}- object. Am I not entitled to put in a single contribution,
to the contro^•ersy ? I have read the views of other people, and have taken
part in the controversy on a ceilain incident ; I have had to modify my views
and where I disagreed with them I have had to say so. It is for that reason that
the freedom of the press is protected. When communities takepart in a dis

cussion, Anglo-Indians, Mahomedans, Hindus, and Parsees each discuss the
matter in their own way. in England, in every civilized countr}^, there are
parties. In India which is divided into communities public opinion is not
represented by parties formed on principles, but parties formed more or less

b>- different communities. Now take the Bomb incident. What was
the cause of it ? English papers rang on one note that the true cause of

it was the agitation carried on by journalists of different shades of opinion.
The ^^Pioneer'^ wrote about the "Cult of the Bomb" I wrote about the
"Secret of the Bomb." Whether my view is correct or the Pioneer^

&

view is correct is not the point. Perhaps yon wiU accept my view. Others
wiU accept the Pionccr^s view. When this was happening it was my
duty to write about it. I move in a commimity which has a particular view,'

and being one of them find that by consulting them I can see what my
community itself thinks of it. I do not say I take votes to decide the matter
but I am living amongst the members of the communitywhich I represent and
I am in constant touch Avith them and know the view they take. Necessarily
therefore I have to express the view of my community upon this important
question of the day. If I do not express my view in my own joiirnal I do not
know why I should continue to be the Editor and Proprietor of a Newspaper.'
I shall have to gi\-e up my post and make room for others . That being the
case, while there are different views formed as to the cause of this regrettable

incident, I have called it "A misfoilune of the Country." It is the heading
of my article. It is not that I am now asked for an opinion about the

regrettable incident but I have said it is the very hinge of my article on this

great misfortune. Well, and there are also other expressions which I will

have to point out to you. Now this misfortune having occurred w-e were
faced with two different kinds of views . One view was that it was due to

political agitation, from the Congress downwards or upwards. The
argument was something like this. The leaders of the Congress expressed
their own opinion merely, and the Congress was not a legislative assembl}-»

On the other side it is stated more strongly that the nationaUst party is to

blame. An attempt was made to show that the Bombs were the latest

outcome of the agitation of these people; and they said, "Well, if that is the
cause put a stop to the Congress and everything of the kind. This should
no longer be tolerated". That was the view put forward by the Pioneer

^
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Engltsnman, the Times of India ^ and even by the I^ondon Times.

I need not name the other papers. That was one view of the case.

That was the chain of the reasoning ; and what was the Go\'erninent to

do? Why to put a stop to everying with a high-hand. Now I ask you,

Gentlemen of the Jurj-, if you were the representati\'es of your com-

munity as I am of mine, ^what would you have done ? Evidently you

would have done what I did. The learned Advocate General said that if you

put any thing frankly, that is no offence. It was no_ offence to show

1'

that the following was the view of my commimity. My view was the view

of the Marathi-speaking people and of the Hindoos every where. You

charge me with exciting public feeling. If I show you that I did not excite

the people but only expressed public opinion and simply stated the public

^Jeeling and put that down in writing for the purpose of replying to the

arguments on the other side and for the information of the Government

how can you hold me to be guilty of sedition ? It is but my ^^'^
Secondly I am expressing piablic opinion and putting forward new Meas

which may not be approved of by ever>' commimity or which are peculiar

to this province. That is my defence and you have to judge of my defence

from that point of view. Our view evidently is that the Pioneer was

referring only to a certain number of the links of the chain. What is

the Congress agitation really for ? For the reform of the bureaucracy ! I

follow the Hue of argument of the Pioneer. I say you only discuss some

rungs of the ladder. I say that there is a hidden rung which I bring to the

public view. There is an old story; something Hke this. Ten men were sitting

round a table; each one was asked "how many are you here"? Each man
replied 'nine,' forgetting to count himself. This case is something Hke that.'

The bureaucracy forgets to count itself with the rest, putting it very

benevolently here. That is the view on one side. What is the view on the

other ? It is this ; we do accept your chain of reasoning and go a Httle further

on, we find that the constitution of the Congress is due to certain defects in

the bureaucracy. If you want to stop bombs now it will not do to put

down the Congress agitation ; but you ought to put down the bureaucracy

first or reform it. I know that some of you may not like this. That does

not matter. I have not come here with the object of forcing my view upon

you. The solution of the question ultimately rests with Governments
Government may take one view or other or favour one view or favour

the other. The Judge has to decide in a different manner altogether.

I know that when bureaucracy is not taken to task they like it; and when
|

we take them to task they do not like it. But we are perfectly justified in

putting forward our view; and when we do it we are charged with the

crime of setting one community against another. We find certain, liberty i

enjoyed by Anglo-Indians in India, whether officials or not; we are entitled

to enjoy the same amount of liberty. Administration would be impossible

but for this freedom of expression. We have every right to place our

views belore the Government and also the views of our community.

Every Indian journalist tries to put forward his view before the Govern-

ment both as regards the cause and the preventive measures to be adopted.

I have given my view regarding the causes and will go on now to the

preventive measures. The controversy is still going on and it is not yet
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ended. So these articles written from week to week have been written
upon materials, as those materials were accummulated every week. For the
first week we have a certain number of papers before us. A fortnight after

we get English opinion; we answer it from our own point of view and it be-
comes another contribution to the controversy. For a week or two we discuss
the Indian opinion, after that we discuss the English opinion; then a week
after new newspapers come to hand with new materials for dia[cussion, we
have to express our opinion upon it; as a matter of fact every week some-
thing happans ; somebody expresses his opinion either in the form of
a letter addressed to the newspaper or in an editorial. All this occurs and
it becomes a journalist's duty to represent the views of the community
and to write whether he agrees with them or not. It is not a matter of
choice, but of duty, and if a matter of duty, I ask you, gentlemen, what
could you have done under the circumstances ? Would you not have taken
the current topic or would you have been content with thinking that as the
times were disturbed, you should write on a religious subject or take up an
antiquarian subject and write of the latest researches ? I could not have
done it. It is for the discussion of current subjects that newspapers are
started and so long as I am independent and reply to the views of others I

am perfectly justified in taking my views, from the standpoint which
appears to me to be most efficatious. There is no question about it; and
this is the point of view from which these articles have to be considered;
iand not only with the help of the maxim that every man intends the
natural consequences of his acts. The Prosecution ought to have
put all these matters before you and not left it for the defence to do that.
All the facts, in fairness, ought to have been placed before you by the
Prosecution; instead of that they have taken the article and charged me
under 124 A; without looking whether it is covered by the first or second
part of the section, they placed it before the Magistrate, and before

you. They have read it to you, saying " here you are; if there are any
exculpating circumstances allow the defence to point them out." Certainly
I am not called here on the presumption that I am guilty. I want the
Prosecution first to point out how I have erred, taking into consideration
all the circumstances. The whole process is unfair as the burden has
been erroneously placed upon the defence. That cannot be done; otherwise it

becomes a simple matter. You have only to give an article bo the Translator's
Departtnent. Get it translated; pin on section 124 A to a few sentences and in
a few minutes the whole thing is done and the verdict obtained. Not only
that but I want to put in the papers containing the controversy and objection
is taken by the Prosecution. No witnesses have been called in this case, so

we cannot cross-examine them. If they had been called to show intention
we should have cross-examined them. It is allowed by law and therefore
would have been allowed by his Lordship. I say the process followed
here is not fair. Then about the translations you will see that there are
Certain distortions. There is a maxim in English " give a dog a bad name
and then hang him." I don't say anything about deliberate intention.
The process looks something like this. '"Get the articles translated; you
don't understand Marathi; don't worry; put in a few inuendoes from the
distorted translations and the whole thing is done.'^ I notice a very peculiar
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case, there is a sentence there (I did not put it) as to calling a rope a snake.'

It is a very common proverb in Marathi for expressing the idea of mis-

taking an innocent thing for an offensive one; for mistaking an innocent

man for a thief and punishing him as such. It is the same as giving a

dog a bad name and then haging him. But having been translated in the

fashion in which it is translated here, the learned Counsel for the Crown
hestened to draw the inference here that the writer by the word ' snake ',

refers to the Government. I read the translation to you. *
'It is no use

striking idly and continually a piece of rope after calling it a snake. "

This is an entirely distorted translation. I will read to you the original

Marathi ( Reads E) Now a translation like that is no translation at all.

The Oriental Translator said that the Printer's Devil came to his help. A
small ' k ' was turned into a capital ' K '

. Probably the printers are very

much afraid of sedition. They must have thought that if they set capital

/ K ' they would be quite safe. One refers to ' the King ' and the other to

,' kings ' in general. The other instance is xi^^"^- The Translator

thought that ' killing ' was a poor insignificant word, he wanted something

grand. ' Assasssiuation ' is a grand word. He would appear, he thought,

to have a greater command of the English language if he used such a

grand word as ' assassination. '

Your lyordship asked me if I was going to question the translations.

I said, Yes. In my own interest and in the interest of the cause I represent

I was bound to question the translations which were completely distorted.'

Gentlemen, that is the material on which you have to judge whether the

articles are seditious or not. That kind of translation will make anything

seditious. I submit that it is simply intolerable that conviction for sedition

should be based upon such translations. The errors may have been innocent-

ly made, but this is not the place where such errrors should be allowed.

Many of you here may have visited the laughing gallery that was exhibited

in the Exhibition held in Bombay a few years ago. There were displayed

in it two mirrors, one containing concave and another convex glasses.

On looking into those glasses, on the right and left, one found one's face

distorted in various ways, sometimes like the face of a monkey and some-

times like that of some other hideous being; but it was the self-same face

after all. So long as that laughing gallery was in the Exhibition one

really enjoyed the fun of it; but when that laughing gallery, so to say,

was placed in the Translator's department, it was a very serious thing

indeed. I am bound to protest against it. That is not the place really where

the laughing gallery should be placed; it is the last place in the world

where it should find a location. I think that after the discovery of such

distortions the proper course is either to get new translations made or to

acquit me altogether. Really speaking my articles are not the subject of the

charge. It is thes£ translations thatare the subjectof the charge. My articles

are in Marathi. You distort them. I do not mean you, gentlemen of the

Jury, but some one who is responsible for translation; and on the strength

of such distorted translations two serious charges have been brought

against me. If I succeed in showing that the wording of these translations

is not correct, that in itself is enough to insure my acquittal. Nothing

more is necessary. The words on which the Prosecution is
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likely to rely are found to be distorted images of the
original words. If that fact is once proved, even in the case of

ten words, how can you as reasonable men rely upon such translations ?

It is not my duty to cross-examine the translator and to see that every

word was properly translated. If I were to do so it would take four or five

da5fs to examine the witness. I have pointed out that the principal words
on which the Prosecution relies have not been correctly translated. For
instance, in line 10th page first of the first article, in the phrase " perv-er-

sity of the white official class "the word " perversity " is mistranslated,

and the word " white " is wrongly used. We may say instead " stubb-

ornness of the English bureaucracy." If we accept the phrase used in

the translation it takes away the whole sense of it. Furthur on, in line

28, we have the phrase " the oppressive ofiicial class ". Really it ought to

be " the despotic bureaucracy." This is a perfectly legitimate expression,

which, I say, has been used by every Indian writer on every political

subject. " Despotic bureaucracy "or " arbitrary bureaucracy" are the

phrases used for it both in Indian and English paper? and they are never
considered offensive. And because I had to represent in a few coined

words in Marathi these constitutional ideas which the High Court trans-

lator does not understand, I am brought here before you to be tried on a

charge of sedition. Then later on, there is the phrase *' tyrannical and
oppressive official class." I ask what the words are for '* tyrannical ",

and " oppressive " in the origianal. There are no such words in the

original. The phrase ought to have been rendered by "despotic and arbi-

trary official class " Now, when there are so many inaccuracies, would

you say that it is my duty to find out every mistake ? Certainly not.

I am not called here to correct the translations of the High Court transla-

tor gratis. ( L,anghter ).

The Judge:—• If decorum is not preserved in this Court I will have

the Court cleared.

The Accused:—I claim, therefore, that the charge is not maintainable.

I never knew that the articles coud be so horridly distorted. Marathi
langage is growing, and an attempt is here made to translate the Marathi
language of 1908 with the aid of a dictionary published full fifty years ago.

I knew that the High Court translator would take shelter in a dictionary;

but old fortifications cannot stand before new guns. In this way not

only these, but as I have explained in my statement, seveial words have
been wrongly rendered. I do not attribute any motive to the translator.

I have to say this in my self-defence, as the sword of Damocles is hanging
over my head. I wish these translations had been substituted by new ones.

And why was that course not takeu ? I asked the Advocate General
whether he wished to put in a new witness to testify to the correctness of

the translation ? He said. No. Then, am I to be tried on these distorted,

translations ? Why not acquit me ? There is the rule of law that if a

charge is shown to be faulty in any essential particular the defendant can
claim an acquittal or a retrial. Why is that not done when the trans-

lations are shown to be faulty in material portions ?
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Now, look at some words iu the second article, Ex. D. To begin
with, there is a sample. (Reads. " The fiend of oppression has taken
possession of the body of the Government of India " &c. ) The insinu-
ation is that we call the Government of India a fiend or Demon. There
is a common expression " evil genius has taken possession of you, " and
it applies here. I am thankful to the translator for not translating " demon
of oppression." Then, again, the phrase '' aberration of intellect." As I
have shown in my cioss' examination, it originally means nothing more
than" error of judgement." Look at the difference between the two.
This " error of judgement" is a common and inoffensive expression.
," Aberration of intellect " ascribes lunay to Governmnet. The insinuation
is that I call Government a fiend, I call Government tyrannical, that I chall
Government oppressive; and it is on these mistranslations, gentlemen, that
the Prosecution wishes to base this case. How for a moment it can stand
I do not understand. I do not understand how any prosecution can be
supported on these mis-translations. I do not know; the learned Advo-
cate General may have some reply to give. Possibly he still thinks that
the translations are correct. But if that be the view of the Prosecution I

think more witnesses ought to have been called. The fact of correctness or
otherwise of the translations can only be established by a witness. Had
there been a Marathi-knowing Jury they could have judged of the articles

for themselves. But here the only way in which the true meaning of the
passages objected to can be brought to your notice is by producing a witness
who will testify to the accuracy of those translations. Then and then
alone, you can base your innuendoes or inferences upon them. It is a
very serious inconvenience not only to me but also to you and I say that
on translations like those it is impossible to condemn a man. Even if

nothing more is proved by me than the words horribly distorted, I am en-
titled to an acquittal.

So the material placed before you by the Prosecution is nothing more
than these translations. I am going to read all of them to you and ex-
plain the purport, the reasoning, the innuendoes that could be fairly

drawn from them. As I have already said, I requested the Prosecution to

mark out passages. No, they said, here is a bundle, you may take your
chance. Why ? Because the Prosecution has the right and is allowed
by the law to do so. I do not question the legality of the procedure. But
it is very hard. I have now to explain to you, though somebody will

accuse me of waste of time, every sentence and be on my guard that

none of them is perverted for making it the basis of an innuendo.

As regards surrounding circumstances the Prosecution is absolutely

silent excepting that one card. If any gentleman of the Jury can read

Marathi and can get himself satisfied I can give them copies of the

original articles.

The Foreman :-^We should like to see Ex. C- (Article of the
12th May).

The Judge :—Let all the original exhibits be shown to the JuryV
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The Accused :—We have reprinted them iu the form of a pamphlet
and if your Lordship will permit me I will supply the jurors witb
the copies.

The Judge ;—By all means do so.

This being done the Accused pointed out the lines and pages-

where the passages referred to by him occurred.

The Accused :—The first expression occurs in line 4. "English
Ladies" Iu the translation the words are *'two white ladies." The
insinuation is that by referring to colour we mean a certain sense of

disrespect. Again the word "gora" does not mean 'white.' It refers to com-

plexion. Ordinarily it is so used in Marathi, It is not a term of reproach.'

Inline 6 the word "titkara" has been rendered by "hatred." while it

simply means "disgust." Then the words "gora Adhikari varga"
•'bureaucracy" appear in English. In order that the word might not

be misunderstood I have put the word bureaucracy, and yet the

translator misunderstands it. Then the two words that follow "bureau-
cracy'' are "hatta" and "duragraha" and they are wrongly rendered.''

Then about five lines below is the word 'Nemanem'—That has been alsO'

wrongly rendered. Three lines still below occur the words " Badmash
Mathephiru." I have called those that did the outrageoiis deed as

"fanatics and felons" in the articles. I have called them "Atatai"
felons and "Mathephiru" fanatics. But in the translation "Atatai",

has been rendered as a "violent man" and what I call "fanatic" is

according to the translator simply a 'madcap.' Where there is the

question of blaming those that committed violence the words used in

the translation are less strong than those in the original. But where it

is a question of blaming ihe bureaucracy the English words used in the
translation are stronger than those in the original. "Zoolmi adhikarivarga"
which means a "despotic bureaucray" has been rendered by "oppres-
sive or tyrannical bureaucracy " That entirely changes the meaning.
Then comes the expression "Gora adhikarivarga." The expression is

throughout rendered by " the white official class." I maintain that

"white is a wrong translation altogether. Of course, "white" can be
understood in a good sense. As for intance they speak of "the white
man's burden." But it is likely that an innuendo may be based upon it to

the effect that we call them "white" contemptuously. In a translation-

like this it is necessary not only to represent the original but also to see
that no unnecessary element is introduced from which an adverse infer-

ence or innuendo may be drawn. In order to save time I will mark' out
lines of passages to which I wish yon to refer and I shall give them to

you tonrorrow; you have two days' leisure and you can for yourself ascer-
tain whether the translations are correct or not.

The Judge: ( To the accused ) . Of course, whatever you may tell

the Jury and whatever those among them who can read Marathi tell

theii colleagues is permissible. But I do not think it would be right

for any gentleman of the Jury to have these articles read or translated
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by anybody else.' You are at liberty to explain them to the Jury in
whatever manner yon like. You can tell them that this is the meanino-
given by the translator, that this is the Marathi word for it, and
that that is your meaning, and those jurors who know Marathi will
I have no doubt, tell their colleagues whether your contentions are
right or wrong. But they must not resort to any outside help. To the
Jury) Gentlemen of the Jury, the Accused is entitled to point out to you
what according to him are the correct translations, but you are not entitled
to get those originals read to you by anybody else. You have before you
the High Court official translations, which must be your guide; but the
accused is entitled to point to you what he considers mistranslations in
those translations, and those gentlemen of the Jury who can follow
Marathi will be able to tell their colleagues, who do not know Marathi,
whethei the accused's contentions are correct or not. It is for you to
judge, but you must not resort to outside help.

The Accused;—I must accept the ruling of his lyordship^

Continuing the Accused said: What observations I have to make on
the translations I will reserve them for the present. I will now go over
other points which are essential in this case. There is one point, however,
which may occur to you, and it is, 'How can these translations be wrong' ?

I certainly do not attribute any motive to anybody. What has happened
is this. We have to write upon current political topics; on political

science, on political events, on historical events, and so on. The old
Marathi language was not certainly capacious for the purpose. We
have words, for instance, for " monarchy," but none for " democracy."
The very idea of constitutional monarchy is to be expresssd in a round-
about way. We cannot find words for it either in Molesworth's or in Can-
dy's Dictionary. As to the words " Killing, murder, and assassination \\

there is a word for ' murder ' and for 'killing' but not one word for assas-

sination. That is the particularity of the language. The western ideas
are new ideas and every writer in Marathi has a very peculiar duty to

perform. He has not only to express his ideas in popular language but to

coin words. Many such words are coming into use nowadays. You are
probably not aware of the difficulty. The English is a highly cultivated
language; every sentiment and shade of meaning can be very
accurately expressed in it. But such is not the case with Marathi. So also

on economic questions-protection, free trade, balance of trade are words
and expsessions which it is very difficult to render in Marathi.
you lead in English papers—subjects of high politics, com^^-

mics, is discussed in Maralhi papers nowadays, and ^^

difficult to reader them in Marathi. The ideas

because we have received them through Enp
write in Marathi. This has been going
Before the character of the language i?

ideas but also English constructions
Marathi is a combination of Englis
English ideas expressed by new i

possible to find these words in any dictiona
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been intentionally wrcngly done.' But the man, who did them could not

have been acquainted with the literature of the present day. In order to

properly render these Articles into English, the man must be up-to-date.

The is the reason why these translations are not correct.

Then there is another point which the Jury will have to judge, and it

is whether the innuendoes are correct or not. I do not know for the present

what innuendoes the Prosecution are going to draw but I am anticipating

them from some remarks which fell from the mouth of the learned Counsel

for the Prosecution. There may be others but to those I have no opportunity

of replying. Another point which I wish to bring to your notice is the diffi-

culty of ascertaining the feelings of the Marathi community. I have said

that in order to judge of the effect of an article on a particular community

you have not to judge what the effect of that article will be on the English

community or the Mahomedan community or on the Bengali

community. They are all excluded. The articles were read by

Marathi-knowing people, and the question is what the present state of

Marathi-knowing people is. That is an important point, As I said

yesterday you have to consider those points, the language of the article,

the state of the society, and not merely the state of the society, but also

the state of the society at a particular time. That is what you have to

judge. It is, as I then said, an equation" containing three unknown

quantities, and unless and until these three things are ascertained, it is

impossible to judge of the probable effect of those words upon the minds of

the Marathi-speaking people. Do not thjnk that whatever impression

those words in the translations have produced upon you, is also the

the impression which is likely to be produced on the Marathi-speaking

people. As I have alredy said the impression is different on different

communities. For instance, as I have stated, an article on cow-killing

would produce different impressions upon the two communities, namely,

the Hindas and the Mahomedans. You have nothing to do as to what

impression would be created' in Bengal, N. W. P., or the Madras

Presidency. My paper is not read in those parts of the country. I am not

charged with exciting feelings of disaffection throughout India. But the

^'s as to the effect that is likely to be produced on the minds of the

'^e Kesari. The proper course then was to put some readers
'" the witness box and ask them what effect those

'hem. That would have been the proper

'nt. If these articles are likely to produce

they are seditious, otherwise not.

ed till Friday. ,
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FIFTH DAY.
Friday 17th July 1908.

Mr. Tilak resuming his address said:

—

My Lord and Gentlemen of the Jury, yesterday evening when the Court
rose I had only placed before you some of the points on which I wish to rely
in my defence. I tried to show first that it was a controversy in which as a
newspaper editor I was bound to take part ; secondly in doing so I represented
the opinion of my community, and did not invent any new argument and
thirdly that my arguments were in reply to the arguments advanced by the
other side, and this was urged especially to show that when you have tojudo-e
of the arguments advanced by me you have to take into consideration the
arguments to which they are replies. It is impossible to judge intelligently
the effect of the arguments on the one side unless the arguments to which
they are replies are also before you. Then I tried to show that you have to
judge of the effects of the articles written in Marathi on a Marathi-speaking
commmunity. The paper is not read all over India, but onlyby Marathi-know-
ing pubHc. And I also adverted to the fact that the translations not beino-
correct you were placed somewhat in an awkward position in judgino- of the
effect of the words upon the minds of the Marathi-speaking people, as well in
drawing your inference as in basing your inuendoes on the same. All these
facts have to be considered as the surrounding incidents from which you have
to draw your inference as to intention and motive. I mention this in con-
tra-distinction to the legal fiction that a man must be presumed to intend the
natural consequences of his acts. These circumstances will have to be taken
into consideration in arriving at a proper conclusion as to my motive, consi-
dering the cause I had to represent at the time. Lawyers say, infer the con-
duct of a particular man from a particular act committed by him. The
surrounding circumstances also are perfectly relevant. There are two or
three points which are to be noticed. I wish to do it now, and then read
some of the extracts from the papers to enable you to judge of the atmosphere
surrounding me at the time the articles were written. As I have said I was
making a suggestion to Government not merely giving a reply. Certain advice
was tendered by the Anglo-Indian papers to Government which I thouo-ht
was against the interest of my community. It was as a newspaper editor my
duty to place my view before the Government in a different light from that
in which the Anglo-Indian papers thought it fit to do. Gentlemen, here I

must say one thing. Although I speak of the Anglo-Indian community, it

is not a matter between Anglo-Indians and Indians as I observed yesterday.
Political parties take the form of rival interests between communities in
India. But that is not always the case; and in my controversy I should rather
say instead of Anglo-Indian community and Native community we should
say the pro-bureaucracy party and the anti-bureaucracy party; or if you
do not want to use the word '

' anti-bureaucracy , " let us say the
pro-Congress party. These were the two parties, if properly defined.
The object being to place both sides before Government I use the words
pro-bureaucrat and 'pro-Congress' deliberately in order to show that their
interests are not racial interests. It is a mistake to suppose that the
controversy arose out of any racial differences. There was a real opposition
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ot interests, such opposition as we find in England between the Conservatives

and Liberals. Of course an attempt will be made and has been made in the

newspapers to represent this conflict of interest as racial, and as due to race

animosity . Our view of the matter is that it is not racial ; for you will find

when I read some of the extracts from the newspapers that there are Indian

o-entlemen who have sided with the Anlo-Indian papers, and also that some

Anglo-Indians side with the native papers. One of the articles put in by

the Prosecution is put in to prove intention. It is dated 19th May and is

headed 'A Double Hint.' (Ex. E.) That means a "hint" to the natives as

subjects as well as to the Government. That discloses the object of an article

which has been put in by the Prosecution to prove intention. "Double

Hint' ' is a sugsestion made to Government and made to most of the native

leaders who are siding with, or who are in favour of the views expressed by,

Ano-lo-Indian papers. There is a double warning conveyed to both sides;

and the warning conveyed to the people being not to go against their own
interests in the hurry of the moment and not to forget what the real interests

of the native community are. Because an outrage has taken place, let us not

be confused but take a calm view of the situation. That is the purpose for

which that article was penned ; it was to convey a hint and warning to both

sides and to Government. Another point to be considered is that proposals

were then actually before Government, notice had been given that Govern-

ment were going to pass a Press Act and an Explosives Act. (What they pass-

ed is not exactly a Press A.ct.) These two measures were known to be before

the Government and my comments on these measures and the view of the

community on these measures had to be communicated to Government and

that has been done in the other two articles . Repressive measures were

contemplated; and we had to give our views, just as it is perfectly legal for a

man to give details of a bill, (in this case there was no publication as the

time was too short) and to give his views on them either privately or public-

ly according to his position. So I had as a newspaper man to comment on

the measures contemplated, and that is done with the purpose, with the

object, of communicating my honest views to Government. Though Govern-

ment may not agree with my views altogether I am perfectly within my right

in communicating my views to Government. When I have notice of a certain

measure being contemplated it is my duty to place my views before Govern-

ment. So the situation is this. As against the legal maxim that a man intends

the natural consequences of his acts. You have to take into consideration

all these circumstances. I have summarised them shortly. (1) It is a reply to

Anglo-Indian criticism. (2) It is a suggestion to Government and addressed

to Government. (3) The articles are also addressed to the people. (4) It is a

discussion of the situation. (5) It contains a warning to both parties

which it is my duty as a journalist to convey and (6) It contains a criticism

of the contemplated measures of Government. That is my defence, and it is

on these grounds that I ask you not to rely solely upon the legal fiction

but to take into consideration the other circumstances. If you find, as I

have said, that perhaps writing on the spur of the moment, it was not possi-

ble for me to weigh my words in a balance, and if you find my motive has

been good, I expect acquittal from you. Gentlemen, It is impossible in writ-

ing on the spur of the moment to make a choice of words. I asked Mr.
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Joshi to give me a word for 'error of judgment,' He said he would give me one

the next day. I must give the word at once and express my opinions. Week
by week, we have to see what material gathers during the week and we have

to give a summary of the public opinion ; we have both to reply and to give

our views on the same. That is what has to be done at short notice in a

newspaper office. The pressure is greater in the case of a daily; it is not

so great in the case of a weekly. But after all it is pressure under which we
have to work. Now we work under that pressure, with the object of pre-

senting our side before the people and the Government and replying to criti-

cism in the press owned and controlled by the other party. That is really

the situation.*Place yourself in that situation and when you have done so say,

if you had been an editor of a journal in these times, what you would have

done ? Possibly you are not aware of the volume of matter that comes before

us. In my own office I get as many as two hundred newspapers a week. We
have to sift, and summarise, and settle on lines of reply. In order to

give you some idea of the pressure under which I have to work, I

have put in those documents. I do not want to read them all

to you. I do not wish to take up your time. In fact I can myself

ill-bear the strain in the present state of my health. AU I want to do is to

give you some idea of the pressure under which we have to work and of the

surrounding circumstances which influence our judgment for the week.

That is done in every newspaper office. Now you will kindly give your

attention to one of the comments which is to the effect that the arguments
of the Anglo-Indian papers are "silly". Here are two notes, one relates to

cause and the other to preventive measures. There are the two main points.

Now on these two points the controversy was raised. One party diagnosed

it in one way and the other in another way, and one party treated it in one
way and another party in another way. You cannot form a judgment from

one article taken singly isolated from the controversy. As I told you yester-

day, the diagnosis of one party was political agitation. There is a party in

this country which feels that the Administration is not all right. I am not

asking you to agree with me. This is not a Pohtical Club where we intend

to argue with each other. This is a Court of Law where we have to see

whether we have a right to put forth our views or not. It is impossible to

make conversions here and I am not going to attempt it. I only say that

every party has the right of expressing opinions in its own way and the same
right must be conceded to the other party. Now that is the purpose for

which these papers have been put in. If the other side had said that the

arguments of this side are dangerous or preposterous I would have been per-

fectly justified in saying that they are talking nonsense. It is in that way you

have to judge of the import of the words used by me in this controversy. It

is a reply. It is as it were a tug of war and the tension on the rope can

only be asertained by ascertaining the force on each side. It cannot be

done otherwise. That is the reason why I want to read a few extracts to

you to show what effect these words and arguments are likely to produce and

had produced on the other side. It was the duty of the Prosecution to do that.

The Prosecution is perfectly at liberty to take a different view. They have
only placed before you one end of the rope in this tug of war. It is a rule in

mathematics that no tension can be created by pulling a string atone end only.
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When you want to find a tension yon have to see what the forces are at both
ends. And it is with that view, as I have said, that I have pnt in these papers

o

I wish to read some of the extracts from them to you. I am sorry it will take

up your time but I cannot help that. It is not a question of who is right and
who is wrong. If both parties are entitled to put forth their views, I request you
to show the same consideration from the point of view of law and justice to

both parties. If it were a controversy taking place in England between two
parties one party would say that the other party had no right to be in power.

Now the Liberals are in power, and the Conservatives say that they ought not

to be in power. There is a controversy raised about the existence of the

House of Lords itself. Do you mean to say that the controversy raised about

the House of Lords is seditious? Then the late Prime Minister would have to

be sent to jail for his speech against the House of Lords. He was not question-

ed at all as he was entitled to express his opinions . As I have said Government
in the concrete should be distinguished from Government in the abstract. I

am not here to advocate that my view is right. Some people think that the

present state of things is all right, others think that it should be reformed.

But in any case each party should have the liberty to place its view before

Government. What is the advantage of a free Press? It has its disadvantages,

but on the whole, advantages outweigh the disadvantages. India is fortunately

ruled by a civilised nation . The liberty of a free Press is allowed to us . I know
we have not had to fight for it, as the English people had to do in 1792; but
after aU it is a concession granted to us and so long as it is not withdrawn we
are entitled to have the same liberty that is enjoyed in England.

Now with these remarks I propose to read to you the first

charge-article. It is the article which appeared in the Kesari dated

12th May. It deals with the events of the 29th and the 30th of April.

Of course views on these events were published in the issue of 5th May 1908.

When our views in the article were written we wanted to see what shape the

controversy would take. In the meanwhile as an editor I had on my table

a number of notes. What I do with these notes in this. I read them. I

digest them and I give a summary of the news in my paper and at the same
time if I think there is anything harmful to the interests of my community
I try to reply. Now the reply must not be judged in the cool atmosphere of

this room but taking into consideration the state to which my mind was
brought on reading these notes. You must feel as I felt then, and it can
only be done by placing before you the matters which were before me when
I wrote these articles. This is the relevancy of the various papers that have
been put in. Very likely you may be taking one or two of these papers,
but you may have no idea of what the controversy is and it is to give you
that idea that I put in these papers. You must be reading some of these

newspapers but not all. What do the editors do ? They do the work for

you. But here you are brought to give a judgment, and I read these papers
to you in order that you should arrive at a sound decision. Now the
papers I have put in may be classified under three or four heads. You have
the comments made by the English papers such as the Pioneer^ the Eng-
IJsIwmn^thQ Statesjnan^the Empire^ the Times of India, the Advocate of
India. Then you have the reply of the Indian Press to the same in
the Bengali, the Hindu, the Madras Standard, the Patrika, the Punjabi

y
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etc. It is not only in the Marathi journals that the controversy is raised.

It is raised all over India. The two views are represented by the exponents

of the different parties in the press over which they had control or which re-

presented them. That is the point to which I shall draw your attention. So
you have first of all the opinion of the English papers in India and then the

opinion of the native press in India. Then came after a foilnight home
papers with the views on this incident of Englishmen. That becomes
another chapter in this controversy. When I read to you the three or four arti'-

cles which have been put in, you will find that they have not been written for

nothing, but that there was an immediate cause which prompted the writing

of these articles. This is the way we write from week to week. It was one
of the arguments of the learned Counsel for the Crown that I had been going
on from week to week issuing seditious articles. But the controversy went
on from week to week. You have the English opinion, the Anglo-Indian
opinion, and the Native Press opinion, and then we come to the view held

in this Presidency and by the Marathi-speaking population. I am charged
specifically with causing excitement not throughout India but among the

Marathi-speaking population. I do not stand alone in my views. I put a

question to Mr. Joshi as to how many parties there are among the Marathi
speaking people as I wanted to show that the papers of all parties to which
the writers belong and of all parties in the Marathi-speaking community
took the same view as I did. That absolves me from any evil intention. If

there is no personal prejudice against me, these articles will show that I was
not prompted by any personal prejudices. They need not be looked at

through coloured glasses. It was a natural outcome of the forces acting

upon us at the time. In fact what I maintain is that, as they say in

medicine, there are certain causes which are responsive to a reflex action.

My intention is to show that these articles were written in answer to ceilain

criticisms. The articles I have put in may be classed under these four heads.
Then there are the proceedings of the Legislative Council as printed in the

Gazette of India in connection with the passing of the Press Act. These pro-

ceedings form the subject of the comments in my article. It is in that way
that these papers are relevant. Of course they are a great mass, but I do
not want to read the whole lot but a few extracts only. But if you are not
satisfied you can take them and read them and form your own judgment
from them. It is not my wish to raise that controversy here.

Accused :—May I ask my Lord, if I may be allov/ed the use of certain

papers that have been put in. I have already explained their relevancy.

His Lordship to Clerk of the Crown: —Give accused the whole bundle.

Now the first paper I have put in is the Pioneer of May 7th 1908

.

(page 2 Col. 1 ) The issue is only a week after the bomb incident and before

I wrote my article of May 12th. What does the Pioneer say ? The heading
is "The Cult of the Bomb" and that heading deserves to be compared with
the heading of my article "The Secret of the Bomb" Now there is one
sentence tliere. ^ Reads from "If" down to "for eveiy life sacrificed". Vide
Defence Ex. 1 ) That was the recommendation made ; an indiscriminate
slaughter of the innocents.

Mr. Branson :—My Lord, do you think I\Ir, Tilak is entitled to read

.that passage and say it recommends the slaughter of the innocents ?
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His Lordship :—Of course it is difficult to direct the use of language ;',

we must leave him to exercise his discretion.

Accused :—Of course there is a quahfication.

Continuing Accused said :—

There is another extract also which I want to read to you. (Reads "only-

class" to "striking for freedom". ) Look at that ; If that is stated it is

our bouuden duty to state our side ; and that is how my article arises.

(Reads down to "British Government may be tolerated temporarily.") Of
course that Is a somewhat per\'erted view of the aims of the Congress.

(Reads down to "wicked".) And then the article goes on to say something
about Keir Hardies and and Nevinsons. ( Reads from " only force "

down to "ignorant masses and to "bombs thrown in Calcutta. "
j

So that ^this paper says that there is a logical connection between
members of Council and Bomb-throwers in Bengal. When these serious

comments are made in the Press is it not the bounden duty of the editors

on the other side to place their side of the controversy before the people ?

That is how the situation arises. Of course the article gives me more
credit than I deserve here (Reads " By their bitterness " down to " it is

wicked" ) We never denied that. (Reads "the nationalists may be"
down to "by bomb.") Further on it says (Reads "It is impossible to

judge" down to "not guilty") Indirectly charging that every one of

us knew that bombs were going to be thrown. (Reads down to "astray".)
Now these quotations are from this article, which extends to two columns.'

If any of the Gentlmen of the Jury wish to see the article your Lordship
will direct that it should be handed over.

His Lordship :—If any one desires to see it I will allow it to be handed
up to the Gentlemen of the Jury.

(The paper was handed up to the Clerk of the Crown)

.

Accused continuing :

—

You will find that these are the comments of the Pioneer; I am
specifically named both as editor of the vernacular paper of over thirty years
standing and also by name. Now here is an extract from the Aisan which
is coupled with an extract from the Empire. ( vide Exhibit D 2. )
Then comes (Reads "Mr. Kingsford is" down to "range".) He is

recommended to shoot at short range; and then it goes on (Reads "we
hope Mr. Kingsford will secure a big bag" down to "best of luck".) The
next paper I wish to read is the Gujrathi of May 31st. page HZ Col. 2
which quotes from the Englishmaii^ s correspondent with the comment of
the Editor upon it. (Reads "I submit that powers" down to "which they
endeavoured to direct '

( \dde Exhibit D 3. ) There was also the
suggestion made that all these men should be whipped in public
streets by public sweepers, I now put in the Pioneer of 11th may,
page 2, Col. I to 3. ( vide Exhibit D 4. ) I have not been able to
to procure all the articles of the Pioneer ox I would have done so. The
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Pioneer of 11th May 1908 speaking of the Seditious PubUcations Act, which

was adopted in the Legislative Council, names Dr. Rash Behari Ghose and

the Hon. Mr. Gokhale and goes on to say -.-(Reads down to "liberty") Then

it goes on to speak of the agitation in Madras and Bengal and other places and

then goes on in this manner (Reads "The exhortation"down to ''in effect").

This means that people should be prohibited from all pubhc meetings

Happily the PressAct was not passed then or the Poineer^ovX^ have said that

both meetings and the Vernacular Press should be suppressed (Reads

down to "not prohibited".) In that way the article closes. Now I

would Hke to read a few extracts from three or four articles from the Calcutta

Statesjuau. The feeUng is not so strong on the Bombay side. It is particularly

strong in Bengal. The Statesman from which I am going to quote is dated

May 5 ^vide D 5. )
(Reads from "the people" down to "murderous

outrage".) Further on it says :— (Reads from "it will be obser\'ed" down to

" extremist agitators. "
) And then there is a long tirade against the

Extremists. We now next come to the Statesinan of May 5th and

7th (Reads " so long as " down to " terrorists will remain. ") These two

articles appear in the Statesman and you can satisfy yourselves that the ex-

tracts I am reading are correct. It is not a question of translations. Again

\h.^ Statesman Q>iyi2.y 15, page 6, Col. 2 and 3. says (Reads " Even in

Russia" down to "many countries.") Then we have "the Times of India""

of May 4, which says (Reads "The spirit" down to "motives may have

been pure.") Of course that is one of the reser\'ations made. Thus I say

they contributed to the agitation. They attributed it of course to the extrem-

ists of the Congress. Again there is the Advocate of India dated May 4 page

6 Col. 2 and 3 (Reads " The one unnpalatable truth" down to " Hydra with

the paper knife.") It advises Government to have recourse to the most re-

pressive measures. Reads "It is no use" down to "now to deplore. ") Now

these were the writings which were pubUshed between the date of my article

and the date of the incident or outrage. They were all before_ the pubUc.

We honestly beUeved that these writings were mischievous, particularly the

insinuations of those writers and they had to be counteracted. What were

we to do ? Not put comments in our paper contradicting this ? If we had

used equally strong terms should we have been allowed to do so quietly ?

That is the point to be considered. In a controversy we have to counter-

act some other views. Of course this was done by the native papers and I

have put in two or three issues of the Bengali. The editor of this paper is

Surendranath Banarji and his name is mentioned by the Pioneer in the first

article I read. Of course, the reply is that all these articles were written m
the heat and excitement of the moment and that there is another side which

must be placed before the Government. The Anglo-Indian papers are read

by the officials. If they read the vernacular papers, it is from translations

suppHed by the Oriental Translator. Now the papers I wish to read from

are the issues of the Bengali oi May 5th, 6th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 13th, 28th, and

31st. All these papers are put in not with the object that the whole of them

should be read here in Court, but with the object that any one of you Gentle-

men of the jur)-, who wishes to see what the nature of the controversy was

may be able to look at them. I will read only one or two sentences from

each. I will take the Bengah of 5th May, page 5, Col. 1,2,3. First there
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is the reply to the Englishman', (Reads "The Englishman has gone mad"
down to "machinations of the agitators.") Then there is a quotation from

Burke. In the issue of ]\Iay 6th page 5 Col. 2 and 5 there is another attack

oi\t\i& Englishman. (Reads "Now the Englishman hsiS soidi this is a

miserable " down to " police have at length unearthed. "
) Then in the

Betigali oi May 8th, page 5, Col. 2 and 5 there is a comment on the Pioneer

and Englishman combined and summary of the Pioneer article on the ' Cult

of Bomb.' (Reads "as a result down to Congress moderates,—extremists

and Co.") It then comments in the strain that all this is nonsense and

what is required chiefly is a poHcy of coercion. We then come to the issue

of May 9tli, page 5 Column 2 of the same paper which quotes a passage from

ih.^ Englishman (Reads "commenting on the Bengal" down to "unfair

interpretation of that word.") Then the j5£';;^«/z says " there is hardly"

down to " dastardly outrages. ") Next we have \h^ Bengali oiX^'Co. May.

It is a comment on the Pioneer and Englishinan together very much in the

same strain stating (Reads "Nevertheless in theas days" down to "repre-

sentive measures") I will refer now to the Bengali of the 13th May page 5

Col. 1 and 2; there is a quotation there from the Madras Times

commenting upon this ( Reads "The injuries" down to "qualities of

the English") There is also a paragraph that refers to the news of Mr. R.

C. Dutt (Reads "We learn from the writer" down to "quote".) You may say

if he thought so why did he not warn the Government ? In fact a warn-

ing was given to Government in the council by Mr. Gokhale, but very little

weight is attached to our opinion there , We might as well cry in the wilder-

ness. It is not only the daily press and the weekly press but also the month-

ly press that does all this. I will refer to Modern Review for June 1908 page

547 published at Allahabad. There is a summary of the whole political situa-

tion. (Reads. 'The political situation and Western Sentiments '
) That is

the heading and that is the subject of the article. ( Reads "we never expec-

ted" down to "such measures of Justice ".) It takes the view that such

measures are imported here. Then there is a quotation from Mathew

Arnold's description of murder. It also quotes the Pioneer and gives the

genesis of the bomb in Bengal and controverts the Pioneer'' s view. This is

written in the cool atmosphere of Allahabad. There are a number of other

quotations, e. g. article signed A. K. C. whatever that may mean. Next

I will read from the 'Indian World' for May, page 472. It is a monthly

magazine and says much the same thing. It is an article on the progress

of the Indian Empire and on the bomb-outrage . (Reads "Attempts have

been made" down to "responsible for the party and then down to "members
of the party are well-known".) It goes on to say (Reads from "battle of

Plassey' ' to end of article.) It is written by a man who assumes a German name.

Here is nother from Madras far away from the scene of the outrage. I put in

the Hindu of May 9 page 4 Col. 1. The writer quotes Mr. Gokhale's speech

at the Legislative Council with regard to the objection why the leaders

did not warn Government of the coming evil. (Reads "Govern-

ment Official Class" down to the end of para.)
_
So the

warning was conveyed a year ago . It is the same phrase as is used by

me in the ^^ Kesari,'' Now we come to the Hindu of 21st May 1908.

It gives Dr. Rash Behari Ghose's speech to the Congress delegates in 1906
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(Reads down to "perhaps in Russia.'" J ]\Ir. Gokhale, I believe,gave the same
warning further on. I have here the Hindu of May 22nd, page 6, Col. 2 and

3. The article I want to read is a reply to the Pioneer by Nepal Chandra.

It says; the Pioneer in commenting upon Russian Autocrats gave one

view and commenting on Indian Autocrats gave another view. The letter

was addressed to the Pioneer but was not published in the Pioneer. It ap-

peared in some other papers. (Reads down to " such conditions do not

last. ") And yet the Pioneer thinks that they can last in India. Then we
have the Indian Patriot of May 24th, page 4, Col. 1 and 2. It is a popular

Madras daily paper. (Reads on "Anarchist in Calcutta" &c.) . Of course the

writer takes the Indian view. (Reads "Will the anarchists" down to '."griev-

ances.") There is also an article headed "The Danger to England."
(Reads article down to "Official acts in Parliament.") I also have here the

issue of the same paper for May 14, page 2, Col. 1 and 3. ( Reads " Anglo-

Indian " down to "animosity and hatred.") In the same paper for May I5th

page 4, Col. 1 and 2 (Reads "of the people at large" down to "bureau-

cracy.") I will not read extracts from 'the yl/(i;^rrt5 5V«;z<^«r«? but will pass

on to the Punjabi •3Si.^\h& Tribiine. In the Punjabi of 9th May page 3,

Col. 1. we find f Reads " Even the most depraved" down to "other

races," j and there is a reference to Mr. Justice Amieer Ali.

Then we have Tribune of May 9 fpage 4, Col. 1-2.) This paper be-

longs to another party (Reads "it must be admitted" down to " Anglo-In-

dian Journals.) Next we come to the Indian Spectator of May 9 page

362, Col. 2 and 3. This paper which is known to be the moderate of the

moderates says (Reads "now what shall we say of" down to "class of punish-

ment."; He then goes on to represent both sides. Then we have the

6^z//amif2 which is published in this Presidency. I have put in ih.^ Indian

Spectator oi May 16th, page 381, Col. 1. It is much in the same strain.

It takes the same view as the other papers do. It is not only the Marathi-^

speaking community which takes this niew. In the issue of the Gujarati

dated May 17, page 705-707, Col. 1-3 we find (Reads:—"who was to con-

ceive that discontent was growing ."
J Then we have 'dn^ Gujarati of May

31st page 777-7^ Col. 1 to 3. Here is an eulogy on the Bomb. The writer

sings to the Bomb, "you do not come to this Presidency." Next there is the

''Indu Prakash'' of May 5th page 7, Col. 1-3. It is a Bombay paper and the

party to which it belongs is the party to which the ^^Kesari^' does not be-

long. Mr. Joshi said so the other day. It takes the same view that it is

the bureaucracy which must be reformed. Then it quotes Mr. Gokhale's

Budget speech in the Viceregal Legislative Council which is the same thing

done in the Kesari. ( Reads " there is much in the present situation" down
to "as the succeeding years continue"). Then comes the Dnyan-PrakasJi

of Poona of I9th May page 2 col. 1-6. It is conducted by one who
assists Mr. Gokhale with his ser\ices in the Ser\-ant of India Society

since it was formed by him. (Reads "Representation ^\ill not eradi-

cate the evil. "J In the issue of 8th May page 2 col. 5-6 of the same
paper ( Reads down to

'

' the sentences are nearly the same " ) . I
^
have

iDcen reading from the translations but they can be referred to in the

original. I have put in the original issues. The writer says that the authorities

have been led to adopt these measures because public opinion is bound to
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be disregarded in India. Then there is the Chikitsaka of May 27th page
3 Col. 2. Here we have a paper completely hostile to the A^-^^rz taking
the same ^dew as the latter. It admonishes the Anglo-Indian papers
for siding with the Anarchists in Russia, and for coming down on
all sorts of people in this country and holding them responsible for

the Bomb outrage. Now there are also some open-minded Anglo-Indians
and the Bishop of I^ahore is one of them. In the Advocate of India of

May 17 page 7 Col. 4 we find a speech in which this Bishop says (Reads
"order can and may be preserved" down to "by persecution." j He
takes the same view as we do. That is what I say. It is not a racial contro-
versy. It is reaUy a controversy between pro-Congress and pro-Bureaucratic
parties. I now put in the Maratha of May 24 page 246 Col 1-2 giving the
summaiy of the opinions in England. We had by that time received the
Home papers. The Indian party there takes the view that the Bomb incident
is the result of certain mistakes in the administration. Some one says we
have to face the fact that the India of to-day is not the India of twenty years

ago. We have Mr. Nevinson's opinion and also an extract from a French
journal the Paris Times. Thenwe have the opinions of representative men such
as Sir William Wedderburne and others and the remarks of the Daily
Chronicle^ ilie Mojming Leader &c. (Read down to "served the purposes")

.

These are the notes and views on Indian matters in England. My own views
before the Decentralisation Commission are also there. I have put them in

my statement before this Court. They say in England that the situation can-
not be improved except by having resort to self-Government. That is

what I stated in March last. I will now quote you an extract from the

Times of India ^2Xq.^M.2,y\2 page 7 col. 1. It gives the views of Lord
Morley on the situation. Speaking at the Civial Service Club dinner he said

(Reads "I think I can show" down to "aliens to rise in India" j He admits
this and as regards the remedy he says (Reads "our first duty" down to

'desirable.') It is the British Government that has taught us to ask for

freedom of rights and for self-Government. Then comes a rather unpleasing
observ-ation (Reads "unless we somehow" down to "will not be theirs, j
He plainly admits that it is the duty of the Government at this time to

reconcile the maintenance of order with political progress . That is Lord
Morley's view and that is the view I have taken in my article. The despotism

of the bureaucracy can only be checked by the democratic following

in England. That view of Lord Morley is very important when we come
to consider Government in concrete and Government in abstract. When the

highest head of the administration thinks in that way then it is not sedition

for a mere writer like myself to say that pure representation is needed.
There is another speech by Lord Morley on the subject that the partition

of Bengal was a mistaken one. The controversy was raised in the House
of Lords. Now what was Lord Morley's reply to Lord Curzon? f Reads " I

accept Lord Curzon 's views" down to "no damned nonsense." J Then there

are certain other papers. This is, as I have said, about the cause of unrest.

Diagnose the views and say if repressive measures would be a better remedy.
Then there are two other papers I wish to read, extracts from the Sudharak
of May 11th page 2 col. 2 and the Snbodha Patrika dated May 10th page 2
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Col. 2. and May 17tli page 2 col. 2. These are the papers which represent

different parties of the Marathas as Mr. Joshi stated in his cross-examination.

I am not going to read any more extracts. What I have read will give you an

idea of the kind of controversy which was raging when I wrote the articles.

There was gross abuse of native aspirations in the Anglo-Indian papers. In

Ex. E dated 12th May 1908 which is put in to prove intention, you see

(Reads" since the commencement of the bomb affair" down to "agitation.")

That is nothing but a fairsummary of other views. As I pointed out, about

the word missionaries, there is a wrong translation. ( Reads from "but this

paper " down to " Swadeshi and Boycott agitation " j. Then comes a note

about the cancelling the partition of Bengal f Reads down to"partition itself"j

That is my comment. (Reads down to "Swaraja.")Now this passage was read

to you and you were asked from it to infer that that was the opinion of the

Kesari on Swaraj . ( Reads down to
'

' vice " ) I say it is no use waiting till

the disease develops. (Reads down to "Partition of Bengal" j This is put in to

prove intention. It was really quite necessar)- to bring the import of this

into articles read to you. You cannot understand the real import of

this unless you know the circumstances under which the articles were

written. This note has been put in by the prosecution. It was quite neces-

sary to show what the /'zV? 7/ £'£'r. Statesman^ Englishman^ Times of India.

Advocate of India said and compare it with what I have said on the point.

Now I will explain to you the position taken up in the first incriminating

articles. You can understand it better now.

You know the right view to take. For every sentence here I can

point out a parallel passage from the literature of our party. The arguments

are not invented by me. I have of course represented them in a somewhat
different form. The whole party is responsible for them. In charging me
for sedition this will have to be borne in mind viz what impression will it

produced on the Marathi-speaking public. The Marathi public is familiar

wtih every one of the views I write . Then what effect can these articles

have on their minds ? All they say is, well, the reply has been well given.

What is the effect likely to be made on the minds of the Marathi-speaking

pubHc if there is nothing new ? I may be charged, in fact I am charged

with attempting to excite their feelings. They are familiar with all already;

so how would my writings prejudice their minds ? I have been writing

nothing which I have not written for 28 years ; it is no new doctrine.
^

It

is from that point of view I draw your attention to the fact that the ^'iew

expressed in my article has been already expressed previously by some
leaders of our party.

Now I will commence to read the articles pointing out the errors in the

translations. (Reads from Exhibit C, 'KesarP dated 12th May 1908.)

CReads "no one wiU fail to feel" down to "European Russia.")

The Marathi [words I have used are i^«jr!T^ ^^ ^m^ I TT^^ ( Reads

furthermore" to "rebels.") The word used by me is ^^. %-j^ means both

physical sorrow and pain. The words I have used in connection with the

painful incident at Muzufferpore were not what they are made in the trans-

lation. The translator evidently thought it would be disrespectful to use the
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word women so lie translated f^qi by ladies and jTi=m by white. The
word "hatred" there as I have explained should be "disgust". (Reads
to " historical fact. "

) That is rather too liberal. (Reads down to "white
official class ,

" ) You will notice that the word Bureaucracy follows and you
will see that the translator has put a marginal note to say that this is print-

ed in parenthesis in the original in English. The English word is put

there to qualify what is meant by white official class. We have often to use

coined words and when we coin words which do not exist in Marathi, we
IDrint the word in English till the word becomes familiar. Bureaucracy is

distinctly specified as distinct from the Government. Having expressed re-

gret at the Muzufferpur outrage, I say that it cannot but inspire (fill) many
with disgust and after writing a description of that outrage we state that

such a crisis has occured in Russia. Proceeding further the article goes on
to say that the poHtical situation in India is reaching this stage. We say
we never expected that the crisis was coming so soon. (Reads to "obsti-

nacy and perversity") I have already stated that the word "perversity"
should be "stubbornness" which is the word used in the original, and as

the translator has rendered it in another place. It appears that matters
have been brought to this stage by the obstinacy and stubbornness of the

Indian Bureaucracy. It will be recollected that one of the points made by
the Prosecution was that the word "perversity" showed intention. You
can now infer what motive the writer could have had in his mind when he
used the innocent word stubbornness which has been mistranslated by the
translator. (Reads from "in such a short time" to "white official class.")

These latter words mean nothing more than the Bureaucracy. The word
"white" is introduced by the translator, it is not in the original. What
is meant is that we never thought that the Indian people would so soon, on
account of the acts of the arbitrary rule of the English Bureaucracy, be
inspired with disappointment. (Reads to "the rebellious path.") The re-

bellious path is described further down as the path of the anarchist. (Reads
"but the dispensations of God are extraordinary." j The original words

are ^qjw T^^8jror arf^.

Of course the English parallel "^the dispensations of God are inscru-

table would do but in translating we must be careful to use the phrase

which exactly represents the original ( Reads from " bomb explosive

at Mazufferpur" down to " mad-cap " ) The words are stronger there

than in the original (Reads" It does not appear from the statements

of the persons arrested") When we search for the causes we have to

examine the case and in connection with the bomb a long explanation

is necessary. We must discover the reasons that prompted this fanatic

to do this deed and then discuss his motives, much'in'^the same way as I

have read to you there are murders and murders ! (Reads "even Kudiram"
down to "what then should be said of others.)" Now this does not convey

the sense of the original. The other is an emphatic way declaring

indignation and one can easily see that it is self-evident that

others feel greater pain than the man Kudiram. fReads to "such
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monstrous deeds") There is nothing remarkable about that.

It is from the statements taken by the police officers. Again here the word
"British rule" is a mistranslation for Bureaucracy, arbritary or despotic

Bureaucracy. (Reads "to do away with the oppresive Official Class. ) I

have explained before that the word is despotic. The meaning of that is

that the power is not shared with the Government. Unhappily the same
word J^cTift stands for three or four words in different contexts as you have
heard when Mr. Joshi was giving his evidence. I am not complaining of

the tyranny of the Bureaucracy but of the unlimited selfish power which they
possess and exercise without reference to pubUc opinion. They may do it

according to theory, but as a matter of fact they do not consult public
opinion because the Bureaucracy is a despotic form of Government.
Bureaucracy is a word used by a number of poHtical writers. You will

find it used by writers on political science and writers of constitu-

tional history and by writers of ordinary history. I intend readino-

to you at the end a few passages from books in which the word
Bureaucracy is used. And as I have said it is used in the English

newspapers. What reason is there for supposing that the word "despotic",

here is meant for tyrannical ? I gave Mr. Joshi this sentence to

translate. "A despotic government need not necessarily be tyrannical;" and

the translator himself found it difficult to express two shades of

meaning except by. using the same word %^q\ to make it clear. It is a

difficulty which exists in the political vocabrdary in Marathi and even the

English vocabulary is deficient. Writers of political science use the word
despotism in the sense of benevolent despotism. We have to write and we
have to express the sense and express it in the best possible form and in the

best words that the Marathi language supplies. In course of time we may
have some new words by which we will be able to express ourselves more
definitely and there will be two separate Marathi words to express "des-
potism '

' and '

' tyranny '

' . But at present we have to use such words

as are in vogue already, which the people use and which appeal to their

minds. If you read Trench on the use and abuse of words this is made
clear. He says there is an evolution going on in the original meanings of

English words, A similar process is taking place in Marathi. We have to

use words in political matters and these notes in the A'esa?'z have been res-

ponsible for adding several words to the Marathi language during the past

28 years. The burden of coining new words falls upon the Kesari; it is a

fact which is well-known and our readers know the meanings of the words

which we have used in these articles. Even other papers have adopted

our words.

The Court then adjourned till Monday 20th July.
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SIXTH DAY.

Monday the 20th July 1908.

At 11-30 A. M. Mr. Tilak continued his address. He said:

—

My Lrord and Gentlemen of the Jury:

—

I think you are now fairly initiated into the controversy of which these

articles form a part. The controversy is an old one. It is not raised on this

present occasion by the bomb-outrage only. The Anglo-Indian view is

well put by Lord Morley in the words '
' martial law and no damnned

nonsense." That is the attitude taken up by the pro-Bureaucratic Press.

" Put down everything by means of martial law". Any sign of discontent,

the least sign of agitation for political rights is to be put down by military

force. That is the attitude of one party. The other party says that these

crimes must be put down, but only by granting concessions and then only

can permanent peace be restored. For myself I am glad to say that the

present head of the Government is more inclined to the anti-Bureaucratic

side than to the pro-Bureaucratic side. I want to point out that these parties

are not of recent origin but are as old as 30 years or say from 1850, You
must o-o back to that. I have said this article is a reply to certain charges

brought against the popular party by the leading Enghsh journals like the

Pioneer^ Englishman ^ Asian &c. To save your time I will go on and read the

articles as they are here translated and explain their relations to each other.

As I have said in the beginning, the prosecution does not give me any ground

for knowing what exactly the objectionable passages are . I have been able

by reading Renter's message sent home which appears in papers received

here by last Mail to glean something, but it does not give me a full knowledge

of what the passages are on which the Prosecution rely, f Reads article of

12th May " The Country's Misfortune. " commencing from " No one will

find," down to "obstinacy and perversity of the white ofiicial class." j I have

already explained that the word perversity (fn?lf) is mistranslated. It should

be stubbornness. It may be translated stubbornness as the translator has

himself translated it in another place. Perversity is not the right word.

(Reads down to "Secret assassination of the authorities.") Assassination

is not the word I used although it occurs here and also in Exhibit E.

I would like to bring to your notice the original Marathi word which is (^T^J.

You have in English the words killing, murder, and assassination.

Killing simply means to act without intentien, when there is intention

it is murder, when there is treachery the act is assassination. How are

we to translate these into Marathi? Killing is translated by {^^) murder

by (jf^TJ and assasaination by (gjT^'^j. (Reads down to "white official

class.") "White official class" ought to be "English Bureaucracy."

Those are constitutional words which I have used in my statement. We
manufacture some words because there are no words in Marathi to express

the sense. (Reads down to "mutinies and revolts.") The original words

here are {^) and CsrtjThat being so the words should have been

translated "revolts" and "disturbances" which would have been a more

correct translation. (Reads down to "oppression"). This ought to be
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iw^) which means repressive." (Reads down to " their own countrymen.)

The Pioneer writing in 1902 against the Russian atrocities said it was

the direct result of the repressive poHcy. Why should it not be contended

that unrest in India is from the same cause? It is in the nature of a reply

to what the Pioneer says about the bomb-outrages. (Reads down to

"patience of humanity.") The question is whether the spirit that marks
a peace—loving nation still exists in India. Of course we have deteriorated

but we have a claim still to some of that spirit of love (Reads down
to " flat refusal to their request. "

) The word v^^^ in reference to Lord
Morley means that he is a scholar. Now that word is used as indicating

philosopher. I have used that word to show that he is more a scholar than

a statesman. (Reads down to "inebriated with the insolence of authority.")

the word is ^rr^^^IfT^R in the original which means '
' blinded with

power." The translator's phrase is not my phrase. I have used the word f^^)
which means Winded. It is the word used by Burke when he is speaking

of the official administration. It also occurs in the article which

Sir. WiUiam Wedderbuni contributed to the Bombay Gazette on the

question of the Bureaucracy. So that it is not my phrase. Reads
down to " inebriated with the insolence of authority ". Now the

argument is it is impossible that not even a few amongst these thirty

crores of people should become turnheaded, f fanatics ). (Reads down to

" excess " and the next sentence.) ( Reads from " experience shows "

down to " tries to kill him.") This is a more familiar simile than the usual

one of a stag at bay; The simile of the stag is used further on. The simile of

the cat is more easily understood by the Marathi-speaking pubHc. fReads

down to " as occasion demands. "J Of course the Bengalis are better than

cats and if a cat will turn to bay it is quite possible that Benglis will also

turn to bay if pressed too hard. Lord Macaulay has called them a mild and

effiminate race. This is a reply to that and Dr. Rash Bihari Ghose has

spoken in the same way. The same idea has been expressed in a number
of BengaH papers and also by the delegates who went to England

to explain the situation. ( Reads from article "It is true that

India has been for many years " down to "spirit of vehemence, "j

Vehemence is not the word in Marathi, it is on^^. It denotes that

you have the fire of spirit in you. It is a popular expression that

foreign rule demands these qualities (Reads-"but under no circumstances"

down to " perpetually in slavery "). That is in reply to the arguments

which have been used that the people are peace-loving, and it is the agita-

tors for political rights who roused them and that if we put them down,

the people will be quiet. What we say is that it is a part of human nature;

there is a limit to loving and honouring. Human nature can only stand it

up to a certain point. I had to reply to this. I say abuse my party or abuse

the idea, but I say you can not support the argument that the people are

altogether completely devoid of sense and self-respect. Then the article

says ( Reads " it is not our rulers " down to " rehgious faith.
"_ ) The

whole policy of the Government of India is settled on the consideration

of these points. I shall presently read an extract which will show you that

this is a statement of fact. ( Reads " Enghsh statesmen have " down to

•" by some English writers " ) The writer here referred to is Mr. Thorburn
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who was Commissioner of the Punjab. (Reads "when one country," down
to " self interest alone. "J He goes on saying that one country does not

acquire another for philanthrophy . It wants to get some profit out of it for

itself as well as for the people of the country that is acquired. There are

three views of the question, simple benevolence, simple self-interest and
the two mixed together in a varying degree. I will read you what Mr.
Thorburn says:—

"With a view to secure that good will, we gave India what was most

likely to content her people—impartial justice internally between man
and man ; but externally we subordinated India's interests as a whole to

our own. In furtherance of these principles, we strangled those of our

Dependency's industries which clash with England's—India's silk, calico,

muslin trades, for instance-and we rigorously excluded outsiders from sharing

in the profits of our Indian estates. After the mutiny, when the nation

collectively became directly responsible for the good Government of

India, we opened the country to all comers, and gave Indians as full a

measure of justice as was compatible with the superior claims of our own
people. With these objects in view, we completed the destruction of the

handloom cotton weaving manufactures of India, and insisted on the abolition

of the duty on imported cotton goods, and not until the Treasury was

empty and the whole press of India, English and Vernacular, united for

once in history, condemned with one voice the selfishness of our proceedings,

did we in 1896 sanction the reimposition for revenue purposes of very

lio-ht cotton duties . It was the coersion of shame and fear, and not the

pricks of conscience, which induced Parliament to accept what all India

was demanding—shame at the " expose" of our selfishness, fear that

persistence in refusal would alienate from us not only Indians but Anglo-

Indians as well.

—

{^India page 33 ^ 1902]

He says that we are governed by selfishness, ( Reads " in my
opinion " down to "on her administration." ) As I have said there are

three ways; (1) India should be governed for the benefit of the Indians,

which has been expounded by Mill. There is another theory also that ( 2
)

India should be governed by enlightened self-interest. Thorburn is not alona

in holding that theory; there are several English writers who hold the same
theory. In any case it is not my phrase. The complaint at present is that

Indians are not allowed any voice in the administration of the country. That

was the evidence given by myself before the Decentralization Commission. I

have not said it secretly in Marathi only, but I have stated it openly before

the Royal Commission, specially brought out from England to find a means
of removing the complaint. (Reads "The whole contract " down to "white

o£B.cial class in their own hands '

'
) the word used by me is " ^^ ittCT

'

'

"monopoly" ; that is the ground of complaint that has been urged for the

past fifty years. How can you say that this phrase will excite disaffection,

when it has been used by Indian writers for the past fifty years and it has

not yet excited disaffection ? ( Reads down to " be uncomplainingly accep-

ted ") . Now I am explaining in all these passage what the bomb-outrages

are due to. One party says it is due to the Indian Press, to the Extremists

of the Congress party and to all kinds of agitators. I say it is due to failings
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in the administration^ and if that administration is improved then this
agitation will stop. As a matter of course, all this agitation by the Cono-ress
and by the Political leaders is the result of defects in the administrative

system. That argument is taken up naturally for the purpose of writing
against the Bureaucracy. The Pro-Bureaucratic Press says that it is these
agitators who have brought about all these troubles. L,et us put them down
by a military and police regime. Our case is that it is not a true indictment
and that it is the system of administration that has done this work already.

We say that the Bureaucracy is becoming intolerable ( not tyrannical ), not
because of actual tyranny but because of the absolute despotic exercise of
the power held in their own hands. It is opposed to representation by
the people. With the spread of education and the coming in contact
with other foreign nations it will be impossible for these to continue.
It is a controversy which has been going on for thirty years ever since
Mr.Dadabhai Nowroji wrote his book 'Poverty and un-British Rule in India.'
It is a goodly volume of five hundred pages propounding the same idea, and
as far as I can see his arguments have remained unanswered upto this time.
Major Evans Bell in his work ' Our Vassal Empire ' takes the same view
of the situation. He says that some day the two parties are sure to come
into conflict, one refusing to move an inch and the other knockino- at the
door for admission to the house of Bureaucracy. That is the way it has
been put. It is not my own argument. It has been advanced for a large
number of years and I have simply used it to show that the arguments of
the pro-Bureaucratic Press are not logical and not sound. ( Continues read-
ing from article ' whatever things we might do ' down to ' our hands.' )

The learned Counsel said in his opening address ' they want power. '

Well, certainly I do not deny that; if that is seditious then I think all these
works I am reading from must be confiscated and be destroyed. The De-
centralization Commission asked me if I wanted this change at once. The
word ' gradually ' in the original has been left out by the Translator and
lost sight of and it is suggested here that I have stated that the whole power
must come into the hands of the Indians at once. (Reads down to ' another
Russia.' ) If the Bureaucracy had its own way, if it was not checked by
democratic feeling in England, they will go to furtherlengths than this. There
are checks even to a Bureaucracy, one of the checks beingthat the Bureaucra-
cy is subject to Parliament. (Reads down to autocratic sway, j It is a clear
warning clearly stated. It is one of the cases to which Lord Curzon refers.
The word oppressive has been wrongly used here. The original word is

tg^ifr, which means repressive. The question here is—is the repressive ad-
ministration likely to be popular in the time to come ? And if not, should
some change not be made ? And as I have said bomb-outrages are a signal
from which some warning may be taken by Government, f Reads down to
* horrible deeds.' ) I have pointed out what that means. That means that

it cannot but be so. The original words I used here are sr^fT fTF^mfrir Tlf-

•JTR JTTfnr; not that that was their will or their desire. Again to suggest that is

not new, not of my own saying. The Hon'ble Mr. Gokhale himself iu one
of his speeches in. the Legislative Council before the Viceroy said ;
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' This theu is the position. A few men in Bengal have now taken to

-preachino- a new gospel, and here and there in the country one occasionally

hears a faint echo of their teaching. But their power to influence the

people to the extent to which they are able to influence them—is derived

mainly from the sense of helplessness and despair which has come to prevail

widely in the country, both as regards the prospects of reform in the adminis-

tration and as regards the removal of particidar grievances. The remedy

for such a state of things is therefore clearly not mere repression but a

course of wise and steady conciUation on the part of the Govrnment. '

The warning was given by Mr. Gokhale and also by Dr. Rash Behari

Ghose in his Budget speech of March last. That was the warning and

Dr. Rash Behari Ghose said the same thing.

* The choice lies before you between a contented people proud to be the

citizens of the greatest Empire the world has ever seen and another Ireland

in the East. For I am uttering no idle threat, I am not speaking at random,

for I know something of the present temper of the rising generation in

JBengal, perhaps another Russia. '

He said this in his welcome address of the Congress of 1906. Why this

was quoted by The Englishman. It is curious to note that The Englishnidin

quoted this and stated that because Dr. Rash Behari Ghose gave this warn-

ing therefore he must have known something about the bomb-outrages

beforehand. If he had not given that warning they would have said 'well,

here you say you desire the welfare of the Government, why then did you

not o-ive the warning?' fReads again from article of 12th May down to 'As you

sow*so shall you reap' ) The Translator has put in the Enghsh maxim which

is practically the same. But I rely upon the original and I will only refer to

differences in the translations which in my opinion are serious. ( Reads

down to 'human nature.' ) I am not the first to put such a soliloquy into

the mouths of the Bureaucracy. Sir P. M. Metha said on one occasion:

—

Iri'^v-" "In progress of time large numbers of Englishmen trained in the maxims

-of despotism and saturated with autocratic predilections, would return to

their native home, where they could not but look with intolerance on free

and constitutional forms. This is no visionary speculation. Careful English

observers have already noticed traces of such tendency. In the course of a

few generations, such a tendency, if not checked, would develope into a

mighty influence and the free and constitutional Government of England

which has been so long deprived of the world would be placed in the dead-

liest jeopardy. With a policy of force, as I have said before, the resources

of India would be drained in the first instance in maintaining large costly

armies and huge services ; the country would be thus too much impoverished

to admit of her developing the great material resources which nature

has showered on her,

"In India, impoverished and emasculated, the English Merchant would

only be an emaciated attendant in the rear of the English Soldier and the

English Civilian , and English commercial enterprise, more glorious even

than her military enterprise, would find no congenial field.**
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Sir Pherozshah Mehta in his speech welcoming the delegates to
the 20th National Congress in Bombay in 1904 also said:

—

"I wish to speak with all respect for these disinterested advisers
; but I

cannot help comparing them to that delightful " Poor Man's Friend, " Sir
John Bowley, so admirably depicted by Dickens :

—"Your only business, my
good fellow, is with me. You need not trouble yourself to think about any-
thing. I will think for you; I know what is good for you; I am your per-
petual parent. Such is the dispensation of an all-wise Providence, * * *

What man can do, I do. I do my duty as the Poor Man's Friend and
Father, and I endeavour to educate his mind, by inculcating on all occa-
sions the one great lesson which that class requires, that is, entire depend-
ence on myself. They have no business whatever with themselves." I
venture to say that to accept this advice would be equally demoralizing to
the rulers and the ruled. It ignores all the laws of human progress, it

ignores the workings of human nature, it ignores environment and surround-
ings. We may be as well told to cease to breathe, to think, or to feel.

Political agitation there will always be. The only question is whether we
should suppress and bottle up our feelings and hopes and aspirations and our
grievances in the innermost recesses of our own hearts, in the secret con-
claves of our own brethren, or deal with them in the free light of-open day.'

I have said the same thing. They ignore the awakening of human
nature. Of course the instances introduced are recent ones, that have
taken place since 1904. I simply wanted to show that the Bureaucracy
ignored this aspect of human nature.

We have literature of our own and those books are held to be quite
legal. They have never been suspected and when I was called upon for a
reply I took my stand upon the principles of my side and I am here to
answer for these charges. (Reads ' most of the Anglo-Indian papers *

4own to ' leaders. ') You will again see that this reply to the
Anglo-Indian press is written by myself on an occasion of provocation
and not to excite disaffection. If you were in my position when such
Repressive Acts were passed, if they were passed in your country,
would you not come forward and say what I have said? Of course it

may be unpleasant advice but a distinction must be drawn between
unpleasantness and sedition. (Reads down to ' those leaders again'^^
That is the advice of the Anglo-Indian Press and in summing it

lip I have only omitted the abuse which they have cast upon us.
I have tried to make my point clear by arguments and the only comment
J have made is that the advice is most silly. Then I go on
to give an illustration. (Reads down to 'unrestrained official class alone' ),
The dam begins to give way; but is it due to the rain or the flood?
The rain represents the official class, and the flood the popular
ieeling. That is only an argument which I tried to use when endea-
vouring to show where the real causes of the present unrest lie. (Reads
down to 'real state' j. There is another illustration. We revolve round
the world's axis and think the world is revolving and not ourselves.
We do not perceive our own mind. The Bureaucracy makes mistakes
but attributes those mistakes to others. Autocratic, irresppasible,-these
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are words that have been used for the past fifty years, and even
stronger words in describing the situation. In fact 30 years ago people
-were quite satisfied with it. But with the spread of education new
aspirations have arisen in the hearts of the people. I do not want
to conceal this fact. The Bureaucracy may have done some good but
it has also done harm, and the time is now ripe for a change. Are
we to be charged with sedition for saying what has been said, in the

lyCgislative Council, in the Congress and before public audiences in

England and in India ? I don't think that this view could be objected

to when put forth in a newspaper in reply to certain attacks. It remains
for wise men to point out the real cause and lay the blame on proper
shoulders (Reads down to 'subject people'). That is what the whole
agitation in India is. There is one pro-Bureaucratic class, and in the
Congress there are two parties-one calling themselves Moderates and the
other calling themselves Nationalists, or, as they are called by others

the Extremists ; and then again there is a class who are neutral. I

have tried to give an explanation of this class here ( reads down to

' the path of passive resistence' ). I may tell you at once that I am
appealing to this latter party. The aim and object of these parties is

the same. They both want to have a share in the administration,

but one of the parties wants to push it a little further. ( Reads down,

to 4n all places' ). For the words 'indignation ' and 'exasperation' the
words should be 'fire of enthusiasm.' Of course the illustration is that the

sun remains the same but his heat is less in Simla or Darjeeling than
in Marwar. So the cause may be the same but the effect may-

be different in the case of different persons. I might point

out that in the original the words are ' thousand -rayed sun.
^i

( Reads down to ' by an unpopular system '
) . This means despotic

system ; my words in the original are ( ^^tC\ ?:r^'TT^r% ) ( Reads from ' If

there is any lesson ' down to ' Muzzafarpore bomb-affair '. ) The
power. of Government is not denied. They can put a stop to it at any
time by a reign of terror or police regime. But is that what Government
should do? It is not by resorting to repressive measures that anything
can be done. As L^ord Morley has said there is to be ' martial Law and
no damned nonsence ' ( Reads ' develope again in another part. ' )

•The simile is taken from medical science. Some extraordinary medicine is

necessary. The boil is not an extraordinary disease but this is an extraordinary

boil. ( Reads ' subject's great misfoitune ' down to 'horrible calamities.')

It is a misfortune to the country, a misfortune to the ruler and the ruled

and to the whole country. The capital K in the sentence is a mistake.

It is a common noun. The capital ' K ' has been attributed by the trans-

lator to the Printer's Devil. As translated by the Translator it means
a ruler ( Reads from ' it is plain ' j It is not a military remedy; it is a
civil remedy. I have said we rely upon getting this remedy. One
diagnosis is that the cause is the agitators. We have said that we had
been asking for certain rights for 50 years and that we must get some
attention. No attempt is made to answer the Pioneer in the same
strain although it has recommended that we should be whipped publicly by
the sweepers. We have written in a calm and reasoning fashion. ( Reads
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down to 'improper deeds ' )
.' This means that one man here and one man there

may feel disposed to use this wrong means . (Reads down to * instead of being-

stopped ').. It is likely that Government may get excited ^over the matter;

it would lead to more repressive measures; but at the same time advice is

given to Government that it would not do to adopt a more repressive

policy as suggested by the Pioneer andi other papers. (Reads down to

'persistently and constitutionally ' ). All these words have to be coined

anew. It is not denied that people who make efforts in a legal and con-

stitutional manner need fear anything. In fact that is the principle upon
which all political agitators go in India whether they be Moderates or

Nationalists. The only thing is the degree to which we shall go in

demanding these measures. ( Reads down to ' out of control ' ). Because
some people go mad or grow wicked you cannot say that all political

agitators in India are seditious. That is a wrong way of reasoning, and is

one that is adopted by the Bureaucratic Press. The whole matter is rea-

soned out in this article by means of arguments which we have found in

the literature oi our party. Here and there an illustration may fbe new but

the arguments are familiar to the readers of the Kesari for the

last 28 years. The arguments that are there, are familiar to the

readers and to the leaders of the Indian parties for the last forty or

fifty years. What can be the effect upon their minds? The same effect

as ten or more years ago. They would only say that their arguments
are marshalled very cleverly. I have marshalled my arguments without
abuse or vilification leaving it to the readers to say if that is not

more impressive (Reads down to ' Political rights are seditious' ).

It is a wrong inference which has been drawn. That is not the point;

the point is to whom are the articles addressed, and what is their

purpose? You have to take into consideration that they are addressed

to the authorities and are not intended to stir up the people.

All these arguments help in putting forward our views in a particular

way. The Bureaucracy does not like power to pass from their hands; but
it would be wise for them to do so and they should take a warning from
this and know the state of the country. The article, however, says it is

no use murdering an officer. If one is murdered another comes and suc-

ceeds. It is foolish to suppose that the British Government can be affected

by the murder of any high officer, because another is sure to succeed him.

{ Reads down to ' exhausted ' j. The people may be as peaceful, as

harmless, as poor as they can be; still just ( as I have said ) as the cat

turns to bay, they may turn to bay. Advice is tendered to both sides,

and I have given a double hint. I have said to people, ' your acts are
wicked, you cannot affect Government in that way; ' and I have said to

Government 'these acts are wicked and must be suppressed,but in order to

prevent them in the future some rights should be given to the people;'

( Reads down to 'despair'. ) The capital 'K' there is wrong; it should
only be a small letter, ' Traga ' is a word adopted into Marathi long ago

;

it means that a man inflicts some injury upon himself so as to throw the
blame upon another. You injure yourself to bring your wishes before
another. That kind of practice is always the result of persistent refusal

iof one's wishes. When you beseech and pray and beg, and you do not get
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you desire then ' traga ' is committed. The word I used in original is

(^T»rr) self-infliction. The advice given to Government is that their
policy should be such that the public should not turn to bay, not even
a few of them. This is the advice we are tendering to Government on
this present occasion. We are giving that advice in place of bad advice-
such as that which is given by the ' Pioneer ' and other Anglo-Indian
papers. We say do every thing to punish outrage at MuzafarporCy

to stop these fanatics, but give us some measure of political reform.
The difference between Lord Morley and ourselves is the degree of
reform which is to be granted. His is a modest measure of reform, we
want something more. He said at the Civil Service dinner 'You can

not govern by mere repression'. If that is the view of Government, if

that is the view entertained by I/ord Morely, then to state this view by
suggestion before Lord Morley' speech was published in India is not
sedition at all. (Reads down to ' Repudiated it'). Our duty is not only

to point out faults but to suggest the remedy. What is the good of telling

a man that he has phthisis, if you cannot tell him the remedy, f Reads
down to " such extremities"). We do not want these crimes, these
outrages; there is no question about it. But our whole duty as subjects
is not done simply by expressing our abomination. Violence is repudiat-

ed and advice is given to Government and to the people not to
become excited. Of course the advice may be unpleasant to the
Bureaucrats, but unpleasantness and sedition are two different things

»

I would like you to notice that the tree of anarchism is called

poisonous by me. (Reads down 'to misfortune tons all'). It is a mis-

fortune to all around, as I have said, that this Muzafarpore affair should
have occurred at this time, that the Pioneer should give such advice,
and that Government should ignore our advice. All these things are
a misfortune. Some times one has to say a disagreeable thing,

but if the advice is beneficial no body can complain. You must
take quinine occasionally although it any be unpleasnt to you.
We do not want these wicked outrages. We advice people to stop
them; if our advice is not followed what can we do? The matter is not
in our hands. Providence has not left it to us. We merely deplore

the wicked acts and at the same time we have a right to say that
these acts can be stopped only by such and such means. This is

a reply to the Pioneer who says that the people throughout the
land should express their abhorrence for this outrage. I say do it

by all means, but do not forget that it is necessary to give advice to

Government for avoiding it in the future. Also Anglo-Indians want to

mantain the Bureaucracy as it is at present; they only want to utilise these
misfortunes. They are not in a temper to appreciate our efforts to obtain
some concessions. I come down then to a review of political arguments
by which the article is actuated. I say the duties are mutual. There
is one duty for the subjects and a corresponding duty for the rulers.

(Reads down to 'irresponsible') . I have said that, and the word irresponsi-
ble is used throughout to mean irresponsible to the people, not subject
to the opinion of the people, as the Government in England is.
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Irresponsible to themselves is not the meaning. It is used in the
political sense meaning not subject to, and quite independent of, the people

themselves ( Reads down to 'is inevitable'). We say that in the case

of Russia and Turkey. It was the state of England before the Revolution.

(Reads down to *with that object in view to-day's article has been
writen').

Now in writing that article, I ask you what was the reason
for writting it ? I have read to you extracts from the Pioneer and
Englishman and other papers to show how they utilize these
incidents for their own purposes. This is a reply to that. We have as-

much right to put our views before Government. With those Papers
before you now, judge of the wording in these articles by comparing them
with the article of the Pioneer. If the Anglo-Indian papers are to

have a monopoly of tendering advice to Government, then it would be
better if we stop the Vernacular Press altogether. In return for the
vilification and the abuse showered upon us by the English Press, this

article with calm reasoning lays the popular view before the Government,,
with the arguments that have appeared in the literature of the party for

the past generation. Perhaps some of them may be new to you, but you
do not read the Vernacular papers. They are not new to the people or to

the Government. We have been asking this all along, and on the present

occasion it was necessary for some political party to put forth their views
before Government, and I felt impelled to do so. The bomb-outrage is a
peg on which these articles hang. That is the view that this article

takes of the situation. I am not ashamed to own it. It has been written

for that purpose, and I want to explain to you the purpose for which it

is written. In the Dean of St. Assaph's case there is a small note saying

that the pamphlet was written with such and such objects. I rely upon
a similar ground. I have said why this article was written. I have refer-

red to the Pioneer^ Englisliman^ Times of India. &c., they have mention-
ed me by name. So what ground is there to suppose that this is not a
reply to the Pioneer ? That I am not entitled to convey the v'ew of the
Marathi-speaking population ? I might say very truly the view of the
whole of India ? Of course there are some Indians on the side of the
Bureaucratic Press just as there are Conservatives and Liberals in Eng-
land. Would you hold anybody seditious under Section 124 A, for writ-

ing as I have done, in England ? There are two parties in England and
it is the duty of each party to represent its own views. There is nr.thing
wrong in that. If the Vernacular Piess should continue to exist it

should exist only for this. I was bound to criticise the abuse of the
Pioneer and to express my views couched in decisive terms. Is that se-
dition? What has been done ? The outrages have been repudiated and
condemned. I do not speak here with the object of making you
converts to my view, but when one party goes on like that and abuses
the other, they challange the other party. I know that some of you will

say, * yes the Pioneer has said so and so, why^don't you file a suit ? ' If

we want to charge the Pioneer^ we must file a complaint under Sectiott

153 A. But to do so we must obtain the sanction of Governmentr
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Government must sanction the Prosecution, and Government is not likely

to give that sanction. A question was asked in Parliament as to whether the
Government would peosecute the Pioneer ioi making certain statements, no
reply was given. The papers arrived only hereby last mail. It was Mr.
O'Grady who asked why the Government would not prosecute the Pioneer
and other papers. I do not want them to be prosecuted. I do not wish that
any other Editor should be in the same predicament as I am today. I do not
wish it even for my enemies. I do not want to be vindictive, but I think
it is an instance to show. If it had been a personal matter I would certainly

have j51ed a suit against the Editor of that paper. I might mention the case
of Captain Hearsay who was libelled by the Pioneer. He did not waste any
time in filing a suit. He went to the office and horsewhipped the Editor.
That is how you, gentlemen of the Jury, would proceed if insulted like

that and your name were concerned. The people of the Panjab once
requested the Government to prosecute the ' Civil and Military Gazette *

for certain libellous statements made against them, but the Government
refused to do so. If the Government believes that those papers are ac-

tuated by honest motives, though their language may be very strong,
how can they believe that this article written in much milder language by
me is seditious ? It is only a reply to the advice tendered by the Anglo-
Indian papers to Government. As a matter of fact we are entitled to greater
latitude than the Pioneer since the Penal Code says that what is done in

self-defence is not an offence. That referes to property and I maintain
that property includes reputation. Are we not to be allowed the right of

reply ? We have referred to the article in the Pioneer in very mild
terms; we have replied with arguments only. Are we to allow the Pioneer
to go on abusing the mass of our readers and of the people in this coun-
try ? In that case it would be much better to abolish the Vernacular
Press, and leave the Pioiieer in the field alone. It is my duty to

reply to such vilification. Some say that political agitators are the cause
of all this. They must be hunted down and whipped by sweepers. But
our party says their argument is not sound, they heve gone mad. For the
proper view is very different. These arguments are different. These
arguments are set forth calmly and reasonably. I shall show you presently
by reading a few quotations from important authorities that the descrip-
tion of the Bureaucracy I have given is not a new one. It has been given
by eminent writers who are popular in England. You have further to

Temember that the Bureaucracy is not the Government. To criticise the
Bureaucray is not bringing into contempt or hatred the Government esta-

blished by law in this country. The Bureaucray call themselves the
Services and for the purpose of 124 A the servant is at once turned into the
Master or the King. They are the Services and no body pretends to

say otherwise. I will read you a passage from Major Evans Bell's book
*' Our Great Vassal Empire " page 6. { Reads ' Government is not the
administration' ). Hence the administration is not the Government; the
Bureaucracy represents the administration under Government; the Bure-
aucracy is not the mainstay of the British Empire. Are there not provin-
ces of the British Empire which are not governed by the Bureaucracy ?

The Bureaucracy is not a synonym for ^British Rule in India \ Every
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writer in India has made a distinction between Government and the

administration; and it is now recognised that to contend for the right of

self-government, as ruled in I. L. R. 34 Calcutta, is not seditious. How
can you demand a share in the administration unless you can shov/ that

the present administration has some defects ? If you cannot find any
defects you have no claim for reformation. It may be unpleasant to the

Bureaucracy, but there is nothing in it which brings contempt or hatred

upon the Government—I mean Government in the abstract. It may not be
agreeable, suppose I am the trustee of a certain estate; you may remove the

trustee, but that does not destroy the estate. The Bureaucracy are think-

ing that they are Government established by law. It may be unpleasent,

annoying and disagreeable for them to be told that they are not so ; but

that is not sedition. I will read to you a few more extracts. I will first

read to you from "Problems of Greater Britain" by Sir Charles Dilke:—
' Foreign observers are, however, given to severely criticising our

pretence that our Government of India is not a despotism ; and, on the

contrary they defend it as the perfection of an autocracy, a benevolent
and intellegent rule which in their opinion suits the people governed,
more closely than is the case with any other Government on the

Earth's surface. It is indeed difficidt to see upon what ground it

can be contended that our Indian Government is not despotic . The
people who pay the taxes have no control over the administration.

The rulers of the countn,- are nominated from abroad. The laws are

made by them without the assent of representatives of the people. More-
over, that is the case which, as has been seen, was not the case under the

despotism of Rome, or in India itself under the despotism of the Moghuls,
namely, that the people of the country are excluded almost universally

from high military rank, and generally from high rank in the civil

service. The nomination of a few natives to positions upon the Councils

is clearly in this matter but a blind, and it cannot be seriously contended
that the Government of India ceases to be a despotism because it

acknowledges a body of laws. On this principle the Russian Government
is not a despotism, because the Emperor never takes a decision without
some support iov his views in the Imperial Senate.'

That is the argument of the pro-Bureaucratic party. Despotic is the

'term used in Political discussion and that is the word that I have used. I

might remind you that Sir Charles Dilke was once a member of the

Ministry and was a leader of this view. Sir W. Blunt has said the

same thing;

—

' The Government of the country was vested in a Board of Directors

sitting at the India House, and delegating their executive powers to a Civil

Service of which they themselves had in most instances been originally mem-
bers , and whose traditions and instincts they preserved . It was a Bureau-
cracy pure and simple, the most absolute, and closest, and the freest of

control that the world has ever seen; for, unlike the Bureaucracies of Europe,
it was subject neither to the will of a Sovereign nor to public opinion in

any form. Its selfishness was cheeked only by the individual good
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feeling of its members, and any good effected by it to others than 'those was
due to a certain traditional largeness of idea as to the true interests of the
company. *

Also Mr. Mill says in his * Representative Government ' :'•—
' The Government of a people by itself has a meaning, and a reality; but

such a thing as Government of one people by anothei does not and cannot
exist. One people may keep another as a warren or preserve for its own
nse, a place to make money in, a human cattle farm to be worked for the
profit of its own inhabitants. But if the good of the governed is the proper
business of a Government, it is utterly impossible that a people should direct-

ly attend to it. The utmost they can do is to give some of their best men a
commission to look after it ; to whom the opinion of their own country
can neither be much of a guide in the performance of their duty, nor a
competent judge of the mode in which it has been performed. '

These are English authors but there are also remarks of Mr. Bryan
who is the Repulican Candidate for the Presidentship of the United States,,

who in his book ' India under Great Britain ' says the Government
of India is arbitrary and despotic.

That is what we have been saying to audiences in England, that is

what we have been asking from the platform and in the Press and books
for the last fifty years. And now to drag me in 1908 before a
Court because I have said the same thing after provocation from the
pro-Bureaucratic Press is not, apart from the legality of it, even logi-

cal. I am not reading extracts from Sir Henry Cotton, Sir William
Wedderburn and other members of the Congress party, because the
Prosecution might say ' Oh they are just as seditious and we do not
prosecute them because it is not good to do that just yet.' This is the creed
of the party, and I have not gone beyond that or used words not previously
used. There was a good occasion for my writing. There was provocation.
A challenge was thrown out and I had a duty to discharge. And it was in
the course of the discharge of that duty that this article was written. I

think, I have quoted enough. I will not tire your patience by
quoting any more. There are a number of other books here. Now I

will read to you the two notes written on the same date 12th May 1908
and marked Exhibit E. ( Reads from ' since the commencement of the
bomb affair ' down to ' in future' ) . Again this is an article written
upon the provocation received. It distinctly names the papers to which
the reply is intended. ( Reads down to ' stopped ' ). This means that
the outrages are due to political agitation, and that all political movements
in the country should be stopped. ( Reads down to ' Tarkata Shastra.')
Here I have used two marathi words meaning logic and sophistry, and
they can only be understood in that language. In this article again the
bomb outrges are deprecated but I have also pointed out that we might
hope that these outrages will draw the attention of England to our grieva-
ces as they did in Ireland at one time.

We now come to the Article of the 2nd June^ (At this stage the Court
adjourned for lunch.)
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I have to read you the Article and the two paragraphs dated 12th May
and marked Exhibits D and E. The incriminating Article is marked Exhibit

D, and the two notes are marked Exhibit E, but the Prosecution have
put in other Aiticles dated 19th May, 26th May, 2nd June 1908.

Instead of reading the next incriminating article after this I think

it will be better to read the Articles in their chronological order, so that

I will be able to show you the various phases through which the

matter passed, and you will be gradually led up to the Article of June 9.

The three articles are put in to prove intention, but I want to read to you
all the articles in the controversy. The first article was written on May 12th,

and on May 19th &c., other articles were written in reply to articles that had
appeared during the meanwhile. You can infer the intention of one article

by reading the three. Certain things had been published on which criti-

cisms were necessary. Those criticisms were made in the articles of the

19th May . On May 26th we received news from Home by the English
Mail (fully a fortnight laterj and we found the matter discussed in the

English papers. Then we published our article of June 2nd which was a

sort of review of the whole situation. Then two notes are based on
this in the issue of the 9th June, and I put in the article in the issue of

16th June to complete the series. It was not put in by the Prosecution.

These two articles of the 9th June, refer to the executive acts of Govern-

ment. So from week to week the controvery was carried on as fresh

arguments and fresh facts were urged by the other party. Then followed
the two legislative Acts which were opposed. It is a continuation

of the same subject. So how can it be that the articles were
written with the intention of exciting the people ? If you will read
the articles you will find that I wrote every week, and touched upon
a different situation, and met the arguments of the other parties in

different ways. I do not think the controversy is yet over. In order
to acquaint you with the details, I mean to read the articles in the

order of their appearance. Of course I am not going into details as I did
in the first article. These articles are put in to prove intention. You are

not to rely on them like the incriminting articles. I am not going to

deal so fully with them, as it would take up so much of your time. I

shall have to read them fully, but I will only make a few remarks as I

read to you. When the article of the 19th May was written you will

find that during that week certain telegrams were received stating that
meetings had been held in Bengal, presided over by the Maharaja
of Durbhunga, expressing son,^w and regret at '^the bomb-outrage, at

the same time condemning the outrage and attributing it to political

agitators. Now these people belong to our party and it was necessary
in the interests of the community to contradict the charges made, and
to expose the charactar of those meetings. You will find there were no
meetings all over India, but a few meetings which were managed by in-

terested persons. We had to show that these were not representative

meetings, and we had to issue a warning to Government. We did not
disagree with them in expressing abhorrence and regret for the outrages,

but regarding the other part we thought that they were playing into

the hands of the other party. To prevent that this article was written, and
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consequently it is headed "A Double Hint" or a double warning. It was
warning to the people themselves, and to the Government, that these

meetings should not be taken as representative, with the corollary

that at the present time it was necessary to make reforms in the

administration. I have said in this article that bomb-throwing is not the

method of obtaining Swarajya. It is not a logical method. It is not

sanctioned by morality. (Reads to "suicidal in the extreme." j. It means
suicidal to the cause of a country. That is the meaning of the heading,
,/a double hint.',

We may be right or wrong, but we place our view openly before
Government, so that Government may not be misled by these
resolutions. I have said that though Anglo-Indians may be glad of

the few meetings they might mislead Government. It also gives a
reply to the charge upon the political agitators in India, that they are
trying to get power into their own hands for selfish ends, while the
Bureaucracy is carrying on the Government for benevolent purposes.
There is a point of differnece in the diagnosis. We say outrageous conduct
is one of the effects of a bad system of administration. They say it is due
to agitation. (Reads down to "in India".) By attributing it to agitation
and the heated feeling as it is at present in India, they think that this

trouble will cease by putting down agitation. It is a struggle between
two parties, like the I^iberals and Conservatives

;
just the same as the

Social Democrats in England and the Liberals. In this way the controversy
goes on. The House of Lords is an old institution and has done much
more good for England than the Bureaucracy for India, and yet it is

a subject of controversy. CReads down to ' in this manner ' .)
It is a way of party tactics, that each party should press forward its

cause on every favourable occasion. This principle has Ibeen used by the
bureaucratic Press, while on the other hand it has been contested and
repHed to by the Native Press.

I will not refer to the whole litereature of our party. But the evi-

dence is so strong that it will convince anybody that this system of adminis-
tration has been outgrown by the intelligence of the people. ( Reads
down to '• in their minds. " ) Here again we have a mistake in the
translation. The word in the original is ( ^?n"T ) -( Reads down to 'human
nature. ' ) This is the same argument used in the previous reply but
with a different phraseolgy. ( Reads do^m to ' false report. ' ) 'Report',
is not correct

; the original word used is (g^ ) which means outcry or alarm.

( Reads down to 'public opinion.' ) This is the History of the European
countries in the 19th century. ( Reads down to ' political agitatois. '

)
It is something like this. Arsenic is a tonic if taken in certain quantities,
but because a man commits suicide with arsenic that is no reason why-
arsenic must not be used at all. Because fire sometimes burns a city, must
it be

^
abolished? Because a turn-headed man takes to violence, should

all political agitation be stopped ? That argument is false ; it is not
sound; and it is misleading, f Reads down to 'selfishness.' ) That
means that one party wants the Bureaucracy. It is not done from igno-
rance but from self-interest. ( Reads down to 'would be considered
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foolish.' ) That is taken from history. It is an old story of the Peshwa,
that Anandibai changed one letter in the order given by Ragunathrao to

a Military Captain and in the place of ^ in ( t^xmj ) she substituted the
letter m and made it ( jtRRI ) which made it ' murder ' instead of
* arrest. ' Would this justify a cry against female education? Simi-
larly to stop all political agitation because one person has taken it into
his head to murder an official, is a fallacy. ( Reads down to ^ in any
country.' ) This is only another illustration. You know when the

electric trams were started in Bombay there were a few accidents,
but it would have been foolish to stop the trams because of those accidents.

( Reads down to ' India alone.' ) It is a false process of reasoning
to make the political agitators responsible for what has happend in Bengal.
( Reads down to ' initiate it. ' ) When we have before our eyes what
happend in Ireland, France, Germany, and Russia, we can see that it is not
due to political agitators, not to what these young men read in the news-
papers. (Reads down to * our rulers.') There again is the warning
I offer to the Anglo-Indian Press and to Government ( Reads down to
' Prescribed by L,aw, ' j It is expressly stated here that the law ought
to be put into action, though Government ought not to take repressive
measures, f Reads down to * we are helpless.' ) There is no excite-
ment. This is an historical parallel taken from P^uglish history.

There again is a mistranslation; the original word is ( j^w^ ) f Reads down
to end of aiticle. j This article again was written on the 19th of May.
The view of the party is that we condemn bomb-outrages as strongly as
any one in the country, and our claim is that matters have run such a
course, it has now come to such a pass in this country that measures of
xeform must now be taken. That is the view of the Viceroy, that was the
view of Lord Morley at the Civil Service Dinner. He said mere repres-

sive measures will not do. That is the view that this article takes. Other
people hold the same view. The purpose of this article was to warn Gov-
ernment against taking these resolutions as proper expressions of opinion.
The object appears at the end. It appears from the different sentences of
the article and if you do not go behind the article there is plenty of

material from which the object of the article can be gathered. This
article then forms one of the series, as I have stated, and it has just been
ruled by His Lordship that they are all part of one transaction. These
articles were written week by week as information came in. I contend
that these articles cannot be used to infer the intention. Even if you did
n.se them you cannot reckon them all as one transaction. We will now
come to the article of 26th May which is headed 'The real meaning of
the bomb.' fThe Marathi originals were handed to the Jury with transla-
tions;. By the side of the articles, you will notice, are pubHshed English
opinions on the subject of the bomb-outrage. This article is written and
a summary of new topics in connection with the controversy, given. Some
of the EngHsh opinion is favourable to our party and some to the Anglo-
Indian party. It is a divided opinion. Just as it was divided here it was
divided there. But no one thought of prosecuting any one there as I have
been here for writing these articles. The article is Ex. G. is dated
26th May and was based on English opinions received by the mail of the
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23rd. These first appeared in the Mahratta^ -which is published on Sun-
day, and were then translated into the Kesari of the 26th. The article

written embodies those views and also talks about the general commotion.
It is a matter of satisfaction that the Government of India and lyord

Morley take the same view. Lord Morley says that it is a modest reform
that he is introducing, and the Viceroy said that he would not be daunted
or turned away from his purpose of introducing the reform by reason of

the recent occurrences. After all it is the Native Press that has won the
battle to a certain extent. Even in England there were two parties and

that you can see from the recent controversy between Lord Curzon and
Lord Morley. Lord Curzon representing the school of * Martial Law '

and no damned nonsense about concessions',—and Lord Morley the other.

Lord Morley said that such a policy could not be followed in view of the
history and traditions of the English people. There is the same contro-

versy here. { Reads. ) ' The drowning man catches at the neck, ' is not
a proper rendering; it should be ' he is drawing his arms round his

neck. ' (Reads ' Swadeshi boycott ' extracts.) I have read from the
Pioneer and other Papers relating not only to political agitation, but also

to Swadeshi, boycott, and other matters. The agitation is regarded with dis-

pleasure and condemned as seditious. (Reads; letting loose the Mussal-
man gundas &c.) These are facts which have been proved and are not exag-

gerations. I may say here that I am not going to waste time by dwelling upon
all the mistranslations of these articles as they are only put in for the pur-

pose of showing intention. { Reads ) ' Vetal ' is one of the many kinds of

fiends.
,
He is accompanied* by other ' pishachas'. Here what is meant

to be conveyed is that when one gets mad he makes others mad ; the
way to stop that madness is not to get hold of the latter but to take posses-

sion of the source, fReads ' reverberation of your tyrannical acts j
*

This means in other words that the bomb is a reaction. It may be
due to madness or wickedness—that is not discussed-but it is reaction

and not the original impulse. It is not as though Parliament or even
the Liberal party don't contain * turn-headed ' people. I have said there

are two sets of opinions in Parliament ; the one which is represented by
theHon'ble Mr. Rees is in favour of the views expressed by the Pioneer^

the Tzmes of /?idia and the Englishman, The other set of opinions is

represented by the Indian Party. Mr. Rees said that the repressive

measures were very mild upto now, but hereafter they should be far

stronger. { Reads to ' when a man sees nothing hopeful ' ). It is the hope
that keeps up man in the straight path, and Dr. Rash Behari Gosh says

that * despair, has caused these young men to go astray.' (^ Reads to
' called resolution. 'J This is a quotation from Spencer's ' Social Science ',

{ concludes reading the article ). This is what has been practically

acknowledged by the Viceory, who said that he was quite assured of the
new spirit that is engendered in the Indian Nation by the recent
successes of Japan, and it was his desire to lead the people in the right

path and to guide their movements rather than to suppress them. The same
view was expressed by Dr. Rash Behari Ghosh and the Hon'ble Mr.
Gokhale in the Viceroy's Council during the discussions on the Seditious

Meetings Act or Bill. (Reads from Gazette oi India page 186 from the Vice^
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aware of the political hopes and ambitions of the people of this country
&c. * You will see that these very arguments were used not only in
newspapers, but also in the Legislative Council. There is no secrecy
about them and their reasonableness has been acknowledged by the Vice-
roy himself. It is not a new thing. Here in this article they appear as
criticism of Mr. Rees. These views, which have been published in the
Government Gazette of the 2nd of November 1907, were authoritatively
given by the gentlemen I have referred to at the meeting of the Legislative
Council and have been finally approved. The only difference between the
Government and the Indian political party is that the reforms are not
thorough-going as explained by Lord Morley. He said that they are only
modest. We say that they ought to be more thorough-going. The aroii-
ments used in the articles are the same as those which were put forward
in the Legislative Council by the members representing popular feeling
and finally when the Viceroy had to reply to them he spoke in the same
strain in which the article concludes, f Reads: ' we may repress sedition
we may repress it with a strong hand &c. ' j There is no question what-
ever that if there is anything illegal the Government of India is prepared
to repress it and it has the right to repress it. The controversy has been
carried on in the Legislative Couacil, in Parliament and in the E)nglish
and Anglo-Indian Press and I say it cannot be sedition if it is reproduced
in the vernacular press in the manner in which it has been done here.
It may be urged that in the vernacular press they might write anything
they like as what they write is not translated. That is a mistake. It is
translated every week. The Government has a special department for the
purpose, and summary of every article is translated and sent to Govern-
ment. What we write is not in the dark or behind the back of the
Government.

There are two more articles before we come to the second incriminat-
ing article. One of these is that of the 2nd June. I am not going to
criticise every line of the translation. I will read it so that you may have
the whole controversy before you and judge in what spirit these
articles have been written. The article of the 2nd June was written
to answer an objection which has been raised against the popular
party. It is asked do you condemn the bomb ? Yes. Then why don't y«u
help Government in the repressive measures which Government is
taking ? What is the position of the party ? What view do you take of the
bomb ? There are certain thinkers who say if you condemn bombs
you must go with Government as if there is no other alternative. Either
condemn bomb and be with Government, or expose yourself to the
charge of being considered seditious. That was the argument used
and this article is a reply to it. What we say is that we condemn the
bomb, but we also condemn repressive measures. We say use enough
lepressioa for the purpose of punishing this wickedness but beyond
that no more repression is needed. That is the position we take, and the
result is that we do not side with the Government and we do not
approve of the action of those who committed the outrage. That is
the clear position to which we were driven by our traditions, by our beliefs
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and by our opinions. That was the charge made against the Indian

Political Party. It was 'Your position is not logical. How do

you explain it ?' We say 'We condemn the outrage, but we also condemn
the repressive measures.' The Press Act was passed afterwards but

at the time of our writing Government's intention of passing it was known.

It was to be passed at Simla and on the 8th of June it was actually

passed. (I shall have to read a few extracts from the proceedings

of the Legislative Council in order to explain to you the criticism

which we passed upon it. j And explanation was therefore necessary, that if

we condemn the bomb we should condemn the repressive measures also.

Hence the article. It is translated. 'The secret of the bomb.' But the more

proper rendering would be 'The Ethics of the Bomb' . There is an article on

'The Ethics of the dynamite' in the Contemporary Review of 1894 from

which it appears that in 1893 a dynamiter was discovered with explosives in

his possession. Immediately the Parliament met and passed the Act. At
that time there was great sensation and excitement in England and the

views expressed in the Contemporary Review are similar to those which
are expressed in this article. In fact, an extract from the Contemporary
Review was read by the Hon'ble Nawab Sayad Mahomed in the Viceroy's

Legislative Council. The same view is taken more or less in this

article. When a man walking in the street stumbles, he begins to

consider what is his position. Bomb is wicked but it is a signal to pause

and consider. Out of evil coraeth good. It rivets our attention and
makes us inquire searchingly into the present state of things. We have
condemued the bomb-outrage. It is immoral, it is illegal, it is suicidal,

it is a felonious deed. Now the last stage of the episode comes in when
the Explosives Act is passed, and the Anglo-Indian Papers say 'You
are hypocrites. You condemn the bomb but you do not side with
Government in the represive measures. ' We reply ' We are not

hypocrites. We are sorry we cannot side with Government because
Government has taken to a repressive policy. ' Our position is a

peculiar one. We condemn wickedness, but we cannot side with the
Government in their repressive acts. This is explained and maintained
in the articles of 2nd and 9th June, and the Act is criticised in details in the

article of the 16th June. I believe it is the -fi";;?//?-^ which says "Your
position is logical, but it is certainly not sympathy towards Government."

f Reads article of 2nd June; ' From the murder of Mr. Rand &c. ' j Here
is a comparison between the two. The Rand murder was more: or less

a personal affair, here is the outrage in Bengal which is a national affair.

I also make a distinction not only in this article but also in

other articles, between the anarchist as such—pure and simple who
does not want any Government—and a man, misguided though he may be,'

who uses anarchist methods owing to his fanaticism. Modern science
has made Government powerful in the use of the dynamite and other
explosives for the purposes of war. It has also furnished a weapon
powerful enough for the purpose of terrorism. Then follow in a philo-

sophic train of thought the consequences or the effects of such acts, which
you may call wicked or terrible, which arrest the man's attention and
make him think of the course* of life he has to pursue. { Reads ' Death
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is ordained at the very time of birth &c.,j This is an observation upon
death taken from western philosophers showing that contemplation of

death makes a man lead a holy life. (Reads down to ' Pride of Military

strength. ' ) Here it is shown that the bomb will not cope with the

military power. It is impossible. I will read to you a similar extract from
Major Evans Bell. He says that as long as the administration goes on
smoothly the officials think that everything is alright. They do not care

to ascertain if anything is going on wrong until some disorder comes to

light and then they begin to consider the situation, ( Reads extract from
Major Evans Bell at page 92 ' If the British people in their homes and
in their Parliament &c. '

) He says that the Bureaucracy is an unnatural

form of Government. This book was written in 1875 by an officer, a

former Resident of Mysore. ( Reads the article down to ' wisdom. '
) What

is said here is that bomb outrage ought to be checked but it serves as the

diagnosis (to use medical phrasology) of a disease or as a warning of a

certain symptom from which Government should take a lesson or hint. The
"bomb does not destroy Government nor has it any power to do so. It only

draws the attention of the Government to the desirability of certain reforms

in the administration. ("Reads ' the attention of the authorities was direc-

ted towards the disorder in the plague administration. ' ) Here it is

pointed out that bureaucratic administration is carried on irrespective

of the wishes of the people. At that time fthat is 1897) various sug-

gestions were made to Government to moderate the rigour of the plague

administration. But not one of them was taken into consideration. We
say the bomb serves the purpose at any rate of directing or rivetting the

attention of the Government to the state of the administration. fReads

'some things must be viewed from the people's stand-point &c.,') As I said

Bureaucracy ,is intolerant of criticism. The Hon'ble Dr. Rash Behari

Ghosh gave a warning at the Council Meeting and so he is now told that he

must know something about the bomb.

Hzs Lordship:—\i you are not tired I should like to sit a little further.

Accused:—I am now tired as I have been on my legs the whole day.

The Court then adjourned to the 2Ist.

SEVENTH DAY.

Tuesday 21th July 1908.

Accused .-—Among the papers I put in as Exhibits are Nos. 17, 21,

56, 58, 59, 62, 63 and 65. Will your Lordship kindly direct that they

should be handed to me by the Clerk of the Crown ?

His Lordship :—Certainly.

The Papers zvcre handed to Mr. Tilak.

My Lord and Gentlemen of the Jury :—I read to you yesterday the article

dated 2nd June. It is followed by an article dated 9th June which forms

the subject-matter of the 2nd and 3rd charges against me under 124 A and
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153 A respectively. What I have to say in the beginning is that the mat-

ter dealt with in this article is somewhat different from the other articles

read to you previously. There the subject-matter is the Explosives Act

and Newspapers Act. These Acts were passed on the 8th of June at one

sitting. As regards the Explosives Act certain objections were raised, not

against the Act itself but it was held that certain sections of it were likely

to prove oppressive in their administration, and it was also debatable

whether a Press Act was necessary at this time. These were the two

measures which formed the subject of criticisms in Exhibits E and D.

So you will see that the two matters are entirely distinct and the papers

to which I have to refer are different from those to which I have had to refer

previously. I have here the proceedings of the Supreme lyCgislative Coun-

cil. I wish to read to you certain portions from the proceedings and then

read the articles to you, and after that I will comment on both the arti-

cles of the 2nd and 9th June 1908. I will complete the reading of the

articles, and the criticisms can come afterwards. Now the Explosives Act

was a new Act introduced here after the model of the English Act of 1883

and there is another Act passed with regard to incitement to murder.

Both were hurriedly passed on the 8th of June 1908. This article was

written soon after, without examining all the detailed sections of the Act

because they were not available except such summary as was telegraphed

on Saturday evening. That was on June 9th and the detailed comments
and criticisms were put in on June 16th in the form of a leader. Now in

the proceedings of Council it will be found that opposition was made by
Native Members of the Viceroy's Council in the presence of H. E. the

Viceroy. They did not vote against the Act but they expressed certain

objections. Of course, Native members of the Council cannot expect to get

a majority against any such measure. All that they have to do is to protest

and to stop there. The act was passed at one sitting without previously pub-

lishing the draft of the Bill and all we got at the time was the ex-

pression of their dissent. No one ever objected to wicked persons, who
commit outrages, being punished. But it was necessary that the Act

should not invest the Police with powers which might be used to the

serious annoyance of the people. The definition of * Explosives ' may
include anything. It may include even saw-dust which is used for resist-

ing or moderating the force of an explosive. It may even include kero-

sine oil. That was the objection taken in England in 1883. But the

case in England is different from the case in India. There you have a Par-

liament to watch the administration of the Act, but here the whole power
will be in the hands of the Police. So that, here to adopt a measure

because it was adopted in England, was neither fair nor just.

The second objection was that the Act would not in any way put

a stop to these outrages. That was the objection raised by the Hon:
Syed Mahomed who is one of the Moderates. The Indian reform party

throughout India took the same view. Both these Acts were objected to in

the Indian Papers and the Hindus and Bengalis equally condemned the

Acts. Now as I read the^e two articles to you it will be quite clear to

you that these articles take the same view. They show that a measure
like this will not carry out the object Government had in view. And it
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is the same argument again that unless concessions are granted to the

people it will be impossible—even if you invest the Police with higher

powers and improve the machinery, you cannot put a stop t'j these things.

However the Act has been passed and we have nothing to do with it now,
except for the pupose of explaining the meaning of this article. Now I

will read to you the article. It is dated 9th June and is headed ' These
Remedies are not lasting. ' I have not said that they are not remedies at

all. The Marathi heading is ( | ^tpt f^^TTJK ^rrffrT ) meaning that they cannot

be held to be permanently lasting. ( Reads from ' this week ' to ' re-

pression. ' ) I call it a new policy of repression because the Seditious

"Meetings Act was passed in November 1907 and these Acts were passed in

June, 1908. ( Reads ' the fiend of repression has possession. ' ) That
is how it is translated, but I cleared up that in the cross-examination of

Mr. Joshi. ( Reads 'every five or ten years. ' ) This refers to the repres-

sive policy carried out in 1897. ( Reads ' the fact. ' ) There are all the

facts. C Reads to ' ideals. 'J These, Gentlemen, are again wrong trans-

lations. All that means that the fiends of repression still swarm when
the Liberal party is in power. Then the simile is kept up there; some
one there is, who controls the evil genius,and that man is calld a 'Mantrika.'

The ' Mantrikas' carry out that control. They have to observe certain

rules and observances for carrying out that control. In plain words it

means they ought to have been controlled by Lord Morley, but somehow
they have not been controlled by him. ' Mantra ' is a spell. One who
exercises a spell is called ' Mantrika ' ; it means that the Government of

India is not controlled by the Secretary of State, and that being so that

check on the policy in India has not been used in this case. Then you have
the policy of repression explained. ( Reads upto ' repressive policy.')

It is when those causes which produce the fire of enthusiasm in a nation

are made to go back, that the policy is said to be retrograde, or re-

pressive. ( Reads from ' liberty of speech,' to 'nourish it.' ) This is an his-

toricl truth put in to show that by passing the Press Act, you retard

the growth of a nation. It is not my own phrase. It is quoted from English

works. I wiU read to you one or two extracts to show you that that is the

view taken by constitutional writers. The first of these is from " The
Science of Politics ' by Amos. ( Reads at page 210 down to ' out of

love. '
) And here is another quotation from Erskine's address in

defence of Payne.

*
' The proposition which I mean to maintain as the basis of the Liberty

of the Press, and without which it is an empty sound, is this:—That every

man, and not intending to mislead, but seeking to enlighten others with

what his own reason and conscience, however erroneously, have dictated

"to him as truth, may address himself to the universal reason of a whole

nation either upon the subject of governments in general or upon that of

our own particular country ;—that he may analyse the principles of its

-constitution,—point out its errors and defects, examine and publish its

corruptions, warn his fellow citizens against their ruinous consequences,

—

and exert his whole faculties in pointing the most advantageous changes
in establishments which he considers to be radicUy defective or sliding

from their object by abuse. All this, every subject of this -country has
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a right to do, if he contemplates only what he thinks would be for its

advantage, and but seeks to change the public mind by conviction which

flows from reasonings dictated by conscience."

This is not a statement based on my imagination but based upon facts,

and I will read to you a quotation from Malcolm's 'Government of India'.

"A ver}- serious question arose regarding the Native Press over which

so far as I can judge Government has little or no check. The editors of

these papers are well acquainted with their freedom . I desired to prevent

the continued publication in a Native paper of the disputes between Govern-

ment and the Supreme Court and particularly translations into the Native

language of some charges from the Bench which I thought were calculated

to lower Government in the eyes of its Native subjects. "
( p. 137-38. )

Of course in certain msitters he does not take a liberal view.

He wants certain Native Papers not to publish a decision ofj the

High Court, as it was considered that it would bring the Govern-
ment into disgrace in the eyes of the people. In that case the

Police were criticised in a judgment by the District Judge, and if the

remarks were published the Police felt that it would bring them into con-

tempt, and the administration would suffer thereby. That was also the

view of Mr. Elphinstone in those days. I have here a book published in

1833, so that from that day there has been a complaint made by the bu-

reaucratic powers that the Press in India should be controlled. You will

find a similar recommendation by Lord Curzon in his recent speech, and
lyord Morley has referred to it. (Reads from Lord Morley's Indian Budget
speech ) That view is repudiated in Mr. Norton's book ' Topics

of Indian Statesmen.'^ (Reads from page 338 down to ' in more need. ') If a

press is needed anywhere it is more needed in India than in England. Sir

Harvey Adamson stated in his speech in introducing the Explosives and
Press Bills that there are people who do not desire any Government of Law
or anything of the kind. That is how ; these people have wrongly been

described. You will find in Karl Joubert's ' Fall of Czardom ' at page 65.

"Nihilism has no creed, for it believes in nothing—no God, no law,

no Government, no virtue, no love, an eternal nothing. It is the apotheosis

of negation. No doubt there are in the world fanatics of this description

against whom society has to protect itself; but we should be cautious of

libelling any persons or groups of people anarchists or nihilists, for if they

are actuated by political motives, or even by vengeance for wrongs done

to them, they cannot rightly be called either anarchists or nihiUsts, though

they may be guilty of crimes deserving of punishment.

Thousands of such men I have met in chains and misery, yet I could

not find one amongst them who did not love liberty, not one who was

against law and order, not one who did not desire a well-regulated

government, x X X X

.

Are these your Russians anarchists and nihihsts? These men who love

liberty and demanded an equal law and equal rights for all people; who
only sought freedom to pursue their callings unmolested, to educate thei'r

childern at their own expense, to read the Bible to their families, to speak

their mother-tongue, and to declare the truth as they understood it ?
_^^
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You will see that exactly tlie same distinction is made there that is made
here. And further on he gives the definition of insurrection. Exactly the

same statement which is made here is made in the recent work on the

Russian Revolution. So you see that the words are not used by me
for the first tiire. (Reads to 'weapon of the anarchists' ) This simply

means that the Bengalis are not anarchists or murderers, f Reads to

'desire'. J This should be 'aspirations.' (Reads to 'resort to violence')

The Pioneer has taken exactly the same view of the disturbances in

Russia in an article dated 29th August 1906 an extract from which I will

read to you. f Vide Defence Exhibit 21 j. That is the view which the

Pioneer took and the London Times also, and this same view is reiterated

here. It is not a new view of my own.

Advocate General:—What was the date of that article ?

Accused:—It is the Pioneer of the 29th August 1906.

(Reads article down to 'wings') This should be 'feathers' and not

'wings'. (Reads to 'out of the cage') This is exactly the language used by
many authors to illustrate the poverty of India. I will read you such an
extract from Torrens's 'Empire in Asia.'

' But communities denuded of native power, disspirited by disappoint-

ment and drained for generations of the accumulations of their industry

cannot be expected to make such works for themselves. We have broken

the limbs of enterprise, and we must find it splints and crutches. '

Then there is what Mr. Thorburn has said in the same strain. This

simply refers to the industries of the country which are being killed in the

interests of England, not to actually breaking legs or limbs. (Reads to

, 'savage'.) That should be 'stein'. (Reads to 'disarm their subjects', j
There are also English writers and English statesmen who have expressed

the same views. One of these is Sir Thoms Munro. (Reads) That is a

comparison between the British rule and the rule during the Mogul Empire.
We have again the same view expressd by Mr. A. K. Connell in his book
,'Discontent and Danger in India' (Reads) That is also an extract as you
will see when I read to you from Major Evans Bell's work (Reads from
page 92 down to 'no ideal of making a home there.') I am just reminded
that I have omitted a pragraph and 1 will go back to it. It is this 'Then
why do the English commit the great sin of castrating a nation.' That
is an utterly wrong translation. You will recollect I put to the translator

the sentence.

The word I used was "manliness" but it has been translated into

m'^i ^^"^ which means castrate. You will see from the extract that I read

you that the words should have been 'emasculation' and not 'Castration' of

the Nation ( Read's from Sir PerOzeshah Metha's speech at the 4th

National Congress in 1888 at page 283. 'the reason why I support this

resolution' to 'by emasculating the whole nation.' J So you see that

"manliness" was intended by me and that manhood is not the proper

translation. Manhood refers to function; manliness refers to quality. Now
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I do not mean to suggest to you the idea that I read these works at the
time I was writing the article. I have been reading those books, I have
been studying this literature and I have been working on these lines for

the past 28 years. I know the arguments that are advanced on each
subject. I do not say that when I wrote each passage of any article I

referred to these works. No, I am familiar with the literature of our
party and I use the same arguments but in different phraseology. [Reads
down to 'correct'] Now correct is a mistranslation.

His Lordship :—The word is corrected in ink to 'covert'
i'

Accused :—I accept that; 'covert aim,' means that there is some
principal object in view. Merely ' aim ' would be quite enough. It

means that Government should by decentralisation transfer some of

the powers now in the hands of the Bureaucracy to the popular assembly
or popular institutions by way of granting self-Government by the method
of decentralisation. That was what I stated in my evidence before the

Decentralisation Commission. (Reads Defence Exhibit 56 B.) Those were
the views] I expressed on the 9th of March before the Decentralisation

Commission. Similar views are expressed all through this article of

mine before you. What I mean to say is that some power should
be transferred to the popular representatives. The date of the evidence
is 9th March and the date of the article is 9th June 1908. (Reads from
article again down to ' heedlessly.') (Reads down to 'up to time.') This
is not an imaginaery case, it actually happened. The reference is tD the

case of ' Hayagrivacharya ' whose house was entered by the Plague
Inspector, who went into that part where gods were kept.

Advocate General:—Is this admissible ?

His Lo?-dship:—It is irrelevent. Of course the accused is appearing
in person, and I do not wish to hamper him.

Advocate General:—He is only wasting the time of the Court and the
Jury. These are allegations which can be replied to.

His Lordship:—This is a statement which you are not entitled to

make. The Jury have heard you with the greatest indulgence. You are
entitled to address the Jury as you like. You may refer to any matters you
like and to any books. But you cannot enter into any facts which may
require to be.contradicted.

Accttsed:—This is a case which appears in the Dharwar "Plague Com-
mission's Report. If necessary I will get the report.

His Loi-dship:—I do not think it will help you much.

Accused:—Then I will give it up.

Accused cojitinnes:—This says that the people were driven to exaspe-
ration. I will now read to you again from Major Evans Bell's book ' Our
Great Vassal Empire { Reads from ' the political diagnosis of India' down
to ' 'at present. ' ) It is foreseen here what the consequences would be if

this Bureaucracy were carried too far. Then further on there is a passage
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(Reads from ' if the British people ' down to 'be associated.') The
question here is the same. It is not a question of contempt of Government,
it is a question with regard to civil authorities.lt is not a question of military

authority.lt does not mean that the bomb will redress the military authority.

fReads down to 'mititary strength.') This is a sentence which the learned
Counsel for the Prosecution said he could not understand. It refers to the

intellectual, not to the material or visible thing, it is a knowledge, not a
physical fabric. The words in the original are ^rt% ^^7 sff^^ ^, ^^
^^T 'TTfr* It is a thing to be known, and when a man knows it, then
only a few materials are necessary, and a big manufactory is not required.

'The question is not one of materials but of knowledge. I am referring to

the intellectual side. There are three words used, it is something like

aTspell, a charm, an amulet. ( Reads down to 'big factor^'.') We extracted
this statement from the evidence taken in Calcutta, and published in the
Times of India qvl 'Cn^ 8th May, which quoted the expert opinion from
the Empire. ( Reads from ' Times of India ' of 8th May. J In that

way several opinions were given in the Anglo-Indian Press, some holding
that the Explosives Act as it was passed was not enough, but that some-
thing more was necessary to put a stop to the bomb, and bomb manu-
factures, and that strong measures should be taken to .subjugate and contro

their manufacturers. This was discussed in the Anglo-Indian papers and w
have taken it from the Anglo-Indian papers as I have read to you. Counsel fo

the Crown says it is incitement ; that we are inciting the people by innuendoe
to manufacture bombs. If I am responsible, why not the Times of India
and the Anglo-Indian papers ? It is not a statement I have made. It is

taken from the Anglo-Indian papers. Of course it may be due te eagerness

to give the first report. Can it be said that the papers, which gave the

details of the Muzafferpore outrage, were guilty of the crime of murder ?

Every detail of the occurrence was published, was this an incite-

ment to murder ? There are instances given of poisoning and other cases

published in the daily press. Thousands of such cases. Would you call

these incitements to murder or to poisoning and would you prosecute the

Editors of the papers ? It is not that we are telling the people to make
bombs. That inference is attributed to us by the Anglo-Indian papers. But
it is they who have told the public how the bomb is manufactured by
publishing the statement of the expert witnesses, who said that the ma-
terials were there for a very well equipped factory and the whole process

has been described by every Calcutta Anglo-Indian paper.

Mr. Branson :—It is not true.

Accused

:

—Well, I have read to you the Anglo-Indian papers, and also

the views of English Statesman, so that you may see that the views in the

article are not my own. I have put in a copy of the Oriental Review
marked Exhibit D 64, and you will find in the issue of July 1st 1908, an
extract from the Calcutta correspondent of the JVIorning Leader, ( Begins
to read extract, j

Mr. Branson :—I am unwilling to interfere with the Accused exc
when it is absolutely necessary. He now wants to read something wh
is an extract from some English paper.
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Accused : The letter is dated Calcutta 7th May and was sect to Eng-

land, and appeared in this paper on July 1st 1908.

His Lordship : It could not have reached you before you wrote your

article.

ylcc2iscd:—That only shows the greater and independent corrorboration.

Advocate General ;—It is absolutely irrelevent. Some person writes a

letter which is uncorrorborated, and it appears in a paper which the Ac-

cused wishes to use as evidence.

Accused :—I hold it to be admissible as proving that
^
sorne other

Anglo-Indian resident in Calcutta takes a similar view to mine in this

controversy.

His Lordship :—If the Accused thinks it is of importance to him I

will let him use it.

Advocate- General :—As your Lordship pleases.

Accused

:

—(Reads article. fVide D 64.

J

Advocate- General :—Mr. Tilak ought to have been thankful to me for

objecting to him relating that article. If he makes it a part of his de-

fence I doan't mind. It is evident that his views are those of the writer.

The dynimiter has come to stay !

[ The Advocate General asks for the article and reads a portion of it

to the Jury.]

His Lo?-dship to Accused :—What did you read this article for ?

Accused :—To show that the opinion is that the bomb has come to

stay and that it cannot be stopped by these repressive measures.

His I^ordship :-YoM have not read it to show that it reflects your views?

Accused:—No, my Lord, I have read it as corroborative of my views

about repressive measures.

His Lordship to the Jury;— I do not think that you ought to be

influenced bv that article. I take it the Accused merely reads it to .show

what the writings were with regard to this fact at the time.

Mr. Tilak continues:—Now, Gentlemen, these are the very

views represented in the Viceregal Legislative Council. C Gazette of

\7idia dated June 13th 1908, Vide D 63. ) And these remarks,

Gentlemen, these remarks were made in the presence of the Viceroy

himself. With this warning he supported the motion thinking it

was useless to oppose and to give a different vote. The date of

the discussion is 8th June, and it is printed in the proceedings of the

Legislative Council of 15th June. Now the passage which he has quoted

I have also put in. I have here the Contemporary Review fVide D 65

J

which gives the whole article. It is headed the 'Ethics of Dynamite' and
was published in 1894. It is the article to which reference was made in
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the speech I have just read you. There too the observations are to the

same effect as the observations you find in my article, and also in the

preceding article. The question is whether it will stop it, or are further

measures necessary? In England and in India, the same
^
views

have been expressed, and the same thing has been said in my
article of 9th June. Now it may be convenient for some people to

draw the conclusion that in criticising the Explosives Act we were

trying to incite the people to disaffection, hatred and contempt of the

Government. The whole question to my mind is, do persons throw the

bomb, or the community ? Another question is whether the proposed

repressive measures will be sufficient, or whether something more will

have to be done. I have criticised this matter in the '' Kesari'' in the

same way as it was done by the writers whom I have quoted to you on the

same arguments, the same conclusions. Not only this, but the whole

Indian press has expressed the same views. I can only guess at

what the Prosecution intended. I have been rather inconvenienced

by these articles being put together in the joint charge. These

two acts have been objected to by all the organs of the Indian reform

party. That is not my opinion alone, it is the opinion of every one of the

papers. The object of the writer was to remark upon the Explosives Act.

That Act has been passed, and has become law; but although the law

has been passed there is no reason why one of us should not write to

say that this Act will not do good, will not be beneficial to the people, its

provisions should not have been what they are, and that it should have

been framed on different lines and in a different spirit altogether. It is

perfectly legitimate to do this in discussing the matter and to set forth these

facts. I have Supported my arguments from various authorities just as

Mr. Syed Mahomed has taken the article from the ' Co7iie7nporary Review'^

to put in his speech. I have shown you from the various extrcts that all

arguments are the same, and it is for you to judge whether it was intended

as suggested by the Prosecution, as a veiled attempt to excite people

to throw bombs, or whether it was written in the interests of the people.

It will be for you to judge from the words of the article whether
it was intended as a protest or as an attempt to sow the seeds of dis-

affection. The Prosecution says it is a veiled attempt to incite people to

throw bombs. I say such an inference does not follow, and if you were
to apply this maxim every account published in news—papers regarding

a crime will be looked upon as an incitement to people to commit crimes.

Crime is not the normal state of society; it is an unnatural tendency.

People do not become criminals by reading accounts of crimes; and if it

is held that they do, then journalists will have to give up their job.

Suppose a man publishes accounts of the Mutiny of 1857, the Government
will not suspect anything wrong if he is a member of the Anglo-Indian
press; but if we do it should it be an act of incitement to sedition ? The
very day this was published at Poona the same thing was said in the

Viceroy's Council. That shows the trend of public opinion as expressed

in the public papers. This is not a veiled attempt. Had it been so there

would have been only an isolated article. The whole thing is nothing
else but a controversy from the beginning to the end. The Hon. Nawab
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Syed Mahomed has taken the same view when speaking in the Viceregal
Council, as also other newspapers. Then what reason is there to suppose
that I alone am actuated by criminal motives, while the others wrote in
good faith ?

I have put in Ex. 68, 69, 70, 48 B, 44, 45, 46 and 47 (The
Suhodha Patrika^ the Sudharaky the Dnyan Frakash^ the hidit

Prakash 5th and 6th May, and the Gujarati 31st May and 14th
June ) . These papers do not belong to the party of reform to which I

belong though they are pro-Congress papers. Any one who doubts my
statement may satisfy himself by reading them to see if the same thing has
not been said by other papers, whether they are Marathi, or Gujrati or
Anglo-Vernacular. It is the general view of all the parties not only in
the Maharashtra but throughout the country that these repressive meas-
ures will be useless and that something more is necessary. I have also

read to you the views of the Secretary of State. But even if my view was
totally disapproved, I was entitled to bring it to the attention of Govern-
ment. It was not totally disapproved by Government, and Lord Morley
has considered it necessary to introduce some measures of reform far more
advanced than he originally intended. The other day Lord Curzon spoke
about the Amir of Cabul in the House of Lords, and Lord Morley de-
precated the language used by him as he thought that it was likely to

create irritation. But he never thought of prosecuting Lord Curzon for

exciting the Amir against the Government of India. You cannot charge
the Hon. Nawab Syed Mahomed with the intention of creating disaffection

or exciting disaffection. It was his duty as a member of the Council to
express his views. In the same manner it was my duty to give my opin-
ion freely as a journalist. This is not my opinion only, but it is the
opinion of the whole Indian Reform Party ; and if in expressing that opin-
ion words are used which may be presumed to denote an attempt to ex-
cite disaffection according to a certain legal fiction, I ask you not to take

that into your consideration. [Reads Ex. I. article of 9th June, 'English
rule is admittedly alien.'] It has been shown that taxation in this country
has affected the prosperity of British India, and it is out of all proportion
to the taxation in Great Britain. I may be right or wrong. The question
is whether I have a right to say it or not. The Anglo-Indian press has
been openly saying that they do not want concessions to be given to the

people. On the other hand we say that the agitation is due to the faulty

system of administration and it can be stopped only by granting conces-
sions to the people and not by repressive measures. It is a question of
liberty of the press—it is not a question of an individual. The question
is whether, when a repressive Act is passed, the people are entitled or
not to express their views frankly and openly. If such language is open
to misconstruction, I should like to know what is not likely to be mis-
understood. I have quoted the case of Zenger on this point to show that
judged from such a narrow stand-point, there is nothing in the world,

—

not even the words in the Bible—safe from misconstruction being put
upon it. Therefore, what you have to look to is the spirit in which the
controversy is carried on.
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Now, I shall refer to the card, (K) which is put in by the Prosecu-

tion. That card has been found in the search. The Prosecution think it

of such importance that they have photographed it and I shall be much
surprised if it is not sent home for the inspection of lyord Morley. The

history of that card is something like this.

His Lordship :—I have not seen the photograph ; it is not an

exhibit.

Accused :—We have been supplied with a photograph. Of course,

the insinuation to be drawn from the card is that I was engaged in manu-

facturing bombs or some explosives, and that is the reason why the names

of these books appear in the card ! It was found along with some other

papers in the search in the drawer of my writing table—a drawer which

was not locked up. It was found with other papers. I have

put in those papers in order that you may judge of the

character of the other papers that were found along with it and the

purpose for which it was written and to show whether they were papers

of ordinary daily business or whether it was kept in some other part of the

drawer. That was the reason why I questioned the Police
^
Officer and

remarked that the card was found behind my back. This card was

found among daily papers of business and not in some nook and corner

where it could not be discovered by any one. I have told you that after

I wrote this article we wanted to criticise in detail the provisions of.

the Explosives Act and especially the definition of an explosive,

which according to the Act, includes even ordinary kerosine oil. It was

necessary to collect materials to see whether the definition given in^ the

Explosives Act tallies with the definition given in the works on explosives.

The only reference book we had there was Encyclopedia Britannica and

that was not enough and naturally the first impluse was to refer to the

catalogue to see whether there was any work on explosives. If you will

see the card you will find that there is one portion scratched and

the names are rewritten with the prices. Here is the catalogue to

to which I referred. It is a book which we can have anywhere.^ It is

a yearly publication, but I do not purchase it every year. Now, in that

card the name 'Modern Explosives' is an abbreviated name, and the other

is found in the general index. My Lord, this may be inspected by the

Jury. This is the general index. (Accused hands up Catalogue of

Catalogues Vols: 1 & 2, 1902 Edition.) You will find these two names,

first under the heading 'Explosives, Modern, by Eisler' and the name
of the catalogue in which it is to be found. On page 34 the book in

question is referred to , I have marked it with red pencil. If you will

look at the card you will find there the title. Crosby is the name
of the publisher. In the general index a particular catalogue is referred

to and there you have the full name.

This was described as a folding card. But it was really an

ordinary card and was folded subsequently. It was not intended to be

sent to any body. I asked Mr. Sullivan if he went to my library and made a

search there, as the catalogue was there. He said 'No,' he found the

card in the drawer. He thought that enough and the card
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was carried away as a trophy of the search. Insinuations

and innuendoes will be made before you in connection with this card,
and I would, therefore, draw your attention to the order in which these
two books appeared in the general catalogue. They are in the same order.

'Modern Explosives' is mentioned first and then follows 'Nitro-Explosive';
subjoined to these names are the prices, and the names of the authors and
publishers.

Now, the papers foundalong with the card are themost ordinary papers.
There is a letter from a gentleman asking as to how he should establish

a school ; then there is an abstract from an opinion on my book on
the 'Arctic Home in the Vedas.' Also two long—hand reports of my
speech at Surat. I ask you to judge of the card in connection with these
papers. The scratched portion is taken from the general index and the
other portion from the general catalogue. I do not know with what
object the Prosecution have put in the card. It means nothing. If they
mean to say that there is something hidden in it—something ulterior-
there is nothing to support the suspicion, because the card was among
other papers which were placed in an open drawer. If it is suggested
that the card was purposely placed among these papers and the drawer
purposely left open so as not to attract suspicion, then I say that if you
are to suspect in that way there will be no end to suspicions. In that
way, the fact that the catalogue was in the library might also be looked
upon with suspicion. In short, I do not see what connection this card
has with the whole case and how you can rely upon it. As I have already
explained we were then engaged in commenting upon the Explosives Act
and as a matter of fact the detailed provisions ot the Act were criticised
in the ' Kesari' of the 16th June. (Vide D. 66) The heading of the
article is * A couple of New Acts ' or the ' Twin Acts.' In that article
tlip^

.
detailed provisions of the Explosives Act have been

criticised and referred to. The definition of explosives is

given at some length. The whole of the third column and fourth
column

^
criticises the definition of the Act, and the last

column is devoted to comments on the Press Act. The definition of
the Explosives Act has here been compared with the definition of the
English Act of 1883.

[At this stage the court adjourned for lunch.]

His Lordship \—Can you give me any idea as to how long you will
take ?

Accused :—I think I will finish this evening. And I think if Your
lyordship will give me 15 or 20 minutes to-morrow I can finish.

Hzs Lordship :—Otherwise you have finished.

Accused :—Yes^ My L,ord. —•

lAFTER TIFFIN.']

I now come to the third charge. I do not know how the same article
can. legally be put in under two sections. lam not, just now, going
to discuss the effect of having the same article placed under two sections.
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Whether the charges are ciimulative or alternative aud whether a man can
be punished cumulatively under the two sections, is another matter. I will

read to you the sections and explain what they mean and you will then
be able to say whether the writing comes under these two sections ( Reads
section 153 A.) Now the section provides ' whoever promotes or attempts

to promote '
. The wording of the section appears to me to be ver^^ faulty

or defective. Promoting evidently does not mean a particular effect. It

is inclusive and of course it comes too much into conformity with the words
above. I think that ' promotes ' there is not intended as separate. The
latter wording is 'attempts to promote.' It is the same kind of wording
as in Section 124 A 'excites or attempts to excite'—''promotes or attempts

to promote." As I have explained in the case of Section 124 A it seems
to me that for the word "promotes" in the first part no intention is needed,
while imder the latter part of the section particular intention and object are

included. As I explained then, no attempt can be an aimless attempt, the
very word shows that something is aimed at. I throw a stone at random;
it is not attempting anything. It is only throwing a stone and you may say
my intention is to throw a stone. But when I throw a stone at the "University

Clock, I may miss it as it is too high to hit—but if it can be shown from
other circumstances that I throw it with that object it is attempting it. My
idea of attempt is that something must be aimed at. There cannot be as I

have said an aimless attempt and here the attempt is to promote feelings

of enmity. Like attempting to excite disaffection it requires intention and
motive, both. You cannot conceive of an aimless attempt. There is no
attempt without some end in view without a crime or action being kept in

view. Well, if you have something else in view and something occurs
which was not likely, that is not covered by this Section.

There is only one case I can find on that point. It is reported in the
Punjab Weekly Reporter No. 14, Aplil 1907. It is the case of the proprietor

oi the Pitjifadiin appeal. This was an appeal from the decision of the

Magistrate to the Punjab High Court. It was not tried by a Jur^-. There
the Judges were judges of Law and fact. That is the only case I find reported
under Section 153 A. The Chief Justice there seems to interpret the word
'promote' to also mean intention, and takes it along with the word intention.

I will read you his words. ( Reads from Punjab Weekly Reporter No. 14

April 1907 from ' promotes' to 'effect.'

J

Hi's Lordship:—May I see that case ?

[ Accused hands up the book and after His Lordship has read it he

hands it back.]

And so the Punjab Judges have held that the phrase ' promotes or
attempts to promote feelings of enmity or hatred ' here includes conscious
intention as well as promotion. It is not to be inferred merely from the
articles, it must be inferred from other circumstances. It is just like the
word excite in section 124 A. Here it is between ' different classes of his

Majesty's subjects.' What is to be inferred from this word 'classes.'?

Can it mean two political classes ? I venture to say that it cannot mean two
political parties, or classes which are based on different principles. It may
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mean Hindus and Mahomedans. It may mean as has been held between
Europeans and Indians. But the distinction cannot be between two
political parties. They are not called classes. They are called parties. It may
mean Armenians and Catholics, Protestants and Jews but it cannot mean
Conser\^atives and Liberals. As regards the 'question of His Majesty's

subjects, it has been held to mean Europeans and Natives or Indians.

Classes which have a prominent mark of distinction are to be regarded as

different classes of His Majesty's subjects. But I contend that this cannot be
taken to mean a distinction or division into political parties so far as the object

of this section is concerned. Thus we have the explanation [ Reads ' it does

not amount ' down to ' intention ] That phrase again shows that

malicious intention is intended by the word ' promotes or attempts to

promote. '[Reads downjto 'subjects.'] Again the word used is

^ classes. ' More or less in this section it is intended that

feelings may not be roused between different classes or communities,
that they may not act one against another. That seems to be the object of

this section. Now in the one I pointed out it shows that some kind of cri-

minal attempt is necessary to prove a case under this section and it is also

held that without actual criminal intent something may be said, or written,

anything of that kind may be done with the object of miminising differences

or pointing out defects . Suppose I wrote a book pointing out the differences

between the Hindus and Mahomedans saying who I think is in the right.

That would not come under the section ! As I have explained malicious
intention does not come in here. As in the case of Section 124A. it is made
clear in the explanation . So long as it is merely an explanation, merely
intended to explain the words in the first paragraph, the burden is on the

Prosecution to show that the case is not covered by this explanation.

His Lordship :—I have had the case to which you referred brought up.
I see it is Punjab High Court Records Vol. 42, 23rd September.

Acaised continuing said :—So in the first place what I want to show is

that there are no classes mentioned in the article . A whole page of that article

is full of criticisms on the Explosives Act and the Press Act. It could only
be contended remotely by straining the words that in crticising the
provisions of the Explosives Act it was intended to incite persons to throw
bombs at the other community. I do not think that meaning could be
put upon that article.

It is further doubtful whether Bureaucracy comes in the words of this

section as a class of His Majesty's subjects. I am charged under section

153 A in regard to the second article. Which classes it does not say and I do
not know whether it means between Europeans or Natives or between
other classes.

His Loj-dship :—Let me see the charge.

Accused :—I do not think the classes are mentioned. They are not in
the copy I received.

His Lordship :—I see that the words are as follows. 'By printed words
promoted or attempted to promote feelings of enmity and hatred between
classes of his Majesty's subjects.'
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Accused

:

—That is all ; the classes are not specified.

Hz's Lordship:—No, the classes are not specified.

Accused:—So, I am labouring under disadvantage. I cannot say whether
it is between Europeans or whether it is between Hindus and Mahomedans or
between Jains and Sikhs. Of course if I mention some particular class now the
Prosecutionmay take up some other class afterwards . Some one is responsible
for having made the charge defective. I presume Europeans and Natives
are intended. But that defect in the charge, I would ask your lyordship
to make a note of as it places me at great disadvantage in answering it and the
charge must fail. The article was not intended to promote enmity or hatred
between the classes, and it was a criticism upon the Press and Ex-
plosives Acts.The innuendo that is likely to be drawn from the words is; 'here it

is
;
you promote or excite the people by saying that bombs can be easily made

&c . . If you comment upon a particular thing you are bound to give not only
your own views, but reasons in support of that view, and when you give those
reasons you cannot be construed into meaning something else. The object
is clear that I was commenting upon particular sections of these two acts.
The aim and object is plainly before you, so there must be some evidence

placed before the Jury to prove that my obiect was quite different. Many
hypothetical cases might be put to you, likely or unlikely. Nothing is un-
likely, just as in Napoleon's Dictionary, nothing was impossible. But we have
to see what is the natural construction to be put upon it. Then again the
same article has been made the basis of a charge under Section 124 A.
Apart from the legal technicality it appears to me to be something like this

A guest comes to me and I present liim ivith a dish of food^ the empty
dish I present to another guest ! ! The same words are made to support
two offences. We know that in Mathematics a stone can kill two birds at

one time, if it has got sufficient velocity, but I did not know that one set

of words could be charged under two Sections . That is why I wanted the
prosecution to specify the words charged under 124 A and the words charged
under 153 A.

This third charge is not only vague and defective, but Section 153A., I

maintain, is not applicable to that article. The words are not mentioned,
the classes are not mentioned, the bureaucracy cannot be a class under
this section. On the point of law particularly, there is nothing to support
the charge regarding this article.

Then, my Lord, I would like to refer to some sections of the

C. P. C. I beg your L^ordship's attention to sections 298, and 299, of

the C. P. C. on the duties of the Judge and the duties of the Jury.
I stated in the beginning in explaining section 124A. the English
law on the subject. The jury may have the help of the legal maxim that

" every man intends the consequences of his act,' but it is their duty also

to examine all the surrounding circumstances. That has been the law
since 1792. Now the practice in England ever since has been to leave the
whole question to the Jury. In fact that was the reform effected, and
that reform substantially effected the liberty of the press in England. The
Judge has to give the law, and the Jury hae to take the surrounding
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circumstances into' consideration and return a verdict on the facts. The
Indian law is based on Enghsh law, and especially on the original side of

the High Court. And the practice has been to leave the whole thing to

the Jur}'. If your Lordship refers to section 298 and 299, you will find

that the duties of Judge and Jury are clearly defined. Of course it is

perfectly within the discretion of your Lordship to gi\-e any direction or

not. The Judge may give his opinion or may not give his opinion. Now
I wiU read the duties of the Jur\-. ^^

(a) to decide which \-iew of the facts is true and then to return the

verdict which under such \iew ought, according to the direction of the

Judge, to be returned.

(3) to determine the meaning of all teachnical terms ( other than

terms of law ) and words used in an unusual sense which it may be neces-

sary to determine, whether such words occur in documents or not;

(c) to decide all questions which according to law are to be deemed
questions of fact;

(d) to decide whether general indefinite expressions do or do not

apply to particular cases unless such expressions refer to legal procedure or

unless their meaning is ascertained by law, in either of which cases it is the

duty of the Judge to decide their meaning.

It is the same as in Fox's Libel Act. The second illustration

I have read to you shows that the considerations include motive,

and intention and mental state. These are matters for the

Jury to consider. They are left entirely to them. The Jury is not to accept in-

ference. They are to take all the surrounding circumstances into considera-

tion. Of course so far as I can say there has not been a case where so mau)--

surrounding circumstances have influenced the case. The Jury is not to

depend upon the words and the inference drawn from the legal fiction.

Then there is the direction of the Chief Justice, Sir Lawrence Jenkins, in

the case Empress-vs-Luxman, reported in Vol. II, Bombay Law Reporter

1900. I hope your Lordship will be pleased to direct them accordingly. Is

it a question of pure law, or law and fact? The Jury must take into account
all the surrounding circumstances the time, place &;c. Now in cases which

were decided in 1900 none of the surroimding circumstances was
taken into account. It may have been due to the fact that they were not

explained, that they were not considered by the Jury. I maintain that

if those circumstances are explained the Jurj- is bound to take them

into consideration. I maintain that the word ' intention ' is more com-
prehensive than the word 'attempt.' The Chief Justice here says 'you
have to say whether it is an attempt or not ' After that you may use the

legal maxim that ever^- man intends the consequences of his acts, but if

you wish to prove intention other circumstances must be taken into

consideration. Then as regards the controversy I claim the right of

private defence. Of course this does not come quite under the provisions

of the I. P. C . Has or has not a man any right of private defence

in libel, or his only remedy is to go to a court of law, and if he
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caunot go to a court of law is there no other remedy ? lu the present case
gomg to a court of law depends upon the Government. Does it mean
that the Anglo-Indian press has a licence to abuse the native press ? I don't
think that it can be contended for a moment that is the state of the
law at present. Speaking of the right of private defence against property
I would only say that property includes reputation. It would be very
strange to say that a man has no right to defend his reputation, and the
reputation of his party ; to say that would mean that a man cannot prosecute

another man for defamation. Reputation is considered a valuable property.

Taking the case in that light, if certain newspapers charge me with bad
motives, and they say that certain individuals ought to be whipped by
sweepers in the public street there is surely some right, I maintain a legal

right. There can be no question about it that a man must have some
Tight to defend himself and his party. The matter may not go to the

length of challenging another to a duel, but the right must extend
to some length, and that length must extend to defending oneself
and one's party in a newspaper. Anything said in self-defence does
not come under the I. P. C. Then I would like to say a few words, My L,ord,

about the liberty of the press. It is said that it is given by the explanation
of section 124A. But the word ' attempt ' leaves a wide margin, and I

don't think that the use of the word ' attempt ' there is intended to show
that there is only a legal inference,, and if you do not go beyond that you
are protected. English law is that the whole question is left to the Jury, and
if the intention is to be inferred from the act alone then the right is very
restricted. Any word you write may be interpreted in any way. You
may have no criminal mind and you may be punished for it. Now I will

read to you what is stated by Stephens in his work on Criminal Law
(Reads from Page 348 Vol. 2 )

* That the practical enforcement of this doctrine was wholly inconsis-

tent with any serious public discussion of political affairs is obvious, and so

long as it was recognised as the law of the land, aU such discussion existed

only on sufference, '

You could only beg, you could not claim as a rightJ Political discussion
or conroversy could be carried on only on the sufference of Government.

So in all the three cases decided by this High Court the judges have
given the direction to the Jury that a certain amount of liberty is allowed
to the Press in this [coimtry. In England the question of inference and
intention is left to the Jury. I contend that speaking from the
legal point of view the only way in which the liberty of the press can be
defended is by leaving the whole question entirely to the Jury as a safe-

guard to the Hberty of the press. There is no definition except what we
find in the explanation of the wording of Section 124 A. Even in these
cases the question is left to the Jury; so we arrive at the same result as in
England. I do not mean that English law is to be applied here. Indian
law is codified but we can interpret it with the help of the English law
which forms the basis of the Indian law. If the act is committed we can

• arrive at the intention of the act. The purpose for which these words were
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uttered cannot be inferred from the mere fact that these words were uttered

or published. Now there is one more point we have to consider ; whether
any effect has been produced on the community. It is said that it does not

matter whether any effect is produced upon the community, because an
attempt must necessarily always be unsuccessful. I say that is not a

correct view of the matter. You may take an article written in the Kesart

two years ago . Is not the factor of time material there ? The article has

been before the public for two years ; what effect has it produced ? Time
is an important matter in deciding whether it is an attempt or not. I do
not say very great importance or value must be attached to it, but it would
not be right to attach no value to it. I will read only one passage to show
that it was not the intention of the writer to excite feelings of enmity and
hatred. It may be said that I should have referred to the good work the

Bureaucracy had been doing. I will refer to Erskine to show that that sort

of argument was used in the case of L/ambert and Perr}- in 1793. (Reads
from Vol. 1 page 213 of Erskine 's speeches from ' Mr. Attorney General ' to-

' the constitution. ' ) Those are minor points but I answer them in ex-

plaining as there is no right of reply. I have not cited English law here
with the wish that it slioiild be used here instead of the Indian law. But
the consideration of the English law is very important in the interpretation

of the Indian law. In fact it has been very' often said that Indian law is the

same as English law and that we have in India the same liberty of the Press

as is enjoyed in England and that Indian Editors may write with as much
freedom as is enjoyed by English Editors. Stephens in his work says

C Reads from ' now proposed ' to ' hamper. ' ) and again in Mr. Chow-
dhari's book in the Appendix page 8 the following occurs ( Reads ' pale of

law, ' down to ' violent, personal or unfair. ' ) The w^hole question is one of

criminal intention. It may be violent or unfair but it must be written with

criminal intention ; some words may be stronger than the occasion de-

mands, it may even be vehement but that does not matter. There can be

no sedition without criminal intent and that intent is to be inferred from
the surrounding circumstances. Then again it might be urged by the Pro-

secution that when it is alleged that it is a controversy as to a certain

extent, I attempt to plead justification. That is not what is meant and I

must clear myself on that point. We are not pleading justifica-

tion but say that there is no seditious Intention at all. Lastly

it is likely that the old argument of lighting a cigar in a powder

magazine may be urged. There is no evidence here that these articles

were read in Bengal. I simply give expression to the view of the public;

giving expression is a different thing from inciting unrest. I do not want to

tr^- your patience, Gentlemen of Jur\-, but if you like you may refer to

those newpapers. I cannot be taken to task, for so may writers expressing

the same thing in different words. Therp may be some differences of

opinion. One man may agree in 10 points, another in 12 and still another

in 45 points. It is a controversy. One section of the PubHc Press advocating

the cause of the Bureaucracy and supporting them and their measures and
another section of the Press supporting the Bureaucracy and at the same
time condemning all these measures. The controversy has not been
provoked or created by us. The bomb-outrages give rise to the controversy
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as being a topic of the day. Every newspaper writer was bound to express

his opinion on it. Having allowed one section of the Press to express an
opinion on the fact it was only fair that the other section of the press

should have a similar liberty. The whole point in the case is this. Replies

were necessary from week to week to the points raised in the controversy,

which was due to the repressive policy of Government. By using innuendoes

and insinuations this cannot be interpreted into meaning some thing different.

1 read one more passage which shows how intention is considered and how
it is very delicate to infer a particular intention in a man from any parti-

cular act. I am going to read a case pubHshed in Hansard's Parliamentar)-

Debates 1884. It is a case like that of Reg. V. Binns which was quoted

previously. In this case Lord Salisbury took Mr. Chamberlain to task for

having said that 100,000 men would march to London. His Lordship

said that it was an incitement to violence and that Mr.Chamberlain ought to

have been brought before a magistrate and tried (Reads from Hansard page
643 j. It is the same thing in the case Reg. V. Binus reported in 26
State Trials page 595. When a man is speaking or writing in \iew of the

pubUc it is impossible for him to weigh all his words with that calmness with
w^hich they are weighed by the lawyer or the judge. We have to write or

speak on the spur of the moment. We cannot w^eigh our words; we use

words, occasionally words which we too would not use upon deliberation.

Gentlemen of the Jurj-, you ought to take into consideration this fact in

coming to a conclusion as to the criminal intention in this case. It is due to

the fact that sedition cases are left to the Jury that those cases are so rare

now in England. They have a popular form of government in England,
they know how to deal with Judges there. And so if intention is not proved
by the incriminating articles the other articles cannot be used to prove or
supplement the proof or supply the deficiency of proof in the incriminating

articles. If what is in the articles is seditious it does not need the other

articles to prove it. If the first article does not show intention, then the

second cannot be used. If it is sedition it does not require extracts, to prove
intention taken from here and there. That is why I objected

to these articles going in at the beginning and I quoted a passage from
Mr. Mayne where he takes the same view. It is on the last Kesari case
that he makes these remarks. ( Reads from Mayne's Criminal Law page
552, 3rd Edition up to ' into consideration.' J He takes much the same \dew
as I have placed before you here, namely, that if the articles are not

seditious you cannot make them seditious by putting in other articles.

Then I wish to say something about the translations ; and this is the

last point I will refer to. I have pointed out the mistakes in these trans-

lations. There are minor errors here and there which I do not insist upon.
When reliance is placed upon particular words such as ' tyrannical ' or
' despotic ' then the question really comes in , I will read here to you from
Lewis on the use and abuse of political terms. ( Reads from Chapter 3. )
Oppression, tyranny and despotism are confounded there and have a
distinctly different meaning in writings on poHtical science.
There has been that kind of confusion in the translations to which I object.
I admit that the idioms of one language cannot be the same as those of

another. I woiild like to point out that the translator was not placed in the
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witness box but someone else ;
and he was asked to voucb for tlie correct-

ness of the translation. Of course it is an official translation and therefore

there is a certain presumption of correctness in that ; but where particular

passages were pointed out as wrong the real translator ought to have

been placed in the witness box. The charge is based not upon the original

Marathi but upon the translation. It should have been based upon the

orio"inal Marathi article and then the translations ought to have been put in.

It mav be said that the defence has not produced its own translation. That

is a burden v/hich the defence can not be made to bear. It is for the Proseu-

tion to prove that the translation is correct. Here the charge is based on

the Eno-lish translation and not on the original Marathi article. Supposing

this was an EngUsh article and supposing an Englishman were charged with

sedition the charge would fail if the prosecution proceeded on a document

in which, it was proved, different words to those wrritten were inserted. Here

there are differences between the original words in Marathi in the

Kesari and the words used in the translations.

Advocate General :—If Mr. Tilak would be a little correct, I might

have a few minutes. The charges are based upon the Marathi articles as

translated. He may be a little correct even in small matters.

Accused :—^The Marathi article in the original and the Marathi article

as translated are two different things ; the charge is based upon the English

translation of these articles and if these translations are not correct the charge

must fall through. The charges ought to have been based on the Marathi

articles. I have shown that the translations are wrong in my cross-examination

of Mr. Joshi. It may be the practice hitherto to base a charge on translations

but I have never heard before that translations were so grossly incorrect . The

effect is to be judged on the Marathi-speaking community. There is no

1 evidence before your Lordship or the Jury as to what has been the

effect on the Marathi-speaking community. It is very likely that Government

has o^iven sanction on the translations and not on the original articles.

Therefore the Prosecution must stand or fall by the correctness or

incorrectness of those translations. If the effect is to be judged on the

Marathi-speaking people it must be of the original words. You cannot

judge as to what stage of political education they have advanced. We have

1 been in close touch with the Marathi community. We know what political

' views they hold and what their prejudices are and how these articles are

likely to affect them. To convince the Jury of the effect, some evidence should

be produced as to the state of that community. Of course in Bombay you say

that the Marathi-speaking people are an ignorant community. Take these

articles and you will see that it needs some intelligence to read and understand

them. You must see the effect on the minds of the readers. That has been

expressly admitted in the last Kesari case and also in the Bhala case,

Poona is the centre of political activity. We have had the Sarvajanik

Sabha there and from the time of Justice Ranade these doctrines have been

preached. It has been so for the last 25 or 30 years. A community like that

cannot be supposed to be an ignorant community ; and you must see what

effect my words may produce upon an educated public. It is for you to

judge what effect the articles are likely to have on the Marathi-speaking
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community. I hope your Lordship will devote your attention to this and

take it into your Ivordship's consideration. I have nearly finished but I

would like to look at my notes to see if I have left any points.

[ The Court was adjourned tiU Wednesday. ]

EIGHTH DAY.

Wednesday 22nd July,

' Mr. Tilak resumed his address at 11-30 a.m.

He said:—I have only, in support of what I said yesterday evening,

to bring to your Lordship's notice Sections 294, 663 and 708 of Mayne's

Criminal Law, 3rd Edition. I would like to read certain portions of them.

Section 294 deals with the word intention in 124 A and it states. (Reads

from ' but I add ' to 'circumstances' ).

That means in presuming intention from the words the Jur>^ must take

into account all the other circumstances. I am only referring you to the

authorities. Of course I have dealt with this question myself before. Section

663 is about the charges; it reads ( Reads from 663 down to ' no meaning ' .j

What I say, as I have brought it to your Lordship's notice, is that the

charges are based on the translations ; and even ifthey were based on the articles

the Crown is bound by the interpretation they put on the originals. Section

708 says (Reads 708 from 'foregoing remarks' down to 'criminal intent.')

These are the three sections which I say are in support of what I said last

evening and which I wish to bring to your Lordship's notice. I have done

now with my defence and my first duty is to thank you, Gentlemen of the

Jury,for the indulgence you were kind enough to show me in listening to me
for so many days. I was placed at a disadvantage by the vagueness of the

charges. I did not wish to detain you so long but I was bound to do so in

my own interest and in the interest of the cause which I represent. Of course

I have taxed your patience. If I have done so, more than was necessary in your

opinion, you will excuse me. The last word in such a prosecution is not with

the Prosecution but with his Lordship; and, as I am confident, that word will

be impartial. I have taken a course which has not formerly been taken. I

must also express my thanks to the Prosecution. I knew that in undertaking

to defend the case myself I would have to put up with interruptions as the

law allows and I may have been interrupted on a number of occasions ;

for as you know when a layman defends himself he is bound to make
mistakes. I have to thank the Advocate General for the kindness and

courtesy with which he has treated me. I do not possess his learning and

abiUty and so I can only place my case before the Jur>' from a personal and

common sense point of view. That is my only excuse for addressing you

personally. But I ran some risks and one was that I might be interrupted

and then it would have been dij0Bcult for me to go on. If the learned

Advocate General had taken that course I should have been in a difficulty.

I have had to make some remarks about the Prosecution ; but that is a
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different question from the other question, that is the courtesy with which
he has treated me . I should have Hked to have availed myself of his learning

;

but I think I am expressing the opinion of everyone, not only here but
outside the Court, that for the first time I find him in a wrong place. And
now, Genlemen, once more I thank you for the patience with which you
have heard me. The case is very clear and if I have put it to you rather

bluntly it is because I am not used to forensic tactics. I have not delayed

you intentionally. You have the articles before you and as I told you these

articles have been written in the course of a controversy which
is an old one—a struggle between the Bureaucracy and the

people of this country. Here is a book in my hand. It gives proceedings of

the Sarvajanik Sabha and the East India Association in the time of the late

Rao Sahib Mandlik &c. From all these you will find that this controversy
has been going on ever since the year 1860. It is an old controversy and I

read to you a few extracts from the literature of the reform party to show that

what I have said in my articles is not new and that there is nothing in them
to excite feelings against the Government. If there is anythingin it it is merely
expressions of our views. I do not accept blindly aU the opinions which
are constantly placed before me. I do not mean to say that whenever I

quote a book I feel every sentiment and accept every argument stated

therein. In quoting them I wanted only to show that the controversy is not
a new one and that it has been carried on for the past 30 or 40 years and
that I am not entirely responsible for the views expressed in my articles.

The Bureaucracy is not the Government. It is likely to be urged ' take
away the Bureaucracy and what hope is left ?' The correct way for a British

Colony is not to be governed by a Bureaucracy; there are other ways.
As Professor Amos says in his book on Politics— : —

-

"Nevertheless the case is more clear in respect of countries like British

India, in which, through a series of fortuitous circumstances, England has
been called to govern a population of alien race, language, and customs
out of all numerical proportion to the English residing in the country. In
such a case, the duties of Government can neither be ignored nor resigned

nor transferred. They are a trust for a coming generation and for a new
age. Every opportunity must be taken, as it is being taken in practice

more and more, to habituate the native population to the duties of self-govern-

ment and to prepare them for a time when the imposed and alien rule

can be first relaxed, then shared, and finally withdrawn."

It is not a question of the very existence of Government, but of

the form of Government. I have already referred you to what Major
Evans Bell says on the subject and that is exactly what Lord Mor-
ley says. The question does not touch the existence of Government. The
bomb-outrages were quickly condemned in my paper as in the Anglo-Indian
papers. We do not hold that bomb throwing is not a criminal act and is

not reprehensible. We condemn it. But in condemning it we say that we
must also condemn the repressive measures of Government. I also ex-

plain that it is a power which can be created without requiring much
preparation. There are certain powers which can be created by means of

a physical act. This is nothing of the kind ; it is something Hke a spell and
it deserves to be condemned; but in order to repress it and get rid of it cer-
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taiu reforms are necessary in the administration. Both parties are taking

advantage of the presence of the bomb. The Bureaucratic party are taking

advantage of it to suppress pohtical agitation and the other party is taking

advantage of it to claim some reforms. I can certainly ask at your hands

the same privilege in this country as is enjoyed by the English

Press at home. It is a very important question. It is the same question which

was fought out by Erskine in the case of the Dean of St. Asaph. It is

the question that was fought out in England as long ago as 1792.

English people now enjoy the liberty of the Press which they demanded

and got in the 18th Century, This is a similar case and all that I ask is

to give it a patient hearing. I know you are placed at a certain disadvantage

by not knowing Marathi; but you have another advantage which a Marathi-

knowing Jury might not have possessed. You are proud of your traditions.

You have got liberty of the Press after a long struggle and I believe that

you attach more importance to that than even we do here. I can trace

a great struggle between the people on the one hand and a mighty
Bureaucracy on the other. And I ask you to help us, not me personally,

but the whole of India in our endeavours to obtain a share in the Govern-
ment of this country. The matter has come to a critical stage; we are in

want of help
;

you can give it to us. I am now on the wrong side

of life according to the Indian standard of life. For me it can only

be a matter of a few years, but future generations will look to your
verdict and see whether you have judged wrong or right. The
verdict is likely to be a memorable one in the histor}^ cf the struggle

for the freedom of the Indian Press. You have a heavy responsibility upon
you. It is, I state again and again, not a personal question. If at least one
of you would come forward and say that I was right in what I did it will

be a matter of satisfaction to me ; for I know that if the Jury are not una-
nimous in England another trial would take place. It is not so here but
it would be a moral support upon which I would rely with great satisfaction.

It is a question mainly of intention. You have all read the passages your-

selves and you can determine the meaning cf those passages and can say

what the intention was. Was it there an attempt to excite disaffection or
enmity or hatred between auy classes of his Majesty's subjects?And remember
that an attempt includes intention and there cannot be an aimless attempt

.

When I was in school I was taught a small sentence. ' Caesar aimed at

the crown but failed.' That clearly explains the word attempt. Now
as I have put all the circumstances before you you must read the writings
for yourselves and decide whether those passages do intend to excite dis-

afEection or feelings of enmity. If you could come to a unanimous verdict,

-well and good. If not, then do not try to come to an artificial imanimity.
Even one of you saying that I was right would be a source
of satisfaction to nie-a kind of moral support. If you cannot come
to a unanimous conclusion you will state what you think, each of

you, whether the articles in question are criminal or not. You might not
agree with my views. Even if you do not agree, you are entitled to say that in

your opinion the matter does not come under Section 124 A. You may
agree or not with me, you may accept my views or not accept my views.
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That is not the point at issue. The point is whether I was within

my rights and whether a subject of his Majesty in India can or cannot

enjoy the same [freedom which is enjoyed by British subjects at

Home, and the Anglo-Indians out here J That is the point at issue.'

It is not a matter of whether the views are correct. I may, who knows, alter

my \iews. Gentlemen, and come to your views. You will presently hear

what the Ad\ocate General has to say and after him His Lordship

will address you. The responsibility is yours; you will have to return a

verdict of guilty or not guilty. Coming from the people and knowing their

sentiments and thoughts you will have to say what you think would be the

effect. I would ask 5-011 to forget all other circumstances outside this court.

You nuist be reading the daily papers and finding in some of them , I wont say

an attempt but a fact, to associate my name in connection with something

which is going on in this city. I wanted to bring the matter to His Lord-

ship's notice but I thought it was a small matter. Gentlemen of the Jurj-, you

will have to leave all that out of your consideration. I know that there are

certain prejudices against me. I request you to keep aside those prejudices.

Judge me on facts. One reason I undertook to defend myself was

that you would know the man. I have told you, perhaps bluntly,

what I have done. I have concealed nothing from you. I have stated

what my object is. If you find anything wrong therein you can return a

verdict against me. But I believe, nay I am confident, you wiU find nothing

in it against me. You will after taking all the circumstances into consi-

deration return a verdict of not guilty. I am quite confident about it. I

appeal to you not for myself but in the interest of the cause which I have

the honour to represent. It is a cause that is sacred and I doubt not,'

Gentlemen, that He before whom all of us will have to stand one day and

render an account of our actions will inspire yoir with the courage of your

convictions and help you in arriving at a right decision on the issue involved

in this case.

My Lord, I have done. I have already referred to the vagueness of

the charges and if there is anything which I have not touched upon and

is referred to by the lemed Advocate General and if he brings out anything

new, I request that I may be given an opportunity of replying.

His Lordship:—Certainly, if there is any new point you have not

touched upon, I will give you a chance of replying.

Accused'.—My Lord and Gentlemen of the Jur}-, I have again to thanK.

you for the great patience with which you have heard me.
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The Advocate General's Reply.

Mr. Branson then addressed the Jury as follows :—

I think, gentlemen, you may safely leave future generations to look after

themselves and in the interests of the present generation not to take up more

of its time than is necessarj-. I must endeavour to confine myself in my
reply to the sense of the word ' attempt ' and to be as brief in doing so as

is consistent with my duty not only to the Crown but to the accused. I do

not know why the accused should have anticipated that I would be inclined

to treat him with any discourtesy. What would be gained by that ? If

it was only a question of motive of which we have heard so much ; it would

be to my advantage not to treat the accused with discourtesy but to do

what I can for him consistent with my duty. I take it that it is the dut}- of

Counsel appearing for the Crown not to overstate things or over-press the

case, but put himself in the position of a person who is trying to help the

tribunal to come to a right conclusion. I have tried to avoid saying anything

about which it could be said that I had done something to induce you to come
to a conclusion against the accused. But while doing that, I could not

shorten your tortures in having to listen for five days to Mr. Tilak. I

cannot guarantee abstaining from inflicting some torture on you, I can

only say that as far as is consistent with my duties, I will endeavour to

avoid all those faults which Mr. Tilak has been guilty _
of, the i

maddening reiteration, saying the same thing over and over again till you

must have been as sick of it as he must have been himself. I decline

to be drawn into any discussion whatsoever of poHtics. Neither you

nor his Lordship, nor I have anything whatever to do with the politics

which have been the source of discussion for the past three days. Kindly

remember that. Put the whole of the discussion addressed to you on the

question of politics and the position of the parties aside. You have

nothing to do with that. I assure you I am not saving what I am saving

to you of my own mind. I will refer you to what was said by the Chief

Justice of Bengal in the sedition case mentioned at page 36 of No. 19

Indian I^aw Reports, Calcutta series and there is also another point at

page 46 (Reads. 'His Lordship in pointing to the Jury their duty said' down
to "the only question is the question of intention, you have nothing to do

with the policy of Government" J. If Mr. Tilak had extended his industries a

little further he would have discovered the futility of putting before you

speeches of Mr. Erskine finishing up with Evans BeU &c. You have to

consider only the evidence in this case. You have to put aside the whole

of this poHtical discussion. It is not for you or for me to consider

whether there exist or do not exist parties called the pro-Bureaucratic

or anti-Bureaucratic. It does not matter whether there are or are

not. What Mr. Tilak seems to have forgotten in his address is this.

I will assume that he might be right and that there may be a number

of reforms necessar}-. I will go further and assume the truth of the

allegations which, we say, are made against the Government in these

articles and assume that these articles show that the Government has

been acting improperly and reforms are necessar>-. The whole of this
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is absolutely irreleveut to the trial of this case. I propose hereafter
to lay before you certain propositions which I ventured to advance in
the last sedition case and which met with the entire approval from
the Bench as to the points to which you are to give your attention , But I

must in this instance go over, to a certain extent, the address presented to

you by the accused. You, as I have already said, have nothing to do with the

question of whether reforms are necessary or desirable. You have nothing to do
with that. It might be a startling proposition to you, and I intend to

support it by the authority of the Chief Justice Mr. Strachey and the Full
Bench of the High Court as well as the Privy Council. It makes no
difference whether the complaints against Government are true or not,
The question is, does the language used in the articles come within the
provisions of Section I24A ? That is a point which evidently escaped the

attention of Mr. Tilak and his advisers. I shall follow up later on with a
more detailed discussion of the decisions of this High Court than has been
entered upon by Mr. Tilak. I will draw your attention at once to what is said
in Mayne, Para: 296 page 521 third edition 1904. Here he points out that the
truth or othrwise of any charge under Section 124A need not be taken into

consideration. Yet we have spent four days discussing whether the charges are

true or untrue, whether well-founded, or ill-founded. This is the result of not
carrying out the legal education with which Mr. Tilak started life. He is a
pleader of 25 year's standing. If he had only carried out his education he
would never have spent 4 days in stating what is absolutely inaccurate. It

would have been better for him, for you and for me. Now it remains
for me if I can correct the innumerable errors that characterised Mr.
Tilak's address. It is for you on the basis of his own statement and the
basis of the authorities which are cited to see which is correct. Here we
have the authority of one of the best criminal lawyers in India ( Reads
paragraph 296 from Mayne's Criminal L,aw. ) Now you will find that
rule laid down by Mr. Justice Strachey in a case which it will be not
necessary to identify.

Accused:—Your Lordship, as I find it difficult to hear I beg that I may
be allowed to take a chair nearer to the x'Vdvocate-General.

His Lordship:—Yes, you may do so.

Adi'ocaic General:—I hope Mr. Tilak will acknowledge that I am
continuing that courtesy that so much surprised him.

Advocate General continuing his address said:—I will go back to the
question of the truth or falsity of the grievances alleged. You will find that
it has been laid down in this case—I do not wish to identify it beyond
stating that it is in reference to a former charge against somebody whom
I do not at present name-but the law as laid down by Mayne, and as pro-

pounded not only by Mr. Justice Strachey, who tried the case at
the Sessions, but by the Full Bench before whom it was afterwards taken be-
cause the accused was dissatisfied with Mr. Justice Strachey 's summing up,
and by the Privy Council, to whom it was taken. The Privy Council
supported Mr. Justice Strachey' s views, and you will find every point I
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am now stating to you with regard to the fact, the existence of any grievance
real or supposed being no defence whatever to an offence under section

124 A. You will find that law laid down distinctly, and approved completely
by the Privy Council in these terms, and therefore it is that I am directing

your attention at the outset to the law which is completely subversive of

all that Mr. Tilak has said. It will economise my time and yours, but it is

sufficient for me to draw your attention now to what the Privy Council

said and you will find that they approved of Mr. Justice Strachey's summing
np as supported by a Full Bench on an application based upon a contention
that the summing up was defective, and which was afterwards made the
ground for an appUcation to the Privy Council for leave to appeal. You
cannot get leave from the Privy Council to appeal except with the permission
of the Full Bench here. The Full Bench only grants permission on certain

terms and under certain circumstances involving law-points, involving
serious points of law, as for instance mis-direction. The application was
refused by the Full Bench, but you will find that when the application was
made to the Privy Council for special leave to appeal, two of the grounds

which were put forward were ( Reads ' the Judge has misdirected the

jury ' down to 'readers' ) It is a curious commentary on the case that

he himself put foward that there was a feeling of excitement outside this

Presidency, as to which he says there can be no doubt. His readers, he says,

have been familiar with his views for years, and his contention is that his

readers know exactly what he means, and entertaining the views he enter-

tains would not be likely to be affected by the article. Many writers besides
himself stated that there was a feeling of excitement. I digress for a moment
because of the peculiar appositeness of the point which was put forward in

the appeal, by Mr. Tilak. ( Reads from application from 'the Judge has
not pointed out to the jury ' down to ' Kesari of 15th June '

) You wiU

find that in the argument which was addressed to the Judicial Committee by
Mr. Asquith, ( Reads from Mayne down to ' that petition ' ). Lord Hals-
bury in delivering the Judgment of the Privy Council says this { Reads from

'taking into consideration' down to 'by the light of what he said on the other
side '.

) So that you have a most complete confirmation of Mr. Justice

Strachey's summing up in the former case in which one of the chief points

included against His Lordship's summing up is one of the most admirable on

the question of the Section that I am aware of. Every point which can arise,

and has arisen in this case, has been discussed by Mr. Justice Strachey in

complete opposition to what has been the defence of Mr. Tilak. That is why
I have pointed out to you the decision of the Privy Council, as supporting my
contention that the truth of the language charged with sedition cannot be
pleaded or proved. The absurdity of the proposition that you can plead or

prove the truth of the allegation in reply to the complaint is shown by Mayne,
para 296, page 523. ( Reads paragraph. ) This was a case where the same
point was raised, and Lord Campbell for the first time urged that you can plead

truth of allegation under the Civil Libel Act. This is an attempt to intro-

duce the same effect in a Criminal prosecution. Now it has been tried to apply

that in a criminal case, and Mr. Justice Lawrance said (Reads from ' the

Court is gravely asked
'^
down to 'exciting hostiHty.^ ) That is the fatal
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absurdity which Mr. Tilak has been committing throughout the last four

days.

^r^a^^^ disclaimed having done so.

Advocate- General

:

—I have carefully avoided interfering with Mr.
Tilak, and cannot I ask for the same consideration ? The only time when
I internipted him was on two occasions, one when he used an expression

which seemed to me to be extremely offensive, and the other was on the-

occasion when he proposed to read an article { Exhibit 64, ) as representing

his views in the case. I objected, and as it turned out my objection was in

his favour. His L/ordship interposed and withdrew that Exhibit from you.
I am going to refer to it again later on. These are the only two occasions

when I interrupted, once rightly, and the other time in his favour, although
I was not aware of it at the time, and I expect the same consideration, unless

it can be said that I am misrepresenting something. But Mr. Tilak knows
what a valuable asset it would be in the hands of a person who wished to

divert attention from what the other person was lading before the Jury. I

think I shall not be interrupted again ; if I am I shall respond much more
strongly than I have done. Now I shall come back to the law. Even
assuming Mr. Tilak's contentions extending over many days, supposing

that there are things which would be better for reformation, supposing
everything alleged against Government in the articles is true, that is.

no defence whatever if you come to the conclusion that the article com-
plained of comes within provisions of Section 124 A. As to Section 153 A
I do not intend to occupy more of your time than five minutes at the end
of my address. Section 124 A is the more important one. When you come
to read the Section yourselves and study it you will find its applicability to

this particular case. You will find that all the discussion put before you,
and which I am not going to be led into the temptation of following—all

that is irrelevent, and represents so much waste of time. I don't regret, you
don't regret, listening to Mr. Tilak; otherwise there is no point in all he
said. Suppose I had interrupted; he knew weU what was irrelevent, because
the law as laid down by him was contrary to the law laid down in the case
of which he is himself personally aware. He ought to have known that it

was improper, at all events fatal on his part to attempt to persuade you to take
that view of the law which would be immoral and was corrected from the
Bench, and which he must have known was an incorrect statement of the law,'

He suggests to you that he is entitled to discuss party questions between
the pro-bureaucrats and anti-bureaucrats, and in doing so is entitled to say
what he pleases, and if he does so from what he calls lofty motives and
a pure mind he insists upon a verdict of not guitly. No greater mistake ever
entered the mind of a legal practitioner. I shall directly call your attention to
the real law of motive and intention, which has got so jumbled up in the mind
of the accused that he could not present it in proper form before you. That
is his misfortune. I do not desire to say anything regarding the time he
occupied in his speech although it extended over five days, so that it would
be impossible for him now to say that he has not said all that he had to
say, and all that he desired to say. He has said all that he could say, and all

that he wished to say, so far as this case is concerned. I do not look upon
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it as a case of any great importance. Of course it is of great importance to

Mr. Tilak, and it has occupied a great length of time, and he has had a

perfectly clear and impartial hearing ; and if His Lordship or I wished to

interrupt him as we were entitled to do, as Mr. Tilak acknowledges we

had a right to do, you may be perfectly certain that in his own organs and

in sympathetic organs published elsewhere, you would have heard the

outcry " the man has not had a fair hearing &c." That cannot be suggested

now. We may take it from that comment that he has had the opportunity

of saying every thing he desired to say and that nothing remains, at least

I hope not unless I introduce any new element into the case. This he will

have a perfect right to do. But I do not intend to introduce anything new
except by mere accident. —

^

Well it is cooler here than where he was sitting before. I do not feel

myself in present exasperation at his proximity or any prognostication as to

what may happen from his proximity. I am acting as far I can to

economise time. Perhaps you will think I have not done so so far. But I am
telling you the reason why I declined to follow Mr. Tilak in that part of

his address which refers to politics. I am doing so on the ground that it has

been held that it is not discussable by this Court or by the Privy Council.

I am able to say with confidence that your time will be very materially

economised. You will find from what his I^ordship will tell you that there are

really and truly only three points which you have to consider in this case.

In fact really and truly there are only two points. I will sub-divide one point.

The first point is, did the accused print and publish the articles complained

of and is he responsible ? The answer is yes. He himself said so.

This is a matter of no interest to you because it is proved beyond a shadow
of doubt. It was proved by the declarations under the Press Act. Those
•declarations were made in 1907 and declared Mr. Tilak to be the editor,

printer and piiblisher of this paper. It is not necessary to pursue this

matter, because I think he now admits that he is the editor, printer and

pubhsher. If so, the law makes him liable, and he has done wisely to admit

liability for everything that appeared in that paper, whether written by
himself or not

.

Then the second branch of the first question is answered by himself,

in which he apparently glories and in which he somehow manages to see a

glamour of humour. My recollection is that the humour consisted of a

suggestion to murder, hatred &c. He admits that which the law imposes

upon him. That admission to the first question is answered in both these

questions. The next question that would arise would be, having got the

fact that these articles were written, I won't say by himself-he does not say

they were, but assuming that they were not written by him, it matters not,'

the next question you have to consider is the thoughts, words and meaning
of these articles. What he now says he meant by those articles, that is

not the point. He has been trying his best to throw all the dust he
could collect, even in the monsoon weather, into your eyes on this point.

It is not what he now says he meant, but what he meant when he wrote

them. Chapter and verse I will give you very shortly, when I discuss the
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words on which I am going to rely. And he cannot be allowed to say now
' of conrse I wrote sedition, and meant affection.' Words are not what
you have to consider. You have to decide, Gentlemen, upon the language
he used, and what he meant. You cannot take from him now a statement
that what he wrote was not what he meant, but what he means now. You
will find that that is the law.

Now it is for you, as sole judges of the facts, to draw your own conclusion

from the words of the articles themselves as to what he meant . I have nothing
I can say to you upon this point beyond what I shall presently have to say
in referring to the articles themselves. That is a matter for you to decide.

What do you think these articles meant when they were written? You cannot
take his statement now that he meant something else, unless it is corroborated

by the words of the articles themselves . Having got the meaning of the

articles from the words of the articles, the next point to consider is what
did he intend by these articles ? Was his intention such as would bring him
within the wording of the Section 124 A, or do the circumstances of the
case bring him within the exceptions or explanations of Section 124 A?
If you come to the conclusion that the articles complained of and charged
come within the wording of the first clause of the Section there is an end of

the case. On the other hand if you come to the conclusion that when he
wrote these articles he knew they were capable of the interpretation

that the Prosecution now puts on them there is an end of the case also. If

you do this the next point to be considered is whether you can by any
perversion of the language give him the benefit of the explanations 2 or 3

.

/Now upon that point accused has made some remarks about the proof being-

/ wrongly put upon him. Presently when I am dealing more at length with
individual remarks of the defence I will show you that he is completely
wrong. The Judicial and Legislative authorities are absolutely against him.
Once there is 2, prima facie case, to get out of a charge the burden of proof
lies on the defence. And in this case he must bring himself under the

explanation of the general law. Here again Mr. Tilak advances a proposition

on an imperfect reading of Section 105. of the Evidence Act. Mr. Tilak
complained yesterday that the case had been brought wrongly under Section

153 A. Now, in a few minutes I will call your attention to Section 105 of

the Evidence Act, and you will see how fatal it is. The whole of his argu-

ment with regard to the extent of the circumstances pointing to the neces-

sity of the advisability of reform of the Government is completely immaterial.

( Reads Sec. 105. ) There are one or two other points which I do not

propose to follow Mr. Tilak in discussing. And I think that you will be
charmed by my decision. We had to listen to a discussion of English law as

it is supposed by Mr. Tilak, and what he called Jury-made law. I think
that is a point I do not propose to follow. It may be interesting, no doubt, but
anybody who has read that introduction to Fox's Libel Act, would have put
the case before you in ten minutes. There was a time when Juries were
inclined to take their stand in England, on Jury-made law but that does

not apply to this coimtry. But in this particular case of which Mr.
Tilak must have an intimate knowledge Mr .Justice Strachey at the

outset stated, I will read you his words so that I may not be said to

be straining or misrepresenting what he said. He said ( Reads ^ I
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don't propose to discuss the English law ' down to ' Penal Code '

) Now
I have already told you that that summing up was approved by the
FuU Bench, and also appro\'ed by the Privy Council. Therefore I

think I am entitled to say on the highest authority that the whole of the
discussion with regard to the applicability or otherwise of the English law,

in fidl or in part in a charge of seditious libel in India may be safely left out
of the discussion. If you are curious to know the real law in England, or
if you are curious to know what the circumstances were in regard to the
introduction of Fox's Libel Act, you will j5nd it in the introduction of Camp-
bell's ' Life of Erskine.' You might have been spared all those books which
have been wearily referred to in connection with Fox's Act of Seditious
Libel and the possibility of its applying to this countr>\ It is. all stated in
one and a half pages of the book I have referred to. I think, Gentlemen,
that I may put it to you that unless you wish, or His Lordship wishes that
I should say more upon the point than I have stated now, it will be safe
for you to have it, as it stands, and so I do not intend to discuss the Eno-lish
law because it has been held that it does not apply to this country, and the
Privy Council has upheld that decision. We have got the Penal Code, j-ou

cannot take away from it, and you cannot add to it. That brings one to
the next point of these voluminous dicussions to which we have aU had to
listen, possibly with profit, I cannot say. You will say whether there
has been any profit to your minds by the discussion on the
liberty ot the press. You have been told that you are guardians of the press

Fiddlesticks ! You are guardians of the press no more than I am. Before
God you are guardians of the Penal Code and the Penal Code protects the
press. You have been told that you are guardians of the press over and over
again, until one really felt inclined to rebel against the doctrine of the
liberty of the subject. You are not the guardians of the press ; and I am not
entitled to write what I please saying that I am writing in the interests of

my party, or in the interests of the freedom of the press,' You will find
that these are points which have all been dealt with first by Mr. Justice
Strachey, then Sir Lawrence Jenkins, and lastly by Mr. Justice Batty. To
all the three cases it will be my duty to draw your attention with a little ipore
detail later on. I will take one instance now, a passage in which Mr.
Justice Batty, in Indian Law Reports, 22 Bombay, page 137, says (Reads j
He points out what is meant by this much-abused and misleading phrase

liberty of the press. Mr. Tilak thinks it means that he is entitled to write
what he likes no matter how seditious it may be, or how many suggestions
it contains of murder or brings about a dastardly murder; he will

justify himself by reference to his writings, which I cannot understand
anybody with any human feelings sitting down to write and then sajino-

"it is correct, my motives are pure so please return a verdict of not
guilty against • me .

" I will take a longer passage than what I intended
to put at first and the passage which I am going to cite explains the
law which is applicable, and which, your Lordship, I am perfectly
certain, is actually the law. If you are of opinion that these articles come
within Section 124 A, it matters not two straws whether as a matter of
fact any disaffection was caused, or any hatred was caused, [li you come to
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the conclusion that the meaning of the words published was an intention to

excite hatred against the Government established by law, the effect of its

failure or success is completely immaterial. It is equally immaterial that the

excitement should not have been a disturbance to the point of mutiny. That is

not a matter of any importance in judging of the criminal liability of

any person charged with having written articles which come within

Section 124 A. Now you will see that I have discussed a little

upon this point for a few moments. I am now going to tell you what Mr.
Justice Strachey says in his judgment when he deals not only with the

Section, but with the word attempt. He lays down in the clearest possible

terms in his summing up which has besn accepted by Sir Lawrence
Jenkinp. and Mr. Justice Batty with regard to what a person may
or may not write. Mr. Justice Strachey says this after discussing the

examples of section 124 A as it existed before the year 1898. I shall have

to draw your attention to the meaning of the Act for you will find that

as it now stands it is due to the judgment of Mr. Justice Strachey

as approved by the Privy Council and the Full-Bench following as it did

rulings in Calcutta and Allahabad High Courts. In consequence of these

series of rulings before 1898 and the fact that the Section was somewhat
cumbrously worded it was amended. In discussing the Act as it originally

stood his Lordship said f Reads from " You will observe that the section"

to ' that he succeeds' j. We have had a most extraordinary series of conten-

tions extending over 3 days showing that Mr. Tilak had completely failed to

understand the words used by the Chief Justice with regard to the word attempt.

I must try to put the matter clearly before you,as the absurdity of. Mr.Tilak's

arguments may have raised a certain amount of uncertainty in your minds.
He seems to think that you cannot have an attempt unless the attempt has

been frustrated from some physical cause outside the control of the person
making the attempt. That is to say that it must be a cause which indepen-

dently of himself prevents success. Consider the absolute absurdity of such

an observaion. If a man prevents himself in making an attempt he does not

mean any attempt, or if he has started on the attempt and then stops

himself he can claim locus penitentie^ of which we have heard
in one of the quotations in this case. Mr. Tilak has not

understood the law laid down by Mr. Justice Batty, and the Chief Justice.'

They say with regard to attempt, (Reads down to " something over which
the person has no control. "

) I fail to follow Mr. Tilak's argument which
never approaches the boundary mark of common sense. You will find Mr.

Justice Batty's judgment in the case which hasbeenthe subject of affectionate

reference on behalf of the accused. Mr. Tilak proceeds to say that the Jury

can decide against the Judge, and he refers to Jury-made law. He quotes
to you from a case which was cited by my learned friend Mr. Inverarity,

and without misrepresenting Mr. Tilak's own argument, I will refer

you to the case in 1810 against Lambert and Perry cited by Mr. Inverarity.

Mr. Tilak suggested to you that this was a case of Jury-made law, and that
it is for the Jury to decide what is seditions, when he turned to the ruling
cited by my learned friend as to the liberty and licence of speech I will read
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you what Mr. Justice Cave says with regard to intention. ( Reads from,
page 365. ' a man cannot escape from the consequences ' down to
' violence. ') That is to say that Mr. Justice Cave was not aware of the
existence of any rule of law or common sense, that you cannot have an
attempt unless you show that there has been some physical interference
between the attempt and the intended act. It is such abject nonsense that
I can hardly believe that Mr. Tilak is not pulling the legs of the Jury in
putting it forward. To suppose that Judges would use language which
infers or suggests inuendoes, and use these particular words in
summing up to juries, and in laying down what the law
is, means audacioiis effronter}- which I confess I never could reo-ard the
possibility of in my own mind. Now let us go back to what I was saying
with regard to the freedom of the Press, a subject we heard of ad
naitsium till Mr. Tilak decided to sit down. This is what Mr. Justice
Strachey says and I read it to yeu only to reinforce the judgments of the
Chief Justice and Mr. Justice Batty C Reads from ' having discussed ' down
to ' excite feelings. ') Let me pause for one moment to point out to you
another fallacy which has some bearing upon this particular part of the
case, put forward by Mr. Tilak. He seems to be under the impression
that you must have something besides the article itself impeached as evi-
dence, before you can convict. To show you that that is completely wrono-^
I will refer you again to Chief Justice Sir Comer Petheram's decision in
Indian Law Reports 19, Calcutta, page 35. ( Reads. ) Here you find that
if you have got the articles, from them you can draw your own inferences
as to whether there was an attempt or not. Further evidence is unnecessar>'
for the Prosecution, but the absence of it does not tell fatally against the
accused. Perhaps I am travelling out of the course of the arguments upon
which I first embarked, but you will allow me to go out of my way for a
few minutes and follow Mr. Tilak's habit of jumping from subject to sub-
ject. Look at Mr. Tilak's position in this case. He says "from year to year
I have been pubUshing the same views as appear in these articles ; no one
can be misled because they are exactly what their views and my views
are ; these views have been urged by the Congress for so long that there
can be no possibility of my language being misunderstood by those who
read it, and they are only old ideas clothed in new words. They convey
to them no new ideas. " That being so, how is it that of the hundreds of
readers of the Kesari not a single soul has been produced to show that he
took a difierent view of the language of those articles to what we place
before the Jury.

Why, Gentlemea, he has been^surrounded from the beginning of the
trial. There are pleaders to right of him, pleaders to left of him,
pleaders in front of him, while he did the thundering. He is

quite right to do so
; a man may defend himself in any way he

likes. Many of them, indeed most of them know the accused's Views and
my own. And they will know that I am not contending anything with a
view to annoying, but they well know that I am saying this to show
that any of them might have come forward to say 'this construction on the
articles is not correct.' Why does not somebody come forward to say 'you
are wrong in your interpretation of the article.' I think that it was just as
well perhaps that I was allowed to digress for a moment. I shall have to
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come back to it because it is a matter which will have to be dealt with
more seriously later on. I think I was right to draw your attention to these

questions of language and intention and that he had means of contradic-

ting our evidence . Our evidence consists of the articles themselves, the

words in which these articles are couchded and the evidence of the Oriental

Translator. His evidence as testified, is to the effect that the translations

are correct in every particular except in one case. I will come to that

later. But otherwise the translations are correct. That is the evidence and
there is no other evidence to contradict it. You cannot take Mr. Tilak's

word that these translations are wrong. I have no objection to those of

you who cau read the original Marathi instructing their fellow jurymen
and you will find that there is not a single point of any importance. If

you decide on the e\'idence and nothing else, Mr. Tilak's arguments, his

allegations as to wrong translations are of no effect. If you are satisfied that

he is correct, give him the benefit by all means of the contentions he has
put forward. The evidence uncontradicted is this, and the force of the

terms uncontradicted is this; if Mr. Joshi's evidence was not true the

accused had his host of readers in the mofussil and his host of pleaders to

prove that the translations were wrong or distorted. But not a shred of

evidence is produced to prove that the articles do not, as Mr. Joshi says

they do, in English accurately represent the Marathi of the original to the

ordinary Marathi reader. Inferred from the articles themselves this

evidence as to the meaning of these articles and the translations of these

articles is conclusive. It will only be necessary for me to say very little

more when I come to deal with the individual words raised by Mr . Tilak

including the alleged distortions.

Now I come back to Mr. Justice Strachey's views with regard not only

to the extent and limitations of the rights of public speech and public writ-

ings and the manner in which you are entitled to get at the meaning of

the articles which are impeached as going beyond the privileges conferred

by the law. It must be obvious to you what I want to say, the only way,
certainly almost the only way to discover what a man means is to read

"what he writes or hear what he says. If he says he did not mean what he
said or wrote and does not produce any evidence, it may be, as the Chief

Justice Sir Lawrence Jenkins says, the rough and ready means of arriving

at a conclusion, but what other means have you got? Now Mr. Justice

Strachey says this (Reads ' It is true that there is a charge before you '

down to ' responsibility. ' ) And then His lyordship went on to deal with
one of the points made by Mr. Tilak the exact bearing of which I

confess I did not at the time understand and have not yet understood.

( Reads ' authority ' down to 'of the Government.' ) And then, Gentlemen,
His Lordship proceeds to deal with the examples of the section as they then
stood. I should Hke to draw your attention to the wording of this section and
examine the particulars of this section as it stood before 1898. The explanation

is somewhat different in wording from the concluding part of the section.

It was much the same as it is now. ( Reads explanation of Section 124 A
as it existed before 1898. ) Practically it seems to my view very much the

same, as the Section is [now amended, although it is not concluded in lan-

guage of such definite accuracy as the Section now is. His Lordship went
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on ( Reads ' a man may point ' to ' intention. '
) You will find that every

word of this is applicable to the amended section as it stands now ( Reads
the revised explanations of Section 124 A. )

Now, his IvOrdship then went on to say f Reads 'If the writings can be
reasonably' down to 'subvert or resist this authority.' j Next his Lordship
went on to discuss the question of what is the meaning of the words disaffec-

tion or disapprobation as intended in the Section as it then stood. He says
(Reads 'a man may criticise' down to ' upon it. ') Whoever disputed
this? Whoever disputed that there was this right of discussion either in

speech or in the Press? The law says it must not be carried to the extent of

license. The Section now reads (Reads Section 124 A as now constituted^ ]

You may use language of the utmost violence provided you do not outstep
the limit to the extent of exciting or attempting to excite hatred or con-
tempt against the Government. Provided you do not do that you may
comment upon the measures of ^ Government, legislative or otherwise,
proposed or carried into effect by the Government, in any language you
please. Mr. Tilak must have known that this extensive liberty of the
Press has been recognised not only by the legislature itself but by the
judgments of judges one of which he must be personally familiar with.
Xook at the words of the Judge (Reads from 'he may discuss' down to
'unfairly') . What greater freedom of the Press can you want ? He follows
on (Reads 'so long as' down to 'its motives') The imputations here are that
the British Government with the idea of enriching England are robbino- the
people of India. ( Reads to 'that will not save him') . That did not warrant
Mr.Tilak inevadingthis statement of the law withwhich he must be familiar.

It did not warrant his rushing off to a forest of books by means of which, if

you read a sufficient number of them which you would not understand, he
so hid the wood that you could not see the wood from the trees. Mr. Justice
Strachey says ( Reads ' not only to the Government ' down to ' to the peo-
ple.' ) The Privy Council themselves say that this is the correct represen-
tation of the law. The Full Bench when applied to refused to accept that
there was anything wrong in the summing-up. And now you will see the
necessity and advantage of drawing your attention to the confirmation by the
Judicial Committee of the whole of this summing-up in which they did not
see reason to alter one single word. Now what comes of all this bunkum
about the freedom of the Press? Freedom of the Press has been turned into
an engine for the exercise of license which, so far a's one can judge, has no
limit, except the wiU of persons who claim to be exempt from all restraint
-upon what they call the liberty of the Press, including the right to abuse
the Government and contend that liberty of the Press is inconsistent with
the existence of the Government as it stands now . I put it to you that
there is no escape from the contention put forward by the defence.' So far

as Mr. Tilak 's contentions have gone that is what he says and nothing
else. If you give Government any powers of restraint over the Press those
powers must go. Government immediately becomes tyrannical, despotic,
call it what you like, but Government with any power is inconsistent with,
the freedom of the Press, therefore do away with Government. That is the
burden of his song. Can there be anything more dangerous? Anarchy would
follow as sure as night following day. Once let it go to the pubUc that, that'
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contention is well-founded and that there is no harm in these articles and

that there can be no limitations imposed by Government of the country

upon what these people choose to call the liberty of the Press, and you will

repent the day that you allowed this doctrine to be put forward. Anarchy

will follow as sure as night follows day and with Anarchy will come

naturally a reign of violence the sound of which Lord Morley said in antici-

pation he could hear roaring. Now I have very nearly exhausted this sum-

ming-up; but it is a summing-up of such vital importance to all con-

cern'ed among others to those who would first fall victims to the outbreak

which would inevitably result upon Mr. Tilak's doctrines being accept-

ed. When this summing-up is of such vital importance with regard

to the discussion which you have had to listen to for the past five

days, much against my will and I have no doubt much against yours,

I have no option but to draw your attention to further passages. Mr.

Justice Strachey says at page 138 ( Reads 'for if a man comments' to

'fexplanation.') Then in discussing the more restricted view which had

been put forward of the meaning of the Section, his Lordship went on to say

CReads from ' inclusive intention ' down to 'forcible resistance'). Then
he pointed out to the Jury what they were to do in directing their minds

to the articles which were impeached ( Reads from 'it was intended *

down to ' Mahomedan general ' ), The articles in question consisted of

a discussion with regard to Shivaji, and the alleged murder of Afzul

Khan. It contained also something which is said to be in the vernacular,

a poem. But when it is reduced to English it may be anything you

like. It was supposed to be a poem about the hill-fort Pratabgarh. It

was an article which concerned the death of Afzul Khan. His Lordship

said (Reads ' there are questions ' down to ' language of the articles '
)

That follows the direction of all the English cases of which I am aware.'

Tha is more to the point, because English law is not applicable; it follows

thetlines laid down in these Courts, and at Calcutta. You must infer inten-

tion from the articles, and you have to look at the surrounding circum-

stances. I quite admit that in order to arrive at the intention of the

writer you have to take not only the language but all the surrounding;

circumstances of the case, as applying to the people to whom the

articles are addressed, and of the writer himself. You have also to

consider the probable effect on the minds of the readers. All this has

to be taken into consideration in arriving at a conclusion whether ar

not he intended what the Prosecution say is the meaning of his words.

You gather that intention first of all from the articles. You take into

consideration certain conditions and from the articles put in you draw

your conclusions.

Here we have articles between 12th May and 9th June published at

weekly intervals, to the language of which I am going to ask your

very serious attention, to what was in his mind at the time that he wrote

them. And can you believe that what he ^.indended to do, and what he

says was that he disapprobated the bomb, and also the repressive

measures ? You will see for yourselves in a few moments that this was
only a hypocritical plan. It is impossible to believe that the writer could

have had in his mind anything but approving the hideous murders at
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Muzzuferpur and Poona. As I said before, it seems impossible that any

human person could praise the two acts of murder as he has done. I don't

think, Gentlemen, you could have got the strength of these expressions

when they were read to you at some speed. And when accused did not

want to draw attention to particularly offensive passages, he gabbled them

over as fast as he could as a safeguard and trusted to their escaping your

attention. 1 come back to the summing-up because you have to look

through a screen that is put up till you have pierced and obtained a view

of the real figure behind that screen, which is intention, the screen being

intended to obstruct the mind of the reader . So those who have to sit

in judgment on the articles must, as Mr. Justice Strachey says—and he

puts it in better language than I can frame—ask themselves what the

intention of the writer is . (Reads ' You must ask yourselves ' to ' of the

writer. ' ) And in the passage immediately preceding that frequent

sentence his Lordships says, f Reads 'In judging of the intention ' to

^ criticism and comment.') Apply every one of those words to these

articles before you and I venture to suggest, perhaps I ought not to use

that expression, but I venture to submit that the case for the Prosecution

is clear beyond doubt, by the evidence adduced in this case and produced

by the accused himself, evidence which he cannot challenge. It comes
from his own words. I am assuming of course that you agree in our

contention that the articles themselves come within the provision of

section 124 A. I have already said* if you come to the conclusion that

the articles cannot b;^ any means whatever be construed as falling within

the provisions of that Section there is an end of the case. But I think it

will give you pause to come to any such conclusion. You have had the

articles read to you, but read in the spirit which I have described.

The accused read them as fast as he could; he did not stop to consider

the points against him; he tried to suggest wrong translations, and^ made
grossly improper suggestions against the Translator's ofiice. I maintain that

the articles have been translated in the Translator's office by ^the^ inter-

pretors sworn to do their duty. What reason therefore had Mr. Tilak to

say that they deliberately distorted in this case to make a case for the

Prosecution and ruin the accused^? These were utterly groundless

insinuations made by Mr. Tilak, who at the same time tried to wriggle

out of them, but he had not the courage to state in so many words, and he

had not the courage to attempt to contradict anything by evidence. " I

suggest nothing against these people, but they are distorted translations."

That may be a manly way of defending oneself, but I do not think it is a

way that will recommend itself to your minds. So much for the contents

of the documents, the manner in which the intention is to be derived

from them, and the manner in which you must endeavour to form your

own views as to the intention from the documents themselves, as to the

meanings of the writings which can be adopted for the purpose of conceal-

ing the real meaning of the writer.

And now I shall draw your attention to expressions in favour of the

accused, which I had proposed myself to say independent of the judg-

ment. If you can consistently with the discharge of your duties, and

with your conscience, having regard to your thoughts in the jury box
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and to what you have heard, come to the conclusion that these articles do-

not come within vSection 124 A, then it is your duty to give the accused
the benefit of any serious doubt. No one has disputed, or will dispute

this proposition. You must, if you can, put an innocent interpretation

consistent with your duty to the Government and the public, and to your
conscience, and you must give the benefit of the doubt, and as nine

honest men, stand up and say, 'we have read these articles and there is

nothing in them which can be construed as coming within the meaning
of the Section.' Give the words the most liberal consideration that you
think tb§y are entitled to, take into consideration what Mr. Justibe

Strachey says ( Reads ' a journalist is not expected ' down to ' all this ')

You must not take isolated words which strike you as being particularly

offensive. That is not the right way to deal with this case. Take the

writings as a whole. And in this case you have tO' take not only these

two writings of 12th May and 9th June, but take the five intervening

articles as throwing light upou the intention of the writer of the two
incriminating articles . You will read them all as throwing a mild light

upon each other, and from their rays you will be able to direct your
own mental vision on the question of what the man means. You will

read them all together, and as those writings shed light on these two
bring your vision to bear on this question, and the only question to be
considered in this case is, what is the intention of the writer. With
regard to the question of the translations I might perhaps, as I am
dealing with this summing-up, draw your attention to the sensible

remarks which characterise the summing-up of Mr. Justice Strachey. In the

course of his judgment he says f Reads from 'you have heard much discus-

sion' 1o 'articles.') Then, his Lordship pointed out f Reads 'it is a mistake
to suppose' to 'is called free' J. Then he drew the attention of the Jury to

the two sides of the translations, and gave his suggestions according

as they came to the conclusion, whether one translation was correct, or
the other was incorrect, as to what the Jury should do. Now gentlemen,
before I leave this book I would like you to know that when the accused
in this case proposed to take the case before the Full-Bench for the purpose
of obtaining leave to appeal to the Privy Council, one of the grounds
set forth in the petition for leave to appeal was that there had been
mis-direction to the Jury on the following points. You need only concern
yourself with one of them, ' That the word Government meant British

Rule, or its representatives'. You see the same point was forced

upon you by Mr. Tilak, as he maintained here. He seems to think

Bureaucracy, which is his own favourite expression, does not represent the
Government because the Bureaucracy is really the services. That is one
part of the argument and the other part of the argument is that the
Bureucracy represents the officers of Government at large. You see his
view here was, that the Judge had misdirected the Jury^with regard to the
word Government. This question of the Bureaucracy not representing the
Government is all nonsense and sheer waste of time. Other points
also made in the petition. ' A matter of great importance to the sub-
jects of the Crown' that is Mr. Tilak's claim here ; he represents
every one including himself except the Bureaucracy and the British.
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Government whom he claims to libel. He says •,* this case is

one of the greatest importance. ' Gentlemen, that contention was
put forward in forwarding this petition, and is equally false, f Reads 'that

your petitioner is also advised' down, to 'in India' ) The objection
was to the summing-up. The summing-up stated 'you can say what you like

in language however offensive with regard to the legislative actions
or any other actions of Government, provided you do not attack

Government itself and provided you do not attack the British Government
as constituted and as represented, and also provided you do not come
within the words of section 124 A, and bring or attempt to bring into
hatred or contempt the Government. You can say what you please in any
foul and disgusting language you choose to adopt.' That was the sum-
ming-up of the Judge and it was afterwards contended that it was a wrong
summing-up. It was so contended in the application to the Privy Council
and the Full-Bench considered that there were no; grounds whatever for
interference, or for granting leave to appeal, and many other points which
the Full-Bench dealt with. Sir Charles Farran, the Chief Justice, in
delivering judgment said { Reads from ' the definition of the word
Government ' to ' an illustration. '

) Therefore, Gentlemen, that judg-
ment shows in a most conclusive manner how the point has been dealt

with. It is the same point that has been advanced in this case, and that
discussion must be our guiding star in dealing with the facts and conten-
tions on both sides, with regard to the articles impeached, and the ar-

ticles put forward for the purpose of trying to guide you on the correct
path to a decision on these two articles. You are to say what the
intention was of the writer, and what inference you draw as a result of

their perusal. You will find according to my contention when you
come to look at the details of the case put forward by the accused,
that the case has no merits, and no substance. It will be for you
to say whether my contention is right or wrong. My contention
is that there is really no defence which can be seriously
considered, notwithstanding the length of time that the Accused took in
elaborating the case, and which his advisers and admirers considered an
admirable defence. And really it was a capable defence, in so far as it

consisted in reading a large number of books and extracts and drawing
wrong conclusions from them. You will find that there is nothing in his
case. I propose to deal here very summarily and I hope to dispose
equally summarily with the principal points which have been raised by
Mr. Tilak. Besides this I have already mentioned to you that he might
have saved himself the discussion and the expenditure of time and labour over
the Marathi. I propose to make a very summary statement in disposing
of Mr, Tilak' s points, and I hope to avoid the necessity of going back to
them more in detail, although it may be necessary at a later stage of the
discussion. I don't think it will, and I hope by this summary disposal
of his points to still further economise time which I feel I have been
occupying. But I hope that there has been some justification having
regard to the importance of the case to the public at large, including the
interests which Mr. Tilak says he represents, namely the Liberty of the
Press and his community. I think on four different occasions Mr.
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Tilak found fault with the translations, the last occasion being this

morning. Here again one can hardly believe Mr. Tilak was serious,

but one can understand he is in a very dangerous, and I might say,

a very desperate condition. Any straw that he can get hold of, to

float on the tide of ruin on which he has swept himself, he must clutch

at. And of course the first thing that he has to do is to impeach the

translations, and he has the audacious effrontery to contend
that he is being indicted upon articles, the translations of which are

wrong and he must be acquitted. Do you really believe that he was
serious in putting forward this defence? His contention is untrue; there

is no proof whatever that there have been any mis-translations here. I do
not know whether you have dictionaries, or would like them.
I can give you chapter and verse for the words put
forward by the translator. I can give you in each instance the pages where
the expressions adopted by the Translator's office are to be found, What
are Mr. Tilak's contentions? That king should not be capital K, Well,
let him have a little k. Killing is just killing without any feeling. He
objects to the word assassination. Can Mr. Tilak benefit if I will allow

him the whole of his objections to the translations, eighteen words in all

out of-I have,not counted the number of words in the articles impeached-
eighteen words in all are disputed ! And he has the effrontery to call them
' the distortions of the Translator's office ', It is a word that should never
have been used unless he intended to carry the suggestion to its logical

conclusions by proving by his own translations that the translations

are wrong, otherwise he should not have used the words distorted. It is

not a question of having revenge. That is to say that they were deli-

berately concocted for the purpose of ruining him and helping the Prose-

cution. Think of the absurdity of the thing! If there was a shade of truth in

that it would result in the immediate detention of these misguided
people in the Translator's office who were responsible for such a thing. It

would mean their ruin for life and their dismissal from the office. And
what for ? Does he contend that there was ill-feeling between Mr. Joshi

of the Translator's office and himself? Does he suggest that there is

any cause for ill-feeling between himself and Mr. Joshi to give a sardonic

perversion of these articles ? Give him the benefit of the doubt with

effect to these 18 words and just for one moment let us see what will

happen.

His Lordship:—I was going to ask whether it would be any advantage

if we retire earlier and return at 3 p. m.

Advocate General:—I am quite willing to go on now.

His Lordship:—I have no desire to hurry you, but I would just like

to have some idea when you are likely to finish.

Advocate General:—^Your lyordship is well aware that there is a

great deal to explain but I hope I shall be able to close my remarks today.

His Lordship:—By this evening.?

Advocate General:—I earnestly pray so.

His Lordship:—We will rise now till 3 P. M. instead of 3. 30. P. M.
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Advocate General^ continuing his address after tiffin said: Gentlemen

of the Jury, you have a list of the words upon which the accused relies, as

having been merely mistranslated, and also of the words which he alleges

are distorted. And I ask you to remember his affectation of indignation at

what he calls distortions. I say with no hesitation or fear of contradic-

tion that it was an expression for which there was no reason whatever. It

was introduced for the purpose of finding fault with the Translator's office,

to which Mr.Joshibelongs.lt failed because Mr.Joshi was not the Translator

of these two articles. Mr. Joshi's evidence was not contradicted, and it

was shown that not a single point could be made by Mr. Tilak. I am
content for the sake of peace and the saving of time to give him the

benefit of those eighteen words which he says ought to

appear in the translations. I don't care one atom where they appear. If yoir

have the industry to go through the two articles, in which it is alleged the

mistakes have occured, I venture to predict that at the end of a long and

toilsome task you will find that there is not one single material syllable

in the translstions w^hich require amendation. If that be so what does

it matter whether, as Mr. Justice Strachey says (Reads) . Whether there

is some palpable alteration or amendation necessary or advisable, it does

not affect the question of the general tenor of and character of these

articles. I pass on then to what seems to me to be the next point put

forward by the Accused which we know his Lordship will tell you, there is

absolutely nothing in; and that is the point that there is no proof that

anything followed as the effect of these articles. If it be necessary, I

will go through again and quote other cases which have been decided in

this Court. I will %\mq. his Lordship references to them. They appear in

2. Bombay Law Reporter page 294, and 304. and 8 Bombay Law
Reporter page 421. You will find from these reports and the one which

I have referred to at considerable length, namely 22. Bom. That this

proposition can be adduced and I will state them at once in order that

i may be able, if possible, to redeem my promise or conditional

promise of sitting down at 5. p. m. I will state my proposion now,

and I think these authorities will support me. I am perfectly con-

fident, that his Lordship will tell you there is nothing faulty with

the proposition which I am going to put before you, and you will

see that nine-tenths of Mr. Tilak' s points are swept away. My first

point is this that the accused being Editor, Publisher and Proprietor of

this paper is responsible for everything that appears in it. I have already

told you that there can be no dispute upon the facts at issue in this case.

They are all now admitted, but you must not suppose that because they

are admitted by the Accused, that they are to be adjudged to him for

righteousness. There was no use denying it. It was proved and the law

makes him responsible. That is my first point. You have his responsibility

from every point of view. My next point is that he is liable for all that

appears, and has appeared in that paper, and for what he meant to write,

or for what he now says he meant to write. It is for you to judge his style,

and to judge of the effect that the meaning of the writing has; not for him
to say 'oh, I meant this, that, or the other thing.* We say it means what

he meant when he wrote those articles. From those articles you have to

/
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adduce the meaning which it is your duty to adduce as jurymen, and it is^

idle waste of time for the Accused to say that you must not judge of inten-

tion from what he has written. I will not refer more in detail, as I do not
want to waste time, as his Lordship will tell you that my proposition is-

beyond dispute, and that the authorities from the earliest times, up to the
decision in the last case show that that is what you have to do. It may be a
short and ready means of doing so, but there are no other means. You have
already had the decision of Sir Comer Petheram, and you will find that this

proposition supported by Mr. Justic Strachey in the case reported on
page 272,and 520, of Mayne's^Criminal Law. Again I say, and in favotir o^

the Accused,you judge his intention not by any single word or sentence, hnt
you take both articles and the articles put in to prove intention, and from
them and the mutual light they throw upon each other you draw your own
conclusions. My next point is this that in considering the law applicable to

this particular case, and the charges against the Accused, you need not
trouble yourselves to find out what the English law is but I may tell

you that the Accused, though I do not know whether he did it intentionally,

mixed the law in England as to the relations of the Judge and Jury.
Yesterday he had the effrontery to tell you that it was the universal
pratice in England, and in these Courts to leave the Jury the whole

question of law and fact ; he went on to say that the law in England was
Jur\--made law, and you can deal with this case as you please. Well, the
only excuse that I can think of for such a proposition being put before the
Court is that a somewhat similar proposition seems to have been put forward
in Calcutta, I will not mention any name as he may be alive and regret the
position he took up. Well Gentlemen, the Chief Justice Sir Comer Petheram,
promptly disposed of this by saying ' it is my duty to instruct the Jury on
the construction of this Section.' It may be that Mr. Tilak has some
slight recollection of this case, and only that could have justified him in

telling the Jury what he did. It is absolute nonsense, it is a contradiction
in terms, and Mr. Tilak, as a pleader of 28 years' standing, knows that

you have to take the law from the judge, while you judge of facts. I

think Mr. Tilak began to realize about the end of his address, that he
had been a little wild in his proposition. There can be no doubt if you look
at these Sections what is intended. According to the terms of the
Section, ( Reads Sections ) it is the duty of the judge to direct the

jury upon all points of law, and it is the duty of the Jury to return a

verdict upon all points of fact. Then to say that it has been the practice
in the English Courts to leave all questions of law and facts to the
Jury, is a misrepresentation of facts. One begins to doubt the purity
and loftiness of people who will try to miselad a Jury in this way. Mr.
Tilak is an old and experienced lawyer, surrounded by a heavy
battery of Pleaders and Attorneys, and it is impossible that the suggestions
could have been made dona fide. Believe me there is no foundation
in law for that proposition, but I will tell you, as a matter of fact and as a
matter of law, that you have to take his Lordship's direction. But I admit
that you are the sole judges of fact, I do not dispute that for one moment.
The other point, as far as I have been able to gather, was one which I

have already admitted. I regret my inability to follow Mr. Tilak' s subject
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in full, but I think I have the main points of it.' The next point which he

tried to make was that you ought to draw no presumption against him-

because there was no evidence as to any effect having been produced by

these articles. Again his I^ordship will tell you that I am right in the

point I am going to submit that the question of success or failure of the

attempt, supposing you find that there was an attemtpt, is entirely im-,

material. Having succeeded, his conviction would be the more certain

and his sentence would be adequate ; if he failed, so much the luckier

for him, but to say that he must be shown to have failed from physical or

some other obstruction not emanating from himself is a misunderstanding

of the English language and the decisions of the judges of law. I will

not repeat this again, having stated it clearly and his Lordship will tell you
that success or failure is immaterial. You have only to look at the articles

to see if they come within the words of section 124A. One other point

is this, the question of free speech, free writing. Well I have said

what I have to say on this point as representing the Prosecution. I can

summarise all that I have said and desire to say on this point. What the

freedom of the Press and freedom of speech is quite clear by the very

words of the Section. I have read you the summing-up of Mr.
Justice Strachey which shows that in the exercise of that freedom of

speech and writing you may write what you like about the legislative or

administrative actions of Government in whatever language you like,

make it as offensive as you like, but you step outside that, you step outside

the explanation under 124A. Again it will be necessary for me to deal

further on with this aspect of the case. I am convinced that I am right

and his lyordship will tell you that I am right and by itself all Mr. Tilak's

address may well be wiped from your minds. This I have already told you

but I will mention it again that the existence of a real or fanciful

grievance is no defence whatever. You will find that laid down
in the summing-up of the Chief Justice, now at home,
and here again I do not expect, I am not in the

least degree apprehensive, that I shall be told by his lyordship that I am
telling you something not correct in law; and there I submit is the whole

discussion of the grievances and necessity for reform, are past the mark
and are simply part and parcel of an 'address, directed to vilification of

Government and stirring of unrest in the cause of self-defence. There

is also another part of Mr. Tilak's defence that may also be swept away
being absolutely irrelevant. He says these articles did not mean what they

contained but we assume is that they did mean what he wrote. He says they

were in reply to a controversy. We assume that though of course this is a

very violent assumption. He says these were replies to articles criticising

himself and the Marathas whom in a loyal sort of way he claims to repre-

sent and these articles were a contradiction or reply to the Anglo-Indian

newspapers. If the language comes within section 124A he can defend

himself by saying 'these articles were written because A B & C. wrote

other articles. This is a controversy. I am going fto resent it. My brain has

got into such a state of confusion and imbecility, because from day to

day I have got information and at the end of the week I accumulate this
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information and I reply to the attack of the Anglo-Indian papers.' That
is no defence and though I considered it unnecessary for him to go into
details of the newspapers produced, I did not object. As a matter of fact
you will find that there is no justification for the allegation that the
Anglo-Indian Press attacked him or his brother journalists, or the Natives,
or the Congress, in any terms which called for violent anger, and I do
not care if they did. That is no justification. If it is true that there

was any such suggestion made about whipping by public sweepers, of
course it was most disgraceful. But if yon turn to the real point, you
will find that he did not produce some of the articles in the original but
read extracts from other papers, which were alleged to be extracts from
the Asian and Empire, Neither of these papers is produced in the
original. I did not know this at the time, and of course it was not my
business to go into each of the newspapers without knowing whether
they were going to be used. As a matter of fact the Asian and Empire
which are supposed to be the most offensive are not produced in original,
but are quoted by some paper, called, I think. The Gujarati. That is

not the way to prove articles. ( Having received from the Clerk of the
Crown, the jP/^;^£'^r of 7th May) I think I am a little inconsistent in
saying that these matters have not been appearing, and I find that there
was an attack made on the Indian Press by the Anglo-Indian Press, but
they do not justify the writing of the incriminating article. Tho. Pioneer
of 7th May is referred to in the article which appeared in the Kesarion May
9. Now look at the words of this article (Reads *if the moral disease'
down to 'heroic measures. ' j Now, what has he got there ? It is a com-
ment directed to the state of things in the world at large. It is not direc-
ted to Mr. Tilak in any shape or form whatever. It refers to the Native
Press as a body and generally contends that if this moral disease is to
spread as it did in Spain then fReads down to 'bombs.' ) Now take
the next passage. Of course, if Mr. Tilak likes to fit on the cap, I have
no objection. This is the cap ( Reads down to 'let us only ' to 'situation'

j

At present Mr. Tilak is not in sympathy with the Council but if he wishes

to-assume the Counciller's cap let him, if he likes. We have had Burke
and Mill quoted at each hearing. I do not think we had Milton. ( Reads
again down to ' Congress moderate. '

j Well, Mr. Tilak is not a Congress
Moderate and the evidence in the case shows that he is an Extremist. I do
not know if he is a Congress Extremist. The last Congress disappeared
under Mr. Tilak's moderation. ( Reads down to ' that its revenue. '

)
There is one other part. fReads down to ' feeble minds astray, '

) Now
what is there that any sensible man can object to. Is there a word there
that can justify the allegation that there were disgraceful attacks in the
Pioneer which caused the great souls of the Kesari to swell in anger
and show themselves in the words of the article complained of ? I put it

to you that the excuse is a falsity on its face so far as the facts are
concerned, and even if it were true his I^ordship will tell you that I am
right in saying that it would be no defence. I think I have put nine points
before you and that exhausts all that I have to advance in this case as to

the proper way in which you as the Jury should approach the consideration
of the facts of these points because almost all of them were made by Mr. Tilak
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and there is one which remains which I will deal with at once. Mr. Tilak
suggests that the onus has been laid wrongly upon him in bringing him
within the exemption terms of section 124 (A^ and 153 fA) . That again
Gentlemen, is due to a faulty misapprehension of the law Statutory origin-

al law. We are concerned only with the Indian Statute.' The Statutary
law is to be found in section 105 of the Evidence Act. That section
says that when a person is accused of any offence the burden of proof
fails or him, fReads section) . You have only to accuse; here Mr. Tilak is
committed on a charge. Therefore it is quite clear according to the
terms of the Evidence Act that there has been no wrong placino- of the
onus on Mr. Tilak's shoulder in this case- He is charged with this
offence and he says he is not guilty because he comes under explanation
2 of section 124A. On him lies the burden of proving that he comes in
some way under that protection. Then we have the doctrine advanced in
a number of different ways, Protean in their form but all meanino- what I
stated to you a short time ago, that the Accused was entitled to write these
writings because some one else had written articles attackino- him
and his party and his paper and that by reading these articles in the
heat of the discussion, or controversy as he called it, between the pro-
Bureaucrats and the anti-Bureaucrats; as if he wrote it by way of advice
to Government or by way of intimation of the existence of defects in the
Government, calling for reformation, or by way of a declaration on his
part to those who agree with him in a preference for a particular form of
Government which is entertained either by the writer or his community
to which the writtings are addressed. Would that justify any lano-uao-e
which he chose to use ? There is no sense in the article unless you carry
it to that extent. It amounts to this, that in the heat of the controversy
or because he wanted to obtain reforms of abuses, or because he wanted
to give Government, intimation that if they did not give some reforms
*' We will give yon bombs " that he is entitled to use language whether
it comes under the Section or not. That is the meaning of his argument.'
That you will find when you call back to your mind the general tenor of
his defence and you will find that this is his real defence except that
extraordinary incident which took place yesterday or today-the idea of
self-defence ! Here again can you conceive anybody with the faintest
knowledge of law putting forward such a suggestion seriously that he was
entitled to write these articles, no matter what was their language, no
matter whether thev were included or excluded from the exceptions in
124 A, as he did it in self-defence. Would you like to know what the right
of self-defence is. It appears in Section 96 and following sections of
the Penal Code. These are the rights f Reads section 96 ) . This is the
right that Mr. Tilak put forward in his defence yesterday as justifyino-

his action. I think the accused must have laughed when he left the
Court after having put forward that defence to think that
it was received in silence instead of Homeric laughter. He says
the articles were written in the heat of controversy or as giving advice
or expressing a preference for certain forms of Government, entertained by
the Accused and his community or people to whom the article was addressed.
That was his opening part, when he went into a description of the manner
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Tie collects his information for discussing affairs in his newspaper which
occur from week to week. It is a repetition of the same point over and over

again to the point of exasperation. Of course the answer is that it is too

preposterous a claim to- be just by any law; opposed to common sense

and opposed to public interest and the safety of order at large. It would
result in this ludicrous absurdity that you can have such a thing as

patriotic sedition. "I am an editor; I want reforms, if you don't give

them I will bomb you and that is not sedition because of my motive.

My motive is high*'. Just turn back your memory to what he said

on motive and intention. The two things are totally different. But

he jumbles them together and you will find that he says something to

the effect that, if his motives and his intentions are pure, he can commit any
kind of crime he likes and it cannot affect him. If he sfoes throusfh life

much longer with those views in his mind and acts upon them, he will find

himself in a very much worse predicament than he is now. You see the
Indian Penal Code does not say anything about motive, it does not enter

into it. You may enter into a crime with a very high motive but voii will

be punished all the same. The question of motive may come into consi-

deration and help in reducing the sentence. It is one of those propositions

that one may hardly suppose he was serious, in putting it forward. Of

course one can give any number of instances to show the fallacy of that

argument that because your motive may be good or not criminal, you must
be excused. Why, Gentlemen, if this were so you would be patting the

greatest temptation that humanity could be subjected to. The taking of

life for the purpose of preserving your own; what will be the result? You will

be brought up in Court, I don't think you wiU be hanged, although you may
deserve to, but you will certainly be transported for life. It is no excuse
that you have commited an offence from motives of self-preservation.

And I think one of the most horrible illustrations of that doctrine is to be
iound in a case which, I have no doubt, some of you remember. It is

a case v/here some men were ship-wrecked, and to preserve the lives of

some the rest were sacrificed to provide food. The motive might have
been in the minds of these, of their own self-prcFervation, I need

not labour the point any more ; his Lordship will tell you that it is no
defence whatever, from the fact that you might have had good motives
for committing the crime. Of course I am assuming every thing in favour of

the Prosecution, that these articles do absolutely come within the Section.

I will just revive your memory that Mayne points out that it is a point

outside the law that you may commit the offence of libel and libel a man
from the highest possible motives. That will not help you, if you have

commited the offence of libel; motive or no motive, you will be punished,
And otherwise the whole of Mr. Tilak's arguments on the points of

motive and intention involves the absurdity that a man may commit the
offence of patriotic sedition. You may show the circumstances in which you
have written the article, ^jhioh. prima-facie comes within the sectionl24A.
You may show circumstances which might go to reduce or modify the
sentence. That is totally different to proposing that it is in defence of the
substantive charge. He refers us to Mayne, and you will find at page
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244, (Reads from ' intention must not be confounded' to 'for spite')

That disposes of the lengthy argument involving much confusion of ideas

between motive and intention.

We come back now, Gentlemen, to a very short consideration of Mr.

Tilak's contentions with regard to intention, whether it can be inferred by

what he calls fictitious means. He suggests that it is an exploded doctrine,

and that it is a very fragile means of arriving at a conclusion. Now what

he calls an exploded doctrine is the doctrine that you infer a man's inten-

tions from what he has said, or done, or written. Well, I don't know
whether the explanation itselt is to be found in the Bengali Bombs. It is a

doctrine which stands to this day supported by all authorities except Mr,

Tilak. Some of the more prominent judicial authorities I have given, and his

Lordship will tell you that it forms a safe guide. There are cases in which

it would be unsafe to infer a man's intentions from words written or spok-

en. Mr. Tilak says that the circumstances in this case point to the con-

clusion that he receives information from week to week, and bases his

.remarks on information received from India and England which led him
to indite these articles for the particular purpose which I have mentioned.

That is his idea of there being in this case surrounding circumstances in

existence, which entitle him, no matter what his language may be, to say

what he likes. This is his chorus from beginning to end. "No matter

what my language is, the Penal Code does not apply to me, and you must
return a verdict of not quilty.' This is a fallacy which runs through the whole
of his argument. You are bound, as you are entitled, to look into all the cir-

cumstances surrounding him; the time at which the articles were writ-

ten and the persons to whom they were addressed. All these things have
, to be taken into consideration. Then you have to exercise these powers of

common-sense which Mr. Tilak says you must not exercise in this case.

When you arrive at that step you must apply the law, and say whether in

your opinion the provisions of section 124A are applicable to the case ornot.

Mr. Tilak's argument is nothing but going round in a circle, a process

which has no end, aad will not enable you to reach any conclusiou at all.

You will find, I am right wben^I tell you, that his argument goes back to

this. He says 'it does not matter what I say or do under Sections 153 A and
124 A, if you find that my intentions are lawful. ' That is not the law,

as I am confideat you will be directed by the Judge. There is one mora
point. Mr. Tilak says there is no evidence beyond of course what you
can draw from the wording of the Section, there is no evidence from
which you can infer intention except the card. Well, so far as he is con-

cerned, I cannot carry that matter any further. What I rely upon for the

Crown is this that the card was found in Mr. Tilak's house in a drawer.

Look at the circumstances connected with it, and his connection with

the articles. It is entirely a matter for your consideration. I am unwill-

ing to unduly press the matter, if you think or if his Lordship thinks that

it is a matter that should not be pressed, but unduly press it I will not.

But that it is a matter of relevance to the charge I think nobody can
dispute. You see that it is certain in the circumstances in which the

search was made that it was impossible for anybody to have put that card

there for the purpose of implicating Mr. Tilak. It is not suggested that
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there was anybody who did put the card there. la fact so far as I caa
understand Mr. Tilak practically admits the card is in his own hand-
writing. That being so there is no effect in saying that the card was in-

itialled by Mr. Tilak's manager and was in the custody of the police ever
since it was found. Now I ask you to recall Mr. Tilak's attempt to cross-

examine the Police 0£&cer. Did it not strike you as a suggestion that

the card was found behind his back? Does it not suggest that somebody
put it there behind his back? I put it to you that he had not made up his

mind at first what course to pursue with regard to that card, and when he
found it was absolutely futile to attempt to avoid the fact that the card was
found in his premises and in his drawer and amongst his other papers. He
knew it was impossible to accept any defence. And what was his explana-

tion ? That he thought it necessary to procure books on explosives for the
purpose of considering the definition of explosives in the Explosives Act. It is

foryou to say what reliance you can place on this statement having regard to

the manner in which he has apparently approached this grave question. But,
Gentlemen, the man who can write as Mr. Tilak has written, passages fuorn

which I am going to refer to again on behalf of the Prosecution, this inci-

dent of the finding of the card is looked upon with sufficient suspicion to

suppose that it is particular evidence to come to the conclusion as to the
intention of the writer of these articles which have been impeached or as

throwing light upn them. Our suggestion is that the whole object of Mr.
Tilak's articles was to threaten the administration and to threaten Gov-
ernment, that if they did not grant the demands as a price of

peace, then bombs would follow. If necessary I shall go through
the chief points of the main articles and prove that those con-
tentions are correct. If the general contents of the articles are suf-

ficient to prove that there was an attempt to terrorise the Government,
by threats open or concealed, to the effect that bombs will be thrown, I put
it to you whether the effect of the existence of this card is not a fact to be
taken into consideration in considering the action of the Accused. As I

say if this is not a threat what is it ? You find this man by his words and
articles repudiating the bomb ; but while repudiating the bomb and its

use he tells Government that unless they guarantee reforms bombs will

continue. He says Government has had a salutary warning and
when you find a card about explosives in that man's own
handwriting I must leave you to come to the conclusion. Now
I will refer to one passage in the article of June 9th. It may be neces-
sary to go into this article in a little more detail, but I am going to show
you a passage upon which I rely as showing how much truth there is in
the suggestion when he repudiates bombs. Turn to page 3 and you
will see (Reads "The bomb is some form of knowledge" down to "a
charm and an amulet.") This is the gentleman who repudiates bombs.
You will see throughout the whole of the rest of the article and the other
articles to which ,.I am going to refer there is not only a veiled but a
distinct threat to Government that to use the words of Exhibit 64 (Reads
frorn "temporary" to 'bomb has come to stay.') Here again I am subject
to his Lordship's directions. If his Lordship thinks I ought not to make
any lengthy reference to that article I will not do so. But mind you it is
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his exhibit and I understand him to say that it represents his "views. But
that is for you to decide. You will have to consider whether you will

make use of it or not. But remember the accused puts it in

as part of his defence. If he disapproves of bombs why write of them
as of " more the form of knowledge, a kind of witchcraft a charm and
an amulet." Then there is another article which you will find of 2nd
June. You will be asked to sap this is prohibitory of bombs. This is

the man who is desirous of supporting Government and objects to the
taking of life at all. Look at the 4th line of the article headed "Secret of
the Bomb" (Reads from "the murder of Mr.Rand" down to "of Bengal.")
It is curious how that Rand murder fascinates the Poona writers. Now
read those following sentences and if you can give credence to *^Mr.

Tilak's protestation that he abhors murders give him the benefit. (Reads
down to "intention.") That is the passage, I say, I cannot conceive any
person actuated by feelings of humanity, and claiming to be a humane
being, could have written. He is praising two dastardly murders and
the mnrderers are submitted to promotion or distinction accordino- as
he thinks superiority in point of skill and daring. Where was the skill

and daring in connection with the Poona murders. Two midnio-ht
assassins, creeping in the darkness to kill their unsuspecting victims.
Where was the skill, where was the daring in these wicked
murders? I had intended to avoid language of passion altogether because I

was Satisfied that Mr. Tilak's own language carried with it its own damning
conviction. But having the misfortune to sit through these ravings from
morning to morning, from day to day, it is impossible to cast from one's mind
the effect which such doctrines produce in the minds of any who have
to deal with him. These are two of perhaps the choicest quotations
from the articles which go to show what was working in his mind. I
am not touching the point. I promise only to show that the Prosecution
cannot be charged with being unreasonable, when they say that when a
person is capable of formulating and putting into print such things you
cannot wonder if suspicion is directed to him when you find such enthu-
siasm for the bomb and when you find in his house, in his own hand
writing, a card by the means of an address on which be will be able to
procure bombs. There are many other paragraphs that go to show that
he revelled in the thought of the cheapness and economy with which
bombs can be manufactured. fReads from "the very system of adminis-
tration " down to "beneficient act. " ) So you may be a beneficent
murderer in the opinion of Mr. Tilak, though I hope not in the opinion
of those who follow him. f Reads " in the case of the Poonaites " down
to 'terrorists,') He slurred over the fact when he was reading the articles,
but now when I have read the whole of that passage, and the enormity
of it occurs to you, can you wonder that this is ground for the Prosecu-
tion that the discovery of the card is significant, and that you must
take it into solemn consideration before you part? So much. Gentlemen^
for the intention to be drawn from the card, the circumstances and from
the arguments about the presumptions which are to be drawn from the
writings. I have nothing further to say in reference to these discussions
oi motive and intention. As to the question of the relative rights of Judge
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aud Jury, you have my views and the authorities I have mentioned. It

is quite untrue to suggest that you are the judges of the law in this

country. I have nothing further to add on that point to what I have
already stated. I think that I have dealt, shortly perhaps, but none the

Jess I hope effectually with all the other arguments addressed to you up
to the last day but one.

Now on the 17th of July there was a fresh opening of precisely the

same points as had been commented upon before and I have about

twenty pages of notes all referring to the same subject, in different words,

one portion of the reference being what struck me as being a somewhat
nnfortnnate one. He referred to Lord Morley, speaking of him as Pundit

Morley, to show that Lord Morley and Mr. Tilak were of one mind.—great

minds arriving at the same conclusion. But unfortunately for Mr. Tilak who
says it is not sedition for him to say, "You cannot have repressive mea-
sures," that is not Lord Morley's view. I only allude to this incident of the

Civil Service dinner, which seems to have bad some great attraction for Mr.
Tilak, to point out whatever views Lord Morley may have expressed

about the desirability of extending liberal reforms to India. He had to

approve of the repressive action of Government, "repressive" or " op-

pressive " I don't care which. He quotes from Lord Morley praying

that Lord Morley may not approve of the repressive action which consti-

tutes the burden of Mr- Tilak's song. Just look at the ludicrous absurdity

of Mr. Tilak's argument. Bombs are to be thrown, any amount of distur-

bances of the peace may take place, but Government must not take any
action. What is Government here for except to maintain order? And then
he says if you maintain order you are entering upon a course of repres-

sion, brought upon you by a number of fiends, or evil geniuses who come
upon you every ten years! This means a proof of repression. 'And if you
do not stop it, we warn you,bombs will continue.' Put it into plain language
and still you are asked to say that that is not sedition. Well if it is not, the

sooner the law is altered to reach the person who has these convictions

the better for all parties concerned, and the longer will the anarchy be
deferred which will certainly come upon us. Well I will put it in this way.
If the conduct and policy of Mr. Tilak and his party meets with the ap-

proval of any Court of Justice then the flood-gates of anarchy will be
opened and disaster must follow as night follows day . Well I will pass over
Mill, and Blunt, and Amos, and other authors quoted by Mr. Tilak on
Representative Government in the various extracts he has read to you, as

having no concern with the question that you have to consider, and now
I can faithfully say that I have come to the last part of Mr. Tilak's

address, which was based upon Section 153 A. With regard to Section
153 A. I do not propose to take up the time of the Court. It has never
been the subject of any authoritative decision that I am aware of ; but
it really does not matter, because the wording of the Section is perfectly

clear, and it is fiction, pure and simple, for him to say that he does not
understand the charge. He is charged with creating ill-will between two
different classes of his Majesty's subjects. The whole cf the arguments
have been to show that there are two hostile camps pro-Bureaucrats and
anti-Bureaucrats, and then for him to pretend he does not know what the
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charge means! I leave him to you to dispose of. To say that you can-

not charge a man under Section 153 A, and also 124 A is again to com-
pletely misunderstand the law. There may be two completely different

offences, or joint-offences under 153 A and 124 A. The charges are prac-

tically well-framed, and practically plain, and it is contended wilfully to

show otherwise. Personally, Gentlemen, I do not care very much what

happens to the charge under 153 A. For this reason, that

if there is a conviction under 124A. well, it would not be
worth while bothering much about Section 153 A. It would not affect the

case one way or another, and therefore I feel the less anxiety in dealing

with the charge under that section. I hope, I have put before the

Court with sufficient intelligence as to be clear as to my meaning of the

different points of the case as presented by the Prosecution and the

Accused, and nothing remains for me but a word or two about the im-
plicated sections as throwing light upon the situation. I accept the whole
of what my learned friend Mr. Inverarity stated in his opening and I will

submit to you and to the Court that it is obvious from the wording of the

article "The Country's misfortune," that the whole political situation

in India which it is said has resulted from (Reads "the obstinacy and
perversity" down to "rebellious path." J Gentlemen, I do not propose to
follow the offensive attitude taken up by Mr. Tilak in his numerous
references to Russian history, the reasons of the introduction of the bomb
into Russia &c. I am not certain what the facts which would be neces-
sary to be placed before you, are. Fortunately Russia does not require to

be defended by Mr. Tilak, but the truth is exactly the opposite of

what Mr. Tilak represented it to be. May I just say that the real

history is opposed to Mr. Tilak? It was not the bomb which forced the
granting of reforms, and the establishment of the Duma; the bomb
reduced a number of privileges which were granted. Any body who
knows anything about Russia's modern history will tell you so. But Mr.
Tilak's party uses this as showing that bombs forced the granting of
reforms in Russia, and you must follow the example here.Whether he is

right or wrong there can be no question that his doctrine is subversive
to the Government, but the whole object of all these articles is to show
first of all that it is due to the action of the white Bureaucracy in
India that certain young gentlemen in Bengal-gentlemen is the gentle
euphemism for bomb throwers-have become "^turned headed'' and taken
to bomb-throwing. That is held up for the public, who have the mis-
fortune to read these papers, as being the course to be adopted. This is

the way that reforms are to be obtained from Government, the obstinate

white Bureaucracy. Now read down a few sentences lower, and you will
find all these horrible sentiments being announced broad-cast throughout
the country, and he says that the only mistake you can make in throwino-
bombs is to throw them at the wrong people. Throw bombs by all means,
but throw them straight. (Roads to "in place of Mr. Kingsford.") If it

had hit Mr. Kingsford it would have been all right. Don't make any
mistake, and you will win the approval of Mr, Tilak and his followers.
(Reads down to "official class.") If this is not language of the most
violently seditious character, and calculated to bring Government into
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liatred and contempt, tell me what is. (Reads down to "officials.") Try
and exercise a little common sense when considering languge like this.
Here you have it suggested that the Russian people practise the throwing
of bombs on account of the exasperation produced by unrestrained power.
How much worse is the case of India, where the oppression is practised
"by alien officers ? Throughout, the whole burden of the song in these

articles runs in this strain. You have an alien Government; get rid of it

as soon as you can. In other countries bombs are thrown, well select

bombs. Don't throw theni more often than you can help unless
you can throw straight. Now we come to that much discussed question
of the partition of Bengal. Do you know, does any one know, what the

real greivance is as to the partition of Bengal ? It was only a redistribu-

tion of boundaries. It was only a redistribution of governing bodies.
(Reads from 'since the partition of Bengal' down to 'excesses' j. Well, you
have had these views before you, for your proper consideration. Was he
justified in saying this, as a^so the illustration about the cat ? I do not wish
to repeat what has already been said on this. Then we have the next
.sentence, f Reads down to "the country is alieu. or white Bureaucracy")

f Reads down to 'cooled down,') Well that is a distinct libel on the Indian
troops who have been so lately distinguishing themselves, and always will

continue to distinguish thercselves in spite of this allegation that the alien

rule of the white Bureacracy has destroyed the manhood of the Indians.

But so long as no abuse ean be directed against the Government or the
white Bureaucracy they do not care how many insults they heap on their

own countrymen, I read this to show you how utterly reckless they are in

their abuse. Go three or four lines further down, and you have the alien

introduced again (Reads down to "exasperated." j Let the experienced
leaders each devise to keep disaffecticn within bounds as far as possible

and conceal it as far as possible (Reads 'but it is impossible' down to

"bounds") But people willfReads 'remain perpetually in slavery." j This
is represented to be the cause of unrest f Reads down to "white official

class", j Then comes the passage (Reads down to "in their own hands" j
Is not that attempting to bring Government into hatred and contempt?

f Reads down to "self-interest.") By the self-interest of Government India
will be the poorer (Reads down to "that impression.") That is an untruth
to begin with, and directed to the suggestion that every Englishman in

India is posessed of the right of free speech over the Hindus, and then
is the suggestion at the bottom of the page (Reads do^vn to "horrible

deeds.") The next passage is one in which it is said in reference to Mr.
Gokhale (Reads down to "in the presence of the Viceroy".) That is the

hint about bombs. Then again you have a passage with regard to the effect

it would have on the minds of the Maratha-speaking people (Reads "as
you sow, so you reap,") Then (Reads down to "sedition.") This suggests

that this is the action which Government is persuing (Reads to " common
human nature", j So you have a further illustration of what Government is

doing and the oppression practised by it, and the effect of that oppression.

Then I pass over some of the sentences that follow as they do not appear
to me to call for very serious attention and we come to this ('Reads "the
rule of the autocratic'' down to "unbearable to the people ") ; and then as
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to the remedies f Reads down to "accomplished") . That is what you are to

do. Put the spoke in the wheel of the administrative car, then you will get

your desires accomplished (Reads down to "certain degree.") Then you

have that curious illustration of a man wanting to go somewhere and

going in the opposite direction. fReads down to "places") Now take the

rest of the article, Gentlemen, which is a very long rigmarole and I put it

to you that the general effect of the rest of the article is an allegation that

the outrages were the result of an unpopular Government, and that the

oppression of Government will increase in consequence of such outrages,

and that the crisis has been caused by the (Reads from unrestricted autho-

rity" down to "certain occasions.") Again you have a suggestion that

the Government f Reads "have driven people to the climax. ") Then the

article while pretending disapproval of the outrages imputes them to

Government and says ( Reads from " reform is" down to *' respon-

sibility ".j I have given a fair construction of the whole article.

Now then take shortly the second article of 9th June. I have already

referred to the article of 2nd June 1908. This is headed " These

Remedies are not Lasting " and is the second incriminating article.

There you have the Government described as entering upon a campaign of

'restriction' and 'repression' or of 'opression', I don't care what the term

is, and Government is liable to these demoniacal attacks every five or ten

years. It is sufferring from one of these attacks now, and is entering upon

a series which is supported by Lord Morley himself as shown by the Man-
trikas ( Reads from "Seeing that these " down to " bomb in Bengal. " )

What is the meaning of this, Gentlemen?Thatbecauseof the cases of violence

and murder that have taken place throughout the country,the Government,

which is responsible for the saftey and welfare of the country and its citi-

zens, takes steps to put a stop as far as possible to these acts of violence,

Government is represented as entering upon a fiendish scheme of repres-

sion in consequence of a damnable decision. There can be no question that

the Government is accused of a policy of repression which suggested com-
ing destruction. Of course that may mean nothing. It reads as a covert

threat of mutiny. Whether ft was intended so or not, I cannot say. But

read the words and put what construction you can upon them. (R.eads from

"seeing that Government" down to "authorities.") If that is not a veiled

threat of coming mutiny I confess I cannot understand what is. Now you

have these differences in the mind of the man who objects to bombs but who
thinks that between the Bengali bombs and the bombs known to Europe

there is all the difference between heaven and earth. The Bengali bombs are

the heavenly ones and deserve to be sung of, and the Russian bombs are

earthly bombs and deserve to be consigned to another place. The Bengali

bomb is due to a crisis of patriotism. This is in an article which Mr.

Tilak told us the other evening has a spice of humour. Perhaps I shall come
across the humour directly. This class of article shows the humour of

which Mr. Tilak is capable. (Reads from "the Bengalis are not anarchists"

down to "but to the second.") Well you have a cause of patriotism, and

approach the Government with it in the shape of a bomb, and you will get

your desires. The Bengalis are not anarchists, they have brought into

use the weapons of the anarchists, that is all and then we have those curious
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distiuctions between the classes of bomb-throwers ( Reades down to "the
King of Portugal") How can any man in his senses write this article

without showing what he is meaning to do from beginning to end (Reads to

"resort to violence.") Heavenly bombs, and earthly bombs ! One or the

other must fail or succeed in their object. Let us carry out the sam
principle in India ! Then, Gentlemen, you have a long passage which I

think I can put into shorter language than his. There is a remark made
with regard to the dis-armament policy of the British Government and the

dis-armament policy followed by the tyrannical Governments of Europe.
fReads from "even a savage race" down to "castrating a nation."

j

Call it emasculation if you like, f Reads down to "Moguls") That is one
way of expressing the deficiencies of Government, f Reads down to

"military strength. "J Is not this a direct incitement to the thirty crores of

people of India that they should rise in their might and destroy the English
troops who cannot possibly withstand them any more than the

Mahomedans did for more than twenty five years at the outside? This is a

suggestion that the English troops can no more resist the might of

India'^for more than twenty five years at the outside, than the Mogul troops

did ( Reads from " as compared " down to " military strength. "
)

Then follows a part of the article the real meaning of which is easily drawn
from the language itself, namely f Reads " the English Rule will not last

in India even a quarter of a century after that.") Then we have f Reads

from " Imperial sway'' down to "permanent." ) But owing to the bomb
all this is altered now, and yet this is the gentleman who disapproves

of the bomb f Reads to "to this time."j That is what would have

happened before the advent of the bomb. We could have grumbled but
we would have got nothing. If the Mahomadens had ruled the country
like the British they would have had to resort to repressive measures, as

the British Government has done, to which the tyrannical Rulers of Europe
do not resort, and to which the savage Mohamedans did not resort, namely,
the disarmament of the people. That is all put a stop to by the coming of

the bomb,and as a Government, ycu know that the tyrannyis beginningtobe
felt.fReads from "unless a beginning" down to "detective Police." j Then
you have this eulogy of the bomb (Reads 'the bomb is more' down to 'an

amulet.') Then follows a description of the use which can be made of it,

the possibility almost of the fact of its being manufactured being

discovered, and the fact of its being able to bring pressure upon the

Government to grant the reforms required. (Reads from 'Government has

passed the Newspapers Act, with a view to stop the process of awakening'
down to "disposition." j And then we have, (Reads down to "Swarajya.'')

That is what I said, "Swarajya or bombs." If you don't give Swarajya
or if you don't make a beginning to give it, we won't stop the bombs.

Advocate Ge7teral:—May I ask whether your lyordship proposes to go
on and finish this case to-ni^ht?

His Lordship:—I propose to do that. The Jury will find refreshments

downstairs; we will have an interval of twcntv minutes.
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The Advocate General fContinuing after tea J said:-I do not propose

tooccupy'yourtime with any remarks on the articles ofthe 12th May Exhibit

E. or of the 19th May. It is not worthwhile wasting time. The only point

it is desirable to keep in mind is that the writer while showing the greatest

sympathy with the Government, and feeling of the people in regard to this

dreadful case, advocates the bomb. There are only a few lines in the

article of the 19th May that I want to draw your attention to particularly.

They are at page 2 ( Reads "the evidence required for proving" down to

"administrative system." ) And you have again a reference made to the

uncontrolled system of the administration. The whole article teems with

expressions that go to show the feehngs animating the writer and at page
4 you will find (Reads from "there is no wonder" down to "day by day."^
And in the article of 26th May, the next article, where the opinions of Sir

William Wedderburn, and Sir Henry Cotton are alluded to, you have this

statement attributed to Sir Henry Cotton. There it is, lie or truth. If it

is true no evidence has been produced; the presumption -therefore is that

it is a lie, and if so it must have been a lie within the knowledge of the

writer of the articles. (Reads 'Sir Henry Cotton says 'down to * the

King. '
) Sir Henry Cotton said that, or he did not. If he said it I think

we should have had his discourse put before us in the shape of telegrams

and articles now that so many articles have appeared. But having regard to

the character of the words, the presumption is that it is absolute fiction.

I hope that it is so. If it is only fiction and not fact it has a very strong

bearing on the state of mind that actuated the writer of this article, and
I have done with them all. I think I have referred to the more pungent
parts of the article on " The secret of the Bomb. " Now turn to page 2

of the article (Reads ' that would improve ' down to ' equally guilty. '

)

And now. Gentlemen, there has not been a word said in support, or any
evidence adduced to justify these two infamous statements. What
conclusion can you draw except that they are absolutely without foundation,

and if so then they show the spirit of intention that runs through these

two articles, one after another, as they all form part of a series of weekly

articles commencing from 12th May and going on to 9th June 1908. And if

these extracts which I have given you are not sufficient to show you what
the spirit is that has been actuating the writer of these articles, well I am
afraid there is nothing else we can put before you. I contend that if you
look at all these articles yon will find that they are all influenced by the

same desire, the desire to bring the Government of India into hatred and
contempt on the grounds of its acting with obstinacy and oppression. That

is, obstinate in that they refuse, as they say, to grant reforms, and oppress-

ive in that they pass repressive measures, as they say, such as the Press Act
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and the Explosives Act and that the Government of India is at once

repressive and opressive over attempting to maintain order which it is its.

highest duty to maintain,

I did not intend at one time to indulge in the language of offence at all,

because I was satisfied of the effect that the language of the Accused would

have on all right-minded people. If I have been led into saying anything

considered by you or his Lordship not justified by the language that I have

lueen criticising, I am prepared to stand by any rebuke that may be offered to

me. Bat I cannot in my own mind think that I have said one word which

is not justified by the language which I have quoted to you. I do not pro-

pose to speak further and must leave it in your hands, agreeing for once

with the suggestion of the Accused and asking you to let nothing bear upon
your minds except what you have heard in this Court. Let no outside talk,

or preconceived opinion affect your verdict in this case which should be based

entirely upon the articles, and by giving the best possible consideration to

the statements and arguments advanced by the Accused.

His Lordship theii Summed tip the case.



THE TUUOE'S SUMMING UP
AND

Charge to the Jury.

Gentlemen of the Jury,—I am afraid your patience has been
sorely taxed during the eight days which this trial has taken; and
I do not propose to tax your patience tj any extent as the case

for both sides has been adequately put before you. Before saying

anything else I think that it would be the merest and idlest of pretences

to say that you had not heard of this case before or heard of the accused

before. I have no doubt that the case has been discussed by your friends in

your houses or in your hearing. I feel that I need not tell you that it is

your duty to confine your consideration entirely in this case to what you
have heard or read within the four corners of this court. I have no
doubt you will not allow any passion or prejudice or outside information to

influence you in the least in coming to a decision in this case. I hear with

great satisfaction that the accused trusts you and your verdict. I ask you,

gentlemen, to regard him as standing before you as one of your fellow

subjects merely. You shall give sympathetic consideration to all that he
has urged and then come to a decision » and coming to that decision

return a verdict without fear or favour. One thing I would like to guard
you against, and th.ut is against giving any undue weight to the fact

that the Crown prosecutes. There is nothing in that to prejudice you
against the accused or against the prosecution. The Crown is the legi-

timate prosecutor in all cases before the Sessions. There is nothing

which ought to weigh with you or infiuence you in the fact that the

Crown prosecutes in this case. It is the duty of the Crown to prosecute

when it considers, on its responsible legal officers consider that the law

has been transgressed. It leaves the Judge and Jury to decide whether
the law has been transgressed, whether there has been a breach of the

law or not. The offences charged against the accused are themselves of a

public or political nature and in order to guard against frivolous or

factious prosecutions started under those sections, the law guards and
protects journalists, publicsits and public speakers by providing that no

such prosecution shall be started without the sanction of Government.
That fact is the only reason why this sanction is required for the

prosecution to be started under these two Sections we have heard the

accused state that lower officers consider that a sanction is a mandate.

I do not think that the accused really intended the words to be a

suggestion to this court. It would be most improper for any one

anywhere to send a mandate to you or to me which we are bound
to obey. We are here to perform our duties. The only mandate
that I obey and that you are bound to obey is the mandate of our

conscience. My one desire has been to give the accused a per-

fectly free and fair trial. He has entered into every kind of

discussion from every point of view; and it is possible that

there were some things which were not relevant to the case. But we
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lost nothing by giving the accused the opportunity to unburden
his mind before you and to tell you his point of view, his explanation of

his conduct, of his writings and the sentiments to which he has given ex-

pression. Gentlemen, before I proceed further I think it would be as well

if you had a perfectly clear idea of what your duties are and what my duties

are. The duties of a Judge are defined in the Criminal Procedure Code
and I will not take you through all those duties; but one thing a Judge
has to do is to decide on all questions of law, to decide the admissibility

of everything tendered as evidence and to decide what is for his own
decision and what is for that of the Jury. And the judge's dicision on that

point is binding on the jury. A judge might in the course of his summing
up express his opinion on any question of fact or any question of mixed
law and fact. Then comes the duty of the Jury which is defined in the

next section. (Here his Lordship read from the Code the words of the section

299 Cr. Pr. Code.) You have heard the view of the prosecution and
you have heard the view of the accused. Both have addressed you fully.

I am entitled to express my own opinion. I am entitled to give you direc'

tions. But the accused has expressed his confidence in you and I am going

to add to that responsibility by leaving the consideration of the whole case

entirely in your hands. From my point of view the case presents no
difficulty. The law is there. It is well settled law now. During the past ten

years cases have come before the Court and every case has been most
carefully considered and has been the subject of important legal decisions.

I do not propose to give you any law that has not been settled before. I do

not propse to give you my own view of the law. But I will give you the view

of eminent judges who have had these cases before them and you will be

bound to follow those views. The learned Advocate General has directed

you largely from the summing up of Mr. Justice Strachey. With the excep-

tion of a small slip which did not matter in the least that summing up has

received the approbation of a full Bench which was in that case presided

over by Chief Justice Sir Charles Farran. It has received the approbation

of the Privy Council. That judgment has been followed in other cases in

other High Courts and has been referred to with approval. Quotations

from that judgment have been largely read to you and therefore I will not

traverse the same ground again. But before we proceed you must
have a clear idea of the three charges on which you are trying the

accused. He is charged in the first instance under Section 124 A of

the Indian Penal Code with regard to an article pubHshed on May 12 (Exhibit

C.) That is the first charge of sedition. And that is the only 'charge with

regard to the first article. The next charge is again one of sedition under

the same section with respect to an article dated June 9. The last charge

is under section 153 A and is one of exciting feelings of hostility between
different classes of His Majesty's subjects. That refers to the same article.

So you will remember that there are three charges based on articles which
are before you and which are marked Exhibit (J and D. If you will read

the words of the section which I believe are before you, you will find that

a great many of the supposed difficulties and a great many of the con-

siderations which have been urged will di^sappear. All you have to see is that

these Sections are supposed to be a safe-guard or a check against any one who
by SDcecli or writing or visible means does or attempts to do certain things.
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And what is more, he must not bring orattemptto bring into hatred or con-

tempt the Government established by law. There is no question now that the

Government established by law and referred to here is the British Government,

or the English Government, whichever you like to call it, that rules oyer this

country ; and no one must excite or attempt to excite feelings of disaffec-

tion , against that Government. Does the word contempt require definition and

does hatred require definition? We have all of us our feeHngs;^ we have all

of us our passions, and I dare say there has been a time in the life of

each one of you, when you have felt hatred or contempt for some one else.

Disaffection has been much discussed, it is a peculiar word it is not used

as between two persons, it is always used more in the sense as being applied

between subject and ruler. The explanation leaves you in no difificulty. The

explanations to the sections you must always bear in mind. They are in-

tended to protect criticism of Government measures and administrative

acts. Journalists have perfect freedom to discuss measures of Government,

to disapprove of them and to use forcible language if necessary and to do

every thing which is legitimately honest in bringing before the public and

the Government the fact that their measures or actions are disapproved by

a section of the public or by a particular speaker or by a particular journ-

alist. He is entitled to urge every reason that he can in forcible language

to show his views with regard to the administrative or executive

acts of Government. Gentlemen, you must remember that no

journalist or speaker has any right to attribute dishonest or immoral

motives to Government. The freedom of the press is, I have

no doubt, a most valuable right, you will be anxious to protect that

freedom as I myself would be. You will consider all that accused has

urged with regard to the freedom of the press. The law says however that

that freedom should not be used to bring into hatred or contempt the Gov-

ernment established by law or to excite feelings of enmity. Barring that the

liberty of the press must be protected. The press or publicists are entitled

to protection against any prosecution that savours of persecution, and is

entitled to come to the Jury and say "I have not transgressed the legitimate

rights of a Journalist." Section 153 A is a simple section. You find that

whoever promotes or attempts to promote feelings of hostility between

different classes of his Majesty's subjects come under that Section ^
reads

section 153 A. I. P. Code. ) It only means that no subject of the crown

is entitled to write or say or do anything whereby the feelings of one class

should be inflamed against another class of his Majesty's subjects. I take

it that this is generally a salutary provision of the law for the purpose ot

preserving peace between different classes of subjects of the Crown m
this country.

Leaving the sections under which the accused is charged I will now

draw your attention to two or three cases and to various judgments that

have been delivered in the Bombay High Court and other High Courts

in connection with similar cases. The first of the cases I am referring

to is a case which has already been referred to by the learned Advocate

General and is known as the Bangobasi case. I will read you from 19

Calcutta the summing up of Sir Comer Petheram in that case. He says

disaffection means a feelings contrary to affection. In other words,
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dislike ( reads from the Judgment down to the words *' by them " ). The
last sentence of the summing up is the most important because that is the

settled law. ( Reads from " It is sufficient" down to "culculated"). The
evidence of intention can only be gathered form the articles themselves.

( Reads ) Then he goes on directing the Jur),- as follows ( reads from
" directions which " down to " enmity against the Government " ).

That was I think in 1897 and I believe it was followed by a case in the

Allahabad High Court in 1898. That is the Judgment delivered by Sir John
Edge and two other justices of the Allahabad High Court. Sir John Edge
in that case after referring to Justice Stratchey's summing up goes on to

say ( Reads " it is reasonably obvious " down to " the intention of the

speaker or writer '

' ) and then ( again reads " it is immaterial whether
the words were true or false.") Then, Gentlemen of the jury, there are two
cases which came before Sir Lawrence Jenkins when he was presiding

over the sixth Criminal Sessions in the the year 1900 and I will tax your
patience by reading one or two extracts from his summing up which
clears the position most completely and gives you an idea of what the
law of sedition is. (Reads from the "main position of the section"
down to " which have been considered "

) Then yon have the defini-

tion of the word attempt ( reads " attempt is a preparatory "

down to "accomplishment"). With reference to the word 'attempt'

gentlemen, you have to take it in the ordinary m-eaning which attaches to

the word 'attempt'. A man is supposed to attempt something which would
be the natural and reasonable consequence of his act; if he fails he does
not fail because he did not attempt but from other causes. Whether he
fails or whether he succeeds the Law says no attempt should be made to

excite feelings of hatred and disaffecfion. As to whether any particular

action is an attempt it is for you to judge. There are the articles placed by
the prosecution before you. The prosecution says those articles are

calculated to excite feelings of disloyalty and enmity against the
Government. I leave you to judge entirely the effects of those articles

and it is for you to say whether the accused is right or the prose-
cution is right. In doing so there are several considerations which must
be before your minds and to which I will refer later. Sir Lawrence Jenkins
says '( Reads " for the purpose of determining " down to "to produce
mischief"). While judging the articles, from the articles themselves
you will remember that the accused has pressed you to take, into consider-
ation the circumstances under which these articles were written. By all

means do so. Give the fullest effect to the surrounding circumstances, to

the explanations he has given of them, which accused has urged and then
say whether the articles are seditious and within the purview of the law
or whether the circumstances urged by the accused form any justification

for his saying that it does not come within the purvi<2W of the law.
There are two other cases. I think it is as well to refer to one of these

cases. In the Punjab Law Reports reference to which has been made by
the accused ( reads ) so far it was read to you. but the conclusion was
not read to you. In that case it comes to this that a man ran after

another with an axe raised over his shoulder. When about four paces
from his intended victim he was stopped by some other person. He
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was charged with attempting murder and it is quite true as accused had
claimed that he was found not guilty. I have looked into this case however
and found that while discharged on this account he had been convicted

of attempting to cause gevious bodily harm under Sec 511. The Court
said the accused might have intended to give a lighter blow and
therefore we will not convict him of murder but we will convict

him of attempt to cause grevious bodily harm. If a man runs after

another man with an axe he does not do it for fun and must be guilty

of some offence. Then, gentlemen, a great many English cases have been
referred to, cases centuries old, cases that took place in other countries in

other circumstances where the surrounding circamstances were very
different. You have had numerous readings from Counsel's speeches of

those times. You have had numerous cases cited between the years

1700 and 1800. A hundred years ago; take them, I say, take them all ( I

find that they are all collected in a book on the law of sedition by a

Bengali gentleman. ) Take all those cases. Take all you were told about
the liberty of the Press. I go further and say as to the accused, stand

between himself and any persecution of the native press. Judge the

native press with greater consideration than you do the English Press. It

is a younger institution and probably more enthusiastic; take the articles

read them and say what effect it produces on your minds and if you
think these articles do not trangress the provisions of Section 124 A
then you must return a verdict of not guilt.

What do these English cases lay down ? They lay down this. Lord
EUenborough says:— ( Reads from " I am not prepared " down to
" liable " ) Then in another case another judge says;— ( Reads from
" I am of opinion ", down to " liberty of the press " j And in another
case again ( Reads from " you should recollect " down to " it is not
sedition". ) Test the articles by the principles laid down by great English
Judges. Let this be before you and let the address of Lord Fitzgerald
" You are the guardians of the liberty of the press " before you. If you
think the liberty of the press is not abused, and you can only think
so if you think that the articles do not transgress the law: if you
think that the articles which are before you are articles which are not
calculated to give rise to feelings of hatred and contempt and disloyalty ta
and not likely to create enmity against the Government, theu the accu-
sed is entitled to the benefit of that conclusion at your hands. If on the

other hand you think that the articles imputed baseness and immoral
motives to Government: if you think they incite to violence and disorder:

and if you think the.=e articles are calculated to convey to the minds of

readers that political murders are approved of by the writer, then you will

have to consider the effect that they have on the minds of the readers. I

join with the accused in asking you not to be led by stray words, stray

expression and stray items in his writings. Give all the weight that he asks

you to give to the fact that the Marathi language is a language in which
certain expressions are wanting and that the articles are written in high
flown Marathi

;
judge them as a whole and on the impression created on

your minds in reading them as a whole. Ha\'ing lead the articles, ask
yourselves what is the effect produced on your minds. If the two articles
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Exhibits D and C which are called the incriminating articles, if these two
articles in themselves contain sufficient materials for you to decide
whether what is written there amounts to an attempt to excite feelings of

hatred and contempt against the Government established by law in India,

then you need not go further. If you have any doubts you are entitled to

look at the other articles to enable you to judge of the intention of the

accused. What was the intention of the accused ? You must go to the

articles, expressions and the sentiments in their ordinary natural

meanings. The ordinary meaning which is attributed to that particular

form of language.

The accused had made complaints about the translations. Mr. Joshi was
submitted to a long cross-examination in the box on this point. It is

for you to judge of the impression produced on your minds. It seems to

me that Mr. Joshi was a man who gave his evidence without any bias or

animus whatsoever against the accused and he went through the exa-
mination with. a knowledge of Marathi which was a credit to himself as

a Marathi scholar. He was prepared to give translations of the words
and had his dictionary at his elbow. He seemed to have given much time
to these articles. You have been told that they were not Mr. Joshi's tran-

slations. They were translations of the responsible translator to the High
Court, who would not be the Translator and Interpreter to the Court unless

he were an efficient man capable of translating correctly. The ordi-

nary rule of this Court is that where a document is officially translated

by the High Court Interpreter it is accepted as a correct translation.

The accused has not attributed to the High Court Translator any animus
against him, then why does he call these translations distortions ? It

might be that the spirit of the articles might be lost in translations but
you have heard the accused take Mr. Joshi through a long cross-exa-

mination. He has explained to yon where the mistranslations came in as

alleged. I think that the fairest thing to do is to accept the accused's trana-

lations in every particular. As I have stated the authorities are bound by
the official translations in this Court. Still man is liable to err and it is

possible that the translators some times err. It is quite open to the accu-

sed to bring other translations before the Court. He could do so in a

number of ways. He could do so by submitting witnesses for the prose-

cution to cross-examination. This the accused did to Mr. Joshi. The
prosecution asked one question which I thought was not necessary. He
was asked to say whether the translations, which were not his, were correct.

The accused taking advantage of Mr. Joshi being in the box to cross-exa-

mine him, Mr. Joshi has given you what he considers right and what he

considers to be wrong. Accused has told you all. Well, for the purpose

of this case accept all his corrections. I have taken down a great many
of them:-Sorrov/ for pain, disgust for hatred, perverse for obstinate;

violence for indignation; oppressive for repressive; manliness for man-
hood; obstinacy for stubbornness; despotic for autocratic; fanatic for

turnheaded; despotic for tyranical &c. Well, gentlemen, I say accept those

corrections. It may be that in reading the articles with them they may
affect yonr minds differently. If they do this, by all means give the benefit

to the accused. When we read a book or an article are we guided by the
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expressions in the writings or are we guided by the sentiments? If you think
the translation is, as the accused Fays, distorted and unfair, substitute
his translations and then consider whether the sentiments that are expressed
in these articles are sentiments that are diffrent from the sentiments that
are conveyed to your minds by the translator. Then again, gentlemen, in
judging these articles you have to take into consideraton, as accused has
pointed out, all the surrounding circumstances. The accused has told us
that he has a very large circulation, the largest circulation, he said, so fat
as Indian or Anglo-Indian papers are concerned. All that he has written
would be rea d by many of his thousands of subscribers and I suppose by
learned men, by Marathi scholars and also by people who are not
learned and not intelligent and by people who are not sensible oj able
to weigh matters for themselves. It may possibly be read by people who
have no conception of political parties. You have to consider what effect
these writings would have on those people and then say whether if those
articles read by a large and promiscuous body of readers, what would
be the effect on their minds. For you must remember that those readers
have not had the adantage of 21 hours and 10 minutes explanation which
the accused has offered on those articles. However you may assume, if you
like, that these people knew the purpose for which these articles were
written as explained by the accused. A great deal has been said by both
sides as to intention and motive. The law with reference to intention and
with reference to the fact whether it is true or not is crystalised here
(reads from Mayne's-" Since the crime" down to "the truth of the
argument.") Well gentlemen, we are here as Judge and Jury to decide
wether the writings of the accused have excited or were likely to excite
feelings of harted and conten.pt and disloyalty against the Government.
Now is it possible to prove that by evidnece? If we call one hundred men
belonging to one side, forinstace that of the accused, they will say that the
articles do not produce any feelings against Government, indeed they
promoted love to the Govrnment, One hundred men on the other side
would say the opposite. It would be impossible for the prosecution to brino-
any evidence on this point. The true test you have to apply is to look at
the various articles and judge of them asawhole, judge of the effect that thev
would have on your own minds in the first instance, judge whether they are
calculated to produce feelings of disloyalty and hatred against the Govern-
ment, judge -whether languge like this is not calculated to excite
Hindus against Englishmen or Englishmen against Hindus. You judge it

by your own common sense. One thing you must keep before your mind;
violence disorder and murder can not take place by the hand that does not
entertain feelings of hatred, contempt and violent enmity twoards
those who are responsible for the good Government of the country.
If we have violence and murder they are the acts of people who bear
hatred towards the ruling classes. It must be so. If these people have
proper feeling for the Government and for the people who are most
responsible for the safety of property and safety of the subjects, there
would be no trouble and no bomb-throwing. I have told you I thaink
that the law does not require that the attempt should be successful.
The law does not require that the attempt should be to excite rebellion or
mutiny or violence. The law is much stricter than that. The accused
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says "law may be harsh aud hard; stand between me and the law and
protect the liberty of the press." You have to judge the accused

according to the law as it stands. It was not for you or for me to judge

whether the law is strict or harsh. I am here to administer it. You are here

to tell me whether he has transgressed it. We are not judges of the law.

We are not here to say whether the law is hard or not hard. It is

the law of the land and it is the bounden duty of every subject to obey
that law in every particular, l^o motive, no honest intention can justify

a breach of that law. Of course a man, if he is a human being, is

always actuated by some motive in doing an act; that motive maybe
proper or improper; there may be some cases where these motives

before you are in doubt and where there may be protestations of honest

motives. It may be interesting to read the articles and then say whether
these articles are consistent with the protestations of the accused.

That may be interesting but we are not concerned with motives, but

only with what has been written. We are not concerned wfth the

truth or untruth of the writings. The truth may sometimes be perverted.

True or not it is not for you to judge. You may look at the articles and
say for yourself hovi far they are true but what you have to do for the

Durpose of this case is to read the articles and say whether they amount
to an attempt to excite hatred or contempt towards the Government,
whether they are attempts to excite disaffection. If you think that these

articles raed by you are calculated to give rise in the minds of readers

to feelings of hatred or contempt against Government if you feel that

these articles are calculated to engender feelings of hatred and disloyalty

against Government, if you feel that these articles are likely to give rise

to disorder or violence, then it will be your duty to consider whether that

is not a transgression of the law. In reading the articles you must make
all allowances for oriental modes of thought or oriental modes of

exporession and language. Your first duty ought to be, in fairness

to the accused, to try and put an innocent constructive on these articles.

If you can conscienciously say that these articles are articles which are

capable of innocent construction and that they do not transgress the

law that will be your first duty if you that they are not transgressions

of the law as it is if you feel any reasonable doubt as to whether the

accused has transgressed the law, give him the benefit of that doubt.

It is his right to have the construction placed upon his articles that

is most favourable to him. It is only when you are constrained to

say that these are articles which we cannot conscientiously say, come
within the purview of the law then you must come to that decision. You
must remember that expressions of crimes of violence may be made for

the purpose of emphasising the real object of the article. You
must not therefore be guided by a stray sentence which you might

think is an incitement to violence or by any sentence which might be

taken to mean disapprobation of the crimes under discussion. Gentlemen,

the Crown prosecutes and the Crown has as much right as a private indivi-

dual to say "protect the Government from attacks or libels which are likely

to lead people to entertain feelings af enmity and disloyalty against it. The
Government as we have heard lately are fair game and by all means let Go-
vernment measures legislative and executive be subjected to as harsh and

ti
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uncompromising criticism as you like. There the liberty of the press must
he protected. They may complain but we shall listen to their complaints
but that criticisms must be free from imputations of dishonest motives and
suggestions of immorality and must be free from the taint of language
which would be likely to engender feelings of disloyalty, enmity and hatred
against the Government.

You must again bear in mind in favour of the accused that Government
has no right to say our subjects shall love us or shall regard us with affec-
tion. A man is not bound to feel any affection for Government. They have
no right to ask it. A man may feel the utmost hatred and entire disloyalty
towards the Government but he must not express them or write them or
speak them in a manner which would be calculated to give a rise in the minds
of others to similar feelings. A man, if he likes might write manuscripts
and carry them about in his pocket or keep them at his home, but he must
not publish them. He must give no expression to those feelings of enmity
and disloyalty by writing or speech. Of course you must remember that the
accused owes no duty to any body but himself. He is entitled io defend
himself in any manner he pleases. He is not under any obligation to prove
anything. It is for the prosecution to prove the case. The pro-
secution has placed before you certain articles and those articles are com-
plained of. Accused says " I am a journalist, I have two hundred papers
lying on my table every week, I have to read, digest and write on the
spur of the « moment! " That is argument which you have to take into
consideration. If you think he has written those articles on the spur of
the moment you must take that into consideration. If a man on the spur
of the moment and in haste writes a paragraph which may be construed
as a paragrah that would come within the section you must
make allowance for that. Give the amplest consideration to the argu-
ment that is urged by the accused. If you think he has written these articles
on the spur of the moment take that into consideration. The spar of the
moment here commenced on May 12 and the bomb outrages took place
at the end of April. If you think that these articles which were written
nearly a fortnight after the occurrence could be considered to be writino-s on
the spur of the moment yor are entitled to take that into consideration.
Then you are told " I did this in self-defence. " I could understrnd'
self-defence if some one pulled a man's nose and he boxed his ears. I could
make allowances. But if some one pulls your nose and you box the ears of
another man how is that self-defence? According to the accused the 'Pio-
neer' attacked the native agitators and may have said some things which
might be quite improper. What is there to show that the 'Pioneer' is a
Government paper? I am only expressing views which strike me as features
in the case. I am leaving you free. Anything which am saying to you
which does not meet with your commendation, reject it. I am simply sayino-
that these are aspects of the case which present themselves to me. You are
the judges of facts. It is on your verdict that I rely. It is for you to say whe-
ther the accused is guilty or innocent. I beg of you not to be influenced.
If your views are views that coincide with anything that I have said, well and'
good. If not, give prominence to your own views in the matter.As the case has
been so long and as so many points of view have been placed before you
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I think it is only fair that some of them should be discussed. You must also

remember that great number of matters were argued before you and quoted

to you and many extracts from books read, you must not allow yourselves

to be prejudiced against the accused by this. It may be that appearing

for himself he identified himself with those writings. It is not any excuse

for the accused to say " I have written seditious articles because somebody

else has been wrting seditious articles for some time.'' That is no excuse.

I do not say that the accused said this. He simply said that he wrote in

a similar strain to other people. It is not for us to say why these other

people were not prosecuted. Your duty lies in reading the articles and telling

the judge whether in your opinion accused has transgressed the law as it

stands. Accused has told you that he was carrj-ing on an open constitu-

tional fight. He has said that he has a God-sent mission, that his cause is

the cause of righteousness. If you think that these articles are written

in furtherance of an open constitutional fight, if you think that these

articles are written in furtherance of a God sent mission in the great

cause of righteousness, you are entitled to give the whole benefit

of that to the accused. Gentlemen! what is the theme ? What
is the subject of these articles—the advent of the Bomb. One
needs no telling that in the case of a bomb the atrocity of the crime

can only be equalled by its cowardice. That is the subject that h being

discussed. The murderer kills one man, a bomb may kill a dozen. It is

asubject which every right-minded man ought to regard with horror.

That subject is under discussion before you in the five or six articles. If

you regard that subject as being argued in a proper manner, by all means
acquit the accused. Is the accused prepared to argue that the bomb is a

legitimate means of political agitation, and do these articles convey to you

that meaning? In that case you will have to adjudge what the effects

would be on the minds of the readers. Accused has said that agitators

are falsely charged as being responsible for bomb-throwing, and therefore

he has provocation. It is not for you to judge whether agitators were or

were not responsible for that. But one thing was certain. It was only

when feeHngs of hatred and contempt and disloyalty and enmity against

the Government are engendered in the minds of men—it is only when
those feelings reach a most acute stage that they find vent in those deeds

of violence. The matter has been discusssed before you. "Tha cult of

the Bomb" and the "Secret of the Bomb'' and "The Double Hint" are

before you. And it is for you to judge whether those articles contain ex-

pressions of approval at the advent of the bomb.

You have the bomb party just as you have the Liberal party and the

Conservative Party and the National party. Mr. Joshi told us of certain

parties existing but he did net mention the bomb party. It is only

when we come to the articles that this party is heard of. It is for you to

say whether that reference and the manner in which it is made, are

calculated to bring Government into hatred and contempt. It is for you

to say whether these articles before you are compatible with a man who
merely discussses political problems and resents attack. You were again

told gentlemen, a great deal about "I shall be charged with inuendoes and

veiled attacks". Looking at the articles, gentlemen, is there much room
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ior inuendoes or veiling ? One thing you can say about the articles is

that there is a great deal of plain speaking. Whether that plain speaking

is justifiable it is your duty to judge. Whether the effect of these articles

is to make you believe that bomb throwing is a proper means for

obtaining greater rights and privilege it is for you to say.

I would like to say that you must not judge of the articles, merely

because some of it may be written in what may be considered bad taste,

every journalist may write as he likes.He is not bound to write in good

taste. All he has to consider is that he must keep within the law.

Now the article of the 12 th May 1908 which forms the subject-matter

of the first charge has only recently been read to you by the learned

Advocate General and I do not propose to read much from any of the

articles at this hour. Take for instance the first article ( Reads: bottom of

page 2 of translation from " However " down to "indignation or exa-

speration" and then to " recklessly ". j Now just judge of the effect

produced on the minds of Marathi readers by this sentence. We want

Swarajya and if we don't get it some people will be so horribly annoyed

that they will embark on the commission of horrible deeds. " The

horrible deeds '
' referred to is the incident of Muzafferpur where a boy

threw a bomb and killed two innocent ladies. We are told Swarajya must

be given and if we don't get it some turn-headed men will become

violent. ( Reads: from middle of page 3 " some people think " down to

'
' accomplished "

. ) What is the spoke that is going to be put into the

wheel of the car of the administration ? The bomb or what else is it ?

Then againf Reads from middle of the page 4 from " But while certain

efforts " down to " are seditious". J I am bound to point out on page 5

some sentiments that appear to be perfectly proper on the same day.

If you wish to knov/ what the intention of the accused was and what he

was writing you have to turn to Exhibit " D " which are editorial notes

or " Stray Thoughts of the Editor " in the paper published on the 12th

May. Take the first Stray Thought, look at the latter part of it. (
Reads

from " Some people" down to "Bengal") "Murders are useful sometimes

in order to direct the attention of the authorities to grievances," Here we
have the murder of two ladies and we are told that it is useful in directing

the attention of Government to the grievances of the Bengalis. Take^ the

second Stray Thought (Reads:—" It is only " down to " national

assassination". ) The suggestion here is that the rulers wish in their

minds to wipe out some people or institutions. This is capable of explana-

tion, I dare say such an explanation has been made and it is for you to

say whether it is adequate.

Then we come to the consideration of the second article dated 9th

June 1908. It is very difficult to comment on this article. It has been

read to you. I would rather leave you to judge for yourselves what the

effect of that article is. What is the article ? What does it

contemplate ? What does it preach under the heading of

" These Remedies are not lasting"? He says repressive measures

are not effective and goes on discussing the bomb. He makes com-

parisons between the various people who use bombs and in doing
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SO says. (Reads:—" The authorities have spread" down to " the
policy of repression'' .) Do you talk of patriotism in the case of bombs-
bombs that effect murders ? You are judges of whether such a discussion
does or does not tend to bring the Government as established by Law in

India into hatred and contempt. Take the top of the second page.
(Reads:- " The most mighty Czar '' down to "as a matter of course".)
Bow down to the bomb ! Then there is a simile of the parrot with its wing
plucked and its leg broken. I suppose it is intended for the Indian
Nation. Then there is the comparison between the sway of the Mogal
Emperor Aurunzebe with the sway of the English Nation and then you have
some sentences which may or may not effect your minds with regard to

the subject matter of these three charges, f Reads:
—" The residence of

the English" down to "aftar making a seperate division". J You have then
a whole page which I have no doubt you have read and which it is un-
necessary to discuss with you. In the similies you have the effects of the
bombs explained is various ways. Its usefulness f Reads;- "The bomb
has more the form" down to "it is a charm, an amulet".) Thoseof youwho
can read Marathi will be able to read the original articles. The accused
has read the article to you and given an explanation, of his

meaning. (reads:" The bomb has more the form of

knowledge it is a kind of witchcraft, it is a charm, an amulet. "J I

have had portions of the original article written out for me in readable
caligraphy and the words are.

( Hi Ek Jadu ahe )

( Ha Ek Mantra Todga ahe )

When an accused person is charged with attempting to excite feelings

against the Government and other articles are put in for the purpose of

showing intention and the individual is desirous of refuting this conten-

tion then articles which tend to confirm the subject-matter of the charge

may be considered as there may be other things which throw light on the

question whether they are calculatd to raise feelings of disaffection.

For instance in Exhibit G page 2 you will find (Reads "The Bengalis

continually agitated " down to " national regeneration. "
) It is a

perfectly proper sentence, you cannot find fault with it. But look what
follows. ( Reads:—down to " honour of their women. "

) He says that

when the Bengalis were resorting to perfectly proper and legitimate

means for their national regeneration Government become irretated by
this patriotism of the Bengalis and letting loose some Musalman bud-

mashes caused damage to their property and the honour of their women.
Is it fair ? Is it or is it not a charge against the Government of inciting Ma-
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homedans for the most improper purposes to attack the Bengalis loot their

property and violate their women ? It is for you to say. Would anybody
after reading that have any respect for Government or would their

feelings be those of hatred and contempt and disloyalty ? As I

have said before these articles have been before you a long

time and it would take me a great deal of time to discuss the

effect of all those articles. I repeat again judge of these articles for

3^ourselves do not allow what I have said to influence you beyond drawing

your attention to the articles. If anything that I have said commends
itself to you, accept it, if not reject it without hesitation. There is

one other small subject to be discussed and that is the Post Card ( Ex.
K. j you are the best judge of what effect to give to it. To my mind it is not

a piece of evidence which ought to affect your minds. It contains the names
of two books on explosives. The production of catalogues to show that the

books were mentioned in those catalogues is of course of no importance. The
accused has given his explanation that it was his intention to study the books

with a view to criticising the Explosives Act. That may be true. We did not

know whether these books are books which deal the manufacture of explosiv-

es. Because I should have thought that if they refer to the manufacture of

explosives the Card might have some meaning. Now it is not a piece of

evidence which onghto weigh in your minds against the accused. The ac-

cused discussed bombs and may have been anxious to discuss the explosives

Act in some form or another. Well Gentlemen, I am afraid I have detained

you longer than I intended. The case is one which as I have stated it

will be entirely for you to decide. The accused has applied to you or to

some of you to differ, at least one or two, and he says it would be a great

consolation if you differ, I do not konw what he means or what his

object is in asking you to differ. I shall ask you to make every effort if

necessary to be unanimous. If yoa think that the accused i?. not guilty

by all means without fear or favour acquit him- If you think he is guilty

you must find him guilty. But if any of you, gentlemen, feel you cannot

conscientiously agree with the others you are entitled to differ.

If after giving the fullest consideration to what accused has stated

after giving your sympathatic consideration to everything accused has urged

in his defence, you feel you have reasonable doubts of the guilt of the

accused by all means say so. On the other hand if you find that he has

transgressed the law and that his writing amounts to an attempt to bring

the Government into contempt and hatred it will be your duty t^

return a verdict accordingly, I do not Jthink I can usefully say anything

more.
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I ask you again to judge of the accused by what is before you. On
what you have heard in this room and what you have read of his writings.

Put out of your minds everything you may have heard before you became

members of this jury and all that you have heard and read outside since.

Apply your minds entirely to the articles before you and tell me, gentlemen,

what is your verdict upon the charges. There are three charges ouy

are at liberty to acquit or convict on all three or acquit or convict on

any two of the charges. There are two charges under Section 124 A and one

charge under Section 153 A. Consider each charge seperately and return

a verdict on each one of the charges separately and I shall ask you to return

a verdict that is unanimous, if posssible. I shall have to administer tht

law in accordance with your verdict. The case is a very important one to

the accused. The charges are very serious. If you feel that he is guilty

you must say so. But if you have any doubt give him the benefit if there

is any reasonable and substantial doubt in your minds.

The Jury retired at 8-3 P. M.

The Jury returned at 9-20 P.M.
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Verdict and Sentence.

The Jury returned at 9-20 P. M.

Clerk of the Crown : Gentlemen, are you unanimous ?

Foreman of the Jury : No !

Clerk of the Crown : I do not want 3-ou to tell me the Verdict, simply

give me the number you are divided by.

Foreman f 7 to 2.

Clerk of the Crown: On all the charges?

Foreman : Yes . on all the charges

.

Clerk of the Crown : On the first charge under Section 124A of sedi-

tion with respect to the article of 12th May 1908, what is the verdict of

the majority?

Foreman: Guilty.

Clerk of the Crown : 7 to 2 ?

Foreman: Yes.

Clerk of the Crown: On the second charge under Section 124 A of sedi-

tion in respect of the article of 9th June 1908, what is your verdict?

Foreman: Guilty!

Clerk of the Crown: 7to2.?

Foreman: yes.

Clerk of the Crown: On the third charge under Section 153A of rais-

ing ill-feeUng amongst classes in respect to the article of 9th June 1908
what is your verdict?

Foreman : Guilty !

Clerk of the Crown: 7 to 2 ?

Foreman: Yes.

His Lordship: Mr. Foreman, is there any chance of your being una-
nimous ?

Foreman: I am sorry to say my Lord, that I am afraid there is none.

His Lordship : No chance of becoming unanimous ?

Foreman : No chance

.

His Lordship: Under Section 305 of the Criminal Procedure Code if the

Jury is divided by more than 6 to 3 the Judge is bound to state whether he
agrees with the majority or not and the law lays down that if the Judge agrees

with them he shall give judgment in accordance with the verdict and I have
no option but to pass sentence.
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Advocate General : There is another charge I wish to prefer before

your Lordship passes jndgmento

Accused : I ajiply for certain points of law to be reserved under Sec-
tion 434 Criminal Procedure Code.

His Lordship : What are the points ?

Accused: I will read them.

(Reads the following application for law points to be reserved)

.

FOINTS ivliich Defence jn'Of/s may he reserved and

referred to Full Bench under Sec. 434 of the Criminal

Frocedure Code.

1 . Whether the whole trial is not vitiated owing to three offences-

two of them under Section 124 A and the third under Section 153 A forming-

subjects of two distinct commitments ha\dng been tried together in opposi-

tion to defence objections and whereby accused has been prejudiced.

2. Whether Exhibit D could be made the • subject, simultaneously of

two charges one under Section 124 A and the other under Section 153 A
without in either case specifying the portions coming thereunder.

3. Whether having regard to Sec. 222 Criminal Pro. Code the charges

were legally defective in as much as none of them gave the accused notice of

the particular objectionable portions, and if so whethel the whole trial is not

vitiated thereby.

4. Whether the charge under Sec. 153 A is not legally deficient in not

indicating the classes between whom the accused is alleged to have promo-

ted or attempted to promote feelings of hatred &c, and if so whether the

trial on that charge is not wholly vitiated thereby.

5. Whether the prosecution for the offences under Sec. 124 A or

153 A is proved to have been properly initiated without putting in the

complaints and examining the complainants

.

6. Whether the provisions of Sec. 196 Criminal Procedure Code have

been satisfied in this case and if not whether the trial is sustainable.

7. Whether Exhibit B. is legally sufficient to support the prosecution

under Sec. 153 A.

8. Whethr Exhibit E-J are admissible and if so for what purposes.

9. Whethr the accused in this case loses his right of reply by the mere

filing of the several papers forming Exhibit No . 1 Avith which Exhibit A was

recovered by the Police.

10. Whether Exhibit A is admissible and relevant in this case.
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11. Whether the accused is entitled to rely on the papers accompanying-

Ids statement,

12. Whether the accused had not in this case a right of reply.

13. Whether charges based on translations that have been shown to be

imtenable are sufficient in law to sustain a trial thereon.

14. Whether in the face of the objections b}- the defence challenging

the correctness of the translations of Exhibits C & D it was not illegal to have

admitted the same without having been proved by the Translator who trans-

lated them and submitting the Translator for cross-examination.

His Lordship: With reference to this application every one of the

points had arisen and been discussed and there is not one single point, I

assure the accused, in this application which I have not most anxiously consi-

dered. I would be most anxious, if I had the smallest doubt in my mind, if

any one of these points were worth discussing orreser\'ing, I should be most
willing to reser\' e any one of these points for consideration by the Full Bench

.

But I have most anxiously considered every argument and contention of the

accused. Most of these points are covered by authorities and the other

points are so elementary that they hardly admit of any argument.
If I feel there was the least use or that it could do the least possible good to

the accused to reserve these points or any one of them, I should have been
most willing to do so . I do not think that any of these points have an}-

substance in them and I decline to accede to the application.

Advocate General : I propose to put up the accused on another
charge of previous conviction. He will have to plead to the charge,

yes or no. And the jur^' will have to decide. If he denies it we will prove it.

Clerk of the crown : Reads further charge (Reads "Prisoner at the

bar ! On the 14th September 1897 you were convicted at the 4th
Criminal Sessions of this High Court under section 124 A I. P. C, to 18
months simple (?) imprisonment.") Do you plead guitly or claim to be tried?

Accused : I do not know how the question arises. Under Section

75 I. P. C. I do not think such a question can arise; besides it is not in

the charge.

His Lordship : I suppose Mr. Advocate General you apply under
Section 221 and 310.

Advocate General : Yes, my Lord, under Section 221 and 310; and
if he denies I wiU prove it under Section 511.

His Lordship : This is not a proceeding under 75 I. P. C. It is a

proceeding under the C. P. C. and you have to plead to the charge.

Accused : It is not in the charge. It arises out of Section 75 I. P. C.
and is not admissible for enhancement of punishment for this class of offences.

So how can it be inserted ?

His Lor«lship : This is a charge which, if the verdict of the Jury is pro-

perly made against you, you nmst plead to.
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Accused : It does not become relevant for the purpose of enhance-

ment of punishment.

His lordship : Whatever the reason is you must plead whether the

charge is correct or not.

Accused : I take it that Your Lordship thinks ,that at the present

stage it is rightly put in here ?

His Lordship : Yes, at the present stage it is rightly put in here.

Accused : In that case I admit it.

Advocate General : That m.eans he pleads "Guilty" my Lord.

His Lordship : Yes, I have taken down "admits previous conviction."

His Lordship to the accused : Do you wish to say any thing more be-

fore I pass sentence ?

Accused :—All I wish to say is that in spite of the verdict of the Jury

I maintain that I am innocnt. There are higher Powers that rule the desti-

ny of things and it may be the will of the Providence that the cause which I

represent may prosper more by my suffering than by my remaining free.

--~""*TIis Lordship :—It is my painful duty now to pass sentence upon you. I

cannot tell you how painful it is to me to see you in this position. You are

a man of undoubted talents and great power and influence. Those talents

and that influence , if used for the good of your country, would have been
instrumental in bringing about a great deal of happiness for those very

people whose cause you espouse. Ten years ago you were convicted

and the Court dealt most leniently with you then, and the Crown dealt

still more kindly with you. After you had undergone your (simple ?) impri-

sonment for one year, six months of the sentence was remitted upon con-

ditions which you accepted. The condition which you signed then was
this. (Reads from document.—"I hereby accept and agree to the above
conditions, understanding the meaning to be such act or writing as is con-

--sidered as an offence. " It seems to me that it must be a dis-

eased mind, a most per\'erted mind that could say that the articles which you
have written are legitimate weapons in political agitations. They are

seething with sedition
; they preach violence ; they speak of nuirders with

approval and the cowardly and atrocious act of committing murders with bombs
not only seems to meet with your approval but you hail the advent of the

bomb in India as if something has to come to India for its good. As I

said, it can only be a diseased and perverted mind that can think that bombs
are legitimate instruments in political agitations . And it would be a diseased

mind that could ever have thought that the articles you wrote were articles

that could have been legitimately written. Your hatred of the ruling class has

not disappeared during these ten years. And these articles dehberately and
defiantly written week by week, not, as you say, on the spur of the moment
but a fortnight after that cruel and cowardly outrage had been committed
upon two innocent EngHsh women . You wrote about bombs as if they were
legitimate instruments in political agitations. Such journalism is a curse to

the country. I feel much sorrow in sentencing you. I have considered mos
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anxiously in the case of a verdict of guilty being returned against you what
sentence I should pass upon you. iVnd I decided to pass a sentence which I

considered will be stigmatised as what is called "misplaced leniency".! do not
think I can pass, consistently with my duty and consistently with the offence
of which you have been found guilty, a Hghter sentence than I am going to

give you. And I think for a man in your position and circumstances
that sentence will vindicate the law and meet the ends of justice.

You are liable to be transported for life under the first two charges.
I have considered whether to sentence you to transportation or
imprisonment. Having regard to your age and other circumstances
I think it is most desirable in the interest of peace and order, and in the
interest of the country which you profess to love, that you should be out of it

for sometime. Under Section 124 A I am entitled to pass sentence of trans-

portation for life or any shorter period, and I pass a sentence of three years'
transportation under each of the first two charges, the sentences to run
consecutively. You will thus have six years, transportation. On the third

charge which is punishable not by transportation but by fine or imprisonment
I do not think I will add to your troubles any additional period of imprison-
ment. I therefore fine you Rs. 1000.

Advocate General : I now apply for the withdrawal of the fourth charge
against the accused under Section 333.

His Lordship: I grant such withdrawal. Such withdrawal to be
tantamount to an acquittal. So far as the accused is concerned this is a
discharge

.

The Jury on the application of the Foreman were exempted from service

for three years.

The Sessions were then adjourned.



Judge's ISTotes in the case.

Monday 13th July 1908.

l\a\ Gangadhar Tilak.

The Advocate General with :\Ir. Inverarity and Mr. Binning for the
prosecution.

Accused defends himself.

The Advocate General applies for one trial in respect of three out of

four charges. 26 All. 195.

16 Bom. 414.

10 Bom. 254,

25 Madras P. C,

Sec. 333 Cr. Pr. C.

Accused in person. :
—

Sec, 227 applies and not the sections referred to by the Advocate
General.

P. C. Order that the Accused be tried at one trial on three out of the

four charges on which the Accused is committed.

Note. The Advocate General says he will apply under Sec. 333 of the

Criminal Procedure Code with reference to the fourth charge. He says he
will not prosecute the charge under 153 A. in connection with the article

of 12 May 1908.

I intimate that I will order the discharge to be acquittal.

The Advocate General intimates that he will make the application under
Sec. 333 Criminal Procedure Code, after the present trial has ended, so as

to avoid any possible question of law as to being already acquitted. AH
charges read to the accused.

Accused pleads not guilty to all the charges and says that the words
should be set forth in the charges showing what portions of the articles are

charged as seditious.

Mr. Inverarity says the prosecution charge that the whole of both
aritcles are seditious and applies that the charges may be amended by
incorporating in them the whole articles.

P. C. Charges ordered to be amended by incorporating the articles and
the articles are read as part of the charges ( after the first article is read
accused says the other may be taken as read.

)

I explain to the accused that the prosecution charge him with three
charges at this trial; imder 124 A in respect of article of 12 may 1908, and
charges under 124 A and 153 A in respect of the article of the 9th of June
1908.
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Mr. Inverarity for the prosecution opens:

—

Reads article 12th INIay 1908 and comments.

2 Campbell 399. 402. 403.

With decency and respect & without attributing motives.

Words to be taken in the sense which they are intended to convey.

Bhaskar Vishnu Joshi. S. Xd. by Mr. Binning.

I am first assistant to the Oriental Translator to Government. I am
a Bachelor of Arts. I recognise the signature of Mr. H. O. Quin,
Acting Secretary to Government Judicial Department. This Document is

signed by him. It is sanction to prosecute with reference to article in the

Kesari of the 12th May 1908.

Ex. A. Sanction dated 23rd June 1908. Ex. A.

This is another sanction signed by Mr. Quin also. It is dated 26th June
1908. It gives sanction to prosecute in respect of the article in the Kesari

of the 9th of June 1908.

Ex. B. Sanction dated 26 June 1908. Ex. B.

Both the documents are signed at the foot by Mr. H. G. Gell, the

Commissioner of Police.

I produce a copy of the " Kesari " newspaper of the 12th of May 1908.

at pages 4 and 5 is an article which I translated. This is the High Court

Official Translation. In the usual course of my business I received this copy
of the 12th of May 1908 of the Kesari in my Office. The article I trans-

lated is headed " The Coimtry's Misfortune."

.Ex. C. Article with translation put in Ex. C. ( 12th May 1908)

.

I produce another copy of the Kesari of the 9th of June 1908. It came
to me in the same way in the usual course to my office. At page 4 columns
.2 to 4 of this issue there is an article headed "These remedies are not last-

ing" This is the High Court official translation.

Article with translation put in & marked Ex. D. EX. D.
(9th June 1908)

.

In Ex. C the Kesari of the 12th of May 1908 there is an article at page
'5 column 3. It comes under the "Editor's Stray Thoughts" Notes 3 &4
These are translations of these notes.

Mr . Binning tenders

.

Accused objects.

Accused cites Mayne p. 522.

P. C. Admitted.

JSTotes in Kesari of the 12th May 1908 EX. E. EX. E.
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I produce an issue of the Kesari of the 19th of May. At page 4 columns
4 & 5 and col., 1 of page 5, I find an article headed "A Double Hint."
This issue came to me in the same way as the others. This is the official

translation.

Article with translations put in & marked EX. F EX. F

(19th May 1908.)

I produce the issue of the Kesari of the 26th May 1908. At page 4
Colunms 3, 4 & 5 there is a Marathi leader headed " The Real Meaning of

the Bomb." This issue came in the same way as the others. This is

the translation.

Article with translations put in & marked Ex. G EX. G.^

( 26th May 1908)

After lunch.

I produce a copy of the issue of the Kesari of the 2nd of June 1908 on
. page 4 columns 3, 4, 5 there is a leader entitled "Secret of the Bomb"
This paper came to me in the usual course of my business.

Ex. H. Article with translation put in & marked Ex..H. (2nd Jime 1908)

.

In Ex. D, (Kesari 9 June 1908) at page 5 columns 2 & 3 there are
stray thoughts of the editor. Note No. 11 begins with " English Rule is

openly an aUen rule " this is the translation of that note.

Ex. I. Note 11 with translation put in and marked Ex, I.

Xd by the Accused

—

The translations produced are High Court translations. I can vouch
for the -accuracy. I have compared all except Ex, G. I have before this

translated all of them. In minor matters they differ with my translations;

where they differ in most cases the High Court translations should be pre-
ferred. I have not got my translations here. The official translation of

Ex. C. is 2nd July 1908. I don't remember when I translated this. I pro-
duce the translation in the Magistrate's Court. It must have been prepared
before the 25 of Jime 1908. This is my translation. This is the original
article, ^ii^i means white or fair. White is more comprehensive than Gora
^ii'wl, European and white will convc}- same meaning, I translated ^iRl as

European with a marginal note saying it literally meant white.

In my official capacity I am a regular reader of Marathi papers. Many
new words have to be coined in Marathi in expressing modern current poli-

tical ideas and writers occasionally insert the English word after the Marathi
word to clear up his meaning. "Bureaucracy" is in in E^nghsh in Ex, C.

It stands for official class. Not white official class. ^i'=(lii^ means official

class. ^^j:i<\ aH^ii<\ ^^i will do to express "Ruling Classes." ^u'? ^^'<(ihiii nk
will also mean the same thing. " la\i " " 'i'A'^Zy

" ^^JsUl and ^[^'A. i'wcll n^i will

mean the same thing. " Ruling Class " " White Official Class " " EngHsh
Official Class " "Official Class in power." Bureaucracy has been translated
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by me as anHljsUl H^i means a " class of oflScials. " Bureancracy does not

mean the Ruling OflQcial Class. The word does not convey the idea of

Rule. Aristocracy does not convey the idea of Ruling. I cannot give you
the exact meaning of Plutocracy. ^I'-^lii^ is official, and the HH means class.

The expression ^H'^dil^ '-l^i would include both Europeans and Natives. If you

have to confine it to one of the two classes these words must be qualified by

an adjective.

I translate Despotism as sji^-i^ ^l«H Tyrannical is wj-a^ Oppressive is !7jiC-iMl

I would translate coercive as «tj^^ also. Repressive ^iH^iiysii it is so used

by you. It is a coined word. Cleaning must be according to context.

Despotic Rule is the Rule of a Despot or Despotic officials. I don't know
the difference between despotic and tyrannical. Despotic Rule is the same
as tyrannical Rule. I have not come across the expression that a despotic

Rule need not necessarily be a tyrannical Rule. I don't remember ^^aHl

'.i«^Hv;^dl <j»j,c-iHi^ 5H:ti^-ft "Hl^"? ^H^l rii^ would be the meaning of that

expression.

The words Autocratic, absolute, arbitrary are translated thus :

—

Absolute is sMfn^'fHct.

Arbitrary is ^i^il cll^' =^^1.

Autocratic is <h(4^-i'C^cI.

Uncontrolled is alo =yiC<<f^n.

Irresponsible is 5icv<Hloisi'w

Imperiahstic is «iig^ai^ oiieiii^ii.

*
' Government of India is a despotism tampered by public opinion iu

Bngland " would be translated thus (^I.^Ul'l %?si^ ^ ^ii'aa*iirfl.a ^icH<lM yiv-l

Hi5l4[\^ is translated as " turnheaded ".

Fanatic is Marathi the same as in Hindi ^ilaft.

Devoid of religions meaning the translation would be ^ii or Hik (h'^M^dC

^Hiclcll^ is violent, heady or furious man.

I have not come accross its use for a felon . I don't know who were caUed

^iclcli^ in Sanskrit. In the Sanskrit Dictionary six classes of people are call-

ed ^Hlclcil^. I have said Molesworth is an antiquated dictionary. 'HiilC^^ cnoveys

stronger idea ^ictcii'-d is a Sanskrit word and very few would understand it. I

am not aware if =^lrtcu'-(l is generally quoted in Marathi- In the Dictionary

( Apte's ) =«Hl<lcil»-(l is rendered as a felon. I can't say if felon is a stronger

word than fanatic . Writing in Marathi words have to be coined ox borrrow-

ed from Sanskrit to give expression to modern English Political jxhxases.
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State, Goverumeut, adiniuistration , rule and sway. Of these words I can

gi\e Maratlii equivalents. I don't know subtle distinctions.

State is ^l««i or ?Mhii

Government is ^^iU, ^ll^nH^tci

Administration is ^i««tMv^<^.

Rule is ^l<^

Sway is=^">l<H or^l«*l.

Manliness, vigour, sense of honour as qualities of a ruling nation or a

living nation would be translated thus

:

Manliness ^^€lKlH«^l or ^l^H.

Vigour ^dm^i^".

Sense of honour 9hCqi--hi»i «if^or -HKyif^^

ci»/ I have not used for sense of honour.

rt<^=l<l does not mean a man having sense of honour

I would say a man with fiery energy or spirit. I can't say if it would be

applied to a man who cannot brook an insult.

The sentence you read is in Sanskrit. I have an idea as to what it means,

but I cannot translate offhand.

The word ^'<ii\ means indignation

-jrMln ^'ci'*-ci means afflicted with sorrow.

^i<H is passionate anger.

3HK-11 is vehemence, agitation, Rage. The translations I am giving are

studied by me from the Dictionary. I have used three Dictionaries. Moles-

woith's Candy's and Apte's, and I have sometimes referred to Monier

William's Dictionary^. In translating I select such articles as I think best.

I can't tell what new meaning a writer may wish to attach to these

expressions. I know that good many words have to be coined in Marathi

to express new ideas.

" Evil genius haimting a man " is translated as g^^^-^ >ili^^l^«ii •>iiil>ll3l

I translate ^i^cfl^i^^i ^lol ojct ai^l^ ^ici.

as a Fiend pursued Socrates. It may be translated as Evil genius

haunted Socrates.

The second sentence can be translated as the ^" Evil genius of repres-

sion seizes the Government of India every five or ten years. " Seizes is

a free translation of wliat expression is used in Marathi.

Hi(^h in Ex. D is not meant in its literary- sense.

"HX^h is a man who recites charms or is well versed in incantations.
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:' 5ii<?ia is one who has failed from his vows or practices or observances.

In Ex. D. " Abjured their ideals " is a correct translation. I

think the translation correctly represents the context.

^(/l^^lA is translated 'swarming everywhere'. The word refers both to

action and number. I can't say if it refers more to one than to

another. The expression "Evident activity" is a verj- far fetched translation.

«3(^9i*.^l is infatuation or aberration of intellect.

" Error of Judgment " I can't translate this off hand.

I will tr}^ and give you the translation to-morrow.

^(^ i^d =H<a(S{l "How is intellect become fatuated."

^wt^-ft literally means dislodged. The expression cannot mean "Erred in

Judgment."

Decentralization of Power is sHfUiU Cn<Hi3l>an,

Ex. D. Page 2 . 7 lines from bottom. This passage does not

refer to Decentralization of Power. Such a translation does not fit the

context, eil^^fl is not a word that could be used in connection with the idea

of Decentralization. =<hCh=U fHQiUl^fl is a coined expression in Marathi.

Decentrahzation could be rendered by the expression ^ffciiUl^fl eiici«^,

5-30 p. M.

TUESDAY 14th JULY 1908.

Bal Gangadhar Tilak.

Continued from yesterday.

Bhaskar Vishnu Joshi further cross-examination by the Accused.

Shown Kesaii of 17th March 1908.

In the article the exp ressions ^HCfcissRp-d <\\r\r^ are used as meaning-
apportionment of power, tVd not Decentralisation of Power. In the

.sentence you put to me the meaning would still be apportionment of

power between the Provincial Government and the Government of India,

In C al^iUl is the word for "hatred" t^^. is "hatred or enmity." I am
not aware of any difference in the meaning. The first is Marathi the second
is Sanskrit. If cildii^l means disgust or not I cannot say without looking

in the dictionary. I do not remember to have referred to the dictiouar}-.

Referring to Moleswortli I find the meaning is given as "feeUngs of disdain
or disgust." It is not translated as "hatred."

In Ex. C the word for "perversity" is ^\H\ and for "obstinacy" is (^a

The two words are not synonymous and used to make the idea stronger.
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There is the conjuuction "and" between the two words. ^'^IH^ niav t>e

translated as "stnbborness" but that word woiild not suit the context. I can't

say what would be necessary' to make the word ^^I'^^stubboniess. ^a CiHi

3,^1^^ would mean "obstinacy or perversity," but it would not mean
stubborness in my opinion. Shown Ex. F. (19th May 1908) , at page 3

the original words for obstinacy or stubborness are (4ciw Ci'ni |^m^lH. The

words are used for Rulers.

In Ex. C these are the words "But the dispensations of God are extra-

ordinary^. " The word used is ^>il^H for dispensation. The dictionary mean-

ing is apportionment or dispensation. hhi<H is a reduplication of n>{ and kn

is derived from 'fl^iH meaning rule or regulation. It may be rendered

" the ways of God are strange " §^Hcl means "overbearing or violent." It

may mean "rude."

Insolently may or may not be translated as impertinently or rudely . 1

can't say off hand. Patience of humanity can equally be rendered as human
patience, but it w'ould not be a literal translation. The meaning of ^^H
is " excited. " The translation in Ex. C is exasperated. In Ex. C page

2 the original word for insolence is Hi and the word for inebriated is ^'^
. T

can't say whether ^*g means blinded. The dictionary meaning is "of dulled

vision through sickness." The meaning of "Hi in the dictionary is arrogance

"haughtiness" also "intoxication. " " Blinded by the intoxication of

power" may be a right rendering of that sentence.

The words for "monopoly" would be Hbai ^cl5ic-li, ^^t*^ 'Hirii would be a free

Tendering of the word monopoly. Monopoly would not be a correct

substitute for the words "whole contract" in Ex. C.

an^l <H^i M^T/ ^l^'lR 'iii^i would be translated as '

' this cannot fail to take

place. " It cannot be translated as " this ^annot but be so. "

In Ex. C bottom of -page 2 " will i^ot failito embark " may be trans-

lated as " they cannot bu^" the words ior " J;,nbark " in the original are

^l^ct ^K, "Embark" is not high flown rendentio;-.

In Ex. C at page 3 the original for "as you sow so you reap "is " wi^l

^^in ct^l S^Kcil." gai'Hrtl literally means germinate. It is the same as the

Sanskrit saying ^^tiodo/' ':xm ^H^R: " x\s the seeds so the sprout. "

Rfl^T/i^M'ii is recklessness/.

5H oii^i^i ^^^^ Qji(:-{1 ^5i Y^ould mean this woman has become a shrew or

termagant. In that cointext the word does not mean reckless. '^\^R

in dictionary means hf-ad-strong etc. =yi'c(lil^ ^\^\ ojic-ii (^^, Authorities

have become reckless, nat doiJiineering. =<H'^=il=(l ^^H ^^«t^ would mean bluster-

ing and reckless. =^"^^i<i; is translated in Ex. C as high-handed and ^^cii?

has not an allied meaninig there. Domineering is rendered in Marathi «%^a
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'-iKHH'lRi not ^H'd ^llT^'iRi. ^'i^^M'tl does not mean lording it over. L,ording-

over would be ^iH^ ^\^^<[\\

In ^IH ^IH ^ti«i wiit^ the meaning of Ht^n is "saving" not "mistaking"

cl^ilX %ii^ ^^'l Mli MU^ would be "he ate salt thinking it to be sugar."

^« ^^n ^ICHI >il? 'l^i is "don't beat me thinking I am a thief." In

Ex. C page 3, 8th line from the bottom the word %i^=M^^f4l is omitted.

It means one who has thousand rays. It seems intensity of heat.

At page 4 Ex. C the word King begins with a Capital K. It may be a

printer's Devil. The original words mean Ruler & Ruled.

At the bottom there is another captil K. That also is the printer's Devil.

The word ^i«i in the original is used as a common noim.

^M & il«l would be king and subjects. Ruler & Ruled. ^i«l does not mea^
many rulers.

At page 4 at the bottom the original for "means of protection" cannot

be correctly translated as "means of escape or resource".

"Political science" in Marathi is ^lff/«ilcflSi ^u^. It may be ^iwH^Hl^ Ul^

At page 5 in Ex. C the words " the scriptiire laying down the duties

of kings in original are the ^Iw^U^h <il^n i"i ^t-HH ^linci (4^i. The words" It is

settled conclusion of the science of politics,' can't be rightly used for the

original words.

Ex. C.

In Ex. E the translation "controlled by the missionary policy" one of

the meanings of the words used in the dictionary is a line of conduct.

In Ex. E ^iy.^HU is translated as " national assassination ".

W^X"^ is nation and HU means assassination. The word may mean "killing

the nation." ^^ (Si«t't is to raise a. false report not alarm.

Dictionary gives the meaning of ^^ as alarm, out-cry.

In Ex. H. 15 lines from the bottom the word 'world' is a mistranslation.

The word "world" ought to be "man" and "none" should be "he."

J think the translator has misread the original.

EX. D
The original of the word "Savage" in the second para at page 2 of Ex,

".D is i>i=il You may substitute Harsh for savage.

For manhood the original word is Wi^ manliness may be used for

manhood. Apte's Dictionary gives "Manliness" as one of the meanings of

^i^^. Molesworth gives the correct meaning as manhood. In the sentence

^ven to me I have translated manliness for "Mi^^ in the sentence.
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I have translated the word emasculation as>H^-fl i'MiT In the original article

Ex. D the marathi words used are "^n^-fl i^nl and ^i^^. They are correctly

translated in the official translation as castration and manhood^

At page 2 of Ex. D the word wobbbling cannot be substituted by the

word Hn^ering.

At page 2 in the last line the word "heedlessly" is translation of ^J^^i'HK-

\<{< in ]\Iarathi. The expression cannot be translated as " irresponsible ^\

For 9i>iK other Marathi words are Mia^ or "H^cil. It may mean heed or regard.'

In 5i oj^HK I can't say whose ^HK is referred to,'

"Migratory bureaucracy" I would translate as (slM^ ^H^rQil^ ci^oi^ The

phrase occurs in Ex. D. Migrator}- is not the literal meaning of SiM^T The

word migratory may do for the expression "officers having tcmpo7-ary interest

n the countr}-". The original word for nose-string \^ h^*!. The corres-

iponding EngHsh idea is "bridle." I would translate 'll^& as gratuitous;

It may mean "unnecessary."

The literal meaning is r^/z^^-Z^^.^/y. "^i^'i =^iti< M^sii is devoutly or openly.'

It also means "goes without saying."

Ex. G.

i|l<iy.ci3. is one adverse to the weal of others.

^l ^l5{l ^ct^l^ (4^ means, he is opposed to my weal. Indirectly it con-

veys a meaning that a man professing to be good does harm. The words

do not convey the meaning of "a false friend." Literally rendered it is not

"an enemy in the gai-b of a friend."

I do not know if ^cl is used fur a fiiend. It means welfare.

<H5s^|'^<n is evil glance, hterally c^oss-glance. Its remote meaning is

disfavour, ^-
|

ctn^-d 5H>i=Hl=i^ <H^ iiiy^ o}i<:-[l ^5H I would .'translate this as "He is looking

at me with an e\dl glance," meaning I have incurred his displeasure. (See».

Ex. G page 2 line 3.) Disfavour is a remote meaning for the word.

^lc-ii<Hi Hlo\ 'HR^i means :—^Throw arms round another man's neck.

It is translated at page 2 of Ex. G line 23 as "catch by the neck." This is

imcouth though correct.

After Lunch.

sHi lal in dictionary is translated as " of one side. " This word in

Ex. C is translated as autocratic. The translation is according to the con-

text. I know how the word RAhS^^ is used in the article Ex. C It

means constitutionally. It is a coined word.
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ani'Hjis is a word with a uew meaning. It meant obstruction, resistance

etc. It is now used by Journalists to denote passive resistance. ^Ji^'^iii^ is

used in the sense of boycott. This is the use of this word in a new sense.

'These meanings can be got from the dictionaries of Candy, Molesworth or

Apte. The use of these words in these meanings has come into use during

recent times. Marathi is a growing language. Dictionaries would be no guides

in the case of the new meanings now attaching to some of the words. Some of

the old dictionaries in English would be useless in respect of words that have

come into vogue in modern times. *' Error of Judgment " may be trans-

lated as «{l^cf 4l'=Ht4H. I have not come across the word before. I coined it

yesterday. Error of Judgement is an idea which so far as I know has not

been expressed in one word hitherto. Some one may have expressed the

idea. I don't know. «i^ is used in the sense of <l^s in Sanskrit.

According to ray idea 'H'l is different from <S^- There is a passage in the

Gita where, these two are distinguished. In the words 4l^Js «(l?H^H instead of

"-Cl^S-'Ji^ may be used. I would translate «(lni («i^^H as " one whose Judg-

ment is destroyed. It does not mean who has erred in his judgment. It

nneans one whose judgment has wandered away. ^Hi Ql^^ld refers to one whose

mind has suffered aberration.

In my official capacity I have to read Marathi newspapers. I am
acquainted with the general trend of Marathi newspapers . There are Marathi

newspapers which are divided into parties . There are three or four parties

.

The Kesari is the leading exponent of one party. The Indu Prakasb

is the leading exponent of another party. The Sudharak is a leading paper

of another party, Subodh Patrika leads a fourth party.

Re-examined by the Advocate General

The articles would be read by the ordinary readers in the way I have

-explained, I am satisfied that the official translations are correct except that

in one place the word "world" ought to be "men". I was asked about the

word stubbornness. The Marathi word is ^Jii'<i, This is not sufficiently

strongly expressed in English. It means "obstinate extension of a wrong-
opinion."

"Embark" is translation for ^Itrt- The translation is correct. This
occurs at bottom of page 2

.

The wdrd in vernacular for assassination is HH. The translation of that

word by " assassination" is quite correct. «lH is translated as killing, slaught-

ter or assassination according to the context. The Kesari is a leading paper

7

It belongs to the Extremist party.

Note. The Accused at this stage volunteers a statement that he is

the Editor, Proprietor and pubhsher of the. newspaper called the Kesari and
that he is responsible for all the articles put in the case Viz: Exhibits C to I.
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Certified copies.

Two Declarations dated 1st July 1907 put in and marked J. colletively.

'Sarayati Jagannath Datar Xd. by Mr. Binning.:

I am a clerk in the Customs Reporter General's Department. On the

12 th of May and on the 19th of June last I was agent of the newspapers
of the Kesari and the Maratha. I was the agent in Bombay. Off and on I

Avas connected with the Kesari for the last 25 years. I became agent about

1900 and gave up the agency on the 4th of July this year. In May 1908 I

used to get about 2800 and in June 1908 I got 3000 co]Dies in Bombay. There
are 1250 subscribers i'n Bombay. I read the paper myself. I read both the

issues of the 12th of June last. I also read copies of the issues of the 19th
of.May last, 26th of May last and 2nd of June last. Copies of all these issues

were sent up to the office in Bombay. Ever}- week I supplied copies to subscri-

bers. The subscription is Re. 1 : 12 annas per annum. The price for each
copy to a non-subscriber was 3/4 of an anna. I was paid agent and got 30

Rs. a month. After supplying subscribers the other copies were sold

in Bombay through newsboys.

No^ Oross-Examination.

Peter Sullivan: Xd.

I am Inspector of the Bombay Police, I got a warrant for execution

in the case, [t was for the search of the houses, press and ofiice of the

Accused, The warrant was from the Chief Presidency Magistrate. I

took the warrant to Poena and it was executed by Mr. Davies, District

Superintendent of Police, Poona. I was present when the warrant was
executed. I was present when the Accused's house. Press and Office were
searched. The search was conducted by Mr. Power, Deputy Superinten-

dent, Mr. Daniel, Assistant Superintendent, Mr. King, the City Inspector,

myself and other Native officers. Mr. Davies was there. Mr. Kelkar

(this gentleman) was present. I found in the course of the search this

Post card. I found this on the right hand top drawer of a writing table

in a room in Mr, Tilak's residence which was apparently used as Office.

When I found the card I shov/ed it to Mr. Power and Mr. Davies. I also

showed it to Mr. Kelkar. I kept the card myself. I produced it before

the Magistrate in Bombay. I had it in my custody all the time. Mr,

Kelkar initialled the Post card.

The Advocate General tenders the Post card.

Rex. Vs. Bernard

1 Foster & Fulayson 240,

3rd Volume Russell on Crimes, P. 386,367.
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The Accused says the card was discovered behind his back^

He disputes the relevancy of its contents.

Ex. K. P. C. Admittted, Ex. K.

XXd by the Accused.

I fonud other papers in the search. I brought them to Bombay and
gave them to the Magistrate. I have not brought them here. We went
into several rooms. I don't know if I went into the library or not. Other
papers were found in the same place where Ex. K was found. Some papers
were in the same drawer as Ex. K. The drawer was not locked. It was
open. I don't know if. any one searched your library. The card was
amongst other papers. I came to it after I had looked at some papers. The
papers were taken one by one from the drawer and examined. I can't tell

you how many papers' were in the drawers. The drawer was practically

full of papers. I have a list of all the papers I brought to Bombay. The
list is included in the Panchnama. Some cuttings from American papers
were found. I think they are with the Magistrate. In all there are 63 items
of what was taken in the Panchnama.

WED>JESDAY 15th JULY 1908.

Bal Gangadhar Tilak.

Continued from yesterday.

Peter Sullivan further cross-examined by the Accused. All the papers
seized in the search are now here. (Accused allowed to examine all the

papers received from the Chief Presidency Magistrate.)

I had been to Singhgad to search your house under the Chief Presi-

dency Magistrate's warrant endorsed by the District Magistrate of Poena
searched the residence at Singhgad. The Poena and Singhgad houses
were searched under the same warrant. Singhgad was specifically menti-
oned by the District Magistrate. I only assisted in the execution of the

warrant. 1 have seen the wariant. I believe the v/arrant was endorsed
by the District Magistrate of Poona authorising search at Singhgad,
The warrant is returned to the Chief Presidency Magistrate Bombay.
We did not take any of your men to Singhgad. There was your watchman
there. The watchman opened the house at Singhgad. The men had no keys
and we broke the cupboards open. There were two cupboards in the hall.

I did not inform your men at Poona that we were going to Singhgad.'

We got nothing at Singhgad. We left the locks as they were. The locks
were not broken. We removed the hinges. We did not put thino-s in

proper order again.

fNote 1 . Witness to be recalled after some of the papers which are
not here are received from the Magistrate's court).
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No re-examination.

The Advocate-General closes the case for the Prosecution.

Accused's statement before the Magistrate in both cases read to the Jury,

I ask the Accused if he wishes to make any statement to explain the

evidence given in the case,

( Ss. 289 & 342 ) Cr. Pr. Code:

Accused says he will make a statement after the papers, that were
taken in the search and which are not here, are produced.

( Note 2. ) Papers sent by the Chief Presidency Magistate in confor-

mity with the directions given yesterday evening, compared with the list

of papers taken possession of by the Police as mentioned in the Panch-

]iama. Papers Nos. 19 to 52 except No. 46 are not before this Court.

Peter Sullivan recalled, further xd. by the Advocate General.

I produce the original Panchnama made when the search warrants

were executed. There are two search warrants that I took to Poona
for execution.

Panchnama of 25th June 1908 Ex. L.

Search warrants collectively put in and marked Ex. N. ( Accused

desired their production and on production were inspected by him. )

Accused says all the papers are now here.

Peter Sullivan, Cross-examined by the Accused.

Some of the papers were found on the top of the writing desk and

some in the drawers. Large manuscripts were on the top. Smaller papers

including newspaper cuttings were found in the drawers. I can't tell as

to which paper or as to where it was found. (Search warrants shown.) The

search warrant for residence was endorsed by the City Magistrate at first.

When I went to Poona, the District Magistrate was not at home so I took

the warrants to the City Magistrate. The City Magistrate endorsed them

on the 24th of June last in the evening. 1 went to your residence the

following morning after daybreak. I did not execute the warrant. The

warrant for searching residence was returned as executed on 25th

of June. The Poona residence search was finished between 9 and 10 A. M.

We started for Singhgad about 12 noon. Mr. Davies and Mr. Power went

with me. I don't know how the endorsement of the District Magistrate

came to be made. The warrant was with Mr. Davies when we went to

Singhgad I saw it with him. What we took at Poona was in conformity

with what was ordered by the warrant.
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This bundle of papers was found either on the desk or in the
drawers.

All the papers in the bundle put in and marked collectivdy by the

Accused Ex: No I.

( Note. The Accused puts in these papers after it was explained to

him by me both to-day and yesterday that he would lose his right of

addressing the Jury last^.

The Advocate General closes the case for the Prosecution.

Statement made by the Accused to the Committing Magistrate in

both cases read to the Jury again.

Accused is asked if he wishes to make a statement.

He reads a statement in writing.

The Accused says he does not wish to adduce any evidence.

The Advocate General objects to the list annexed to the Accused's
statement, says those documents mentioned are irrelevant.

Accused before addressing the Jury says he is entitled to address after

the Advocate General.

Refers to a Calcutta case.

Timol's case.

Cal. W. Notes Aug. 1906.

P. C. I feel bound by the judgment of Batty J. in Emperor vs.

Bhaskar.

8 Bom. I^aw- Rpr. 421.

Accused addresses the Jury:- 3. 35.

Attempt 8. B. h. R. p. 438.

Stephen's History of the Criminal Law Vol.11 p. 221. Mayne's Cri-

minal Law.

3 B. L. R. Ap. C. p. 55

Lord Cockburn's Law of Sedition,

Law is strict but Juries have stood between the strictness of the law

and liberty of the press

.

Every dictionary contains seditious words therefore the author of a

dictionary would have to go to Jail.

It is necessary to direct the Jury to all the surrounding circumstances

to inculpate the accused.

Excite, To inflame, call out. To increase or add to exciting feeling.
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If twelve of his countrymen thiuk a man has written something that

is blamable then he may be convicted of sedition.

Government is defined in the Indian Penal Code and includes a
Police Constable.

If a man says the Government should no longer exist he does not

necessarily harbour feelings of enmity against the Government.

You are not bound to return a verdict of guilty. It is open for you to

say that the evidence is insufficient and we cannot make up our minds.

Sedition does not consist in the mere act of writing. It consists of

evil intention-evil mind.

You must consider that malicious intention does exist before you
convict.

Mere character of writing may be some evidence of intention but is not
sufficient evidence.

Inferior ofiScers have taken a sanction to be a mandate. Juries have
differed from a Judere.

A man may be an intemperate man. The language used by me may
not be used by another man. There must be a distinct wicked intention.

THURSDAY 16th JULY 1908.

Bal Gangadhar Tilak.

From yesterday.

The accused continues his address.:

—

Attempt includes both intention and motive,

Jivan Dass. 39 Panjab Reports Cr. Cases P. 83 Attempting
to kill.

RusselPs law of Crimes P. 725.

Motive may be good but the act may be bad. Man commits theft to
give the proceeds in charity.

R. Vs. Lambert 22 State Trials 9/85

** "
State Trials 325

After lunch.

If you want to put down the bomb you must also put down the
bureaucracy.

Perversity =stubborness

.

Oppressive official class=: Despotic bureaucracy.
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FRIDAY 17th JUI.Y 1908:

Bal Gangddhar Tilak

Resumed from yesterday.'

The accused continues his address to the Jury:-

Pioneer 7th May 1908 Cult of the Bomb.

Bx. C. alleged mistranslation.

Sorrow =Pain,

White= English.

Hatred= Disgust

.

Perversity ^^Stubbornness, haughtiness, obstinacy.

Obstinacy= Haughtiness.

Extraordinary^ Strange

.

Madcap= Fanatic

.

Badmash= Criminal

.

Identical =Those very.

«^€iMl=Oppressive official class= Arbitrary or despotic bureaucracy.

Oppressive official class=«ic-iHl ^JifeUjii^l^af

.

2 : 30 P. M.

Both sides not objecting adjourned to Monday to enable the Jury to

attend to their Mail work.

MONDAY 20th JULY 1908.

Bal Gangadhar Tilak.

From Friday 17th instant.

Accused continues to address the Jury.

add add

C Treachery ) ( Intention )

Assassination= Killing or murder.

Mutiny—Revolt—Disturbances

.

Exasperated =Excited

.

Inebriated =:Blinded.

Insolence of authority=Intoxicatiou of authority.'

Uncomplainingly^Ungrrudgingly

.

Oppressive enactments= Repressive enactments.
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Reckless ^Domineering.

Movement^ Agitation,

Improper^: Imprudent.

Vehemence= Keenness.
Who are adverse to Government=Who are false friends of Gov-

ernment.

5-50 P. M,

TUESDAY 21ST JULY 1908.
Bal Gangadhar Tilak.

From yesterday.
Accused continues to address :—
Ex. D. Fiend of repression^ Evil genius of repression.
False report =False cry.

Madcap patriot^ Fanatic patriot.

Needlessly =Irresponsibly

.

After lunch.
Punjab weekly Reporter 14. 1897.

Jejhwantrai & Athavale.

Punjab Records.
Accused commeuced ad- Vol 42 No 9 r. 2^

-rlesaing on Wednesday at
^°' ^ P* '^^'

3:35 Sep. 1907.

^, ,
^^'^S' Fiend=: Demon.

Thursday 5 hrs.
Friday 3 hrs.

Monday 5 hrs.

Tuesday 5 hrs,

Wednesday 1 hr.

21 hours.

WEDNESDAY 22nd JUI^Y 1906.

Bal Gangadhar Tilak.

From yesterday.

Accused continues to address the Jury :

—

Section 294, 663,- 708 Mayne's Criminal Law-

The Advocate General sums up for the Prosecution.

12 noon.

(1) Printing, Publication and Responsibility.

{2) What is the meaning of those articles.

(3) What was the writer's intention.

Resumed at 3 P. M.
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Section 105 Evidence Act.

Advocate General concludes his address:

I sum up.

Verdict 7 to 2 on all the charges.'

Majority for guilty, on all the charges.

No chance of being unanimous. I agree with the verdict of the niajo
rity. ist Charge 124A Article 12th May 19o8.

2nd Charge 124A Article 9 June 1908.

3rd Charge 153A Article 9 June 1908.

The Accused asks that certain points may be reserved for the consi-

deration of the Full Bench.

Hands in a written paper stating the points he wishes to have reserved.

Application refused. Points covered by authority & too elementary to

need further discussion. Most of the points were considered and discussed,
as the case progressed. .

Accused charged with a previous conviction.

He admits the charge of previous conviction.

Sentence on the first charge Transportation for 3 years.

Sentence on the second charge Transportation for 3 years.

Sentences to run consecutively.

Sentence on the third charge 1000 Rs. Fine.

Charge under Section 153A Article 12 May 1908.

Further charge withdrawn under Section 2)2i2> Cr. Pr. Code by the

Advocate General.

I discharge the Accused and direct that this discharge be tantamount
to an acquittal on this charge.

Sessions dissolved.



Petition to the Full Bench.

In tlie Higli Court of Judicature at Bombay.

Ceown Side.

In the matter of criminal case

Emperor.

Vis.

Bal Gangadhar Tilak.

To,

The Honourable the Chief Justice and the Judges of the

High Court of Judicature, Bombay.

The Petition of the above named

Bal Gangadhar Tilak

sentenced to transporation but now incarcerated

in the Sabarmati Central Jail at Ahmedabad.

Showeth :

—

1. {a). That on the 24th day of June 1908, your petitioner

was arrested in Bombay in pursuance of a Warrant issued \)j the

Chief Presidency Magistrate of Bombay and committed to prison.

{h). That on the 25th day of June 1908 your petitioner

was placed before the said Magistrate upon a complaint of having
committed offences punishable under Sections 124 A and 153 A, of

the Indian Penal Code, in respect of an article entitled, " The Coun-
try's Misforune " printed in the issue of a weekly Marathi Journal
styled the " Kesari " for the 12th day of May, 1908.

{c). That on the said 25th day of June 1908 the learned
Magistrate recorded some evidence against your petitioner and
remanded him to prison, bail being objected to by the Prosecution
and refused l*y the Magistrate.

{d). That on the 29th day of June 1908 certain further evi-

dence was recorded by the Magistrate against your petitioner and
he was thereafter charged by the Magistrate with offences under
Sections 12 iA and 153A of the Indian Penal Code and committed
to the Criminal Sessions of this Honourable Court to be tried on th?
said charges. A copy of the said charges is hereto annexed and
marked A.
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(<?). That this case eventually appeared as case No. 16 in the
list of cases put up for trial l)efore the third Criminal Sessions of this

Honourable Court.

2 (a). That on the 27th day of June 1908 your petitioner,

while still in custody, was served with another warrant issued by the
Chief Presidency Magistrate, Bombay.

(b). That on the 29th day of June 1908 your petitioner was
placed betore the said Magistrate upon a second complaint of having
committed other offences punishable under Sections 124A and 153A
of the Indian Penal Code in respect of an article entitled, " These
remedies are not lasting " printed in the issue of the " Kesari " of the
9th day of June 1908.

(c). That on the said 29th. day of June 1908 the learned Magis-
trate instituted a separate inquiry into the complaint, recorded certain

evidence against your petitioner and thereupon charged the prisoner

with the offences under Sections 124A and 153A of the Indian Penal
Code and made a separate commitment to the Criminal Sessions of
this Honourable Coiu't to be tried on the said charges. A <;opy of the
«aid charges is hereto annexed and marked B.

(d). That the case eventually appeared as case No. 17 in the
list of cases put up for trial before the 3rd Criminal Sessions of this

Honourable Court.

3. That on the 2nd day of July 1908 your petitioner applied for
})ail through Counsel, to enable him to prepare for his defence, to the
Honourable Mr. Justice Havar who presided at the 3rd Criminal
Sessions of this Hanom'able Court, but the application w^s opposed by
the Prosecution and refused by the learned Judge for reasons, which
he said, he did not desire to disclose as they might prejudice your
petitioner; but thereby the learned Judge prejudiced your petitioner
much more seriously than could l^e possible by any diselosure of the
reasons.

4. That on the 3rd day of July 1908 the Crown applied for a
Special Jury in each of the cases Nos. 16 and 17 but your petitioner
opposed it on the ground inte?' alia that a Special Jury would under
existing circumstancesbe composed of a majority of Europeans, not
conversant with the Marathi language, and thereby deprive him of
the benefit of a Jury of his countrymen who know the language in
which the articles were written; but the objection was overruled and
a Special Jury was granted to the prejudice of the Defence.

5. That your petitioner through Counsel in open Court offered
to waive his objection and accept a Special Jury instead of a Common
Jury provided it was composed of Jurymen acquainted with the
Maorathi language, but the said offer was rejected by the Prosecution,
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6. That the ahove two cases Nos. 16 and 17 came on for trial

before the Honourable Mr. Justice Davar, one of the Judges of this

Honourable Court, on the 13th day of July 1908 at the 3rd Criminal

Sessions of the High Court, when your petitioner appeared in person

and was undefended.

7. That on the said 13th day of July 1908 the Honourable the

Acting Advocate General proposed that your petitioner be tried at

one and the same trial upon all charges contained in the two comm-
ittals under Sections 234 and 235 of the Criminal Procedure Code,

but upon His Lordship observing that the two cases could not be

consolidated as there were four charges, the learned Advocate General

declared that he proposed not to put the Accused up upon the second

charge with reference to the article in case No. 10 i. e. charge

under Section 153 A. of the Indian Penal Code.

8. That your petitioner objected to the amalgamation of the

two cases and the trial at one trial of the three charges, charging

him with distinct offences as the procedure was prohibited by
the express provisions of Sec. 233 of the Criminal Procedure Code

and also objected that such a joinder of charges was calculated to

embarrass and prejudice him in his defence and cause confusion; and

he even went to the length of expressing his inability to conduct the

defence of all the three charges together, but his objection was^

over-ruled.

9. That His Lordship doubted the applicability of Section 235

but expressed his willingness to order one trial tmder Section 231

provided one of the four charges was omitted, intimating at the same
time that he would dbect that the discharge upon that charge should

amount to an acquittal and, leaving it to the Advocate-General to^

make his choice.

JO. That thereupon the learned Advocate-General expressed'

his apprehension that such an order " might lead to a serious question,

whether it does not amount to " miirefols acquit " and asked his Lord-

ship " not to pass such order till the case is over.
"

11. That thereupon the following dialogue ensued between the

learned Judge and the learned Advocate-General.

His Lordship :
—" That could not affect the other charges on the

other articles. It will apply to this article on which you propose to-

hold over the charge. That would not affect the other charges.
"

Advocate General :
—" I can see j)erfectly well how it may be

ingeniously argued that it can. That is why I ask your Lordship
not to pass such order till the case is over.

"
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His Lordship :
—** Have you to make the application before the

case is over or after ?
"

Advocate General :
—" I have made the application, so far as it

is an application now I am not applying. I am stating that it is

my proposal to put the Accused iipon three separate charges.
''

His Lordship :
—" So long as there are only three charges I

order that the charges he tried at one trial. You will undertake, Mr.
Advocate-General, to apply for the stay and that such stay shall

be final.
»

Advocate-General :
—" I simply imdertake that I wiU not

further prosecute, I am entitled to do that.

His Lordshij) :
—" That will be the application.

Advocate-General :
—** Yes, when the thi'ee charges are over I

shall tell the Court as I have already adumbrated before the Coiu't

that I do not intend to proceed further.
"

His Lordship :—" My present order then will be that the Ac-
cused will be tried on three charges, that is, one charge in case No.
16 and two charges in case No. 17.

"

12. That after the above order was passed by His Lordship the
Clerk of the Crown read to your petitioner all the four charges
asjainst him in both the cases Nos. 16 and 17."o*

13. That upon the said charges being read yoiu' petitioner

complained that the charges did not give sufficient notice of the
matter with which he was charged in not specifying the alleged

seditious passages for the purposes of Section 124 A. of the Indian
Penal Code and the particulars of the manner in which he committed
the offence under Section 153 A. of the I. P. Code.

IL That the Counsel for Prosecution thereupon proposed that

the whole article be inserted in the charge, but your petitioner objected

to the course as insufficient to cure the defect and supply omission

complained of.

15. That His Lordship thereupon observed as follows:- "If you
think you have not sufficient notice of what you are charged with,

Mr. Inverarity will put in the whole article. He is entitled to do that.

I cannot judge at this moment which are the seditious passages."

16. That His Lordship finally ordered that the whole of the

articles be set forth in the charges themselves.

17. That accordinsjlv the indictments were amended bv irsert-

mg therein English translations of the Marathi articles made by the
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High Court Translator. A copy of the said charges as amended is

hereto annexed and marked C collectively.

18. That thereafter the Clerk of the Cro\yn read to your peti-

tioner all the four amended charges and was asked wether he pleaded

"uilty to these four charges or claimed to l)e tried.

19. That your petitioner claimed to he tried whereupon a Special

Jury was empanelled, composed of seven Euroj)eans and two Parsees.

20 That your petitioner was thereafter and on the 14th, 15th,

16th, iTth, 20th, 21st and 22nd day of July tried hy the Honom-able

Mr. Justice Davar and the Special Jury.

21. That your petitioner believes that only three charges were

read to the Jury, namely the first charge under Section 124A I. P.

Code in case No 16, and two charges under sections 124 A and
153 A of the 1. P. Code, in case No. 17.

22. That in the course of the said trial certain other articles

appearing in the issues of the " Kesari'' for the 19th and 26th May
1908 and 2nd June and 9th June 1908, being Exhibits E. to J. and a

-post card Exhibit K. found on the said Prisoner's premises during

the Pohce search were tendered in evidence by the prosecution for

the purposes of showing the animus and intention of the said prisoner

in publishing the articles forming the subject matter of the charges.

23. That your petitioner objected to the admissibility of these

Exhibits for the purposes for which they were tendered but the said

objection was overriiled. Your petitioner submits that the reception

of the said articles in evidence practically formed fresh subject matter

of the charges and greatly prejudiced him in his trial.

24. That on the 22nd day of June 1908 His Lordship summed
up the evidence in the case. A copy of the said summing up is

hereto appended and marked with the letter H.

25. That on the 22nd day of July 1908 at 9--^0 p. m. your

petitioner was found guilty by a majority of seven to two on each of

the said three charges and the learned Judge agreed with the opinion,

of the majority.

26. That thereupon the learned Advocate-General informed

the Court that he would not further prosecute your petitioner upon,

the charj?e held over under Section 153 A. of the I. P. Code with

reference to case No. 16

27. That thereupon the learned Advocate-General proposed to

prove tha previous conviction under Section 124 A. I. P. Code for the

purpose of enhancing the sentence.
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28. That your petitioner objected to the course upon the ground

that the previous conviction was not specified and did not form part

of the charge, and that such conviction did not come within the scope

of Section 75 of the Indian Penal Code but the said objection was

overruled.

29. That your petitioner was thereuj)on questioned by the Clerk

of the Crown whether he admitted the pre\dous conviction under

^Section 124A. of the Indian Penal Code and the said prisoner ans-

wered in the affirmative.

30. That thereupon the learned Judge sentenced your petitioner

to three years' transportation upon the first charge under Secticn 12i A.
I. P. Code to three years' transportation upon the second charp:e under

Section 124: A. I. P. Code, and to a fine of Rs. 1000/—upon the

charge under Section 153 A. I. P. Code, the sentences to run conse-

cutively and directed that the discharge with reference to the charge

under Section 153 A. I. P. Code in case Xo. 16 should amount to an

acquittal.

31. That before the sentence was pronounced your petitioner

applied to the said learned Judge under section 431^ of the Criminal

Procedure Code to reserve the points enumerated in the annexture

E. for the decision of this Honoiu'able Court consisting of two or

more Judges of this Honourable Court, but his Lordship refused to

reserve any point whatever.

32. That your petitioner submits as follows :

—

(a). That the learned Judge erred in refusing bail to the preju-

dice of your petitioner.

(b). That the learned Judge erred in granting a Special Jiu'V

to the prejudice of your petitioner or at least in not ordering that it

should consist of Marathi knowing persons.

(c). That the learned Judge erred in consolidating the two

Cases Nos. 16 and 17 founded on separate commitments to the

prejudice of your petitioner.

(d). That the Court acted ultra vires in taking cognizance of

ott'ences punishal)le under Sections 121^A. and 153 A. without having

m evidence any complaint made by order of the Local Government
and without examining the complainant.

(e). That the terms of Exhibit B, being the order of the Local

Government are insufficient in Law to authorise a complaint under

Section 153 A. I. P. C. so as to enable the Court to take cognizance

of the same.
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(/). That the charges as framed were bad being 'founded not
upon the words used by your petitioner but upon inaccurate and
misleading English translations of those words thereby prejudicing
your petitioner.

(g). That the charges as framed were bad as they did not contain
particulars of the manner in which the alleged offences were com-
mitted, and did not give sufficient and express notice of the matter
with which your petitioner was charged and did not specify the
persons or classes against whom the offence under Section 153 A. was
comitted, thereby prejudicing him in his defence. That each of the
charges as framed is illegal being contrary to the provisions of Section
233 of Cri. Pr. Code.

{h). That the learned Judge acted illegally in trying your
petitioner at one and the same trial for at least three offences, not
of the same kind and not committed in the same transaction, contrary
to the express provisions of Section 233 of the Cr. Pro. Code and
in opposition to your petitioner's objection thereby vitiating the whole
trial and rendering it illegal nuU and void—ab initio.

(i). That the learned Judge acted ultra vires in passing an order
before the commencement of the trial staying proceedings upon one
of the four charges mthout actinsj under Section 273 of the Cr. Pro.
Code.

(/). That the trial and conviction upon the English words
charged but not proved and not used by your petitioner renders the
trial null and void and the conviction illesjal.

(k). That the words charged were not proved and that your
petitioner did not use the English words charged and he ought there-

fore to have been acquitted.

(I), That the learned Judge erred in admitting as evidence
Exhibits E. to I. and Exhibit K. to the prejudice of jouy petitioner.

(m). That the learned Judge erred in admitting in evidence the
official translations of tha incriminating articles. Exhibits C. and D,
without being proved by the translator and without submitting him
for cross-examination, though your petitioner asked that he should
be called as witness by the Prosecution.

(n). That the learned Judge erred in ruling that your Petitioner
lost his right of reply merely for iiling Exhibit I. containing papers
found by the Police during search with the exception of exhibit K.
which the Prosecution tendered in evidence.

(o). That your petitioner had a right to rely on the papers
accompanying his statement made on the close of the case for the
Prosecution.
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(/;.) that the learned Jud^e acted illegally in permitting the

Crown to prove previous cnviction under Section 124 A. I. P. C. for

the purposes of enhancing the sentence,

{q.) That the learned Judge erred in taking the previous con-

viction into consideration for the purposes of enhancing the sentence,

as is evident from his remarks in passing sentence, copy of which is

hereto annexed and marked with the letter Y.

{p.) That the learned Judge acted illegally in passing two
•sentences under Section 124 A., I. P. C. and one under section 15.3

A. I. P. C if it he held by the Court that the transaction is one and
ithe same; hut your petitioner submits that the transaction is not the
•same as ruled by the learned Judge.

(s.) That the learned Judge acted illegally in passing two
sentences, one under section 124 A I. P. C. and the other under
Section 153 A. I. P. C. in case No. 17 upon one article and the one
and the same act.

( t. } That the learned Judge erred in construing the expla-
nations to Section 124 A. I. P. C, as equivalent to exceptions, thereby
seriously restricting the scope of the Ereedom of speech and Liberty
of the Press, and erroneously placing the onus of proof on your
petitioner to the prejudice of his defence.

( iL ) That the learned Judge erred in construing the word
' attempt ' in Section 124 A. I. P. C. as equivalent to its ordinary
meaning and not the legal meaning.

(v.) That the learned Judge erred in accepting the verdict
of the Jury which does not specify to what part of the charge under
Section 124 A. the verdict relates.

( IV. ) That the learned Judge erred in not explaining the law
properly and correctly to the Jury especially the words " attempt "

and " government as established by law in British India ".

( X. ) That the sentences are too severe.

33. That in the course of his charge to the Jury the learned
Judge inter alia dii-ected, and as your Petitioner is advised misdh^ected,
the Jury as follows :

—

34. ( cc ) That the learned Judge did not direct the Jury that a
specific intention to bring the Government estabHshcd by Law in
British India into hatred or contempt, or to excite disaffection against
the said Government, was necessary to constitute an attempt withiw.
the meaning of the words as used in Sec. 124 A.
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(1) ) That the learned Judge practically directed to the effect

that a specific intention was immaterial e. g. " However you may
assume, if you like, that these people knew the j^^f'^l^ose for which
these articles were written as explained by the accused. '' "No
motive, no honest intention can justify a breach of that Law. "

fbj that the learned Judi^e directed the Jury to the effect that

the mere use of language calculated to excite feelings of disloyalty,

contemjDt or hatred against the Government established by Law in

British India Avas sufficient to constitute the offence of Sedition under

Section 121 A. e. g. :
—" A. great deal has been said on both sides as

to intention and moti^'e. The Law with reference to intention and
Yrith reference to the fact whether it is true or not is crystalised;

(here Reads from Mayne '' since the crime " down to " the truth

of the argument. "
) Well, Gentleman, Ave are here as Judge and

Jury to decide whether the writings of the accused have excited or

Avere likely to excite feelings of hatred and contempt and disloyalty

against the GoA'ernment. Now it is impossible to prove that by
eA'idence. If aac call one hundred men belonging to one side, for

instance, that of the accused, they will say that the articles do not

produce any feelings against Goa ernment; indeed that they promote
love to Government. One hundred men on the other side would say

the opposite. It avouM be impossible for the Prosecution to bring
any evidence on this point. The test you have to apply is to look at

the various articles and Judge of them as a whole, to Judge of the^

effect it AA^oaid produce on your OAvn minds in the first instance, to

judge whether they are calculated to produce feelings of disloyalty and
hatred against Government, to judge AA^hether language like this is not

calculated to excite Hindus against Englishmen or Englishmen against

Hindus. You Judge it by yoiu' own common sense. One thing you
must keep before your mind. Violence and disorder and murder cannot

take place without feelings of hatred, contempt and Adolence and
enmity towards those who are responsible for the good Government
of the country. If we liaA^e violence and murder they are the acts

of people who bear hatred towards the ruling classes. It must be so.

If these people liaA'e proper feelings for the Government and for the

people who are responsible for the safety of property, and safety of

the subjects, there would be no trouble, no bomb-throAving. (2.)
" No motive, no honest intention can justify a breach of that LaAv

we are not concerned with motives, but only with what has
been written If you think that these are calculated to giA^e rise

in the minds of readers to the feelmgs of hatred or contempt against

Government then it will be your duty to consider AA'hether that

is no transgression of the LaAV.
"
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( d. ) That the learned Judge directed the Jury that a man
must he taken to intend the natural and reasonahle consequences of

his act. It is submitted that this rule or maxim has no application

where no consequences have as a matter of fact ensued as in the

present case.

{e.) That the learned Judge directed—" A man is supposed to

attempt something which would be the natural and reasonahle

consequence of his act.
"

( /. ) That the learned Judge directed that—"With reference to

the word attempt, Gentleman, you have to take it in the ordinary

meaning which attaches to the word attempt. " It is submitted that

the legal meaning should be taken and not the ordinary meaning.

{g.) That the learned Judge directed—" No motive, no honest

intention can justify a breach of the Law we are not concerned

with motives we are not concerned with the truth or untruth of

the writings. The truth may sometimes be perverted. True or not it

is not for you to Judge. ": It is submitted that truth or honest motives

should not have been entirely excluded from consideration and are

useful means to enable Juries to determine whether the intention

is criminal or innocent.

(Ji.) That the learned Judge drew no distinction between inten-

tion and motive and in consequence the Jury must have been misled,

and confused intention with motive bv the learned Judge's direction

regarding motives.

{%.) The learned Judge directed that-" Section 153 A, is a simple

section It only means that no subject of the Crown is entitled

to write or say or do anything whereby the feelings of one class v/ould

be influenced against another class of His Majety's Subjects." It is

submitted that malice is essential.

{j.) That the learned Judge ought to liave directed that political

parties are not classes within the meaning of Section 153 A^ 1. P. C.

nor can Bureaucracy form a class under Section 153 A. 1. P. C. or be
deemed Government imder section 124 A. I, P. C.

{k.) That the learned Judge directed, that '' When an accused
person is charged with attempting to excite feelings against the

Government and other articles are put in for the purpose of showing
intention and the individual is deskous of refuting this contention,

the articles which tend to confirm the subjuct matter of the charge

may be considered as there may be other things which throw light

on the question whether they are calculated to raise feelings of

disaffection. Por instance in Exhibit 9 page 2, you will find (reads the
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"Bengales continued agitation" down to "National Regene^
ration"). It is a perfectly proper sentence; you can find no fault with
it. But look what follows— ( Reads do^Ti to "honom* of theii

women").*•••.•• Is it fah'? Is it not a charge against

Government of inciting Mahomedans for the most improper pm*poses

to attack the Bengalees, loot theu* property and violate their women
Would anybody after reading that have any respect for

Government or would not the feelings he those of hatred and contempt

and disloyalty ?
"

35. That the learned Judge exceeded all reasonable limits and
misdirected the Jury in chai'ging them as follows :—

(r/), "Accused has told you that he was carrying on an open,

constitutional fight," down to " whether the effect of these articles is

to make you Tjelieve that bomb-throwing is a proper means of obtain*

ing greater rights and privileges it is for you you to say. " (See p-of

summing up.)

(b). "The A ccused had made complaints about the translations.

Mr. Joshi was submitted to a long cross-examination

They were the translations of the responsible Translator of the High
Court who would not be the Translator and Interpreter to the Coiu*t

unless he were an efficient man capable of translating correctly".

etc , etc., down to "You have to consider what effect these "WTitings

would have on those people... articles read by a large and promiscuous

body of readers, and then say Avhat would be the effect on their

minds. You have to remember that those readers have not had the

advantage of 21 hours and 10 minutes explanation which the Accused
has oft'ered on those articles ". It is submitted that the majority of

the Jury being Europeans it was necessary to explain the articles

at length, biit it is not correct to say that 21 hours and 10 minutes

were devoted to this explanation,

36. That your petitioner ought to have called the attention of

the Jury to the said Petitioner's contention that his articles were in-

tended as an answer to the outrageous charges prefered against the In-

dian people and their leader's by the Auglo—Indian Press and to press

upon Government the futility of mere repressive measures unac-

companied by substantial political concessions.

37. That your petitionsr is advised and verily believes that in

addition to the specific instances above mentioned the learned Judge
also misdii-ected the Jury upon other points, and that if the learned

Judge had not so misdu-ecttd the Jury, the majority of the Jiuy
would not have found a verdict against yoiu* petitioner.
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38. That the learned Judge erred in practically directing the

Jury that " the spoke in the wheel of the administration " could be

nothing else than the Bomb.

39. That your petitioner thereafter through his Solicitor, Mr.

B. Kaghavaya, applied on the 1st day of August 1908 to the Honour-

al3le the Advocate General for a certificate under Section 2G of the

Letters Patent, but the Honourable the Acting Advocate General

fiecKned on the same date to grant it.

40. Your petitioner therefore humbly prays that your Lordship

will be pleased to declare under clause 41 of the Letters Patent

that this case is a fit one for appeal in His Majesty's Council.

And your petitioner, as in duty bound, ^^ill for ever pray.

( Sd. ) E-aghavaya Bhimji and Nagindas

Petitioner's Attorneys.

I Bal Gangadhar Tilak, the petitioner, above named do solemnly

declare and say that what is stated in the foregoing petition is true

to the best of my information and belief.

Solemnly declared at Sabarmati Central Prison, this 7th day of

August 1908.

( Sd. ) Bal Gangadhar Tilak.

Before me

( Sd. ) Xanavati

City Magistrate

Ahmedabad
7-8-08.

7-8-08

Superintendent

Ahmedabad Central Prison.
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It may be mentioned here that soon after the end of the sessions-

trial an. appUcation was made by Mr. Raghavaya, SoHcitor for Mr. 'Tilak,to

Mr. Branson, Advocate General, substantially in the same terms as the above

application to the Chief Justice, praying- for a certificate that owing to certain

law points in the case being wrongly decided by the Judge and owing to mis-

directions gi\-en by him to the Jury the present was a fit case for appeal to

the Full Bench of the Bombay High Court. But Mr. Branson refused the ap-

plication nearly in the terms of the prayer itself without giving any reasons.

The High Court Appeal.

Application for a Rule Nisi.

On Tuesday 18th August Mr. Joseph Baptista made an application in

the fiist Division Court, on the Appellate side of the High Court,

before the Hon'ble Mr. Justice Scott, Chief Justice, and the Hon'ble

Mr. Justice Batchelor.

Mr. Joseph Baptista, instructed by Messrs. Raghawaya Bhimji

and Nagindas and Mr. R. P. Karandikar High Court Pleader stated

that he appeard on behalf of Mr. Bal Gangadhar Tilak, who was

sentenced at the last Criminal Sessions of the High Court to six

years' transportation and a fine of Rs. lOOO for sedition by the Hon'ble

Mr. Justice Dinshah Davar, the presiding Judge. Hs applied for further

directions in the matter of the petition preiemted on behalf of the accused

to the Judges of the High Court throuth the Clerk of the Crown.

Mr. Baptista said that he had applied to their Lordships for a decla-

xatiod under the Letters Patent that this was a fit case for appeal to the

Privy Council. They had applied for the certificate, and they were told

by the Clerk of the Crown to make the application to the First Division

Bench. Mr. Baptista then read the letter received from the Clerk of the

Crown and said that on the last occasion when the accused was tried for

sedition and convicted, a Full Bench was constituted, notice was issued

by the Clerk of the Crown and the matter was argued. In the present

case they were directed to go to the First Division Court.

The Chief Justice said that on the Criminal Side of the Court of

Appeal when an application was made, if the Court thought fit, a rule or

notice was issued and that rule or notice was served through the Court.

Mr. Baptista :—Then I shall have to make an appUcation to your

Lordships.

Chief Justice •'—You can make it by this petition.
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Mr. Baptista ;—Would I be in order if I present it now ?

Chief Justice ;—Yes.

Chief Justice ;—On what points do you require the rule?

Mr, Baptista ;—The points on which I rely can be devided into two

parts. The first relates to the points of law mentioned in paragraph 32 of

the petition and the second relates to misdirections mentioned in paras. 33]

34 35 and 36.

Chief Justice :—But you must show us some cause why the rule should

be granted.

Mr. Baptista said that he was not prepared to argue the points and ke

would like to have some time to consider. He had really come for further

directions in the matter of the petition. He might, however, mention one
point. The Accused was tried and convicted on the two articles of the 12th

May and 9th June which were two distinct transactions, and the learned

Sessions Judge had also held that they were two distinct transactions. In

the trial there was a combination of the three charges, two under section

124 A of the Indian Penal Code and one under section 153 A. Thus there

was a combination of three offences not of the same kind and under the

provisions of sections 233 and 234 of the Criminal procedure Code those

charges could not be tried together at one and the same time.

Chief Justice :—Is that the only point you wish to urge?

Mr. Baptista said that was only one of his points.

The Hon'bl* Mr Branson, Advocate General, here rose up and saJi

that that very point was argued at full length in another Division Court

and it was but fair that his learned friend ought to have mentioned it to

the Court.

Mr. Baptista said that he had not yet finished his arguments.

Chief Justice ;—We can't issue a rule as a matter of coursej"
if you

want time to consider you can have the time.

Mr. Baptista ;—I would ask your L,ordships to give me some time.

Chief Justice :—You might again mention it on Thursday next?

Mr. Baptfsta said that Thusday was too short a time.

Chief Justice .-zr-Would you be ready on Monday?

Mr. Baptisa said that he would like to have e week.

Chief Justice ;—Would you be ready then ?

Ml. Baptista replied in the afiirmative, and their Lordships fixed

Tuesday 25th August for the hearing of the arguments.
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Preliiiiinaiy Hearing' of the Argument for a Rule l^isi.

Ill the Bombay High Court, on Tuesday 25th August before the

Hou. Mr. Basil Scott, Chief Justice, and the Hou. Mr. Justice Batchelor,

appHcation was made by Mr. Joseph Baptista, Barrister at Law (Cantab)
instructed by Mr. Raghavaya, Solicitor, and Mr. K. P. Karandikar,
High Court Pleader for the granting of a Rule directed to the Crown
to show cause why a certificate should not be issued to Bal Gangadhar
Tilak, ( who had been tried and convicted in the last Criminal Sessions,

under Sections 124 A and 153 A of the Penal Code, by the Hon. Mr.
Justice Davar and a Special Jury, ) that his was a fit case to go in appeal
before His Majesty's Privy Council in England. The application was
made ' ex parte ' on Tuesday 18th August and postponed to 25th to allow

Mr. Baptista opportunity to prepare his arguments.

On the Court assembling the Chief Justice addressing Mr. Baptista
asked:

—

Do you apply for the rule now?

Mr. Baptista— :Yes, My Lord. I apply now for a rule bj^ which your Lord-
ship will declare that this is a fit case to go to His Majesty's Privy
Council under chapter XIV of the Letters Patent.

Chief Justice:—On what grounds do you apply for the rule?

Mr. Baptista:—The points divide themselves into two parts, the first part
relates to points of misdirection to the Jury. The points of law are

enumerated in para 32 of the petition at page 5.

Chief Justice:—Have you selected any points ? The other side may want to

argue them.

Mr. Baptista:—We are anxious to argue all the points, but I may mention
what our chief points are

.

Chief Justice:—You had better mention the chief points.

Mr.^Baptista:— The first of my chief points is that the consolidation of the

two different commitals into one is illegal. By the consolidation of the

four different charges four distinct charges for four offences were tried

at one trial. The dropping of one of the four charges, I argue, is also

illegal.

Chief Justice;—Where is that point in the petition?

Mr. Baptista;—It arises from the consolidation of the charges and is men-|

tioned in para 32 (I) at page 6.

Chief Justice:—What is your next point ?

Mr. Baptista;—That the adding of a fresh charge, that of previous comic;*-

tion under Section 75, was illegal.

Chief Justice :^—What point is that ?
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Mr. Baptista;—I^egally a fresh charge cannot be added,'

Chief Justice;—What are the facts of the fresh charge; are they set out in

the petition?

Mr. Baptista;—Para 27,my Lord, sets it out and para 28 refers to the grounds
of objection that were raised on the occasion.

Chief Justice;—What really happened ?

Mr. Baptista;—After the verdict was returned by the Jury the learned

Advocate-General asked that the accused be put up on a fresh charge

under section 310 of the C. P. C. for the purpose of enhancement
of punishment. In the report of the proceedings which accom-
panies this petition the detailed facts are mentioned at page 13.

We will give your L/Ordship the detailed report of the proceedings

which took place at the Sessions Court. ( Reports handed up.

)

Chief Justice:—Has this been checked by the Judge ? Is it the official record?

Mr. Baptista:—No, My Lord, they are the reports of the proceedings taken

down by the shorthand writer for the defence where they can be found.

Chief Justice;—The Judge's notes are the only notes that we can accept.

There is, I believe, a ruling to that effect, that where a Judge's notes

differ from other notes, the Judge's notes were to be preferred to

the others.

Mr. Baptista;—I am aware of the ruling, My Lord; we do not thinkwe were
entitled to ask the Judge to revise the report; we shall do so now.

Chief Justice :—I understand you to say that after the verdict of the Jury

was returned the learned Advocate-General proposed to put him up
on a fresh charge?

Mr. Baptista:—Yes, the charge was made under Section 310 and was
reduced to writing on the application of the Advocate-General and I

contend that it forms a fourth charge. The charge is dated 22nd July

whereas the trial commenced on the 13th July. The charge was
read to the accused after the return of the verdict by the Jury and
he was asked to plead to it. He objected to the addition of the

fresh charge; he was over-ruled and he was told that he must plead

or the previous conviction would be proved. He ultimately pleaded

to the effect that he was guilty.

Chief Justice:—He pleaded that he was guilty ?

Mr. Baptista:—What he said, My Lord, was, (Reads from report) '' I take

it that Your Lordship thinks that at the present stage it is rightly put

in here?" and his Lordship affirming, accused said " In that case

I admit it."

Chief Justice:—He admitted the previous conviction ?

Mr. Baptista:—Yes, My Lord.

Chief Justice :—Do you say that is illegal ?
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Mr. Baptista:—I contend it is illegal under Section 75 in this case.

Chief Justice:—Was it under Section 75 ?

Mr. Baptista:—It could only be under Section 75 for the purpose of enhance-
ment of sentence.

Chief Justice:—Was it said to be under Section 75 by the Advocate-General?

Mr. Baptista:—No, Mv Lord, the Advocate-General applied under Section

310 C. P. C.

Chief Justice:—We have two points now, what is your next point. ?

Mr. Baptista:—The joinder of charges. The point of joinder of charges

is divided into two parts; one, the consideration at the same trial

of more than three offences not of the same kind, as under Sections

233, 235 and 236. Section 233 explains the clauses; and 2nd misjoinder

of charges in this sense that two charges of the same kind are charged

as two different offences. What I contend is that the misjoinder exists

in that the substantive offence and the attempt to commit the offence are

wrongly joined. This is illegal and bad law under the code.

Chief Justice;—Under what section do j-ou say this is bad ?

Mr. Baptista:—Under Section 233.

Chief Justice.-—What is your next point?

Mr. Baptista;—That the sanction of Government is insufficient in as much as

it does not comply with the requirements of section 196 C. P. C. That
is referred to in para 32 {e.) (/.) {^^.)

Chief Justice;—What is your point on the subject of Government sanction

to prosecute?

Mr. Baptista:—What happend in this case was that Government ordered

Mr. Gell, Police Commissioner of Bombay, to make the complaint
under Section 124 A and left it to the Commissioner to make the

charge under section 153 A or not according to his discretion. I shall

read the order to your lyordship ( reads order ) . I submit that the

sanction of Government is insufficient as the terms of Section 196 do

not authorise anyone to lay a complaint under Section 153 A, unless

specifically set out in the sanction to prosecute as applied to the terms

of Section 196. Even the ' classes ' was left to the Commissioner to

decide under S. 153 A.

Chief Justice;—Let me see the sanction.

Mr. Baptista;—Your Lordship will see that there is no sanction to prosecute

under Section 153 A., I. P. C. inside the terms of Section 196 of the

Criminal Procedure Code.

Chief Justice :—How does that arise ?

Mr. Baptista:—I submit that the terms of order do not authorise anyone
to complain imder Section 153 A. specifi.cally . No one was authorised

or bound to make a complaint under the inadequate directions contained

in the sanction.
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Chief Justice:—I do not imderstaud your point.

Mr. Baptista;—I contend that the sanction itself does not run in the terms
of the Section 196 C. P. C. to prosecute under Section 153 A or not.
It is Government that ought to determine the Section on which
the sanction is given to prosecute.

Chief Justice:—But the Act does not say so.

Mr. Baptista:—It means that the Government should give aiithority to

sanction under a certain Section just as they gave sanction to

prosecute under Section 124 A. but the sanction leaves it open to the
discretion of the Commissioner of Police to prosecute under Section
153 A. or not. Again the condition does not specify the classes to the
Commissioner of Police who delegates it no doubt to Mr. Sloane who
made the complaint.

Chief Justice;—Have you any authority on the point?

Mr. Baptista:—I shall argue on the words of the Section. There is no
complaint in Case No. 17.

Chief Justice:—Was the complaint made by Government?

Mr, Baptista:—It was not in evidence during the trial.

Chief Justice;—You have to show that it was not made!

Mr. Baptista:— There is no evidence; there was no complaint before the
Sessions Court and there was no complaint in evidence in the Magis-
trate's Court.

Chief Justice:—In that case how^ could the Magistrate have taken any cog-

nisance without a complaint ? Surely you do not suppose the Magis-
trate would take cognisance without sanction?

Mr, Baptista:—I presume there must have been sanction before the Police

officer could file an information and the warrant be issued.

Chief Justice:—What is your next point?

Mr. Baptista:—My next point, My IvOrd,is the meaning of the term "Govern-
ment, as established bylaw in British India."

Chief Justice:—^What part of your petition are you now on?

Mr. Baptista:—So far all this is on the point of law and not on the point of

direction.

Chief Justic:—^Where is it referred to in the petition?

Mr. Bptista:— In para 32 (W)

Chief Justice :—What is your point about the meaning of the words
"Government established by law in British India ?"

Mr. Baptista;—The Limited Monarchy of England. Not necessarily the Go-
veniment of India. It means, I contend it is, the Ivimited Monarchy of
England as comprised by the King and the Parliament and the Lords
and the Commons, not the executive Government,

Chief Justice:—Where do you say there is misdirection on that to the Jury?
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Mr. Baptista:—The Judge did not explain the term to the Jury; he said that
there was no question but that Government referred to was the Govern-
ment estabhshed by law in British India, or the Britsh Government
whichever you like to call it.

Chief Justice:—Do you take exception to that?

Mr. Baptista:—Yes, it would amovmt to misdirection. He maintains that

the Government established by T^aw is the Monarchy of

England as represented by the King, Lords and Commons.
The learned Judge omitted to signify the specification of Government
established by Law in British India.

Chief Justice :—Your next point?

]Mr. Bapsista:—Under Section 124 A there are three explanations; these
have been treated by the learned Judge as if they were exceptions
instead of explanations defining the scope of the Section. Section 124 A
has two explanations for the purpose of explaining what is meant by
the Section. His Lordship said they were not exceptions under which
a party could derive benefit by bringing himself within any of the

explanations.

Chief Justice:—How is it shown? I want you to show me whether there is

any thing the Judge has said which bears that out.

jVIr. Baptista:—The Advocate General said the onus of proof rests with us.

Chief Justice :—You said that the learned Judge treated the explanations
as if they were exceptions; where is that stated in the petition ?

j\Ir. Baptista:—No; it is in the statement of objections.

Chief Justice:—We have the corrected shorthand notes of the Judge's summ-
ing-up before us. I will read you the portion on the points, ( Reads
portion of summing-up relating to privilege of publicists to criticise the

acts of Government. ) As yours are shorthand notes also, I take it

that they are the same.

Mr. Baptista:—The learned Judge charges the Jury there, as if it comes
within the explanation. What we contend is that you can go beyond
that and you may attack the constitution of Government itself so long as

you do not bring it into contempt or hatred. That would be permissi-

ble although it did not come within the explanation. We say we are at

liberty to go beyond the explanation and attack not only the measures
of Government but the constitution of Government itself provided we
do not go beyond the Section itself and that the motive was good.

Chief Justice:—Is there anything in the Charge which shows what you say?

Mr. Baptista:—The learned Judge said that the explanation provided for

the liberty of the Press, on condition that one remained within the

exception itself. On the contrary the Advocate General urged that

under Section 105 of the Evidence Act the burden of proving the in-

nocence of the Accused was thrown upon the defence. This was not
proper and his Lordship failed to correct this statement of the learned
Advocate-General

.
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Chief Justice:—What is your next point?

Mr. Baptista:—With regard to the inadmissibihty of the post card (Exhibit

'K' ) referred to in Para 22 and 23 of page 4 of the petition. I may
mention that Exhibit 'K' is not in reference to any of the charges. It

contained the names of books required to study in order to properly

criticise the provisions of the Explosives Act.

Chief Justice:—What did the Judge say about it ?

Mr. Baptista:—This is what the Judge says:— '^Reads from summing-up of

the Judge J He gives his opinion to the Jury but he is constantly telling

the Jury that they must not be influenced by what he says but that

they must judge for themselves. This inadmissibility relates to Exhi-
bits E to J as well as to 'K'.

Chief Justice:—Were they used in the trial?

Mr. Baptista:—Yes, My Lord, very much used. There were other articles

which appeared in the Kesari which were used to show criminal

intention

.

Chief Justice;—Do you say that is inadmissible?

Mr. Baptista:—They are used as substantive charges. The learned Judge
asked the Jury to look at these articles and say what would be the effect

of these articles on the minds of the readers.

Chief Justice:—I think it has been very often held that other articles may
be used to prove intention.

Mr. Baptista:—I shall not labour the point, My Lord, I simply want to call

attention to it. The learned Judge went beyond that and told the Jury to
consider what would be the effect of these articles on the minds of the
readers. This is what he says:— (Reads from Judge's Charge to the Juryj,'

Chief Justice:—Is he referring to other articles than those in the substantive
charges.

Mr. Baptista:—Yes, My Lord!

Chief Justice:—How do you make that out?

Mr. Baptista:—Because there is only one article charged under section 153
A. There are two articles charged under Section 124 A and only one
under Section 153 A.

Chief Justice;—^Will you show me where that point is raised in the petition ?

Mr. Baptista;—On page 9 para 34. Here is a distinct charge of bringing
Government into hatred and contempt. He should not have said that
to the Jury at aU.

Chief Justice;—What is your next point?

Mr. Baptista:—My next point relates to the verdict. In the verdict the
attempt and the substantive charge are taken as distinct charges It is

not clear whether the Jury found the verdict on the substantive charge
or the attempt.
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Chief Justice:—Was there a general verdict ou each charge framed? i

Mr Baptista;—Yes, my Lord.

Chief Justice:—Why do you say this is bad?

]\Ir. Baptista:—There are two views of that article which the Prosecution

placed before the Jury the substantive charge and the attempt. It was

the duty of the Jury to find which view is the true one. In the Section

which defines the duties of jurors we find (reads Section 299)

.

Chief Justice:—Do you say that the accused was prejudiced by this?

Mr. Baptista;—Yes, My Lord, upon the prejudice depends the punishment.

If the substantive charge failed and he was convicted of the attempt

his punishment would be smaller.

Chief Justice ;—But under Section 124 A the substantive charge and the

attempt are combined and complete, so the punishment is complete.

The offence and the attempt are identical mider tbe section.

Mr. Baptista:—But I contend that in awarding sentence the gravity of the

substantive charge must carry more weight than the attempt.

Chief Justice;—Under^Section 124 A it is the same offence.

Mr. Baptista;—I submit that there is all the difference in awarding the
punishment

.

Chief Justice;—If both constitute the same offence the punishment must be
the same.

Mr. Baptisa:—I do not dispute that under Section 124 A. the offences

are the same. My Lord. I should however, like to call your attention to the

Calcutta Judgment.

Chief Justice:—Is that on a charge under Section 124 A ?

Mr. Baptista:—No, My Lord. It is on an alternative charge of perjury and says
when law charge itself is doubtful the Jury must define in the verdict

;

the law says that the Jury must determine which view is correct.

Chief Justice:—Here we have, two offences in which the punishment is the
same. What is your next point?

Mr. Baptista;-—The next point is mentioned in para 32 {dj at page 5 of

the petition , and refers to the Court having taken cognisance of offences

punishable under Section 124 A. and 153 A without having in evidence
any complaint made by order of the local Government and without

examining the complanant.

Chief Justice:—Was not any Government official examined?

Mr. Baptista:—Only Mr. Joshi, the Oriental Translator was examined
as to the signature of Mr. Ouinn, Secretary to Government.

Chief Justice:—Was there any cross-examination on that point?

Mr. Baptista:—No, My Lord. I would next like to say with regard to the en-
hancement of the sentences.
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Chief Justice:—Where is there anything to shov,- that the sentences were

enhanced ?

Mr. Baptista:—In the sentence, My Lord, where the learned Judge says:—
f Reads from page 13 of petition from 'Ten years ago' to 'which you

accepted'.; I submit also that Sections 124 A. and 153 A. are merely

alternative charges and that there cannot be two different Sections.

Chief Justice:—Have 3^ou made a point of that in the petition?

Mr. Baptista:—Yes, My Lord, at page 7 para 32{s.) We contend that these

different sentences are illegal.

Chief Justice:—t)o both these points relate to Case No. 17 ?

Mr. Baptista:—One relates to Case 16 and other to Case 17. There were

two charges under Case No. 17, one under 124 A and the other imder

153 A and one charge imder 124 A in Case No. 16.

Chief Justice:—^You submit that the transactions are not the same ?

Mr. Baptista:—Yes, My Lord, I submit that the transactions and the

offences are not the same.

Chief Justice :—How do you say it is illegal to pass two sentences imder

Section 124 A and Section 153 A on one article?

Mr. Baptista:—Because it is doubtful which offence the verdict is on under

Section 236 of the C. P. C.

Chief Justice:—What about Section 235 ?

Mr. Baptista:—If it comes under Section 235 even then under explanations-

2 and 3 of that section it would be bad.

Chief Justice:—These are provided for by Section 71 of I. P. C.

Mr. Baptista:—I submit, My Lord, that Section 71 provides for those cases

which fall within part of the sub-sections 2 and 3

.

Chief Justice:—Why do you say that ?

Mr. Baptista:—The illustration says so. There are numerous decisions on
the point.

Chief Justice:—Decisions on the construction of the Section?

Mr. Baptista:—I contend that the decisions explain the Section.

Chief Justice:—Why not part 2 of Section 71 ? f reads Section. )

Mr. Baptista:—What I submit is this. We have one prosecution imder
Sections 124A and 153A, one against the State, the other against classes.

It seems to me that it does not constitute two offences in that light.

Chief Justice:—What is your next point ?

Mr. Baptista:—I would mention that so far as the Post-Card is concerned
we had to put in certain exhibits to counter-act this evidence and so we
lost the right of reply. We had to show whether the Prosecution had
put a proper construction on it or not.
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Chief Justice;—Where is that mentioned in the petition?

Mr. Baptista:—In Para 32 (o)

Chief Justice:—Under what section do you say that is illegal?

Mr. Baptista:—Under Section 292 because you sacrifice the right of reply if

you adduce any evidence.

Chief Justice;—Is it not true that you put in evidence ?

Mr. Baptista:—It has been ruled by Mr. Justice Batty and in English cases

that if any documents are put in the defence the right of reply is lost.

The whole of the matter hinges on the post-card. If the post-card was
not put in we need not have put in articles to rebutt it. Therefore if

the post-card is held to he inadmissible it has a very serious bearing on
the case as but for its admission we would have had the right of reply.

Chief Justice;—And now you wish to deal with the question of misdirection?

Mr. Baptista;—The points of misdirection are divided into two parts the first

part referring to Section 153 A.

Chief Justice;—That is para 34.

Mr. Baptista;—Yes, My Lord, I submit that for a proper construction of

153 A. malicious intention is essentially necessary to properly construe

the Section . We have set out the words of the lerned Judge and our

contention is that malicious intention is necessary in para 34 {!). "Here
is what the Judge said- ( reads from bottom of page 2 from "Section

153A. is a simple section" to His Majesty's subjects." )

Chief Justice;—What is the misdirection there?

Mr. Baptista :—fReads from page 5, ' You have to consider ' to ' for the

good Government of the country. '
) What does the learned Judge say

here? He says use these articles; both these articles. Now the

charge under Section 153 A relates only to the 2nd article.

Chief Justice :—Have you taken the point in the petition?

Mr. Baptista :—Yes my Lord in 34 I and J. generally. We^ have not

quoted the words specifically ; we have taken it generally in para 37.

The learned Judge used all the articles and confined himself to the

effect of these articles without any reference to intention. Of course it

was comphcated by the fact that so far as the first article was concerned

Mr. Tilak was acquitted under section 153 A. But the Jury had

nothing to do with that acquittal.

Chief Justice :—What is your next point ?

Mr. Baptista:—Misdirection under Section 124 A, my Lord. The general

point here is misdirection regarding intention. This is set out in the

petition in para 34 A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, all of which relate to

intention.

Chief Justice:—Do you say it is misdirection to say what the Judge says?

Mr. Baptista :—I submit for example, my Lord, the learned Judge says you

may assume that it is for the purpose of exciting disaffection that he wrote
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the article. Eveu if the article is written with a good object in view
you must see the effect it has and convict. What we say is

that a specific criminal intention is necessary and must be shown.
But the Judge says, never mind the purpose ; if the article raises feel-

ings of disaffection, you must convict even if the intention is not bad.
But I submit that purpose and intention are the fundamental principles

of the Sedition Section 124 A.

Chief Justice :—Can you quote any authority ?

Mr. Baptista:—Ample authorities, my Lord, to show that the Section re-

quires that there should be specific intention. Specific intention is always
behind and is required when considering what effect is calculated to be
created by the article. You have to prove that the accused had that

intention. There is the decision of Sir Comer Petheram C.J. printed
in 19 Calcutta page 44 in what is known as the Bangabasi case where
it is laid down that intention is necessary to the charge. The same
view was held in the Bombay High Court by Sir Lawrence Jenkins
C. J. and Messrs. Justice Strachey and Justice Batty. It has never
been disputed that specific intention is necessary for the success of a
charge under Section 124 A. Of course it is included in the definition

of the word attempt

.

Chief Justice :—Show me the passage referred to in para 34 c.

Mr. Baptista:—The first passage is at page 5 of the summing-up where the
• Judge says ' these readers have not had the advantage of 21 hours and

10 minutes explanation which the Accused has offerred. ' Perhaps the

readers may not have known the Accused's views. The moment the

Court admits that the purpose for which he wrote the articles was to

bring about a reform in the administration of the countr}'- the effect has
nothing to do with the matter ; he is entitled to an acquittal.

Chief Justice:—What authorities have you to show for that ?

Mr. Baptista:—The line of argument which I shall adopt will be to trace

the old law to the new law. Stephens will give us the old law; then we
will come to Fox's Act when special specific intention became necessary;
then to the passing of the Libel Act enlarging the liberty of the press.

I will give the English decisions and then I will come to the Indian
decisions which follow the same line. In 19 Calcutta page 44 in the
Bangabasi Case the Judge says ( Reads ) It will be seen from this that

intention is necessary.

Chief Justice:— (Reads from Daver J's summing up from ' You must apply
your mind to the intention '

) Where is the misdirection in that ?

Mr. Baptista:—Yes, but he destroys the effect of it by saying ' no honest
intention justifies an infringement of the law.

Chief Justice :—He was reading that from the judgement of Sir Lawrence
Jenkins C. J. (Reads from page 5 of Davar J's summing-up.) I do not

see how you can ask us to say that there is misdirection in passages
like that.
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Mr. Baptista:—But the learned Judge says there that the people knew the

purpose for which these articles were written.

Chief Justice:— (Continues reading of summing up ' the law x x X is

crystaHsed here ' and then reads Mayne as quoted by Davar J. ) Where
is the misdirection there ?

Mr.,Baptista:—He says intention is unnecessary. Even if the intention

was innocent ; what he says is even if you find that the writer wrote

this with honest purpose, no honest intention can justify an infringe-

ment of the law. He distinctly gives the Jury to understand that if

these articles are likely to excite feelings that are a transgression

of the law, the intention should be inferred from the maxim that every

man intends the consequences of his acts. What the learned Judge

has centered the mind of the Jiiry upon—He says even if the intention

is honest, if they created feelings of hatred and contempt or disorder or

violence the accused was guiUy. That is what I submit is wrong. Then
the meaning of word attempt ; so far as the word attempt is concerned

we have the definition given by Sir Lawrence Jenkins who said ' we
must take the ordinary meaning of the word attempt f Reads) Having
explained that he says you must take the ordinary meaning of the word

^i: attempt.'

Chief Justice :—Do you say that nothing more than the ordinary meaning
should be taken ?

Mr. Baptista:— Yes, my Lord, the ordinary meaning; there can be no other

meaning to the word attempt.

Chief Justice :—Does Sir Lawrence Jenkins say there is nothing more
than the ordinary meaning?

Mr. Baptista:—What his Lordship says is the ordinary meaning of the word
attempt must be taken to mean intention.

Chief Justice:—If you mean to try to do a thing do you not try to do it ?

Mr. Baptista:—I submit that intention is necessary for the attempt.

Chief Justice:—How does that come in?

Mr Baptista:—The substantive offence and the attempt. With attempt yoii

require intention.

Mr. Baptista;—With reference to the question of motive we say in the

petition fReads para 34- g ). The learned Judge told the Jury they were

not concerned with motives. He could not have intended that. Accord-

ing to Lord Cockburn motive was taken into consideration for the

purpose of showing and arriving at an estimate of intention. This was
not given due consideration to by the learned Judge.

Coming to the question of the translations of the articles the learned

Judge says that because the High Court translator had made the trans-

lations they must be authorised and correct; that was not a correct view
to put to the Jury. There is something said about putting 'a spoke in
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wheel of the administratiou' . The learned Judge says that nothing else

could have been meant by the spoke but the bomb. That direction
implied that the Accused advocated the bomb and that must have
produced a tremendous effect on the Jury.

As regards Section 153 A, the classes are not specified in the charge
itself. As a matter of fact so far as the charge is concerned it is based
on the translation and not the original article. The words of the original

article should have been stated and the English translations should have
been handed over to the Jury in order to enable them to see whether the
translations were correct. It was for the Prosecution to establish the fact

that the translations were correct.

Chief Justice—The language of the Court is English and the charge must be
made in words comprehensive to the Court. I suppose the original

marathi article was put in and the translations were set out with the
charge

.

INIr. Baptista—But the spirit of an article may be lost in translation. That has
a good deal to do with the articles in this case. Even the learned Judp-e
admitted that the spirit of the articles might have been somewhat lost

in the translations.

Chief Justice—I suppose the spirit of the writings was explained bv the
Accused in his defence.

Mr. Baptista—Yes, my Lord, he explained it in person and the Judge left it

to the Jruy to take that view or not.

Chief Justice—He had the right to do that I suppose.

Mr. Baptista—If the original spirit v/ere there, there would be no discretion

left to them. The articles should have been translated in the form
brought out by Mr. Joshi's cross-examination.

Chief Justice—Does the Judge say the spirit is actually lost?

Mr. Baptista—No. my Lord, he says the spirit may have been lost ( reads
from Judge's summing up. )

Chief Justice—Now have you mentioned all your points?

Mr. Baptista—Yes, my Lord.

Chief Justice—We will decide at 3 30 p. m. ^yhether we will grant you a
rule or not.

Mr. Baptista—These are only the points, my Lord. I desir- to elaborate
those points by arguments.

Chief Justice—If the rule is granted you will argue them before the Court;

Mr. Baptista—But I desire to support the points mentioned by argumen';
before your Lordship.

Bachelor Justice—Then what have you bsen doing since 11-30 ?

Chief histice—I thought you had been arguing the points
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Mr. Baptista :—No, my Lord, You asked me questions and I answered

them; so far I have only enumerated the twelve points that 1 wish

to argue.

Chief Justice :—Will you then begin your arguments now ?

Mr. Baptista :—Before I come to that, I want to point out that the consoli-

dation of the cases is illegal.

Chief Justice :—You had better take the points one by one. The first is the

consolidation of the two committals.

Mr. Baptista:—I submit that the law does not provide for such consolidation

and quote Sections 194, 213, 215, 226 and 227 C. P. C. None of them
provide for the consolidation of two cases. Sections 218, 226 and 227

provide that no alteration can be made in a charge.

What happened here, my Lord, was that the accused was first com-
mitted in two cases in each of which he was charged with two offences, so

that he was indicted on four charges. The Crown combined or consoli-

dated the two cases and the two committals and dropping one charge pro-
ceeded on one trial with three charges. The Crown had no right to combine
the charges of two committals into one trial by dropping one charge and
proceeding on three. The Crown had no right to drop or combine charges
in this way, as it was not intended for the purpose of making the trial good.

Chief Justice :—I do not see what the High Court had to do with the Ma-
gistrate's committals; the question is, how many charges were there be-
fore the Judge at the High Court trial.

Mr. Baptista :—The lower Court framed four charges in two committals.
The question is when does a trial commence ? Does it begin when the
accused is asked to plead or when the Jury is empanelled ? What
happened here was that the charges were read to the prisoner and objec-
tion was taken before the Jury was empanelled. The learned Advocate-
General said that he wanted to put the Accused up on three charges at

one trial, one charge under Section 124 A, in case No. 16, and two
charges i. e., 124 A and 153 A, in case No. 17 and stated that he
would not ask for a discharge on the fourth charge till the trial ended
in case the point of atrefois acquit was raised. The Judge then in-

tended that such discharge would amoiint to an acquittal.

The charges were then reversed and read to the accused who claimed
to be tried and made certain objections to this procedure and after that

the Jury was empanelled so that so far as the Jury was concerned they
had only 3 charges before them.

Chief^Justice :—You say the][consolidation of the three charges is illegal ?

Mr. Baptista:—How could there be three charges when there are two
committals ?

Chief Justice:—If an accused person is committed by the Magistrate on a
number of charges he is not asked to plead to aU of them, he is usually
charged on three of them selected by the Crown.
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Mr. Baptista:—In that case, my I^ord, there would be only one committal;
here we have two.

Chief Justice:—It is only a question of how many charges will be tried.

Mr. Baptista:—Do you not hold, my Lord, that the trial begins when the
accused is asked to plead. The words used in section 234 C P C
are as follows (Reads j.

Chief Justice;—The trial does not begin till the accused claims to be tried.

Mr. Baptista—The moment the accused pleads not guilty the trial begins.
I submit it does not begin after the Jury is empanelled but before,

as, should he plead guilty, no Jury is empanelled. Under Section 271

A

the moment the accused pleads, the trial begins. In this case the
accused is asked to plead to 4 charges before the Jury was empanelled.
There is a case in 5 Calcutta Weekly Reports which shows when a trial

commences. Assuming the trial commences when the accused is

asked to plead then there were four charges and the Court had no power
to drop any one of the charges. There is no provision of law
which gives the High Court power to strike out a charge. There is

a case also in 25 Madras and your Lordship will find the argument at

page 94. Assuming this the 3 charges framed were bad and in con-
travention of Sections 233 and 234. Mayne refers to the question at

page 239 and argues that the Court has no power to drop a charge.
In 29 Madras at 572 your Lordship will find a case in which it was
also held that the High Court had no power to drop a charge.

So far as the additional charge under Section 75 is con-
cerned the accused is not charged originally with that. Such a
charge is inconsistent with Section 271 clause 7 of the Criminal Pro-
cedure Code.

Chief Justice:—I do not^think it comes under Section 271 (Reads Section)

.

The Court is competent to award punishment
;
previous conviction does

not affect the case.

Mr. Baptista:—But the Court awarded the maximum pimishment. Under
Section 75 the Court may enhance the punishment.

Bachelor Justice:—The question is one of the Court being competent. It

was competent to the Court to award transportation for life or
three years.

Mr. Baptista;—The Judge awarded the punishment of three years.

Bachelor Justice;—It is a question of competency of power, not of sentenced

Chief Justice:—It is not altered in any way by the fact of pre\dous convic-
tion. How do you say that previous conviction alters the competency
of the Court ?

Mr. Baptista:—The sentence could be enhanced under Section 75.

Bachelor Justice :—But it does not apply !

Chief Justice:—It is no use proceeding on a Section that does not apply.

Mr. Baptista;—The objection was taken as to enhancement of sentence.
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Chief Justice:—The previous couviction was not used as an additional

charo"e. The Crown was entitled to show that there had been a previous

conviction. You ha\e been arguing under Sections 271 and 75, and

neither of them have anything to do with the case.

Mr. Baptista:—According to the section 310 the Code lays out the proce-

dure to be adopted in the case of previous conviction ( Reads section)

In this case the charge was not ready till five days after the trial com-

menced. The trial commenced on 13th of July whereas this charge

was dated 22nd July 1908.

Chief Justice:—Do you say the 'Court could not add the charge ?

Mr. Baptista:—Section 221 provides for that.

Chief Justice;—Do you say that the Court could not add the charge during

the course of the trial ?

Mr. Baptista:—The Court could only add such charges as were before the

Court. In this case it was added after the return of the verdict. If your

Lordships will refer to 2 Bombay Law Reports page 321 you wiU find that

the Chief Justice refused to add a charge after the trial had commenced.

Chief Justice:—That case does not seem to be in your favour. I remember
that discussion very well and my suggestion was that under section

221 it was not necessary to frame a charge.

Mr. Baptista:—In this case the charge was read after the verdict was
given. Your Lordship held (reads from page 137 of the report.) This
matter was considered in Allahabad report at page 321. It was originally

thought that a previous conviction added to the competence of a court

to enhance punishment; but 11 Allahabad corrected this impression. It

is said that the charge must be laid before enhanced punishment could

be awarded.

Chief Justice;—You are again referring to the competency of the Court.

[The Court then adjourned for lunch.]

Mr. Baptista;—I have here 5 Calcutta Weekly Reports to show when a trial

begins (Reads from pages 169-70 J. So far as previous conviction is

concerned it may be used in two ways either under section 75 or under

section 221 which affects the punishment the Court is competent to

award.

Chief Justice;—Sections 221 and 75 are identical.

Mr. Baptista :—The charge is under Section 310, Section 271 requires that

the charge shall be read in Court. Intimation must be given to the

accused that the charge existed.

Chief Justice :—What is the substance of this point ?

Mr. Baptista :—That the punishment was enhanced by the Judge.

Chief Justice :—Why do you say that ?

Mr. Baptista ;—Because that is the only purpose for which it can be used.

Chief Justice :—-What substance is ttere in your argument ?
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Mr. Baptista :—Without that the ordinary punishment would have been less,

probably 2 years or 18 months.

Chief Justice :—The learned Judge according to the sentence (Reads sen-

tence) does not award any punishment on that, so that your point has

no substance whatever. I do not see how it affects the case.

Mr. Baptista .-—There cannot be a separate charge and conviction.

Chief Justice :—I am only answering your arguments. Yon say that the

punishment must have been enhanced by reason of the charge of

previous conviction.

Mr. Baptista;—The learned Judge passed sentence of three years on each
charge and referred to the previous conviction so that it indicates that

he gave a higher sentence by reason of the previous conviction

.

Chief Justice :—It does not appear anywhere that the previous conviction

r,>-^ resulted in a higher punishment.

Mr. Baptista:—It must be assumed that it had that effect, otherwise it is a

meaningless charge.

Chief Justice :—It is quite possible that the learned Judge had this before

him when he took into consideration the undertaking of the accused
which was set out in the bail application. The previous conviction is

set out in the bail application and this must have at all events brought
it to the mind of the Judge who is entitled to take in«to consideration

everything he knows,

Mr. Baptista:—The application was ex-parte and the Judge would not hear

the other side and refused bail.

vChief Justice :—He must have read the affidavits. A Judge is entitled in

sentencing to take into consideration what he knows about the prisoner.

Strictly speaking so long as the Judge does not exceed the punishment
laid down by the law for the offences he is within his rights.

Mr. Baptista:—The point is that he took the fourth charge into consideration

though he did not say so. In regard to the application for bail he said

he would not give bail and would not state his reasons for refusing as

it might prejudice the accused.

Chief Justice ;—Do you say that the Judge is not entitled to take into con^-

sideration the fact of previous conviction as to the sentence he will in-

flict ? It seems to me that he is entitled to do so.

Mr. Baptista :—If it were a point of evidence the Judge would be com-
petent to use it.

Chief Justice :—These matters are left to the discretion of the Judge.

Mr. Baptista :—I feel it my duty to say that this additional charge must

have weighed with His Lordship in passing the sentence that he passed.

Mr. Baptista :—Now, I come to the point of the joinder of the charges;

they are referred to in para 32 (/^.)
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Chief Justice :—We have decided to give you a rule on that point. I sa>~

that at once in order not to trouble you to any length into the matter.

Mr. Baptista : Then, there is the point of the substantive charge and the

^attempt' being put in one and the same charge.

Chief Justice ;—We are against you on that point. But you may if you

like argue it.

Mr. Baptista ;—On that point I rely on Indian Law Reports 26 Allahabad,

page 195-196 ( Reads. )

Chief Justice :—I do not see how that is relevant to the point you are now
arguing.

Mr. Baptista :—He refers to offences in one charge and defines the sub-

stantive charge and the attempt.

Chief Justice :—Under Section 124 A. the charge in the Code includes both

the substantive charge and the attempt. The more correct form of

pleading would be that there are two seperate heads to the charge

.

Mrr Baptista :—Then the Jury would have to bring in a verdict under the

two different heads. That was laid down by Mr. Justice Starling.

Chief Justice:—Mr. Justice Starling had a wide experience in the Criminal

Courts of England where double pleading is regarded as not good
pleading. The substantive charge and the attempt was then not taken

into one count. Mr. Justice Starling used to plead in that way. Why
should we follow a peculiar pleading ?

Mr. Baptista:—Here we have two distinct offences.

Bachelor Justice ;—The Section says ' whoever brings or attempts to bring.''

Mr. Baptista:—That is just what we say.

Bachelor Justice:—There are several Sections in which the attempt goet

with the substantive charge. I think that it means that it makes ko
difference imder the Section.

Mr. Baptista: It might affect the evidence, then their might be seme
difference.

Chief Justice :—Now we come to the question of the sanction of Govern-
ment to prosecute.

Mr. Baptista:—Section 196 C. P. C. requires that the ccmp!aint should he
ordered by Government; roccn plaint cculdbe otherwise made to a
Magistrate under Section 153 A. -^i

Chief Justice:—You said that there was a ccmplaint laid by the Police

Commissoner ?

Mr. Baptista:—Yes, but the Sarction is not in evidence.
Chief Justice:—The Magistrate would not take cognisance of the infcimaticn

and issue a warrant without salisjyirg hiiLse-li as to sanction being grantee .
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Mr. Baptista:—We had uo evidence of it either in the Police Court or the

High Court.

Chief Justice:—You do not suggest that the Magistrate took cognisance with-

out sanction ? There is I am afraid no substance in that point.

Mr. Baptista—Was it right for Government to authorise the PoHce Com-
missoner to charge or not under Section 153 A? This is a power which

should be exercised with the greatest caution.

•Chief Justice;—The Government sanction the prosecution and instruct the

Police Commissioner to proceed.

Mr. Baptista:—There is specific sanction to proceed under Section 124 A
but only discretion to act under 153 A. This brings 153 A to the level

of other offences. The sanction is a very important provision of the

Act and has to be cautiously carried out. Government itself must

resolve to prosecute and specify the Sections.

Chief Justice:—The prosecution was conducted by Government.

Mr, Baptista ;—Government has not expressed its view about 153 A; it is

left to the Police Commissioner's discretion. That is my point.

Chief Justice ;—You have Mr. Quin's opinion in the sanction.

Mr. Baptista ;—I submit that Government should not have delegated the

power to other hands. The intention of the Legislature v/as that Gov-

ernment should give the sanction and decide on the Sections ; they can

not be left to the PoHce Commissioner to select. The Section says

( Reads 196.
J)

It is a matter which must be resolved upon with the

exercise of the greatest care and deliberation. Again the order does not

mention the classes between whom enmity is raised. In the charge

itself also no classes are mentioned.
Chief Justice;—What does it say in the charge ;

Mr. Baptista:—There is the charge framed by the Magistrate and the

revised charge as framed by the Clerk of the Crown

.

We now come to the meaning of the word Government and I

submit that it is the I^imited Monarchy—the King, the Lords and the

Commons. It means the temporary Government and not the State.

India is only a part of the British Empire established by law.

Chief Justice;—Do you say that the Government established by Law in

England is the same a.s the Government established by law in India?

Mr." Baptista:—It is explained at page 551 ( reads ) . Erskine sa>-s the

Government means the Limited Monarchy of England as represented by

the King, the Lords and the Commons. The executive power is in

the Crown. In India the whole executive power has been vested in the

Crown since 1858. The Government of India is the instrument of

the Crown with executive and legislative power. I submit therefore

that the Government established by law in India is the executive

Government.

'Chief Justice;—Is the Indian Government established by law in India ?
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Mr. Baptista ;—I do not find any power was given to it till 1858. As
a matter of fact the Ilbert Bill says the Government of India is the

Executive Government and then we have the General Clauses Act
where the Government is defined. Under Section 124 A the words are

the Government established by law in India, and it was necessary for

the learned Judge to explain what the meaning of that definition is.

My next point is with regard to the explanation being taken as

exception. The learned Judge erred in construing the explanations

of Section 124 A I. P. C. as eqivalent to exceptions. If that is so

you have committed the offence of sedition unless you can show that

you come within the exception. The explanation gives an idea

what is permissible under this Section itself. But it is not an
exhaustive explanation.

Bachelor Justice;—I do not see here the error you impute to the Judge.

Mr. Baptista;—We are entitled to criticise and to point out defects of the
existing administration. The explanation says you must not criticise

the Government; you can only criticise the measures of Government.
The learned Advocate-General said the whole onus of proof lay-

on the accused to show that he came within the explanation, or the
exception, call it what you like.

Chief Justice ;—That would be the case where 2^ prima facie case has been
established. The onus rests with the accused to prove that he does

not come within the Section. In this case the Prosecution relies on
the main Section and the accused on the explanation.

Mr. Baptista :—The explanation only gives leave to criticise the measures
of Government ; if you go beyond that you fall within section 124 A.

Chief Justice:—In fact it was stated that explanation is the exception.

Mr. Baptista;—That is the point, My Lord. We are entitled to criticise

the administrative acts of Government so long as we do not bring the
Government into contempt. I am entitled to do this under Section
124 A but according to explanation we cannot do more than criticise

the measures of^Government ; if we do more than that we come within
the Section.

Bachelor Justice;—Where has the Judge said that the explanation and
exception are the same ? The Judge is not expected to correct all the

mistakes of law as propounded by the Advocate-General.

Mr. Baptista;—It is a question of putting the law wrongly before the Jury.

Bachelor Justice;—There is no sign that the Jury were affected by it.

Mr, Baptista:—I submit we cannot attack the constitution of Government
but that we can ask for a change in the constitution. This is a
privilege which the Accused elaborated very carefully.

Chief Justice;-—You say you can attack the constitution of Government
and ask for a change although yen thereby bring the Government into
contempt.
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Mr. Baptista:—I say we do not bring it into contempt. I can, if the expla-

nation and exception are held to be the same, only attack the measures
of Government, that is the effect of that.

Chief Justice:—I do not follow your argument.

Mr. Bnptista;—If it is held that the explanation and the exception are

equivalent, then we can only attack the legislative measures of Gov-
ernment and not the Government or the constitution, not even to point

out defects in the administration. I contend that under the Section

we are entitled to do this so long as we do not bring the Government
into contempt or hatred. If we did that, of course, we would come

within the Section. According to the Advocate-General the explana-

tion is the limit of the exception.

Chief Judge:—Let us take what the learned Judge says (Reads from sum-
ming-up of Davar J.)

Mr. Baptista:—It was what the Advocate-General said that must have
influenced the Jury.

Chief Judge:— The Jury found that accused tried to bring the Government
into contempt and to excite enmity between classes.

Mr. Baptista:—They said it was an attack on the Government.

Bachelor Justice:—Say what you impute to him. Confine yourself to that

argument.

Mr. Baptista:—So far as that goes I can only say that there has been non-

direction. I would refer your Lordships to Bombay Law reports page

528 where Mr. Asquith explains what explanation and exception is.

Chief Judge:—Was that 'explanation' under the same section ?

Mr. Baptista:—No, my Lord it was different. I cannot point out any words

in the summing-up to support my argument; I can only say that there

was non-direction. As to the admissibility of the post card Exhibit K
and the articles Exhibits E. to J. I submit that the post card was inad-

missible. It was put in for the purpose of showing intention but there

was no charge with which to connect it.

Chief Judge:—It added to the weight of evidence.

Mr. Baptista:—Apart from its admissibility it had a very great effect on

our defence. We had to put in articles to meet it and so lo«t the right

of reply.

Chief Judge:—You need not have done that.

Mr Baptista:—We were bound to do so; otherwise it might have had a

serious effect on the Jury.

Chief Judge:—If it had no weight, you need not have done so.
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Mr. Baptista;—If it was not admitted we would not have been compelled

to put in articles to meet it. If it is inadmissible we complain that its

admission cost us the right of reply.

Chief Judge:—I have not read the articles charged but I understand that

the second article has something to say about bombs and as the post

card has something to do with explosives. I understand that the Pro-

secution suggested that there was some connection between the two.

The inference of the article was that bombs should be used.

Mr. Baptista:—Can that possibly have any connection with the post card ?

Chief Justice:—It is a question of weight of evidence.

Mr. Baptista;—I go further and say that the admission of the post card

cost us the right of reply. Under Section 11 the post card is not ad-

missible.

Chief Justice;—It was tendered under section 14.

Mr. Baptista:—So far as the Card was concerned it was found in the

accused's drawing room among a large number of other papers.

Chief Justice;—I do not see how it cannot be admissible. The Judge in

his summing-up has dealt with the post card in a manner most favour-

able to the accused. He tells the Jury to take very little notice cf it.

Mr. Baptista;—If it is admissible I cannot complain although we lost the

right of reply. Of course, my Lord, so far as that is concerned the

learned Judge had to note the effect of this post card on the minds
of the Jury. In that connection I would take leave to quote " Bombay
Law Reports 1896, where at page 19, the Judge deals with Section

14. "
C Reads )

.

Chief Justice;—You also say the other articles appearing in the Kesari

should not have been admitted. There is a direct rule on that point

( Reads from summing up of Mr. Justice Strachey. ) And in the case

before Justice Batty also other articles were put in.

Mr. Baptista;—The question of admissibility is a very important one and

I submit that it is a question which should go before the Privy

Council which is the highest Judicial Tribunal. Therefore I ask

your Lordships to certify it. The learned Judge told the Jury that

they were to look at the incriminating article and if thay could not

find the accused guilty on that they were to look at the other articles

to see what the intention of the accused was and say what effect they

^ould have on their minds.

Chief Justice;—That does not affect the question of admissibility.

Mr. Baptista;—I shall come next to the charges as framed, and I submit

that they are bad. I mW read you Section 299 as to the duties of

Jurors ( Read.c. ) And I should also like to call your attention to 13

Bengal Law Reports page 324 where several views of one criminal

offence have been placed before the Jury. Here we have the substan-
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tive charge as well as the attempt and this does not apply to the re-

quirements of Section 299. The Chief Justice did not agree with the

other Judges. The observations of Juslice Jackson appear on

page 350.

Bachelor Justice:—You are quoting the minority of the bench.

Mr. Baptista ;—Then as to the subject of previous conviction.

Chief Justice ;—That has been already argued.

Mr. Baptista .--I need not elaborate that point. Now the next point is with

regard to two sentences in a transaction which is the san^e. That

is para 32 (S.)

Chief Justice ;—You may argue that on the rule.

Mr. Baptista:—I should like to point out about section 153A that the learned

Judge referred to more than one article C Reads from summing—up).

Chief Justice:— You can argue that. We are prepared to grant you a rule

on two points, namely 32 ( /i) and 32 ( S)

Mr. Baptista:—Will your Lordships also add 32 (T, j ?

Chief Justice:—Yes we will grant a rule on that also.

Mr. Baptista:—With regard to misdirection?

Cheaf Justice;—We will decide about that and pass orders tomorrow or on

Thursday.

THE DECISION.

On Wednesday 26th August the Chief Justice gave his decision in

the matter of the application made by Mr. Tilak and which was argued

upon the previous day. In passing orders on the application for a Rule For

leave to appeal to the Privv Council, the Chief Justice said:—
As we stated yesterday we issue a Rule calling upon the Crown to

show cause why the Court should not grant a certificate that this is a fit

case for Appeal to the Privy Council on the points mentioned in paras 32(H)

32fS^and32(T) in the petition of the Accused. We have taken time to con-

sider whether we should issue a Rule upon any other points, and we have

come to the conclusion that there is no substance in any of the other

points which have been taken. We think it right here to mention with

regard to point 32 (R) as to the addition of a fresh charge at the close of the

case with reference to the previous conviction, that it appears to us that

the procedure adopted is not contemplated by theC. P. C. It was evidently
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adopted in order to bring to the mind of the Judge in passing sentence the

fact that the prisoner had been previously convicted, but that fact was

obviously already present to the mind of the Judge because he had cited

copiously from the summing—up of Mr. Justice Strachey in the previous

Tilak Trial in 1897 and he had before him and present to his mind the

affidavit that had been made in the bail application which mentioned the

previous conviction and the undertaking which had been given by the

prisoner upon his release. We, therefore, think there is no substance what-

ever in the objection that had been taken and that it would not be right

to needlessly occupy the time of the Court in arguing a point which has

no substance whatever.

The Chief Justice said—" We make the rule returnable next

Wednesday. "

Mr. Baptista:—As to misdirection I understand your Lordships do not

grant a rule.

Chief Justice:—No.

That ended the proceedings for the day.
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On Wednesday, the 2nd September the R/de Nzsz came on for final

healing before Mr. Justice Scott. C. J. and Mr. Justice Bachelor. Mr.

Baptista, Bar-at-]aw, instructed by Mr. Raghavaya, Solicitor, and Mr. R.

P. Karandikar, High Court Pleder, appeared for Mr. Tilak, the Crown

being represented by Mr. Robertson, acting Advocate-General. The follow-

ing is a summary of the argument of Mr. Baptista who appeared to sup-

port the Rule,

In this matter, my Lords, the accused complains that in spite of his

objection, the trial has been conducted illegally. That constitutes one

of the gravest complaints that can be made against the administration

of Law and Justice. If it be well-founded, it should be remedied regard-

less of all other considerations. I submit the complaint is well-founded.

I shall endeavour to codense my arguments in the briefest possible

compass consistent with my duty. I believe it will save time if I deal

with the Rule in the following order :
—

I.—What is a distinct offence ?

II.—How many distinct offences are charged ?

III.—Is the trial illegel ?

I—Distinct Offences.

The object of this inquiry is to show fl) That the offences under

Sections 124A and 153A are quite distinct offences falling within Sections

35, 235 I. and 403II. of the Criminal Procedure Code, and not within

Section 236 of the Criminal Procedure Code.

The expression " Distinct Offence" is nowhere defined in the Code,

but for the purpose of this Rule distinct offences may be divided into two

classes vzs.^ (1) Non-Separable and (2) Separable.

1. t\ on-Separable,—Non-Separable offences are those falling within

Section 35 Criminal Procedure code. Their charactristic is that they can

be punished separately within the limitations imposed by Section 35

Criminal Procedure Code. A conviction or acquittal on any one of them

is no bar to a subsequent trial on the remaining ones under Section 403,

Clause (2) of the Criminal Procedure Code. This Clause reveals what

offences are contemplated by Section 235, Clause (1.) They are the chief

offences chargeable upon the acts alleged, e. g. lurking house trespass by

night ( Section 454 I. P. Code ) and not minor offences which are only

the costituent elements of the major offence, e. g.^ trespass, (Section 447)

or house-trespass { Section 448 ) or lurking house trespass (Section 453)

.
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Section 35 Criminal Procedure Code is therefore the severest test of dis-

tinctiveness that can be applied.

Now Sections 124A and 153A are distinct in the sense of Section

35 Criminal Procedure Code.

Section 124 A is no part of 153 A and vice z'e?-sa.

Section 124 A relates to offence against the State under Chapter VI,
whereas Section 153A relates to offence against classes under Chapter

VIII. Indeed Sec. 153A did not even exist in 1897 and was invicted

only in 1808:

There is absolutely no connection whatever between the two. These
two offences suggest wholly distinct facts and need different evidence to
meet them. To promote hatred between Hindoos and Moslems has nothing
in common with creating the ill-feelings against Government contemplated
by Section 124 A. To do so against Europeans has similarly nothing to
do with 124 A, but as Europeans belong to the ruling class they are easily

identified with Government in point of fact, but this is not so in point
of Law. Nobody ever said these two offences were not distinct offences.

Indeed in the Hijid Swaraj case Mr. Justice Chandavarkar admits that
*' the offence under Section 124A of the Penal Code is not an offence of

the same kind as an offence under Section 153A of the Code. "

These offences could be separately charged under Section 235 Clause

{!) and separately punished under section 35, Criminal Procedure Code and

under Section 403 Clause (2 j, Criminal Procedure Code, there could even

be a second trial on one of them after acquittal or conviction on the other,

if no charge were framed on that offence in the first trial. As a matter of

fact they are separately charged under 235 Clause (1) in this case, and

separately punished under Section 35, as distinct punishments have been

inflicted on 124A and 153 A of the second article. As a matter of fact also,

there has practically been a subsequent trial and acquittal on Section 153 A
of the first article. Therefore Section 124 A and 153 A satisfy the severest

test of distinctiveness in this case.

2. Separable offences]—These ell come within Section 71 of the Penal

Code. They cannot be punished separately, though they can be charged

separately. All these separable offences may be further subdivided into two

heads, vz3.^ ( i j convictable and fii) non-convictable.

(?) Convictable.—If Section 71 Penal Code be read with Section 235

Clause C 2) and (3) of the Criminal Procedure Code, it will be seen that

the separable offence of Section 71 of the Penal Code are thoes

contemplated by Section 235 f 2 ) and ( 3 j. It will be perceived that

Clauses 2 and 3 of Section 71 of the Penal Code are to the same effect as

Clauses 2 and 3 of Section 235 of the Cr. P. Code. The illustrations tell
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that these can be charged separately or convicted separately though not

punished separately. ( Weir 895 and 899 j.

Weir 895;—" When a prisoner is tried on several heads of charge in

the same transaction, the principal legal offence involved should be the

first head of charge; the object of adding others is not the accumulation

of punishments, but to provide against the event of the evidence iailino-

to establish the principal charges. "

Weir 897 at 899.-—" Read together, paras II and III of Secton 235
come to this;—You may join them but if when joined, several meke-un
one compound offence, you shall only punish for one. They shall be
considered to make up such a compound when one of them is the crimii-ial

result at which the other has arrived. "

Empress vs. Ram Partab^ I. L. R. 6 Alla/mbacllZlat p. 124: " Mow
I presume, it never could be seriously contended that a Court might
sentence a convicted person to separate punishments upon the same facts,

for the offence of being a member of an unlawful assembly and for riot,

for a necessary component part of riot is au unlawful assembly and it is only

when force or violence are super added, that the offence of rioting is com-
pleted. In short riot is no more than an aggravated form of unlawful

assembly. "

These minor offences which can be separately charged all graduate to

some one major offence, e.g., lurking house-trespass by night f Section 456)

-which is composed or compounded of the separate offences of Criminal

trespass (Section 447J, house-trespass (Section 448) and lurking house-

trespass (Section 453).

(2). No7i-Convictabic.—The second head of separable offueces are

those falling within Section 236 of the Criminal Procedure Code. In this

case several separable offences may be charged but there can be a

conviction on only one of them. This Section provides for a state of

facts which render the application of Law doubtful. There is no doubt,

only one offence is committed, but which particular offence is committed
cannot be determined definitely. The facts are clear, but the Law is

doubtful. This then comes within the provisions of Sectino 72 of the

Penal Code, and the directions in Section 367 Clause (3) must be complied

with. It is incumbent on the Court to' express that it is doubtful which
offence is committed and then pass judgment in the alternative. But then
under Section 12 of the Penal Code " The offenders shall be punished for

the offence for ivhich the lowestpunishment is provided. "

The cases on the point are 22 Punjab Recorder No. 43, p. 105 ; I. L.
R. 23 Calcutta 174 ; 31 Calcutta 955 and 33 Calcutta 1256, and 22 Bom-
hay 377,
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22 Punjab Recorder 105 :—Section 236 relates not to distinct acts, but

to a single act or scries of acts, where the facts being ascertained it is douht-

iid, which of the several sections is applicable. "

/. L. R. 23 Calcutta 174 and 177 :—It appears to us that Sections 236

of the Criminal Procedure Code contemplate a state of facts constituting a

single offence, but where it is doubtful, whether the act or acts involved

mav amount to one or another of several cognate offences. Where that is

the case, the accused may be simultaneously charged with or tried for the

Commission of all or any of such offences, and after acquittal or conviction

cannot again be tried on the satnc facts either for the specific offence or

offences for which he was already been tried or for any other offence for

which he might have bsen tried under the provisions of that Section.

/. L. /v. 31 Calcutta 955 :—See head note. Section 236 only autho-

rises a charge in the alternative when it is doubtful which of the several

offences the fact which can be proved will constitute and not where there

may be a dotcbt as to facts which constitute one of the elements of the

offence.

Weir 897 :
—" It can scarcely be meant that the element of doubt is

the governing point. "

/. L. R. 33 Calcutta 1256 at 1263 ;
—" I know of no authority for say-

ing that a conviction for theft can take place on a charge of receiving or

retaining stolen property. Section 237 allows an accused who has been

charged with one offence, to be convicted of another, but by reference to

Sectioji 236, the operation oi that Section xs, confined to cases, where it is

doubtful, which of several offences will be constituted by the facts which

can be proved ; which is not at all the case her*e. "

/. L, R. 22 Bombay 377 and 382

\

—We wish it to be distinctly under-

stood that what we have said above is intended to apply only to those

Cases which are contemplated by Section 236 of the Code of Criminal

Procedure, and in which the accused is charged with distinct offences

arising out of a single act or series of acts, it being doubtful which of these

offences the act or acts constitute, and the accused is convicted by the

first Court of one of th,ese and acquitted of others. "

l^ota Bene.

In the present case there is no question of doubt to import the opera-

tion of Section 236 or Section 2?)1 . Not only is there no doubt but there

are actual separate convictions and separate sentences and even separate

trials. To make out a case of doubt would be to make out a case that

was never dreamt of even by the prosecution—certainly not by the Court.

No such new case can no be made for the sole purpose of curing an

illegality.
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TABLE.
1 1.

€ I Non-Separable. ,

2.

3.

Chargeable = SS. 233, 234, or 235 CI. (1)
ol = Cr. P. Code.

Convictable separately.

Punishable separately = S.35 Cr. P. Cude.
Triable after acquittal or conviction =

S.403,C1. (3) = Cr. P. Code.

Dietirict offeree?. J

rl. Chargeable = S. 235
01. (2) and (3) Cr.
P. Code.

2. Convictable separate-
ly. See Illustratictt3

! S. 235 CI. (2) and (3).
f A. Convictable. -^ 3. Non-Puuishable se-
' parately. See Sec. 71

I, P. Code. Expla-
nation to S. 35 Cr. P.
Code.

and
Illustration to S. 35
Cr. P. Code.

Cases:—
Weir's Criminal Rul-

ings pp. 895 and
.S99.

I. L. R. 6 All. 121.

4. Non.triable = S. 4^;}

Cr. P, Code.

I

9

\ H. N on •Convictable.'^

^ B. Non-Couvlotable. "^ «J-

4.

\
1. Chargeable = S. 23G

of Cr. P. Code.
Non-Convictable se-
parately. Illustra-
tions to S.236 do not
speak of convictions
as they do in S. 235
CI. (1) (2) and (3).

Cases:—
I. L. E. 23 Cal. 174

at 177.

cognate,

„ 31 Cal, 955

„ 33 Cal. 125(;

at 1203

„ 22 Bom. 3f7
at 382

„ 22 Punjab
Recorder Xo,
43 p. 105.

Non-Punishable se-

parately 8. 72 I. P.

Code and S. 3G7 CI.

(3) Cr. P. C.

Non-Triable = S. 4();{

Or. P, Code.
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II—TliG Number of Distinct Offences.

There are three charges by the Clerk of the Crown excluding the
charge of previous conviction, and the fourth charge under Section 153A
on the first article of the 12th of May 1908, " the country's misfortune. "

The first charge alternatively charges the accused with *
' exciting ' *

or " attempting to excite " feelings of disaffection against the Government
established by Law in British India. This is rather an informal made of

charging. There ought at least to have been a separate head of charge
for the substantive offence and for the attempt as per Form II on Section

241 in schedule V prescribed by or at least recommended under Section

555 Criminal Procedure Code.

The substantive offence and the attempt are no doubt offences of the

same kind^ but they are distinct offences of the same kind. This is recog-

nised by Section 511 Criminal Procedure Code which places attempts

in a separate section of the Code. But tuide?- Section 511 the punish-

ment being one-half tJiey ivould not be offences of the same kind. The
attempt is on level with abetmcnts of offences in so far as they are distinct

offences. S. 237 cl. 2 shows they are distinct. It makes no difference

that the attempt is inserted with the substantive offence in the same
Section 124 A. But the frame of 124A is disjunctive. Even if it had not

been placed under Section 124 A, it would come under Section 511
ordinarily.

The attempt can be charged without the substantive offence and
vice versa. If the attempt only is charged there can be no conviction

on the substantive offence showing they are very distinct. Of course if

the substantive offence is charged, there can be a conviction on the

attempt under S. 237 cl. 2 Cr. P. Code, f See also 8 Bom. 200 and 22 Cal.

1906. See abetment 3 C. W. N. 367.) But though convictions are possible

they are distinct offences otherwise an acquittal on one would necessarily

mean an acquittal on the other. In the first Tilak trial Mr. Starling

charged them separately in separate Counts { See I, L. R. 22 Bonibay
\\2atp,WS.) In the Cases of Lnxman and J^inayek^ 2 Bombay L,
i?. 286 «;z<^ 3U4 only the "attempt" was charged. In Vinayek'^s Case
Sir lyawrence Jenkins, C. J. observed ;

—"As the case is formulated by
the Advocate-General it is not suggested that the publication has in

fact created ill-feelings " {2 Bom. L. R. at 296.) In the present case

though the charge is made no evidence whatever was tendered to

establish that the ill-feelings were in fact created. Mr. Justice Davar
charged the jury that it would be a fruitless inquiry to embark upon. The
accused on the other hand, demanded that he should be acquitted on that

part of the charge. The verdict, however, does not acquit the prisoner of

that part of the charge. Such a verdict is perhaps good, but the sentence
is bad as it does not comply with the provisions of Section 367 Clause f3)

,

Criminal Procedure Code, and they do not come with Section 236, Criminal
Proceduie Code. But assuming they do the offences are never the less

distinct offences, and even the terms of Section 236 show they are distinct

offences even under the Section.
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Nota Bene.

If this view be accepted it follows that each count really charged two
distinct offences. There would therefore be four offences under 124 A and
two under 153 A in the three counts, /. <?., SIX IN AlyL. This is exclusive
of the fourth charge, and the charge on previous conviction under Section

221 Clause 7 of the Criminal Procedure Code and Section 75 of the Penal
Code.

If Section 75 be charged, there must be a separate charge framed
and recorded (Dorasami 9 Madras 284 and Weir 886. See also I. L. R. 29
Bombay 449 and 453 per Rusell J., who regards a previous conviction as

a 'distinct transaction.') I. L. R. H Allabad 393 directs committals under
Sections 411-75 to the Court of Sessions.

Further Analysis.

A further examination of schedule V re charges, prescribes 3 heads of

charge for one single section 3S2 Penal Code. Each head takes one or the
other of the ingredients of that offence, viz. 'Death', 'Restraint' or 'fear of

Death.'

Similarly Section 124 A comtemplates 3 sets of ill-feelings. This was
clearly pointed out by Sir L. Jenkins C. J. in 2 B.L,. R. 304 at page 307:-
'You have three sets of feeling against which it is considered that Govern-
ment should be protected, viz,., hatred, contempt or disaffection.'

This careful specification under separate heads of charge is common in

the English indictments. In Reeve'' s Case 26 St. Trials 530 the Courts varied
the criminal intent in 4 diffrent ways in 4 different counts (See ibid the
charges at page 530 and explanation of the Attorney General at page 536)

.

If the form were carefully adhered to in Bombay there would really be
6 distinct offences charged in the first count, 6 in the second and 4 in

the third charge. This would make in all 12 offences under 124 A and 4
under 153 A.

Conchision.

There are certainly 4 offences under 124A and 2 under 153 A charged
if we exclude from consideration the three ill-fellings and regard them
merely as one.

Ill—Illegality.

MISJOINDER.

I now come to the question of illegality occasioned by the misjoinder
of offences at one trial. The line of argument I propose to pursue is

this;—The trial contravenes the provision of Section 233 of the Criminal

Procedure Code. This constitutes an illegality which vitiates the
whole trial ah initio, unless it be sanctioned by the exceptional cases
specified in Sections 234, 235 and 236. But none of these cases apply.

Section 233

.

Section 233 says:—For every distinct offence of which any person
is accused, there shall be a Separate charge and every such charge shall
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h^ Iricd scparalclv except in the cases meutioued in Section 234, 235

236 and 239. '

The fundamental rule, therefore, is that there should be a separate

tiial for each offence subject to the exceptional cases. Any contravention

of this rule constitutes an illegality incurable by Section 537. So held

in Subrawania Aiyar^s-Case. /, L. R. 25 Madras 61. It is true that in

Subramania's case there was in reality, though not in the frame of the

charge, a large number of offences charged. But the decision of their

Lordships in the Privy Council did not depend upon that and would have
been the same if the number had exceeded the statutory limits of

three by the smallest figure. The Lord Chancellor observed :—
^ This was plainly in contravention of the Code of Criminal Procedure,

Section 234, which provided that a person may only be tried for 3 offejiccs.

of the same kind^ if committed within a period of 12 months. 'The number
therefore beyond that prescribed by Section 234 or 235 or 236 does not

affect the 7'atio decidendi. This decision has been loyally accepted by all

the Courts in India and has been followed in numerous cases. In this Court
it has been followed in several cases reported in 4 Bombay L. R. 53, 433
and 440; 6 Bombay L. R. 725, and I, L. R. 39 Bombay 449.

In 6 Bombay L, R. 725 there were only two offences charged under
Sections 380 and 414, but the Court quashed the conviction. In /. /.. R.
Bo77ibay 449 Mr. Justice Batty quashed the conviction, for a similar mis-

joinder and emphatically declared:

—

There has been no legal trial. Therefore there can be no legal

acquittal. . . . No such order for re-trial seems even possible

. . .
" (See//;/V/p. 467.)

In Nawab Kkayal SolciniiUah Bahadur 9. C. W. N. 908 the Calcutta

Court went the length of holding that the trial was illegal under the rale

of 25 Madras simply for omitting to serve the notice prescribed in Section
145 Clause 3 of the Penal Code. (9. C. W. N. 908.)

And so long ago as in 1875 Sir William Wedderburn quashed the
conviction upon an alternative charge under Section 192 of the Penal
Code on the ground that it was forbidden by Section 234 in I. L,. R. 10
Bombay 124. f See also Shamrao Vithal's argument.)

Other Cases:—26 Bombay 533, 22 Bombay 449; 26 MadraSs 125, 127
and 592; 28 Madras 437, 29 Madras 558 and 569; 30 Madras 328; 29
Calcutta 385; 31 Calcutta 928, 32 Calcutta 1015, ?>2> Calcutta 68 and 1256;
1 C. ly. J. 475, 5 C. L. J. 231, 6 C. L. J. 320:and 757; 8 C. W. N. 344,
9 C. W. N. 9o9, 11 C. W. N. 789; 24 Allahabad 254, 26 Allahabad 195;
(1904; W. N. 165 and 223.

Nota Bene.

The law is therefore thoroughly settled. According to 6 Bombay L. R.
725, a joinder of two offences not of the same kind would vitiate the trial.

Therefore the joinder of 124 A with 153 A vitiates the whole trial. Mr.
Justice Chandavarkar held in the Hind Swara/ case 'that the offence
under Seclion 124A of the Penal Code is not an offence of the same kind
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as an offence under Section 153A of the Code. And the Criminal Pro-
cedure Code no doubt to provide that these offences cannot be tried to-

gether .' Furthermore if the attempt be a distinct offence then there are 4
offences under 124 A alone charged and two under 153A. This would
make the trial all the worse.

I shall however, proceed to consider whether the exceptions sanction
such a trial.

EXCEPTIONS.

Section 234\—The first exception to Section 2?iZ is Section 234.

Section 234 says—" When a person is accused of more offences than
one of the same kind, committed within the space of 12 months, from the
first to the last of such offences he may be charged with and tried at one
trial^ for any number of them not exceeding three "

" Offences are of the same kind when they are punishable with the
same amount of punishment under the same scdtiov of the Indian Penal
Code or any special or local law."

Comment:— (ij The first requisite of joinder in 234 is that they must
be offences of the same kind. But here they are not of the same kind as

already explained, vie., 124A and 153A. They do not fall within the same
section. Moreover, Section 124 A is punishable with transportation for

life or 3 years rigorous imprisonment, whereas 153 A is not punishable
with transportation at all but with only 2 years rigorous imprisonment.
The amount is not the same.

(ii j The second requisite is that the number shall not exceed three.

But here there are 16 offences exclusive of the fourth charge on 153 A, and
the fifth charge about previous conviction. But even if the three sets of
feeling do not consitute three distinct offences, at least the attempt is

distinct from the substantive offence. If so there would be at least six
offences, viz., 4 under 124A and 2 under 153 A. This too would contravene
Section 234. It is only when the attempt and the substantive offence is regar-
ded as one and the same offence and not distinct offences, that the offences-

are reduced to three. But the reduction can only be achieved by ignoring
and obliterating the essential distinction between ;the substantive offence
and the attempt. In mathematical language attempt pins success con-
stitutes the principal or substantive offence. The want of success reduce?
the substantive offence into an attempt. The facts required to establish
either are obviously not co-extensive. Under the circumstances it is

impossible to regard the two as one offence only. Therefoir Section 234
does not Sanction tJie joinder and trial thereon c'/six offences, much less

of six offences not of the same kind. But even the minimum 3, not of
the same kind, vitiates the trial

; and Section 234 alone does not help.

Section 2351

This Section 235 does not apply because there are two transactions
here, viz^ the publication of the article of 12th May 1908 entitled ['^ The
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coi/u/rv^s misfortune " and the publication of the article of 9th June 1908

entitled " The remedies are not lasting,'''*

It is submitted that this Section 235 applies only to the offence com-

mitted in the same translation. This is clearly so, so far as Section 235

Clause 1 is concerned, The very terms say so.

Sub-section 2 is equally confined to the same transaction. The words
" the acts alleged " in Sub-section 2, refer manifestly to the " series of

acts " in sub-section 1.

The illustrations to clause (2) indicate that the transaction is the

same. Moreover, it has been so held in Gopol ani Narasaya^ Weir 892.

Weir 892 says :
—" Section 235 seems to apply to a case in which the

different offences are parts of one transaction and not a series of similar

offences committed on different dates."

Again in Empress vs. Bogi Ram:— (1897) 22 Punjab Recorder, No.

45 p. 105 it was held that " Neither Section 235 nor Section 236 relates

to tzvo acts which form tzco distinct transactions. Section 22>6 relates not

to distinct acts but to a single act or series of acts ^ "where the facts being

a :certained\\. is donbtful which of several Sections is applicable."

Rednctio ad absiirdnm.

Section 235 must be wholly confined to acts in the same transactions.

If not, it would suffice to allege A stole a watch from B, robbed C the

next day, burnt D's house the third, committed dacoity on the fourth,

forged E's signature on the fifth, murdered F on the sixth, and so on to

brino- the offences under Section 235 Clause 2. These could never be tried

together. If they could, it would render that protection designed by Section

233 Criminal Procedure Code entirely nugatory. Practically it would

repeal Section 233, even 234 and 235 Clause 1. Section 235 must there-

fore be confined to the same transaction. If not, there can never be any

misjoinder of offences. The ruling in 25 Madree 61 must be cast into

oblivion. So must the numerous cases on the misjoinder of offences. This

is impossible.

ISota Be?ic.

It follows then that Section 235 cannot apply because, here, there

are tzco transactions. The offence under Section 124 A was committed

on the 12th of May in an act which cannot be said to form part of the

same transaction in which the offence of 153 A was committed on the 9th

of June 1908.

Section 236.

This section must likewise be confined to the same transaction. The
remarks made and cases quoted on the question of section 235 apply with

equal force to Section 236.

Section 236 can have no application for two reasons, viz. (i) . The
transactions are not the same and (ii j there is no case of dovbt as con-
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templated in Section 236. Here the offences are so distinctly plain upon
the acts alleged that there are separate convictions on 153 A and 124 A
and separate punishments as well. There has even been an acquittrJ. on
the fourth charge on 153 A.

Conclusion.

Coiiclnsion :—It is therefore quite clear that the exceptions in Sections

234, 235 and 236 taken individually and disjunctively do not sanction the
adopted mode of trial or in the language of the Judgment of the Privy
Council in 25 ^ladras 61 "these trials are prohibited in the mode they
were conducted. " The trials were conducted jointly in spite of the objec-

tion of the accused whereas they ought to have been conducted separately.

Prejudice.

The question ot prejudice has nothing to do with a trial illegally con-
ducted. That cannot convert an illegal ,Juto a legal trial. If prejudice is

required, it must be presumed from the very mode of trial. But there
was great prejudice in admitting to Exhibits D, E, F, G, H and I. These
could not possibly be given in evidence against the first article of the
12th of May as they are all of a latter date. But they were given and
were actually utilised to establish criminal intent for both articles. Exhi-
bit D is moreover the subject of a second charge on 124 A. The trial on
that would be pending but for the joinder. While it was pending it

could not be given in evidence against the accused to the first trial.

Its admission must thefore have intensified the prejudice. Had these
trials been separated there can be but little doubt that no Jury would
ever convict the accused on the first article. The Crown must have
realised that, for they hastened with lightening speed to institute a
second prosecution on the article of the 9th of June 1908. There was no
need for this haste but the sound fear of an acquittal. The second sanc-
tion is dated 26th June 1908 i. e. after arrest and inquirv on /'4th June.
The first order is dated 3rd June 1908.

This view that no prejudice is required is borne out by the observa-
tion in ^^W/// J/^/»/, I. L. R. Calcutta 1256 at 1264 :—There is

no question of whether the accused have actually been prejudiced by
being tried together. The question is whether the rule that has been
broken is such, that its breach in other cases is likely to prejudice the ac-

cused and to produce evils such as those referred to in the Judgment of

the Privy Council. " That is the ground on which the decision is based,
and that is the safest principle.

IV-«C0NSTRUCTI0N.

It has been suggested and contended that though this mode of trial

is not covered by the excepted case taken singly^ it is so covered if two
exceptions be taken cumulatively. The question then arises can these
exceptions be taken cumulatively? This naturally depends upon the

proper construction of Section 233.
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Maxzvcir,

Now, my Lord, the policy of Section 233 is plainly designed for the
protection of 'the accused for the purpose of preventing confusion,
embarrassment or prejudice to him by the very multiplicity of the charges.
This is the mischief aimed at. It is denominated a " humane rule

"

by Lord Blackburn. Therefore that construction would be the true one
which would ' suppress the mischief and advance the remedy ' in the
words of Lord Coke, There are some pertinent observations on this

point in Max-vcll on the Interprdation at Slatuics Chapter X, Section
I—Construction of Penal Laws, page 367. (Third Edition by A. B.
Kempe. ) I shall quote only two passages.

First— ' The rule which requires that penal and some other statutes
shall be construed siridly was more rigorously applied in former times.
But it has lost much of its force and importance in recent
times, since it has become more and more generally recognised that the
^aramoiiui duly of the Jiidicil Interpreter is to put upon the language of

the Legislature, honestly and faithfully, its plain and rational meaning and
to promote its object. It is founded, however on the /cv/fT^^^v/^.v^ of the law
for the rig/its of indiz'idnals ... It is unquestionably a reasonable
expectation that, when the former intends an encroachment on
natural liberty or rights ... it will not leave its intention to be
gathered by mere doubtful inferences, or convey it in ^ cloudy and dark
words ' only, but will manifest it with reasonable clearness. The rule of

strict construction does not, indeed, require or sanction that suspicious
f^cratiny of the words, or those hostile conclusions from their ambiguity
or from what is left unexpressed, which characterise the judicial inter-

pretation of affidavits in support of ex-parte applications, or of

convictions^ where the ambiguity goes to the Jurisdiction . . . This
would be to defeat, not to promote the object of the Legislature; to mis-
read the statute and misunderstand its purpose. ("S^?*;? Maxwell pp.367-369.j

Page 385 :
—" The rule of strict construction, however, whenever in-

voked, comes attended with qualifications, and other rules no less im-
portant

; and it is by the light which each contributes that the meaning
must be determined. Among them is the rule that, that sense of the
words is to be adopted which best harmonises with the context and pro-
mlStes in the fullest manner the policy and object of the Legislature. The
paramount object, in construing /tv/c?/ as well as otlier statutes^ is to ascer-
tain the legislative intent ; and the rule of strict construction is not
violated by permitting the words to have their full meaning, or the more
extensive of two meanings, when best effectuating the intention. They
are, indeed, frequently taken in the widest sense, sometimes even in a
sense more wide than etymologically belongs or is popularly attached to
them, in order to carry out effectually the legislative intent, or, to use
Lord Cok's words, to suppress the mischief and advance the remedy. ^^

( see Maxwell, p. 385. j

Now, my Lords, applying this rule of interpretation a combination of
the exceptions is impossible. The natural meaning of the words in Sec-
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tion 233 appears to be that the general rule shall prevail unless the depar-

ture is authorised by any one of the limited exceptions taken fii//o-/y and
not cumidativdy. The Courts are not justified in adding to the limited

number of exceptions to the process of permutation and combination there-

by setting at naught the limitation in Section 233 and the elaborate

provision intended to cover the whole ground of exceptions. To so

construe these Sections would be to hold that the word offences in Section

204 means not only the three offences of the same kind mentioned therein

but also every other offence of any oilier kind which is committed in any
act so connected with any one of these three offences as to form parts of

the same transaction. But this clearly cannoi; be intended by ;the legis-

lature for in Section 235 it provides for the trial of offences, not of the

same kind. In this connection the addition of Clause f2j in Section

222 makes it clear that the offence as used in Section 234 was not

intended to include ever}- act so connected with that offence as to form

Ijart of the same transaction. ( See 40 P. R. C. R. P. 4 also I. L.
R. 25 Madras 61 at p. 73. j

Similarly the elimination of the explanation to Section 453 of the Old
Code ( Act X of 1872 ) points to the same conclusion. Section 453 of the

Old Code is now Section 234. The old explanation extended the mean-
ing of the expression offences of tlie same kind so as to incorporate Section

455 of the Old Code which corresponds with Section 236 of the New Code.
(.SVr /. L. R. 9 Cal J/iOIn the old Code such separable offences could be
deemed offences of the same kind within the meaning of the term in Section

453 old and 234 new. But the explanation from the new Code excludes

Section 455 old fnow 236) formerly incorporated in old Section 453, now
234 by the explanation. There is now no room for doubt under the new
definition. Clearly therefore no combinations are intended.

On the other hand, if the legislature had contemplated a combination
of exceptions it would have used appropriate words sanctioning such a

combination. Moreover, this limited interpretation would prevent the law
from being circumvented by the addition of fictitious charges. For example
it is admitted that the offence of 124A, on the first article could

not be joined with the offence of 153A (of the second article, but if 124A
be added in the second article either under 235 or 236 of the criminal

procudure Code then it would be tried. Therefore all that is necessary is to

add a fictitious charge under Section 124A, although the offence cannot be

proved. As a matter of fact in the Hind Swaraj case, I submit with all

respect that Mr. Justice Chandavarkar did make use of a fictitious excuse

to legalize the trial. He said:— It is admitted by Mr. Baptista that the charge

lor the offence under Section 124 A of the Penal Code in respect of one

of the two articles in question could be legally joined to the charge for

the offence under the same section in respect of the other article. And
in such a case it is equally clear from Sections 236 and 237 of the Code
of Criminal Procedure that, if in respect of each of the articles the evi-

dence recorded substantiated the offence under Section 153 A, instead

of the offence under Section 124 A, the accused could be legally convicted

of the former offence, even though it did not form the subject matter of
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the charge. That being the case the addition of the offence under that

section in the charage sheet cannot be held to be illegal- "

Now this is bringing Section 153 A within the doubtful case of law

provided for by Section 236. But in the Hind Sicaraj case nobody even

suggested a doubt either in the Magistrate's Court or in the Appellate

Court. There was no doubt in the Magistrate's mind as he charged and

convicted the accused on both the offences, though only one joint punish-

ment was awarded.

He had no recourse to Section Z67 Clause (3) Criminal Procedure

Code or Section 72 of the Penal Code. In other cases on the very same
article I believe he has inflicted seperate punishments for 124A and 153A.

So that was absolutely no case of doubt, but it was so treated by Mr.

Justice Chandavarkar.

But worse things will happen if once the door for fictitious charges

be opened. For this reason in Abdul Alajid I. L. R. o3 Calcutta 1256 the

Court firmly refused to listen to the arguments which insidiously sought

to introduce a fictitious charge with much more plausibility.

Mr. Justice Harrington observed as follows:—It has been pressed in

argument that because the prisoners might have been justly indicted

for dishonestly retaining the whole proceeds, they cannot have been pre-

judiced by being jointly tried on separate charges for separate offences

and therefore Section 537 applies. As to this the Privy Council have
held that Section 537 does not apply in a case where a man is tried on
several charges together in breach of Section 22>Z^ although such a trial

under the practice obtaining in England of joining several misdemeanours
in one indictment, need not be necessarily unfair to the prisoner- " {^Z

Calcutta at 1267—68).

But apart from the danger of fictitious charges the addition does

not meet with the approbation of reason. For it is conceded that the

offence under Section 124A of one transaction could not be joined with

153A of another. How then can the addition of a third offence, whether

under 235 or 236 Criminal Procedure Code improve matters. If the

joinder of two offences is embarrassing and prejudicial, surely the inter-

polation of a third one must intensify the embarrassment and prejudice.

This constitutes the strength of the argument against such joinder and

this exposes the weakness of the case for such joinder.

Extension,

But if such joinder be toleretad, it logically leads to further extension.

And such extension is the basis decision of the Appellate Court in the Hind
Szvaraj case. Mr. Justice Chandavarkar said;—It is true that, as urged by

Mr. Baptista, the offence under Section 124A of the Penal Code and is not

an offence of the same kind as an offence under Section 153A of the Code

And the Criminal Procedure Code no doubt provides that these two offences

cannot be tried together. But there is nothing in the Code which directs that

where an accused person is all'eged to have done two or more acts, each of
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which may fall within the definition of an offence under one or another of

the Section of the Penal Code, the section or sections in either case, being

the same, the joinder of the charges under these sections is illegal.

Substantially the acts amount in such a case, to offence punishable

under the same section of the Penal Code and therefore they are

offences of the same kind. " It is difficult to follow the reasoning in this

case but this view is supported by Mr. Justice Heaton. He says:—
*' The offences in this case were two in number, namely, the publication

of the 4th April, and the
,

publication of the 11th April. These two

offences were, as charged, punishable under the same sections of the

Indian Penal Code and were, therefore, it seems to me offences of

the same kind. If the word "Section" in the second clasue of

section 234 be read as incapable of meaning " Sections " that is if

it be read invariably singular, then Mr. Baptista's argument is good,

not otherwise. But I do not think it is the intention of the Code, either

expressed or implied, to exclude from the operation of section 234 an offe-

nce because it is made the subject of more than one charge. Charging

one act or a series of acts under more than one section of the Indian penal

Code is a proceeding provided for in section 235 Clause (5) and in section

236 of the Criminal Procedure Code. '

'

Comment.

Mr. Justice Chandavarkar apparently does not invoke the aid of

Section 235 but reads the word " Section " in 234 as capable of reading
" Sections. " So does Mr. Justice Heaton. But this reading is unwarranted.

By this process the number of offences is made to exceed the limit of

three. The very object of Section 234 is thereby frustrated. Such a reading

means this. If in one transaction a man commits the offences of murder,

arson and theft and in the other transaction the same three offences, and in

the third transaction the same three offences, all of them may be joined

together. In principle it makes no difference if ten offences instead of

of three are committed in each transaction. Thus thirty offences may be
tried together. Yet it is conceded that no more than three offences of the

same kind can be tried together under 234. For example in one transa-

ction A hurts B and C and in another A hurts D and E. Here in two tran-

sactions there are committed four offences of the same kind, z.e^ hurt.

These four of the same kind cannot be tried together yet an assortment

of. forty offences of different kinds may be if " Section" be read as
" Sections " in Section -^34. This is not reason, and Law is the perfe-

ction of reason.

If the aid of Section 235 or Section 236 be invoked for purposes of

combination then the offeces in each transaction need not even be of the

same kinds as the offences in the other transactions, provided only that one

offence in each transaction is of the same kind, e. g.^ A. commits house-
breaking with arson, theft and forgery in one transtction; he commits
house-breaking with hurt, and rape in another, and house-breaking with
murder and dacoity in a third. The connecting link, the judicial cement,
is the single offence of house breaking. All these could be tried together.
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The vety statement of such a combftiation renders the construction
impossible. It is certainly unreasonable. It renders the protection given
by Section 233 practically nugatory. " It is difficult to understand how-
there could ever be a misjoinder if such a procedure were authorized"
(Lord Herschell in (1894; A. C. 494 at 501). It would virtually abrogate
Section 233. Moreover iX. really means the combination of sections which
are mutually destructive.

Mutually Destructive.

Section 234.—The basal characteristic in Section 234 is the similitude
of the offences. It looks exclusively to inimber^ time^ and sameness of the
offences without regard to the number of transactions, except in so far as
they would be limited by the number of offices of the name kind triable

under Section 234.

Section 235.—On the other hand Section 235 is the converse of Sec-
tion 234. In 235 the transaction must be the same, but it is utterly in-

different to time and the kind or number of offences. The time may
extend over 12 months and the offences may be unlimited in number
and of different kinds. These Sections are therefore practically antagon-
istic and mutually detsructive. How can they be combined ? How can a
construction charged with such results be the true construction ? Plainly
this does not repress the mischief in view nor effectuate the intention of

the Legislature. There is therefore no reason to construe the singular
into plural or convert the disjunctive into conjunctive.

"The essence of the Code" says the Judgment in I. L. R. 29 Madraz
at 560-1 is to be exhaustive on the matters in respect of which it declares
the law, and it is not the province of a Judge to disregard or go outside the
letter of the enactment according to its true construction. See L. R. '-^9,

I. A. 196 as to the Code being exhaustive or not. "

Sections 23^, 235, 236 and 239.

But if Sections 234 and 235 can be taken jointly, why not Sections 234
and 239, and, indeed, why not all the Sections 234, 235, 236 and 239.
The very hypothesis demonstrates such a construction of the Sections an
unreasonable and impossible one. The Legistature would have used plai-

nerJanguage instead of this circumlocation- Under these circumstances
I submit the exceptions must be taken singly and not cumulatively. The
view is also borne out by authority.

v.—Gases
1. The first case to which I would ask your Lordship's attention is

Queen-Empress vs. Moulna I. L. R. 14 Allahabad 502. In this case the

joinder was disapproved, but it was not condemned as an illegality. But
this was before the Privy Council decision in 25 Madras 61. Before the
Privy Council judgment there was much difference of opinion as to what
constituted a mere irregularity curable by Section 537. But my point is

that 14 Allahabad regards it as irregular at least.

2. The next case is Bhngi.^at Dial rs. The King-l-:mperDr 40 Panjah
Recorder (1905) Cr. Ruling; page \. This case completely answers the
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case for combination and also deals with the view which apparently forms

the ratio decidendi in the Hind Siuaraj case. According to this case there

can be no combination of offences even if they fall within the same sec-

tions, supposing the word Section in 234 can be read as Sections iu

the plural.

This case also adverts to the argument based upon the addition of

Clause 2 to Section 222 of the Criminal Procedure Code.

3. This very argument based on Section 222 Clause 2 was also used

by the Chief Justice in I. L. R. 25 Madras 61 at p. 73. It says " Moreover

the provision of Section 222 Clause (2) shows the intention of the Legisla-

ture that no further departure from the law as laid down in Sections Zoo ,'

234 and 235 should be made than was necessary for the purposes of that

particular enactment. " (See p, 7?>,)

4. The Punjab Case C40 F. R. 4 (1905) ; was followed in Emperor \sl

Kasi Visiuanath I, L. R.30 Madras 328. In this case there were three

distinct transactions in each of which the same offences under Sections

409 and 477A of the Penal Code were committed. The joinder was held

to be illegal. This case refers to 4 Bombay L. R. 433. The Bombay case

inferentially supports the decision in 30 Madras according to the view

taken by the Madras Court.

5- In an earlier case the Madras High Court held such a combina-

tion "irregular," but this also was prior to the Privy Council decision,

f See I. L. R. 12 Madras 213), There were two offences under Sections 372

and 373 committed in iivo transactions. It could be sanctioned under the

simultaneous operation of Sections 234, 235 and 239.

6. The next case is Isoa Lun Maying vs. King Emperor 2, Lo^i'er

Burma RuHngs (1903) 10. This was a case decided in 1902 in which the

Chief Court of Lower Burma took the same view. This case is not quoted

in the Panjab and Madras Cases but it is a case so well reasoned out

that it ought to dispel all doubts upon this point. It was a refer-

ence made by the Chief Justice. In the reference he deals with Section

236 which he holds cannot apply except in the case of doubt. The words
of the reference are:—'The question seems to be one of very considerable

difficulty and I think it is desirable to obtain a final decision on it.'

The full Bench consisted of three Judges. T. White, C.J. Fox and
Trevin,J. J. The Chief Justice concurred with the proposed answer which
fully meets the arguments in support of the contention that Section 234,

235 and 236 can operate cumulatively. The Court holds it can operate

singly only, and not cumulatively.lt refers to the possible circumvention or

the Law by the addition of fictitious charges opening the order to the very

mischiefs and abuses intended to be suppressed and the virtual abrogation
of Section 2ZZ Cr. P. Code.

The next case is that of Badltai Slicik Vs. Tarap sheik 10
C, W. N»32. In this case the: members of an unlawful assembly looted

certain persons on the 22nd of February, thereby committing offe-
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nces under Sections 143 and 379, Indian Pennal Code. The same
persons committed the same offence the next day in another place.

The transactions were diffrent. Held the Joinder was illegal, alth-

ough it came within the joint operation of Sections 234 and 239. In
this case the Court consider whether singular could be read as

plural under the General Clauses Act and whether such reading was repug-
nant to the context. The last para in the judgment deals with the com-
bination of Section 239 into Section 234. If this Section 234 cannot be
combined with Section 239 the word 'and' in Section 233 has no force of

combination and if 234 cannot be combined with 239, there is no reason
upon the same words to hold that 234, 235 and 236 or any two of them can
be combined. This case also shows the singular 'transaction' in 239 cannot
be read as plural, why then should 'Section' or 'kind' in 234 be read as

plural.

8. So long ago as 1866 a Queen vs. Itworce Dome, 6 IV. R. 83, the

Court held a joinder under Section 234 and Section 239 was illegal. Held
that when persons are charged for three separate and distinct robberies,

committed on the same night in three different houses, they must be
tried separately on each of these three charges. ( 6 IV. R. 83.)

Other cases. See Weir, Criminal ruling, pp. 900 and 901 and 35 Cal.

161 rr Bipin Chandra Pal.

9. There is thus a concensus of opinion against any combination of

the exceptions in Section 233. They must be taken singly and not cumu-
latively. There is also authority against extension of Section 234 by
reading Section as Sections and thus opening the door for a budget of

offences sufficient to crush a man by its very weight. The solitary excep-
tion is the decision in the Hind Sward/ cs-so., but that is erroneous, and
even if correct it is distinguishable from the present case as I shall pre-

sently explain.

VI.—^' Hind Swaraj " Case.

Distinguishable.—The" Hind Swaraj" case is distinguishable from
the present case in several respects.

1. The Court regarded the charges of 124 A and 153 A as alternate

charges for^^the purposes of Section 236 only as a case of doubt, but there
is no case of doubt in this case. The Court had power to deal with
punishment in appeal if the trial was legal.

2. In the case of doubt there can be a conviction on one offence

only although several are charged and the Appellate Court confirmed the

conviction on 124A only, but not on 153 A. The Court ought thereupon
to have reduced the punishment, but it did not do so. However the

punishment imposed did not exceed the punishment imposable on
the less grave offence according to Section 72 of the Penal Code. But in

this case the punishments are imposed both under 124 A and 153 A.
Besides three years, transportation is awarded, which could not be done
under Section 72.

3. The facts are not the same upon the view of the case taken by
the Appellate Court.
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Ratio Decidendi.

1—SECTION.
1. The word Section cannot be read as plural, but most invariably

be read as singular.

2. But the definition refers not only to the same Section but the

same amount.

Even offences falling under the same section may not be of the same
kind within the meaning of Section 234. for example, if the amount
of punishment differed as in the offences under Section 454 and 457 of

the Penal Code, they would not be of the same kind.

3. Section 234 does not speak of charges, it is true, but only of

offences. But as under Section 233 each distinct offence is to be chaged
separately, it follows there can be only three charges tried together

under Section 234.

II.—ACT.
1. The words " Act " and " Offence, " are not synonymous terms.

They cannot be equated. Offence is not equal to act but only means an
act punishable under the Code and any L/Ocal Law. (Section 4 clause (o).

Act and offence cannot be substituted for each other. If we substitute

the word " Acts " for " offences " in Section 234 we get this meaning :
—

"Acts are of the same kind when they are punishable with the sarre amount
of punishment. " But the Offence of 124A may be committed by words,

signs, ar representations. Surely these acts could not be of the same kind

though the offence is identical and the amount of punishment the same.

2. Mr. Justice Heaten holds that the one act of publication can cons-

titute only one offence though punishable under several sections, but not

punishable cumulatively. This is obviously erroneous.

{ i ) Here the publication is an act no doubt, but publication itself

is no offence. The publication of the article is an offence. But the article

is a series of acts so connected together as to form one transaction together

with the publication. Each word written is an act. The acts requisite

for 124A are not the same as the acts required for 153A. Appropriate

acts must be extracted from the article for each offence. Even when the

words are the same, the meaning cannot be the same to constitute both
the offences.

(ii) But even if the act of publication be taken as constituting the

offence, then one act does not mean only one offence. Each act may con-

stitute several distinct offences seperately chargeable and even separately

triable and punishable. For example^ A fixes a gun whereby he hurts B,

disables C, kills D and sets a house on fire. Surely this is not one offence

punishable under various Sections. They are distinct offences punishable

seperately, cumulatively and triable seperately cinder Section 403.

Simialrly^ A, publishes an article whereby he defames B, C, D and

E. Each can complain under the Penal Code and A is liable to punish-

ment seperately for each offence. The character of C, D and E will not

be vindicated by the exclusive complaint of B.
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Therefore this publication constitutes two offences, under two Sec-

tions against two distinct persons.

(iii) Sections 235, 236, 237 and 238 all recognise that the same act

may constitute separable and distinct offences. This is more forcibly

brouo-ht out in Sections 403 Clause 3 which allows second and third trials

upon the same acts.

Subimssion

.

—I therefore sumbit an act is not an ofience and one act

may give rise to several offences all distinct.

Applicability of Section 236.

1. Section 237 is limited in its operation to the case mentioned in

Section 236 ( vSee I. L. R. 33 Calcutta 1256 at 1263. )

2. Therefore conviction under Section 237 is possible only if a

charge under Section 236 is frameable. This is assumed in the judgment

in the Hind S-a'araj case by Mr. Justice Chandavarkar. But Section 236

cannot operate with Section 234 cumulatively. Therefore no conviction

is possible under Section 237. The reasoning therefore does not apply.

3. Weir 897:—"It can scarcely be meant that the element of doubt

is the governing point." This means doubt cannot convert dissimilar

offence into offences of the same kind.

VII.—Sentences
1. If the trial is illegal there can be no conviction and no sentence.

If it is legal, then the case must be considered from two aspects depend-

ing upon whether the transaction is the same or different

.

2. There is one acquittal and three convictions, and there are three

sentences ; one on each conviction.

3. Now if the transactions are the sarne^, there cannot be two sente-

nces on 124 A, but one sentence only according to Section 7 of the

Penal Code. See illustrations also. Furthermore if the charge on 124A and
153 A are alternative under Section 236 there could be only one convi-

ction and one sentence and that too for the offence of 153 A only under

Section 72 of the Penal Code. There cannot be 3 sentences, not even

two, but only one sentence and only one punishment not exceeding tw^o

years' imprisonment,

4. If the transactions are not the same but distinct then.

(/) The acquittal on 153 A on fist article is a bar to the trial

on 124 A of the first article under Section 403 Clause 2;

if Sections 124 A and 153A are alternative under Section
236 as the Prosecution contends.

True the order was passed after the end of the trial on
124 A, but this is only formal. In substance that was
decided before the trial on 124 A commenced.

(//) There can be no punishment on 124 A, for, if the article

taken as a whole constitutes the offence of 153A as found
by the Jury nothing is left for 124A, and therefore there

can be no conviction or sentence on 124 A or vice versa.

It i^s Goptended by the Prosecution that the article taken
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as a whole constitutes the offence of 124 A aud and it

is simultaneously contended that taken as a whole it

constitutes the offence of 153 A. This is incomprehen-
sible, but be it as it may, if the whole is thus absorbed
by 124A, how can there be any conviction on 153 A and
vice versa. But if there be a conviction there should

be one punishment only and that only on the charge

of 153 A according to Section 72 I. P. Code.

5. Again if the contention be upheld that I Section 153A is charged
alternatively under Section 236 then the punishment must be regulated by
Section 12 of the Penal Code. Therefore the minimum punishment only

could be given. Transportation for 3 years is illegal under Section 72.

Much more so is both transportation and fine separately.

Rule Absolute.
Illegal sentence would be good ground for a declaration that the case

is a fit one for appeal upon the principle laid down Jor appeal to the Privy

Council. (See I. L. R. ^2 Bombay 112 at page 150 and also at page 535) :—
"His Majesty will not review criminal proceedings unless it be shown that

by a disregard of the form of legal process or by some violation of the

principles of natural justice or otherwise substantial and grave injustice was
done. (See L/. R. 12 App. Cas. 459 j. According to Sir Charles Farran
C. J. an important question of Law or want of jurisdiction would be a fit

case for appeal. This is unquestionably an important question of law.

Unless corrected the illegal joinder would create a precedent that would
divert the law into new channels and prove prejudicial to the accused in

other cases and open the door to grave mischiefs and serious miscarriage
of justice. The form of legal process is disregarded by the mode of trial

adopted. If the trial is illegal the convictions and sentences are illegal.

To enforce them is to violate the principles of natural justice. A day's
detention in jail is unjust. But there is no means of remedying it except
by an appeal to the Privy Council. This also comes within the rule of

jurisdiction. Such a trial goes to the very root of the jurisdiction of the

Court. The Court has no power to try a man on such a misjoinder of

charges. There is no conviction. The Court is not even competent to

pass any order in a trial void ab-initio. It is also desirable to obtain the
decision of the highest tribunal in the Empire. With the establishment
of an Appeal Court in England appeals to the Privy Council should be
easier now. There is therefore substantial and grave injustice and other

good reasons for a declaration that this is a fit case for appeal in order to

enable the Privy Council to determine whether grave and substantial

injustice has been done to the petitioner.

VIII»—Same Transaction.
This term is nowhere defined in the Code.
Stephens defines it thus :

—"A group of facts so connected together

as to be referred to by a single name, as a crime, a contract, a wrong, or

any other subject of inquiry which may be in issue.'' fSee Cuningham
on Evidence p. 92. j

No principle is stated on authority to determine whether the alleged

acts constitute the same transaction or not. The expresstion is vague but
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tbe decisions are snflEiciently indicative. The question was fully consider-

ed and discussed in 15 Bombay 491.

Jardine J;—" In cases cited in Section 309 of Taylor on the Doctrine
of Election, the existence of concurrence or proximity of time appears to

have been the general criterion as to whether several felonies could be

tried at the same trial." The passage referred to will be found at

p. 260-1 of the 10 Edition. It runs as follows;— *' In cases of felony

however, this rule from motives of humanity have been considerably

modified as . . . several counts calculated to embarrass a prisoner in

his defence. It is now the practice for the Judge to call upon the prose-

cutor to elect one felony, and to confine himself to that unless the offen-

ces though distinct in lazv^ seem to constitute in fact but parts of one con-

tinuous transaction, in which latter event an election will be enforced."

The general criterion is continuity and Proximity of time, but there

may be a break in time. When that occurs the acts must be connected

by a specific pre-conceived criminal intent. This is the link connecting

the acts. This was the view taken by Mr. Justice Birdwood in the case

( see remarks at page 495 of 15 Bombay. )

Ritle in 16 Bambay 424 :—The matter was further considered in 16

Bombay 424. The Court held :—We think that the proximity of time

combined with the case as to intention and similarity of action and result

. bring it within the words same transaction." This was then

the final rule extracted from the cases in 15 and 16 Bombay.

4 Bov2bay L. R. 789:—The same point came up for considera-

tion in 4 Bombay L. R. 789. The principle of continuity and
common pre-conceived criminal intent was applied. In another case

reported at 4 Bombay L. R. 920, the Court afiirmed the principle

of continuity and held that this was not necessarily broken by a mere
interval of time. The Court held that " Their inter-relation and
inter-dependence must be considered. " Are they so related to one an-

other in point of purpose or as cause and effects, or as principal, and

subsidiary, as to constitute one continuous action. "

These are the criteria. Upon these criteria the publications of 12th

May and 9th June do not form the same transaction. The subjects are

not the same. The authors are not the same. This we would prove but

for the ruling of Justice Davar that the two publications did not con-

stitute the same transaction. There is an interval of nearly a month.

They were regarded as distinct transactions or acts. The Government
sanction is not the same. There were two complaints, two warrants of

arrest, two inquiries by the Magistrate and two committals. Then in the

Hio-h Court there were two applications for Special Juries and two were

ordered. The Judge did not regard it as the same transaction. The Jury con-

victed on each offence under 124A and the Judge passed two sentences on
124Aand a third onl53A. In the face of two sanctions, two complaints, two

warrents, two inquiries, two committals, two orders as to special Juries,'

two convictions and two sentences in 124 A alone, a third on 153 A and

acquittal on the other 153 A, it is impossible for the Prosecution to contend

now, with any fairness, that the transactions are the same.



The Advocate Generars Reply.

Mr. Robertson, the acting Advocate General, then opposed the rule

on behalf of the Crown. The following is a summary of his argument.
He said that mere iriegularity was not sufficient to allow appeal.

The question was whether there was substantial injustice done. The
question was what was the meaning of the words in section 234 C. P. C.

What is punished is really the *' act ;
" the word " offence " really

meant the act, which was made criminal by law. In Section 233
the word offence meant act or omission made punishable by one or mom
laws. To lay a charge meant that the accused was charged with doing an
actor omission, not with "the offence." In murder the accused is

charged with a certain act that caused death and then it is said that the
act is punishable under such and such section.

Mr. J. Batchelor—But when once you name the Section and give to

the act the name of the offence given in that section, then how can you
refer to the act ?

Mr. Robertson—The charge is always for the act and offence is defined
to be act or omission punishable under one law or another.

Turning to S. 234 C. P. C. Mr. Robertson said that two offences under
S. 124A could surely be joined under it. But it does not prohibit another
offence being joined to any one thereof. In the case of different charges

joined in one trial, really there are separate trials for each separate charge.
And therefore 124A and 153 A could be joined.

J. Batchelor—You cannot join grievous hurt and theft. How do you
say you caa join them if you add a third charge to either. You have not

met Mr. Baptista's position that charges under 124A and 153A cannot be
joined under S. 234,

Mr. Robertson:—It is clear that the two articles could very well be

charged together under Section 124 A and discussed together. By
Joining a charge under section 153 A no injustice was doae. The
two articles formed part of a series as the Judge said. It was fortu-

nate for the Accused to be charged only with two of them. Mr. Robert

son here read passages from the various articles and urged that the
whole was really one transaction in which offences under Sections

124 A and 153 were committed. Where was the injustice done
then? He said that his purpose was only to show that though there might
have been irregularity still there was no injustice to the Accused. If the
words under Sec. 234 weie to be given artificially the restricb^d meaning
urged by Mr. Baptista, many criminals would be able to evade justice. In
the present case the point was really this. The case was to be sent to the

Privy Council because the Crown omitted in regard to the first Article a
charge under S. 153A.
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C. J.:—This assumes that offences of the same kind means acts falling

under more than one Section.

Mr. R.—There can be no doubt about it. S. 2'M allows charges under

three acts to be joined. It does not matter what offences the different acts

give rise to, so long as all the acts give rise exactly to the same offences. If

two acts come under one section, they can be joined. It does not matter

if one of these comes also under another section. And there Section 235

comes to the help in regard to each of these two acts and the offences they

give rise to.

, Counsel argued that the language of 235 and 236 showed that . one act

could give riseto several offencesj The charges made could, therefore, be

validly joined and the Code provided that the Jury must give a verdict on

each of the charges. Counsel quoted passages from the article showing

that they may come within 124 A, or under 153 A. There Section 236

C. P. Code providing for alternate charges applied.

J. Batchclor—S. 235 contemplates more than one offence arising out

of one act. S. 236 contemplates only one out of two offences,which precisely

being a matter of doubt. It seems to me that the charges fall under both S.

124A. and 153 A and I would proceed under wS. 235 and not S. 236 at all.

Counsel then referred to S. 237 and said that this section also could

apply. The Accused could have been convicted of 153 A even though he
had not been charged thereunder. So then really he was not prejudiced.

There was no substantial violation of law. Ingenuity had been exercised to

show irregularities. But that was not enough to justify leave for appeal.

There was no damage done to the prisoner, no injustice. Counsel said that

his suggestion was that the joinder of 153 A and 124 A was really

valid under section 235, second part. The decision of Mr. J. Candavarkar
in the Hind Swarajya case supported the view he, Mr. Robortson, had

taken. It was really unnecessary to have convicted under S. 153 A
after convicting under S. 124 A. But it was not illegal. Counsel also quoted

from Mr. J. Heaton's Judgment in the case in support of his contention

that what had occurred in the case of Mr. Tilak was only an irregularity.

Counsel quoted cases to show that the Privy Council had declined to allow

appeals merely for violation of formal rules etc. As to sentences, Mr.

Robertson argued that they were immaterial unless the whole trial was to

be held to be vitiated and therefore null and void. The Judge, J. Davar,

h.ad given reasons for the sentence awarded. The Privy Council would not

interfere merely to lessen the sentence.

Mr. Baptista having briefly replied to the argument of Mr. Robertson

the Chief Justice intimated that their Lordships would give a written,

judgment in the case.



The High Court J ud2:meiit.

On Tuesday the Sth September the Chief Justice delivered the

Judgment of the Court at ll-oO A. M. by which the ride nisi was dis-

charged, and Mr. Tilak's application for a certificate for leave to appeal to the

Privy Council was rejected. The following is the text of the Judgment.

Emperor 1
r High Court Crown Side.

ViS )

Bal Gangadhar Tilak.

Coram :—Scott C. J. and Batchelor J.

(Judgment delivered by Scott C.J.) Sth September 1908.

This is a rule granted by us on a petition for a certificate that the

decision of the Judge and Jury in the case of Emperor v/s B. G. Tilak is a

fit subject for appeal to His Majesty in Council.

Before granting the rule we required Counsel for the Petitioner to

specify the grounds upon which he was prepared to support his application.

He then argued that a certificate should be granted as prayed for each of

the reasons specified in para 32 to 35 of the Petition. After hearing his

arguments we decided that it was unnecessary to call on the Crown to show

cause upon any points except points fhj, (s) & f t j of para 32 of the

Petition and we accordingly granted a rule upon those points.

The rule has now been argued. We can only grant the required certi-

ficate if in our opinion the case is a fit one for appeal. The test of fitness

is furnished by various decisions of the Judicial Committee which show the

circumstances under which they will entertain appeals in Criminal Cases

.

It is sufficient to refer to In re Carcw 1897, A. C. page 719 and Dinhidit

v/s Attorney- General of Znltdand^ 61 C. J. page 740 in both of which the

Judgment was delivered by I^ord Halsbury. In the former case the rule

was stated thus;— 'It is only necessary to say that, save in very except-

ional cases, leave to appeal in respect of a Criminal investigation is not grant-

ed by this Board.' The rule is accurately stated in the course of the argument:

In re Ddlet 12 A. C. page 459. ' Her Majesty will not review or interfere

with the course of Criminal proceedings unless it is shown that by a disregard

of the forms of legal process or by some violation of the principles of natural

justice or otherwise substantial and grave injustice has been done. ' In

the latter case the I^ord Chancellor said:—" It appears to them that nothing
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could be more destnictive to the administration of Criminal JHistice than a

sort of notion that any criminal case which was tried in any Colony from

which an appeal lav to this Committee can be brought here on appeal, not

upon the broad grounds of some departure from the principles of natural

justice but because some form or technicality has not been sufficiently ob-

ser\'ed. That is a principle which they believe never has been permitted

and never, they trust, will be permitted. '* Therefore before granting the

certificate asked for we must be satisfied that there is reasonable ground for

thinking that grave and substantial injustice may have been done by reason

of some departure from the principles of natural justice.

We are not sitting as Court of error. It is not for us to decide whether

such injustice has in fact been done. We have to be satisfied that a reason-

able case has been made out.

The Petitioner was tried before Davar J. and a Special Jur>- on a Charge

framed xuider Section 124A, Indian Penal Code, in respect of an article

published in the Kcsari of which he was Editor and Proprietor on the 12th

of May 1908 and on another charge under Section 124A and one under

Section 153A in respect of an article in the Kesari of the 9th June 1908

.

He was found guilty and sentenced on each of the first and second charges

to 3 years' transportation and on the third charge to a fine of Rs. lOOO.

It is now argued tnat the trial was illegal as being in contravention of

the provisions of Section 233 Criminal Procedure Code, which lays down
that every distinct offence shall be a separate charge and every such

charge shall be tried separately except in the cases mentioned in the Sec-

tions 234, 235, 236 and 239.

The Accused was originally charged separately before the Chief

Presidency Magistrate on the 29th June under Sections 124 A and 153 A in

respect of the article of the 12th May and imder the same Sections in

respect of the article of the 9th June.

He was committed to the High Court Sessions for the trial on both

sets of charges.

In the Sessions Court ( as appears from the notes of the official

shorthand writer corrected by the learned Judge ) the Advocate General

appearing for the prosecution asked that the Accused should be tried on
the four charges at one trial, contending that the article forming the subject

of the charge and certain other articles intermidiate in point of time formed

one transaction in which the offences charged had all been committed and
that therefore the joinder was permissible under Section 235 ^ 1 j Criminal

Procedure Code. The learned Judge objected that if the charges were
consolidated there would be four charges. The Advocate General then said
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lie woiild not put the Accused up on the charge uuder Section 153 A in

respect of the first article

.

The Accused who couducted his own case with the assistance of several

well-known lawyers objected, first that there was no provision of the Code

by which different char<^es could be amalgamated as proposed; and secondly

that though the articles were in the course of the same transaction yet they

formed different subjects altogether and it would be more convenient to have

them tried separately, and confusing if they were taken together; that

Sections 234 and 235 were permissive while section 23- > was imperative;

that the articles were separate articles dealing with seperate aspects of the

question and did not form part of one transaction. Eventuallv the leamedf

Judge said he thought it would be extremel}- desirable and in the interest of

the Accused himself that there should be one trial and that the whole
question should be before one Jury. The Accused under Section 233 was
entitled to be tried seperateK- unless the provisions of Sections 234, 235
and 236 come into operation. He had grave doubts as to the applicability

of Section 235 as there would be some difficulty in holding that seperate

newspaper articles written week after week would come tmder the same
transaction, but he had no difficulty in ordering the trial imder Section 234
provided the charges did not exceed three.

The trial then commenced on three charges, one under Section 124A on
the article of the 12th May and one imder Sectionl24 A and another under
Section 153A on the article of the 9 th June with the result above stated.

After the verdict and before sentence the Accused applied that certain
points should be reser\ed and referred under Section 484 Criminal Procedure
Code, for the decision of the Full Bench. The points mentioned are included
in the points raised in the present Petition. The judge however decUned to

reserve any^ points.

Dealing now with the legal arguments addressed to us that the trial

was altogether unlawful as having been in contravention of the terms of

Section 233 it is apparent that the argument involves two assumptions (1)
that the offences charged were not committed by the same person in a series

of acts so connected together as to form the same transaction and therfore
did not fall within the scope of Section 235 (Ij

; (2) jthat the exceptions
mentioned in Section Zoo are mutually exclusive. The justification for the
first assumption is by no means apparent. Besides the prelimiuaiy discussion
upon the points to which we have already referred we note that at the trial

in addition to the article of the 12 th May and the 9th June other articles and
notes published by the accused in the A'r.^ar/from the 1 2th May to the 9th June
inclusive were put in (Ex. E to I j. the Judge in his Charge to the Jur>-

pointed out that the subject of all the articles including those of the charge
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was and the adveut of the bomb. The Accused himself wheu opeuiug his

defence read to the Court a written statement in which he stated that the
charged articles were part of a controversy in which he had endeavoured
to maintain and defend his views in regard to the political reforms required

in India at the present day. In this connection we may also refer to [paragraph

26 of the Petition now before us. we think, therefore, that there are good resons
for the contention placed before us by the Advocate-General that the charges
all fall within the scope of Section 235 (1)

.

Assuming, however, that the Advocate General's contention just referred

to is unsustainable, the Petitioner has still to make good the second assump-
tion viz. that the exceptions mentioned in section 233 are nmtually exclusive.

The words of the Section do not favour this view. If it has been intended

that section 235 (2) or 236 should not be made use of in co-operation with
section 234 this intention could have been easily expressed. If the exceptions

are mutually exclusive the provisions of the section 236 or 237 could never

be invoked to prevent a miscarriage of justice arising from a failure to make
good all the details of a charge joined with two other charges under
Section 234.

For example, if A were charged with three thefts in a building within the

year and the evidence established that in one case the theft was committed
on the roof and not in the building the Accused could not be convicted of

simple theft under the powers conferred by Section 237 because the applica-

tion of Section 236 would be negativeed by the mere fact of the joint trial

imder Section 234.

We find it difficult to believe that the legislature intended that a joint

trial of three offences imder Section 234 should prevent the Prosecution

from establishing at the same trial the minor or alternative degrees of

criminality involved in the acts complained of. For these reasons we think

that the exceptions are not necessarily exclusive and that sections 235 (2)

and 236 may be resorted to in framing additional charges where trial is of

three offences of the same kind committed within the year.

It is of course possible for ingenuity to suggest cases in which the full

exercise by the Court of the permissive powers conferred by the Section

which we have been dicussing may produce embarrassment. In such cases

the discretionary power of the Court still remains to decline to avail itself of

its full powers.

The view which commends itself to us was also taken by another Bench
of the Court in the recent case oi /mperaior \'ls Tribhowandas Purshotamdas

.

In our opinion the learned Judge at the trial fthough he appears to have

overlooked Section 234 {2) ) might have allowed the trial to proceed on all

four charges without violating the provisions of the law.
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If we now for the purpose of argument assume that the Petitioner has
established the second assumption also, we have still to be satisfied that

resonable grounds exist for thinking that grave and substantial injustice may
have been done at the trial before we can grant the certificate. As we under-
stood the argument on the rule, it is not contended that injustice has been
done except in so far as the alleged disregard of the provisions of the Crimi-
nal Procedure Code in itself constitutes an injustice but we were urged to

grant the certificate as the case would be important as a precedent.

We do not think the Accused was in any way prejudiced by what
took place at the trial. An Accused person may, it is clear, be properly
tried and convicted in one trial under Section 124 A or Sec. 153
A on charges framed on three disconnected articles. How then can it be said
that grave and substantial injustice has been done by the arraignment and
conviction of the Accused on three cognate charges in respect of only two
(and those not disconnected^ articles?

As regards the question raised by para 33 (s) and (t) of the Petition

with respect to the number of separate sentences imposed, the Jurj^ foimd
Accused guilty of three distinct offences and the Judge awarded a punishment
for them which in the aggregate is much below the maximum punishment
allowed for one of the offences under Section 124 A. There has, therefore,

been no violation of the provisions of Section 71 of the Indian Penal Code.

For the above reasons we discharge the Rule. Before leaving the
case, however, we think it right to point out that the Advocate-General
according to the note of the official shorthand writer stated that the charges
under Section 124A and 153A w^ould be treated as being alternati\e charges,
or charges framed in order to-meet the possibility of one other set of facts
being proved, in which case each offence might or might not be proved.
This may mean either that the second and third charges fell under Section
235 (2 ) or that they fell under Section 236. The charges as framed were
not expressed to be in the alternative and the verdict of guilty was given
in respect of each charge separately. There was, we think, nothing illegal

in this ; but it was the intention of the Crown that the second and third
charges should only operate alternatively. The result intended can now be
arrived at by the excerise by the Government of its powers imder Chapter
29 of the Criminal Procedure Code in respect of the sentence imposed
under Section 153 A upon the third charge.

(Sd) B. Scott.

(Sd) S. J. Batchelor.

Certified to be a true copy.

This 10th day of September 190S,

(Sd) M. R. Jardine

Clerk of the Crown,





SANCTION TO PROSECUTE.

A. H. S.

24-G-OS.

Under section lOG of the Code of Criminal Procedure 1898 His Excellency

the Governor in Council is pleased to order Herbert George Gell, Commissioner

of Police Bombay or such Police officer as may be deputed by him for this

purpose to make a complaint against Bal Gangadhar Tilak, editor and proprietor of

the Kesari, a weekly Vernacular newspaper of Poona in respect of an article,

headed^ the '-''Country'x Mififortunf'*' printed at columns 4 and 5 page 4, and columns,

and 2 page 5 of the issue of the said newspaper dated the 12th May 11)08 under

section 124 A of the Indian Penal Code and any other Section of the said Code

.( including Section 153 A. ) which may be found to be applicable to the case.

By order of His Excellency.

Dated Bombay] "^ the Governor in Council,

the 23rd June 1908. J ( Sd. ) H. QUINN,

Acting Secretary to Government,

Judicial Department.

P. T. 0.

Pursuant to the within written order, I hereby depute Superintendent Sloane

of the K. division, Bombay City Police, to make the complaint therein referred.

(Sd.) H. G. GELL.

Head Police Office, Commissioner of Police,

Bombay. 24th June 1908. Bombay.



Ex. B.

SANCTION TO PROSECUTE.

A. H. S.

27-6-08.

Under section I'.'G of the Code of Criminal Procedure 1898 His Excellency

the Governor in Council is pleased to order Herbert George Gell, Commissioner

of Police Bombay, or such Police ofBcer as may be deputed by him for this

purpose to make a complaint against Bal Gangadhar Tilak, editor and proprietor

of the Kf'!^a/-i, a weekly Vernacular newspaper of Poona in respect of an article,

headed " These remedies are not lasting " printed at columns 2, 3 and 4 of page 4

of the issue of the said newspaper dated the 0th June 1908 under section 124 A
of India Penal Code and any other Section of the said Code ( including Section

1'>.'5 A. ) which may be found to be applicable to the case.

Dated Bombay 1

the 20th June 1:108.)

By order of His Excellency

the Governor in Council.

(Sd. ) H. QUINN.
Acting Secretary to Government,

Judicial Department.

P, T. O,

Pursuant to the within written order, I hereby depute Superintendent Sloan

of theiK. Divison, Bombay City Police, to make the complaint therein referred.

Head Police oflQce,

Bombay, 27 June 1908.

(Sd. ) H. G. GELL.

Commissioner of Police,

Bombay.



Ex. C.

Stamp Rs. 25.

" Re. 1.

(J.\'f(Halation of the Ma rai III leader printrd in colnmns 4 and '> of jiagc 4 and

columns 1 ajid 2 ofpage 5 of the issue of the Kesari ncirspa/jer^ datrd 13th

May 1008, and having a footnote^ as translated, '-'•Tlds nen'spajjer, teas printed /

a)id published at the 'Kesari' Printing Press, No. 486, I\a?y(>/an PctJi Poena

hg Bal Gangadhar Tila/c.'')

THE COUNTRY'S MISFORTUNE ! !

No one will fail to feel uneasiness and sorrow on seeing that India, a countrj'

wiiich by its very nature is mild and peace-loving, has begun to be in the condi-
tion of European Russia. Furthermore, it is indisputable that (the fact of) twa
innocent white ladies having fallen victims to a bomb at Muzzafferpore will

specially inspire many Avith hatred against the poople belonging to the party of
rebels. That many occurrences of this kind have taken place in European Russia
and are taking place even now, is a generally known historical fact. But we did
no think that the political situation in India would, in such a short time, reach its

[a]-' a ] [Printed in En^l'sh P^'^'^"*^ '^'^^^' ^^ ^^'"^ ^^^^ ^^^ obstinacy and perver-

within iparcuthesis.]

'
sity of the white official chss («) (bureaucracy) (a)
ot our country would (so soon) inspire with utter

disappointment the young generation solicitous for the advancement of their

r/i r\r»„„?„„ ^ , i
• countrj and impel them so soon to (follow) th&

[&] [Meaning, presumably, ins- , ,,. i r^
v *"»v/ mcr

cnitablel
rebellious path. But the dispensations of God are

extraordinary {b). It does not appear from the
statements of the perse us arrested in connection with the bomb explosion case at

[ '
] [ Bad, wicked ; a poison

^"zzafferpore, that the bomb was thrown through

leading a bad life.j
*^® hatred (felt) for some individual or simply
owing to the action of some badmash (c) madcap.

Even Khudiram, the Domb-thrower, himself feels sorry that two innocent ladies
of Mr. Kennedy's family fell victims (to it) in place of Mr. Kingsford:
what, then, should be said of others ? It is plain from the statements of those
identical young gentlemen, who took this work in hand by founding a secret
society, that they were fully aware that it was not possible to cause Bridsh rule
to disappear from this country, by such monstrous deeds. None of the arrested
persons have stated that the mere establishment of a secret society at the present
time would do away with the oppressive official class. Some of the Anglo—Indian
journalists have cast ridicule on these young men by insolently asking the question
'* Will the English rule disappear by the manufacture of a hundred muskets or



ten or five bombs ? " But we have to suggest to the said editors that this is not

a subject for ridicule. The young Bengali gentlemen, who perpetrated those

terrible things, do not belong to the class of thieves or badmashes (c) ; had that

been so, they would not also have made statements

( c ] [ Bad, wicked; a person frankly to the Police, as ( they have done ) now.

leadin"- a uad life. ]
Though the secret society of the young generation

of Bengal may have been formed like ( that of ) the

Russian rebels for the secrect assassination of the authorities, it plainly

appears from their statements that it has been formed not for the sake of

self-interest but owing to the exasperation produced by the autocratic exercise

of power by the unrestrained and powerful white official class. It is known

to all that the mutinies and revolts of the nihilists, that frequently occur

even in Russia, take place for this very reason; and, looking ( at the matter )

from this point of view, ( one ) is compelled to say that the same state of things,

which has been brought about in Russia by the oppression of the official

class composed of their own countrymen, has now been inaugurated in

India in consequence of the oppression practised by alien officers. There is

none who is not awere that the might of the British Government is as vast

and unlimited as that of the Russian Government. But rulers who exercise

unrestricted power must always remember that there is also a limit to the

patience of humanity. Since the partition of Bengal, the minds of the Bengalis

have become most exasperated, and all their efforts to get the said partition

cancelled by lawful means (have) proved fruitless; and it is known to the

world that even Pandit Morley, or now Lord Morley, has given a flat refusal

to their ( request ). Under these circumstances, no one in the w^orld, except the

wb ite officials, inebriated with the insolence of authority, will think that not

, ^ r ^ « 1 * even a very few of tbe people of Bengal should be-
r,ji^[rf] [or proceed to "^ if t>

come turn-headed and (d) feel inclined (d) to commit
comD- It excesses. ] ^^ i J.^ l i. l ^

excesses. Ji,xperience shows that even a cat shut up

in a house rushes with vehemence upon the person who confines ( it there ) and

tries to kill him. That being the case, the Bengalis, no matter however power-

less they might be thought to be, are human beings; and should not the official

class have remembered that, exactly like those of other men, the feelings of the

Bengalis, ( too ), are liable to become tierce or mild as occasion demands ? It is

true that India having now been for many j^ears under the sway of alien rulers

the fire, spirit or vehemence natural to the Indian people have to a great extent

cooled do"wn; but under no circumstances can this vehemence or indignation

descend to zero degree and freeze altogether. Old or experienced leaders can,

so far as they themselves are concerned, keep this indignation permanently

within certain prescribed limits with the help of ( their ) experience or ( mature )

thought: but it is impossible for all the people of the country thus to

keep their spirit, indignation or irritability always within such bounds;

nay, it may even be said without hesitation that the inhabitants of that

country in wdiich it is possible for this feeling of indignation to always remain

thus within prescribed bounds, are destined to remain perpetually in slavery. It

is not that our rulers are not aware of this principle. English statesmen

have fettled the lines of British policy, fully bearing in mind that British



rule in this country is alien and of the people of a different religious faith.

When one country rules over another, the principal aim of the rulers is self-

interest alone; but the extent of sach self-interest is bounded in such a way
that the subjects might not get exasperated. What is called statesmanship

consists only in this; and this very thing has been designated ( a ) enlight-

ened self.interst ( a ) by some English authors.

[ «]—[ « ] [ Printed in English British rule in India has been carried on on this

within parenthesis.] very principle, but the great mistake that is

being committed in that ( connection ") is that the

English oflQcial class does not at all take the advice or opinion of the subjects

or their leaders in the matter of our administration. The whole contract

of settling in what the welfare of the subjects consists and in what their loss

consists has been taken by the white official class in their own hands. And
they are vain enough to think in this wise.—' Whatever thing we might do or

whatever policy we might decide upon in (the light of) our wisdom or enlight-

ened self-interest, must alone be uncomplainingly accepted as beneficial to

themselves by the people of India and they must invoke a blessing upon us

( for the same ),' But owing to the spread of Western education, it is

not now possible for this condition to last (any longer). However enlight-

ened the self-interest of the rulers might be, India must still be a loser

thereby; and in order to prevent this loss the power in the hands ot

the white official class must gradually come into our hands ; there is no

other alternative ; such is nov.^ the view of many people in India and it is

gaining ground. Such an impression being ultimately injurious to the ruling

official class, the white official class here has become eager to suppress completely

the writings, speeches or other means which produce that impression ; and if

they had been able to drive the car of the entire administration solely according

to their own views, many oppressive enactments like the Prevention of ( Sedi-

tious ) Meetings Act would by this time have been passed, and India would fully

Lave become another Russia. But the experienc gained from history, democratic

public opinion in England and the awakening caused throughout the whole conti-

nent of Asia by the rise of an oriental nation like that of Japan have come in the

way of the oppressive policy of our white official class and have imposed some

restrictions on their imperial (autocratic) sway. However, the desire of the people

gradually to obtain the rights of Sn-ai-ajjia ( c ) is

[ ej ( Lit. one's own rule or growing stronger and stronger, and if they do noc

government; selfgovernment. ) get rights by degrees, as desired by them, then some

people at least out of the subject population

,

being filled with indignation or exasperation, will not fail to embark upon the com-

mission of improper or horrible deeds recklessly. The Honourable Mr. Gokhale

himself had, in the course of one of his speches in the Supreme Legislative

Council, given a hint of this very kind to our Government in the presence of

the Viceroy; and when fjala Lajpatrai was deported without trial and the

proclamation (? ordinance) about the prevention of meetings promulgated, other

native editors of newspapers also had, like ourselves, plainly given the Govern-

ment to understand that if they resorted in that manner to oppressive Russian

methods (of administration), then the Indian subjects, too, would be compelled
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to imitate, partially at least, (the methods of) the Russian subjects! 'As you

sow, so you reap' is a well-known maxim. For rulers to tell their subjects

" We shall practise whatever oppression we like, deport any one we choose without

trial, partition any province we like, stop any meeting we choose, or prosecute

any one we like for sedition and send him to jail; (hut) you, on your part

should silently endure all those things and should not allow your indignation,

exasperation or vehemence to go beyond certain limits," is to show to the world

that they do not know common human nature. Most of the Anglo-Indian

newspaper editors have committed this very mistake when writing on the

Aluzzafprpore affair. They have brougVit a charge against the Indian leaders

that it was by the very writings or speeches of the said leaders who passed severe

comments on the high-handed or contumacious conduct of the English official

class, that the present terrible situation was brought about: and they have next

made a recommendation that Government should henceforth place greater

restrictions upon the speeches, writings or movements of these leaders. In our

opinion, this suggestion is mosc silly. Just as when a dam built across a river

begins to give way owing to the flood caused by excessive rain, the blame for

the (mishap) should be thrown on the rain and not on the flood, even so, if in

society there is any transgression of legal bounds in a few cases owing to the

discontent or exasperation engendered by the oppressive acts of an irresponsible

and unrestrained official class, the blame or the responsibility for it must be

placed on the policy of the unrestricted official class alone. Take any man you
like; it is true that he does not see his real state. The crores of people, revolving

round the earth's axis along with the earth itself, think that (it is) the v/orld

( that ) is revolving and not they themselves. Bat wise men should, instead of

falling into such a delusion, find out the true reason of any particular thing and
direct their attention to it. It is no use striking idly and continually a (

piece

of ) rope after calling it a snake. The rule of the autocratic, unrestricted

and irresponsible white official class in India is becoming more and more
unbearable to the people. All thoughtful men in India are putting forth

efforts in order that this rule or authority, instead of remaining with

the said official class, should come into the hands of the representatives

of the subject people. Some think that this thing can be accomplished by

supplicating this intoxicated official class itself, or by petitioning the Govern-

ment in England who exercise supervision over it. Some others think this

improbable, and they have persuaded themselves into the notion that, in accord-

ance with the maxim, • the mouth does not open unless the nose is stopped ',

unless a spoke is put somewhere into ( the wheels of ) the car ( of the admini-

stration ) of the present rulers, their desired object will not be accomplished.

The opinion of this party is that whatever may be wanted ( by them ) should be

plainly stated and it should be obtained by ( following ) the path of ( passive )

resistance. But to say that not even a single man out of the thirty crores ( of

people ) in the country should go beyond these two paths in the paroxysm of the

indignation or exasperation produced by this oppressive system of Government, is

like saying that the indignation or exasperation of the thirty crores of the

inhabitants of India must always necessarily remain below a certain degree



And it is impossible to fix such a limit for the whole country. Just as a man
who cherishes a desire or makes an effort that when the sun in summer reaches

the meridian the arid country in Marwar should remain as cool as Darjiling or

Simla, must fail ( to secure his object ), similarly it is vain to entertain a desire

or to make an effort that the indignation, exasperation or vehemence produced

in the minds of the subjects by an unpopular system of administration should

remain necessarily within a certain limit at all times and in all places. If there

is any lesson to be learnt by our rulers from the Muzzafferpore bomb affair and

from the statements of the young gentlmen implicated in it, it is this alone; and

we humbly take permission to bring this very thing again and again to their

notice. We are aware that our Government will, by assuming a stern aspect

(and) by the adoption of harsh measares, be able to stop immediately outrages

like the one that occurred at Muzzafferpore. But even if such means be necessary

at the present time to maintain peace, still that will not completely remove
the root of the disease, and so long as the disease in the body has not been

rooted out, no one will be able to guarantee that if a boil in one part (of the

body) is cut away, another will not develop again in some other part. It is the

King's and the subjects' greac misfortune that such times should befall a mild

country like India which is naturally loyal and averse to horrible deeds. There

is no difference of opinion that those \< ho are responsible for the maintenance of

peace in the country should immediately stop outrages of this kind on their coming

10 light, but the remedies that are to be adopted with a view lo prevent the

repetition of such horrible calamities should only be adopted with foresight and

consideration. It is now plain that not only has the system of Government in

India become unpopular but also that the prayer made many times by the people

for the reform of that system having been refused, even some educated people

forgetting themselves in the heat of indignation have begun to embark

upon the perpetration of improper deeds. Men of equable temperament and of

reason in the nation will not approve of such violence; nay, there is even a

possibility that in consequence of such violence increased oppression will be

practised upon the people for some time (to come) instead of its being stopped.

But a glance at the recent history of Russia will show that such excesses or

acts of violence are not at all stopped by subjecting the people to increased

oppression. It is true that in order to acquire political rights efforts

are required to be made for several successive generations and those

efforts, too, are required to be made peacefully, steadily, persistently,

and constitutionally! But while such efforts are being made who will

guarantee that no person whatever in society will go out of control? And
as such guarantee cannot be given, how would it be reasonable to say that

all persons who put forth efforts for acquiring political rights are sedidous?

This is what we do not understand. Just as it is difficult to lay

down a restriction that not even a tear or two must fall from the eyes of

a man while his heart has become sorely afflicted by sorrow in the same manner
it is vain to expect that the unrestricted method of administration, under which
India is being ruled over in a high-handed and reckless manner, should become
only 80 far unbearable to the people that no one should become unduly exas-
perated and resort to excesses on that account. It may be said that, with the



exception of some few individuals, the! educated and uneducated classes in the

country are not as yet prepared to transgress lawful or constitutional limits:

nay, even such a desire has not risen in their minds. Under such circum-
stances to throw the responsibility of the horrible Muzzafferpore affair on
that class is adding insult to injury. It cannot be that chese things are not

understood by a wise Government of the twentieth century, but the intoxication

of unrestricted aathority and the earnest desire to benefit one'a own country-

men is so extraordinary that even wise men become blind thereby on certain

occasions. The calamitous occasion which has befallen India at the present

time is of this very kind. There is no possibility of the structure of British rule

giving way in consequence of the murder of high white oflacers. If one passes

away a second will come in his place, if the second passes away a third will

succeed, there is no one whatever so foolish as not to understand this; But
Government should take this lesson from the Muzzafferpore affair that the minds
of some (persons) out of the young generation have begun to turn towards violence

on seeing that all
;.
peaceful agitation for the acquisition of political rights has

failed, just as a deer attacks a hunter, totally regardless of its own life, after all

means of protection have been exhausted. No sensible man will approve of

this excess or sinful deed. But it is impossible not only for the subjects but

even for the King to avoid or to totally stop this

[/,] ( Inflicting ;upoa one's traga ( f) ot desperation, and traga (/) really speak-
own person some iuiury in . • '. n • .-, ,, , ^ i- «
order to bring evil or blame ^^S IS at all times the result only of a climax ot

upon another.

)

exasperation and despair. True statemanship, it

may be said, consists, indeed in not allowing these

things to reach such^an extreme or ( critical ) stage, and this is the very policy

we are candidly and plainly suggestiog to Government on the present occasion.

We do not think that we have done the whole of our duty as subjects by
humbly informing Government ihat the affair that occurred at Muzzafferpore

was horrible and that we vehemently condemn or repudiate it. All heartily

desire that such improper things should not take place and that none from

amongst the subjects should have an occasion to resort to such extremes. But at

such a time it must also be necessarily considered how far the ruling official

class should, by utterly disregarding this desire of the subjects, try their patience

to the uttermost -, otherwise it will not be possible to maintain cordial relations

between the rulers and the subjects and to carry on smoothly the business of

either. We have already said above that the Muzafferpore affair was not

proper (and) that it was regrettable. But if the causes which give rise to it

remain permanent in future exactly as they are at present, then in our opinion

it is .not • possible that such terrible occurrences will stop altogether;

and it is for this very reason that we have on this very occasion suggested

to Government the measures which should be adopted in order to put a stop

altogether to such undesirable occurrences. The time has, through our

misfortune, arrived when the party of * Nihilists, ' like that which has arisen in

Eussia, Germany, France and other countries, will now rise here. To avoid this con-

tingency, to prevent the growth of this poisonous tree is altogether in the hands of

Government. These abscesses affecting the country will never be permanently cured

by oppression or by harsh measures. Reform of the administration is the only
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medicine to be administered internally for this disease; and if the official class

does not make use of that medicine at this time then it must be considered a

great misfortune of all of us. The Government official class may jDerhaps dislike this

writing of ours, but we cannot help it; for, as a poet has said, words both sweet and

beneficial or hard to obtain. What we have said above is, in our opinion, true and

reasonable and beneficial also to both the rulers and the subjects in the end.lf in spite

of this, our writing proves to be of no use, it must be considered a great misfortune

of the country. What else.' And when once a misfortune overtakes (one) who can

tell what calamities will befall (him) in future? No one desires calamities or diffi-

culties; but sometimes God does not leave it in our hands to avoid them. The pre-

sent affair is becoming one of this sort; and if the Government official class do not

recognize this fact, what can we do? Our duty extends to the giving of a hint; and

we are discharging that du<-y, remembering God and Truth. It is our desire also

that the state of the country should not become distressful; but at the same time,

we must also exercise the right which we have of insisting that the present into-

lerable system of administration should be reformed as soon as possible. It is no

use being bewildered for nothing. We are aware that the white official class or the

Anglo-Indian journalists will most astutely utilize Muzzafferpore afl:air to lessen

the vehemence of our efforts; nay, their self-interest also lies in this. But it is our

duty to strongly condemn also this perversion of the true state of things by Anglo-

Indians, while condemning the desperate and suicidal deed perpetrated at Muzzaff-

erpore. Just as it is the duty of the subjects to assist in preventing the murder of

ruling officials, so also it is the duty of the rulers to admit (the voice of) public

opinion into the administration (of the country) according to the present times,

instead of keeping it (i. ("., the administration) irresponsible. The scripture laying

down the duties of kings is declaring at the top of its voice that it is not possible

for the ruling individuals to forget this duty or to deliberately disregard it and to

make the subjects only discharge their duties punctiliously; nay, ( it further says

that this) will be beneficial to neither party. Where this duty is disregarded, there

the occurrence of calamities, some time or other, like that at Muzzafl:erpore is

inevitable. Therefore, if the rulers wish that these undesirable incidents should

not come to pass, our suggestion to them is that they should in the first instance^

impose restrictions upon their own system of administration itself, and it is only

with that object in view that to-day's article has beer; v^itten,

[ His Imperial Majesty's High Court, Bombay,

Translator's Office, 2nd July 190S.] A true Translation.

N. L. Masker,

Third Translator.
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Ex. C.

[ TIkj fiiUowhuj /'s ihf DrUjiiKil Maratlii k'.i't of the (irl'ide of icJa'ch E.r. C. ik

(I translHtviii,
]

^^['4r ifr^i i%5fr srk 'Tta;?TTH ^rsst q^c^r, ^\^ ?t^ g'^ssf^ ^t^^r q2rn=^2TT ^m^r^ m^-

^:rt ^?T7t ttf^ I MN^K ^. ^siw ?r=l% sr^ stwt ^^mr^ ^t^tft ^i^^ 3Tf|cT ^

5T^T 'AT^T. 1^^ s^^-R^T5T sTiff^^ %s[T^ iTF^ir sTrnwirq^TT^ ( Lureaucracy ) f

5

Tr?jrr^ TtF^rr ^th'^ 3TT'4te=^3TT ^qi^ ^^r^r, ^ ^^^ snp^t^ q^frs-^^qr ^\m-a\ ^r^^t-

q^3TT ^TTSTf^ 5|f^ 5TT55T q^^R^TF ^ ^^RTfT ^IT^T ^T^S qjS^ 3Tt|; JfiT ^^T ^^ ^EFT ?

^^Ffr '' wf{\ #^1 fw ^^ Tt=^ sj-ycT 5ft^ %^5n?r ^t ^^^t ^pi ^ ^{:r ? " 3Fn ^5;-

^i^ 3Tr| w, fT ^qf[?rr=5rr f^r^ ^r^l. c^n ^w ^rtt^I" if^^^TRV ^tt ^fe 'tt^ %?3n- ^

ftcTFT H^f ^TFI ^RJTr^RrTt ^TrTR", | WrT ?Tr|r?T ^H^; 5Trm 5T^T 5:SR qifl^ ^T"^^ ^^1

itpj^JTicT tf^^ ^Trft g^^TTrT ITFfr, 5?^ fl'^^f VTPT q^. ^TcRRqjRpq' ^^T^ ^I%?RT ^-
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^fTr7 c5^t^ sf^^T" mit^, 4m^4\ ^^s<jf[ ^f^ijt^ wru^\ ^r=^ ?r st^ ^'-^ ?tt^

'Tflcr ^\^, f%^ 3TrrTt ^ JW, ^rnftft c^rm qidiu^h-j-ji srsr^r %^ I ^^uii^K sn^

.

3MT RsmirT 4'iiic'^idici ^tCr 3T^ 5if[^T ^[#5fr ^^R5 ^T n^^ ^rr^^ c^rt^ sTrm^ru^

51^ ft^ ^, 3T^ 3TfWTTr^R t^ ITT^e3^ jfp^ aiP^^'^tPT ^nTFT ^^F^T ^FTMCt

qT2WT?: ^n^. WT^ WS^ ^TFR ^^ cW^ ^J^W^r^^ ^im ''^n^ ^JTF^^ c^^

cTT ST^RT Tt^ ^ ^^^T ^^. ^H^ f%^r "Thfl ^^F^n^ ^T^VRR TW R^TRR fT

^t^ 3TTT^ 3nW, ^cTTT T%^r =Cf^ 3T^r "-(Rff^ ^^^ W^^^^n 3Tt^ ^fjfr^ 5^ ^
3T^^ 3T11; ra^r^^T 5T^T tTcfR fT ^^T ^r ^^trT ?T^^^ H^[%cr WT^^ 3TFR ^
?T^cTt, c^ ^tcff^ ^\-M--M\ ^"7(^7 sTfi^^^ ^21??=^ 3^^'^7 fc5f|^ 5Tf|, 3rgr ^ir-

f^^ 3ni. TT^ ^R 5^2TT ^r^^ ^Jj^ ^R^?3^cT ^^'4 w^ u^j^NK^r Ji'-irR

SctT^rTwr STWrTRT cTT fT^^T. ^TaT qi^P^ ^ff ^^1 m'^ii^j ^^Trf ^^^ ( enlightened

selfinterest ) sr^ ?rR f^^ snf. f^^^TR ^trfRJ ^craft ir^ w^ ^c^n^ ^m^.^

5^tTR ^^FT 5TI1 I jrf^'RTT^r ^1 W^ 'ft^F 3Tf<T^R7^r^ 3Trqr^ ^RFT^^ STTf.

^i^ ^, r%^ ^ ^^ •<TR'Tr sr^ Ff^ r^p'<TRFff^ ^^^7 'iTyH'^rr "fIrTM -^i^ i^^ci^pr

^TR^r 3TTf ; srri^T I ^^JT ^ ^.V^\^ 5n^3TT STTq^RlW^^fT fRRleJ ^^J f^f^ STTIT^^n-

fTritrT 3TR57 ^Jft^, Tr?o^7 ^T-^fFR ffltr, ^''HT ft^^TRFTT^ U^^^S^ ^T^t^T 3TP=Tt ^W^ ITT^r

^l|; ^ ftn =^^5^ 5Tt|. 3T^r R^R^ TJT^ ^PHB^'f ^TTORT^tti^ TRWTJfi STTR^R^

ST^vF^l^ ^^^ ^JTir ^Fq^T qj^iTK ^^, s^T^R, l^TT 5^?: ^''T^ ^TRT^TcT ^5f^
^Wm^ W4\^ 'TRT 5n^^Rl"q'T ^5?B 5I#«T <iTt|; ^T ^r^qiR'+TRT^T TITT ^S c^TT^^TT^^

?RT^ ^t^ ^^RTT 5TT^ 5T?TtT, n^ ^VTRPR-q^ q;R^5I?TFf STRrRRm 3R^ ^fft q;RT%

1>ER f^^^iT ^ 3TT%l%?Tr ^^ ^T^ 3RT?t. q^?| ^M^.I^HT BT^VR, RcJRRqr^

^TsTTq&TR ^w.w^ arrriT ^qy?TrTT^7?jrT cfr^'"^ wz\=^ ^rv-^T^n^f ^i TrriT^rr ^ct ?Tr?j^r

^rT^%, ft 5TRT=^T 'Tr^T 3Ti'TO<r^i^'^T i^jfr -^T^irr^r sn^ ^^?r ???Rf ^^ 3n%-
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^f ^rro qt?^ qfifr ^m w.j^\ 4iT^^^^ ^^^] stpt^f^tt tt^ ^rwcr 3T^r^ 5r^nT=^

1^1^ sfr^^^'rqT ml^H^TT ^RT&r ^THT^^rr ^RW?;Rr f^^ ftcft; 3ttt% 55R5t ^j^ttotr

^m UmiAi'-^.mi^ ^s tt'j^tr?: Tisfrr ^^N<i^i ^f|?7rT?Tr ^sft ^% t^^, ^1T

srra^n'jf ^4f[ ^f^JRT^cr'NT 5TRTW^ ^ ^JR^ rR %^'4TJTi^^ JR^'r ^%3T^ IT^

^^7 3TVr cRi" ar^^^TT ^^q- ^TFT Tt^ ! ^^ q^qi cRf ^^^, fr ^^tr g^"^^ 5tt|.

cfr sTtcT R^r't, ^TR^ rfr ^^rr #^ ^, r%^r ^r^^s c^r^ ^t^t^t^ ^^ ^f^

5r^ 5^[tJM ^iR- mm^ ?[3^-^^TRr^7 ^rrr^r?! artss^ ^rft, ^ ^rh^ sr^fe

^^ fR. 5pT'7R"?ji[ sra^TTTT^r^ r^flcrt^r ^rg^ 5R^r-^*T%3RT q^r^sRpn' ft^ =^ %^^1- 3?%.

^?aTf^ r%^ ^rqMWc^'=^ ^#Kf m^ v^m 3tt^ 3tt|, st^tt c^rt^'f ?j^ pt^^trt ^TRtq-

51%^ 5TI1; 3nm ^rR 3T^T T%W?^^ 5Tt|' ^, ^^ ^^T^T=^T ^F^irt^, ^m^ f^J

"^^^.oSm ^?Rf[^ ^^^ 3T?%^ 3Tr5?T ^JMW TTTf^. 'iU^^^W ^ fl" ^JTT ^Tc^t^ ^^'-jUiRl

3TTt. 5Tra:^R TFST^ Tf^r ^m STT^T 5U^ ^ ^RT ^j'^^ '<T^ ^^ ^IT^, rR WT^

cfjRRm^r ^^^t ^vm ^ sT^cfm f%^T ^t ^tjt tnft c^tr ^wt^ttct f:te ^^^ ^ft^t-

=Tr^r 5RT^^ ^i^^ iTTe^im c^TT^ ^r^ f%^T ^i^N<l(t 3TR4%r 3TfTOWTI=^3TT TJ^WT^-

^(r^ W^Ml^i-A STq^l TTtI^. ^Rff^'t ^T^^^T ^cR5T cRT ^^TR^T c3?T^ ^TTT^T <JRT R^TRT f^cf

SRT^, I ^^ 3TTf . ^'--^dsR RT^^rr STT^vfWT f^=R^^r ^Ft^R'-^l W^^ ^^: 3TNW ^

^FR^ 5Tr'<^5 ^^ ^^^ ^TPT^ ^^ ^^^'^ TTlt^. ^Jifm ^PT ^TTT ST'^^' #cRT ^^W ^R

^^i" ^ ^JfrTi W^ 5n%R<f=^[ ^RR 3TRf fT^ ft^'^lrlidV^ ^ R^f 5^ 3R^

^<R 5T%r. i%c^Rr 5Rr ^trr w^i, ij ^fte ^rr TT^f'<? srfwfN'iiNM r^^ ^:^ iw
c3Tt=^^^ ^?5R?5r w^ Rc5R%^ i- ^Rw^ 5Tr| c^n^ 3T^ ^f;?t stih ^^w %#. ^^^^rr

Rk%^*I it ^rZ W^R^R ^T3R ^'^ ^]W. '^"fj^wit^ ^TR ^J^RcT ^TF^', 3TT -^TT^n"^ fM'f^r

U^^T^RR^TT TR^TT^ ^S ^t ^^[55 ^T^TRT^U^ STTT^F |S I3 ?r7^ ^TP^TR W, ^^
r^n^r JRT^- ^R^ 3TTf . ^f^ TTtIr ^^ ?r ^TS ^TRT^ STrf^T SR^T3j^rRT TTRT^ ^ ^H ^^^

^R, 5T^ 3fT qSrTT^ ^q^jf 3T1%. "T^ ^Wftc? €i^ W,Jt{k^i V^^JW^^ "^ ^^^ U^^TT^'RS:

tJcq^T irr^^RT 'RTTR^T f^ cW^T ^^ ^^I^ ^ ^TT^nR^ M^^V-h^ ^JTT^ ^, 3T^ IT"^

^TO" il^^H'idM cft^ €rs ^rat=5rT ^t t%^ r^ ^%r 315^ f^jfR^n 3tr^ tttI^ Tift^,
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5T^ ^m^T^T^ 3nf. 5Tn% ^ ^^m ^j mi^ m^ ^m^ ij^. ^s^^jTz^mj^. 'Ti^^t

W.M '-^ T^jm, 3T^it ^^ ^m p^«r --^^ ferr w^ ^j^ ^ ^ ;=f?cff ^-^ ^^^ p^:^ ^_
^T sn^PT tll^c'-HI iTJ^TT^qT^^ 5T^=^r JT^ ^T^ ITF^ ^^TPT, c^ SPTT; STR^r s^^T^ xT?fj

fRT^^^^rr 3Tm=^ ^^o^t ^ f:^ ^rfl^ Trft^, s^^t ^-^^ •<:r^'jf i%^ sr^r^ c^irf c?f^ ^y^^

^ 3TTTI=^r ^T^^^^F^TRt ^-tft ^'<T ^R^=^ 3T^ ?T^ cfr fP^ fR; ^M 3Trgjr 5^: T^: ^t^

3TT^5T^ ^^.R% SH^ <>TT5i-^3TT ^^^T^ ^ ^Wf •<n^iT ^^^ ^TfTT^ rTTcT^R #? ?SRrTt

^Jim 5fR3rT=^" ?rrtr, ^m mKJ^w^ w\ ^Iwr r%5 m^ ^Jij, cfmrr tt^t fj^irir ^

1^-^^ ^ I ^T^ Sf ITSTr 5Tt^ 5TT5 %K^ fi^T. ^^TrT ^T^rTT ^T^jro^TRl ^Ml^^i ^RlcT^rU 3TTf

3T5Ti^ fTF^TTgS; f%#h 3%R5rr ^RJ^'f ^cTr7T=5^r ¥RtrT ^^iTR f%^{^^ ^^3^ ^Rf-q?! f^ct

^sTMTtT 5[frr Ct^ ^5m^ I ^rft 3^^ 5T[|:. ?:Tstrrr^ ^JT'<q7?r T%r R^^'^r 3^t^ ^r^r si^r^^t

snrTrTRrrwT ^jtct ^mr ^lii; T%r|^r 3?^r 5fw^=^T ^rmrrnfiPTirR ^^55tt=^ stm^fr ^ Crrrt

^tfr ^^m?T ^RH^ 3Tf^^ ^^ liu^Hi^T ^^q 3TTt. qw ^%^n^5rT sr^ifi^fTcj ^f?T^?7T^i-

Tnt^ ?r: 3t^ 5tt^^ ^(^ ^-, sr^r it^r^ stc^tt^r f^r BTTrRTRfrr^T ^^^rt srrwf^

?5T^>T, srn^ rfi ^Z^ZtJ ^tcTTW, iq^qoTR, ?tiT^' 5TTI^ ^^^^R "(JrfT^r ^1^7 ^5T^^ ^ ^\ I

^ w^ ? 3Tn% 3T^[ ^^r ^t srr^r ^tt ^"^ u^r^ ^^fFRRriT ^stt?: ^wf^ t^

Tv^ ^WI^ 37mm 713^q^r^ ^T^^ ^?T¥?T=?T 5T^^ SfT^ cpf^ ^^H^^ ^Fjfft'r q^Nilc^^^
^T^^^RIT 3?1tT ft^ ?W, ST^fr 3TT^r ^TSSTTTf s?T^ fRT. ^ff '^T^f ^^T^ ^t^M ^^^^T

W^ c3ri=^T ^i^JTT^ 3??: ^ITFRfT ^^?TR?ir anf. ^m^\ ^cTq5t^R5 ^fTUJ-JI-Mic^

T^^^TFT ^T 5ft^ =qiT^^ ^^ 3T^ JTTfr. 'M 5TRnt%T ^=^ Tl^ 3TTf^ ^^^^TRTt^

q^RTTT ^'J^TP^ fFT 5?T^J q^tft f^^STW STIrf qr, R[^ ^^ ^iqj ^^R5 ]q'TJTf%%q'r

3TT'ir^ q^ ^nrTTrT. 5#r^ ft^'^i^rRRi^ jrr sj^p^ iiw^=^ sttI . jtts^ 'tr 3n%-
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^?T %tc5, ^^RT TRJT ?R %^RT N^; t 5T ^^^^rfcT^ ^pjfl^ J^ ^. qw U^TW^I

^^ ^5FT^r 3TTtrT, Cr 'TIS 5IT'TJT^=^^ M^-i^lNM ^^^PRT^ ^SjtrT %rRfr qifl^. ^T ^Tc^Tf-

=^Rm T%^ TM^ ^T'mir ^^ra ?t5^ ^irfcT ^"irr?: ^f. 'm fr R^7nTi=^ ^fFir—3TTFr

5Tn% ^M!i4'J|l^' 5TT1IT ^TT SRT'fr ^=^RT 5TT^. flT^"i? ^^ ^^^^ STW^ ^^^ 3T^ ^TRf

371^7 ot^ R^'<^ 1%^ 3To1^ ^Rrff, 3m ^n^RRT JTWT ^55I3F^T^ ^f^Tl ^TF ^T^' 3TUT%

g^ ^cfs^T 5Timt W, 3T^ SHflt^ ^3cT ^TIT. 3T% ^T^TPHRT SF^?: ^f ?f^ 3TTR f^d^WT

f^^R^ quqr^ 5T%q^7 ^T'^^lr sr^ q^ ^ ei^fr ^T=Cr ^^]^]^^ ^-^j sn^. qw ^r^-

3n=?rrCr ^r^^ ^^t ^r^^ f%^R ^ti^jt qn%%; F^^fr tt^^ stti^ it^t 3n=^3nTr^:^

^^?^ U^ ^^^^T ^^Z^K ^T^RT =^c5^ ^^ ^tt- ^^'llj. ^'^ ^^^^1

Tj^^ 3nT2T ?r,tt, ir^Ji^ sttI, | ^^j m m^^=^ 'm. t"^ ?fr ^^ir ^^irig^

sTTcT 5f^ Ct'^ 5tttt=^3TT ?t^ ^^ ^fCr; ^nr^r fi^j^^^ sr^^ str^ st^r srfir^i?! ^f^ ^-
cqi^ ^T cRfqRit %"'2TT qrfl^cT W 3TR^^r ?TI^%^t T?:^??:!^ 'J^^lt'^TT STlt^. ^T%2rT^

^^^Tt, s?iR^^ ^^^ ' Rf^f^^St ' =^r ^r TST ^T^ fTT^i -unl, ^^T=^ ?Tr STIclt ^^

w.]^^^\ 5r7 ^fR3n=^T jti^m. u^t^^'t s'-^r'^t ^^ fi=^ ^^r €j ^ Cttisr qistcr

^C3n=^ ^^r 3TTf ; ^ ^T^ ^53n=^T 3ri%^RR'T ^T STll^sf ^^>T ^^"JTR ^T^r rIT
^'

3TT^t ^^'^ 'TIS ^"^ ^JT^^ qTlt%. 3THT=t t M^'n ^TW^lij ^P'^WAm^m ^s:rf%cT 3Ti'5l3T

^R^, T'JT ^T^ 3TT?I=^T 5,e5T^ ^1^1; ^^"^ TT^pr ^cjt?|- ^Z'-^JZ^^]^ Jlt^ 3Tn^ f^^T^R^W
-4^^^ T^+r ^. 5TT^7 ^ ^i ^ ^ti'^^ sttI ^ 5Tra=^T ?ptt^" ^ sttm ^rj?Ci ^^^

q^Cf=sr :3W^ ^T 5TT^^ cR I TT^ jfrs ^^T=sr li^^ ^^^^ qrft^; ^^^^ ^^r l m^
TTcf-^T 5% 3Tt5^^ m^^ 5^ ^^r ^irt sr?! ^ml^ t rR'r c^iff ^fttI 'i 3R^ f%^i ^^

^TTlf, rR ^r^ 5TI^7 CRT ^^ ^"iTR ? |^T^T ^ tt^ 5?TJTir ^[^T 3TTf ; STTRT q^>'R:RT

5TTRT ^Tc^^ ^??^?r d" ^^ ^m 5r^TRn?T 3TTff. ^T=Cr R'^fcr ^S?R ff^ ?R, I STTfTRTCr

%^ 3TTt; T'JT rqT=^SRt^ ^##7 5:^ ^^^TT^ ^tf^ Pid^-'^T ^5^^ 3'<TR^'f Tlfl^, SRTT

5n?Tf •'Rii'n^r ^ sn^r^ ^ sttI rftCr 3TT^ ^t^inw Trfl^. m^rw^'^ trt^ ^jft^ct
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'<^^ 3TriT=s2TT 5iqc5Tp5fr ^j^Ru w,^t wm^ ^jfr" ^^MiM ^F^^r wf\^ ^ 3Tr^'r ^rr^^r arrif;

5|T^-f'l%3R OTT^I^ ^ ^ f%2fT^ ftrr 3Trf r^n^^rCr ^r^R Rq-'-:r ^^, t 3TRT=^

'^4 5TT| c3TT5r?TT'^'=^ <l^'HM4fH l^i<NNc^K ^ 5T%?Tt ^•'•^t=^T ^r^jqRflTJTr^ ^r^JTrTT^

c^Tt^ ^JTr^ ^^, I ^R3T?f;?3ff^^ ^53T fTJT. |' W.^^^ R^^^ ^TT^JT PRSTT ?qT^T^

qr^^^ ^T^^ JTf^; ^^-=^ JT^I, cf^ ^^tq^7 ^FTT^'r "^T^T^^R ^^m^]^ ^lii, 5t^"
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Ex. D.

( Tin /Inflation oj the Marathi Irader jjrinlcd in column 2, 3 and 4 of imge 4 of the

the iMiie oJ the " Kesari " neiusiKiper^ dated 9th June 1908, and having a

foot-note, (ifi trandatnl, 'Tlu.-^ neivspapcr was iirinted and puhllsheJ. at the

"Kesari" printing press, Namijen Peth, No. 486, Poona, hy Bal Gangadher

Tllah \ )

These remeriies are not lasting.

From this week the Government of India have again entered upon a new
policy of repression. The fiend of repression has possession of the body of the

Government of India after ( every ) five or ten years. The present occasion, too,

is of this verj kind. The Prevention of Meetings Act was passed, certai-

nly after Lord Morley had become Secretary of State for India, and now an

Act relating to newspapers has been passed. ( The fact ) that the fiends of re-

pression should swarm everywhere while the Liberal party is in power and

while a philosopher (and) an expounder of : the principles of Liberalism like

( Mr.) Morley is holding the reins of administration, will make it evident to

(our) readers how the Mantrikas (a) themselves have

(n) ( A Mantiika is a reciter (^) abjured their ideals (h). What does a policy of
ftf Vedic texts; iudfjinu' from the • -^ t-> •

, i j.

context it presumably" refers to
repression mean? Repression means not only stop-

Lord Morlev as a philosopher ping future growth but nipping off past growth als3
expoundiug fche priuciples of the ^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ progress 0£ thf^ ca^uses which
art of government. ) r- j- o

have given birth to the nation in India, which have
^''\-. ^^^ ^ ^'';. ^*'"^° .^^ developed the nation and which have created the

from their vows, practices, pnn-
, r. • > •> •. i

cip les or ideals

)

national fire tor the rise ot the nation, and to drag

those (causes) backwards by palling them by the leg

is called a retrograde or repressive policy. Liberty of speech and liberty

of the press give birth to a nation and nourish it. Seeing that these had

begun to turn India into a nation, the official class had for many days

entertained the desire to smash ( c ) both of
( e) ( Lit, bring a cudgel ^-^ - xi • j i. j •

there; and they have gratmea their ardent desire
^^'"""^

'

^ by taking advantage of the bomb in Bengal.

Now the question arises, will this repressive policy bring about that which

is in the mind of the official ? The first desire of the ofiicial class is that

bombs should be stopped in India, and that the mind of no one should

feel inclined towards the manufacture or the throwing of bombs. That the

authorities should entertain such a desire is natural and also laudable. But

just as he who has to go towards the North goes to the South, or, he Avho is

bound for the East takes the way to the West, in tho same manner the autho-

rities have taken a path leading to the very opposite direction ( of their goal ).

This is exactly what is called infatuation. This aberration of the intellect

i
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suggests coming destruction ; and seeing that Government has adopted a

repressive policy, ( we ) feel extremely grieved ( to

^ ' think ) that more sorrowful days are henceforward
^^^^'

)
( cZ ) in store ( d ) for the subjects and the authorities

See how the understanding of the Government has become fatuous. The authorities

have spread the false report that bombs of the Bengalis are subversive

of sosiety. {There is as wide a difference between the bombs in Europe desiring

to destroy society and the bombs in Bengal as between the earth and beaven.

There is an excess of patriotism at the root of the bombs in Bengal, while the

bombs in Europe are the product of the hatred felt
*

for selfish millionaires (e). The Bengalis are not anar-

chists but they have brought into use the weapon of the anarchists ; that is

all. Tha anarchist murdering the President in Paris simply because he is the

President, is one man ; while the madcap patriot of Portugal throwing a bomb
at the King of Portugal because he suppresses the Parliament is a different

( person ). The anarchist who murders a millionaire in America for the only

reason that he is a millionaire is one man, while the exasperated Russian patriot

who throws a bomb in despair because the Czar's ofiBcers do not grant the rights

of the Duma in Russia, is difiereat. Xo one^ should forget that the bombs

in Bengal do not belong to the first category but to the second. The bomb in

Portugal efliected a change in the system of government in Portugal and the

ministry of the new boy-monarch had to abandon the previous repressive

policy. The most mighty Czar of Russia, too, had perforce to bow down before

the bomb, and, while making repeated attempts to break up the Duma, was at

last obliged to establish it as a matter of course. That the bombs came to a

stop in Portugal, or, that the series of bombs in Russia did not lengthen will not

be set down by any one to the credit of the policy of repression. New desires

and new ambitions have risen amongst the people and are gathering strength

every day; such was the interpretation put upon bombs by the statesmen of both

the aforesaid countries; and accordingly they changed the character of the

administration in such a way that the desires and the ambitions of the people

should at least be partially gratified and that they should not become utterly

desperate and resort to violence.

The present repressive policy of Government is of two sorts. First, the

very manufacture of bombs is to be made impossible, and, secondly, such mea-

sures are to be taken that the people should not feel inclined at all to manu-

facture aud throw bombs. After tbtj parrot is first put into the cage, the door

is closed. Accordingly, Government first disarmed the people. In order that

the caged parrot should feel delight only in remaining within the cage, people

who are fond of pleasure and sport, make arrangements for ( providing it

there with ) sweet fruits and grain and water. Bat the Indian Government has

not only closed the door of the cage, but it has also commenced to pluck the

wings and break the leg ( of the parrot ) in order that it should not go out ( of

the cage ) ! Even the tyrannical rulers of Europe did not disarm their subjects;

even a savage race like the Musalmans did not disarm the Hindus while exer-

cising their imperial sway over India. Then, why did the English do so.^ If

2
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common muskets and coommon swords be in the hands of the subjects, they can

never equal the military strength ( of Government ). If there is nothing detri-

mental to the military strength ( of Government ) even in allowing the people

to be with arms, then why did the English commit the great sin of castrating a

nation ? The answer to this question is that the manhood of the nation was

sl'.iin by the Arms Act in order that the uufhority exercised even by petty

officials fr«m day to day should be unopposed and that the selfish administration

might be carried on all right without any bitch ( and ) without granting the

subjects any of the rights of swarajjja ! The English have not got even as much
generosity as the Moghuls and they have not even as much inilitary strength as the

Moghuls. As compared with the imperial sway of the Moghuls, the English

Empire in India is extremely weak and wanting in vigour from the ]Doint cf

view of military strength. The Emperor Aurungzebe exercised tyranny of

various kinds over the Hindus from the point oi view of religion though not

trom the point of view of the distribution of wealth ; and his ten or twenty laksh

of troops also perished completely during his Deccan campaigns of ten or twenty

years. Still the Empire of Delhi lasted for a hundred and fifty years, albert

in a hobbling manner, after his death. If the English army in India were to be

confronted by difficulties similar to those which Aurungzebe's forces encountered,

then the English rule will not last in India even
{f){LU.. a tenant or farmer

f^j, quarter of a centuy after ( that ). The principal
having no nghC ot occu- ^ j \ / r r

pancy.

)

reason of this is that the English remain in India like

< )• ( o) ( ^'^f" Passengers temporary (f) tenants or mere ((f) birds of passage (o')-upon the road, wayfarers, ) ^ -^ p ^i x. ,. ^ • t j- ^ il
•

The residence of the English m India not being

permanent, and the English authorities as well as the English merchants

having a covert aim at enriching England, they are, quite naturally, not

ready to give into the hands of the natives any portion of the ruling jjower

after making a separate division ( of the same ). Had the Moghuls exercised

( their ) imperial sway over India, for the sake of the prosperity of the land

of their original residence, by sending out officers like temporary tenants,

then the Moghuls, too would have been obliged to be illiberal in dealing

with Princes and Chiefs or village institutions, like the English themselves,

and there would have been no other alternative but to disarm the subjects.

Owing to the power given by Western science and the helplessness produced

amongst the subjects in consequence of their being disarmed, the administration

can be heedlessly carried on without any hitch ( and ) without even a considera-

tion of the desires or the aspirations of the people. Owing to the bomb this

state ( of things ) has not remained permanent. The subjects, armless; and the

Government, admittedly powerful owing to the modern science of arms. Up
to this time there was no means at all for Government

(A) (
Lit, estinaate.)

^^ ^^^^ ^j^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ people, becoming disappointed

owing to some acts of Government, get exasperated and become even turn-head-

ed. How was Government at all to know that the tyranny of its acts hag

become unbearable to the subjects ? What happened usually up to this time

v/hen Government did any act and the subjects disapproved of it? The people

lased to submit petitions, to prefer requests; the authorities used to say that it

was temporary froth, that it would subside, in a short time, of itself. The people
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l)ecome despondent, the impatient fretted and fumed -within themselves in

exasperation, and the turn-headed, in their own violent emotion, burnt their

bodies and in a fit of passion made an offering of themselves alone,-without

even any report of ony kind reaching the ears of Government; such was the

state ( of things ) up to this time. The turn-headed men destitute of arms

became provided with arms in consequence of the bomb, and the bomb reduced

the importance ( i ) of military strength. Unless a
»

) (
it-) awe.)

beginnisg be made to divide wealth and authority

with the sabject, with greater liberality than was shown by the Moghuls, England

will not henceforward be able to carry on the administration, without any hitch,

through officers having (only) a temporary (interest in the country). The bcmb is

not a thing like muskets or guns. Muskets and guns may be taken away from the

subjects by means of the Arms Act; and the manufacture, too, of guns and muskets

without the permission of Government, may be stopped; but is it possible to stop or

to do away vvith the bomb by means of laws or the supervision of officials or

the busy swarming of the detective police ? The bomb has mora the form
of ^knowledge, it is a ( kind of ) witchcraft, it is a charm, an amulet. It

has not much the features of a visible object manufactured in a big factory.

Big factories are necessary for the bombs required by the millitary forces of

Government, but not much ( in the way of ) materials is necessary to prepare five

or ten bombs required by violent, turn-headed persons. Virendra's big factory

, . , , ^., , , . , of bombs consisted (/) of one or two jars and five or
(y ) ( Z?i., was atoieil in.

) . -, ^
ten Dottles; and Government chemical experts are

at present deposing that the factory was, from a scientific point of view, faultleess

like a Government bomb-factory. Should not Government pay attention to

the true meaning of the accounts published in ( the course of ) the case of

Virendra's conspiracy ? Judging from the accounts published of this case, the for-

mula of the bomb does not at all appear to be a lengthy one and ( its ) process

also is very short indeed. The power of keeping the knowledge of this form^ila

a secret from one who is turn- headed, has not now been left in the laws of

Government. This knowledge is not a secret in Europe, America, Japan and

other countries. In India it is still a secret knowledge. But when the number
of turn-headed ( persons ) increases owing to the stringent enforcement of

the policy of represion, what time will it take for the magical practices,

the magical lore of Bengal to spread throughout in India ? The labour of

acquiring this lore will not be as hard to those who are turn-headed as the

labour of bringing their brains again to a normal condition; and even in

putting this lore to a practical use there is very little possibility of the

exasperation being even calmed down through a Magistrate, owing ( to the

plot ) being frustrated by the skill and vigilance of the detective police.

To speaiv in ( the language of ; hyperbole, this factory can be brought into

existence in a trice and ( also ) broken up in a trice ! Therefore, how can
the nose-string of the law be put on these turn-headed wizards of the

( M ( LH„ Act about bom^.s. ) ^"""^^ \ ^^^"^ ^^" Explosives
(
k

)
Act was passed

in England ( about ) ten or fifteen years ago. the
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lornb had not attained such a form of knowledge ( as at present ). The bomb
had not ( then ) become a ( / ) mere toy ( / ) of the

*^f^i'i'
/ ^ ^ \ '''"'' *^^ '^"''^ Western sciences. At that time elaborate(m) appli-

01 tae body, as it were. )
\ j ff

ances, too, were required: also special materials

( ?u ) Lit,, mauy,) were recjuired and the factory also used to be a big

one. Such tings can be prevented by law; but w'hen

science begins to exhibit wonders like the bomb in mere sport ( and even ) while

walking, talking (and) sleeping, how can these simple sports of science be put

a stop to ? The Westerners propitiated the goddess of science for ( securing )

commercial progress and military stregth. How will it do to accept only the

gift of the blessing of the propitiated goddess and to refuse only those things

which that very goddess may be doing in mere sport in order that no one may
become intoxicated with the bestowal of the blessings ? While the knowledge
of the science of the Westerners is being thus easily obtained ( by people ) every

day. and w^hile new discoveries are being daily made that produce terrific

powers in no time with a simple process from common chemicals themselves

v.hich are constantly required for trade and industries, how long will Govern-

ment stop, by legal restraints, the current of the sport of scientific experts ?

In our opinion. Government are going to put themselves aad the subjects to loss

for nothing, by pursuing impossible things. If the perfect state to which
scientific knowledge has attained in Europe and America be considered, ( one )

has to say that Government has been engaged in the vain attempt of making
an impossibility a possibility. At such ( a ) time ( as ) this, chemists, persons

engaged in industries and petty manufacturers cannot fail to be subjected to

unjust compulsion for nothing. The object desired by Government cannot be

accomplished by the Explosives Act, but, on the other hand, it will serve as an
instrument in the hands of the police and the petty officials to persecute good

men. This effort to impose (//) a Prohibition (//) upon

^ij^/
^''^ ^

*
'^

oawaj
the scientific knowledge about bombs and the materials

( for making bombs ) is vain. If bombs are to be
stopped this is not the proper means ( for it ) ; Govrrnment should act in such a

way that no turn-headed man should feel any necessity at all for ( throwing )

bombs. When do people who are engaged in political agitation become turn-

headed .' It is when young ( political ) agitators feel keen disappointment

( by being convinced ) that their faculties, their strength and their self-srcri-

fice cannot be of any use in bringing about the welfare of their country in

any other way than by acts of turn-headedness, that they become turn-hea-

ded. Government should never allow keen disappointment ( to take hold

)

of ( the minds of ) those intelligent persons who have been awakened ( to

the necessity of ) securing the rights of siraraji/a. Government should not

forget that when the desires and aspirations of the awakened intelligent

people spread throughout the nation and begin rudely to awaken the v/hole

nation, the disappointment instead of decreasing becomes all the more keen,

if this process of awakening is stopped at such a time. Government has passed

the new * Newspapers ' Act with a view to put a stop to the process of awakening;

and, therefore, there is a possibility of the disappointment assuming a more
terrible form and of turnheadedness being produced even amongst people of
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thoughtful and quiet disposition. The real and lasting means of stopping bombs

consists in making a beginning to grant the important rights of swaraj;/(( ( to

the people ). It is not possible for measures of repression to have a lasting

( effect ) in the present condition of the Western sciences and that of the

people of India.

[H. I. M.'s High Court. Bombay,

Translator's Office, 7th July 1908.]

A true translation.

N. L. MANKAR,

Third Translator,

M. 579.
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Ex. D.

[ The followliig is the origiiud Marathi text of the article of ivJi/ch Ex. D. is

n translation.
]

I ^qrq feq^T^ ^RfrCfrT.

^^^Tft^ ijcT q^r ^^ ^^i fl^^rR^nc^^R^^ ^cT #^^ ^^Itt 3t^. sr^trR^r^ ^-
^RrCr 51^ 3n|, ^^ ^\^ f|psTR% ^zro:^ iric-j-^Ni^ ^^i^^^rr ^r^ ti^ fri^ ^

*4rw iFT^ ^r^ ? ^^^ sr^ ^rw^ 3^ ^t^ #^ot ^=^ ^^1^ ^^ "i^^^Cr ^i^ ^'<s\-

g?r 2;raTf -^i2[. ft^'^r^tci ^r^ ^jt ^r^7, ^rsT=^r i%^rt ^^"jtrT ^ ^st^t srv^^^fr^sf

^%y^ %^ ^rT^ ^^Rf ^'f ^RW 5T%T ^=Cr ^'t^ 11% W^ qTf5 c^fl^^l ^^iff STT^JT ^t^I

qT^qj^TT 5TRr sfr^, ^r^T N#frsr^- r%^r ^^qwCr^ •'^r'ji st^ w^m^. '^rnpR^^^r ^

qTf^T ^T ^jk^ T^T sTTwrqi", ^sRfr arm^Rl^JTr^sTr q^ %^t=m" ^=^r tr^l"; ^rrm ^TTre^rraT^

5rfcnT(S55fi:^r ^^:m7^\ ^^^ c^i?ff ^rrqcfr tl^^^ ^rriTifr w^t srrl. ^cft srtt w-a ^^^^\ qTf,

^ ^^q^rCi^^^r '^r^T^ sn'^^R'mf'^r ^^\^ ^rrt ^ ^|^ ^t^ q:R ? 3Tr%^R7^Hr

qf|^ ?=s«r sT^l srfl: ^, ^]^^w. ri^^j^j^ ^ m^ qrrl^; ^m ^Wr^ qj^oqrq^

/%qT ^%jfrs; ^^p^rrq:^ €iwT%Cr 'T^i^r srim fRTt wirr ^. arf^-^rKr sr^l" f^i?r ^wk
^TTfKiqj 3tt| ^ ^c^rCr ^rl. "w ^^tt^jt ^^ ^rr^^n^i srfl c^r ^[^^t ^I f%^ %^

sTFrqjT?:^ qifi jfcn^JTRr ^ ^v^.-\-^\^\ ^igi ^tto fi^^rr^ f^^ mK fi"^ 3t^
^^2 ^IR^'. ^RqjR^- 5T% qi^Pf =^55c?5t 311% ^ qfT. #TTre3Tt% sfWr^ ^wr^jrrqr ^j^^ptrs^

q^'^ ^TTfrT, 5T^t ^jt[ ^Wi^\ 5TT%q^=3n^T fqqjrq^^ 3ti%. ^JTT^rrqr \^'4^ q;# ^r^s"jrR

5^Tqt^fr^ ^\^^w> ^ ^ir^rfr^ ^rk^ftos, ^r-'-^ ^ff[^3TWT?rT=^ sttt^ 3ti%. sfir^^^^TT ^rk-

37f^3n^5|T 5^Rff ^^^Ti^RT srfrRq: srfl, ^ ^dqtcfi^ sff^nrr^ srr-qcsqr^T ^/r-Hdi-^-^i \n\-

5^ ^cq^ iTrTRT. ^r^7 ar^rrf^s ^n^, ^r^ 3HTffet=l ^c^r ^trt ^q^fr^cT stto

«T]%, i^iqj^. qiR^ ^^tcT ^r%isT=^ ^ ?fT ^r%ts arrl irq^rg ^'^ qj^?jrRr ^^\'mz

R^s;r; sni^ qr^TT^j^^ y;r^T qr^^^nrr ^^fq^r ^r^^^ c^riq^ ^rqit^ srawr^j ql^Trr^^i

''T'^T^ ^^^T^ TrT^'?;^^ RRT^. ST^R^cT TT?^f?IT #i^I'<^twqT ^,1 ^ ^r^TTP?^ -BTII,
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^ ^tj^ ^T^ fcTT^ fT^JT ^1^WA WTRT ?:T%2ncffc5 qcTfTT^^ ^VTtR f^lJoSj, ^.
e^TFTr^ sr!^^ ^f^J ^jzMt^ ^^ ^w^j ^^'^ arffrf, | €rwr^ f^^K^rt ^jrm ?r^.

^^\^^ c?TO ^ ^^ ^vfT jfrf?r jr^o^n^ spm w^ w.iru ^irmm ^^ ^r^ ^'-^rm^

^J5[^^r 3T7^ c^ d^ ^RRcTTrT, 3Rrr srf^rs^rHr ^r^ ^^ #^fr ^^rM^ ^c^^jt^ff

^j^^qr^ ^ 1^ cTRin^- ^5^(133^1^^ ^ W^Tf^ ^FRT=qT M'iW-^ #^ ^T^, 3RTT #^rq^ ^j^j^.

5T%c5r Rr:RTw ^^ m^. ^^c^rr 'tttsi^f N^=^t^ 'Cr^^tcT^sr ^nfj ^ynrrqt §t^ ^[^"r

^r^ ?T"^^ w.^-^ ^ ^i^^Wij^^^i ^3^^5q7 ^.?r s^cTfrT. q^T ft^qr^ ^^jr^ rnr^^TR

^R 5f^ %^ IcTI^ 5T5| ^l qiTSR ^Tit?: ^T^ JT^ m^ T% ^q203TT=srr q cfT^l jfr^o^Tp^ ^-

fT^?T %^tCr ^^ ^T^fR ^tCt. 5t^ ^^^ ^t %^f^fT ^^ ^^r ^^^ w>^mJJm ^jii cr tt-

^?IT j.mm ^^r ^'jqr^ jt^cTTt ^1r i^r^t^ q;t %^ ? ^r w-^^j^ ^^ ^jtr ^rfl ^?, ?j^r#^
m<=hioi s-rf'Tq^^t^'r ir^RR^rfr ^ttt 3Rn^:RT st^rt ^ ^^r^^n^ ^rw^rCr it^jr%

^•-^ ^c5TRT% ^JR^T^ q^^o^rtrT 3TR5T ! J?R^=E5fr fcT^f ^^Rq^F^'l •|JT^Tcr ^Fff ^ 5fiTrc5i=^3Tr^ ^5R^ ^^^^ ^*5ra"R ^JWJ- 'TTT^ 5rr^TCl=^^ ^RR TTTI^ 3RRt ftpsTRJcffc5

^^t HT^r^ ^^<r ^R5-^T=^r ?^^ q^ r^ ^ r:^c^ ^\. s^'^r^ crr^U^-^.

q3R-<^Ff ?B3^ ^st Ci^fTF-Rft^^ STR^TIT fs^r trcfr. sfR^r^sTR^fr ^^^ ^^ sTtTir arr^

rf^ srg-'iT ^ ft^v^rr^icfr^ ^7 ^^q^ s-tt^ cr ^ ^\'^^'^^^d mt( i^i w^i ^p^trr

^2^=^! ?Rtn ^0^^ ^ ^mT%^-'Fr^ rRR ^fR; ^^"0 ^SSRITFT arflT^r TTSl^T JJa-

q^cTR^fr fSW^ +r^"-tTTTSI^Rrn ^ JTrJRJRT r1-^5TR^7 ^I^^T^ =JFF5R^ 5T^ ?R jfiiRSt-

^TtT ^i^^^^T^Rfr f%qr 5ir3T^^5iTt-o7 sttjrI^ 5q^t^=qm'=q st^^r o^rij- ^r^ srf^ ^ ^nrr-

^?rT r:^!T^ %^5ttt%5tr ^3fc[T ?r^. qn^frr^ ^rfr i%^^" ^tr{% ^r ir^r r%:qT^

^R^t ^^TRq-^^ RJT^3^r ^~-^^^^R ^ter ^rtf. snf=nTisqT5^ tr rstrt ^^pt ^ri%^
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^R^T^"^^ l^t=^ ^.T ^^r 3T^r^ iTicJr ^nf, | ^rw?i^ ^jf^tr cRt ^^ ? ^rw^

f%#Rf ^u^; 3Tf<-^r<[ ^^w\ ^r sf^ ^^ 3?!%, 5^rwT ^^r^ ^nqTSTrr ?3T^r sr^. ^i-wi

^q^T- 3Tm'i^-5ft=^^ 3TTW R?r?5rs^ ^r^t^r^tr |t^^ ^rgt =^i55T%rn ^R ^JiL ^k-

'Ti^r ^ ^^^^r f%^ cTr'?;r ?ifS3n^R??ft ^1^3 ^Tft. fc^r^ ^^t^ir #^ ^ €m ^^^

%t^; TJT ^i^jfrsr ^R?jRr t%^ w'^im-^i'-w ^m^'^t^, w^j ?if 'Tr^^rr^r gsjg^rsr^

#^ 7^:?Tt f%^T ^r^r^ ^^i m ^°r sn"! w^? '^ ^t^ jfrs^TT^T siri^ ^^t stt^ 3T[%, Ct

^R% ^r. ^^^RI c5^^^ ^FPJIFqT ^t^ 5110^ 'TTS^l^ ^T^C^R ^wk WRFcl", T^ 3TT-

^Rt JTT^f^^^r ^RTWR ^^=^ ^^ 'Tt^ rRR qfJ^TJ^TT^ f^W^t ^r^^fr ^RcT ^7^1. R^^T

^\^ ^frS^TxiT JTTST ^T^?^RT tr^ ^^T ^T^?T, ^ ^fr"Tt=^ ^TTrf^tn ^tSR^ fRTi, ^ilFJT ^r

^^3R^T^|T5Tt=^r m^^ fR 3Tl|rT. R^^R^TF ^5:r% ?I5?'3Ttcr 5rT%^ ^r^o=3Tr l^mRR3[r

w^ ^'4\^ m^^ ^a? 'tMr^trt ?rw ^r ? ^r ^se^rHt ^ i^?f 5rr%^ itt^ ^\,

Wq^N^ 'TTfcTt ^R 'its^TT^^ 4^ ^tCi ^Rc5=Er^ R^R ^[^ cf ^^^ t^TR^ SJc^ 3-Tr|. ^T TTT^-

ffl^s 3TT| ^r=^5TTqT^ ^T 3T^r^ sTR c^Tf5 S^ajfj^ ^?t4 STIcTt ^<^RT ^R^JT^ Sfifr ^^
^r. ^^TT, STfTR^r, ^'TT?r, ^"^> ^R I sTR 3H ^Cl^ ft^^T^tcT ^T^R | 3H ?iR ^1%,

qriT ^^^^T"|r^ '-^r^ ^i^^' sfq^R ^^r ^rrg^ ?Tr4r^#=Cr ^^^r ^^^^rr^^^ ^^Rir #^c!rtr

T^fmr %^^T^tr[ =^rCt^ q^a^j^ T%?fiRTr ^ ^[^mi^c ? ^ ^nq-re^ srrlcT ^f=T[ Cr r?it

#7T^^ ^^^ STT^T^ RT^ ^T^S^T: cTrs^TRT 3TT0TTOn^?T% ^ST'^TiTT^R; ^ ^f R%c^ ^^TRfTR^

=^tt ^^^ '^R ^^'t sttI. 5Tr%^^H?r^ ^i^5R2Tr=l sr^Jir^qr^ fr ^t^rf ^j^^^^t srf^crRtcT

STFTcTT ^^r ^ ^S^t^^^t ^TRrTt ^F ! ^ft 5rF5r^}^3Ft=s?TF ^F JTF^f^ %3^2TRF ^PF^F^r^7 ^^"^

WF ^^^t ^t^ ? ^fF 'T''^^ W'^F t?^^ ^ft STTcRfF^^FRF ^F^F^ IHW RF^^f ^WFS^Ft^F

^^ ?F^3R ^^^T STT^ ^^^. TFf^3TFR ^FWFRF ^t^T^r ?T^ ^^RR^F fF^^^^^F JT^^i. RF-

%o5F ^q^^wCF "^r^ ^R^, ^JF55TfCf ^^ ^F^t ^ ^^^RFIT^ 5T^. 3T^TcRF 5frgl^r 5fR^'«T

^^n^T^F^ IFRF^^^F 3n|. "M ^RfIw'f ^FW =^Fc5^t ^^Rt, ^cFF ^F^rft, RF^Rt F%^, ^^
c51^% 5FR%;2FF^R% ^^TFc^R ^^^ ^F^fFt^F^Ft, RfI^T ^F^F=53TF ^F ^f^ ^"RJF ^h^T ^ -^T^-

q^JTT^^F '^ RFR^'^q^T^ ^^F^RrTt ^ ^^^0" ^^T^^if^RrTt ^FW^^RF ^jf^^J^J^t ^"^ ^^^

W^\. \^^^ S^vT %^ in3^^ q^^FJT RF^r^^F ^^F^ "R^-i", TW rfpg ^^?TF ^^^^I^T ^'^T

^STiTrT fF^ ^ qT"^ ^^F ^^ cff^F ^^ 3T^ ^^^F JTF^ ^t^, ^^ ^t ^fI^ i Tr[%IIF-
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cf^R^ RJTFT^R^R ^r*-? ^[^"^TT^ ^^T ^R?T =^[T^ 3T^^, ^TTWR TTt%^t=^^ ^1^=^ 5I^f

'+I^<UKJ^I 5f*<T^R ^?^FR %rlT f^^^ 5qT"715 '^V^X % 3Tr?r^ ;t^ ^W^ 3T^T^ 'TT^fr^^TT ^r
^1? ^^:i ^ 5f^^Rt^ oq^q- 3^^R ^ qn^ 3IT|. ^f?^RsfT^=^l gfrTR ^ 3T^R%rT ^
MK'JId ^4fcr 3TT%, W f^'4?Tr^ R=^R %^r 5T^ 3T^T^q jffe ^q^ ^<u^|^| ^qr ??R:riR

^^PR: ^ c5R^ 3Tt|, 3T% ^otr ^5R^. ^ Wf ^^TR^T^T^^T^TR^, ^^TR'^Tt^TRTt^ ^

s^^n^ TTcp f^R fR;^ cT^. qR3ft«;2Tr^'<^ ^T^R5iT?r ^ ^^ifr ^TTfr^rT ^^o^rt ^
^jT^RTT ^% 3Tr|. ^nf^TTT^ ?rTft% ^?:i^RT% sT^Te^rr^ fi ^tt^t ^fpnf ?to|; cri%jfte3Tt=^

^r^=^ ^pir^w ?nMr+i^Ncii ^ ?r, 3t^ ^^^r^ %^ tttI^. tt^i^rr =^r^^55R t^^s^ 5fn^ri^ ft^R %^^ ? 3TTq^'2fr i^rtt, sttt^'^tt ^"{rt^i ^t srrq^r ^^^K^vw^\ ^jq^rR

3TTq^3TT ^^ ^^rw q^^'35iT% ^;ffr ?TT^fw^'Tw^tRR ^?: t^^tt ^^rip^^rrft qpTR friiRr

5TT^; 3T^ rft^ RTT^F ?Tr<RTJRT =^a5^o5 ^WR ?TW ^TT^n^ ^RTcT. ^^T^RI% f^ ^TT^
'M'J^-iI'h4'<tr ^iirT ^Is^T 3[r%5fRKf cTr r^mf ^^ri^ ^sftfr ft^ \^\ %\m ^. c^j-

nR ^, I ^R^FR^ r%RrTt ^FRT ?r^. ^5J?tM f^^TI ^f^ qT^qiqjRrTt ^cWRq^i^^TT ^^
^T^r^ ^R^^ qRT %W 5T[|, ^ c5TT5^ R^T^^ ^^q sn"^ •^T^f^': ^^5R R^^TRI" ^ ^FT

T2^:t^ ^qR w^ ^u--^% fr5Rr% i^ ^^m -^x^ ^^ ^ ^. ^q^ft% :^^j^ crrf^.

JTM ^TT^i=^ ^ ^^^\^tw^ ^r^t=^r '^t^R^^qr r^^rt^ iza^s^, ^\ ^^ jritr.
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Ex. E.

( Tirmslation of a JIardthi article •printed in column 3 of page 5 of the issue

(if the * Kesari ' news2Japer, dated 12th Man ^908, and having a foot-note^

as t i'an.'>Iat('d, " This neivspax)er was printed and imhlished at the ' Kesari

'

Printing Press, No. 466, Naratjan Peth, Poona, Inj Bal Gangcodhar Tilah, "
)

Since the] commencement of the bomb-affair all the Anglo-Indian news-

papers have been incessanty advising Government as to what should be done,

if such calamities are to be averted in future. The EngaUshman of Calcutta

and the Bombay Times and other newspapers have imputed the whole blame

to political agitation. The Statesman newspaper of Calcutta being controlled

by the missionaries was not, so long, much opposed to political agitation.

But this paper has now given out its opinion that since terrible occurrences

of bomb ( outrages ) spring from the Sivadeslti and boycott agitation, this

agitation should be stopped. The SivadesTd agitation gives rise to bomb-out-

rages and the Bengal partition gives rise to the S'iradeshi agitation; then

why not first cancel the Bengal partition itself ? The

( rt ) ( The science of logic, ) Tarhci-shastra (a) of Anglo-Indian newspaper(editors")

has, owing to (their) heads being turned, now become
(70 (The science of nion- ^^7.7 . /7\ wu ^ il a

]-eyg,

)

Mar/iata-s/iasf7ri, (u)\\hen secret plots of a very

( G^ ( The scienc of false-
similar kind were discovered in Ireland, the statesman

hood,

)

Mr. Gladstone, instead of making use of the Tarhata-

sTiastra, (r) made use of the genuine Tarlca-shastra,{fi)

and made efforts to grant " Home Rule.'' ( i. e. ),
" S'lraraji/a" to that country.

Some people pay attention to the evil effects of a vice firmly established in the

body, only when (that) vice begins to inflict trouble upon the body in the shape

of a terrible abscess; and an effort is then made to remove the vice. The
terrible murders that took place in Ireland spontaneously rivetted England's

attention to the grievances of that country and then *' Home Rule " or Swarajya
for Ireland began to be discussed. Such usefulness, of one sort, of these

murders has been indirectly described by Lord Morley in one place. Will the

terrible occurrence at Muzzaffarpur rivet Lord Morley's attention to the grievance

about tb.e partition of Bengal ?

The opinion of the Allahabad Pioneer about the bomb-outrage is that if

Government wants completely to prevent these terrible occurrences, it should

keep ready a list of the " suspected leaders " of bomb ( -throwers ) for each

province, district or taluka and notify that if there was any bomb-outrage
within such and such limits, ten, twenty ( or ) twenty-five persons out of that

list would be hanged ! It cannot be denied that this is one way of striking

terror ( into the public mind ) ; but it is a truth established by history that

outrages like those of bombs increase instead of diminishing by (the adoption of)
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such remedies. The Conservative party passed the " Coercion Act, " that is to

say, a law to put down the people, with a view to bring the Irish people to

reason, (tZ) The present Parliament is engaged in the
W) (Lit., agreement.)

business of passing a bill to repeal this very measure.

Ce)—(') (Lit., laws having Were those who passed (t?)repressive laws(c) terrori-

the character of the voracious
^^^ j^.^j^ ^

^. jg ^j^^ ^.^ Ministry
demon Bakasur.

)

«=> ,., , ..imi.T--i. c
that repeals those very laws wise ? The history oi

(/) (Lit.,iterrorizing.)
Ireland bears witness (to the fact) that repressive {/ )

laws prove useless in the end. It is only when rulers wish in their minds to wipe

out of existence any society, any group of people or any nation, that in the

first instance repressive laws and afterwards laws that ( would ) partially wipe

them out of existence are brought into force. But mankind has never benefitted

through such national assassination. If, owing to the bomb-outrage, the

nation's assassination is begun in India, then we can plainly say that its

consequence would never prove beneficial to the Anglo-Indians. As the Anglo-

Indians have not sufficient strength in their wrists to accomplish this work of

national assassination, it is certainly desirable that they should not listen to the

advice of those like the Pioneer who are hostile to their interests. It is possible

(for England) to make Ireland remain only in name, by coaxing it, swallowing

it, putting it into the stomach and digesting it.

(/?) (
It, a one imc. )

England may possiblyC^-) be able to accomplish the

national assassination of Ireland but it is not possible to do (this)—in the case

of India. Another statement of the Pioneer is that there does not exist at pre-

sent any cause sufficient to produce so much excitement among the people as

would manifest itself in the shape of bomb ( outrages ). The Bengal partition,

the agitation consequent on such partition, the riots, zuliim and prosecutions

resulting from this agitation—are not all these facts indicative of the excited

condition of the people? At one time such oppression gave rise to small

insurrections in England; and it was only when the people of that country

rose in rebellion, and, after dethroning the King, introduced constitutional rule

that no occasion was left for them to resort to violent means for effecting admi-

nistrative reforms. To disregard facts that increase the exasperation of the

people, and then to ask the question as to why the Bengalis should have gone

off their heads so much, this high-handed chicanery becomes only a newspaper

like the Pioneer enjoying the protection and patronage of Government.

[ H. 1. .M:s High Court^ Bomhcui^ A true translation.

Translator's Office, 7th Julij 1908. ] N. L. MANKAR,

Third Translator.
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Ex. E.

[ Thefollowing is the original Maratld text of the editorial notes of which

E.r. E. is a translation. ]

ant. ^^^T^TT^ ' ^jTcj^TT^r ' ^ 5^% ' 3t|5^ ' ^FR q^rt^'r m ^q tt^^ =^^-

S'I=^T 3TT«fr ?TR55r 3Tf|. ^^5^=f^=t ^S^TT^ T^ ffRT^=5n=^f ^j^ 3T^^ ^?T^3T[ i^^
^^n?RT =^55^^r^ 'W^^ f%^ JT5^. TW m q^R STFrTt ^TTT^ 3?^ JTcT ^tCr: %^ 3n|

^^^ ^^im ^rT TT^^T^ ITT^ 3T[f . STRICT ^T^TR 5nRR% JH ^3 ^t ^^T?^^

5n^" ^i ^j^ m^ ^sr shrrr^^qr ^osm^m ^:^]^ W'^ ^t^ ^^r ?

'^^rr^ f^ TRT Hituiii^ ^r^t^ ^t^RT^ tt^^ 3rr^ sni. 5tr^=^^ ^ym^r ^f^Rf
I
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^w^ ^^J^, TT^T^r ^^f f%qr Trj^\ ^rs %5ft ^r^^nR^T?:^^^ ^^i^ ^mm ^?r^r^

JHcoJ-li-r.^! ST^qfs^ TJ^T'^^ ^T fll^^TRtcf STUi^r W.V^\^ 5TT^r, cTT c^TF^f qRq-RT sfT^Tffl--

W^T %5^^ f|^^^ imR ^Jit, 3W 3n3^Cr ^T^ ^Ft^^^f. f ^TS5r'<qT^ ^?T rT¥T^ ^tRrr^FT^

i^ =^^. ^rr^rfe^r ^^T5^^?r, .^t^, "frst^ ^^, "T=^i:ff ?tr%'^ ^^crt m ^^ft ^nl;. 3tr-

5^ TT^ 3Tfr iFM sttI ^If, sr%TTts^t=^r wn^ fk^^ ^rt ^^r^ajt^ ^^ttt fro^n^j t^^

^RiT ^m ^rCr. ^^7^=^ ^r:]^], ^r 'r^r^tg^ itt^^ ^55^55, ^r =^55^5515^ ^^ ^-
^, w^ ^ ^^^, ^^ ^^ '^Tsr JT^T^^vr ^reri^qr-^rr ^ttCtcT ^rr ? ^^^rr irif^rssr ^t^-^tt

^T3TT'<TF^% JTFT STI^fra^^l ^T^"^ |Vc5^trfTc5 ^T^t^r ^^ ^itt. 5r^=^ ^JcTPT m^fH>i \ hH\

51^ f%^<H^NT. fT 3K^T#r JTR^mtTirr ^^^JR^T q^T^Tcff 5Tgq[-3Tr '"TT^frf^^'^RJsqT^
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Ex. F,

(^Translation of the Marathilead^r ^>n'/i'ei in columns 4 and 5 of iiagc 4 mid

rolumn 1 of page 5 of tlie i sue of the ^' KcsarT^ neiuspapcr dated 19th May
1008, and having afoot-note, ai translated, ' This newspiaper was 2^rinted and

published at the ''' Kesari '"* printing Press, No, 486, Narayan Peth, Poona

hif Bal Gangadhar Tilah. )

A double hint.

There is certainly no doubt that the heads of those young gentlemen who
manufactured bombs or brought them into use at Calcutta were turned. But

the disease of turnheadedness is so contagious that, though the heads of the

young persons of Calcutta ( may ) have b6c©me cool in consequence of their

having vomited the jDoison in their heads, the heads of some other gentlemen

have already been turned or have now begun to be turned by the poison

vomited by them. These people are of two sorts. The first ( sort consists of )

Anglo-Indian gentlemen or iournalihts, and the other

(a) (.c) (Literally, oue (of) some cowardly and (.r) self-conceited (.t) men
vvho has gained fame and celeb- amongst US, The only difference is that the wiliness
nty: used with reproach ct a per- ° ''

son who sits clown satisfied with of the Anglo-Indian journalists has helped them in
his present acquisition and stri- ^he turning of their heads ; while cowardice has
vea for glory no further; or used ^

with irony generally.) inspired those amongst us whose heads are in a

disordered condition. The only fact that some boys

of Calcutta prepared bombs and tried to blow off a European Magistrate, and
that two innocent white women fell victims in that { attempt ), has sufficed to dis-

tract some cowards amongst us, who call themselves alone lovers of peace. It is

not the case that these people may not have read in newspapers the news of such

terrible things always occurring in Russia. But their mind is persuaded not only

that it was most dreadful that such a thing snould have happened in India,

and that, too, against white officers, but also that it ( has ) caused immense
loss to India; and, in order to show their burning ( sentiments of ) loyalty,

these gentlemen are now most vigorously forwarding to Government sugges-

tions or resolutions of the following sort:
—" We protest most strongly against

such a thing ; bomb-throwers are, in no way, connected with us ; and we have

no concern with their shocking deeds; nay. Government should at once stop the

writings or speeches which are the cause of these shocking deeds, we have no
objection to it; nay, such is also our desire

!
'' This, in our opinion, is the height

not only of cowardice but also of folly. And though Government officers may
be aware of this fact, they indirectly consent to it in as much as it is only to their

advantage to obtain such an admission at present. We, too, consider it reprehen-

sible that any one, for any reason, should take the life of another by bombs or

by (any) other means. Not only has it no sanction of the code of morality, but

also no one else, just like ourselves, considers that if some white officers were

I
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murdersd in this manner, we would thereby at once obtain f^wamjud. We have
already stated in our last issue that such is not the belief even of the young
persons themselves who threw the bombs, /in short, no one will fail to disapprove

of taking the life of any one belonging to the official class by means of a bomb;
and if any one were to express his disapproval to that extent, there is also nothing

improper in it. But the admission that these horrible deeds are caused by the

writings or lectures of some political agitators, which some people from amongst
us, while expressing such disapproval, have now begun to make, is wrong and
suicidal in the extreme

; (and) it is our duty to tell this not only to these (persons)

but also to the rulers themselves. Anglo-Indian people or journalists are, at this

time, absolutely in need of such an admission from us. Though it may be a fact

that the people's heads are turned by the vexation (caused) by the unrestrained

and irresponsible official class in India, it is desirable for the Anglo-Indians to

distort it, for their own interest; and therefore, they have spread a false report

that it is not owing to the bad acts of white officers but owning to the writings

and speeches of those who without any reason make severe comments on the said

officers, that the exasperation of the people has reached the stage of bomb-
throwing. This allegation of the Anglo-Indian journlists is utterly false..

But, under the present circumstances, they have no alternative but to say so.

If they admit that the system of administration in India is bad, they would be
utterly ruined. They will always say this (and this) only, that the political

agitation against white officers, which exists in India is carried on by a few-

mischievous people for a selfish purpose; and that it is not owing to the sin of

white officers at all that the stage of bomb-throwing has bsen reached; but
that this is solely ( and wholly ) the result of the very agitation of the mischie-
vous people aforesaid. Nay, they consider the bomb-affair to be a very good
opportunity that has easily offered itself to the Anglo-Indian journalists or

officers for suppressing the political agitation now carried on in India. And
some shrewd people among them have already begun even to make use of the
said opportunity in this manner. The only thing to be rc-gretted is that some

(ft) Literally, leaping.
cowardly and selfish people among us, by volunta-

rily rushing (a) into this their net have set about

ensnaring their countrymen ! The (present) juncture is, indeed, very difficult or

trying, but it is for this very reason that we say that our people should exercise

particular vigilance at such a time. We have nothing to say about those who
wish to always pass their time in slavery under the irresponsible and uncon-
trolled sway of the white officers in India. But all those, who, finding the present

system of administration in India to be intolerable, think that the said system
of administration should be reformed some time or other, should take care that

they do not, while expressing their disapproval of the fact that some innocent

persons lost their lives by means of bombs, give to Government, either knowingly
or through cowardice, any absurd admission from them ( an admission which, if

given, would be ) just the thing desired ( by Government and obtained by them )

without any effort (on their part). Expresa (your) disapproval of, or protest

against, murder once, or if you like, ten times ; no one is against it. But, in

the interests of the country, we only beg of these people that they should not,

of their own accord, convey the utterly false information to Government
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officials that such acts of turn-headedness are the result of the atrong writings

or speeches of political agitators. The evidence required for proving the loss

•which India is sustaining from the political, industrial, moral and material

points of view, owing to the entire administration of India being carried on
solely under the sole guidance of the white official class only ( and ) in

utter disregard of public opinion, is so very strong that none but the friends

of the said official class will have any doubt of the iniquitous character of

the present administrative syetem. That such an administrative system should

come to bo disliked by the people is the effect of Western education itself;

aud seeing that, in spite' of many years' exertions, the said system of admi-

nistration is not reformed and that real rights of Sirarajya are not yet

granted to the deople owing to the obstinacy of the rulers, the political leaders

in the country cannot fail to have violent anger produced in their minds. It

is true that the said leaders will always be able to keep this anger within lawful

limits; but to think that not even a single person should arise in the country,

whose rage would overstep the lawful limit is, as it were, to proclaim to the

world that one does not know human nature. Of course, we think that it is an

extremely mean act to cannect ths turn-headedness of bomb-throwex-s v.'ith the

writing or speeches of the peoples' leaders who give expression to the unrest

or discontent which has arisen in the minds of the people on account of the

uncontrolled system of administration. It is only in accordance with the selfish

aim of the Anglo-Indian journalists that they spread such false report: there is

no wonder in it. The only thing which is really regrettable or Surprising, is that

we are decived by it. 'It is a matter well-known in history and assented to

by the politicians everyw^here that if the administrative system in any country

foe bad, discontent arises among the subjects of that country, that the leaders

of the people set about removing the defects in the administrative system, and

that, having roused public opinion for that purpose, they promote the cause of

their country on tha strength of the said public opinion. If, however, owing

to the movement originating io such a cause, any turn-headed person in the

country—and in ©very country turn-headed persons are sure to be (found)—had

Ms head turned by violent anger and if he became engaged in a dreadful deed,

it woald never be proper, as stated above, to lay the blame of it upon the poli-

tical agitator. If the present attempt of the Anglo-Indian journalists to establish

a far-fetched connection had been merely foolish, we would not have felt sorry

for it ; but we cannot help saying that it is mean, since it arises not from

ignorance but from selfishness. The person, who says that all political agitation

should be stopped because one gentlemen had, through rage, caused the ex-

. ^

plosion of a bomb, will be considered as unreasonable
()( una y proves ).

^^ foolish as he, who argues (Jj) that female edu-

-cation should be entirely stopped because under the Peishwa's regime Anandi-

foai had changed ( the letter ) '^ (dha) to m (ma), would be considered foolish.

There is no such thing ( to be found ) of which there is not the least likelihood

of being carried to an extreme at any time. If tomorrow Government attempt-

ed to stop all ( practice of ) surgery in medicine because some person had died

in consequence of his boil having been opened by a doctor, would any one allow

it in any country :- Just as the English themselves have not given up sea-
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voyage because of some person ( occasionally ) meeting with death by the sink-

ing of a ship so also is the case of political agitation. As declared by Dada-

bhai Naoroji at the National Congress held at Calcutta, whatever be the dis-

appointment in the work of effecting political reform,

^f)-:
••' •- •

'.\m}^ true leaders of the people never lose (c) their composure
iUierally, rnn ofE wildly).

^^^ through anger or rage; but how is it possible that

this quality of the leaders should be possessed by every man in the country ?

In particular, when several attempts at improving the political condition have

proved fruitless owing to the obstinacy or stubbornness of the rulers, is it in any

degree unnatural if one or two persons in the country had their heads turned

by rage and proceeded to commit (some) excess ? Such spirits exist and are

found in all countries (and ) in all places. Why, then, should there be such a

clamour if such a thing takes place in India alone ? And what, forsooth, is the

reason of scattering calumnies against political agitators on that account ? We
do not understand this. It is true that this is the first time that this method of

Russian excesses had come into India, but inasmuch as the history of political

revolutions in Russia, Germany, France, Ireland and other places is daily coming

before our eyes, how is it possible that not even one or two persons in this

country should not have a mind to imitate it ? In short, history bears open witness

to the fact that in any country where an irresponsible and unrestrained official

class—be it native or alien,—exercises authority over the subjects without any

control, the subjects of that country are sure to be always discontented ; and that

if the prayer or demand of the said subjects be overbearingly rejected many
times, one or two of them at least are sure to become heedless and feel inclined

occasionally at any rate to commit excesses. We need hardly say that the occ-

urrences in India are not a deviation from this course of history. If Govern-

ment were to put a wrong construction upon them just as the Anglo-Indian

journalists do, then it would be not only our misfortune but also that of our

rulers ! Just as if a son committed some excess owing to his having bean kept

unmarried for many years, it is the duty of wise parents to take a warning from
the said excess and get the son married as soon as possible, even so it is the duty

of a wise and statesman like Government to realise that political discontent has

reached the stage of some officer being murdered by means of a bomb and to soon

remove the primary causes that might (be found to) exist of the said political dis-

content.^We do not at all say that the person committing the excess should not be

punished or that his excess should not be repudiated. AVhether the matter be

social or political, an excess is only an excess ; and whatever be the primary

cause making (men) to feel inclined to commit the said excess, the said excess

must certainly be punished with the sentence prescribed by law. But to bear in

mind that such excesses are unavoidable in some cases and to take a proper

lesson from them is itself a mark of true statesmanship and we hope that our

Government will consider the dreadful bomb affair of Calcutta only from such a
point of view. No leader whatever, who is engaged in political agitation, need
be told afresh that sivarajya cannot be secured by means of a bomb. The bomb-
affair of Calcutta is a disquieting but acute symptom showing how intolerable

the defects in the existing political system are becoming or have become to

the people; and as a physician, in case a fever patient begins to talk incoherently

through delirium, without getting frightened by that symptom, takes a warning
o
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from it and coolly prescribes a more efficacious medicine for the disease, so the

Indian Government should act quietly on the present occasion. It is of no use at

all to get frightened by the selfish wrath or reasoning of the Anglo-Indian journ-

alists. The political agitation among the subjects is never groundless. The said

a<»itation is, indeed, produced generally in consequence of the defects that might

(be found to) exist in the administration of the country; and we need not tell our

Government that to stop (all )
political agitation in the country by means of an

oppressive law, because somebody has, in a paroxysm of rage, committed the

murder of some official is to produce gi^eater irritation among the people. Just as

an engineer is required to take a hint when the steam in the steam-boiler escapes

for the first time in [disregard of the weight of the safty-valve and is called

upon to take measures for lessening the force of the steam thereafter, similarly

it behoves our Government, without bringing into their head the wicked thought

of taking revenge, to make provision in future for reforming their administ-

ration in order that the violent anger of the subjects might not reach the

stage of throwing bombs. It is not the case that anyone does not want

( the reign of ) peace and law: but to strike, under the pretext of

( maintaining ) tranquillity^ at the root of the agitation that has sprung up
among the people in consequence of the real defects in the administration,

while denouncing such terrible deeds as bomb-outrages, is to adopt the path

of taking revenge, not of wisdom or statesmanship. It is the experience of

history that in consequence of such a mistake, even constitutional agitation

eventually acquires the form of a revolution: if this experieace or this sugges-

tion of taking a warning which can be learnt from this experience is not

acceptable to our Government, we are helpless. We are humbly telling Govern-

ment only that which appears true to ns: and it is our belief that in it alone

lies our good and the good of our rulers. To tell Government that the writings

and speeches of the political agitators in the country were the cause which led

to the perpetration of the atrocious crime of murder by means of the bomb is

like deliberately driving Government into a ditch. There is no wonder if those

white gentlemen who wish to espouse the cause of the white official class and

who wish that their oppressive sway should continue uninterrupted in this

country, give such advice to Government. But that our people should be

ready, while denouncing the bomb ( outrage ), to give such advice under ( the

influence of) the one-sided or delusive encouragement of Anglo-Indian journal-

ists or that Government should commit the unstatesmanlike (act) of taking such

suggestions into consideration,—neither of these two things, is, in our opinion,

(a sign of) calmness (or) statesmanship or conducive to the welfare of the country.

The minds of those who make these suggestions are, in one case, stricken with

cowardice and with craftiness in the other case. Therefore, both and especially

Government, should consider this thing by keeping their heads cool : such is

our request to them. There is an old adage (which

1*^) 5'^) (^^" *®^*
says) ' One{d) should avoid an excsss in all cases.'(c?)

ifi in Sanskrit.

)

^^^ ^^^^ longer do Government mean to wait for

the anger produced in the minds of the people by the defective system of adminis-

tration, reaching an extreme degree ? It is not at all desirable for a civilised

and wise Government to sorely try the patience of the subjects. Tranquillity
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must of course be maintained and do maintain it ; but, under the pretext of

(maintaining) tranquillity, do not spread thorns on the paths by which subjects"

(usually) acquire (their) natural rights, on the excuse of the suggestions made
by flatterers who are adverse to the weal ( of Government ). This kind of

administrative policy has not hithereto proved beneficial to any one, and, if

the experience of history be true, will not prove so in future also- this is

certain. We say once more that hard times are coming day by day. If, at

such a time, both Government and the subjects do not keep their heads cool

and do not take a proper lesson from undesirable but inevitable incidents,

they should both bear in mind that in consequence of it permanent harm will

be inflicted on the country. The present difficulty can be ( temporarily ) warded
off by ( spreading ) a false report ; but it cannot be a permanent solution.

For that, finding out the truth and regulating one's conduct in future in

accordance with it is the sole ( and ) single remedy; and it is our prayer to

God that Government may be inspired with the ;^thought of enforcing that

remedy alone.

l^H. I. xlf.'.s- Hif/h Court, Bomhay, A trae translation.

Translators Offi,ce, 0th Juhj 1908.J N. L. MANKAR,

Third Translator
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Ex. F.

[ The'following is the original Marathi te.rt of the article of which Ex. F. is

a translation, ]

?gC( f^?T

!

(%'B^, ^RM {%^ {%o<^).

?TW ^f^^TT^t STNe^IT ^T^RT^ ^'t^ ^Tll^ 3TT%eqT5^ ^\^ iHj ^tl '4^ mm, cRt ^^T

^r^iT^ c3Tt=^T ^f^^T^TWR ^m 51^^ ^^l 3tt| sttft 5nTp^?frc5 ^Kf ^T sj^^

^ificf c^n^^^fT ^Tcr ^^^mijint w^ni w^ stt|. ^^^s^x^rtcfr^ ^7 ^m^t ^^r 'ft^ cptr

^^^^ TT^ 5^if^r2R ^r^T^RT ^^1? ^^i^n^T w^^ %^t, sttft ^rt ^^ i^^^r^l ^m^^

1%^ ^q^e^rr tt^t=^ 'tis srm^^idl^ ^it ^^'^\^=^ ^cIcttw?? ^oTf^ ^f^tt •-t--3ir3" i^-

^stKt dK^c* ;3f^ ^JTTRTT^ ^^ ITTW 3TT1. ^%3it?T ^f^ft t^^ 3T^2IT ST^e^TT ^ff^^

^1 'TIS sTTfUT cfrCr 311^1 3Tfq^r^t=s3TT R^^ ^r^r^T, ^rm ^q^^irHt ^tr? ^r^7, i^ri^

^^, cR f|^^r?T=^ t^r'^Tt 5^^5t ?n^, ar^ 2n=^3?T trr ^^ srfl; ^ttft sTiwt ^c5^

^RRST s^Tff ^^3TT^<rTt " ^mfT 3TT ^TM^T cfT^n%cfm R%^ ^<Trr ^TtCt; ^T^ ^^^R'^T

5TRT% €rt JTSfcT; 3nf^ ^=5^7 3T^^ f^c^rtfff 5TR=^ ^'<T ?rrtt; ^#i=^ JT^, ^ Ct

mr su^ I ^if^sT ^R^ER^ ^^7 jfrssiT ^rtR TT^ficT 5Ti%^ ! 3Tm=53TRt t •^-5Tr^^T=^

^ ^ jj^lTwCrfr ^:?Tr^ fR. srrr^ ^j^kj srf^^r^t^ ^Cr Cr 'its ^^^ aj^r crfr

^rfro^^^ ^ iTT^r ^i ^^^t^ 'e^t^ ^tttjtt^ rn^^cTFr m^ sr^Cr ^trp^^tt 5i?nw ^-
==3TT ^Mr^Cf ^T5^ ^Tft. 'Tcqr ^j 3TT^'r f^rl^ fra" ^7, ^v^ ^r ctw if^«n^7 ^r sr^^

^t^^tCt 3t^7 ^tt^ JTTfr. ^Kim, ^ncrJTtsqM 3Tr'w<T^TfTO ott^ ^i^^ ^r'^^ ^ft-

^ ITfe^l^fRT JJ^K ^Jii; ^ ^^T3^^7 ^ ^q^iT ^TTq^fcIT ^'^Ft s^Trfl sfJ^T^ cR c^FTcT ^tCt

^^Ct ^^. "R^ 5T^r JT[T^7 52^ ^RrTt^TT ^ ijl^ ^tiCt ^T^T^ =^c5q^ ^WT^^ ^I-
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\^ ^FT^ 3TrtcT, eft JTTJr 3T^ 1#CT 3TTf^ STTc^^ld+N'JINl" ^^, f c^m^ ^^f ^ cTT ^

3Tf^*Mi-^< HHI'^iK'ir ^J¥5B 2f^ ^u|hi|i-t.J^| ^^j^^' 3TTPT ^IN'J||4^<i" 3TR?r 3Tff . 3F^-^%-

^ ^FT^ 3Tl|cT W^7 iW 11:^7=^ ^, W v^V^ ^TTS^ 3TR=^tcfRJ ^^ ^^ ^TTT^ ^^T-

^^Tn^r^T ^^ 3nTiT #3;^ ^^TT ^^ arpTe^n ^ww^ "^ TT^ij^n^r ^ftt^ ^jft^

3TTtcr ! ^55 JTrst ^ir f%qT TO^rar 3tt%, t ?^; "ft ^piifr^ ^^m^ shite^tt cTi^^ f^ftrr

^M^Ftfr Zf^l mf^ 3m 3TT^r IPRff. ^^TT f|^«TRT^ 'TT^ STf^^^^fT^^ ^IRT^^

^ 3TR4m ?rWW ^ JicrimMU l d %^ ^JT^T^^ 3m?ft^ c^TTE^TR^ 3TRT^ ^^
fFM ^. TIT ^3n?rT lt^^^trfR5 ^^:5THt <KdM«^f^ i:^ ^^ ^T^ '(.K'^H^anrrf

5Tpirr^ 5^T fi^^, c^TFT^ sTPTcfr JTR^r 5[^^ ^jfert^, ^tf'^tpj^ f%^ --rrtjit^

STTTe^TT fTcf? ^T^5rfr^T^^ ^J^T 3TFTdt ^R^FRT^ f^ ^, 3T^ '^^^O %^ TTTI^.

^^TR^^ ^N^r?r T%^T R^*<^ TT^^ m^^ ^fRt s^T^ ^^; c^IT^^ ^mm ^ ^^. TW 3T^Ryf

3TRrir JTFm ^. ft^STR^ ^ TT^^T^FRVTR ^ril^'Hdl^ ^^Ic+Nd'Cl 'RT ^ ^T?^ %^^ 'TF^r

3Tf^R"N4n^M TT^^jfr cT^R =^R5?r 3T-yH^lii<2 ^r^R^, sfratFR, ^R^ ^STTFT

^TRTtRJ I^m ft^-IR^ ^ ^'+.^l'i ^ 3T1^ d" T%^ ^fiV^^ <A\*W\i\ T^RF f^W vr^iT^T

3Tt| ^7, ^R^ 3Tf^rwCR^R^T iRTRt'^tRT OTT^ pfl^ <l^^-JM^idV-^l sp^TRRWR^

^ ^T^m^ ^ff. 3T^ ^R^^cft ^m^ 5^^t sfT^, t Tlf^JTM %^rm#^ '7^ CR; STTFT

3RJ^ cf^T 5Rc^ ^"r ST^Rtfr ^^ U^^M4d1d S'-^F^T^ #5R ^m^ 5^ ^RR^n^ ^^ ^:r-

^W 5<I«^M 3T?irT f*To5cT JTTfR, t TTf^T ^^TrfRS ^RFOT 5^^=^ ^^td" ?RR ^Jc^^f

^M I<^<Rr Uf^TR ^rtt. fT ^RR^R?:5^F?Tt^ cpT3R^ W^^^IT 3TR ^f?ff S^^ ?^r;

"M ^RRTT ^dPT ^BR^fk w^% 3Tr%^T?rJr ^:^, 3RrT ^ct tr^ 315^ f^^ 3t^ w^
^"^ ^3R^^TRR7 3TRWT^ 3fTo5?^ ^t, 3T^ ^FTRT ^oSf^iRT^FR^' STIf. 3TSTR 3TH^I^d

<N '-I4dl4j^ W^-3Tr TT^rtcT ^ ST^^qW fw aRmT'^TT^ ^q^T 3TR5^ 3TTf , dT s^TrfT ^qT^TT

n^^M\ 5^PRi=5?TT ^^# f%^ vn'TOTT^ cTRnts q^^jiirr'sn" csr^:??^ ^^rfwr^TRT ^'-^
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^JSl'^r I ^ri^r 3TFT?m^si't •<TRUIW 3|g?T^=g 3n%; ^TtcT ^tft ^T^ ^. 3TTW^ 'iiH?

^raf, Ci=^ ^^c(t ?jrO 't^Nt 1%^ sTT^qr^T ^ ^. ^mv^ii ^^tcs ^irj^rr^r

^^ STOcJ rT^ ^5ilt^ 5I^?T ^^m^ ^3c^5T ^!3^ 5I^% g^fT ^r^^T^T^rffcS ^ ^PT^^r ST^^H^T

"^KUIM' 3:5[ql5^5n =^55^s'l5^ ^^t^RS Tt^jTT^IT 3TT'4f^^^%—3TTm ^ 3n| ^^ ^TT'^TW

3TT|cf=^—^'m^R^ f^JT rfr ^ TTVcn?JT ST^R ^c^TT^ II^tT fTF^, ?R c^TT^ ^^ ^ ^tTfr-

^e3?r5RT^ ^^Cr =g^q^ ^'^^=qrai" cST^W ^'^i'Ct ^t^ €p^^ ^^ii' ^^J'ij^^^ ^^^-

<r: ^n<^' 3TTfit^ ^fe ^rs^ ^^^; q^ ctt 3T|tT?n=^r ^^ ^^^^wn?^ ^rtc^ts^ ^"r

^ MrT^ ^fmr 5^c5 RKT^i^ tt^ ^f^'41^ ^rTiqi^r srfsnto ^3^f^^ w^ ^ iv^J^

^fCf ^m ^ft ^', r^^ ^OT 1%^ f'^f^psjT ^r^r^RigT ^^r^ ?nfr. tt?^i^ ^^t^rr

5Rcfr fp^ ?if 1^^ ^iq^t^r ^3TT5RT^ ^5s:3iR ^1^5 f^^ ffj^ ?t^^ kt^^ ^^.^oij^

^^i33fT=£3?F ^4r ]%rVFCr rh^ irr^t ^Cf si^ ?cr\ g^o ^'^fCt tidiMM f%^F ctwr^' f%^-t^;f

^FFtT ^^; qw g^^^FT^F STTT^ ^ 3"Jr ^t?fFcif 5F^ ^^'W^ siifF ^^ ^iRTWF?: ? 1%%^-

?S^R ^^FF^SF U^I^T RqF% g'-m^^nqn^^t %^ ^^^5 5I3FFJT ^I^^'+-c:^'f=S3?F f?F5^ fefF ^?;F-

3T^ I^^qj^ ITF^ 3T^T?TFrT, rT^ft ^trfif^ ^r^F^ l^^^FF ^^?TF^ ^RF^F^ ^F^ F^:^ ^^^
<ft 3T^=^U^ IFfrT fTFc^FH ^IR ^ff 5T^F"4Tn%q^ 3TFC ^^ ? ^ ^tcT ^^ fIe^FWF 5T^F

i)*K-^ SF^^RF ^^^ 5T^FrTR ^ 5TF5oi5tRFR ^cFFcT. ^^r F^f^'^RR^ 3F^ 5FW^ ^TF^-^TF^

c3TF=^ trq^ ^j^TS; ^ 2 sjyf^ c^TFW^^ ^[1^^^ :iF55^3; ?R"JFF^^ ^^^X ^^ TF^^qi^

^f^R"^ rT<t ^2f '^ I 5TFTft^ =^JT^rT ^F^F. 1%^5irFJFTrT U%^R ^c^P^RFCf ^t 1^^ qftc^-

^=^ 5TFc5F I m; wn xi^ym, ^^, w»]^, stf^f^^ ^ fsww^ ^f^jwcff^ ffi^fj^

^ 3FF5R=^2FF ^^^g§ SFc^rfr ^^ ^f rR c^F^ ST^cf;^ ^OSFF^F %^ V^^J^ ^^^^tTfF

^t Cf^ ^ t 5fT^ rrCF W^ i cTFcT^, ^^ ^^F ^^FR irJl"^F^^ m^ 3TF%3FI%rT 5TI%-

"^t^f—TF^ <TF ?^t 5T?TF ^F 'R^T 3?^—SH^W ^fTF 5F^ f^'^^qWF^ TT^-

m^ ^\ c^TF F3FF 5^R ^fWi %fTFF SJ^^S ?:iF^?Fr€F=^, SFFPF ^T^ SF^FF^JTKf f^^RT

T%^ TFR'^FF SRq: i[55t ^t^^nl^ STfFF'^F fTF^l ?R c^Tt^^TTqqJF tr^^F^ ^^^F cF^F TO^F ^F^^T

?^=^'F JI^FtT ^•<^7^''-TF ^U 3MF=eirf^ o^rqqHf:^^ 3?^! ^RtfF^ :3^^ ^F^ ^ '^%.

fl^'^FF^FR ^F^^cfF 5r^F^ 5TF |F%IF^=S^ ^?W^ #fJF ^FFft, t ^TF^Cf <ii^iH^l^ ^^.
3R^F|(%3FiT q^Fcjr]-^ rfTiF^TR c^TFJFJTFW m^l ^ c^FF^ 5T^ RWcT '^^^ ^^F^F^ rR FT

STF?I^=^ ^r^l ?T^ 3TF?7=^qF ^r3Fqj?qiRifF 5% Wf, ^JW ^^f^ ^^ ^sm^jf^ SlV'^FF^

<M\^M\ ^ri^ ^ qjt^ '^H^-^MK ^^rg-cJF cT^ ^^ STc^TF^RFTF^ %.miJ ^'^^R fF# RcT^F

I
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BT^Tcfhr^' ^ i|o5 ?f;F?:w sT^rft^ ?rT ^5^^?: ?rt?;t 5ff:w | ?^frwr ^ 3?^ <k*kn ^:^

Rc5^ frWrT ^Ifi". ^^"^ ^JTTr%^ 3T?TT f%^ ^O^ni 3T^ 3TRIT=^?: eft 3Tr3n^R=^; SfrM ^^
SIcqT=srr^ "^^JW^ 5flfH fTO^TH lJo5 %]V^ ^^ 3TH^ ?Ttr ^^ 3Tr^^?T5ET ^R^TR ^ 3TTOR"

c^TTTI^^ ^flR 5ftvi ^ 1^ ^q^T ^c^NWr^ cSSfTn" ^; STTPiT +^.'+.c-m^ fTRSc^ ^T^^ ^T^

ermte^rr^ ^^r^ m^rr ?n^, I ^^7 m\tf ^i^r^ =^05^55% q^^^^ 3^r^?T ^^^

^'r^^ Sim\ STiq^' spT^ ^tcTMT^' Sq^ qrfl^. 3fT^TfT%3R q^HPRT^T STTW^T^t rlr^ PRT \

^RR^n^ ^i^ ^^ ^r^ ^m^ ^"4^ =Cr^ ^ft^ ^^ ff^, ^ ^rr^r sTTir^^ir ^rw^t^

sr% q^:W ^1T% ^sftpRT^ RTTTHfT 5^RT ^^^T ^=^^ SiW ^?:«5n=^ :RT5RT'Tf d-i^'U

^Ri" eJT^, ?j-jiM^i'Ji frTiTT^ 5rr5r5Tio5r 5r^:^r5,rT^ it^^t '7cTr"TT=Cr jrcs ^^ ^c^^rst^

^(^iP!mru^ itK ^RT=^ mw ^m^rr ^^tt^M^ ^^j ^wtg^ ^r^JT'-^t ^ ^^s^^s

^7?f:iu^ ^^ ?TP3T #T ^955 cR srrJT^ ?n^^nr bttI. sttt^t^ ^ ^\ r^ cK 3ttt^ ?r-

"^Tm ^^T-Jr ^55^R 5TTif; ^ 3TTJr^l 5T^r ^?r^ ant ^, Rtrr^ srrir^ g ^tw^^r ^t^^t-

WW^ fp^ 'iTIt. ^r^Rfe^TT^ 'l^ ^R^qT% ^^^ 1?R ^R'^^ ^trft^ ^T^^ =^55^05 ^-
wF^j v.m^ r5??r ^ ^]^^ mvn w^ st't t^^rrt w.o^]wn t^^ ^ft^w^^ w^^ f^
^^^ ^^ft^o^Tffi^ 3TI1. jqr 'fr^^TT If^^^lt'T 'TFRr 3Tfv:Rn'tr ^T=^ %^R RR^IFH 3Tlf cf

^^7 l^?fr ^rTT 5Tr ^^T^ 3T5iTP-TrT =^r^?Rr 3T5f[ ?=^|5[ 3TrV, F^TTJIT ^?:^RT^ 3T^ 2^?:=^

^mr %?TT^ r^trr ^tc7 JR^ ^. qiJT 'iTTJT^^TT cTnfTRT irkrrrs^qT^r m^ ^^^r 3rtt

3raR=^ Tf^ ^o^T^ 3fl^r-^%3T?r T^^^t?^ riTp^tfff %^ JTRRT ^>^I^HM' rRR ^
f%^ ^R^RR 3T5TT H?^r R=^^ ^P^ '^yr^if^cpjrj w.^^J^ tjj ij^fl^ Tjtt ^R W^T

|»rRT Tsfii ^^Tf^T^R 2fr fj^^rr 'f-<'jii-iit=?n' jr jtpt in^^r ^nf?f. ^["^t ^r^TRr ^mf^
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T%tr'TcT: ^5W^ m^^]^ 3TrT^ ^ ^rtcT ssjjt ^ 'ft^^r f^^R ^^r, st^t ^t^ arrw

]%^*cfr 3TTt. ' 3Tf^ ^^^r ^m^ ' ^r^ tt^ 1^7 ^^ ^nt. ^*r^ ^R^r^nsf^^ ^jct^t

^l^e-HI #fir^2TT JT^Tcfte <HdNNI 3T[%^ fMT^ ^^^^ ^TpJT^r r%^7 ^ ^TZ T^miT ?

3r^'^r 3tcT TTf^ f ^ff I'-^^^c^ ^ ^pj^rr ^^r^^ ^ ^^7. w^r ^^'^ Tm^

^T^TM sn^TT^f^ #irr^ ^-^^r^ m^i ^rfr ^ ^f^^=^ ^t^^t^ j^i^ ar^ rr^ g^

3T^r^ ^n^R ^ ^^ ^fT ^fM^r^ ^ ^tft^ ^f ^ft 53;^ 3n?rs 't^ sttt^t^ 'itfftt^

3^ ^''T ^Rf^ ^TTft, ^ ^ITf^ ^ri ^Rm=l ^--h^M ^t^, | ^^T^T^^ ^^ 5]%^ Mlf^^.

^'^ ^n^r ^sTTTFT gi ^i^ s^ fi tt^r ^tr ^ni; ^r"^ #^ ^jtr 3TTRjtcr arpirj^^
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Exc Q.

( Iranslatlon 0} the Maratid leader printed in column 3, 4 and 5 of page 4 of

the issue of the " Kesari " newspaper, dated 26th May 1908, and having a

foot-note, as translated, 'This newspaper luas printed and p>uhlished at the

"Kesari" printing press, No. 486, Narayen Peth, Poona, hy Bal Gangadhar

Tilah \ )

The real meaning of the bomb.

Great commotion was caused not only in India but also in England by the

secret bomb society discovered iu Calcutta and by the bomb which exploded at

Mazzaffarpur. At this juncture two kinds of news were simultaneously flashed

to England ! One (was) that the bomb had taken birth amongst the Bengalis

and the other (was) that ten or twenty thousand Afghan troops having attacked

the fort of Landi Kotal, an indication began to appear that- war would break

out with the Amir. Not only was there no special commotion in the public

opinion of England owing to the news of the fighting on the frontier, but even

the news of the war with the Amir paled before the news of the bomb. For

some days the bomb in India had become the sole subject of talk and writing

in England. This news produced an extraordinary effect upon the people who

are always eager to hear sensatioaal news, upon the writers in newspapers and

upon Members of Parliament; nay, it bewildered even the wealthy bankers of

London, who carry on financial operations, holding in their hands the strings of

the wealth of the whole of the continent of Europe; and they refused to^ lock

up (their) capital in India on merely the old terms ! The East India Railway

Company was trying (about) this time to raise a pretty large loan in the City of

London; but the bomb having thrown a little discredit in England on the

Indian administration and on the huge concerns dependent upon that adminis-

tration, the money-lenders and the banks in London did not agree to subscribe

to the loan without demanding a considerable premium above the stipulated

interest. So much commotion did not take place in England even at the tim®

when Mr. Rand was murdered on the Jubilee day in the year 1897. The minds

of the people of England were not so much attracted cowards India even when

Lala Lajpatrai was deported and Government declared that an attempt was

made to tamper with (the loyalty of ) the Sikh Regiments ; even the Tinnevelly

riots did not create so much stir in the public opinion of England. The public

opinion in England is distinctly seen to be inclined towards the view that if any

extraordinary event has occurred in India since the year 1857, it is the birth

of the bomb.

To understand the real meaninor of the bomb, all the following three

things (a) should be calmly considered, (namely),
(«) Lit., oonditioDB.

^^^^ ^.g ^^^^ ^^^gg ^^^^^^ j^^ ^^ ^j^g ^.j,^jj of the bomb

party in India, how will this party fare in India, and what effect will this party
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produce on the administration and the people ? All thoughtful people seem
now to have formed one opinion as to the cause that gave birth to the bomb
party. This bomb party has come into existence in consequence of the oppres-

sion practised by the official class, the harassment intiicted by them and their

obstinacy in treating public opinion with recklessness. The bomb exploded

owing to the official class having tried the patience of the Bengalis to such a

degree that the heads of the Bengali youths became turned. The responsibility-

of|this calamity must, therefore, be thrown not on political agitation, writings

or speeches, but on the thoughtlessness and the obstinacy of the official

class. In the last two issues we had published it as our opinion that doing

away with the rights of the subject ( and ) passing new oppressive laws

was no remedy against the bombs, and that the bombs would cease only

with the grant of important rights to the subjects and by increasing their

prosperity. It is a matter for satisfaction that in England, too, "opinions quite

similar to those published in the Kesari have been publicly expressed by
even high Government pensioners like Sir Henry Cotton ( and ) Sir William

Weddsrburn. Government have taken to disregarding the advice of good

people by placing reliance upon the false reports of the wicke 1 detctive Police

who are adverse to the weal of Government; and owing to this, the obstinacy

of Government to view the people with a malignant eye and to exercisa a harsh

sway over them does not lessen. It is the opinion of Sir William Wedderburn
that this obstinacy gives birth to the bomb. Sir Henry Cotton says that Bengali

youths, having been subjected to the punishment of flogging, became naturally

exasperated in consequence of the aflliction of disgrace and joined the bomb
party. The ( sentence of ) Hogging ( iaflicted ) by the Magistrate drove the

youths towards the bomb party; was this the fault of the youths or that o£

the whip in the hands of the official class ? ( The officials ) flog the backs of

the youths over and over again and drive them to the mouth of a ditch; and

( then ) if any one of them, despairing that ( his ) suffering does not. cease no
matter what he does, thinks in a paroxysm of discomposure why he alone should

fall into the ditch, and jumps into the ditch after catching bold of the leg of

the person flogging him, who is ( to be held )responsible for this mishap?

Why do you, in the lirat place, drive the youths to the ditch of despair by
repeatedly flogging their backs? It is human nature that one should try to

drag down the precipice along with oneself the man who has flogged him to the

ditch of despair, sorrov?^ and e.\asperation. At such a time, will it be reason-

able to say, * You should perish alone, falling down ( the edge of )

the clifi!, why do you drag me also' ? If a man be drowning in water and

some one approaches him with the good desire to save him, even then

the drowing man does not fail to catch him by the neck, A man be-

wildered by difficulties becomes ready to do harm even to ( his ) benefactor.

Then, if one, while drowning in water, gets within reach of the person who hag

,,, T •* J *. •., • thrown him into a sea (h) of trouble, where shall w^e
(fc) Lit, deep pare m a nveri

find among worldly persons (a man of) such gener.

ous and cool temperament that he will not drag the other ( person ) along with
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himself towards the path of death ? The Bengalis persistently agitated against

the partition of Bengal in a constitutional (c)

(r) Lit. proper, mannar; but they did not get redress. Well, it

id) Lit, savin-. did not matter if there was no redress. Thinking

(d) that they would improve their condition

by resorting to .'^/vadeshi, boycott, national education and other approved methods

©f self-reliance, they betook themselves to the path of national regeneration;

thereupon some of the authorities caused their (own) heads to be turned by

this patriotism of Bengal, and letting loose some
(.) A sharper, knave.

Musalman gundas (c) upon the Bengalis, caused

damage to their property and to the honour of their women. This lesson of

taking indirect revenge for going against the inclination of the official class

^vas set by some turn-headed officials to the Bengali youths. As you sow, so

you reap. The officials become turn-headed ; the Bengali youths also became

turn-headed. On the occasion of the Comilla and other riots, some of the

authorities resorted to a path of violence partaking of the nature ( of gratifi-

cation ) of private grudge, viz., thrashing the Bengalis indirectly; by secretly

taking advantage of private or religious feuds and overawing them ^^y means

of terrorizing ; ( and ) the Bengali youths also adopted that very path of violence.

The action of both is of the same nature and both are equally guilty. Calm and

thoughtful philosophers will weigh both in the same scale and put the same value

upon both. When (/)Agya Vetal (/) moves

(/)...(/) (A demon. In abroad, bombs are bound to explode in rear and
his name there is a mantjn at . ...

^^j^j j^ ^^^ Settled COUrse of nature,
the recitation ot which fire is *" ^^"" '

, , .,. , ,. .i „ ^„„o
luuJied in tlie person or pro- At such a time, the deities, regulating the crea-

prty of the juau to le in-
^.^^^^ ^^ ^^^j. p^.^y ^q ^hs god Brahma for put-

^"'^^'^'

ting a stop to bombs, but they pray to Him

( as follows )
:—" Please stop the wanderings of Agya Vetal and make him

sit calmly with the four boundaries of the temple assigned to, and prescr-

ibed for, the demon". The bomb is the reverberation of the terrific roar

of Vetal when he leaves his place and wanders according to (his) whim.

The Creator of the world has not so constructed the earth that the echo

of shrill and terrible shouting should be sweet to the ear. Like sound,

like echo; the only difference being that the waves of the echo continue

to become more and more minute and disappear. The echo of a sweet sound

is called anato^j(g)and as these alaps become more and more minute and

indistinct, the minds of the hearers become the more

I>] [Humming of a tuno.]
^^^^^^^ . ^^t when an echo is heard that a network

of minute and secret societies has been spread in the surrounding hills and

caves owing to ( the inauguration of ) a terribee and fearful policy, then all

persons become anxious to see when the harsh, asinine voice of the official class

will stop.

It is not that the Parliament and even the Liberal party does not contain

turn-headed men who support the views of the Pioneer, the Englishman, and

the Bombay Times. The Honourable Mr. Rees is a Member of Parliament

belonging to the Liberal party, and his view about the bomb-affair is that the

bombs have come into existence owing to the official class not having been
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able to strike suflBcient terror ( into the minds of the people ) by repressing the

natives and exercising stringent sway ( over them ) ! The people should have been
well ground down ; how would they, then, have ventured to make bombs ? For
making bombs, some knowledge, the power of a little money and some assist-

ance of men are required. Why has the official class given even such facilities

to the people as would leave them sufficient knowledge ( and ) sufficient amount
of wealth to prepare bombs and as would produce even one or two irritable men
( among them ) ? It seems to be the opinion of ( the Honourable ) Mr. Rees
that the people have not been so sternly oppressed as they should have been.

If any man is to be slapped in the face, then the slap that is to be given

should be so severe that no strength either to cry or even to murmur should be
left to him. The blow was mildly given and, therefore, the loud crying ( in the

shape ) of the bomb is heard. Mr. Rees, therefore, advises Goverument—" If

repression is to be practised, then press down forcibly without love or mercy, crush

down the heads of all in one and the same fashion, let a level plain be made all

round, and then the reverberation of your tyrannical acts will be heard nowhere.
If Government leave all bounds, as suggested by the Honourable Mr. Rees, then

the consequence thereof shall never be beneficial to Government and to India.

Even bombs can be prepared with a little knowledge, at a small cost and with
small effort, still there is not much danger from them at present to the official

class. The bomb is not as dreadful in India as it is in Europe; the reason of this is

stated by the Bombay Advocate to be that even though some turn-headed people
(ready to) prepare bombs are found, still, there being the Police and other people

anxious to give information about such turn-headed persons to the authorities,

secret bomb societies cannot fail to be immediately brought to light in India

like the one of Calcutta. A few turn-headed persons have been produced

by the policy of repression at present in force. If, as the Honourable Mr. Rees

advises, (h) all the authorities in all places begin
(h) (Lit., says ) to intimidate one and all in one and the same

(i)-(f) (Lit. beads woven on fashion, and (if all people) (i) becoming of the same
the.same string.) sort are converted (i) equally into turn-headed

persons throughout their lives, then the number
of the backbiting gentry will (fast) dwindle down; and who can gay that

turn-headed men will not begin to appear even amongst the Police ? The
spread of English education in India, the pride of nationality which is being

born amongst the people and the sun of Japan's rise which is mounting to the

meridian, if all these facts be taken into consideration, (it appears that) if

. J.. . Government act upon Mr. Rees' advice, (j) they will not
(3) ( 1 -I saying.)

possibly be benefited thereby to the smallest degree.

It is a mistaken idea in itself that the people prepare bombs owing to their

having been puffed up. He who tells Government at this juncture that the

intoxication of the people culminates in bombs, should be regarded by Govern,

ment as their enemy. Government allowed the natives and some of the

Members of Parliament to write without restraint, (and) to speak without

restraint and allowed unrestricted agitation to go on; (and) thereby the minds

of the people, too, lost all restraint and some of the youths became turn-headed:

this argument itself is indicative of the aberration of the intellect. (Suppose) a

son comes of age, (and) the father refuse to get him married at his (proper) stage
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of life and if the strength (sufficient) to withstani the influence of that stage

of life is not found in him, then who has exceeded the due limit ? The father

or the son ? By whom have the bounds of the stage of life been transgressed ? By

the father or the son ? A son in the form of a nation was born in India in conse-

quence of English education, (and) in the ordinary course of nature he came of

age in accordance with the tendency of the times which brought about the rise

of Eastern nations like Japan, etc.; now it is proper in view of his stage of life

to associate him only witn institutions (carrying with them) the rights of sivarajya.

As Government are neglecting to take care of ( ^. e., to maintain ) this congruity

( befitting ) the stage of life ( of the nation ), the conduct of some of the youths

has transgressed ( due ) bounds. Before this unrestrained conduct becomes the

rule of every day life. Government should, by recognizing ( the meaning of )

the (present) stage of life, take measures first of all to bring turn-headed per-

sons to their senses by associating the youths (of the country) with institutions

(carrying with them ) the rights of sicarajya. The father who is himself adul-

terous, whose predilection is to spend the whole of the family property

upon his own indulgence and unrestrained conduct, and who does not

fail even to , throw the burden of debt on the next generation for the

sake of his own pleasures and sports, that father alone conducts himself

in a turn-headed manner with a turn-headed son and ( thus ) sets about com-

mitting the heinous sin of making the son conduct himself without restraint

every day ( of his life ). To interpret the bomb as meaning that the the people are

puffed up and are beginning to defy Government, is like asking Government

to imitate (the doing of ) a self-willed, unrestrained and licentious father. The

meaning of the bomb is not well explained by the theory of the arrogance of

the people. The bomb is an instrument showing how exasperation is growing

amongst the people by the acts of Govenment, and how the policy of the Govern-

ment has departed from ( all ) correspondence with the proper wishes of the

people. If there be any means of measuring the extreme degree of the people's

disappointment and of the exasperation engendered by such disappointment,

these are ( to be found in ) the excesses like bombs. If there is any ( influ-

ence ) that keeps ( a man ) from violence when ( he ) is separated from things

dear ( to him ), it is the ( slender ) thread of hope, and when even this thread of

hope is cruelly snapped, then those who are scorched by separation ( from their

beloved objects ) become turn-headed. When a man sees nothing hopeful at all

in his surroundings, then his mind naturally becomes disgusted with those

surroundings. When the surrounding circumstances are such that they connot

be agreeable to the condition of a society, or when a society becomes despondent

and finds it impossible to bring itself into conformity with its surroundings, then

terrible occurrences like bomb-outrages, transgressing all bounds, begin to take

place. It is the opinion of Spencer that when a Government begins obstinately

to practise oppression and persistently refuses to give proper respect to public

opinion, then such a state of things is positively produced that chaages in the

administration are not brought by means other than terrible means ; fhe

nature of the people and such surrounding circumstances no longer harmonisa

with each other ; and the terrible things that are required to be done at such a

time to maintain harmony are called a revolution. Government should, at the
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present juncture, keep this iDhilosophy of Spencer constantly before their eyes ;

owing to Western education, the spread of the idea of nationality and the rise

of an Eastern nation, the old national character of natives is at present under-

going a change. An opposition has arisen between the national character of

India and the institutions of Government, and the time is approaching for action

being taken to bring about a harmony—an action of revolution- The means of

recognizing this are, according to the philosophy of Spencer, acts of violence

and recklessness like the bomb ( outrages ). This time of revolution has not yet

beo-un in India ( but ) it is to begin hereafter. Therefore, like a wise person.

Government should, from the very first, seize with their hands this coming time

by the forelock; and, instead of leaving to the people the work af bringing

about the revolution, they should of their own accord begin to effect proper

reforms in th e system of administration; this will prove more beneficial both to

the people and to Government.

[H, /, J/.'s High Court, Bombay^

Translator's Office, 11th July lOOS],

A true translation.

L. N, MANKAR,

Third Translator^

M, 587.

r. 35.
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Ex. Q.

[ Th^ following is the orifjinalMarathi tert oj the artiih cf trhi-.h E.-- 0-', is

a translation. ]

5dW3TcTR5 ?52n=^^ ^=^ fTcTTcT "'T?^ W=^ IR5^[^ '+,<uiH-^( <i^H--.J-jl •'T^F^ yHm-4-W<N

^rt^ ^ -Nid^M =^te ^JFJT #^ ^ f|^«TRFr^ i^H^rr^ ^icfm 3?^^^ s^^j^n^ ^^7
JTRJR^' ! ^ ^I%^?T ^ ^PT?fr m\ ^ ^^ ^TfUcT ^"^=^ JTt3 ^ ^^iJ^TP^r <^dqdld

^P^^ '^^:^^r:^^ W^^^RT' ^ ^PTT ^i^ ^ ?FT^'. ^<:'^vs ^F^' ^Jj^f^s^r k(^#' f^^-

^^TR %^, ^ f^i<aK^-il M^d'jfld F^K^CF 'h^U'^I^F 5Rc^ |{Rjr 3T^ ^<4J<.^ ^JTTfit %^, cRT

fll^=MMi^3 F%^5rr#^3TT W^=^ IT^ |?m l'<^7 ^RT; icf^jifF^^^ ^T^n^gs^f R ^P-jd-.^-^l

oi'+.*Haia ^d^ fl^-Mlcri ITT^ ^ff. ^i^\s ^|criM*d< I^^^TF^TtcT ^ €fF^7 f^ST^ ttt^

^r^ 5T%^ ^ rft sfrnte^TT^ ^^dR Cr ^^ ^ fTirnrr^ \^^\m^^a\ ^I'f.^dHi ^^
^qwf ?^t^ T^ 3n%.

^rmte^TMr ?^^ 3??^ ^jt^tj^tt^ s^Rq^ ^FtJir^rr ^f^F^Tiirfs ff^^r^ ^ptt^ aricyr,

*i<'J|lii^ ?n^, fFTF%^ ^ f%^F ^F^ STRTt TTcfj^TcT ITFt^FP^TR^ l'^ 3TT|. 3Tf4W<t^-

^R5t dwNr ^'f fwT ^ii^M'ild 3n%wd ^in^ ^rtt^^t^ at^r mii^c'^i*j(^ siRFftoST ^j^sTcyr.
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<}4|K^ | 3TmRT^ ^ W^ 5T^^ TTfl^. 5rsrrjRt% ^ ^T% ^F^ ?T^^ ^OT ^T^l^

^I'^Ne^-iM-^ I crlNnrf^ ^ q^"^ 3Tf|?T, 3RTT ^=^ <in^t( 3Tr"Tc5T 3TI%5IFr 'T^^ ^T^

5^Bm Jrra^ %^ ftcTT. %^RiRT 5rT%^ ^Mc-^i jt^^^r ?m f^^Md^ Cr ^ 1^ ^^>

^. ^R^BR% f|?RT^ ^ ?m^^TT^ 3TT ^rfe^ ^irs^TT ?#r^r f^rik^ f^^ s^^ ^^^ ^-

^BTc^IT ^^TT^ 3RK^ ^5(^1=^ ^R^RT^ =^3^ cJFRfr 3Tr| 3TTFT c^TT^SJ ^VWR ^^^
^i^ w>T^ ^^^ TT^n^oqr^ ^R^^=^r ^ ^jfr ft^ ^Ct; ^r ^? cifirifte^TRT ^jt \^>

qgrT=^t ^^ *<^^- ^f^\2 ^1^=^^ '^^jfr cT^irt^TT srf^T&ri^ ^^R^ f^; fi srtRj^

?jr^n^T dl^lM4cT T%T^R3TT^ ^TTm'c^Ttt^' F^T^r^^ 3T^fr ^^^ ^r^sT ^J^^ CRT ^TTft

^fr ^^ ^T^ §^ ^tCt, 3T^ f^^RTT ^W^Jm SHTiT TTcpZ^^ ^q^cf ^t T^T ? ^T^F

;j|tTT^T *r^cr RT^R ^S^, "^^ JTROTRT^r TFT •'^iW^ ^ ^I^cT ^ WcSt, cT^ W
3R!|t^^ ^RT^r^^ OT ? TTSi^^ ^R^ sft^ ^ff^ RW^^TT ^^N^^d ^ cT^"JTt5TT

:tfqt^ 3TFT^ c^IT^ 3TTqWlW^T5R ^^T^^iT ^^T^ 3Tk^I^ 5RIc?T ^^ ^ TT^^^I^^T^

3Tf|. 3T^T loSf 4 Ti:^T^ ^^^TT^^ ^Tc5f qf?r TR, JT^CT '^f^ ^t ^^^;

^7l qmtcT l^cT 3RRn?TT ^TcfZT^ %m ^T^WTU ^ STTJ^^Ttd" STTW, ^ WJ^ ^^>

W^^f ^R5T Vm^ ^WIIN^>S TT^^^?jfT =^555r55 %^; qoT ^=^ ^T^ cST-iRST ^ft. ^f^

3TrT^ 3TT'7^'t 5'<7T^T ^^N?r ^ fTi^? ^ TTSR ;^?it^3Tr +rRm5r ^ft^; ^t wm^r^j mj

^^^^n^^^T5^ ^tCi 3TTq^F3it^T srrq^ ^r^ f%^i? ^^, ^m w^n^m w.\t s^^^tt^

^1^ 15^^, ^^RTTft fiR^ '^fmi vrt^uTT^ ^PR^ ^3^^, q^RR ^TfTTc^^r ^T^t^ ^RT^^FTT,

^ ^"tcft^ JTT'W^^ ^Tf?r ^^?:t sRfT^T^T, ^jTT^r |.qi=^^ ^^qp^r ^iiddPii'Twr^r jtpt ^^t

^rf^^RTRT WRT^T% ^"^ ^RT% ^7 sn^stel; ^R5t cT^RffCr ^ 3TTcTcTRfl"Frr^

5TFT •<7^^. ^T^^T"!! frfcT TT^[J=^ ^^qT=^ ^ ^^ ^^:%^ ^rqu'-^t. ^tcT ^ f%=^r ^tt^tt

^^ ^If^T ^To5T^ Z^ f^^^^ ^ R^rte %^T ^^W% =^5:^1^ 54^"^ ^^ W^
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^^sRT ^TTc^^^TR ¥c5^r ^rCf. ^^TcJT tT^^ ^^t%, ?t^{^jt^ 5n%^^fr; 5n%v.q^7^,^ f ^ ^^
"^ 5F^ ^idid ii=i^N '^j?^. JT^T v,cj,o--m ^n^'-'^^ft^r ^tt^stt stjrtrt, ^ | an^ypr ^jT^rsra

^j^ ^ 3T53TTTr ftcT ^Idld cT^^^ ^T^# JR 3TT%^ Sf^T^ ^; TW ^^ ^ *RH^ jj^^

=MTfo5 ^^ ^ 5H 'T^a^ ^JTT^ ^HK-^-m l%l^'K<id T^^ ant, 3T^ 5TT%^-^T% ^f

' TFin^^ ' ' %jT^w^\ ^ g^^ 'sTfi^' ?ir^T irrn^ ^fe ^"jtr ?TrqT%^ wjts

^*n^ 3T^ ^f5RiT^5r3T^TO#'<^^ c!Tt^ 3Tf^2T ^{J <iu\ ^, ^fj^RT ^f^ JT^ f^rrT^

aT#" ^prnr 1^^ ^, w^^t^ ^riw ^rt^ ^3^ <N^-ii^i Trfl^ fcraw irr^^ ^^j. ^w=^jr^

=srR:r^ ^tr^ qrfl^. mosf^cr ztm ^k^j wi^ w[^ 511^211=^ srm^ ^ ^ft arrl. ^^t

^^^ ^im wmj 5^ -^1^7*^ ^'773 %^R 5R^r, ^r^ 35^=^3^ ^jir ^c^^^j ^•'^
^=^ ^^dH^n^ ^f. JTT. fra" i^^^TRT c^TT^r^n'Tf ^w^ ^ ^^ ?T^r^ ^r|^ f^e^r cr
^=^ MK'Jim ^n^RRRT ^ fl^^^^^ %^tCr =^FTc5T ftWR ^iCf. ^^f^sr 3TeT s[RR, 3TPT-

STTff. ^^T^ 5%R T%cT^ ^^M'-h 3TT|: T%craT f|^'4Rtd ^lH; c^ W^W ^cf^^^r ' ^-
^cras'^ 3TO f^ 3n| Tj ^JTi^ ^'JTiT 5Tr%f^ ^t ^fT 3H^ m^ rrfr 5Tr%?f:r3TRr

ST^TF^IT ^%TO^ ?TTf|rfr ^o^T^ "ft^^ ^r ^^ ^T^ ^Jc^^ BTOcqig^ ^pfefP^qr ^ 3T-

^'r JT[^fW^ T^t^^TTRTR iTT^R ^J^IR^? ^JT^ T%aj"JrF^ ftf^qT^R fTf^F %^7R^ ^f?^
^Sc^lT ^^ ^\*M^A TT^^RF^ 3Tf*IJTR, ^f ^TT'c-^n^'r ^^r^rT ^^^^ -^i

'-JHT-^-jr ^"TR3T[=Err

^<<=ivK^ ^^fr^ ltd"^ 51^^ ?ntf. ^r^ ^i'+wm ^ sri^rr ^r^i^ st^rt^ crr ^jr^tRj

%sr ^T'PJTRr ^^ ^RW^t STPT^ ^^ ^W3R5T TI7|%. ^rw^ ^fs^RT ^ qi^-

w^ ^i^t=^^ ^M ^T^ ?i3R ^"r ^wn 3TT^i%^ f^T^, ^ ^rf^^jq^ fre,W5^p^
I^^ ^^. S^RT ^Pm 311557, ^TTT^ c^n^F STq^^^E^TT i^s7rftlT?T['jf 55R ^^^ ^03[f%

4>



r%erJTr^ us^^^ ScJ^rr %^'4Rt?T ^5F?n^ sttw, ^sttt^ ^ntnp^JT tRMTrst^^ 3t-4:^<^k^i

cr<-iu^ii4cff 3T^^^ ^^ 3TT^'^^ ^^u^r^T ^*K^r ^^m cfw^r ^c5?r ^p^ mkH4--d\.

=EqT^ %?n^^ ^ ^cTT^ ^^^TFR> ^^T% ^ f^o5^^^ ^^MHt '^W^J STlfrT 3T^, ^HFT

^T^ m'^Nr^ 5W^fr 3TT^I^i<5NW"JlM' W^ 5^T% ^njrT n^ ^dl^MiJIN* ^i^ ^%^, 3T^^ ^l"

5n|?T, 3T^T wf ^r^ ^c[r, ^ctt^ ^ -^^t wmj^ ^t^^rw ^^j^ng- ^^^^rt ^tio^n^r-

g^ JT^^RTcT ^m^ w>€j ^tt^tt -^ici^i 3Tii:, ^ si^^Rr^r ^tf^t ^^^rr ctt^ ^n^RRs^r '^jvm^

^cTT7 ^=Cf TU^Rm ^IMU^I=^ ^ ^riT^ ^'-^ 3!W cR ^ ^k%o3TT^TR^ STc^IRR ^. f^Pf

3fm1^ f^^f ?rR5T 3T^RTt^T 3^Mdl4l4tJ|im^H ^3R^ ^TT^^ ^m ^^, cR cfr 3TT^^5

^JRTrcT. ^m<-^^l R^TcTTcT ^^ 375^^ ^Cr^ STT^ f^^RT JTTff, ^^ft c^IT^^? %fk 3TT'Tr3TT^

T%^ TTcfjr^T ^;tt^ i%t^ ^t^^?t sj^h4 ^hk^i r'4^1^ ctrj c^rm ^^rssm %w 3?^^ tf"^it^i"

3TrV tr^, ^o^ ^WlESqr^TR^ ^dl^'-t^lNI ^^ ^ ^^ ^ cJI^Tm^. ^^'^ 3T%

TRR'ili^ ^Jc^vT tr^; ^RJ^^^F^ ^ C<" TRR^% ff tr^q^RT cH^ ^^r^T^Rrm ^cim;

3TTm 3T^ |s7 ^^dl^'-iuil ^PJTMRrf^^ ^RTo^rr ^^arF^TT ^T^^R ^rSRF ^tM 3RT J-^uidlrT-

3TRTt TR5?^ =ErR5^ 3TTf . ff^^iTR^ ^RT ^fRJ ^ ^^iff ^^^ifT ^T^""-^ WJ'^ ^R^ tl^^

^JT^RR'^TT^ u^^oqRr f^-sptcTM %3Tr-§^ ^r'KjFCr ^^ ^r^ ^^ stcT 3n%. I ^^-
w^j^ ^r-^ fi^ j^or^ ^^^R^r ^c^iiFn3r?fT^ ^r^rfrsqi^r^^T ^ncRrr^n'-i'Jii-^T ^

^^3i?Cr sTTf. h^ "^w^ Mi^iiiinHm wn s^tcs kh^i; ^r ^r^r^ sritsv^ snq^F^n

^^^^^ l^^FT ^^, 1 5f^rF3T?rt^T ^ ^^^Rw fi^r^r ^m^ fl^TRi: Jpt.
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Ex. H.

{Trmislationof tlieMarathi leader lyrinted in columns '^, ^ and d of 2>(^ge 4 of the

isfiite of the ^^Kesari'' newspcqyet^ dated 2nd June 1908, and Jiaving a foot-note, «•*<

translated, " Tim newsjJaper tvas printed and puUislied at the " Kesari '' printing'

jrress No. 486 Na,rai/an Peth, Poooa, hy Bal Gangadhar Tilah "
)

THE SECRET OF THE BOMB.

Trom the murder of Mr. Rand on the night of the Jubilee in the year 1897 till

the explosion of the homb at Muzzaffarpur,no act worth naming (and) fixing closely

the attention of the official class took place at the hands of the subjects.There is con-

siderable difference between the aaurders o£ 1897 and the bomb (outrage) of Bengal-

Considering (the matter ) from the point of view of daring and skill in execution,

the Chaphekar brothers take a higher rank than (the members of) the bomb-party

in Bengal. Considering the end and the means, the Bengalis must be given the

greater commendation. Neither the Chaphekars nor the Bengali bomb-throwers

committed murders for retaliating the oppression practised upon themselves; hatred

between individuals or private quarrels and disputes were not the cause of these

murders. These murders have assumed a different aspect from ordinary murders

owing to the supposition (on the part of the perpetrators) that they were doing a

sort of beneficient act. Even though the causes inspiring (the commission of) these

murders bs out of the common, the causes of the Bengali bomb are particularly

subtle. In the year 1897 the Poonaites were subjected to great oppression at the

time of the Plague, and the exasperation produced by that oppression had not ex-

clusively a political aspect. That the very system of administration is bad, and that,

unless the authorities are singled out and individually terrorized, they woald not

consent to change the system—this sort of important question was not before the

eyes of the Chaphekar brothers. Their aim was ( specially directed) towards the

oppression consequent upon the plague, that is to say, towards a particular act. The

Bengali bombs have of course their eye on the Partition of Bengel; but the

glance of the bomb is ( also ) playing upon a more extensive plains brought

into view by the Partition of Bengal. Moreover a pistol or a musket is an

dd weapon, (while) the bomb is the latest discovery of the Western sciences.

The Western sciences have strengthened the power of the official class in

every country. One ruler is able to fight -with another ruler, but it has be-

come difficult for the subjects in any country to fight with the army of

that very country. The power of the army has terribly increased in conse-

quence of new scientific discoveries; and the bravery of the people most

celebrated for their valour proves useless in an instant before new guns

new muskets and ammunition of the new sort. It was owing to this reason

alone that the revolutionary plans of the Russian subjects failed in the

year 1905-06; and if tomorrow the army of England becomes completely

subservient to ( the will of ) the Emperor Edward YII, and if His Majesty
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be 80 inclined, ( he ) will be able to reduce to dust, without taking much
time, the institutions of Sicarajya like the Parliament in England, whatever
fitness for ( exercising the rights of ) Sivarajya the people of England may-
possess. The Western sciences have made the might of armies so terrible.

But in that identical minute seed which contains the power to produce a
mighty tree, is also born, along with the birth of that tree itself, the

( principle of ) death, which is destined to destroy the tree. Death is ordained
at the very time of birth. Birth is first Been; the veil over death subsequently
begins to be gradually removed God Himself creates the Universe ( and ) God
Himself is the Governor of the Universe; it was the Westerners ' science itself

that created uew guns, new muskets and new ammunition; and it was the
Westerners' science itself that created the bomb. ( Fearing ) that the people
would uselessly continue to live on ( indefinitely ) and that ( thus ) there would
be an excessive ( number of ) living ( people in the world ), God created
the sovereign remedy of death. This daily death does not possess the
ability to put a stop altogether to life in ( this ) world; even though the
operations of death be going on without a hitch, the force of mundane
life is not lessened. Death does not change the current of worldly life

nor does it do away with worldly life. The duty of taking away the pride of

worldly life is assigned to death ( and ) therefore, death takes care not to allow

life to become impure. The military strength of no Government is destroyed by
the bomb ; the bomb has not the power of crippling ( the power of ) an army ;

nor does the bomb possess the strength to change the current of military strength;

but owing to the bomb the attention of Government

towards./
. ,

a rac e
.^ j.j^g|.gjj ^^ ^^^ ^^iq disorder which prevails

owing to the pride of military strength.

Owing to the murders of 1897, the attention of the authorities was directed

towards the disorder ( in
) plague ( administration ) ; and since that time the

aspect of the Plague administration began to changs and complete tarnsformation

took place in the plague administration very soon after. It is at present being

asserted that Government care two straws for the bombs of the Bengalis. What
do the words " care two straws " mean ? The Bengali bomb-makers have
themselves admitted that the English Government cannot be overthrown by the
bomb. There is no cause for Government to feel any fear of the bomb too

;

but the pride of military strength must necessarily be afraid of the bomb and
it is not derogatory to any mighty power to frankly admit this fear. The plague
administration in the beginning was ( such that it was ) disliked by the people,
was extremely vexatious and exasperating ; this fact was not at first known to

Oovernment. Mr. Rand's murder brought this mistake to the notice of Grovern-

ment
; and after plague-riots occurred everywhere subsequently, Government

did not also hesitate to openly admit the mistake. It

i}} (J>) [Lit., it is no*^ ( & ) is not to be understood (& ) that because Mr.
® ^"^ ^ ^*' ^

Rand'ei murder took place, the plague administration

was ( proved to be ) mistaken ; the administration
was a mistaken one from the very first, was wrong from the very start ; but it did
not appear to be mistaken to the authorities owing to (Iheir) conceit about
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'( their own ) wisdom. Some things must be viewed from the people's stand-"'

point ; it is by no means enough to look at them only from one's own point of

view ; this light had not dawned (r) upon the minds

[<?] [Lit., illBmined.] (ct) of the authorities. This light dawned (upon their

Trli fLit heads, 1
minds) owing to the murder of Mr. Rand, and the ,/

conceit of wisdom having produced knowledge (with-

in itself), the conceit left the authorities so far at least

as plague administration was concerned. What was there amiss in this ?

Where was (any) stigma cast upon the might of the English Government in.

this? That (one) should not forget to make use of the eyes while walking, when
is this (lesson) to be learnt if not when one has (actually) stumbled ? The man.

who sajs 'Though I may stumble any number of times. 1 will remain blind

like an intoxicated (person), despite (my) having eyes,' is his own enemy. The
Indian Government have had a stumbling (in the shape) of the bomb; and if

Government do not make use of this stumbling in reforming the administration

( of the country ), they will prove their own enemies. Such stumbles are

<.) (Lit. required to be suffered.)
('') necessary in life whether in the case of a king

or a pauper; nay, God has so arranged the very con-

stitution of the world that such stumbles should be experienced by all spontan-

eously at the proper time and at the proper place. When the world goes on with-

out a hitch for a considerable time, none begins to forget his duty and the

intoxication of remaining alive without restraint begins to come over his eyes.

The machine .of the universe is moving automatically (f) in such a way that

/^^ T .i. A « • • ^- N lie should suffer the stumble (in the shape) of Ms
(/) Lit, under self-mspiration,

)

^
. .

father's death for the removal of this intoxication.

It is not the case thast Death does not know that even if the father be

dead, (his) son succeeds him in his place, that even if the son be dead,

the grandson carries on worldly affairs ( and that further ) even if the grandson

dies, the great-grandson comes forward ( to take his place ). Death ia not able to

root out mundance existence; but the father's death imparts wisdom to the son, the

son's death keeps the grandson in a wakeful condition aud the grandson's

death makes the great-grandson a man of wisdom. When a man refuses to learn

wisdom from the stumble of death, he becomes the cause of his real ruin.

Newspapers like the Botnhay Times that are making a suggestion to

Government that they should, without paying any regard to the bomb, go on

conducting themselves with even greater intoxication, are, it seems to us, taking

their revenge now upon Government (for acts done) in a past lire. When a

son is wild and licentious, he does not learn the lesson to be learnt from his

father's death, but on the contrary becomes still more blind from intoxication

in consequence of such stumbles; such has been the condition of some Anglo

-

Indians. Just as the liqor-shop keepers and the prostitutes in a village are

over) joyed to hear the news of the death of the father of a licentious son, so

the Bombay '"Times" (which is) stupidly intoxicated by nature, and some native

(news) papers of Poena (and) Bombay included amongst journals indirectly

supported by Government, seeing that the troublous time of the bomb
has overtaken Government, are beginning to think that they would

(now) fare sumptuously. This (over) jojed band of blackguards are
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saying to Government that Government have had the stumble (in the shape)-

of the bomb owing to the writings in newspapers and the speeches of the

^National party; (and) that, therefore, without paying any heed to the bomb.
Government should muzzle these papers and speakers. In 1897 this set of

blackguards had bought very similar imputations ( against newspapers ) ; and
Government have tasted, (g) in the shape of of the

[..]Lit., the fitter fruiVs liave bombs, the bitter fruits of that policv of repression
iallen Into the end of their upper xv.,, ^. , :.,, f n

garment]. '-"^'' ^^^ "®®^ continuously maintained by them for

the last ten years on account of their being half-

influenced by these imputations. If Government do not change this policy at this

time, its consequence will not fail to be even more terrible than at present to the

rulers and the subjects.

The answer given by the newpapers enjoying the favour of the official

class to ( the question ) as to why the bombs should be utterly disregarded, is that

this is an attempt to intimidate Government and that if the people once come
to know that Government are afraid, they will not fail to harass Government

by showing them the bugbear of bombs even in every trifling matter.

This is a trick of begging for alms by intimidating Government ;

it is not desirable to thrown a piece of bread to those who intimidate

( Government ) in this manner, but the only path of wisdom is to

give ( them ) two slaps in the face ; the master of the house should never allow

beggars to form an idea that alms can b9 secured

f 70 ( Lit. [ following the ] by the (7i) inflication of injuries upon their own bod-
methods of a class of beggars who

igg^ The host and the moderate mendicants should,
extort alms yjy gashing their arms '

i>reaEts, <tc, by combining together, drive away these beggars

whe gave trouble by raising a clamour. The beggars

should, taking into consideration both the wishes of the host and their own
poverty, beg alms in a low tone and in soft words ; they should not emit a

harsh sound like that of a bomb by overtaxing their (vocal) strength. The
Bombay Times and other Anglo-Indian journals have, in the above fashion,

given ( their ) reason why the policy of represaiou should be stringently

enforced. Sophistrical reasoning of the above kind has been made use of owing
to the nature, power and true meaning of the bomb not having been understood.

To start with, the very idea that bombs are thrown from a desire to beg alms
by seeking to intimidate Government, is a mistaken one ; for, terrible and
deplorable occurrences like bomb (outrages) are considered by none to be
pleasant and convenient. Bombs explode when tha repressive policy of Gov-
ernment becomes unbearable. Oppression is required to be practised by Gov-
ernment first, while oppression (in the shape) of bombs at the hands of the
people follows next. The above is a dishonest attempt to make it appear
that Government are not at all at fault, and that bombs are thrown in a

hateful or overbearing spirit. If a system of rule, under which the pressure
of public opinion is brought to bear on the administration, be not in

vogue, if the situation be such that, while public opinion is on one side, those

who hold (the reins of) authority are o» the opposite side,, then such a state of

things does not fail to become unfavourable to the rise of the nation. It is net



looked npon as a sign of cowardice in England that the authorities shouli con-
eider that public opinion is (entitled) to hold them answerable and that they
themselves are responsible to public opinion. In ladia, the official class is

irresponsible, and the efforts of the National party are (directed) towards
making it responsible, or, in other words, towards securing the rights of
Swarajyci to the people. To give the rights of Sivarajya at least partially to
the people, what are the authorities required to do ? The authorities have to

conduct themselves in subservience to public opinion, in proportion to the
rights of Swarajija acquired by the people. That power should remain in the
hands of such authorities as may be approved by the people and that it should
be taken away from the hands of such authorities as may not be liked by the
people, this itself is called (the exercise of ) the rights of Suxirajija. If the
rights of Sicarajjja are granted to the people as they become fitted for the same,
then, disquieting calamities like bomb (outrages) do not befall anyone at all.

When a struggle ensues between the fitness of the people for the rights of
Swarajya and the miserliness of the authorities in granting those rights, and
when the authorities begin to act wildly, being intoxicated with the pride of
military power, then the deplorable bombs are naturally constrained to
intervene in order that the attention of the authorities may be attracted

to the intoxication which obstructs real progress. When obstruction is caused
to the progress of a nation through cupidity or temptations, by taking undue
advantage of the terrible pov^rer which the Western sciences have produced
in the army of the Gevernment, then bombs spontaneously spring into existence
in order to remove that obstruction; no one manufactures them with tha object
of terrorizing the authorities by means of intimidatian. Calamities like bomb
(outrages) have never been interpreted in the history of any country ( to mean )

that the people are not fitted for the rights of Sirdrajya, or that the people
have begun to mock the rulers with bombs owing to the latter having indulged
the people more than they deserved. When the official class begins to overawe
the people without any reason, ( and ) when an endeavour is made to produce
despondency among the people by unduly frightening them, then the sound
of the bombs is spontaneously produced to impart to the authorities the true
knowledge that the people have reached a higher stage than the vapid one in
which they pay ( implicit ) regard to such an illiberal ( policy of ) repression.
The authorities have got this opportunity to see calmly what the real state of
things is. A powerful desire has arisen amongst the people that they should
have some sort of control over the acts of the authorities ; if Government do not
bring into force simple and universally acknowledged measures to meet this

desire, that is to say, if Government do not make a beginning to grant the
rights of Sivarajya, then some impatient or turn-headed persons will not fail to
attempt to bring about secretly, deviously and improperly that very thing
which should be brought about with the consent of Government ( and ) in
conformity with the condition of the people. If ( Government ) have a desire
that the people should not betake themselves to a secret and terrible path in
impatience and violence, they should, understanding the real secret of the
bomb, give up hurting the subjects for nothing, and should; make a beginning to
grant liberally the rights of swarajija ( to the people ); and the official class should
not albw themselves to be carried away by the false notion that such a step is

derogatory to the might of Government ; this is at present beneficial to all.

[if. /. M.'s High Court^ Bombaij A true translation.

Trandotar's Office, Sih Julj /908.] N, L, Mankar,

Third Translator.

M, 583.

F. 33.
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Ex» H.

[ The foUoivlng is the original JIarathi text of the article of ivhivlt Ex. H, i$

a translation.
]

=l^tcT ^ 5fTn^% sff^sqicT ^'=^ ^^i 3tt|. '<^r?^ q w.m ^^r^sfr %cTFffr ^r ?€r^ f^=^r^

%cJT ^rg-rft =^%^-^'45T ^^ ^^^^ 5rf^-'7&rr% ^r^ ^^r. s^^ ^ ^r'<^^ ^t=^ r%=^K

^^:m §TR5e5TT ^^TTT% ^TrTW^T^ W ^ ^ft^; 53rfxfro?p^*f=^ 5^ T%T ^TO ^i^^Md

^fWT^ ^^I^ ^ ^"^ ^^^ 1^^^ ^^ ^- ^ ^^t"^ ^V^J ^"JTITT ^fOT 3TW?TF3T

3i^f ?rCT spTT^ ^rNrt^T ^f^R'^f i^%^ ^^^ 3tt|^. ^^^-^vs ^r^ ^^r qsr g-TN^m f%#T

tr^^ cf^^jij^jr^ ^ ^T% ^w?: ^tifct st^t ct=|^ JTtsr 5r?T =^r7:^^5f'4^r ?r^5i ^sfcrr.

35T^sjT ^^^r^ w^^ tr^ T%i%^ ^c^rr^^ c^rNrr ^RTg" ^. q^rw^ ^^n^'r #?t^ ctt

%55^ 5tt|. 'rt^r m^ i%^r 'itaTsrR I ^ fc^tr srit; ^l^-'irssr ^ ^Jfkm^

^Tcff^ ^^^^7 ^T^ ^^TTT^ ?TT^ 3Tr|. ?T^??r ^Cr ^TWR ?Tr'<^TT5"^ ^^^^=^ ^rlT

^^^ qi^^l" 3T^ ^Cr cfP^T, ^^R ^^ ^ ^^T^ ?f%^ ^^r^r, ^Iji 3Tc^*^ ^J fl'^Ifit

^V^^rar?5 ^m=E2n' ^^nj ^^^]^^]^j qr^f^r T%?nit sr^^^^ ^^7^ '^R^ar k^ ^ ^v^ '^o^m

3RI^« ^^ 3ISTJT f^^^T; 5i:c3|5^r^ "T^^T JTRTff5 I^f^ ^J ^1^ ^T^r. T^^T''^^ J^"^ ^Jc^tT

^^^T, q^T{>,j^:^ f%^T^ R^lcTT 3TTf; ^]\ml^\'^J ^T^r^'^^T ^T^'l^ ^'W, ^fiCr #3^r ^ ^Cr
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^fr:^r 3TS3rr^ ^i^r^^o^i am^ ?rct, ^TT^n^^TT ^^r^^w ^ ^r. 'jc^ ^^n:r^

w^ ^^RT ^7 te ^%R snCtw ^tcr ^. mvfm ^ f^ ^bi^'^N ^sm 'jc^

«?i|-, ^r^ ^m^ 3T|j^^ ^ ^'j^n^^r ?sr^^t 'jc^ ^ srotr. ^mts^nH^ otc^tt^

'in^ ^WT ^ciu^!^ ^i^ wf^^^ o=i^<<^ 5^r 5^FR?^ 3fji^cT MicAd^Ai. ^rm 3W ^iio^m ^cr

w( 5H^RJ 5^^ ^f^j ^o^rt^ ^rwcw 5T% ^w^r ^p^tftitt ^rrCt. s^r itrvtM 5=q^^

^Ji^T ^t-. %^nw^ %^^ Cr =1^ ^^R% ^^[TJTtcr ^tt^- ^ 5^^ w^ ^^"^

^T^i^ f^ 3TT%W=^^ R^R ST^r 5^^^3^^ ^rf^ 7^^. ^ ^^ wf ?1T^?

^ ^R^ftiT^i ^i5fTaqi[g[ ^tcT ^ ^TfT ^FT^T ? =^T^d^i #rs3rKr ^3wr ^J^TJ^n^ I^^# ^%,

I S^^r 55FR5I 3T^ T%W^3TT=I ^, ^ %5^ ]^^^^=i? T%cfrCr 5=^ cJFTRT, ?ft

^^^ %^ irrfT, ^ ^r:w?: ?^:% ^^ zl^. ar^r S^r ^^Rt^ ^cmt^ ^jft, ^*^^ ^^
^ypTTsqr ^TTcrrcr; f^^] 3^^ s^ ^fijqf ^ssf ^ ^nr^r ^r^r ^^'rtf arr'TtaTrT ^ymcfr^,

<3Rfr i^^^T^ ^t^r ^=JrJTT=^ ^r^jt si^^T- 3tt|. ^\=^ %^ f^^sw ^tt^ ^^ ir^T^ ^ri'^

^[^TTW iR^ 3n^ cRr 5^iTr c^tt^^tt ^ptt ^r> g^s^rr q'w ^<t ?rr^^^ =^c5f^, ^t?j,

''^^^W cRt 'T^si' W, I ^^ TTTfm iT^ ^^ JTTff. Jf^ OT^T^ ^-^ ^'^ ^^f^

^ Hld<=(l^l ^^ M>Jiri^^l ITT^fr ^f^. ^Jwi^'^j ^^J £%"TT^ ^^^luiMUII l'$l'=h'J'4N T^^^

WI*Kd\ ^n%^T JT^^ ^fcT:=E3Tr ^I^TRT ^I^r^IrT ^MT. 5ff5r'iT65^^ ^<'-hKR 4V^ ^ ^FT^^cTT

srf^ ^-H-dMuim"^ ^]^^ gsr^. 3t^1 ?r^rt^ ^^^tt ^^trt 5#^^ sr^^fR^'^r "t^

«<+i<^T "i^^T^^r ^HT ^557 ^^mrcT stti^t^ armt^ ^t2^. ^^s^rr ^=^^^ ^ ^^^f
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^^ ^^ ;^ 4«^Mi(l|^N ^t^ ^R^JRT^ =^^ 5^ c^TT^T ^ ^ •^Wlto^l-^Ml ^TT^ ^R^JR=?^

q^UcT q^t 3Tl%cT. 3?!%^ ^^-hKH ^ t ^W^ ^^^ ?TTff rR ^=^ mR^IW ^T^Jq^^^^

^^^Hoo'tjiTii ^f)^ ^^ ^^,^ ^jttc 3n^RiRtw^r ^r$cfr55 q^7 ar^^
3TT^' n^ fTtc^ %mi ^RmCr ^t^rs^=^ ^fj; ^n^i^ I ^^ ^<+ki^ ^ ^ Tost

^JH ^. ^r 3T1WRR ^ T^os f^$*-4'M? ^*r^R[ f^r^ sfR^rsm^ ^f^ ^^ ^^r
5!^T^^5^?rT v\6\^r\ ^^^ qrfl^. ^i^jRT^i^r i=^?jr, ^ snq^ jrM Cr ^'Cr ^^t?T %^r

^IRf ^m.^ ^T^ rr=|^ f^ 3T1^. ^t^«^% ^E^^ ^R, ^Riffe^ip^r ^^ ^JR

^ ^N'lTlailHI ?I?T 3T^ ^3T I 5T ^TIT^e^TTg^ ^t^ ^=^r ^!^R^ ^fe^TJT *<"<4td

^T3cT ^T^. ^^r^^fT ^^qWtT^ '^JV^ ^m^ 3Rmi ft^ 55R^ IIW^ ^T^^ ^^^^. m-
<hl<l*^'l 5r«r?T ^^ sfRT cJR^ ^ ^1wS2Tt=^ ^^ ^TOTf^ JTRTf^T ftclt. ^i^KT^i"

^h^, TTW M\^\ ^R5TR ?R ^rTTT'<m'r R^ ^R^JT ST^F ^ f^si% 3T%^, cR rfr R^T/^

?isF^ sr^i^^qr^ 5n%^ irr^^TRr^ u^ ^. #^?r ^n^t^ ^^ f^R'm 3tt| ^

GTR ^. fl^^STRR 3TfTOtRTr ^^R^ 3nf, ^ ^*I<NH<R sfRT, 3Tsr^ ^^RFRT% f^

3Tf%^^i?ff ?BR ch^N'MN' 3RR ? ^j^TRJHWR ^<|^A|N f^ ^T^^T I%o5I^^ 3RRR c^TR^n-

OTT^ 3TT%^F2lt^7 ^FFRF^T rHn^ ^FTR ^^R. ^I^t^Tr 'RR 3T^c5 ^T^ 3TT%^JF^r^3jT

fRR ^RTT ^T^ ^ ^[^JTi JTR^cT 3T^r ^rf^R^Rn^r ^rcTRR5 ^^ mt^J wi, mj^sj^

!^^U^r% ^ 5T^ i|IiR QT^^RT. ^<r^3TpS3IT ^^t^F ^T^ ^^^ 'TT^T ^t^^, ^RR% 5R



^^rj3n% 5§^Wsft ^t^Ht THI^ ^ I f^ ^^^^ ^RtcT STf^m^i:^! ^^trquTr ^rfxTT

vAMidid ^sft '^^^ 5m?ftw 3rg-«r^ ^j^t^tf^ ^'Nji* arfTO^^rNf ^^ T<^u^i*Rdt ^^r^r

3Tl-ST55r ^iU'Hid ^ ^5ft fT 3T^qW ^ ^^?i2?r^'^^ ^Wm STTqiSTN ^:?[^^TT?T; 3ff^-

^iF^t^TT ^^3715 ^^ ^ml%i^% 1^" i ^Ht ^qvT ^^t^ ^rfra". ^NTT^^ Wft ^f^-

sRT^^TT f^Rl#^ TT^mr JTT^,. ^T^ W^ 3^1f c^T=^3TT ^TT^fTT 3^%^ %c2TT^^ ^4\M\

^^Tt?T %55t^ *<u<qid 3TT^ ^TTf!. ^[^W ^f^i^m^ ^t f^^^R^ ^^[^Tt ^^I^r,. ^T^-

frl '?)T^R5 ^ftfcT ^^I? W^ ^^CRTT ^c^?! '><'J^NI ^\ m^ M^MM mt, ^t ^m^^TT

sT^^^qr^^tft^^ ^Rjwn^^wc^ f^^-i^ arte ^?:^ ^^^ #^ m.^,.

t<^k< ^C^T^f! 3TNW^^ 3RTRT, 3T^ 51^^ f=^^ w^ ^q?r flT^ 3^1; ^ f=E?jr

W^f^^t ^R55 g ?I^nTT^ ^jqR ^ ^<*l<^' STOcJFT 3TrW JfT^cT, ?IiT^ ^ci<(^^|^ ^
^o^TT'EF,^ ^<*K^' W^^^ ^TTfr, ^ ^- iffe <AJ*Ml 3T^^ 3T5?f^ ^^RR^^

^w^ff^ o^N^i-tfl rfr^ ^rs ^yjfT^^ STT^TTFTR ^ 3T#rT2r ttcft^ ^j^^fr^ ^ ^j^^ f%-7r

*#r: JTFJhr^^T^JTq", 3T^ 1^^ 3T^T^2fT^, ^IWs^n^ ^"^ ^f^^T ^"^^ 5r^^

5TTf^ ^t'Rirt ^R^JR^ w^, ^^^3Tr% 5^55^ ^^ \^^j^ ^iv{ ^rt^ m^ m^^ m-



Ex. I
a.

( Translation of the Marathi article jirmtcd in columns 2 and 3^ of page 5 of

the issue of the Kesari newspaper^ dated 9th June 1908., and having a footnote,

as translated^ " 2'his newspaper, was printed and j^uhldshsd at the " Kesari "

Printing Press, No, 486, Narayan Peth, Poonay l>y Bal Gangadhar Tilah "
)

English rule is openly an alien rule. Well; ( and) that, too, has nob been
carried on like Moghul rule, by the rulers mixing with Indian society; and
they are going to carry it on always as strangers indeed. Moreover, they
are not satisfied even with keeping only the ruling power in their haadsj but
they want also to seize possession of the trade and industries of this country
forcibly and unjustly or to ruin thenj. Well, even after doing so much, they
should ( at least have ) kept the burden of taxation on the people light; but the
very reverse of it is seen to be the case ! In short, Sivarajya, (a) albeit of

the old type, is gone, trade has been ruined,, indu-
.[ a ] [L?t. one's own goyemmenfc gtries have collapsed, glory has come to an end,
or true; self-goveromeut ] t ^ -, , .,., , -,. ,

f i.
] [ Poveity,] wealth has departed, ability has disappeared and;

I o ] [ Famine, ] courage has failed. There is no education according
L d ] r Sucking up of wealth] ° »

[ p ] [ Lit pursuing.] to the new system, no rights, no respect for public

opinion, no prosperity, no contenment; ( but only )
there is the violent pressure of the three " d " s of daridrya-{ b ) dushkrl ( c

),

find dravya^hQslta ( d) constantly troubling ( e ) us. The moment an attempt
is sought to be made according to ( one's ) strength to raise up the head of the
nation out of this, the head is sure to be bruised by the stone-roller of th&
Bystem of British rule ? In such a state ( of things, ) the fact that the bomb,
party and secret socities have now arisen in India is not at all to be wondered,
at, although it may be deplorable. On the contrary, if such a state of things

J)ad arisen in any country in Europe, then the people of that country would
never have shown as much patience and forgiveness,

]/][ Lit, forgiving ^atufe, } (/) as the Indians have done. The adage that life

is the dearest of all things to all is generally true.

P.Ut when an individual begins to think that the value of exalted sentiments like

religion, morality, benevolence, self-respect, the honour of (one's) family or country
patriotisni, etc., is greater than th^t of life itself, it is an evidence of his spiritual

elevation. No sooner do these sentiments begin to take (.their) rise in a nation,

than it (becomes) the duty of true rulers to provide an outlet for t-heir flow.

Whenever, instead of do'ng that, an attempt is made to obliterate, under the.

pressure of tyranny and high handedness, these sentiments wherever they might
rise, or to check them on tj^e spot by means of big embankm,ents, it should be

Vindejstood that misfortune js eure to overtake that country (including both)

the subjects ar^d the ruler. The result of the rubers,
(Lit., uptill today).

having so (g) long disregarded this truth established

(Lit., has come ©at)^ by the history of the world, is visible in the shap^

pf tl^e Ba,ngali bomb.

Ji. J. M:s High Co%irt, Bomhay, A true translation.

TrunsJator's Office, 7th July 190S.
^

N, L. MANKAE,
Third Translotar.

No. 580



Ex I.

[ The folliowing; is. i?hfi originqtil MaratM tecct of tJm aviiGlB of; luhich Exi I, is

<); translation. ]

?Tra, 1^^ ^W, ^rft ^^1",, ^^ ^rW ^ ftlTcT W^a. ^sqi T^f^ T%2Fr ^"^ f^.

^RT, <^i*^di^ irr^ JTfCr, W^ ^^> w{r^\^ ^i, ^rft^,, ^m^i ^ ^^wq ^rr cTf^

^
' ^^Kr ^qj^r wmj JTFr ^fi^. ^Ttcj^r nsi^ ^(^ ^ ^o^aqr^r sTsn^frR 5iqc?r ^%

^Rc^rrfr ^t^r ^r^r r^ctI irr^l- amcft ^^ w4\^ ^^t^T ft^r ^Fsti^^'r ^?Rrr^5crr ^

cft=^[ ^^T 3^"!, ^j ^m^j^^j ^5^ ^Tst^ ^r^, ^FTcsr ^7 c^rr^u^r^ 3^ JT^fr^Tfr^^rr

3:^[^T^ ^q- ^^ c2{T ^ri^K-i{| ^ ^31^^7=5^ V[T^T^ pTf^ JF^^TT^r 3Fr^ 3TT5,tl^ ^T^ ^TT^JT

\^«5 6(iTT^r ^i^% ^r^ 5ri|^ q^^ srfl.
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Ex. J.l.

( Mr. Tilak's declaration as a Press—owner. ):

1, Bal Gangadhar Tilak, do hereby declare that I have a printing Press called,

the Kasari Press at 486 Narayan- Peth, Poona City.

Poona City.

1st July 1908. (Sd). Bal Gangadhar Tilafc.

Declared before me at Poona this 1st day of Joly 1907.

(Sd.) a F. Carvalho»

City Magistrate F. G..

Poona,

25—6—08 True- copy.

(Sd). City Magistrate F. C. Poona..

Sela of the

City Magistrate Poona.-

Ex. J. 2.

( Mr. ) Tilak*s declaration as Printer and Publisher* y

I, Bal Gangadhar Tilak do hereby declare that I am the Printer and Publlt-

Bher of a weekly vernacular paper called the Kesari which is printed and public

ehed every Tuesday at House No. 486 Narayan Peth Poona City.

Poona Ctry,

1st July 1907. (Sd). Bal Gangadhar Tilak.

Declared befor me at Poona this Ist day of July 1907.

(Sd). H. F. Cravalho..

City Magistrate F. C. Poona*.

25~Q^08 True copy

Ed, (Sd.) City Migistrate F. C.

Seal of the Poona.

"> City Magistrate of Poona,
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Ex. K.
^-^
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Ex. L.

[ PANCHNAMA 01^ TH^ SEARCtI AT POONA. ]

PiNCHNAMA, t)ATED 25-6-08*'

f 1 ) Sivratii Pachandas Matwadi, having his shop in Ravivar Peth

Kapadganj, Pootta.

( 2 j Laxman fialkrisbna Katrajkar, Budhwar, Podna.

(3) Raoji Lalji Takkar, inhabitant of Kasba Peth, Poona." Mouse
No. 335.

We the members of the IPanch were called by the District Supetinteli-

dent of Police, Poona at 7 a. m., on the 26th June 1908, on Thursday,

in Gaikwad's wada in Narayen Peth, and in our presence the District

Superintendent of Police broke the seals of the Kesari's Manager^s oflQce,

and other rooms in connection with this paper, and on searching the same

took possession of the papers &c. as stated below :

—

(1

(2

(3

(4

(5

(6

(7

(8

(9

flO

(11

(12

(13

(14

(15

(16

Current file of theKesari Nos. 1 to 25 i. e. from 7-1-08 to 23-6-08

Loose numbers of the Kesari as above, 1-25.

Do. Do. Do.'

Receipt Books Nos. 1-5 of the Kesari for the current year, dated

1st Jsnuary 1908 to 25th June 1908, i. e. serial numbers 1-1252.

One Ticket Book of the Kesari, with a brown paper cover.

Day-Books for 1908 from 1st January 1908, to 24th June 1908

( one rough and one fair all two. )

One Sill book of the Kesari for the current year.

Seven Registers of the Kesari's subsciibers ( lyist Books ),

Line direction Books.

One copy of the Marathi Sarojini play.

One copy of Shri Maha Sadhu Shri Dnyaneshwar Maharaja's Life*

One copy of the book called Prince William Orange or a history

of the rebellion in the Netherlands.

Four rough memoranda of the Postage Stamp Account.

One money order Book for the current year.

Kesari's three printed Sample Post cards.

One letter in English dated 15-10-07 addressed to 'the Editor
Marhatta, Poona from Carnel Boot Dyer Advertising Company
from America.

( 17 ) One photo of Shriyuta Bipin Chandra Pal.
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(18) One Note Book of the sale of the /^esa-rz horn. Godboler

(19 j Three letters printed in English regarding the Dhulia Conference.
(The address given by Rao Bahadur Joshi.)

One copy of the book called
'

' What it cost to be vaccinated '

'

One issue of the Dharma Masik Pustak including 5-7 numbers.

Full text of the Presidential Address, Pubna Provincial Conference
1908-manuscript copy.

{23) Rules of the Deccan Vernacular Translation Society.

(24) One copy of a leaflet-'Hear the other side.'

(25) Surat Congress Papers.

(26) National Memorandum.

(27) A letter in English dated 28-12-7 written by B. G. Tilak to Bijaya
Chandra Chatterji, Bar-at-law.

(28) One copy of the India House Magazine.

f29j One paper giving the astrological results of Tilak.

(30) One printed copy in English of the proceedings of the 23rd Indian

National Congress.

(31) One manuscript letter sent by V. Vaijanathum from Kumbbhako-
nam adressed to Tilak signed "Vaude Mataram" headed 'An Ardent
Appeal.'

(32) Some portions of the Amrita Bazar Patrika issues dated -28-11-07
and 1-12-07.

{33) One letter in English from Woodhouse.

(34^ Notes from Sections of the Indian Penal Code.

C35) One paper regarding a complaint against Paradkar Shimpi.

(36) Tilak's speech at Surat on 28-12-07.

{37) Notes on the proceedings of the Surat Conference.

(38

J

Cutting from the P^;2/<^<^z dated 10-8-07

(39) A cutting from the 'Public Eeisure' of Philadelphia dated 15-9-07.

{AO) A cutting from the Mysore Standard dated 19-8-07.

C41) Three pieces of cuttings.

(42) Five miscellaneous letters.

(43J Account of the Shivaji P\md. -^

{^^) A letter dated 4-9-05 from C. R. Gupta and Company to Tilak.

(45; A letter dated 6-1 -O5 from Tilak to Lala Lajpatrai.

r46^ One card with names of Hand-book on Modern Explosives.
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(47 ; One letter dated 6-5-05 from Madhava Raghunath of Kolhapur.

(48) A teleoram dated 16-8-05 from Station Master Dhamangaon.

(49) Speech of Babu Arvinda Gosh dated 24-12-07.

(50) The Arctic Home in the Vedas.

(51) A telegram dated 18-10-5 from Bipin Chandra Pal to Tilak about

deliveiing lecture.

(52) One letter addressed to Tilak regarding the establishment of religion.

(53) Address of Southern Mahratta Country subscribers of the Kesari-

numbers 1 to 83.

(54) Do.

(55) Do.

(56) Do.

(57) Do.

(58) Do.

(59) Do,

(60) Do.
(61) Do.

(62) Do.
<63) Do.

Papers as mentioned above are taken possession of by the Police in

our presence-dated 25-6-08.

(Sd.) Raoji Lalji Takkar.

Before me (Sd.) Shriram Pachandas

<(Sd.; Digby Davies. Marvadi.

D. S, P. Poona. fSd.j I^axman Balkrishna

<Sd.) A. C. Dannie!. Katrajkar.

Ratnagiri
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Ex M. f

,

Case No. 42 L of 1908

ComplaiE ant's Name—Supt, Sloane

Address-Bombay,

Fee nil.

No. of 190

To.

The District or City Magistrate

Poona

The Superintendent of Police Division

And all constabales and others of His Majesty's Officers

of the peace for the town of Bombay.

WHEREAS information has been laid before me of the com-

mission of the offence of sedition and promoting enmity between classes iauUt has

been made to appear to me that the production of files of the newspaper Kv^an,.

register of subscribers, draft proofs, manuscripts, correspondence, books of account

and other documents relating to the said Kesarsi newspaper is essential to the

inquiry about to be made into the said offence.

This is to authorise and require you to seat^ch for the said books, documents,

writings and newspapers in the press of the Kesari situated at 480 Narayan

Peth Poona and, if found, to produce the same forthwith before this Court

returning this warrant, with an endorsement certifying -what you have doue

under it immediately upon its execution.

Given under my hand and the seal ot the Court.

This 24th day of June 1908.

(sd). A. H. S. Aston

Chief Presidency Magistrate,

Bombay.

Bimbayy Forwarded.

Forwarded to the District Superintendent of Police Poona for execution.

24-t;-0S.

(Sd). City Magistrate

Poona.

Returned duly executed

(Sd). J. Daviea

D. S. Police, Poona.

Returned to the Presidency Magistrate, Bombay

Sd. District Magistrate Poona.

25-G-08.

Complainant's name and Address.
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Ex. M 2*

Case No. -121 of 1908,

complainant's Name-Supt. Sloane

Address—Bombay,
No. of 190

To,

The Ditsrict or City Magistrate Poona,

The Superintendent of Police Diviosin

And all constables and other His Majesty's

officers of the peace for the town of Bombay.

WHEREAS information has been laid before me of the commission of the
offence of sedition and promoting enmity between classes and it has been made
to appear to me that the production of the Files of the newspaper Kesurt,
register of subscribers, drafts proofs, manuscripts, correspondence, books of
account and other documents relating to the said Kes(i7 1 newspaper is essen-
tial to the inquiry about to be made into the said offence.

This is to authorize and require you to search for the said books, documents,
writings and newspapers in the residence of Bal Cangadhar Tilak situate at Potjiia,

and if found, to produce the same forthwith before this Court returning this
warrant with an endorsement certifying what you have done under it im-
mediately upon its execution.

Given under my hand and the seal of the Court.

This 24th day of June 1908.

(Sd). A. H. S. Aston

Chief Presidency Magistrate,

Bombay.

Forwarded to the District Superintendent of Police, Poona for execution.
24-G—08.

(Sd.) City Magistrate, Poona.

Returned duly executed.

(Sd). J. Davies

25-6-08. D. S. Police, Poona,

Returned to the Dis. S. Police, Poona.

This warrant cannot be consid'^red to be fully executed until the residence of Bal

Gangadhar Tilak at Singhgad has been searched. This search should now be male.

(Sd). G. Carmichael

25-G-08. District magistrate, Poona.

Executed. Nothing found at Singhgad.

Returned to the Presidency Magistrate.

Bombay.
(Sd). D. M.

25-6-08.

(sd). J. Davies.

D. S. Police, Poona.



LIST OF NEWS PAPERS PUT IN BY MR. TILAK ALONG

WITH HIS WRITTEN STATEMENT.

D 1 Pitmeer, May 7, p. 2, Col. L—Cult of the Bomb. 'Pioneer' recommenas

nse of indiscriminating penalties and shooting ten suspected terrorists for one life

taken,

D 2, Gujrathi, (quoting 'Asian'), May 31, p. 773, col 2-3.—'Asian' recom-

mends governing with utmost harshness and rigour under the heel, and shooting

the Babus point blank.

D 3 (Tiijrathi, May, 31, p. 773, twl. 2-d,--'-Eiigli^]iuian's correspondent ad-

vices flogging of Indian agitators in public by town-sweepers and confiscating

presses.

D. 4. Pionrer, May ll,p, 2, col. 1-2-3.—Acknowledges joy at the forging of

the engine of destraction of popular liberty viz. the Press and the Explosives Act.

D. 5. Statesman, May 5, p. 6, col, 2-3.—Charges nationalist speakers with

bomb-outrages as a consequence of their speeches.

D. 5A. Statesman, May 6, p. 6, col. 2-3.—Charges respectable people with

internally sympathising with crackbrained authors of outrages.

D. 6 Statesman, May 7, p. 6, 1-2.—Charges nationalist speakers with por-

ducing gang of terrorists.

D. 6A. Statesman, May 15, p. 6, 2-3.—Says that under-rating danger is

folly but exaggerating it is greater folly.

D. 7, Times of India, May 4, p. G, col. 4-5.—Charges native press and well-

known nationalist speakers with the responsibility of working ferment in the

yeasty brains.

D. 7. A. Advocate of India, May 4, p. G. 2-3.—Alleges that authors of

infiamatory literature are responsible for crimes. Says repression not successful

only because not thorough enough.

D. 8. Bengcdee. May 5, p. 5, Col. 1, 2, 3.—Asserts that anarchism is a re-

action against unhealthy political conditions.

D. 9. Beugalre, May 6, p. 5, col. 2.—Quotes Burke-"Coercion is a feeble

instrument of Government, conciliation the sovereign remedy. "

D. 10. Bengalee, May 8, p. 5, col. 2, 5.—Quotes Indian Daihj News which

says—" T'urest is a passing phase but permanent problem of administration

remains.
"

D. 11. Bengalee, May D, p. 5, col. 2,—Criticises Anglo-Indian press for at-

tacking boycott as leading to crime.

D. 12. Bengalee, May 10, p. 5, col. 1.—Asserts that controversy is raging

between Anglo-Indian and Indian press.

D. 13. Bengalee, May 17, p. 5, col 1, 2.—Contends that Government policy is

largely responsible for prevailing discontent, So-called agitators had already

given warning.

D. 14. Bengalee, May 13, p. 5. col. 1, 2.—Criticises Madras Times for speak

ing of the Tiger qualities of the raca in this connection.

D. 15. Bengalee, May 28, p. 5, col. 6.—(Quotes Englishman's correspondent

who calls the native press ' Reptile 'press.
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D. IG. Ben yalec, May ol, p. T), col. 1.—Discusses question of responsibility

for unrest and quotes Mr. Macnicol of Poona who recommends generous and
prompt measures to satisfy reasonable demands.

D. 17. Mcdeim BevieiVj June, p. 547.—Writers about the philosophy of poli-

tical crime ; condemning the outrages at the same time. Quotes Mathew Arnold.
Also says outrages are due to despair and disappointment.

I). IS, Indian World. May 19, 1908, p. 472 & onwards—Deals with the'

J'sychology of Bombs. Says outrages are natural results of all that precedes it and
calls Anglo-Indian Press ' blood hounds.'

D. 19. Hindu, May 9, p. 4, col. 1, 2.—Charges Government with disregarding

popular advice and warning Government. Says Government should have expect-

ed to reap the whirl-wind.

D. 20. Hindu, May 21, p. 4, col. .-J.—Quotes Rash Behari Ghosh who in I90(>'

saiJ that Young Generation in Bengal would make India another Russia.

D. 21, Hi))du, May 22, p. (J, col. 2, .S.— Gives Nepal Chandra Roy's answer
to the * Cult of the Bomb/ who fastens responsibility on both Anglo-Indian Press
and Bureaucracy.

D, 22. Indian Patriot, May 4, p. 4, col 1, 2.— Says repressive regime is

more responsible for troubles.

D. 23. I/idian Patriot, Maj 5, -p, 2, col. 2.—Says that national movement is

democratic and derives its strength from the character of alien Bureaucracy.

D. 24. Indian Patriot, May G. p. 4, col. 2.—Says Bureaucracy in India is

reared in the atmosphere of despotism. The only hindrance to them is notice

taken by Parliament.

D. 25. India)! Patriot, May 14, p. 2, col. 1, 3,—Repression will kindle the
flame of animosity and hatred rather than soothe the feelings,

D. 2G. Indian Patriot, May 15, p. 4, col. 1, 2.—Without freedom of speech

and Press it is impossible to keep alien Bureaucracy straight and says the present

system of autocratic Government free from constitutional restraints has enslaved
people.

D, 27. Madras Standard, May 4, p. 4, col. 3 —Expresses sympathy for

Bengal and blames Anglo-Indian Press for inciting Government to sternest repres-

sive measures.

D. 28. Madras Standard, May 6. p. 4, col. 2. Says-—Lord Curzon is the real

author of all the present unrest in India and blames Anglo-Indian Press for

campaign of villification.

D. 29 Punjahce. May, 9, p. 3, col. 1,—Regrets that there are Anarchists or

Sycophants only and no advisers.

D. 30. Tritmne, May 19. p. 4, col. 1, 2.—Denies responsibility of

Varnacular press and says that every red hot extremist paper is natural counter-part

of fire-eating Anglo-Indian Journal.

D. 31. Pafrika, May 5. p. 6, col. 1,2.—Says, measures like partition and
Kiugsford's severities are the cause of unhinging the minds of Bengalee youths
and impelling them to commit crimes.

D. 32. Patriha, May 6, p. G, col. 1, 2.—Quotes " Hindu Patriot »' and says

that the best pest policy is to govern in such a way as not to create conspirator.s.

D, 33. Patrilm, May 7, p. G, col. 1.—Dwells upon the easy and small means
of the bomb campaign.
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D. 34. Bengalee^ Jane 13, p. (), col. 1,—Explains iiow timid Bengalees are

turned into fanatical gazis.

D. .35. BenguUe, May 20, p. .5, col. 1. 2 and 3,—Blames Government lor

not punishing Anglo-Indian papers \vh.o preach violence against people.

D. 36. Patrika, May 31, p. 3, col. 2, 4.—Attacks bureaucracy and says that

they are all Kings in India.

D. 37. Indian Spectator^ May 9, p, 361, and 362, col. 2. 3.—Distinguishes
•between crimes which are offsprings of pure selfishness and crimes done in
larger interests. It says western literature and political agitation favour develop-
ment of aspirations and of independence into seditious conspiracies.

D. 38. Indian Spectato}\ May 16, p. .381, col. I—Playfully deals with the
situation.

D. .39. Gujrathi, May 17, p. 707, col. 1. 2. 3 ; p. 70-5, col. 2, 3 : p. 706, col.

1, 2, 3.—Investigates into causes of unrest and holds Government responsible

for the same.

D. 40. Gujrathi May 31, p. 770 col 1 ; p. 777, col. 1. 2 ; p. 778, ool I, 2, 3.—
Charges Government and Anglo-Indian Papers with sowing seeds of discontent.

D. 41. (lujratlii, June 14, p. 8.5S, col. 2.—Has a humorous skit on God
"Bomb, says Bomb will make his name permanent if he will bring reforms.

D, 42. Indu-Prakash, M.a.y ^j, -p. 7. col. 1, 2, 3.—Says there is a connection

•between anarchism and surrounding political conditions,

D. 43, Indu-Prakash May 8, p. 2, col. 5. 6.—Connects outrages not so much
with newspaper articles as with repressive measures and Police high-handedness.

D. 41 Dnyan-Prakash May I'J, p. 2, col. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,—Dwells on des-

potic policy of Government and says repression will not root out discontent.

D. 45. Dni/an'PraJcasJi, May 26, p. 2, col. 5.—Says outrages are the

venomous fruits of the poison tree planted by Lord curzon.

D. 46. Dnyan-Prakash, May 30, p. 2 col. 3, 4, 5.—Says Anglo-Indian Press

Lates native Press because it hints that political discontent has led to anarchims.

D. 47. Dnyan-Prakash ^nuQ 7, p. 2, col, 3,4,5.—^Dwells on Irish Crime's

Act in this connection.

D. 48. Chikitsaha, May 27, p. 3 col. 2, 3. 4, 5.—Says—failure in political

agitation will lead to anarchism and this was foretold.

D. 48. A. Chikitsaka, May 13, p. 2. cols. 1, 2, 3, 4.—Holds Curzon respon-

sible who trampled public opinion under the feet like a Sultan and extremism is

due to unjust and domineering policy ; attacks Anglo-Indian Press as lap-dogs of

Government barkiug at people,

D. 48. B. Chikitsaka, MsLj 20, p. 2, Go\. 1.—Attacks Anglo-Indian Press as

idiotic relations on the wife's side ( ^\\^^ ) of Government who are cruel, deceitful

silly, vain, worthless hiding behind the tail of Imperial Lion.

D. 49, India, May 8, p. 231, col. 2; p. 232, col. 1, 2; p. 533, col. I.—Expresses

English opinion on the situation,

D. 50. India^ May 15, p. 243, col. 2: p 244, col. 2; p. 245, col. 2.—Expresses

English opinion on the situation.

D. 51. India,, May 22, p. 258, col. 1 & 2—Expresses Eaglish opinion on the
Bomb-outrages and the siiuatioa aad gives Mr. Datt's interview.
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D. 52. India, May 21>, p. 269 col. 2; p. 270, col. 1. 2.—Expresses Englisk.

opinion on the Bomb-outrage and the situation and Mr. Dutt's interview.

D. r)3. Iinlia, June 5, p. 279, col. 2; p. 281, col. 1; p. 282, col. 1.—Expresses
English opinion on the Bomb-outrage and the situation.

D. 54. Indicia June 12, p. 593, col. 2; p. 295, col. 1.—Expresses English

opinion on the Bomb outrage.

X). 55. Advocate of India, June 19 p. 7, col. 4.—Quotes Bishop of Lahore who

said tliat order could not be preserved only by repression and by smiting on the

head any who takes up a prominent position in the new birth of India.

D. i>^' Mahratta May 24, p. 246, col. 1, 2.—Summarising English opinion

on the situation in Bengal.

D. 56 A. 2Ialiratta, June 28, p, 304, col. 1.—Giving Gladstoue's opinion

obout incitement to violence.

D. 56 B. Mahratta, March 15, p. 126, col. 2; p. 127, col. 1, 2.—Gives Tilak's

statement before the Decentralisation Commission.

D. 57. Times of India, May 12, p. 7, col, 1.—Contains telegrams about Mr.

Dutt's and Gokhole's first words about Bomb-outrages.

D. 58. Oriental Eevieu; May 6, p. 131, col. 1, 2,—Holds Curzon responsible

and says anarchism is the child of despair.

D. 59. T/^n^-s o/7'?2c//a June 25, p. 7; col. 7. p. S. col 1.—Gives Morlei/''s

speecli\t the I. G. S. dinner,

D. 60. Bomhay Gazette, July 2, p. 7: col. I, 2.—Morley and Cnrzon debate

in the Lords.

D. 61. (rase^^e o/J/2(Z«rt, Nov. 2 (1907), p. 164 and 165.—Rash Behari on

Seditious Meetings Bill.

D. 62. Gazette of India, June 8, p. 1, 2, 3, 4,—Explosives and Press Acts,

D. 63. Gazette of India, June 13, p. 142,—Syed Mahomad's speech on
Explosives Act quoting "Ethics of Dynamite" from "Contemporary Review."

D. 64. Or^mfa^ -Kme«-, July I, p. 239, col, 1, 2.—Letter to the Morning

Leader of its Calcutta correspondent saying *'Bomb has come to stay."

D. Qu). Contemporary Beview May 1894, p. 978 and onwards.—Article on
Eihics of Dynamite.

D. 66. Kesari, June 16. p. 4» col. 3.—Commenting upon Definition

of ' Explosives ' in ' Explosives Act,'

D. 67. Maliratta, Septpmber I ( 1907 ), p. 411, col. 2 - Containing:

account ot Zenger's case of seditious libel from Phelp's letter from New York.

D. 68. StidMral, May 11, p. 2, col. 2.—Saying Bomb was foretold by

Gokhale in 1905.

D. 69. Subodha Fatrika, May 10, p; 2, "col. 2—Says Anarchism was-

foretold.

D. 70. Subcdha Palriha, May 17, p. 2, col. 2—Policy of repression was-

sure to end in anarchism.

D. 71. Sudharali:



DEFENCE EXHIBIT

Ex D 1

PIONEER—May 1, P. 3, Col. 1.

" If the moral disease were to spread elsewliere as it has done in Spain, the

non-criminal portion of mankind would eventually be forced to meet the Nihilist by

penalties indiscriminating as the bomb. A wholesale arrest of the acknowledged terro-

rists in a city or district coupled with an intimation that on the next repetition of the

offence ten of them would be shot for every life sacrificed, would soon put down the

practice, if it should become necessary.
'"'

+ + + + +

" Let us only glance over the smooth Legislative Councillor with his quotations

from Burke, Mill and Milton complaining of rights wrested from the people, of the

drainage of the country's wealth to England, of unredressed grievances, oppression

and want of sympathy, language which no doubt means no more than Mr. Churchill's

appeal to the electors of Dandee." "' Then comes the Congress moderate who believes

that the British Government may be tolerated temporarily, as a choice of evils as

long as it does not cross " the will of the people, " who deprecates strong measures

against it, because they are not likely to succeed, but approves of minor ones, and by

principle of all. Next, the more candid Extremist who would openly have the Govern-

ment out if he could and to that end is ready to experiment with different wea-

pons of boycott, strikes, abstention, and so forth, which the ingenuity of the party

suggests until a better may be forth coming. Below the Extremist come the lecturer

and the vernacular editor, the latter of whom has been steadily at his work for the

last thirty years and more, the former a new development, and both having for their

aim the direct inflamation of the minds of the people."'... .." Who can wonder that in

the last grade come the bomb-maker and the wretched, infatuated student whom he

gets to do the Avork? They are the logical outcome of the whole movem.nt as it stands.

The nexus from top to bottom is complete." '- No one will suppose that in saying this

it is implied that the average leading men of the different sections of the Indian " Na-

tionalist" agitation actively approve of the use of the infernal machine as an instrument

of politics. Be their bitterness what it may, men as intelligent as Mr. Tilak and Mr.

Gokhale, not to speak of those of the school of Messrs Rashbehari Ghose ahd Surender-

nath Banerjee, must be well aware that the bomb is as stupid as it is wicked. The

Nationalist may be assured in spite of anything the Keir Hardies and Nevinsons may
tell him. that the British people have not the remotest intention of retiring from India

and still less of being driven out of it by bombs. The Revolution that is to make head

10
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must have beliind it I'eal forces and real wrongs : not the insufficient separation of

Judicial and Executive functions or a Bill ( whicli is only remarkable as a dead letter
)

of precautions against seditious pviblic meeting. The only force that is apparent behind

the present agitation is the sentiment of race-hatred. That indeed had been steadily

fanned by the educated community until it has at last taken hold in various quarters

of the ignorant masses.''

Ex. D 2.

GliJAnATHl—{ Quoting 'Asian' ) May 31, P. 178, Col. 2-3.

" Bengal should be treated and governed with the utmost harshness and vigour

by a ruler who is not afraid to put his heel down and—keep it there."....." During Mr.

Keir Bardie's tour in India, he sowed more seeds of sedition than any man who has

ever gone before him, or who is likely to come after him. " '' Mr. Kingsford has a

great opportunity and we hope he is a fairly decent shot at short range. We recommend

to his notice a Mauser pistol with the nick filed off the nose of the bullets or a Colt's

Automatic which carries a heavy soft bullet and is a hardhitting and punishing weapon. We
hope Mr. Kingsford will manage to secure a big ^bag' and we envy him his opportunity.

He will be more than justified in letting day-light into every strange native approach-

ing his house or his person, and for his own sake we trust he will learn to shoot fairly

straight without taking his weapon out of his coat pocket We wish the one man

who has shown that he has a correct view of the necessities of the situation the very

best of luck !

"

Ex D 3
G'C^/^/Jjr^/—May 31, P. 773, col. 2-3—-Quotation from a Correspondent of

the Englishman :
—

" I submit, " says the writer of the letter, " that power? should be given

to the authorities to suppress these agitators by the most ready and simple methods
5

and were a few of these worthy agitators flogged in public by the toAVn sweepers

and their presses confiscated, much of the glamour of the righteousness

of their agitation for the people would be destroyed and their dupes would see them

as they are, and not in the kaleidoscopic light which they endeavour to attract to

themselves. "

Ex- D 4-

PIONEER—May 11, j). 2, col. 1-2-3.—Acknowledges joy at the forging of the

engine of destruction of popular liberty viz. the Press and the Explosives Act.

Ex. D 5.

STATESMAN-^May 5, P. 6, Col. 2-3.

But since the Partition of Bengal, the crowning folly of Lord Guezon's regime,

a different spirit has manifested itself, whose weapons are apparently to be bombs and
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dynamite. The Moderate Nationalists have found themselves ousted in the favour of

the student world by a new school preaching a doctrine of unreasoning hatred of

England and hinting as clearly as a regard for their own safety would permit at the

necessity of doing deeds which were only possible if the perpetrator was willing to die

for his country. These apostles of violence scoffed at the '' mendicant policy", as they

called constitutional agitation, and advocated a vague and imdefined but obviously

mischievous gospel of '• self-help." In the discoveries made by the Calcutta police

yesterday, in the mangled bodies of an unoft'ending lady and her daughter, we see the

results of this ineffably silly but, unhappily, dangerous propaganda. How far Bepin

Chandra Pal and others of the same extremist views intended that their wild talk should

be taken seriously, or how far they had the capacity to see what would be its probable

consequences, we do not know. But there can be little doubt that their teaching has

had the effect of turning the heads of a number of enthusiasts. These fanatics have

become imbued with a morbid notion that in some way which they cannot explain their

country has suffered i grievous wrong, of which they are to be the avengers. Being,

many of them, without any useful employment they brooded over their fancied

grievances until they were ripe for murder.

Ex D 5A-
STATESMAN~Muy 6, P. G, col 2-3.

If the confessions of some of the prisoners are to be believed, they received

money to assist their machinations from people who were not in tiie plot but who
were anxious that blood should be shed to avenge the Partition of Bengal and the

sedition trials. '' Eespectable people, " says the Amrita Ba::ar Patrika, '• can, have

no sympathy with such dark deeds. " Respectability is a matter of definition, but it

would appear that men who were at least well-to-do have subscribed funis to enable

the Terrorists to send one of their number to Europe to study explosives and to

maintain missionaries who went about India sowing the seeds of revolt. Without
money revolvers cannot be purchased, dynamite cartridges cannot be procured, and
materials for the manufacture of bombs accumulated. The prisoners do not appear to

be men who could out of their own means carry on an expensive campaign, and we are,

therefore, driven to the inference that people who would ordinarily be called respectable

have given their support to the wicked folly of the Terrorists. But the fact remains

that the crack-brained enthusiasts who entered the conspiracy of bomb-throwing ap-

parently had sympathisers among the respectable classes, which have generally been
regarded as loyal and moderate.

Ex- D 6
STATESMAN—May 7, P. C, Col. 1-3,

That the Extremist propaganda is violent and bitter needs no demonstration.
The newspapers by which it is carried ou are engaged in a constant vilification of

England. Its orators teach the doctrine that the regeneration of India must be secured
without the help of a foreign Government, and the general gh^raster of the aims of
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its leaders is shown by their determination to wreck the Congress rather than subscribe

to a creed which is suggestive of loyalty to English rule. No argument is needed to

show that the general effect of this hostile and bitter agitation upon ill informed

youths must bs to turn them into potential rebels. The significant confession of the

Mozafferpore bomb-thrower, that he derived his inspiration from the seditious verna-

cular pre=s and the speeches of Extremist leaders, is conclusive on this point. Speaking

and writing of the Extremist type have actually produced a gang of Terrorists in

Bengal Bat as long as the boycott inculcates social hatred, as long as the schools

are political seminaries, and as long as a, veiled disloyalty to England is no disquali-

fication in a political leader, the forces which tend to produce Terrorists will remain,

ExDOA.
STATESMAN—May lo. p, 6, Col. 2-3,

No one denies that a grave and critical situation has arisen in this country. A
new and hideous peril has manifested itself, constituting a fresh problem which will tax

all the resources of statesmanship. But these are conditions which call for a cool head

and wisely considered action. To underrate the danger would be folly, but to exag-

gerate it is stin more foolish. What is gained by drawing an indictment against a

whole nation ? If it were true, it would be a truth to be dissembled ; while if false it

tends to create the very evil that it imagines and prompts the Government to unjust

and needless severities.

Ex. D 7.

TIMES OF INDIA—Mmj 4, P. 6, Col. 4-5— Charges native press and well-

known nationalist speakers with the responsibility of " working ferments in the

yeasty brains. "

Ex- D 7A
ADVOCATE OF INDIA—May 4, P. 6, Col. 2-3.

But, apart from anarchist organiztaions, a more peisistent and open factor

in the spj:ead of political crime has to be taken into account. The dissemination of

seditious literature goes on in spite of the severity of the penalties imposed on respon-

sible and gailty parties, and that the poison often doei its work is only too clearly

proved in the case of the infatuated youth who with an accomplice carried out the

murder of the two ladies. That he was a mere tool and that he was incited to the crime

probably by the Calcutta " agency " is evident; but the fact is that his mind has

been cirefuily educated for the work by reading the inflammatory litoratare which

in one form or another is scattered broadcast over the country. We advocate no

measure of undue repression when we hold that something more must be done to limit

the criminal output of the printing press. The plain impalatable truth is that

repression so far has failed, not because it is I'epression but because it has not been
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thorough enough. It is foolishness to attempt to cut off tho heads of the hydra with a

paper knife and it is the spectacle of that attempt \vhi^;h we are now learning

to deplore.

Ex. D
BEXGALEE~M(nj, 5, P. -5, Col. 1, 2, Z.

Anarchism and nihilism are undoubtedly very bad thing?, but more often than

not they represent a reaction against a state of things which is by no means either

healthy or normal. Not even the Enylishman will contend in his saner hours

that India is in a sound state politically or that the present abnormal condition

of things can last for ever. It was inevitable that there should be a reaction.

The reaction has naturally taken a healthy form in properly constituted minds and

to-day the forces of nationalism in India are, by universal admission,, forces to reckon

with. But diseased minds there shaU always be, as there have always been. And
it is quite possible that a great awakening like that we have in this country should not

only arouse enthusiasm among the bulk of sane people but excitement of the dangerous

kind among people of a different temperament and of a differnt mental constitution.

Ex D
BENGALEE—May ^,P^ 5, Col. 5.—Quotes Burke— ^' Coercion h a feeble

instrument of Government, conciliation the sovereign remedy. ''

BENGALEE—May S, P. 5, Col 2-5.

After all, there is, as there must be, a logical connection between all the dif-

ferent movements which owe their existence to the operation of the same great forces

and which have assumed different characters merely by reason of the different materials

and the different mental constitutions on which those forces have worked. But from

this point of view there is a close connection not only between the Congress and the

bomb-outrage, but between the bureaucracy and its advisers on one side and the bomb-
thrower on the other. Would such an outrage as we have recently had have been

possible in modern Ejigland ? It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that it is only in

countries despotically governed and where no means exist for making the voice of the

people eft'ective in their own government, that anarchism and similar Lsms can expect

to grow. Xo more convincing proof of the truth of this general statement can possibly

be found than is afforded by the discovery of an anarchist organization in Calcutta, the

capital city of India. If ever there was a country which might be expected, from its

traditions, its culture, its peculiar race-characteristics, to be averse to such a crirao as

the one recently committed at Muzafferpur, it is India. The bomb-thrower, let it be

distinctly understood, is a very different person from one who is resolved, even deter-

mined, to have political wrongs righted. The bureaucratic form of government and
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its advocates and champions, therefore, must share with the Nationalist and his move-

ments the responsibility for having bi-ought the bomb-thower into existence. Indeed

the responsibility of the former is much greater than that of the latter. The latter

have only this in common with the bomb-thrower that they are the products of the

same forces, the effects of the same cause. Oan the same thing be said of the former ?

..." After all, the Unrest is but a passing phase, the permanent problems of the admin-

stration remain ; "' so writes the /. D Neirs, which is not now unsympathetic to Indian

aspirations. The Statesman, speaks of the Partition as '' the crowning folly of the

Oiirzon regime. "

BENGALEE—May 9. P. -5, Col 2.

There is hardly a single sentence in this paragraph which does not contain a

misleading statement or a still more misleading suggestion. In the very first sentence

there is the insinuation—^as false as it is wicked—that a connection exists or has been

established between Swadeshi cum-boycott-cum-»Svvaraj propaganda and the recent out-

rage. Yet the whole controversy between the Anglo-Indian and a section of the

Indian Press rages round the questioa whether such a connection does really exist. We
have shown again and again that on the same grounds on which a connection may
be established between the outrages and the Nationalist movement, the same if not a

more intimate, connection, must be admitted to exist between the bomb-thrower and the

bureaucracy But we are more concerned with the Englishman's paragaraph. Oar

contemporary seeks to controvert the statement that '' the boycott is a movement based

entirely upon love '' by reference to a number of alleged occurrences for not one

of which can the boycott as a movement be held responsible. If a boycotter here

and there went to excesses, there were the courts of law to take cognizance of his

doings. They could not discredit the movement unless either of two things were

shown. Is there anything in the faudamental idea? of the movement—is there

anything in the professed methods—'Which shows that the movement is based upon

hatred of the foreigner V And has the mDvem3nt in practice been carried on by the

balk of those who owe allegian:;e to it in a manner which proves that, if not based

upon hatred, it must, at any rate, be fosterei by it ? On both these points only one ans-

wer is conceivable and that answer has lo.ig been recorded by the impartial historian.

It has never been contended by those who urged that the movement was based upon

love and not hatred that the boycott of foreign goods could be effected without creat-

ing any bitterness in any quarter. Certain interests were bound to be affected and

it was inevitable that those whose interests were affected would take up a hostile

attitude towards it. Is the movement to be blamed because it excited hostility

in that sense ^ That woald be another way of saying that India's economic servi-

tude must contnue for all time. Surely if " love " only means acquiescence in an

abnormal and certainly ruinous state of things, we have yet to understand the

meaning of that word.
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Ex. D 12
BENGALEE—May 10, P. 5, Col. 1.

There are two sets of opinion which have gathered round the homb-outrage

incident, contending for the mastery. There is the body of Anglo-Indian opinion, of

which the Pioneer and the EnglisJanan are the exponents. In better days the >St(ite.s-

vian assumed an attitude of healthy neutrality, taking up no sides, but declaring for

justice and truth. Unfortunately those days are past and gone
;
and the Statesman to-

day is as keen in its support of Anglo-Indian opinion as the most rabid of Anglo -Indian

newspapers. Opposed to the Anglo-Indian journals are the organs of the educated

community throughout India. The Anglo-Indian nev/spapers will not be satisfied with

the punishment of the offenders. They want repressive measures— they want a modi-

fication of the existing law, so that the hands of the Executive Government may be

further strengthened. The Indian section of the Press, on the other hand, is of opinion

that the present law is amply sufficient for all purposes.

BENGALEE—May 11 , P. 5, CoL 1.

There is a tendency in some quarters to denounce the so-called agitators for

the present unrest and the consequences that have followed in its train. Nothing

could be more irrational or short-sighted. The agitators are in no way responsible

for the present unrest. What they have done is to give voice to the public sentiment

and here and there to organize the public impulses for definite expression. It is the

policy of the Government that is largely responsible for the prevailing discontent. The
agitators would not have been listened to if their appeal did not find a response in the

deepest feelings of the nation. The policy of the last sixteen years is responsible for

the present deplorable state of affairs. It is a policy which has been marked by

re- action and repression and by a total disregard of public opinion. This reactionary

policy reached its climax during the days of Lord Curzon. And the partition of Bengal

"was the crowning foUy of that regime The open sore of the partition still

remains. It is the root-cause of the prevailing discontent and the partition was

followed by a policy of repression unheard of in the annals of British rule in India.

Here have we not the explanation of the vv^hole situation '? It is no use denouncing

the agitators. They are not the authors of the crisis with which the country stands

confronted to-day. On the contrary more than once did they raise their warning voice.

The historian wiU lay the blame upon the heads of the bureaucracy, which rejected

their counsels of prudence, and those of their supporters in the Press,

Ex D 14-

BENGALEE—May IS, P, o, Col. U2,

Of the same type as the Asi^m and its backers in Calcutta is the Madras Times,

whose Calcutta correspondent had the goodness to telegraph a few days after the
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Mozefferpore outrage :
—''The injuries received in the outrage are too ghastly and pain-

ful to describe. If detailed, the narration would produce a feeling of universal horror

and angrv elamour for Ij-nch law, and would stir every European to some emphatic and

active protest, as the feeling of revulsion would be too strong to suppress." Thereupon

the Madras Times discoursed editorilly on the "• tiger qualities "' of the race, and ami-

able things of tliat sort ! Our only object in referring to these silly effusions is to

warn the Government that they should not hesitate to let it be known how they view

conduct, so unworthy of Englishmen in a situation of some gravity. It is no answer to

say that there are writers in the '• native •' press who write undiluted nonsense similar

to that in the Asian and the Madras Times. The difference is this; the writers in the

'' native "' press get punished, whereas the superior gentlemen who spout venom in the

Anglo-Indian press are unscathe \ The leaders of the *' native " community are

expected and, indeed, peremptorily called upon to express their abhorrence of undesir-

able writings in the '• native '"'

press; but apparently there is no corresponding obliga-

tion upon the leaders of the European community to do likewise as regards simillar

writings in the Anglo-Indian Press. There is another important difference. These

spouters of venom—these inciters to racial feeling—expressly declare that they are

voicing the feelings of the entire non-ofiicial European community when they say that

Indians should be lynched or shot indiscriminately. Their confreres in the '*' native "

press do not profess to speak on behalf of their community <... We think it is time

that Government taught a lesson to these gentlemen, who prostitute their position

for the purpose of stirring up civil strife by deliberately fomenting -racial hatred.

It would be a reproach to Government if they fail to mark their disapproval of

these incitements to racial passion habitually indulged in by Anglo-Indian papers of

the gutter press variety.

IjEXGALEE—Marj 2S, P. 5, col^ 6. (Quotes Englishmmi' s correspondent).

Meanwhile what many of us now see is a reptile presg day after day delivering

itsell; of statements of opinions which can only be interpreted as seditious, disloyal and

thoroughly harmful to the country at large. Experience has shown that the present

enactments are not sufficiently strong to check the mischief which is being done and

most people in Simla hope that the home Government and the Government of India

will quickly come to a conclusion that measures which may be called more Russian in

their method are becoming absolutely necessary for the safety of the country.

Ex- D 16-

MNGALtlE^May SI, P. 5, col. 1.

Who is responsible for the present state of things with their many unhappy de-

velopments ? The Anglo-Indian Press, the mouthpiece of the bureaucracy, throws the

responsibility upon the political agitators. The Indian Press, voicing the public feel-

ing of the country, lays the blame upon the bureaucracy. It says that the Govevrnment
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has, ioY the last fifteen years and more, followed a policy of reaction iu utter contempt

of public opinion, that the efforts of the constitutional party for reforms have been a

series of failures and in consequence a section of the community have lost faith in

such methods. The result has been the birth of wide -spread unrest and discontent, in

which it was only natural that some people should lose their heads. Therefore, if con-

tentment and happiness are to be restored and things are to be brought back to their

normal condition, a policy of conciliation and reform should be adopted without the least

possible delay. Repression will not touch the heart of the evil. It can at best deal with

only the outward symtoms. Mr, Macnicol, writing to the London Spectator from Poona,

says :
—^< No one can doubt that slow-moving as India has hitherto been, of recent years

she has been advancing politically with remarkable rapidity, and the advance has been

unmistakably towards ideals that are becoming increasingly difficult to reconcile with

British domination. If she is to be persuaded to halt on her way to that goal it will

only be, in the opinion of many, if generous and prompt measures are taken to satisfy

resonable demands of the moderate leaders, and associate her people in the government

of the country, both at the top in the Excutive Councils and at the bottom in Village and

District Councils." Sir George Birdwood is an ollficial of officials, and one would expect

that he would be the last person to say anything which would imply a reflection

upon the present methods of administration. But this is what he writes :

—

"Our rule is strong and just, but it is not sympathetic; and the more impregnable

in a material sense our position in India becomes the more likely are we to be confirmed

in the egotistical methods of scholastic, literary and artistic education and of religious

proselytism, we have so strenously enforced on its many-languaged and its many-reli

gioned peoples. We are destroying their faith and their literature and their arts, and

whole continuity of the spontaneous development of their civilisation, and their great

historical personality : in a word, we are destroying the very soul of the nation. This

is the cause of the restlessness that by those who have eyes to see and cars to hear is to

be found everywhere fretting into the very hearts of English educated peoples in Indii."

Ex. D 17
.WDERN REVIEW—June 190S, P. 547—551.

Political assassination and Westebn sentiment.

We never suspected the existence of any secret society in India with aims and objects

like those of the Fenians, Nihilists, Anarchists or Terrorists. Secret societies with political assas-

sination as their object or method of work, are a product of Western civilization. The Kussiau

exile Prince Peter Kropotkin is said to be a great advocate of such methods and societies. But

the soil of India is not favourable to the taking root or growing and thriving of such an institu-

tion. It is foreign to the genius of our race. The truth of our assertion is borne out by the

miserable failure of the plot of the terrorists ( they are not anarchists ) of Calcutta. In Westein

countries political assassinations are not condemned by even thoughtful and respectable people

as they ought to be. Their perpetrators are looked upon as hei"Oes, and, if caught and executed

as martyrs. They are not branded as murderers. This is evident from what Matthew Arnold

aays in one of his poems from which we extract the following lines :

—

'• Murder !—but what is murder ? When a wretch

For private gain or hatred takes a life,

We call it murder, crush him, brand his oamo.

11
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But when, for some great public cause, an arm

le, without love or hate, austerely raised

Against a power exempt from common checks,

Dangerous to all, to be thus annull'tl

—

lianks any man with murder such an act ?

With grievous deeds, perhaps; with murder, not.
"

Such approval of political murders cannot be found in Indian literature. Nor is the instifica-

tion of political assassination rare in English ephemeral literature. For instance, when in 1906

certain persons were assassinated in the villa of M. Stolypin, the Russian premier, the Pioneer

wrote in its issue of the 29th August, 1906 :
—'* The horror of such crimes is too great for

words, and yet it has to be acknowledged, almost, that they are the only method of fighting left

to a people who are at war with despotic rulers able to command great military forces against

which it is impossible for the unarmed populace to make a stand. When the Czar dissolved the

Duma, he destroyed all hope of reform being gained without violence. Against bombs his armies

are powerless, and for that reason he cannot rule, as his forefathers did, by the sword. It

becomes impossible for even the stoutest-hearted men to govern fairly or strongly when every

moment of their lives is spent in terror of a revolting death, and they grow into craven shirkers,

or stustain themselves by a frenzy of retaliation which increases the conflagration they are

striving to check. Such conditions cannot last.
"• Again, in the year 1900, the Pioneer publi-

shed in one of its issues what it no doubt considered a very humorous poem, but what every

right-thinking man will consider an almost open justification of or incitement to the political

murder of " Babus " by Englishmen. We quote the last stanza :—

" And he travelled by train to that Babu Bhagwan,
And slew him with Handle-Broom wood,

And lessened the number of Babus by one.

Don't blame him. He did what he could, "f

Thus it will be seen that even Anglo-Indian papers approve of or justify the conduct of

political assassins or murderers when such crimes are committed by Europeans in India or in the

Christian countries of the West ; though they cannot be expected to take the same attitude

when the scene ia India, the assassins are coloured men and the victims are colourless. But we
condemn such crimes, wherever or by whomsoever they may be committed. Righteousness

uplifteth a nation and a good cause has never been advanced by crimes. The well-known

Persian poet Shaikh Saadi has said ;

—

" RoM vast haroh agar clia dur asi."

"Always walk in the path of righteousness, even if the goal be distant.''

This is also our advice to our countrymen.

The Calcutta bomb-makers have presented Viscount Morley with an unquestionably new

fact, which he wanted for the reconsideration of the Bengal Partition question though even such

a fact will not, we are sure, unsettle his " settled fact. " Our most radical Secretary of State

must get the credit of having produced the bomb-thrower,—a unique performance. The ultimate

cause of terrorism in Bengal must be sought in the utterly selfish, highhanded and tyrannical

policy of the Government, and in the contemptuous and insulting manner in which most official

' This passage is taken from the Prabasi for the month of Fyalshtlia^ in which it was

first extracted.

fQuoted by Babu Nepal Chandra Roy in a letter which; he addressed to the Pioneer, which

the latter had neither the fairness nor the courage to print.
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and' noa-officiai Anglo-Indians have spoken o£ and treated Bengalies. Tlioy have ridden rough-

shod over the feelings of the Bengahs and turned a deaf ear to their strongest and most reason-

able respresentation, supported by facts and ligures. The Russianization of the administration in

spirit and methods has led to the conversion of a small section of the people to the methods of

Russian terrorism. It is simply a question of action and reaction, " stimulus " and "response,"

Persistently uniighteons administration has an inevitable tendency to make men seek desperate

remedies. Finding no remedy in constitutional agitation, burning to wreak what they consi-

dered "national vengeance," impatient and eager to wipe off the cowardly Hbel that Bengalis are

cowards, some desperate young men have had recourse to desperate and unrighteous methods.

The result has been a mistake, horrible in its consequences. Instead of the man they wanted to

kill, they have murdered two innocent women whose death is deeply deplored.

That is almost invariably a feature of assassination by bomb-throwing. More often than not, it

is innocent persons who die, not those whom the bomb-throwers consider guilty. Even when the

latter are killed, some innocent persons are killed along with them. So tliat tlie method is

essentially reckless and wicked, and we may add, cowardly. For there is no heroism in killing

an unarmed person, whom, moreover, the assailant has not the courage to face. It appears

from the confession of one of the terrorists that they were clear-headed enough to understand

that they could not make their country free by political murders : and they were right. Politi-

cal liberty is gained as the result of a trial of strength, which may take either the form of a

blood-less struggle including passive resistance and industrial competition, or that of an armed

rebellion, which latter is out of the ([uestion in India. In either case, though the preparation

may be made in secret, the tight must necessarily be open. The Aveak cannot win, the victDvy

rests with the strong ; and righteousness adds strength to a cause. But, leaving aside the

question of righteousness, what element of strength is there in assassination ? If you .iva

strong, why not come out in the open and fight ? If you are not strong, you will be crushed.

If you are not strong, bomb-throwing is not the way to develop or acquire strength. The very

fact that from start to linish terrorism must have recourse to secrecy and craft, shows its in-

herent weakness. It is imaginable that bomb-throwing may be practised on a very extensive

scale, on the scale of a regular war. But though imaginable, it has never yet been found practi-

cable even in European countries, whore, unlike India, alihnsn ( abstention from killing ) is not

considered a supreme virtue. Even if it were practicable, it would be none the less wicked, as

involving the reckless sacrifice of innocent lives. Moreover", terrorism even on an extensive sca'e

has not secured freedom to any country. Besides, terrorism may be put down by the use of

still greater brutal violence ; but when a nation takes its stand on righteousness nothing can

cru'^h it,—all the forces of the universe are on its side.

" How TO DAKE AND DIE.
"

But the bomb-thrower may reply, as in fact their alleged leader Eai'indrakumar Ghosh

has to all intents and purposes done, " your sermon is lost labour. We did not mean or expect

to liberate our country by killing a few Englishmen. We wanted to show people how to dare

and die." We admit that they have shown great daring, strength of nerve and coolness, and

have proved that they are not afraid of death ; their truthfulness ( with the exception of ote )

and their unbroken resolve not to betray their supporters and purvayors o£ arms and am'mimi-

tion, as they had evidently given their word not to do so, are also exemplary. Great, t)0, is

their devotion to the country's cause, as they understood it. They recognise, too, that God's

curse is upon their work. Would that there were in our country careers open to our young men

where they conid in legitimate and honourable ways show how to dare and die ! Would that all

offices in the army and navy were open to indigenous worth ! For military virtues still exist

even in Bengal. Would that the Government could understand that when the avenues of honor-

abl ambition are closed, the aspiring spirit is not crushed, but only led astray into wrong paths !

Would that these- young men were not misled into crime ! Would that all our young men could
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Starve tho Motherland with equal ilevotlon, daring, tnithfulncss, steadfast loyalty and skill, in

the righteous path of the loving service of every son and dangter of India ! What a great pity it

is that such qualities of head and heart should not only not he available for the uplifting of

India, but on the contrary should earn their possessors the condemnation of all right-thinking

men. Both Government and the people are in the preseuce of a most difficult problem. To

Goverument we liave nothing to say. For, the bureaucracy may not understand that the

highest courage and statesmanship consist in recognising one's mistake and retracing one's steps

from the path of seitish tyranny, and that any further Russianizartion of the administration is

sure to be confronted with a iiercer Russian response on the part of at least a section of the

people. To our countrymen our humble advice is that they should steadily follow the path of

righteousness in the midst of all temptations, trials and provocations. Let them not give way to

panic. Let them not weakly believe that the mistake, however criminal and terrible, of a

few young men, can obstruct their progress, if they are true to their country's cause. Let

them do all that will make the nation physically, intellectually, and Bpiritually strong. Let them

dare, but dare righteously, and die, if need be, in tho country's cause. Let them not indulge in

CJwardiy and insincere exaggeration in condemning the misguided young men under trial. It

i i not for us to judge. God will judge. It may be easy for arm-chair critics who are incapable

of risking or sacrificing anything for humanity to inveigh in unmeasured terms against persons

who have made a terrible mistake, but who, nevertheless, were prepared to lose all that men

hold dear, for their race and country :—persons whose fall has been great, because, perhaps,

equally great was their capacity for rising to the heights of being : but, for ourselves, we pause

awe-struck in tlie prerfence of this mysterious tragedy of mingled crime and stern devotion.

Deplore as we do the death of the two European women, and stroni^ly condemn the murderous

deed, we scorn to associate ourselves, even in our condolence and condemnation, with those

Anglo Indian editors and others who have not even a word of regret to express when brutal

Anglo-Indians kill inoffensive and defenceless Indians or assault helpless Indian women. What

ever feelings we expres3,we must do independently and in measured terms.

Ex D 18
INDIAX WORLD—May 190S, P. 472—76.

The bomb has come at last. All through its long and anxious period of travail signs

were not wanting to show that the cult of violence was daily gaining ground.

Q^i
°"^

Leaders of public movements looked with the greatest concern and anxiety upon

the new developments, which were every day growing in the public life of the

country. They felt that a tone of almost brutal anger, so far foreign to Indian politics, was fast

showing itself ainong the ranks of the younger patriots. They found that the tight grip that

they had over the public movements of the country was fast loosening and that they could no

longer be sure of the almost mechanical discipline which guaranteed the peacefulness of all

public movements in the past. The principles upon v/hich they pinned their faith would no

longer appeal to the people and they were ever and anon breaking loose from the strait lace of

discipline and constitutional agitation. Leaders of the people who knew their temper and had

the interest of the country at heart were not slow to appreciate the gravity of these develop-

ments and felt with tho greatest concern that each step forward in the game of represssion that

the Government took only fanned the smouldering anger of the people ; and it might any day

burst into flame : Dr. Rash Behari Ghoso with all the flower of his rhetoric and Mr. Gohkale

with passionate earnestness apijealed to the Government from their seats in the Supreme Legisla-

tive Council to stop the game yet and save the country from a great disaster.

The Government met these appeals with almost amused contempt. Mr. Baker on on©

occasion, referring to the apprehension that sedition might be driven underground by repression
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Said that he hail no such apprehen?iion, Notoriety, he saiil, was as the breth o£ the nostrils of the

sedition-monger and if only opportunities for that notoriety were taken away his occapation

would be gone. So tho Government sat tight in its settled conviction that the only thing to do
was to govern "thoroughly;" neither the age and wisdom of Dr. Ghose nor the passionate anxiety

of Mr. Gokhale caused them the least flutter. The Bomb only shows that, here as ever before

iu History, the representatives of the people were right and the Government was wrong.

Laboured attempts have been made to father upon ail and sundry the responsibility for

the outrage at Mozatfarpore and it has been suggested that the leaders of public

o- of tl o
* Jiiovements in India are in a way responsible for thejoutrage ; for it was they

*^

Bomb. w^'O ^^^ t^^® ^^^^ rolling by ventilating the political grievances of the

people. If you go at that rate, you may liave to land in the long run on the

battle of Plasey or perhaps on the first advent of the English in India. That sort of argument

will never do. You have to take account of the natural impulses of mankind end then look

for the proximate causes. Taking Indians to be endowed with the common gifts and failings of

all mankind you have to consider the natural eflEect of things. In the most disciplined societies

there must be desperate characters, and because the utterance of an honest truth about a person

might rouse such men to acts of violence, no canon of legal or moral responsibility will saddle

the honest truth-speaker with the burden of the desperate act. In the Indian national party

there has recently been an accession of a large number of men of all sorts. The aims and objects

of the party as well as their actions have all been above board—They have only sought to see

that right be done to India and the wants of the people be properly attended to, that steps be

taken with a view to the ultimate self-Government in India. They got stolid indifference,

studied establishment of neglect, open persecution and undeserved conteujpt and coatumely

for all their troubles. Of late their patience has been sorely tried. The leaders of the move-

ment have kept their heads wonderfully cool, cool to such a degree as to have themselves been

branded by their more ardent compatriots as infamous cowards. But the more excitable amongst

the people have broken off from their leaders. They would not brook this insult upon the people

at large but would retaliate. They became Sinn Feiners and acute disaffection was ringing in

their breasts. But the government had made up its minds to be foolish and heaped on all sorts of

acts on the heads of these people and displayed an attitude which would rouse up the temper of

people in any country. It is a matter for wonder that some at least amongst these ardent pat-

riots driven to desperation should be taken up with thoughts of taking revenge by means which,

to the sober minded rnan, may seem to be ridiculously out of proporatiou to the end in view, but

was in fact all that they had atlheir disposal. It was silly and unwise from all points of view

whether you look upon peace and order as too sacred to be lightly touched or whether you look

upon any revolution as justified at any time and by any means and for what ends soever, you cannot

but look upon the bomb-outrage as indiscreet, injudicious and harmful to the last degree to any

cause you wanted to be furthered. All the same, this outburst on the part of some warm young

men cannot but be regarded as the natural results of all that preceeded it. It is certainly the result

in the long run cf constitutional agitation and the conse(|ueut waking up of the people to a sense

of their right ; but that perfectly legitimate function would never come to these excesses if tho

government had not by a series of wonderful acts sought to insult public opinion and its leaders

and if it had not sedulously cultivated in the minds of these young men morbid unreasonable suspi-

cion that all that government did or said was inspired by nefarious motives. It is a notorious maxim

when it is done by a wrongful act or with a wrongful intention tliat provoking crime is only wrong.

That these young men were inspired by a very lofty desire is quite clear. Their

mischief lay in a certain intellectual aln-ratiou which lod thera to magnify the
The Lesson of

,j. of oppression of the British Rule and to minimise the desirability and utility
the iJomb. i j re

. , , . x- • i-u j j
of peace and order. It is ceitamly true that revolutionp are sometimes juatitied and

more than once in history have secret secietie* been tho cradle of legitimate revolutions. In
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tbeiniselves than, tlieir actions 'ire not villuinous ov immoral. What makes them most to be

deprecated is tlie failure to take a proper measure of things and in their convincing' themselves

that British Rule 2'C^' •''^ was such an intolerable nuisance that it has to be got rid of by immediate

violence. It is the loss of a sense of proportion in tilings that has led these young men to hold

the violent views that they have held and do the acts that they have done. The culpability of

these acts lies in tlieir running counter to tlie best interests of the people and the matter for

congratulation is tliat their attempts have so signally failed. A larger amount of success would

bave made the situation disastrous if not impossible. The proper thing for us now therefore is to

dispel the false notions that have got hold of the people of tlie magnitude of the evil of Britisb

Rule per se and is to develop a correct opinion nhont our political position with a view not to

seek anybody's favour or good opinion but in the best interests of the people themselves. In-

dignation meetings therefore made to order or otiierwise will not do. What we want is an

honest endeavour at a proper education of public opinion.

The Government Avould seem so far to have approaclied the question with the proper

amount of calmness and discretion and I take this opportunity to congratulate it

A aTx^-T^'i"" for the first time within a good number of years for having taken a correct
ment Attitude, . . ,„ . ^ n • i , i i • i ^ , n , t

position, lue elements of disorder iiave to be put down with a strong hand bu

in such a manner as not to encourage the growth of a great deal more While en the one hand

the arrest and trial of offenders must be made, the people should be conciliated by proper regard

to their feelings. They must no more be given any excuse for being driven to desperation. For

desperate spirits are not counted by tiiose who actually do these acts, but there is always a large

reserve of such men in every society. And if they take to the sort of tiling to which their eyes

have been opened by the bomb-makers—well, the Government cannot surely be upset, but if

bombs become anything like the order of the day, the government would become impossible,

and then adieu to the peace and order of British Rule in India. That would be precisely the

result of the sort of policy the bloodhounds of the Anglo-Indian Press advocate, the policy, for

instance, of the Amiu and the Englishman.. My readers would be edified to hear that the first

named paper has suggested that if the Government fail to behave properly (by killing all Bauga-

lees outright, I suppose) the Anglo-Indian in India would be doing the proper thing to shoot down

every stray Indian that he comes across without waste of any words. Were it not that t prize

peace above a great many things else, I should like to see the game tried for a month.

Ex D 19
HINDU—May 9, P. 4, col. 1, 2.

It is, liowever, a deplorable fact that a deadly engine of human destrii ction has been

successfully introduced into the hitherto calm and placid atmosphere of Indian national

life and we fear that once an evil seed has been planted and borne fruit, it is not in human

agency to uproot it from the soil entirely. We note that the Anglo-Indian Press, which

is always on the prowl to bespatter with mud the people of the country, is frantic in its

efforts to connect all and sundry with participation, express or implied, in the organiza-

tion of the anarchists. Many of the Anglo-Indian organs seem or affect to think that

a nest of anarchists in the country is a deadly menace to the safety and lives of the

Earopeans in the country, and that the rest of the population must stand security for

them against the intended attacks of the gang. It is conveniently forgotten that an

anarchist is a foe to be dreaded as occasion arises, as much by his Indian neighbour as

a European resident.... No healthy and well-ordered commonwealth can lead to the

springing up of so noxious an organization, whose hand may turn against any man,
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and against wliom every man's hand will be turned. Instead, therefore, of turning its

misguided and ucholy wrath against the other sections of the Indian population, the

Angio-Iudian Press would do well to probe to the bottom the causes which have led to

this unhealthy phenomenon in the Indian body politic, and try to find out practical re-

medies. The manner, however, in which the question is dealt with by a section of

the more prominent among the Anglo-Indian papers, shows that they have little regard

for fairness, considerations of fair play or truth. They want to make use of the occa-

sion to smite Indians of all grades, classes and views, and tosmother all attempts at

political reformation in the country The Pioneer has also the sagacity to suggest

a heroic remedy for outbreaks of this kind in the following form :
•' A wholesale

arrest of the acknowledged terrorists in a city or distict, coupled with an intimation

that on the next repetition of the offence ten of them would be shot for every life

sacrificed, would soon put down the practice, " It is counsels such as these that have

guided the policy of the Government in the past towards the people of India, and if

one sows the wind, one must expect to reap the Avhirlwind.

Ex D 20
IlIXDU—May .21, P. 4, Col 5. (

Quotes Dr. Rash Behari Ghose ).

Dr. Rash Behari Ghose in his welcome address to the delegates of the Calcutta

Congress in 1906 said :
' Do not misread the signs of the time 5 do not be deluded by

theories of racial inferiority ; the choice lies before you between a contented people

proud to be the citizens of the greatest empire the world has ever seen and another

Ireland in the East ; for I am uttering no idle threat.—I am not speaking at random

for I know something of the present temper of the rising generation in Bengal,—per-

haps another Russia. '

Ex- D 21-

HINDU—May 22, P. 6, Col. 2-3 (Quotes Nepal Chandra Jioi/s letter to Pioneer).

Sir,—In your issue of the 29th August 1906 refering to the assassination of

certain persons at the Russian Premier Mr. Stolphine's villa you wrote :

—

" The horror of such crimes is too great for words, and yet it has to be

acknowledged, almost, that they are the only method of fighting left to a people

who are at war with despotic rulers able to command great military force against which

it is impossible for the unarmed populace to make a stand. When the Czar dissolved

the Duma he destroyed all hope of reform being gained without violence. Against

bombs his armies are powerless and for that reason be can not rule as his forefathers

did by the sword. It becomes iiupossible for even the stoutest—hearted men to govern

fairly or strongly when every moment of their lives is spent in terror of revolting death,

and they grow into craven shirkers, and sustain themselves by a frenzy of retaliation

which increases the conflagration they are striving to check. Such conditions cannot

last. " But now that such an outrage has been perpetrated in this country, and not

the Russiaan autocrates but the British burea crates arc coucerned, you just ask the
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Government to '' sustain themselves by a frenzy of retaliation
*' forgetting that it only

^' increases the conflagration, they are striving to check. '' Evidently what in Russia

you acknowledge to be ''' the only method of fighting left to a people who are at war

with despotic rulers able to cammand great military forces against which it is impos-

sible for the imarmed populace to make a stand, '' you consider in India an " abomin-

able and callous outrage, *' •• a ghastly and useless barbarity, " and in your •' frenzy of

retaliation *' ask the Government to adopt repressive measures and even suggest resort

to lynch laws. You possibly flatter yourself with the idea, as you have hitherto done,

that human nature in India is not what it is in Europe, and therefore in India such

measures will not *• increase the conflagration "' and that •• such conditions may last,

"

Ex D 22.

IXDIAN PATRIOT—Maij 4, P. 4, Col 2-3.

While the authorities may count upon the complete sympathy and support of

the country at large in regard to the measures that they may take to suppress danger-

ous developments of this sort, the statesmen at the head of affairs have also to be

reminded of the importance of insight and sympathy at this juncture. There is no

use of blinking over the fact that thers is widespread discontent in the counry,

discontent which is the result at once of unsatisfied aspirations and unredressed

grievances. The aspirations are perhaps confined to the educated classes : but the

sense of grievance extends over a wider area. Mere suppression of the symptoms of

discontent without applying the remedy at the root will have no permanent effect. It

is in Bengal that repression on a large scale has been tried ; and it is in Bengal

precisely that the most unexpected developments have occurred. With each successive

repression there has been a new development We have had prosecutions for sedi-

tion, and severe punishment of boys and grown up men in connection with a variety

of oases. We have also had prohibition of public meetings and speeches. None of

these things have in the least improved the situation, but on the other hand have

brought into existence a number of desparadoes bent on obtaining the crown of tho

anarchist and the assassin. The far-seeing statesman will surely read in all this a

meaning which may not be very apparent to shallow minds. Nor are the signs of

discontent confined to one porticular province. All over the country, for one reason

or another, there have been similar indications. The question is whether it is easier

to suppress them all by vigorous measures, or, while trying to suppress them, to

take also such measures as may tend gradually to diminish the force of discontent,

and thus to weaken the hands of those who are for not removing the grievances,

but for revolutionising the entire system of order and peace.

Ex D 23
INDIAN PATRIOT—May J, P. 2, Col. 2.

Says that national movement is democratic and derives its strength from the

character of an alien Bureaucracy.
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INDIAN PATPdOT—May 6, P, 4, Col. ,?.

We do not doubt for a moment that, if the principle of non-interference were

uphold, if both parties agreed that India should be above party, the only certain

result would be that India would remain separte in principles and methods of

Government; and England, encouraged to acquiesce in injustice and unrighteousness,

would lose her sense of both righteousness and justice, She would become incapable

of acting towards her dependency in accordance with her traditions and her instincts,

and in course of time she would lose her title as a i-ighteous and freedom-loving

nation, and finally she would begin to cherish at home those very principles and

methods which she permits abroad. Despotism is always demoralising to those

who practise it ; it must be as much demoralising to an organised tody as it is to a

nation. The English nation can no more escape the demoralisation than an Eng-

lish official. The bureaucracy in India has been reared in the atmosphere of despo-

tism, and the only hindrance to its continuous development is the change of the

Viceroy every five years and the notice that is taken of official acts in Parlia-

ment. But for the constant fear of English public opinion, we should have had the

worst form of despotism. It is the force of English public opinion that enforces

adherence to forms of law, and to the general principles of freedom and justice.

When Lord Curzon asked the English people to "•' trust the man on the spot, " he did

not surely mean that the man on the spot should be left to modify the principles and

traditions of British rule just as he likes. No servant of the Crown has the right to

retard or subvert those principles and traditions which are the distinguishing features

of British rule. It is possible and necessary to leave certain latitude to authorities on

the spot. But it is not this kind of latitude alone that the bureaucracy wants. It will

be satisfied with nothing less than complete power to pervert the English principles of

freedom and justice to an oriental polity which they have come to prefer.

Ex. D 25.
INDIAN PATRIOT—May 14, P. 2, Col. US.

Repression will kindle the flame of animosity and hatred rather thnn Eoothe

the feelings.

Ex D 26
INDIAN PATRIOT—May 15, P. 4, col, 1, 2.

Their chief concern is to gee the country governed in the way they like ; and it

is not always possible to have the country so governed when there is the persis-

tent voice of criticism both from the Indian Press and the platform. The Anglo-Indian

Tress is perfectly satisfied with the existing administrative arrangements ; and it does

not want any change to be effected except with regard to the freedom which is now

allowed to the people, Avhile Indians attach very high value to the only means they

12
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Lave of ueutralisiug the evil of autoci-acy. Those who look a little beneath the surface will

easily see the meaning of these two different and mutually antagonistic attitudes. The

meaning, so far as the Anglo-Indian is concerned^ we have indicated ; and we will ex-

plain it as bearing on the attitude of the Indians. The latter is not satisfied with the

administration as it exists ; he wants changes to be introduced suited to his needs and

conditions. And he knows that agitation is the essence of progressive reform under

the British Government. No great reform has anywhere been effected Avithin the

British Empire except with the help of agitation carried on persistently for a long

period ;
and the press and the platform constitute the main machinery of agitation.

They are at once a safeguard against injustice and oppression, and the means of in-

fluencing opinion in favour of reform and progress. Most Indians think that the

Government in India must be reformed according to the changing needs of the times^

and that it is only when it is reformed according to the enlightened sense and the

intelligent desire of the people that it will be productive of the best benefit. The

one thing to be ever borne in mind is that the average Britisher never believes in

grievances unless there is something to evidence its existence. If there is no agitation,

he takes it that the people accept everything that is proposed for them. Measure after

measure has been passed by the Government on this assumption regardless of protests

made by the representatives of the people. The necessity for deferring to public

opinion being admitted as a matter of public policy, the next step is to evade doing so

by denying the existence of any opinion opposed to a particular course. When there

is no criticism and no agitation, the inference is very satisfactory ; but when there is

agitation and noise, then the idea is that it is all the work of mischief-makers. There

is a cetain impossibility in reconciling honesty with hypocrisy ; and it is this impossi-

bility that necessitates so much inconsistency in the profession of even responsible

men. The people have been long taught that unless they make the masses move
with them, they would not be seriously listened to, bnt when the masses are

moved, those who move them are charged with creating '^ disaffection." To the people

at large, the freedom of speech and the freedom of the press are invaluable boons, in

return for which they would give up many other things. They know that without such

freedom it is impossible to keep an alien bureaucracy straight. Imagine the result

if the District official is supported by the local Government, the local Government
by the government of India, and both by the Secretary of state, in the honest belief,

no doubt, that all of them are right, and the people, injured or affected have not

even the means of making a noise, and we can easily imagine the result. What can

be more conducive to the development of the worst form of despotic government in

India ? What can be better calculated to enslave a people than a system of autocratic

Government free from constitutional restraints of all kinds, and absolutely protected

against exposure and criticism ?

Ex. D 27.
MADRAS STANDAHD-^May 4, P. 4, Col. 3.

We hope that the authorities in Bengal will keep their heads cool and will not
'•' govern in anger. '' But unhappy Bengal must also come in for sympathy. For

Over two years it has known no rest, has had no freedom from the worries consequent
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on the feeling against the partition. We can well imagine that what has now been
brought to light has deepened the confusion. In the face of all that has happened it is

not improbable that measures for the improvement of the Province will not for a time

at any rate be vigorously prosecuted. In the state of panic in which it linds itself and
with the Anglo-Indian press inciting the authorities to the sternest repressive action,

it is likely that the energies of the Government will be devoted to the adoption of the

severest measures in the name of peace and order. The authors of the disorder are

comparatively few in number. But their delinquency and dark deeds are likely to

bring troubles innumerable to the entire population whose loyalty and law-abiding nature

are proverbial. What Bengal wants is rest. How is rest to come from a situation so

grave is the question that will be asked. If, however, the Bengal Government and the

Government of India see through the whole affair and declare that the law-breakers are

a small minority for whom no sympathy whatever is felt and that if the law is left to

take its own course without having recourse to any stringent executive or legislative

action^ the excitement will abate itself.

Ex D 28
MADRAS STANDARD—May 6, P. 4, Col 3.

If honesty in journalism is not a lost virtue the Times should not forget at this

moment Lord Ourzon, the real author of all the present unrest in India. Beno-al was

a peaceful Province three or four years ago. Since the partition which was effected in

the teeth of the opposition of the people it has become a seething mass of discontent.

But all the time that Lord Curzon was in India the Times and the Anglo-Indian press

in general have been inciting and encouraging him on in his career of folly. His

Lordship is now at home posing as a great authority on Indian affairs. He is now a

leader of his party hoping, apparently, to become Prime Minister of England. But in

India the people are reaping the fruit of his regime, and Lords Morley and Minto have

had no rest since they came into their respective office. In India itself the Anglo-

Indian press, with a few exceptions, have begun a campaign of vilification as if the

people of India had anything to do with the revolutionaries in Bengal. Bnt we sin-

cerely hope that better counsel will prevail. Let the law-breakers be dealt with

according to law. But no action should be taken the effect of which will be to retard

progress and injure permanantly the interests of the people at large.

Ex D 29
PUX.IABEE—Ma;/ 0, P. -7, Cnl. /.

It is a suggestive commentary on the Inllnences of European methods in

India tc find that it should have converted a cerain section of the Hower of the

Indian population into sycophants or anarchists—mercenary agents of an alien Govern-

ment, or the ferocious harbingers of such deadly ideas as lead to dastardly deeds

like the one lately committed at Muzaft'arpore. May we ask the Brsti-^h statesmen

to ponder, if there is anything inherent in their system of Government in India

which crushes the spirit of manliness and encourages instead thereof either a spirit
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of abjoot depondenco or ono of cowardliness : Why sliould there ho a senee of help-

lessness which drives people to these undesirable extremes, either on the side of

the Government or against it r" It is just these two types which are at present attra-

cting attention in India, wo mean the sycophant or the bomb-thrower. There are

highly educated men in the ranks of both—men who could be the pride of their

country and ornaments of their societ}- if they could command a free scope for the

proper employment of those talents with which nature has gifted them and education

has fitted them. Surely there must be something abnormal and unnatural in the

social conditions of India under which men of rare parts and good social environ-

ments .'^houM either take to mercenary sycophancy or blood-thirsty anarchism.

Ex. D 30.
TRTBIWE—Mdy 10, F. 4, Col 1, 2.

Uut at the same time we are not very much impressed with the theory that their

mental aberrations have been due to the unbridled license of the Bengalee vernacular

press. We maintain our view that in this matter any legislation for gagging the press

may perhaps prove even a worse remedy than the disease and that in such matter

the thino- needful can be best done by the authorities and the leaders of the people co-

operating towards the right solution. But we must point out that it wiU not do to lay

hold merely at one end of the wedge. It is no use pouring your vials of wrath upon dis-

reputable sheets in the vernacular press while letting the Anglo-Indian fire-eaters like

the Aaian scot free. It may be said that the latter sheet has not prompted any person

to commit any violence. That maybe so but still it has to be admitted that the red-hot

extremist paper is the natural counter-part of the fire-eating Anglo-Indian Journal from

which it derives its cue. And if any measure is taken against the one, it must fairly

and squarely apply against the other, although for ourselves, we are of opinion that

this is a matter where tlie leaders of the public in both communities shoiild co-operate

with the Crovernraent in putting a stop to this fire-eating business.

Ex D 31
PATRIKA—Mail 0, P. U, Col. 1, 'J.

The Anglo-Indian papers, we are surprised to find, are acting the part of an

enemy and not a friend. By their inflamatory and malignant writing they are try-

ing to poison the minds of the Government against the people of the country. For

instance, the " Statesman '' which owes its birth and growth to Indian money and

Indian patronage, and daily eats Indian salt, thus seeks to connect the Mozufferpur

outrage with Indian Nationalism :

—

" The terrible outrage perpetrated at Mozufferpur

and the revelation of a wide-spread criminal conspiracy to which it has led, are indi-

cations only too plain that Indian Nationalism has entered upon a new and portentous

phase, the ultimate significance of which it is impossible at present to guage. Since the

partition of Bengal, the crowning folly of Lord Curzon's regime, a different spirit has

manifested itself, whose weapons are apparently to be bombs and dynamite. " The

above is a gross distortion of facts, and its sole object is to rouse the worst passions of
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Government against the rising national feeling of the Indians, It is a big lie to say

that bombs and dynamite are the weapons of those who have agitated and are yet

agitating—against the partition measure. If tens and hundreds of thousands of anti-

partitionists had turned Fenians and resorted to infernal machines, the country would

have presented quite a different aspect. As every body knows, what they did when
Bengal was partitioned was simply to hold thousands of public meetings and adopt

resolutions praying for justice. But their prayer was treated with contempt. It was

then that they sought to give up begging and rely on their own resources, as far as

that was possible, in order to improve their economic and domestic condition. They
would not have abandoned the mendicant policy if the rulers liad shown them some

consideration ; but they trampled the sentiments and views of a whole nation under

foot, and left the latter no alternative but to preach and practise, to some extent, self-

reliance as regards economic and domestic matters We trust, responsible rulers will

not be influenced by such writings. In the cause of peace and order, they must, of

course, take all necessary measures, but they will serve no useful purpose by giving

play to their tiger qualities, because of the foul acts of some irresponsible Indian youths.

The ''Statesman" very pertinently characteries the partition of Bengal as<>the crowning

folly of Lord Carzon's regime." There is no doubt that it is measures like the Partiti-

tion of Bengal and severities which rendered Mr. Kingford's criminal administration in

Calcutta so conspicuous, which unhinge the minds of a certain class of people and impel

them to commit dreadful things. One of the best means to prevent such dastardly deeds

is, therefore, for the Government and its officers to avoid measures and acts which out-

rage public opinion and tend to give birth to fanaticism.

Ex D32
PJTRIKA—May G, P. 5, Col. 1, 2.

The " Hindoo Patriot, " the organ of the British Indian Association, makes

gome excellent suggestions in connection with this affair. Our contemporary says ;

—

'*' But coolly discussed, the recent events would point to the urgency of finding

out the root-causes of the turbulent spirit and to the advisability of removing them

without delay. To regret or condemn, or to give way to passion and angry fee-

lings is somewhat conventional. The pratical and statesman-like course is to tackle

the incidents in the right spirit and clear up the misunderstandings and misgivings

on which the anarchist ideas are feeding. The proper remedy for the nihilist spirit

is a popular form of Government—both being often assumed to be foreign to the

genius of the people of this country—for which the demand is strong and widespread.

While it is necessary that the perpetrators of the outrage should be exemplarily dealt

with, according to the law, it is hoped that the reforming hand will not be arrested,

but will courageously complete what it has taken up and move faster. "' With every

deference to the " Empire '', which does not like the above sentences, vv-e think

the '' Hindoo Patriot "' has done a public service, by bringing this aspect of the

situation prominently to the notice of the Government while yet the outrage is

quite fresh in the minds of all. For, the authorities may forget all about it as soon

as the culprit has been punished. The case has certainly been very clearly put by
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the '•' Hindoo Patriot ". Condemn the dastardly deed as indignantly as you can
;

mete out condign punishment to the culprit according to law ;
but the first duty

of Government is to fmger the real plague-spot and remove it with a strong hand.

It is now admitted on all hands, offlcial and non-ofllclal, that the prevaling dis-

countent in the country owes its origin to the partition of Bengal and some other

measures of the Carzon Government. Mr. Morley, or rather Lord Morley of

Blackburn, instead of removing it, has fostered its growth by introducing or sanc-

tioning other repressive measures. The Government of >Sir Andrew Fraser again not

only regarded with indifference, the draconian severity which marked the administra-

tion of criminal justice by Mr. Kingsford, but increased his pay, though he had been

shocking the susceptibilities of humanity— nay, of Mr. Morley himself—by awarding

hrutal punishment to a number of boys belonging to respectable families, merely on

political grounds. Where is the wonder that by brooding upon these matters and

reading Nihilist literature, some young men would get their mind so unhinged as to be

fired with the ambition of imitating the devilish examples of their Nihilist •' Gurus
''

in Europe f The best policy of Government is to govern the eountry in such a way as

not to give any opportunity to Indian youths to convert themselves into fanatics and

commit blood-curdling acts.

Ex. D 33.

PATRIKA—Mrnj 7, P. -5, C'nl 1.

By ••respectable people" we mean those who have a stake in the country. These

men unless their minds have been thoroughly unhinged, can have nothing to do with a

campaign of destruction which is bound to be as disastrous to themselves as to those

against whom the same may be directod. If disorder and lawlessness are established in

the country by a body of anarchists, who will suffer more than these very respectable

people ? It is also evident that, in order to make bombs and carry on missionary work

large funds are not required. A few thousand rupees would be sufficient to purchase a

large number of revolvers and manufacture a good many bombs. The money-question,

on which the Chowringhi paper builds its theory, has thus no bearing on the Indian

janarchist movement.

Ex- D 34.

BENGALEE—June IS. P. S. Col 1.

Sir Harvey Adamson was particularly clear and explicit in his pronouncement.

'' We have " said he, '•' striking examples of how they ( newspapers of tlie type of the

Yugantar )
'' have converted the timid Bangali into the fanatical (jhad and they are not

to be ignored. The difference between the East and the West in this respect is the

differenco between dropping a lighted match on stone floor and dropping it in a

powder magazine.'' It is recognized on all hands that the character of the Bengalee has

undergone a great change. Even Sir Charles Elliott, wedded to the old world views, is
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constrained to admit that there must be a reconstruction of English ideas with regard to

the 3ubmissiveness of the Bengalee. What then has brought about this strange trans-

formation ? The inflammatory writings of a few vernacular newspapers have not

converted the timid Bengali into the fanatical Ghazi. The inflammatory writings (which

we strongly condemn) are the product of the self-same political conditions which have

created the Bengalee Ghazis. If these political conditions did not exist, those writings

would not have appeared ; and if they did, nobody would have paid the smallest atten-

tion to them and no press law would have been necessary. For more than half the

life-time of a generation, a reactionary policy has been in the ascendant
;

public grie-

vance upon grievance has been piled ; the voice of public opinion has been treated with

open contumely; the faith of the people in constitutional agitation has been subjected to

the severest strain, and when at last the expected hour of relief came by the installation

of a Liberal Government in power, salvation was not found. Have we not here a

condition of things calculated profoundly to stir the popular mind and drive the most

excitable to desperate and foolish measures, to violent writings and to deeds still more

violent and foolish ? This is the legitimate explanation of the change in that aspect of

the national character which we are now considering. Do not lay the responsibility

upon the wrong shoulders.

Ex D 35.
BENGALEE^May 20, P. J, Col. 1,2,3.

Now it is a curious fact that the inflammatory writings of certain Indian

periodicals have received condign punishment, whereas certain Anglo-Indian papers,

despite their inflammatory tone at a crisis of the nation's affairs have escaped unpuni-

shed. To our mind there are two ways of stirring up sedition, one by preaching

violence to the people, another by preaching violence against the people. If it be true,

as we are so often told, that certain Indian journals are determined to embitter race

against race, it is certainly time for Englishmen to consider if there be nothing in

their own actions and in the utterances of certain of their press, calculated to cause a

permanent estrangement between race and race. If there be anti-racial feelings among

the Indians, they have learnt them from people who consider themselves their

betters. All the schemes of the Government wiU come to nothing if the supercillious and

insolent tone adopted by certain Englishmen towards Indians is allowed to go

unpunished. All its measures of reform will be worthless, unless it can control the

actions and utterances of those who, coming from the same race as itself, do and say

things utterly repugnant to the spirit of the race. It is time for the Government, if we

are to have any real measure of peace, prosperity or reform, any real trust between the

people of India and its governors, to punish not only the delinquencies of Indians, but

also the delinquencies of Anglo-Indians and Anglo-Indian journals which have done

much to bring about the present state of afEairs.

Ex D 36.
PATRIKA—May SI. P. S, Col. 2, 4.

Attacks bureaucracy and says that they are all Kings in India.
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ExD37.
INDIAN SPECTATOR—May 0, P. S61, 565.

And what shall we say about the innocent victims of the diabolical crime at

Muzaffarpur ? We always deprecate the habit of importing into a discussion or de-

nunciation of such crimes any consideration which may savour of racial animus. It is

as unreasonable to call upon the whole population of India to put on sackcloth and

ashes for the crimes of a few dynamiters in Bengal, as it is to ask the whole Anglo-

Indian community to expiate for the indifference of a European soldier for the life of a

cooly, or the assault upon an Indian lady by a white rascal. But there is a difference

between crimes which are the offspring of pure selfishness, and crimes which are pro-

fessedly undertaken in the interests of a larger or smaller class of a beneficiaries. The

dynamiters of Bengal imagine that they are doing a service to their country, and

hence it may, not unreasonably, be expected by some that the intended, but unwilling,

beneficiaries of the crimes would do more than express their profound sympathy for the

victims of the outrage. The funeral of the two ladies is said to have been attended by

Natives as well as Europeans. The reason, perhaps, was not only that Mr. Kennedy

is popular with the Native community of the place, but also that that community

wished to disclaim all sympathy with the excesses of the criminals. Nothing like a

movement seems to be on foot as yet to condemn the conspiracy detected by the police.

Some people seem to have suspected that bombs were on their way to Poona and to

Tuticorin simultaneously with their despatch to Muzaftarpur. Heaven be praised if the

friendly gifts of the Bengali manufacturers, to be used in the up-to-date political

Kindergarten, have not reached their destination, or have deteriorated during the

journey We must be slow, on such an occasion, to accept the single version of

this or that party. The reports alleged to have been made by the Police, and the alle-

gations of certain excited Anglo-Indian writers, need to be carefully sifted. The autho-

rities and the Courts will doubtless do this. But we feel constrained to say, at the

very threshold of the inquiry, that the theory of a widespread conspiracy, shared in by

well known and respectable citizens, seems untenable. Nor can we get over the fear

that the innocent many will suffer with the guilty few, if the local Police are allowed to

have their own way in the investigations that must follow. The situation is too serious

to need the importation of official prejudice or racial passion. How to improve it is the

question of prime importance for the statesman. As hinted above, this can be best done

by the authorities and the natural leaders of the province co-operating towards the

right solution. If an untoward development of the situation embarrasses the Govern-

ment, it will also prove disastrous to the permanent interests of the community itself.

The Bengalis need settling down—to become true to themselves and their traditions of

love of peace and reverence for authority. Whoever seduces them from loyalty to

these traditions is the worst enemy, not only of the people of Bengal, but of the whole

country. The love of independence is innate in mankind, and the literature of the

West and political agitation within the country are only influences which favour the

development of that aspiration into seditious conspiracies. The reported discovery of

Russian literature with the Calcutta seditionists was scarcely expected. It cannot be

suggested that Russian spies have been at work on the north-west frontier and in
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Bengal ; the importation of Russian literature must be attributed to the scientific

methods which educated men have been taught to apply to all their undertakings.

Ex D 38.
INDIAN SPECTATOR—May 16, P. 381, Col 1-2.^ Playjally deah with the

situation.

yhe chemistry of the weapons with which these deluded ''•' saviours of the coun-

try " are fighting their " battles " is itself some proof of imitation ; but the imitation

is not all of the West. Portions of the confessions cannot fail to convince those who
have read Bakim Ohunder Chatterji's Anandamatha that, while the physical weapons

are borrowed from the last, the spirit comes from the graves of the Sanyansi rebels

whose war-cry '' Bande Mataram '*' plays such a prominent part in modern politics.

The cry itself is innocent, and Sir Andrew Fraser once responded to it in the street by

respectfully taking off his hat. But the song expresses a faith in the possibility of

the millions of doughty arms devoted to the service of the Motherland driving out

foreign rulers. The song was directed against Muhammadans by the Sanyasis of old
5

it must be suggestive of a different class of foreigners to the young political Sanyasis

of to-dav.

Ex D 39
GUJRATHI—May 17, P. 707, Col 1, 2, 5; P. 70-5, Col 2, i'; P. 70G, Col 1, 2, S.

Investigates into the causes of unrest and holds Government responsible for the

same.

Ex. D 40
GUJRATHI—May SI, P. 779, Col 1: P. 777, Col 1. 2: P. 775, Col 1. 2, 3.

Charges Government and Anglo-Indian Papers with sowing seeds of discontent.

Ex- D 41.

GUJRATIII—June 14, P. 858, Col 2.

A humourous slcit on God Bomb. Says :
—

' Bomb will make his name perma-

nent if he will bring in political reforms.'

Ex. D 42
INDU PRAKASH-May 5. p. 7, Col. 2-3. Says that Terrorist

movements arc the produrt of particiilar liiuls of rula.

^iHTT^^^ ^^^r w-^w. 7Tr?Tf=^r 3?^^^ ^:t^^^ 'TO^r, 'Ti^i^rp^^r ^^rt^^
i5t^ r[^K fi?rT?r. k^tj^mK^^i g9?T^rT?«r?r ^T^^r^^^Tirr 3i:?r^^r \\m a^r'Trf^^i^^ <f ?T?;Hr

JT^^?«TT 2t^Tri=r^ ^^j^^\^. 'iTm=j TT^^frt ^ 'i^w^j "^j^A ^^'^^ ^r^ m^ ^^-t 'i?^==^r^

13
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Ex. D 43.
INDU PRAKASH—Mmj 8, P. 2, Col. 6, 6.

It is just at this moment, however, that statesmanship and wise counsels ought

to prevail with our Anglo-Indian friends. If they also lose their head and say and
write sensationally on the basis, merely of wild speculations and unproved datas, and

thereby hurt the minds of aU loyal citizens, the matter will without doing any good

cause pain and irritation fraught in itself with no small danger. As instances in

point, we may refer to the hint dropped by one paper about the adoption of lynch law,

and the wholesale abuse of Indians in general, indulged in by another. Some of these

are now trjdng to connect these untoward incidents with the writings in the newly

started journals of Calcutta, and advocate ^jwcra handohast about them. Now really

speaking this is a mistaken or at least a very partial view. Anarchism or Nihilism is

never the direct result of writings or speeches of the kind referred to. Both are

manifestations of different results produced by one cause. A spark at one place dies

out, at another produces a little fire and smoke and at another an explosion. To say

that the Bomb outrages are the outcome of the writings in these papers is to say

that the horse trots onward because it has a cart behind. I am inclined to connect

these outrages not so much with the articles in question, as with the general discon-

tent caused by repressive Government measures and more specially with the cam-

paign of police high-handedness, and the indiscriminate and rankerous persistency

with which the Bengal Press was harassed last year.

Ex. D 44.

DNYAN PBAKASH.—Mmj 19, ]). 2, Col. 6. Says merere-

pi'ession ivUl not I:ill the terrorist movement or the general unrest.

qr^ "^^ T^ v^^ ^r^^r ^ HrwR^m^ wvt}^ 3tt^ cJM=^ ^tl* ^^ %# ^m^ *FtR-

^ m^. ^T^ 'JT?T^^ ^TT^f 3T^?ft'T fITfmT ?tf^ 'm[ qF^^TT W^ "^^^ ^W-

Ex. D 45
DNYAN PRAKASH.~May 26, p. 2, col. 6. Sai/s outrages are

the venomous fruit of the poison-tree phmted by Lord Curzon.

^r^ ^^ ^n^\^^ ^ :r^sq- f^^^xf^ 'dTT^^frr 37T^ 3Tff , ^ M~-^ 'TRRf ^s^ ^w\
^ %[^^.^^W' PT^R': ^T p^TT ?TT^^ ^ ^IT^ 3n^ ?^f=sTr ^it^rr^" f^T ^j^^ nr
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ft^-, fT ?t?rnT rrm"^' ^^ T^rrr. ^j^mi-^t orf^"^ ^^rr ^q% ^p^tjt^ ^Jiij^^ n^^qr^r

Ex D 46.

DNYAN PBAKASIL—May SO, p. 2, coL S, 4, 5. Says, that

f failure ([t constitutional agitation only prodnces the terrorist-morcmant.

q-i-q; ^Ht ^^ q^^T^pf sf^ ^TJ^r -i^i^^r, ff^'*TMfdV. 'iTmf=5r^ ^%-^ qpri^uir-

=?«Tr ^nm^i ^% TJ^TT R=qrT r^vt ^^ 3if|cr, i%qT '^^fhrct:^ ^f^r r^ ^^ 'iTf??T, sivt

^^r{ ^^' c5T^Rr ? r€ft=^^ ^*iHRr, ^TTc^rer ^ =n^Rr 3t^5 'iT#^ 3^rf. ^r^^qi^rpr fi^r

3TST^Tf f?^ ^r^=#T 3HVMt. q"<TT^ ST^1% fTRT 31Tf , ^r ni'7 3?^ jf^^f^r ^JT^^ ^T^F-

?"rrr 5TTff, f wmi 3?rq^ ^orof ^«=t ^rrfr, 3T^fr ^^\^\ t?^ ^rqt 5rTrqi%fr^ ^rnf^^^yr^

Ex. D 47.

i>M\4A' PBAKASH—Jiuie 7, p. 2, col. S, 4, 5.

f^TT^r JfT^T 3Tn^ ?:r^=^ ^", ^^Tpf 3t^^ ^i ^i^. "im ^?t^ ^'"'jf ^M^ 3^|.

3Tc5T^ l+.rM+ Hf|^ 'FT'l^PTJf ^^:5fr^ mTP\ 'imW\R^ 3Tr|. ^^TF^^r, ^rfm^TTsjiftr?:

^T^, ^TT^^^ ^JFITT, 3T% 3T^^ T^T^ ^T^^ 3?^>r TTf?T ^T^i^Frr ^T^^TT^' SPT?^ %^r,

qrg ?^rqT?35 rs? |j mj'w ^fa ^fi. ^^MieS 3FTrrtTFf fo;: ^^ 3T[|, prt^^Rr f^Ti^iif

Tir^ ^t 5f^^'^T 3iif , ?TFTr srrT^rrJf ^ ^Tf^rqirpt f^^r^ ^f^, | 3ti%f^i^ ^^^q- 3Tr?
5

TTJ ?^ f^^ 37H^T ?TTfFTT +'"^1^ ^^^ ^ fJcTf rTT ^If^T 'TT+'J^Kf ?TT^' HtW ^f-
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Ex D 48
CHIKITSAK—May 27. p. 3, col. 3. Says, that responsible lea-

(lers of the people loarned Govei'nment that the young generation icas getfiftg

out of hand ; (>nt Uovernment did not heed the learning.

f^ sr^^qr iTJT:^Hr=q'i ^i^ ^rpr 3T^t pt^ air^rr. ^^ij^iF n^^'k ^^^o&i-H

^R ^^ q" \^r{^^ ^W ^ 'iW^^^p ^?^ff? ^T^iTt^r PTir^TT R^TtT ^r??^, q- r-^rT^JT^pT STFTrT-

==^ ^':t 37?^r^F ^f^ ^R7 'iTw "T^ jj^^rr ^^r^r^^ ^t^'frmMr ^tt^pt^ ^#sr f^
i\m. 3TTT^

"'^'

^rft^^ # m^j ?roT^ ^r r?^^ yr%^ -iiH^ ^t^cT^. tot ?Trfr 5^=^ n^R
iippn^r '^iTPT ^rJT'^ ^wr 5ft?j, qr hiWrt r^rKf jt^ 3T^q^^ ^r^r 37rtrr.

Ex. D 48A
CHIKITSAK.—May 13, p. 2, Col. L 2. Calls Anglo-Indian

jyapers the pet-dogs of Government.

jT^^r^q-'-^^r %^ ^^qr'^'- q- r^r HFrrrrJf ^^rwr^ 3tt%?^ ^w-^^ nifFfr ti^.+KKr. ?i^fN" ^-

^f=^f. T^ T%^Fr^5E?Tr HiiN+.HfHr ^ \^'^\K\^\ ^s^ ^^r tttI^ 3^T>r. wm^ ^ti% f%
ffTf ?^^^^ T^T: ^fTTof ^^ 3TrT=^ q"?^!^ U^ JT^iyJrlT ^ 3Tr>T.

Ex D 48B
CHIKITSAKA—May 20, p. 2, col. 1. Attacks Anglo-Indian

pre.'^s as idiotic relations on the wife\'i side ( ^1155^ ) of Government, idtio

are cruel, deecitfuf silly, vain, icorthless, and hiding behind the tail of

Imperial lion.

w^m^' ^F:^rrrR5 ^T^r?T^r ^^^^r^^'^r -mzm m. rsrpr^T nryi^i^^j^^

\ ^TT??^ ^ir >=q7^, ^^^ ^, ^% 'f?T rra^ >TR^, ^H Tifq- rT^ iT^TR ft^T, 3# S^T^-

^T^i^r ?m^qT ^n'^-^fTR^^ m^ w^ 3^r|. ^^ij^r^r ^kpR f^ <ff jt^ ^?qf ^»:'J^TRr ^t^^pt^

^Tsr»TT^ ^^ sr^r':^r tt^^ %^ fr?rr, F^rsnrr^ ^ ^jarr^^Tr^^f^fr ^JT^?r f^^. ^rnsrr-

3!T^fr^^ ^ntNtt 3nT tt|^ i^?rq-'?f srm^m ^^^"^h ^ sr^i ^^ ?m=^ '^ ^^-

^ it ^W'<Tr=ff s-Tl^^ rPTR 3T^pnrr,
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Ex. D 49.
mDlA—3Iay 8, P. 53i, Col. 2; p, Q82, Col. 1. .?; p. 538, Col. 1.

Expresses English opiuion on the situation ( Vide Ex, D. 56 ),

Ex D 50
JNDIA^Muy 15, 1908 p. PAS.

THE INDIAN PORTENT ( FEOM THE - Nation."
)

Our indifference to the normal life of the greatest dependency in the world is an

old scandal, but it will be widely disturbed by the news of the outbreak of a form of

political violence hitherto almost unknow to it. From our neglect of India sprang the

Swadeshi movement ; for it was hoped that a boycott on English goods might make

our people listen to the grievance of Bengal. We suppose that the party which has

meditated these recent deeds of extreme and savage outrage was partly influenced by

the same motives. If they could wreck the train of a fairly popular Lieutenant

Governor of Bengal, as was attempted last November, or assasinate a magistrate

who had made himself notorious by flogging political offenders, as was attempted a

week ago, then, they thought, the people of our country might at last be compelled

to realise the character of the crisis in India's history. Much of our news from Calcutta

is untrustworthy, and confessions merely extorted by native police from Indian

prisoners awaiting trial ought not to be admitted as evidence. But it seems probable

that a conspiracy for violent and isolated outrages, similar to the methods of the Rus-

sian terrorists, existed in the capital.

Oatbreaks of political violence may arise from one cause or another. But

they certainly do occur under a system of political repression such as we have adopted

in various parts of India since the " chapel bell " motive, the desire to attract

attention to grievances, when legitimate means fail. But we also, think, that in

the case of India, they are the answer to the hard doctrine which Lord Morley

disavowed a year ago, that ^' we won India by the sword and must keep it by the

sword. " Neither clause in that doctrine is true, but it is repeated as a form of

ritual by nearly every English newspaper in India, and many newspapers and other

authorities at home. The idea of violence is thus promulgated throughout the Indian

Empire,, by a Press which incorrectly represents the best aspects and tendencies of

British rule. Indians are falsely taught by many of our representatives to believe

that there is no relation between us and them, but tlic military advantage of ruler over

ruled. For generations it has been the fashion for Anglo-Indians to laugh at the

submissive spirit in native India. If Indians are found to meet the taunt of cowar-

dice with cruel outrage, we are not altogether fi-ee from blame, for we have supplied

the retort which ill-balanced natures readily supply when they defend or half defend,

political murder. In a far happier vein runs the advice of a member of Lord Morley's

India Council quoted in the " Westminster Gazette '* of last Tuesday ( May. 5 ). He

warns the Viceroy not to listen to those who insist too much on '•' stern repressive

measures. " '^ Wherever you get the spread of education, " he says, •' there aJso
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you find agitation and discontent. Do we not see this here in England P And

what would happen if, instead of arguing these matters quietly you were to fine and

imprison your labour agitators and leaders of independent thought ?
"

But, serious as outbreaks of violence are, it is the ultimate cause at the back

of violence to which we must look. From the Extremist party, Indians hear the

counsels of despair—despair of England's justice, of her belief in self-government, of

her zeal for liberty. The question of all others before us now is whether, by a wise

and generous reform or enlargement of our Indian administration, we will cut the

ground frooi under the Extremists ' feet. We shall not content them. But, as Lord

Morley said at Arbroath last October, it would be the height of political folly to refuse

to do all we can to rally the Moderates to our cause. And if it be said, as it is now

being said every day that Orientals do not understand concessions, and believe in no

power except the sword, we would reply with a passage from the same speech, one

of the most courageoue of recent reflections on Indian government :
—" We are not

Orientals. This is the root of the matter. We are representatives, not of Oriental

civilisation, but of Western civilisation, of its methods, its principles, its practices,

and I, for one, will not be hurried into an excessive haste for repression by the

argument that Orientals do not understand this toleration. '' The views of men like

Mr. Gokhale, the leader of the largest and most powerful reform party among his

people, represent a line of contact between Lord Morley's principles and the native

movement in India, They include a practicable modification of the Partition of

Bengal, perhaps a re-arrangement of the whole country into seven governorships,

certainly the admission of Indians upon the Executive Councils, and the concession

of real power to the elected Indian members of the Legislative Councils, especially

in finance. They open up a scheme of universal education, gradually extending to

the villages, and an essential reform of the police—the black spot in Indian administra-

tion. Reforms such as these are at least vital and full of hope. We wish we could

say the same of the changes proposed by Simla last year for criticism, and now again

submitted, we believe, together with the remarks of Sir Herbert Risley, unhappily one

of the least sympathetic of Anglo-Indian officials on the Viceroy's Council. Surely at

such a moment it is our business to listen to the counsels of hope and moderation, to

lead native India away from the dangerous spirits which are beginning to misdirect

her, and back to a faith in the capacity and generosity of our own Government.

Ex D 51
INDIA—May S2. 1908, P. 2-55.

INDL\'S TROUBLES—AND THE REMEDY-A FREXTH VIEW OF THE CRISIS.

[SrKriALLV Tean'slated FOit "India." ]

Some months ago ( writes the Paris " Temps " in a leading article on affairs in

India ) we ventured in the most friendly manner ( need it be said ? ) to take stock of

the difficulties which England was in our judgment being called upon to encounter

in India, Several London newspapers accused us thereupon of pessimism and *•' parti

pris. '' Nothing would have caused us greater satisfaction than to admit that they were

correct in their estimate of the situation, and that we were wrong. Unhappily, the
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couMe of events since that time has only too completely justified the apprehensions to

which we gave expression Since the first meeting of the National Congress at

Bombay, in 1885, political gatherings have become more and more numerous An
organisation has been created, which has, its ranks of workers and its organs in the

Press. Among the three hundred million inliabitants of India, the number of politi-

cians is not considerable. But the action of a portion of the whole is not always to

be measured by its numerical force. Add the absenteeism which finds favour more and

more with English officials, the tendency whiih they display more markedly every day,

to stand aloof from the people of the country, the increasing difficulty in finding

recruits for an Indian administrative career. Bear in mind also the calamities of

nature; famine and plague which Englishmen have done their utmost to forestall, but the

ravages of which, up to the present, have been greater than all the precautions taken

and which have been aided by ill-will and superstition. You will, if you unite all these

facts, have arrived at some perception of the profound causes of the insecurity which

exists—an insecurity which is assuredly far from menacing British domination yet a

while, but which calls for the urgent consideration of necessary reforms The

situation is further complicated by sins of commission. The one to which reference

has been made above, and which is concerned with the administrative division of

Bengal, could have been remedied without difficulty. But instead of remedy, aggrava-

tion was induced by prohibition of meetings and the proscription of the Bengal national

song The crisis which is enveloping India is a crisis of native politics. In the case

of Algeria and Tunis, France has encountered similar crisis *, and she has disposed of

them by liberal measures. We do not presume to give ad%dce to a friendly Govern-

ment, We confine ourselves to recalling what experience has taught us. The arbitra-

ry system of colonial administration, which in days gone by was necessary and fruitful,

would seem to have served its time. Liberal England is certiinly capable of inspira-

tion by a new spirit which shall reconcile her interests with those of the populations

among whom prevails the Pax Britannica.

Ex D 52.
INDIA—May 29, 1908. P. 2Q0.

The Paris '"Temps" published on Sunday last (May 26) an interview, which its

London correspondent has had with Mr. Romesh Chandra Dutt, member of the Indian

Decentralisation Committee. Mr. Dutt is reported, in the summary supplied by Renter,

to have saidj that the recent bomb outrages and conspiracies in India showed that

discontent of certain classes of Indians had reached a dangerous point. The Anglo •

Indian police somewhat exaggerated the conspiracies, but the facts were, nevertheless,

calculated to inspire grave anxiety ; discontent was increasing, and the Government

must grant reforms and give the Hindus a larger share in the administration of the

country. Specifying the reforms required, Mr. Dutt is represented to have said, they

were : First, legislative councils with Indian representation from every district ; second

an executive council for every province, including at least one Hindu representive
;

third, a more ei|uitable share for Indians in the Civil Service. These reforms could be

easily realised, ant^ would yield satisfactory results. Mr. Dutt admitted that the

present Government was actuated by the best intentions.
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THE LESSON OF THE BOMBS.

The following letter from Captain Arthur St. John also appears in the current

aumber of the ''Nation'' :—Perhaps there is no more urgent duty for all of us at this

moment than to realise the present situation in India and how it has come about.

When the Indian National Congress was started, it raised hope, and secret soci-

eties dwindled away. I have been told. During the last few years, when hope

has failed confidence in British Government and official has largely diminished if

not disappeared, and Indians and Anglo-Indians have been becoming more and more

estranged, secret societies seem to have been springing up again, and now we have

bombs Obviously more repression will not mend matters. The wise thing surely

is to consider the causes and deal with them. Hope mvist be revived, confidence

restored, and estrangement stopped. It is just possible that this can yet be done,

though it will want more faith, courage, and good sense than would appear to be easily

found amongst our rulers and officials. The Indians, who have confidence of the Indians,

must be consulted, and Europeans and Indians must be joined together in a whole-

hearted and sustained effort for the good of India, with the sincere aim of gradually

enabling Indians to manage their own affairs. But if we meet outrage with mere

repression, as the blind leaders of the blind are now urging us to do, without recognis-

ing our own responsibility for the present most deplorable state of affairs, then we shall

be courting further disaster, and things will go from bad to worse Let me repeat :

—

India is suffering from loss of hope, want of confidence in, and estrangement from, her

rulers. Her rulers are suffering from lack of faith, of courage, and of good sense, and

perhaps of accurate information. Truly a great task is before us calling for the co-

operation of all Indian and British men and women who can recognise it.

Ex D 53.
iNDlA^June 5, 1008. P. 280.

THE TRUTH ABOUT THE BOMBS. NO INDIAN SUPPORT FOR TERRORISM.

The Indian newspapers continue to discuss the recent bomb outrage with unabated

interest, dealing exhaustively both with its causes and its probable results (writesthe Oal"

cutta correspondent of the "Manchestor Guardian" in a letter dated May 14). After the

first outburst of horror, a number of journals, and conpicuously the "Amrita Bazar Patri-

ka" have begun to urge the view that the real responsibility for what has occurred rests

with the rulers, who have oppressed the people and imposed heavy sentences on poli-

tical offenders. Never, we are told, has the country been so misgoverned as during the

th last twenty-five years. The ''Indian Nation," an admirably written weekly, chal-

lenges this method of handling so grave a theme, '' Nothing, "'
it says, '•' can be more

unfortunate, ill-timed, and perverse than to moralise on the shortcomings of the Indian

Administration, in view of the fearful dis closures of the last few days; to observe, for in-

stance, that there would have been no secret machinations if there had been no repres*

sive measures." The ''Indian Nation" goes on to justify the order prohibiting school-

boys from attending political gatherings and defends the suppression of public meetings

in disturbed areas The Conservative Anglo-Indian papers for the most part see in the

outrage the fruits of bitter and unscrupulous agitation, The '"' Englishman " upbraids
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Lord Minto ioi his leniency, and hints that the strong hand has been wanting since a

Liberal Ministry came into office in England. The " Pioneer/' in an article on " The
Cult of the Bomb/' includes among the mischief-makers the smooth Legislative Coun-
cillor, the Congress Moderate, and the " more candid'' Extremist, and argues that they

have. One and all, contributed to the conditions which produce Terrorists. In another
issue it urges that vigorous measures should be taken against seditious writings and
violent oratory. Some of the baser sort of journals read by Anglo-Indians advocate
free shooting by Europeans. The " Asian, " a sporting weekly, has offered this very
remarkable advice to Mr. Kingsford, the Session-Judge, for whom the bombe at Moznf-
ferpore were intended. The " Englishman" reproduced the inflammatory elfussion, and
while dissenting from its suggestion of shooting at sight, does so on the ground that it

believes the Government to be sincere in the intention of protecting the community
against outrage. But there is a growing conviction that the outrages have not the

significance which was at first attributed to them, and that the outbreak of terrorism

is an isolated freak. It is absolutely certain that the bulk of the people have no sym-
pathy with outrages or the policy which they represent. This is abundantly clear from
the language of the newspapers, the tone of public speeches, and, I may add, from the

remarks of every Indian whom one meets. Everywhere one is told that mad acts of

violence of the kind planned by the Terrorists are utterly abhorrent to every self-res-

pecting Indian.

Ex D 54
IXDIA—June 12, p. 593, Col. 2

; j). 295, Col. 1.

Expresses English opinion on the Bomb-outrage.

Ex. D 55. ,

ADVOCATE OF INDIA.—June 10, P. 7, Col. 4.

The Bishop of Lahore, speaking at the annual festival of the Southwork Dio-

cesan Board of Missions, said that they were faced with a great crisis in India at the

present time. They were all much dismayed by certain recent occurrences, and a thrill

of horror had gone through the country at the revelation of the state of affairs in Cal-

cutta, such as he should never have dreamed to exist there when he left three months
ago. He did not feel that the maintenance of order was the very first duty that we
owed to that great land. But almost more urgently he would say, do not let us think
that we can stop there. Do not let us suppose that aU we have to do is to sit on the
safety-valve, to repress disorder, to smite upon the head any who attempts to take up a

prominent position. That would not serve in the long run. What we needed to do was
to realise that a new life was coming to the birth in India. We had to do not merely
with the agitator with local outbursts, and the like ; there was a position of extra-

ordinary interest and wonderful possibilities of development, such as no c ountry has
been faced with before all down the pages of the world's history. A new life was
indeed coming to the birth. Had we not been trying to bring in new thoughts, new
standards, new ideals of life, new conceptions of God and and of society i' And were we
to expect all that to go on endlessly, producing no result, no craving for larger and fuller

and stronger life 'i

Ex D 56
MAHRATTA—Mmj 21, 1008, P. 2M, Col. 1 and 2.

OPINION ON THE SITUATION IN BENGAL.
" Some of the statements from India regarding the plot at Calcutta are of a

very alarmist character ; but one may judge that many of the stories are pure gossip of
the camp." - The Western Daihj Murcury.

u
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^' The development was the natural outcome of the policy now being pursued in

India.'' Keir Hardie M. P.

"It is not because, but in spite of, the Congress that the bomb has been resorted
to. We have bred a gang of seditious youths, who have been goaded by the infliction

of floggings for political offences into this kind of crime/' Sir Henry Cotton M. P.

"The English extremists cannot divest themselves of a grave responsibility.

They have encouraged sedition by wild talk in Parliament and elsewhere, which has
been telegraphed to India and served to inflame the animosity in that country, ^ * *

The vast majority of the Indian peoples are still orderly, law-abiding, and filled with
respect for British rule, but the disaffected minority is growing in numbers and auda-

city.
'

Daily Mail.

''It is doubtless the offspring of the more constitutional reform movement which
is also as unquestionably the result of the faulty system of education we have introduced

into India, " Liverjjool Courier.

"The murders and the subsequent discoveries are startling evidence that the

agitation in the Eastern Province has entered upon a dangerous phase. It is unneces-
sary to assume however that the Bengal anarchists represent a large element in the

population." The Dundee Advertiser.

" The people mostly to be feared are not the agitators in India who would soon
collapse if left alone ; but the people in England who support and encourage them. It

is certain that the worst foes of England to-day are the English People. "

Nottingham Guardian.

" It is the National Congress which has kept alive the belief in constitutional

methods and restrained the enthusiasts who might have had recourse to conspiracy and
revolutionary violence. *^ *' * It is most unfortimate that the Indian authorities, instead

of recognising their real friends, put their trust in a secret police, notoriously untrust-

worthy, and persist in a policy of repression which is the direct parent of the outrage

we deplore.
''

Sir William Wederhurn.

" Order must be maintained, cruel homicide must be punished. But the Gov-
ernment and Home Government will fail utterly in their responsibility if they content

themselves with enforcing the penalty and do not proceed first to ascertain and then

j;0 remove the causes of a novel and unprecedented offence." Morning Leader^

" Sedition is a word of moods and tenses; but regarding it at its worst, few
methods are more unpromising in the way of a cure than to take men of education

and refinement and flog them judicially." Yorkshire Observer.

" The real danger in India does not lie in the Anarchist conspiracy which has

been laid bare. It must be sought in the policy which makes such conspiracies possibla

in a country in which nothing has been more remarkable than the fidelity of the edu-

cated Indian to the English ideal of constitutional political agitation. If this fidelity

has lately shown some signs of weakening, on whose shoulders must the blame be putl-*"

India.

" We have to face the fact that the Indian of to-day is not even the same as

the Indian of twenty years ago. It is no longer possible to treat India as a purely
oriental country. " Daily Graphic.

•' I do not believe the Propaganda of sedition is being carried on by more than
a comparatively few. Wherever you get the spread of education, there also you find

agitation and discontent. Do we not see this here in England 'i And what would
happen if instead of arguing these matters quietly you were to fine and imprison your
labour agitators and leaders of independent thought ? I hold that any repressive mea-
sures should be carried out as judiciously as possible. " An ' India Ojpcc ' ojficial,

" The Extremist party will continue to gain power until it makes our position

in India almost impossible, unless we give Moderate leaders like Gokhale and Lajpatrai

such generous and effectual measures of reform as they can point to with hope. * ^ *
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If they are loding influence over mlmls excited and kept in continual irritation by our

policy for the last four years, the fault is ours." //. W. Xecinson.

" How is it to be brought home to the British people that they and their repre-

sentatives in India are mainly responsible for the manufacture of the bombs in India ?

Shall we have the courage to adopt the obviously sensible and manly course of restoring

confidence by timely measures for consulting the will and the feelings of the Indian

peoples in their own affairs and restoring the old aim of letting them to learn to govern

themselves ;
" Captain Arthur St. John.

" It is a logical but unforeseen outcome of the civilizing Work of which the

British people are rightly so proud. '' Journal Des Dehatu [Parh)^

India like Egypt, has to-day its nationalist party, which by means different

from those employed in the latter country, is resolved to attract the attention of the

people of Great Britain. The Temps thinks that mistakes have been made, and points

to the administrative partition of Bengal as one of them which might have been

easily avoided. The article concludes thus :
—*' Whether it be in Algeria or in Tunis,

we have known similar crisis, and we have disposed of them by liberal measures We
don't presume to give advice to a friendly Government. We confine ourselves to re-

calling what experience has taught us. The abitrary system of colonial administration

which in days gone by was necessary and fruitful, would seem to have served its time.

Liberal England is certainly capable of adopting a new spirit with a view to reconcil-

ing her interests with those of the populations among whom prevails Pax Britannica.

—

The Paris Temps.

" We imagine however, that Lord Morley will refuse to apply to India a policy

whose failure he has brilliantly exposed in Ireland." The Nation,

Our rule is strong and just but it is not sympathetic ; and the more impregnable

in a material sense our position in India becomes the more likoly are we to be confirmed

in the egotistical methods of scholastic, literary and artistic education, and of religiou-

proslytism, we have so strenuously enforced on its many-languaged and its many-relid

gioned peoples. We are destroying their faith and their literature and their arts, ans

the whole continuity of the spontaneous development of their civilisation, and their

great historical personality ; in a word, we are destroying the very soul of the nation.

This is the cause of the restlessness that—by those who have eyes to see and ears to

hear—is to be found every where fretting into the very hearts of the English educated

classes in India." Sir George BinUvood^

Ex D 56 A
THE MAHRATTA—June 2S, 190S; P. 304, 0,1. 1, 2.

The meaning of the words " an incitement to an act of violence '•' is. we think, plain

enougli. But in the dictionary of politics any words may bear any sense, and it is not too miicli

to suppose that some newspapers will have to be victimised in Indin before any thing like a

detinite sense of the words could be pronounced upon judicially. With the passing of an Act
of law only the riddle or the conundrum of the legal Sphyn.x is framed. Its oracular solution

really lies with the court of law; and in critical times and times of unrest we have but to expect

that newspaper writers will be unconsciously led into being the means of attempting that solu-

tion. So far as the executive Government is concerned it will willingly interpret the words in

question as " any words that may suggest to any one the idea of any kind of use of force by
any one to any one at any time and at any place." We may only hope that the law courts will not

allow themselves tlie latitude assumed in the above interpretation. The Hindu of Madras lias

stumbled over a reference to tlieso very words in Hansard's reports nf Parliamentary debates;

and curiously enough there we have a pronouncement on the words by no less a person ti;an Mr.

Gladstone. Says the Hindu :
—

" In 1884, in consequence of riots provoked by the opposition of the House of Lords

in England to the question of electoral reform, Mr. Joseph Chamberlain, then President of the
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Board of Trade, had hinted tlmt a hnndr^^d thousand men might well march from Birmingham

to London, and Lord Salisbury had treated this remark as incitraent to violence. Mr. Gladstone,

then Prime Minister, in taking up the defence of his colleague in the sitting of October 30, 1884,

in the House of Conniions, gave as his opinion that it was very well to say to the people, '* Love
order and hate violence, " but that it would not do to say that and nothing more, " But while

I exclude violence,
"' he added, " I cannot—1 will not adopt that effeminate method of speech

which is to hide from the people of the country, the cheering fact that they may derive some

encouragement from the recollection of former struggles, from the recollection of the great

qualities of their forefathers and from the consciousness that they may possess them still. Sir I

am sorry to say that if no instructions had ever been addressed in a political crisis to the

people of this country except, lo remember to hate violence, and love order and exercise patience,

the liberties of this country would never have been obtained," ( Hansard, Pari. Debates. Vol.

293, Page G43, )

•K- v.- *

The struggle that is going on in Persia at this moment is interesting from more than

one point of view. It is perhaps the first struggle in the east between a Monarch and the Parlia-

ment of the country. Tlie birth of the Persian Parliament was haile<l with joy by the lovers of

the democratic power all over the world; and they need not allow their sentiments to undergo a

change simply because that new birth has been soon followed by what looks like a revolution.

We may frankly say that we have not as complete a knowledge of the merits of the struggle as

would justify us in passing an opinion as to who is right and who is wrong. But there are signs

about the passmg events which clearly indicate that the struggle is one for popular liberty more
than for any thing else. The Shaha may have heroically declared tha t he can not relinquish his

power without an appeal to tlie sword with which his ancestors had won the kingdom. But the

appeal has no newness about it. The Shaha could not have remembered the course of the history

of the nations of the world when he was making that declaration. The sword or its equivalent

is not the monopoly of a Monarch ; and when time is bent on fighting against Monarchs, it

sharpens tha popular sword with an edge which does not turn even on adamant.

Ex D 56 B
MAIIRATTA—March lo, 190S; P. 126. Col. 2.

MR, TILAK'S EVIDENCE BEFORE THE DECENTRALISATION COMMISSION^

The question of centralisation or decentralisation of the powers of the administrative

niaebinery involves the considerations of uniformity, smoothness and regularity of work, general

efficiency, economy of time, work and money, popularity t&c ; and speaking broadly these may

be classed under three different heads : ( 1 ) Efficiency, ( 2 ) Economy, and ( 3 ) Popularity.

As reo-ards the first, I do not think it is seriously contended that the efficiency of ad-

minlstration^has suffered merely owing to over-centraUsation. On the contrary it is urged

that it is worthwhile making the administration a great deal more popular even if it would

become a trifle less efficient "by decentralisation. But the cry for decentralisation has its origin

in the desire of the local officers to have a freer hand in the administration of the areas

committed to their care. They believe that their life has been made rather mechanical or

soulless by over-centralisation ; and having naturally attributed to the same cause the grow-

ing estrangement between themselves and the people they have proposed decentralisation

as an official remedy to remove this admitted evil. I do not think the people, looking

from their own standpoint, can accept this view. The general public is indifferent whether

efficiency and economy are secured by more or less official decentralisation. It is entirely

a matter between higher and lower officials, between the secretariate and the local officers,

or between the supreniO and tlie local governments. The people still believe that cen-

tralisation secures greater uniformity and regularity, and reduces the chances of the

conscious or unconscious abuse of power resulting from unappealable authority being vested

in lower officers, and would rather oppose decentralization in this respect. The only complaints,

so far as I know, against the existing centralisation or decentralisation

hitherto raised by the people are (1) The combination of the Executive and the Judicial func-

tions in the same officers, (2) Financial centralisation in the Government of India as evidenced

by the Provincial Contract System, (3) Partition of Bengal and (4) Excessive growth of depart-

mentalism encroaching upon popular rights. But these, excepting the_ second, do not from the

Bubject of the official grievance against over-centralisation.
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My knowledge of the internal working of tho diiTerent departments of administration Is

too limited to make delinite proposals regarding the redistribution of power and authority between
various oiUcials so as thereby to make the administration more economical than at present. I
shall, therefore, conline iny remarks mostly to the popular aspect of the question and to the four
complaints noted above.

It is idle to expect tliat the adoption of the loose and irregular system of earlier days would
remove the present estrangement between ofHcers and people. It is true that in earlier days the
relations between ollieers and people were more cordial : but this was not due to the loosene^.s of
the system then in vogue. In days when the system of British administration had yet to be
evolved and settled, the help of the leader.^ of tiie people was anxiously sought by officers as in-

dispiensable for smocth and el'ticient administration of a new province. The olHcers then moved
amongst the people and were in louch with them, not as a matter of niore goodness or sympathy
but a matter of necessity, as they themselves had yet many things to learn from these leaders

;

and this much satisfied the people ar that time, as new aspirations were not as yet created. Tliat

state of things has ceased to exist. The creation and gradual development of the various depart-
ments, the framing of rules and regulations for the smooth working thereof, the settlement of all

old disputes, the completion of the revenue survey, the disarmament of the people, the gradual
waning of the influence of the old aristocracj' including the higher class of watandars, the
compilation of the works of ready reference on all matters embodying the experience of many
years for the guidance of the oflicers, and other causes of the same kind, joined with the facili-

ties for communication with the iiead-quarters of Government, have all tended to make the local

officers more and more independent of the people and so lose touch with the latter. Overcen-
tralisation may, at best, be one of such causes ; but if so, it is to my mind very insignificant. No
amount of decentralisation by itself can therefore restore that cordiality between the officers and
the people which existed in the earlier days of the British rule as a necessity of those times

;

and though the present officers may by nature be as sympathetic as their predecessors, it is not
possible to expect from them the same respect for growing popular opinion as was exhibit(;d by
their predecessors in older days. Under these circumstances such further decentralisation as

would tend to vest greater powers in the lower officials will only make the system unpopular by
encouraging local despotism which the people have justly learnt to look upon with disfavour-
The only way to restore good relations between the officers and the people at present is, there'
fore, to create In/ law the necessity of consulting the people or their leaders,whomthe old officials

consulted, or whose advice they practically followed, as a matter of policy in earlier unsettled
times. This means transfer of authority and power not between officials themselves, but
from officials to the people, and that too in an ungrudging spirit. The leaders of the people
must feel that matters conce'-ning public welfare are decided by officials in consultation with
them. The officers did it in earliear days as a matter of necessity, and the necessity which was
the result of circumstances in those days must, if we want the same relations to continue, be
now created by laws granting the rights of self-government to the people, and thus giving to
their opinion and wishes a duly recognised place in the affairs of the State. I do not mean to
say that this could be done at once or at one stroke. We must begin with the village system
the autonomy of which has bejn destroyed by the growth of departmentalism under the present
rule. The village must be made a unit of self-government, and village communities or councils
invested with definite powers to deal with all or most of the village questions conceraing
Educations, Justice, Forest, Abkari, Famine Relief, Police, Medical Relief and Sanitation.
These units of self-government should be under the supervision and superintendence of Taluka
and District Boards which should be made thoroughly representative and independent, f his
implies a certain amount of definite popular control even over Provincial tinance ; and the
Provincial Contract System will have to be revised not merely to give to the Provincial
Government a greater stability and control over its finances, but by further decentralisation to
secure for the popular representative bodies adequate as-ignments of reveaue for the aforesaid
purposes. This will also necessitate a corresponding devolution of independent legal powers
on the popolur bodies wliether the same be secured hy a reform of the Legislative Council or
otherwise. Mere Advisory Councils will not satisfy the aspirations of the people, nor will they
remove the real cause of estrangement between the officers and the people. The remedy pro-
posed by me, I know, is open to the objection that it means a surrender of power and authority
enjoyed by the bureaucracy at present, and that the efficiency of the administration might
suffer thereby. I hold a ditVerent view. [ think it should be the aim of the British Admini-
stration to educate the people in the management of their own affairs, even at the cost of some
efficiency and without entertaining any misgivings regarding the ultimate growth and result of
such a policy, Jt is unnecessary to give any detailed scheme regarding the organisation of
Village, Taluka or District Councils proposed above, for if the policy be approved and -accepted
there will be no difficulty in framing a scheme or making alterations therein to meet difficulties
and objections as they occur in practice, Aa regards other complaints referred to above against
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the present centralisation or rlecentralisatlon of powers amongst onicials, T tliink It is high time

that the combiuatiou of Judicial and Executive functions in the same otticers should be discon-

tinued. In Judicial functions I include those judicial powers that are granted to revenue
ollicers in the matter of land revenue, pensions, Inams and Saramjanis, except, such as are

necessary for the folltction of revenue. There is no reason why these powers should be
retained by executive ollicei's if they are to be divested of jurisdiction in criminal matters. It

is needless to say tliat this reform pre-supposes complete independence of judicial officers.

Unnecessary growth of departmentalism is well illustrated by the latest instance of the parti-

tion of the Kiiandesii District. The partilion of Bengal is the worst instance of the kind.

These are objectionable even from an economical point (if view, and in the case of the partition

of Bengal tlie policy has deeply wounded the feelings of tlie people. The revenues of the

country are not inelastic; but the margin, soon as it is reached, is swallowed up by the growth
of departments at the sacrifice of other reforms conducive to the welfare of the people. In

this connection I may hare state that I advocote a re-arrangement of Provinces on considera-

tions of linguistic and ethnological affinities and a federation thereof under a central authority.

To conclude : the mere shifting of the centre of power and authority from one official to another

is not in my opinion, calculated to restore the feelings of cordiality between officers and people,

prevailing in earlier days. English education has created new aspirations and ideals amongst the

people : and so long as these national aspirations remain unsatished, it is useless te expect that

the hiatus between the officers and tlie people could he removed by any scheme of official decent
tralisation, whatever its other effects may be. It is no remedy,—not even palliative,—-agains,

tiie evil complained of, nor was it ever put forwaid by the people or their leadei's. The fluctuat-

ing wave of decentralisation may infuse more or less life in the individual members of the
bureaucracy, but it can not remove the growing estrangement between the rulers and the ruled-

unless and until the people are allowed more and more effective voice in the management
of their own aft'airs in an ever expansive spirit of wise liberalism and wide sympathy aiming at

raising India to the level of the governing country.

B. G. TlLAK
9th March 1908.

Ex D 57
TIMES OF INDIA~May 12, P. 7, col. 1

LONDON, May 11.

Mr, Gokhale was welcomed at Charing Cross by Mr. Nevinsou and numbers of

young Indins. He informed Renter's representative that he hoped to see Viscount

Morley in connection with reform schemes. Mr. Romesli Chunder Dutt, in the course

of an interview, said :

—
'' The development of anarchism in India has been foreseen. It

is the result of a growing feeling among discontented Indians that the Government ia

not trying to solve the present-day political problems. Until a large measure of self-

government is granted, crime is sure to increase.
''

Ex. D 58.
ORIENTAL REVIEW—Mmj 6, 190S\ P. 131, col. 1 and 2.

But we put not the whole responsibility for such grave outrages on this party;

for much of the present ill-feeling might have been checked, nay might not have risen

at all if there had not been the regime of Lord Curzon. He it was who effected, in the

very teeth of bitter opposition from all people as Mr. Morley even said, the partition of

Bengal and gave a deep, never-to-be-forgotten insult to the cherished sentiments of the

Bengalis. But even then all the later developments of a nation's anger might not have
come to be if the Secretary of State for India had shown a little of statemanship, a

little of that Liberalism of which he was considered the high priest up to this time.

His famous pharse about ''the settled fact of the Bengal Partition" dashed all hopes to

the ground. The agitation carried on by the Bengalis and all over the country, though
it may have sometimes lapsed into extremes, had not up to that time gone even an inch

beyond strictly constitutional lines. But unfortunately the warnings of all the real

patriots of this country and steadfast friends of the British Government were unheeded.

The Hon'ble Mr. Gokhale plainly told at the time of the passing of the Seditious Meet-
ings Act that agitation which would not be allowed above ground would be carried on
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underground—and underground agitation is the most dangerous. Anarchism is the

child of dispair. It is only pessimists tired of the ways of the world, helpless fanatics

who rush off to do such dark deeds, the why and wherefore of which they themselves do

not know. Their life is one embodied doubt and this extends even to their deeds. They
do not think that their actions will be followed by a tangible good. In fact this idea of

final purpose is utterly foreign to their minds. They do them because they are filled

with despair. British statemanship failed in uprooting this despair.

Ex D 59
TIMES OFINDlA-^June 20, P. 8, Col. 1.

Mr Morley said :

—

I am trpng to feel my way through the most difficult problem, the most diffi-

cult situation that I think responsible Governments, you and I and all of us ever had

to face. Of course I am dependent upon information. But as I read it, as I listen great

Indian experts with large experience there is a certain view like, I hope it is so super-

ficial estrangement and alienation. (Hear, hear.) Now that is the problem that Ave have

to deal with. Gentlemen, I should very badly repay your kindness in asking me to

come among you to-night if I were to attempt for a minute to analyse or to probe all

thft conditions that have led to this state of things. It would need hours and hours. This

is not, I think, the occasion for that, 7ior is it the moment for it. Our first duty—the first

duty of any Government—is to keep order, (Cheers), But first remember this. It would

be idle to deny, and I am not sure that any of you gentlemen would deny, that there

is at this moment, and there has been for some little time past, and very likely there

will be for some time to come, a living moment in the mind of those people for whom you

are responsible. A living moment, and movement forwhat ! a movement for, objects which

we ourselves have all taught them to think desirable objects. (Hear, hear. ) And unless

we somehow or another can reconcile order with satisfaction of those ideas and aspi-

rations, gentlemen, the fault will not be theirs. It will be ours; It will mark the breakdown

of what has never yet broken down in any part of the world—the breakdown of British

statesmanship. That is what it will do. (Cheers) Now nobody, I think I do not believe

anybody either in this room or out of this room—believes that we
can now enter upon an era of pure repression, (Cheers.) You cannot enter at this date

and with English public opinion mind you^ watching you, upon an era of pure

repression, and I do not believe really that any body desires any such thing. I do not

believe so. Gentlemen, we have seen attempts in the lifetime of some of us here to-

night, we have seen attempts in Continental Europe to govern by pure repression,

and indeed in days not altogether remote from our own, we have seen attempts of

that sorts. They have all failed. There may be now and again a spurious semblance of

success, but in truth they have all failed. Whether we with our enormous power and

resolution should fail, I do not know. But I do not believe anybody in this room,

representing so powerfully as it does dominant sentiments which are not always felt

in England—that in this room there is anybody who is for an era of pure repression.

(Hear, hear.)

Ex D 60
BOMBAY GAZETTE.~-Juhj 2, 1008. P. 7, Col U2.

LORD CURZON'S DEBATE,
LORD MORLEY'S REPLY,

LONDON, .TrLY 1,

In the House of Lords last night. Lord Curzon moved the following motion :—
" To call attention to the state of affairs on the Frontier and in the interior of

India ; to ask the Secretary of State whether he can give the House any information

on the subject 5 and to move for papers.
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LORD MORLEY'S REPLY.
•Viscount Morloy, on rising to reply, admitted Lord Curzon's title to speak for

India, but said that he failed to see his reason for concluding with an appeal to the

Government to preserve order. He (Viscount Morley), during the last two and a half

years, had not deviated one hair's breadth in any action from the policy which he

thought order required. He was seriously disappointed in the tone of Lord Curzon's

remarks on one or two points. Lord Curxon had made the remarkable statement that

questions in the House of Commons were fatal and deleterious. Nobody had more

reason than himself to dislike questions, but they had not the slightest significance or

importance, and did anyone suppose that the democracy- were going to be without their

simpletons—perhaps, even the aristocracy had their simpletons. When Lord Curzon

laid down the tremendous proposition that the Parliamentary system was incompatible

with tlie maintenance of our power. in India.—Lord Curzon (interrupting) declared that

he did not say anything so absurd. He himself used to revel in asking questions in the

House of Commons, and he only said that the duty of answering them imposed an unrea-

sonable burden upon officers in India-A^iscount Morlej- repeated that Lord Curzon had
made the remark; and asked, if Lord Curzon disliked Parliamentary action, what Ave were

going to do with the Parliamentary system. Lord Curzon apparently did not see that we
were confronted with an immensely difficult problem and that the conditions were fixed. Re-

ferring to Lord Curzon's criticisms of the system of education. Viscount Morley said he felt

sure that any Government or Viceroy going to the roots of the present conditions would

devote the utmost power to the revision of the Educational system. Viscount Morley said

that the refutation of the charges in connection with the Partition of Bengal appeared to

be Lord Curzon's main object in raising a not vei*y fruitful discussion. He (Viscoimt

Morley) thought that 'the Partition was mistaken in its methods, but it was a settled fact.

So far as he was concerned, he never could see why it was regarded as sacrosanct, but

it was so, because it had become a test, and he was willing to abide by that test.

Viscount Mori ey said that he accepted Lord Curzon's reasons for the internal

xmrest in India, but Lord Curzon did not suggest the course that the Government should

pursue. He said that Lord Curzon did not agree with the foi*mula of " Martial law

and no damned non-sense 5" but everytliing that Lord Curzon said led to the assumption

that we must decide without reference to Indian demands. Viscount Morley continued:—•• I cannot sufficiently admire the manful courage with which the Viceroy—unyielding

to panic on the one side, and to disgust at blind and reckless crimes on the other—has

persisted in the path which I have marked out. Between no two servants of the Crown
is there better understanding or fuller confidence than between Lord Minto and myself.

Lord Minto's speech in introducing the Explosives and Press Act, in which he said

that no crime would deter him from endeavouring to meet honest reformers, was a very

fine utterance. We have no choice but to persevere in the path of reform : we
cannot escape our own history. We cannot leave the course marked out by the conscience

of Britain in dealing with alien races, and the longer the reforms are postponed the

greater will be the ultimate difficulty. If we took our hand from the plough now, Ave

should be exposed not merely to the blind A'erdict of the Extremists and the lamentations

of the Moderates, but Ave should disappoint the great mass of Anglo-Indian opinion."

Viscount Morley said that he believed that the report of the Hobhouse Commission
Avould supply material; not for the reconstruction of the Indian GoA^ernment, but for the

improvement of the Administration, for the simplification of correspondence, and for

giving to Indians some opportunities of handling some of their OAvn affairs, Avhich, he

hoped, Avould be not merely advisory but some executiA'e powers. He also hoped that it

Avould limit excessiA'e official interference, and Avould stimulate the formation of indepen-

dent opinion in local District governments. He Avas not aAvare Avhether the scheme of

reforms Avould necessitate legislation, but the Government Avould expect to .receiA'e the

approval of Parliament, and he Avas confident that Parliament Avould notbe blind and not

deaf to reasonable demands. Viscount Morley concluded by emphasizing the importance

of public men abstaining from anything calculated to make the people think that they

Avere iutiuenced by personal cousideratiuns, in vicAV of the tremendous issues involved.
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Ex. D 61-
GAZETTE OF INDIA—November 2, 1907, P. lU-lGS.—Dr. Rash BeK^ri oit

Siditious meetings bill.

Whatever precautions you may take speeches will continue to be delivered. You
cannot effectually gag one-sixth of the population of the world. I do not wish
to indidge in well worn common places about the futility of coercion of the danger of

sitting on the safety valve for instance which must be familiar even to men less gifted

than Maculay's forward school boy. But I must remind the Hon'ble members that the

Irish question yet remains to be solved. It has certainly not been solved by the
numerous coercion Acts, fifty in number, which bulk so largely in the Statute

Books in that unhappy country, the Isle of Destiny. Agitation has led to coercion,

in its turn to a greater and more dangerous agitation bat I am perhaps forgetting

that Ireland is a cold country where a fur coat might be useful and therefore the

analogy may not quite hold good. One thing however I may safely assert and
that is that in Ireland as well as in India, the application of drastic remedies
to skin diseases, which rapidly disappear under a mild treatment, always leads

to serious complications. Is there any reason for thinking that this is not true of the
body politic. Though therefore the measure now before the Council may secure for the
time, outward quiet and drive sedition underground, its inevitable fruits wiU be, growing
discontent and distrust which may, under repression, readily slide into disaffection. It

will thus create more evils than it can possibly cure and this reminds me that the move-
ment in the Punjab was mainly agrarian and was arrested by your Lordship's refusal to

give your assent to the Colonisation Act and not by the Ordinance, the powerlessness of

which to keej) down imrest is shown by the fact that there are no signs of improvement
in Eastern Bengal. We have no doubt whatever that in devising the present measure
the Government have only the interests of peace and order at heart ; but the authority

which is compelled to be severe is liable to be suspected and when it seizes the rudewea-
pons of coercion its motives are liable to be misconstrued. People are everywhere asking
in fear and in trepidation what next and next. What is to be the end of this new-

policy ? For the spirit of coercion is not likely to die for lack of nourishment, as it

makes the meat it feeds on and trifles, light as air, are to it confirmations as strong,

should I be Avrong in saying, as an Indian Police report or a score of telegrams from ••our

own correspondents.*" I repeat that the situation is not in the least dangerous and an
over-readiness to scent danger i? not one of the notes of true statesmanship. But sup-

pose I am wrong and the position is really critical, what does it prove y It proves,

unless we are afflicted not merely with a double or even a triple but withal a quadruple

dose of original sin, that the Government of the country is not the most perfect system
of administration that some people imagine- My Lord, I began by saying that this

Bill is an indictment of the whole nation. If however it is true and this can be the

only justification of the measiire that India is growing more and more disloyal this BiU
is really an indictment of the administration. The positions will then be reversed—the
Government and not the people will then be put on their defence. There is no escape

from this dilemma. If there is no general disaffection you do not want this drastic

measure. The prairie cannot be set on fire in the absence of inflammable materials to

feed it. If on the other hand a spirit of disloyalty is reaUy abroad, it must be based

on some substantial grievance, which will not be redressed by coercive Acts. You
may stifle the complaints of the people but beware of that dreary and ominous silence

which is not peace but the reverse of jjcace. Even immunity from public seditioiis

meetings may be purchased too dearly. It has been said that this Bill is a measure of

great potency. I agree, but potency for what purpose ?— for putting down sedition 'r I

say no. It will be potent for one purpose—and one purpose only, for the purpose of

propagating the bacilli of secret sedition. The short title of the Bill is.—A Bill for
" the prevention of seditious meetings.*' I think and T venture to think the title reqnire-s

a slight addition. It ought to be amended by the addition of the words—'•and the

promotion of secret sedition," Order may be kept, peace may reign iu India, but thi§

15
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Measure will produce the greatest disappointment among those by whom, though they
are not the natural leaders of the people, public opinion is created and controlled. The
logic of coercion, we all know, is charming in its simplicity, but its authors forget that

they caunot coerce thought, they cannot make men loyal by an Act of Parliament.

Ex D 62
GAZETTE OF INDIA—Dth June 1908, P. U4.—An act farther to amend the

law relutimj to explosive substances

ACT NO. VI OF 1908.

2. Definition- of ''Explosive substance."—In this Act the expression "explosive

substance" shall be deemed to include anj' materials for making any explosive substance
5

also any apparatus, machine, implement, or material used, or intended to be used or

ada})tcd for aiding in causing, any explosion in or with any explossive substance ; also

any part of any such apparatus, machine, or implement.

•3. Punishment for causing explosion likely to endanger life or property.-
Any person who unlawfully and maliciously causes by any explosive substance an explo-

sion of a nature likely to endanger life or to cause serious injury to property shall,

whether any injury to person or property has been actually caused ornot, be punished

with transportation for life or any shorter term, to which tine may beadded, or with im-

prisonment for a term which may extend to ten years, to which fine may be added.

4. Punish:ment for attempt to cause explosion or for making or keeping
explosive avith intent to endanger life or property—Any person who unlawfully

and maliciously—(a) does any act with intent to cause by an explosive substance, or con-

spires to cause by an explosive substance, an explosion in British India of a nature likely

to endanger life or to cause serious injury to property or (b) makes or has in his posses-

sion or under his control any explosive substance with intent by meano thereof " to

endanger life, or cause serious injury to property in British India, or to enable any other

person by means tliereof to endanger life or cause serious injury to property in Britsh

India ; shall, whether any explosion does or does not take place and whether any injury

to person or property has been actually caused or not be punished with transportation

for a term which may extend to twenty years, to which fine may be added, or with im-

prisonment for a term which may extend to seven years to which fine may be added.

5. Punishment for making or possessing explosive under suspicious cir-

cumstances —Any person who makes or knomngly has in his possession or under his

control any explosive substance, under such circumstances as to give rise to a resonable

suspicion that he is not making it or does not have it in his possession or under his

control for a lawful object, shall, unless he can show that he made it or hadit in his

l^ossession or under his control for a lawful object, be punishable with transportation for

a term which may extend to fourteen years, to which fine may be added, or with im-

prisonment for a term which may extend to five years, to which fine may be added,

C, Punishment of abettors.—Any person who by the supply of or solicitation

for money, the providing of premises, the supply of materials, or in any manner what-
soever, procures, (;ounsels, aids, abets or is accessory to, the commission of any otfence

under this Act shall be punished with the punishment provided for the offence.

7. restriction ON trial OF OFFENCES.—No Court shall proceed to the trial of

any jierson for an oft'enco against this Act except with the consent of the Local
Governor General in Council.

ACT No. VII OF 1908.

An Act for the prevention of incitements to murder and to other offences in

newspapers.

3. Power to forfeit printing presses in certain cases.—(1) In caseswhere,
upon application made by order of or under authority from the Local Government, a
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Magistrate is of opinion that a newspaper printed and published within the Province
contains any incitement to murder or to any offence unde rthe Exploiivo Substances
Act, 1908 or to any act of violence, such Magistrate may make a conditional order
declaring the printing pi'ess used, or intended to be used, for the purpose of

printing or publishing such newspaper, or found in or u])oii the ])remiscs where such
newspaper is, or at the time of the printing of the matter com])lained of was printed,

and all copies of sni;h newspaper, wherever found, to be forfeited to His Majesty, and
shall in such order state the material facts and call uii all persons (::oncerned to a])pear

before him, at a time and place to be fixed by the order^ to show cause why the order
should not be made absolute. (2) A copy of such order shall be fixed on some con-

spicuous part of the premises specified in the declaration made in respect of such
newspaper under section 5 of the Press and Registration of Books Act, 1867 or of anv
other premises in which such newspapers is printed and the affixing of such copy
shafl be deemed to be due service of the said order on all person concerned.

(?>) In cases of emergency or in cases where the purposes of tlie application

might be defeated by delay, the Magistrate may, on or after the making of ;i condi-

tional order under sub-section (1), make a further order ex prate for the attachment
of the printing press or other property referred to in the conditional order. (4) If anv
person concerned appears and shows cause against the conditional order the Magistrate
shall take evidence, whether in support of or in opposition to such order, in manner
provided in section 3.3G of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898. (5) If the Magistrate
is satisfied that the news paper contains matter of the nature specified in sub-section

(1). he snail make the cjnditional order of forfeitare abssolute in respect of such
property as he may find to be within terms of the said sub-seetion. (6) -If the
Magistrate is not to satisfied, he shall set aside the conditional order of forfeiture

and the order of attachment, if any.

4. Power to seize.— (1) The Magistrate may bywarrant empower any Police-

officer not below the rank of a Sub-Inspector to seize and detain any property ordered
to be attacked under section 3, sub.section (3), or to seize and carry away any property
ordered to be forfeited under section 3 sub section (5), wherever found and to enter
upon and search for such property in any premises —(a) where the newspaper specified

in such warrant is printed, or published or (b) where any siicli property may be or
may be reasonably suspected to be, or (c) where any copy of such newspaper is kept for

sale, distribution, publication or public exhibition or reasonably suspected to be so

kept. (2) Every warrant issued under sub-sec. (1) so far as it relates to a search shall

be executed in manner provided for the execution of search warrants by the Code of

Criminal Procedure 1898.

5. Appeal.—Any person concerned who has appeared and shown cause against
a conditional order of forfeiture may appeal to the High Court within fifteen days from
the date when such orders is made absohite,

G. Bar of Other Proceedings.—Save as proided in section 5, no order duly
made by a Magistrate under section 3 shall be called in question in any C^urt.

7. PoAVER TO Anxull Declaration Under Press And Recistratidn of
Books Act, 1867.—Where an order of forfeiture has been made absolute in relation
to any newspaper the Local Government may, by notification in the local official

Gazette, annul any declaration made by the printer or publisher of such newspaper
under the Press and Registration of Books Act, 1807, and may by such notific-atiou

prohibit any further declaration being made or subscribed imder the said Act in res-

pect of the said newspaper, or of any newspaper until it is the same in substance as the
said newspaper,until such prohibition be withdrawn.

8. Penalty.—Any person who prints or publishes any newspaper specified in
any prohibition notified under sectiou 7 during the cotinuance of that prohibition
shall be liable, on conviction, to the penalties prescribed by section 15 of the Press and
Registration of Books Act; 1867,
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Ex. D 63
GAZETTE OF INDIA—June 13, P. 142, Col. 2,

Extract from Hon. Syed Maliomad's speech on Explossive Act quotting " Ethics
of Dpiamite " from '' Contemporary Review "—This is also the view taken by many
thoughtful men in England. Writing on the Ethics of Dynamite in the Contemporary
Review in 1894 the Hon'ble Mr. Axibern Herbert admirably summed up the situation in
the following words :—If the only effect upon us of the presence of the dynamiter in our
midst is to make us multiply punishments, invent restrictions, increase the number of our
official spies, forbid public meetings, interfere with the press, put up gratings, as in one
coimtry they propose to do. in our House of Commons, scrutinise visitors under official

miscroscopes,request them as at Vienna and I think now at Paris, also to be good enough
to leave their great coats in the vestibules, if we are in a word^ to trust to machinery to

harden our hearts and simply to meet force with force, always irritating, always clumsy
and in the end fruitless, then I venture to prophesy that there lies before

us a bitter and an evil time. We may be quite sure that force users will be force

l)egetters. The passions of men will rise higher and higher and the authorised and un-
authorised Governments— the Government of the majority and of written laws, the

Government of the minority and dATiamite—will enter upon their desperate struggle of

which no liviiig man can read the end. In one way, and only one way, can the dyna-
miter be permanently disarmed by abandoning in almost all directions our force and
machinery, and accustoming the people to believe in the blessed weapon of reason, per-

suasion and voluntary service.

THE ORIENTAL REVIEW—Juh/ 1, P. 239, col 1, 2, Quotlny the letter of
the Calcutta correspondent of the "Morning Leader

""

No sane person will countenance this propaganda of violence, for a moment ; but
it might have been foreseen, as, in fact, it has been foreseen, by everyone who has read
history. If anything ig responsible for it, it is the fatuous policy of the Government
and the Yellow Press in England which has hounded it on to one act of repression after

another. The Government has deliberately sat on all the safety-valves, an advice
which can be only characterised as criminal ; and now that an explosion has taken
place, it is surprised and shocked, and is considering the advisabilitj- of sitting on them
again tighter than ever. I daresay it will do so, and I venture to predict that the
effect will only be to aggravate the situation. The one hope lies in the natural gentle-

ness of the Indian character, which may well be said to have endured all things. Now
that the Bengalees, who are the gentlest of all the Indian races, have taken to dyna-
mite, it is at least probable that the other races will not be less drastic in their

methods. The bomb-thrower having established himself, has come to stay, and the

first thing the Government has got to make up its mind to is that rocky fact. All the

deportations and Press prosecutions in the world will not dislodge him; they will only
intensify his malignant activity. On the other hand, it must be frankly recognised that
display of moderation by the Government, and no concession short of a complete British

exodus, will now get rid of him, on the '' killing by kindness " principle. Such is the
upshot of three years of repression. There was no more loyal people th an the Indian
people ten years ago. Lord Curzon and Lord Minto between them have managed to

squander this rich heritage, until to-day the dynamiter only puts into practice what
practically every Indian feels inclined to preach.

Ex. D 05*
CONTEMPORARY REVIEW,~May 1S94, p. 578 and omoards.—

Article on Ethics of Dynamite.
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Ex D 66
KESARI—Jtme 16, P. 4, Col. 3.—Discuases the definition of ^ exjjlosives.'

3Tf|. ^ ^r^^TRT t|^t 'iwr 37[| #, ^[ST^r^jzqr pq[;2;3T q?: '^]-^\ ^^^ -^^^m ?^r»miV

^mpT ^T^rqRff ?riq%^ 3T'^qr ^r 37^17 w^i'^i rrr?^i??; -iTq-^nrr -q^TcrrTfr 't?^^ si^ ?f?Trr

^RT ?^t^ ^^^^ RT^ s^rfr-, JTT ?^--?TT ^nf=t ^m\^'^ ?Rr frqt ^r =t iifr. ?#='?qT ^frpr^^Tsr-

JTT^ 3T^TT 3Tq-^rqT5Fr qrif^ irrrr^'r ^^^ RT^r \^J ^?r ?t5t?^T5^' ^r ^^r ^i^^r ^^rt ^fhot

^RTJTpqr W'TT JT^RT %5?t 3T^JTT^ qtfe^T^T frtq^?^', '^^^t qT?^'^ ?r%^' ^^ ^??^H ?r#p:

^?:r^cr[ ^pr^rif^ f^fp'^T^ ^^^fi^ -iT^^^crr %^ 3:if|. i^w^^^ ^=1" ^ ^i'" ?Tf ^^ipt^fr- irtHr

f%H^w ^r ^^?:r ^^^ ^[^^^itI Tt^f^rr '^ ^irT'^ %^ ^^t^: *^Cr ?t^ ^s-^^^it ^it^^r qf^^

Tr'smr^r 5T|?r^ 3t^^^t: ^^^ 3ti%, 3# j^^ur'^^Tr^r ^^^ ^rff. ^'q^^sf ^Tif #, p^^f fw^i^r^-

^5PT J^^oT^T ?r^^^ ^^TTfr ! q"{5 qr^^^^ tThft ?t ^^^t ^r ""^^^^ tt^t ^r^r trrrr ^f] ?^?fr^

qt^sq-f ^^iTT^^^ qr^q^r^qr ^fff ?r^T?T^t^1 ?f^?t=q- ^''^^r Ir^rc'^'r ?r?rt. ^qr^Jrw T^T^rf^r

o?Tpo'%Fr ^rra^?: ^^h^ ^-^ ^t%c7, ^rr%=^ ^% r{T ^T^m^sr ct^t'' ^f^^w c^rn'JTR ^iw^ t%^

^nr ^rFTR- HfT^r ^^k 'tt^t q^ ^otf^f ^mt 3T'^^ ^ft^ ^^^^rp T^r'4^'7^ pr^-riir ^^i?n^.

RrTf ^^crrrrr j^T r%qT ^^m 3t^^ iTT?rr ^f^r ^^r?:; ^ht^^t %^^r 3if|; 3Tn% a^^ir sr^T^r

^^FJnTTft q^^4 ??TT^?TT r^^^tcT -m^ F^T^T l^^c?^ ^lr%^ f%^T iTTr%^^ ^m \i^

Ex D 67.
MAHRATTA—lst September 1907 P. 411-2.

In 1734 Cosby was the Governor of New York, appointed by the British Crown.
He had purposed a high-handed and tyrannical policy subversive of those principles of

liberty for which, even at that early date, the people of New York had long contended,
and his acts were receiving keen and unsparing satarical treatment in one of the two
New York public prints, the TFee/i/?/ /o?<;v/r.'/. On November 17th Peter Zenger, the
publisher of that paper, was arrested, charged with having published seditious libels,

thrown into prison, and deuied the use of paper, pen and ink. His friends procured a
writ of Haheus Corpus, but being unable to furnish the extravagant bail demanded

—

some 7,000 Rupees— ( the ways of tyranny have been the same in all ages and in all

parts of the earth )—the efforts in his behalf were for the time unavailing. He. how-
ever, continued to edit his paper, giving directions to his assistants through chinks in

the door of his place of continement. The grand Jury having refused to lind an indict-

ment, the attorney general, on the 23th of Jamiary 1735, adopted the star-chamber
procedure of filing an information without an indictment, chargiug Zenger with false,

scandalous, seditions and malicious libel. Smith and Alexander, eminent barristers,

were retained as his counsel. They began by taking exception to the commissions of

Chief Justice DeLansy and Judge Philipse of the Court, because these commissions ran
during the pleasure of the Crown, instead of during good behavior, the usual formu-
lase always insisted on by the American Colonies, and had been granted by the Governor
without the advice or consent of his Council. The Court refused to entertain the plea.
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and to punish the audacity of Counsel for offering it, ordered their names to be struck

from the list of barristers. As there were at that time but three lawyers of eminence
in New York, one of these being already in the retainer of the Government for the case

Zenger was left destitute of any able counsel. This was preuisely what the court had
foreseen and desired. Determined to thwart this ingeniously concerted intrigue.

Zenger s friends secretly engaged the services of the venerable Andrew Hamilton of

PJiiladelphia. then eighty years of age, but in full possession of his faculties, and one

of the most distinguished barristers of the day. Hamilton was imbued with the

princiijles that were fast springing up in America, and had shown himself earnest in

opposing the despotic tyranny which England was beginning ojienly to exert over her

colonial possessions. A more able or eloquent advocate could hardly have

been found and the scheme, which had been designed by the enemies of

Zenger to ensure his ruin, ultimately proved the means of his salvation.

On the 4th of August 1705, the coiirt assembled for the trial of the prisoner. The
court room was crowded to excess, and tlie iinexpected appearance of the eloquent

Hamilton as a counsel for Zenger iilled the opposite party with astonishment and
dismay. The trial came on in the supreme court, with Delancj^ Acting Chief Jus-

tice, Philipse as second judge, a.nd Bradley as Attorney Ceneral. The published ar-

ticles complained of were read, and Hamilton boldly admited responsibility for

them for his client. ^'Then the verdict must be for the king'' exclaimed Bradley in

triumph. Hamilton quietly reminded him that printing and libelling were not

synonymous terms, and was proceeding to prove the truth of the charges contained in

the alleged libels, when he was interrupted by the Attorney General, on the

plea that the truth of a libel could not be offered in evidence as a defence. This con-

tention was made at length by the Prosecution in which he was sustained by the court,

which declared that a libel was all the more dangerous if true, and that therefore the

truth of the statements contained in the articles could by no means be considered in

the case. Hamilton was therefore unable to put in his evidence, but he made a brilliant

address to the jiiry, ridiculing with biting sarcasm the decision of the court, that

truth only made a libel the more dangerous and insisting that the jury were judges

both of the law and the fact, he adjurred them to protect their own liberties, now
threatened to the person of the persecuted Zenger In his definition of libel

the Attorney—General has declared— '' Whether a person defamed be a

private or a magistrate whether living or dead, whether the libel be

true or false, or the party against whom it is^made be of good or evil fame, it is never-

theless a libel and as such must be dealt with according to law" ; and he had gone on
to demonstrate that Zenger had been gailty of a gross offence against God and man in

attacking by words and innuendoes the sacred person of royalty through its representa-

tive, the Governor. Hamilton in his address turned these remarks, with infinito

keenness and wit against the state. '' Almost anything a man may write ", said he,

'•may, with the help of that useful term of art called an i-jnuendo and be construed to be

a libel, according to Mr. Attorney's dehnition of it ; whether the words be spoken of a

person of public character or of a private man, whether dead or living, good or bad,

true or false, all make a libel If a libel is understood in the large and unlimited

sense of Mr. Attorney there is scarce a writing that I know of, that may not be called

a libel, or scarce any person safe from being called to account as a libeler ; for Moses,

meek as he was, libeled Cain, and who is it that has not libeled the devil ; for,

according to Mr. Attorney, it is no justification to say that one has a bad name I

sincerely believe that were some persons to go through the streets of New York
now-a-days and read a part of the Bible, if it were not known to be such, Mr. Attorney
with the help of his innuendoes, would easily turn it into a libel. As, for instance, the

10th verse of the 9th chapter of Isaiah ' The leaders of the people (innuendo, the

Governor and Council of New York ) cause them ( innuendo, the people of this

province ) to err, and they ( meaning the people of this province ) are destroyed

( innuendo, are deceived into the loss of their liberty, which is the worst kind of

destruction )
" " Or, if some person should publicly repeat, in a manner displeasing
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to his betters, the 10th and 11th verses of the 55th chapter of the same book, then Mi*.

Attorney v>-ould have a large lield f(ir the display of his skill in the artful application

of his innundoes. The words are :
* His watchmen are blind, they are ignorant, they

are greedy dogs that can never have enough.' But to make them a libel, no more is

wanting than ' His watchmen ( innuendo, the Governor. Council and assembly ) are

blind, they are ignorant ( innuendo, will not see the dangerous designs of his Ex-

cellency ); yea, they, (meaning the (xovernor and his Council ) are greedy dogs which
can never have enough ( innuendo, of riches and power. )*' After dwelling on the fact

that laughable as these illustrations might be. they were strictly anagolous

to the charges against his client, and urging the jury to judge for them-

selves of the truth or falsehood of Zenger's article and to render their

verdict accordingly, the eloquent barrister thus concluded his remarks :

—

*• I labour under tlae weight of many years and am borne down by many infirmities

of body; yet. old and weak as I am. I should think it my duty, if required, to go to

the utmost part of this land, where my service could be of any use in assisting to

quench the flame of prosecutions set on foot by the government to deprive a people

of the right of remonstrating (and complaining too) against the arbitary attempts

of men in power. Men who injuire and oppress the people under their administration

provoke them to crv' out and complain, and then make that very complaint,

the foundation for new oppressions and prosecutions. I wish I could say

there were no instances of that kind. But to conclude, the question before

you, Genlemen of the jury, is of no small or privte concern; it is not the cause of a

poor printer, nor of new York alone, which you are trying. No ! It may in its conse-

quence affect every freeman that lives under the British (government on the mainland

of America. It is the best cause; it is the cause of liberty: and I make no doubt but

that your upright conduct this day will not only entitle you to the love and esteem

of your fellow-citizens, but every man who perfers freedom to a life of salvery. will

bless and honour von. as men who baffled the attempts of tyranny, and by an impartial

and incorrupt verdict, have laid a noble foimdation for seruring to ourselves, our

posterity and our neigldjours, that, to which nature and the laws of our countary have
given us a right—the liberty of both exposing and opposing arbitrary power in these

parts of the world at least by speaking and writing the truth'" The orator concluded

amidst a burst of applause. Every eye in the Court room glistened with admiration and
every heart forgot the dead letter of the law in the living inspiration of triith and
patriotism. Wholly borne down by this torrent of eloquence Bradley attempted but a

brief reply and Delancy vainly charged the Jury that they were Judges not of the law
Only of the fact, and that the truth of a hbel was a question beyond their Jurisdic-

tion. Reason and common sense prevailed for once over technicality and the Jury
^^•ithdrew and returned, after a few minutes deliberation, with a unanimous verdict

of "not guilty.'' The Court-room rung with huzzas which the disappointed judges
vainly endeavored to suppress, and Hamilton was borne from the Hall by the exultant

crowd to a splendid entertainment which had been provided for his reception.

Ex D 68.
SUDHARAK—Moy 11, P. 3. Cot. 2.—Sat/hii/ bomh was fortold !>>/ Hon. Gokhale

in 1905.

'^i; ??TT 3TH^>rf?r w\ ^T ?n?T, i\ %w^ ^j^^Mr w^^z -i% ^ ^ w-^^^fj^ ^i^ ^^-
W^'^ ^\ =q^^o5m ^^^ 'J^V^ 3Tl'^=T^ -^T ipT ^^A. <^t?T ^.W. ^i^^^ ^^t ^^vT ^^\
3TTf , 3Trm" rfm^ TITJT?^ "W-W. zH ^^ 'cflff . ^^rf JH^ r^J 3Tn% STT^t^TT 7?Tvr

5n^r 3^?T, ^m ^ ^v^ irmf^r ^m^ ^fr ^f ^»T^=sr ^r^^ q^v-^i^t^ t[^^\t ^|r?r,

f^=qT 'irgiTf T^^t^\ ^^j" 3^w ^t^^ -iTO"' tht^ '^tI'TT ^^^ ^p:^ -m^^. ^^ 'jt^
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^ ^efNrr i%"Tfrrr jtptr sn%^H '^tt^f sttIct, rff f^t TRf^ir^l-^ ^^ofr q-^ 3^?r, ?qf^3T^?:

^f '[FT ^FJoq-R-^i ^?TT ^TTUtNt 3?^ %^^ '^\, f '-^F^iTT ^Tf?r f^rTR ff^R $t^H ^^

^^^ q-^^r^ 37qrF!:TT=^ ?T^'=^ ^'^ ^^t=^r ^rff. ^rtrfr^ j'^^s ^Izj }^]^ 371'^ ^ir?r?r ?5t^t-

^TF^rr: 3TT?, 3^n% F'TtrT ^j:^r':r^%?r w^%i 'tft tfr ^rff 3T^ jrrftjTVr ^^^i ^x^fj ^]%

Ex D 69
SUBODJI PATRIKA—May 10th 1908, P. 0, Col. 3.

The bomb outrage at Mujafl'erpur to whicb one innocent syce and two European
ladies fell victims is another indication of the undesirable way in which Bengalees are

training themselves. The law will have its course and the perpetrators of the crime

will get their meads. But this disgraceful incident must not blind the rulers to the fact

that disaffection is spreading in the country in an alarming degree. After the frenzy

which has taken hold of every Anglo-Indian head is over, we trust. Government will do

its utmost to find out the causes of the disaffection which is more or less of its own
creation and will try to remove them. Something must be done to make such outrages

impossible and the only statesmanlike way to do it is to remove the causes that lead to

them.

Ex D 70.
SUBODTI PATRIKA—May, 11 th 1908. p. 2, col 2.

As might have been expectsd the " Bomb Outrage " has created an unprecedent-
ed stir in tlie Anglo-Indian, and the Indian world as well. Newspapers of the type of

the Englishman and the Pioneer have been as it were set a-raving by the bomb. They
are all talking of hanging natives by the dozen for every European killed and they have
put forth many other suggestions with a view to secure the safety of the Europeans in

India. We need hardly say that no real Indian can have any sympathy with such
outrages and the perpetrators of them, but at the same time we cannot but condemn the
virulent writings of the Anglo-Indian press which has the one pei*nicious effect of

exciting racial animosities between His Majesty's subject races in this country. Our
impression is that anti-Indian writings in the Anglo-Indian press of the rabid type are
as much responsible for the breaking of law and order by young men as are the
writings in the scurrilous vernacular press of the land. Oould not Government who has
been prosecuting the Calcutta newspapers so persistently see its way to deal in a
deserving manner with the Anglo-Indian press also l-* If it did, it would be removing
half the cause of the discontent prevalent in our midst. The policy of repression was
sure to result in anarchism. This was foreseen by men like Mr. R. C. Dutt and Mr.
Gokhale, the latter giving Government a warning against making fanatics of people by
continuing to follow the policy any longer. Unfortunately Avhat these men foresaw
has come to pass. Now at least will not Government stop to consider whether the times

do not demand a (;hange in their methods of work ? Some people say bombs are the

outcome of Sa-adeshi. If so Sicadeshi is the oiitcome of the Partition of Bengal. It fol-

lows therefore, that bombs and the like are the result of that ill-advised measure for

the non-modification of which Government is wholly responsible. The real statesman-
ship of the present moment is to undo that most hated measure and to remove the root

of the discontent altogether. It is never too late to mend. Nothing can become a settled

fact even if Vi,<count Morley may have declared the Bengal partition to be one, from
his seat in Parliament. We appeal to Government to codsider the situation calmly and
not to turn Bengal into another Ireland by continuing the hated and the repressive

measures any longer.^



opinion on the Tilak Case.

{ 1) English Opinion.

H. E. A. Cotton in the 'New Age '

Irishman—not even of the half-blood—requires to ask the meaning of

the two words. "Thiggin Thu ?" ("Do you understand ?") which form the burden
of one of T. D, Sullivan's most famous national songs:

—

Oh ! freedom is a glorious thing;

Even so our gracious rulers say;

And what they say I sure may sing,

In quite a legal proper way,

They praise it up with all their might

And praise the men that seek it too,

—Provided all the row and fight

Are out in Poland :—Thiggin Thu !

A profound comprehension of the Englishman's character is exhibited in

these lines. As Emerson discovered, there is in his brain a valve that can be

closed at pleas^ire as an engineer shuts off steam. And one may despair of
making him grasp the true inwardness of the events which have, under the "most
perfect" and "most just" administration of India, relegated the Parnell of Indian

Nationalism for six years to the society of murderes and forgers and professional

thieves, unless he can be induced to imagine a man of his own race standing in

the dock lately illumined by Mr. Tilak with a burning eloquence aud a noble

courage which would have earned for him the plaudits of the Empire-if he had
not been an Indian. Fortunately, an example is at hand. * * * *

We may pass over the presence on the Bench of the Parsee Judge who was
Mr. Tilak's counsel in the former trial of 1897, and who by an irony of fate

has now condemned his old client to what is virtually a life sentence in the

Andamans. There is a Hindu Judge of the Bombay High Court whose

services were available; But Mr. Justice Davar's impartiality may be willingly

conceded, although the terrible sentence he has passed may not help some of us

to appreciate his sense of proportion. What of the Jury however ? The articles

which have brought about the conviction of Mr. Tilak were written neither in

Eno-lish nor in the mother tongue of the Parsees, but in the Marathi language.

There are dozens of Marathi-speaking Hindus on the special Jury-list of the High

Court. Why were all such so rigidly excluded from the jury which was made up of

seven Englishmen and two Parsis, and which went against the accused, as bag

been said, in exactly that proportion of seven to two ? In the course of his six

days address, Mr. Tilak strongly denounced the inaccuracy of the official transla-

tions of the offending articles. They would, he said, make anything seditious

and could only be compared to distorting mirrors. He demanded either new
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translations or a complete acquittal. He obtained neither, but a verdict of guilty

from a jury of whom it is safe to say that seven of the iiine were not able to read

a single word of the articles in their original Marathi.

And what is the result ? Prior to his arrest, Mr. Tilak was but the leader of

a party. He is now a national martyr and a popular hero. When he was taken

before the Magistrate some four weeks ago there occurred the most violent display

of anti-British feeling that Bombay has known for years. The news of his convic-

tion was followed by the closing of the maikets and shops in the so-called

*' native " quarter. It may be that independent causes must be sought for the

strike of the mill-hands and the rioting and bloodshed which have followed so

close upon the heels of the trial; but at any rate the co-incidence is remarkable.

There can be no doubt that Bombay has been thrown into a ferment, even a

Madras has been stirred by the savage sentences of ten years' transportation and

transportation for life passed upon the accused in a *• sedition '' case at

Tinnevelly.

The Manchester Guardian.

The natui6 of the sentence passed upon Mr. Tilak will be interpreted through-

out India as a proof that the Government had resolved by hook or by crook to

remove him from their path. He has been condemned on his " general record "

—

which being interpreted means that he has been punished because he can and does

stir up to higher things the emotion of a multitude that understands him.

Mr. Tilak is fifty-two. He will never return from the penal settlement to

which he has been consigned- But the memory of his trial and his conviction

will serve for many a long day to prevent that amelioration of race bitterness and

that restoration of confidence and mutual understanding without which the good

government of India by Englihmen is entirely impossible, and without which all

"reforms " will be completely futile.

The London Times.

The real importance of Mr. Tilak's conviction lies in the fact that he is the

acknowledged and undisputed leader of the Extremists' movement in India.

That he had guilty knowledge of the darker developments of that movemet

is not of course suggested. Mr, Tilak remained at the moment of his convic-

tion the most conspicuous politician in India and among large sections of the

people he has enjoyed a popularity and wielded an influence that no other

public man in the Dependancy could claim to equal. The Extremists' movement

in its open manifestations, both within and outside the Congress, was almost enti-

rely his conception."

The India. ( London.

)

"We do not know if the trial and sentence will be described in any

quarter as a_triumphant illustration of the imparatiality of British Justice- It

certainly does not strike us in that light and those who have set the engine of the

law in motion after this fashion may rest assured, that they have dealt a staggering
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blow to the cause of constitutional reform in the Western Presidency. The acquittal

of Mr. Tilak after the admissions made by him in his address, would have meant

the death of the form of " Extremism " with which his name is associated. His con-

viction is likely to drive many hundreds of recruits into the ranks of that still

more dangerous *' third party " which, Sir Herbert Roberts, rightly pointed out on

one day constitutes the real danger to British rule in India.

The Star.

It appears that Mr. Tilak's articles were not direct incitements to the

use of bombs. His language was vague and veiled. He indulged in subtle hints and

delicate insinuations. Now, we all know that nothing is easier than to fasten upon

ihe rhetoric of a politician in critical times a darker meaning than it would sustain

in times of peace. The leading case of Parnell and the Invincibles must

always be remembered. There was a period during which few Englishmen believed

in Parnell's innocence, and his speeches were ransacked for phrases which could

be intepreted in a sinister way. If India were Ireland, it is possible that Mr. Tilak

might have been able to persuade a Jury that his language, though dubious, was

not intended to stimulate the business oi bomb—throwing, he denounced bomb-
throwing as '-horrible." This, of course, is another remarkable parallel to the case

of Parnell, for Parnell denounced the Phoenix park murders. It is to be hoped that

the Judge and the Jury were alive to the necessity of making assurance doubly

sure before convicting and sentencing Mr. Tilak. It would be a pity if he turned

out to be a Parnell. Mr. Tilak's language during his address to the Jury, which

lasted six days, appears to have been modelled upon the language of English

reformers. After the verdict he *• maiirtained that there were higher powers over

ruling the destinies of men and nations. It may be the \n\l of Providence that

the cause I represent will profit more by my suffering than by my presence here.

'

These words are not unworthy of an honest and a noble cause, and even if the guilt

of llr. Tilak be greater and graver than the Jury and the judge held it to be, the

responsibility that lies upon the Government is also great and grave. It is for Lord

Morley and his colleagues to see chat political reform is pushed on without delay

and without dread. Reform is the best answer to the bomb.

Tlie Manchester Guardian.
Published a letter from an Anglo-Indian correspondent on the " sources

of Mr. Tilak's influence in India" from which we take the following extract.

By a constant series of prosecutions the Government has made him, what he

is, a martyr and without a rival in Eastern India, 'Such being the case a

wise Government recognizing the danger of such adversary wonld have taken

to avoid providing him with a further grievance; but the Bombay Government was

not wise * * » * He is beyond question the most powerful and astute of living

Indians. He combines a brilliant and versatile intellect with a personality that ap-

peals irresistibly to the multitude. Unlike the majority of Indian political leaders

he has escaped the suspicion attaching to Western influences.

The Scotsman.

The closing of the markets is perhaps of graver import than the

riots, as it serves to show that the feeling of the largest and wealthiest,
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if not also the most intelligent and enterprising commnnity of Indian-

merchants and financiers, is on the side of Mr. Tilak. The fact makes it

the more important to know the precise nature and full extent of the offence for

which the ideal patriot of Western India has been sent to the Andaman Islands.

Mr. Tilak has been for many years the acknowledged leader of the Nationalist

agitation among the Mahratta people of the west of India. His influence was not

confined to the Bombay side of the Empire. As the leader of its more extreme

section he holds a commanding position among the bolder agitators throughout

India. He is a man of scholarship and great intellectual ability, an eminent pleader

standing by reputation high above the coarser and more violent-type of demagogue.

The serious aspect of the situation is that all Native Bombay, from mill worker to

merchant, seems to sympathise with the oonvict. The feeling is certainly proof of

the supreme popularity of the man.

The Nation.

The punishment of Mr. Tilak is serious for he represents the Left

Wing of the native movement in India, and stands to the agitation in

mucb the same relation as Mr. Parnell occupied to the physical force

party in Ireland and America. Part of Mr. Tilak's article seems to us to

put crudely the arguments of all reformers that force used against national move-

ments is no remedy, but the other part is certainly revolutionary declaring that

the use of bombs in India was on all fours with their use in Russia and hinting

that they might prove a more powerful anti-British weapon than muskets and

guns. The article, like one or two of Mh Parnell's speeches, hovered between

constitutional doctrine and condonation of violence,

Re^Tiold's Newspaper.

Mr, Tilak, the Indian editor, has been found guilty of publishing seditious

articles, and has been, sentenced to aix years' transportation to the Adaman
Islands; Let us try to realize, before we turn over this page in Indian history,

what the episode means. In the first place Mr. Tilak is the leader of

the '* popular " party. When they heard the sentence the mob broke out into

rioting, and workmen went on strike. Already he is a martyr, and we have been

taught by history to believe that the blcod of the martyrs is the seed of

the Church.

H. M. Hpidmaii in the London Times.

With its usual fairness in the matter of news the Times is the only

newspaper which has given its readers the opportunity of forming a

reasonable judgment on the prosecution and conviction of the Mahratta

Brahmin, Mr. Tilak. I am quite sure that an unprejudiced English-

man reading the evidence which you have adduced from the journals

edited by Mr, Tilak, will come to the conclusion that, if articles of

that character are to earn the writer six years' transportation to the Andaman

Mands then we may just as well at once state plainly that no free criticism of

our rule is to be permitted in Indiajat all. I defy any one to point to a sentence-
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in Mr. Tilak's articles which iucices to bomb-throwing or violence; [and I cannot

understand how Englishmen, who have always supported peoples struggling for

freedom in other countries, and are doing so to-day in regard to Russians or

Turks can resort to such measures of repression as those which Lord Morley and
Lord Mioto, both nominally Liberals, are applying in India.

What, however I am specially anxious that you should allow me to call

attention to is the manner in which this trial has been conducted. According to

our law in Great Britain, a man prosecuted as Mr. Tilak has been prosecuted is

entitled to be tried by a Jury of his peers, un^ they must render a unanimous

verdict as to his guilt before sentence can be passed. The Jury which tried Mr.

Tilak consisted of nine persons, seven of them being Europeans and two Parsis,

Mr. Tilak himself being, as I said, a Mahratta Brahmin of the highest position. This

Jury so empanelled was not even agreed as to Mr.Tilak's guilt. The voting was seven

for conviction and two against, and I do not think I can be very far wrong supposing

that the seven Europeans voted in the majority and the two Indians in the mino-

rity. I ask, Sir, whether that is a verdict which justifies a Judge, nominated and

paid by the foreign rulers, in sentencing the leader of the Indian national party to

six year's transportation. Mr. Tilak is not a young man, and as he said this senten-

ce may not make much difference to him but surely justice is justice all the world

over; and I at any rate intend during the coming autumn and winter to denounce

this trial as utterly contrary to the whole spirit of English equity and to call upon

my countrymen in all our great cities to enter their protest against such shameful

deeds being done in their name,

Keir Hardie in the Labour Leader.

There i? no man in India who has suca »a hold upon the working class as

Mr. Tilak, and the result of his conviction will be more far reaching than that of

any single individual which has yet taken place. I spent three days in his

company when visiting Poona less than a year ago. His life history has been a

record which marks him out as one of those men of whom most nations are proud.

As a scholar he has a worldwide reputation, and was the founder of the Fergusson

College, where for years he was a professor. He is a man of means, and gome
years ago resigned his position in the college that he might be free to devote

himself to the interests of his people. Since then he has been the leading ligure

in the advanced section of Indian reformers, and was, nominally at least, mainly

responsible for the break-up of the Congress at Surat last year. His standing

in literature is on a par with that of Tchaikovsky, the Russian who is in priscm

without trial in Russia, or with our own Alfred Russel Wallace, in science. I

mention these things that it may be understood who and what ^Mr. B, G. .Tilak is.

The conclusion I formed concerning him was that his temperament had been

soured by long, weary years of disappointed waiting, but that whilst he advocated

extreme measures of agitation he would be satisfied with moderate reforms

provided they were genuine and indicated a real desire to improve the condition

of India. His sympathy with the peasantry was intense, and goaie of his

y.
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journals were published iu the native vernacular and circulated extensively

throughout the country districts of the Bombay presidency. This stirring up
of the peasautiy has been, I believe, the bedrock of his offence.

The Manchester Guardian.

The arrest of Mr- Bal Gangadhar Tilak, the Nationalist leader of Poona, is by
far the most serious and sensational step so far taken by 'the Government of Inaia

in the campaign against sedition. It would be impossible to exaggerate its signi-

ficance. Mr. Tilak is a Mahratta Brahmin of remarkable ability and of unique

standing among his countrymen. He has a personal following larger and more
devoted than any other popular leader in India commands. This is not his first

experience of a sedition charge. His is the astutest brain so far placed at the

service of the Nationalist cause. lie edits two weekly newspapers—the Mahratta

in English and Kesari in the vernacular. Both have for years waged uncom-
promising warfare against the administration, though the Kesari has been more
down right in policy and expression than the Mahratta Sir George Clarke, in

deciding upon the arrest of Mr. Tiiak, has doubtless realised that the Government
could not consistently prosecute the smaller fry without striking at the most

powerful revolutionary in the country, a man by comparison with whom such

persons as Bep:n Chandra Pal and even Lajpat Rai are inconsiderable.

The Daily News.

The Dailij Ncvjs

:

—An Anglo-Indian correspondent write : No step which

the Indian^Government could have taken in the present campaign against sedition

could for a moment compare with the arrest of Mr. Tilak, the ablest, subtlest and
most powerfull popular leader in the country. Since his condemnation for sedition

eleven years ago, Tilak has been the high-priest of the extremist Nationalism. His

creed is taught chiefly in his two papers—the 2Iahratta ( English ) and the

Kesari, a vernacular weekly. It will be noted that, acording to Eeuters sum-

mary, the article, on which the charge of sedition is based, contains Ino incitement

to violence. The question suggests itself : " If this is the worst that M. Tilak

has written since the bomb-outrages ( which he condemned ) , has the Government

of Bombay not made a grave mistake in committing itself to an action calculated

to arouse an tinprecedentyd storm ?
''

The Morning Leader.

There are very few people in England in a position to realise what the arrest of

Mr. Bal Gangadhar Tilak, the Nationalist leader of Poona, actually means in India.

His personal power is unapproached by any other politician in tne country; he

dominates the Deecan, his own country, and is adored with a kind of religious

fervour by every extremist from Bombay tojthe Bay of Bengal, The break-up of the

National Congress at Surat was his doing; his is the mind that conceived, his the

pen that expressed, and his the force that has directed the extraordinary move-

ment against which the bureuncracy is now calling up all its resources. Bal

Gangadhar Tilak is a Maratha Brahmin—thinker and fighter in one. He was
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sentenced for sedition in 1897, and since that time has felt the weight of the

Government's hand in a series of prosecutions, from which he emerged triumphant

and with a personal prestige that made him the most dangerous opponent of the

Government's policy. He edits two newspapers in Poona-the Mahratta in English

and the Kesari in the vernacular. Although he has lately published an expression

of regret for the bomb-outrages, he has evidently been driven to bay by the new

Press Act. But, it will be noted, he has been proceeded against under the regular

clause of the Penal Code. Assuming that Renter's summary of the offending

article is passably correct, the Government obviously could not deal summarily

with the editor, for there is here nothing like an incitement to violence. This,

however, is a minor matter. The point of overwhelming importance is that Sir

George Gierke hag taken a step calculated to open the floodgates of popular fury.

It may have been necessary; but if so, the question still remains, who is to be held

responsiDle for so desperate a condition of affairs?

( 2) Indian Opinion.

Tlielndian Spectator ( Boml^ay.

)

The Tilakolatry of the shopkeepers and the mill-hands and of other classes

even in a city like Bombay must have struck Government as a remarkable sign

of the times and as an unmistakable indication of the political bias of the

people. The political atmosphere of Bombay is, indeed, very different from that

of Poona. Society here is so heterogeueous, and so free from the influence of

the Poona Brahman, that not one of the ten persons who sat in judgment upon

Mr. Tilak—one Judge and nine Jurymen—belonged to his own community. Yet

even in; the political atmosphere of this city, Tilakolatry flourishes to an extent

which could not have failed to impress Government in the course of last

week. Many have worked themselves into a state of mind which may without

exaggeration be described as a frenzy of disconsolation. "Let us have a look at

Tilak Maharaj" was the demand with which the populace greeted the advice

of that sympathetic and devoted friend of the citizens of Bombay—Mr. S. M.
Edwardes. And they were not Poona Brahmans. Why do we call attention

to this phase of the political tendency of the time ? Not because we wish to

suggest that GovGrnment should be afraid of dealing with sedition or should

treat popular leaders differently from obscure journolists. The law should, in-

deed, be no respecter of persons. But as the object of punishing sedition is

preventive and reformatory, the temper and the bias of the classes likely to be

influenced by seditious writings should not be lost sight of.

The Mahratta ( Poona. )

It is true that Mr. Tilak was allowed to have a patient and an uninterrupted

hearing in his defence. But that is not the whole essence of a "fair trial. The unfair-

ness of the trial commenced with the dragging of Mr. Tilak to Bombay. The articles

were in Marathi and he should have been tried at Poona by the Sessions Court with

the aid of Marathi knowing jurors or assessors who would be able to know not only

the spirit of the writings but of the effect likely to be produced upon the general
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class of the readers of the Kesari. Then again it was quite unfair that Mr. Tilak

was not released on bail, as he was thus deprived of the opportunity and the means

of making even a more satisfactory defence than he actually did. The next thing

in the same connection is that a Special Jury was ordered to be empanelled instead

of a Common Jury. The latter would have contained more Marathi-knowing Jurors

than the former; and notwithstanding the assurance, given by Mr. Justice Davar,

that he hoped that the arrangements about eummoning Jurors would be so made
that the different communities would be fairly represented on the panel, an over-

whelming majority of those summoned, or at any rate of those whose names were

picked out from the ballot-box turned out to be Europeans. The Jury actually em-

panelled contained only two Indians, Then, again, the joinder of three charges

arisiug out of two articles separated in point of time by about four weeks was evi-

dently calculated to prove prejudicial to the Defence ; and the Judge allowed it

even without recording an acquittal on the fourth charge, which he could not

legally allow to be joined but which he was not unwilling to allow to be kept

hanging on Mr. Tilak's head. The Advocate-General made a passionate speech

full of rank abuse and offence and quite against the traditions of the of6.ce of the

Counsel for the Crown w ho is expected not to unduly press any point against an

accused person, especially when he makes his own defence. About the unfairness

of the Judge we shall speak presently ; and about the majority of the Jury who
convicted Mr. Tilak on all the three charges we need say nothing for obvious

reasons.

Having obtained a Special Jury for trying Mr. Tilak, Government seemed to be

confident that they might go to sleep over the prosecution. And they were probably

engaged during the week the trial lasted only in making due provision for further

dealing with Mr. Tilak as a convict . On the last day of the trail the whole govern-

ment praty appeared to be nearly off their guard and displayed a wonderfully

prophetic vision in getting the closure, as it were put upon the trial which threat-

ened to be prolonged into another day. The Judge himself seemed to divine

something about the exigencies of finishing the trial a day before the Budget debate

in the Parliament, when he asked the Jury at 2-30 P. M. on Wednesday to return

at 3 P. M. and, in asking the Advocate General how long he would take, assured

him significantly that he did not want to hurry him up unnecessarilj . At about 5

P. M, mysterious movements and consultations among the Government party

began,and the wholelCourt housewas taken by surprise when it learnt that the Judge

had decided to finish the case that day however long it might take them into the

night. Mr. Branson was only reasonable. After the brief recess between 5-30 and
6 P. M. he most agreeably collapsed into brevity; and bringing his address to a

somewhat unnatural termination, he ungrudgingly left the whole field to the Judge

and the Jury. Nor was the Judge himself behind hand. He was quite ready with

his written charge to the Jury and the Jury did not waste more than an hour and a

quarter in trying to be unanimous. So the whole blessed thing was finished by

10 P. M., and the official party could go home in time if not for dinner, at any rate

for sleeping the sleep of righteous men. To 3lr, Tilak, however, the want of a

prophetic vision, the lack of a rich imagination made a world of difference. He
was under the reasonable belief that the case could not be finished before Thursday
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It even looked like that till 5-30 P.M. on Wednesday, til) the usual hour for

adjournment, when the beginning of the end of Mr. Branson's speech was not in

sight. Mr. Tilak had paobably thought of having a talk with his friends and

relations that evening and the next morning in view of the eventuality of his

conviction. But the net was woven around his life surreptitiously in the closing

vesper hours of that memorable day. When the Judge rose after passing sentence

allrose with him, and in the twinkling of an eye, Mr. Tilak was spirited away by

the Police so that those who would have liked to have a conscious look of him

before his exile for six years, perhaps the last conscious look, were denied even

that consolation.

But if Mr, Tilak suffered on both the occasions by the verdict of a European

majority among the Jury, we do not blame the European Jurymen therefor. They

could not understand the language of the writing. They could not possibly divest

their mind of the knowledge with which they entered the Jury box to the pre-

judice of Mr. Tilak, They probably believed it to be as patriotic a duty to convict

Mr. Tilak as Mr. Tilak himself believed it to be to write his articles. The

fault in the situation is the fault of the system. In India we have merely the

mockery of a trial by Jury. The name is the same in India as in England. But

the actual conditions of the trial by Jury we have here are materially different.

In England an accused person has necessarily a Jury made up of his own country-

men and his peers. In India European British subjects enjoy nearly the same

privilege under the guarantee of Statute law. The Indians in India, however can.

not claim that privilege, and in the City of Bombay more than half of the mem-

bers of the Special Jury list must be Europeans. There is hardly any Indian

newspaper which cannot be technically said to be published in Bombay. And
every newspaper prosecution is sure to be treated as an important case and a case

for a Special Jury. It necessarily follows, therefore, that in every newspaper pro-

secution in Bombay the accused must be tried by men who do not know the

language of the incriminating writing who must be prejudiced against Indian

editors generally, and that the accused must be, therefore, convicted. The fault of

the system clearly—as we have said. We may, however, deal with the subject at

length later on at leisure.

And what shall we say of the Judge who tried the case? It goes without saying

that Mr, Justice Davar gave Mr. Tilak a very patient hearing. We know also that

under the law he was entitled to express his own opinion upon the case in his

charge to the Jury, and we for one shall never blame him for expressing an' adverse

opinion if he honestly thought that Mr. Tilak had transgressed the limits of the law
as he understood and interpreted it. V/e ought not to expect every Judge to see eye

to eye with ourselves in every case; but while we cannot allow Mr. Justice Davar
to claim credit for showing misplaced leniency to Mr. Tilak by passing a sentence of

transportation for six years, we must express our disapprobation of the affectation

of which he was guilty in his charge to the Jury and must strongly and positively

condemn some of the words he used towards Mr. Tilak in passing a severe sentence

upon him. The influence of those words, though uttered at the end of the trial, could

noi but relate backj and hence we are inclined to put a meaning of our own upon
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some of the words lie uttered in the earlier stages of the case. Thus it was observed

that whenever any question arose for a ruling by the Judge, it was invariably

found that his Lordship had considered it " most anxioushf^ too. So also whatever

his Lordship did, was in the interest of the Defence itself. If Mr. Tilak was not

released on bail, it was in his own interest that it was so ! If a Special Jury was

ordered to be empanelled the same consideration, viz. the interest of the accused,

was present to the Judge's mind ! The Judge in fact showed a paternal solicitude

for the accused as he was undefended ! Bat when the moment for the charge to

Jury had arrived, every thing was to be changed. As soon as the Judge found his

liberty of speech he made every point against the accused; and only

repeated at stated intervals the ridiculously meaningless formula that

the Jury might decide the matter dS they thought and set aside his view

unhesitatingly. Towards the commencement of the charge it looked as if the Judge

would content himself with explaning the law, and would leave the merits to

the Jury. In fact he said so, remarking that as Mr. Tilak had expressed his confide

ence in the Jury he would only add to their responsibility by leaving the whole

thing to them. But apparently the temptation of the exercise of his privilege

proved too great; and Mr. Justice Davar took it upon himself not only to bestow a

one-sided and an adverse treatment on the incriminating articles, but tried to

make the case for Prosecution more complete than the Advocate-General himself

had done by ferreting out hidden words, and hidden inuendoes which were never
touched by the Counsel for the Crown.

But the worst is yet behind. And it is that which causes us the utmost pain.

We have so far noticed things which might be regarded as judicially done and

against which we could not legitimately complain, We have no quarrel with

Mr, Davar the Judge, but we must express oar sense of disgust at some of the

words which he used towards Mr. Tilak and for using them we must blame Mr,

Daver the gentleman. The bushel with which Mr. Davar the Judge may have been

endowed to deal out justice may be a small one. That we do not regard as his fault.

It may be he is wrong in holding him to be innocent. But there cannot be two

views, two opinions about the insult he gave to Mr, Tilak,standing helpless in the

dock, by branding him as a man with a diseased mind, and worse still, by daring

to talk of Mr. Tilak as professing to love his land, his country! Mr. Tilak's diseased

mind! Surely the very meaning of words must have changed since Mr. Davar was

elevated to the Bench. But may there not be in the human world may more catego-

ries of mental disease than medical quacks'in'red robes are aware of or would agree

to admit ? For how else shall we describe a Judge who takes advantage of his posi-

tior, to cruelly libel an accused in the dock before him.'' And as for saying that Mr.

Tilak only professed to love his country, meaning that he did not really love it, we
think Mr. Justice Davar might well have spared Mr. Tilak the pain and himself

the ignominy of that heartless white lie ! It is unkind, it is cruel, it is mean, it is

cowardly, Mr, Tilak's enemies, even those who may be privileged enough to sit

on the Bench, might, if they like, call him, indiscreet, or reckless, or obsinate, or

misguided, but anything except *a man only iirofessing to love his country.' Oh! the

shamefulness of the accusation: it only grows wtih repetition I We
had kmown of the glow-worm, holding his torch to the Sun, being talked of as a
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good illustration of impudence. But we had never realised its force or [its pithiness

before we actually heard one man, who had probably done nothing except earning

money all his life, cruelly taunting another man with only professing to love his

country-a man who, if he had so chosen, would have, as a High Court Judge,

ranked senior to Mr. Justice Davar, but deliberately chose the path of self-sacrifice

at the parting of the ways and expended his life-bloold in serving his country and

in giving his fellow countrymen political education of a difficult but much
needed type.

Tlie Iiuln-Prakasli, (Boinl)ay.

)

The great case under Sections I24A. and I53A, of which the tryingly slow

progress and development was so anxiously watched not only by united Bombay
in a manner belying for once at least her character for too exclusive an absorption

in the pursuit of Mammon and the resulting sobriety and apathy in politics, but

also by India, and as the papers brought by the last mail show, by England too,

—

that great case has at last come to an end. X X X X The trial, conviction and

sentence in a case of a political offence, created by law and having none of the

immoral complexion of ordinary crimes, against a unique personality like Mr.

Tilak, cannot but be one of those infrequent oscasions when the reason refuses

to be bound by mere technicalities and legalities or even by the needs of the day,

when it takes account of past and future and of human strength and weaknesses

and looks to far off consequences as well as present results—when in short, the

reason declines to act without her inseparably associated partner,-human feeling.

The undoubted ability and attainments of Mr. Tflak, his simplicity, his indomita-

ble energy and ceaseless activity, the purity of his private life, his single minded
dedication of all that was his to public life, explain the hold and influence he
has been able to gather round him like an irresistible and surging tide, and the

admiration he extorts from opponent no less than friend. What human being

could withstand the irresistible call for deep sympathy which is made to the heart

at the spectacle of a man like this being led by honest convictions into a course

provoking chastisement from Government in spite of both having at heart the

common aim of the good of the people, and of his coming on that account under

the clutches of the law and having to go into an immurement from the world for 6

years—an almost death—like sentence on a man of 53, suffering long since from

diabetes ! ! ! -f the constitutionalist must feel the present policy of the

Government of Bombay to be a sore grievance with him. The men of this party

know full well the differences that separate their methods and ideals from

those of the Nationalists, but we think we are not inaccurate in expressing this

to be their almost unanimous conviction that the right and efficasious remedy for

the present crisis consists in Government's strengthening their hands by material

concessions to the demands for constitutional progress of the day and then to leave

them to fight their fight with their opponents.

The Indian Social Eefornier ( Bombay. )

We have differed from Mr. Tilak's aims and methods of public controversy-

for the last fifteen years and more. But—and we say it with full deliberation

—

we have never for a moment believed him to be capable of such a political pro-

pagandism as appears to have actuated the originators and abettors of the Muza-
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fferpar crime. This is still our belief. The views expressed in the Kesari in
connection with that outrage have little in common with those that we have ex-
pressed in these columns, but in the absence of proof that the writer had intended
them to be the starting point of a similar propagandism, we are unable to think
that that was his intention. Would anybody say that the comments of the Pioneer
on the bomb-outrages in Russia, meant that the writer of them was or intended
to be a manufacturer of bombs himself? The card with the two names of books on
explosives written on it, which was produced with much solemnity, was ex-
plained in a perfectly satisfactory manner by the accused, and the learned Judge
very properly directed the Jury not to attach too much importance to it.He might
have said that they should discard it altogether from their minds. A book is not
a bomb, much less so, the name of a book, and the prosecution,we think,should
never have used it as it did. What other evidence was there to show that the

articles were anything more than the outcome of intellectual perversity and of a

certain moral purblindness which affects many persons, not exclusively of Indian
nationality, in dealing with subjects of this nature? How can we justify the

extremely severe sentences passed on the accused.

X X X X
We have, therefore, no exception to take to the policy of prosecuting seditious

writings and we must express our satisfaction that in the two more important

prosecutions Government saw fit to change the venue from the Magistrates' to the

High Court. But it is obvious that the system, under which a Jury composed
largely of men not acquainted with the language in which the writings com-
plained against are composed, can be found trying a fellow subject for an oflEence

punishable with transportation for life, hardly comes up to the ideal of judicial

Tightness which it should be the aim of every Government to appropriate. Any
one who has at all to explain in a vernacular language ideas political can well

understand Mr. Tilak's plea that the terminology of political controversy in

Marathi is not fixed and has to be eked out, often on the spur of the moment, by
more or less approximate adaptations from that general reservior of most of the

Indian languages, Sanskrit.

In the case of a writer like Mr. Tilak, this defect of the present system is apt

to press with more than ordinary hardship because, whatever we might think of

him as a politician or a a social reformer,it must be admitted that, in relation to

the Marathi language, he represents in the words of Waltur Fater, "that living

authority which language need"" and which "lies in truth in its scholars, who
recognising always that every language possesses a genius,a very fastidious genius,

<?£ its own, expand at once and purify its very elements, which must needs

change along with the changing thoughts of living people,"

X X X X

In reviewing the proceedings of this trial, we have tried to point out where
the Prosecution seems to us to have fallen short of that scrupulous fairness which
should be expected in all prosecutions by the Crown. We have also pointed out

what we conceive to be the weak points in Mr. Tilak's defence. We do not

believe him to be capable of organising a movement of assassination and his
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evidence before the Decentralization Commission shows that he is not an apostle

of anarchy. These, however, are not necessary elements in the offence of sedi-

tion and our feeling is one of deep regret that a gentleman of his ability and

scholarly attainments should have followed a course leading to the Jail. We do not

conceive it to be our duty, and we should be ashamed of ourselves if we
felt any inclination, to trample upon the prostrate form of one who, alter all is,

as a contemporary gracefully says of him, " a citizen and a scholar," and is not a

coward.

The Gnjarathi Punch ( Ahmeda])ad. )

The news came upon us with the tragedy of a thunderbolt. It will be no

exaggeration to say that it has completely paralysed our pen. The whole thing

looks like a nightmare, an evil dream. It is, alas ! but too true. The tumult

created in our heart by the dread fate which has overtaken one of India's greatest

and most remarkable sons makes it impossible for us to write of the trial and the

conviction. "We will not make the attempt. Bat we cannot conclude without

expressing for Mr. Tilak our heartiest and sincerest sympathy. He made a noble,

the grandest possible fight for the liberty of the Native Press. He has failed. But

the memory of the trial and of what he has had to suffer will ever be green in the

hearts of his countrymen. The magnificent defence made by him has truly earned

the admirition of even his enemies. The last scene in the terrible tragedy concluded

at Bombay on Wednesday last was a historic one, worthy the brush of a great

painter. Or rather it requires no canvass, for it will be imprinted on the heart of

every one of Mr. Tilak's countrymen, a picture which death alone will efface from

the tablets of memory. The prosecution of Mr. Tilak may be legally justifiable,

but it was under the circumstances not expedient. Before we conclude, however,

it is our sacred duty te express our heartiest sympathy for M. Tilak and that we
do without the least hesitation. Mr, Tilak's last words in the dock were worthy

of the occasion and the man, and but clearly depicted the grandeur and indomi-

tability of the hero.

The Gnjarathi (Bombay. )

It is difficult to concede that the present system of selecting special jurors for

the trial of sedition cases can be looked upon as altogether satisfactory. On the

face of it it looks not a little strange that European jurors not knowing a word of

Marathi or any other vernacular should be called upon to sit in judgment upon
the seditious character or otherwise of any writings or speeches in vernacular. The
anomaly becomes the more glaring when the accuracy of the English translations

is challenged, as was the case in Mr. Tilak's trial, by the defence. We do not

think Englishmen who enjoy very valuable safeguards against unjust conviction

for sedition in their own country will ever consent to submit to any trial under

similar circumstances. Nor do we believe that impartial Englishmen will seriously

maintain that the present system is either satisfactory in itself or calculated to

command the implicit confidence of the public at large. The vernaculars of the

country are in a state of grov/th. The political vocabulary is slowly growing with

the growing political thought of the country. The varying shades of thought and

feeling embodied in particular English words or phrases can, if at all, be expressed
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with very great difliculty through the medium of vernulars, and conversely there

is experienced a corresponding difficulty in rendering vernacular expressions into

English. Out of the nine gentlemen composing the jury in Mr. Tilak's trial, six

•were Europeans, one a Jew and two Parsees. Is it altogether fair or satisfactory

that men who do not know Marathi and are unacquainted with the political voca-

bulary of the Deccan should be required by law to give their opinion on matters

on -which they themselves must feel great difficulty and decide the question

of guilt or otherwise on the strength of translations the accuracy of which is vehe-

mently challenged. The present system is unfair to the prosecution, the defence

and even to the Court. It may be admitted that with all its defects the Jury does

arrive at a correct decision in particular instances. But on principle it can scarcely

be pronounced to be satisfactory. The machinery of trial must not only be

satisfactory in itself, but what is of still greater importance in the trials of political

offences the whole ncachiuery and procedure must bear upon their very face the

stamp of scrupulous fairness, so far as the people at large are concerned. We do

not think an Englishman would like to be tried by Greeks or Russians innocent of

all knowledge of English even with the help of translations for writing a

seditious article in English and it would be a strange misconception of human
nature and the principles of justice, if one were to suppose that in this country

alone the cause of justice, law and order demanded or justified the application of

-different considerations.

The Pho3nix ( Karachi.

)

An erudite scholar, a cultured journalist, a man of sterling independence

—

decidedly he was a terror to the bureaucracy. He was the recognised leader

of the Nationalists. When he saw that the bureaucracy did not heed to the prayers

and the protests of the Moderate Party, when he saw that the rulers flouted the

Indian public opinion as in the case of the partition of Bengal, his was the brain

that organised the Nationalist Party, his was the pen that advocated passive resis-

tance. Now he is transported to the great disappointment of his followers and the

jubilation of the mighty bureaucracy. Indeed, this is a great blow to the Nationalist

Party. Though ne wrecked the Indian National Congress, we cannot but deplore

the fate and sympathise in the troubles under which the Great Mahratta leader has

fallen. This much is certain that the entire country from Dan to Beersheba, watch-

ed with admiration the able and elaborate defence which he made; and the way in

which he, without the aid of the lawyers, conducted his own case, had added gre-

atly to the estimation and love in which Mr, Tilak is held by many of his country-

men. YV^e widely differ from Mr. Tilak as regards his political views. We have often

taken him to task for his Extremist propaganda. All the the same, we hold that Mr.

Tilak has suffered for not loving Ms countt^y wisely hut too well. We partinently ask

our English friends whether these sedition trials and the punishment ^of popular

leaders would check the present unrest and the discontent in the country or whe-

ther it would make the British rule more and more unpopular among the masses.

Certainly, the feeling that has been excited about this trial at Bombay and in Dec-

can clearly indicates the direction in which the wind is blowing.
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Tlie Klialsa Advocate ( Amritsav.

)

The Tilak case is at an end and the great Marhatta leader has been transported

for six years. His honesty of purpose, his straightforwardness, his erudite learning

and his noble patriotic zeal are acknowledged even by his worst enemies. One may
not agree with his line of action or his opinion bnt every patriotic Indian will be

proud to possess a spark even of that fervour with wiich that great man has

attempted to work (though in his own way with which every body may not agree)

for the good of his country. Mr. Tilak is above 50 now and to be sent adrift in this

old age is extremely unfortunate. We would devoutly wish that such eminent men
should not give any occasion to the other side to bring them under the clutches of

law and heartily sympathise with the noble scholar in his trouble.

. Tlie Telegraph (Calcutta.)

The unprecedented hour up till which the Court sat in judgment, the sudden-

ness with which the trial came to a close,the hurry in which he was removed to the

steamer, and the readiness with which he was received there—have left the people

agape with wonder and surcharged with a heavy feeling of uneasiness in their

breasts. The people were quite unprepared. The suddenness and the heaviness of the

sentence have descended upon them like a bolt from the blue. They were listening

•with wrapt attention to his masterly defence from day to day, they were struck

with his brilliant address to the Jury, they were expecting every moment an
honourable acquittal— and all on a sudden their hopes were dashed to pieces. An
illustrious man whose noble figure towered high above all in his country,—a man
whose vast erudition and scholarly habit won admiration from even the proud

Westerners,—atman who devoted his whole life-time in the service of his country-

men and motherland—a man whose fervent piety, purity of character and intense

religiousness even the tongue of calumny of enmity never dared to impugne-a man
who banished all thoughts about his self when he served the plague patients of his

country—such a man sentenced to serve in a penal settlement among thieves and
murders ! Though our heart is surcharged, though our thoughts lie too deep for

v/ords, though our heart may break through the fullness of sorrow—we should
bear in patience and silence; sufferance is the badge of the tribe-for to suffer in

silece is what is enjoined by our Shastras.

The Panjabee (Lahore.)

Sj. Tilak appealed to a higher Power than any earthly Government in his

reply to Justice Davar's question if he had any thing to say before sentence was
passed. He said " There were higher powers that ruled the destinies of men
and nations' and it might be that the cause he represented might be benefit-

ed more by suffering than by his freedom. '' This sentiment reveals to us the in-

tensely spiritual character of our eminent publicist. He has been supported in all

his trials and tribulations by the faith that the work he has to do is sacred and that

the blessing of God is upon it. Trust in mere earthly instruments and resources

cannot inspire a man with the fine moral fervour which is discernible in Sj. Tilak's

public utterances. He does not look upon politics as a mere game of chance or as

the art of haggling for a bargain between two countries. He believes in the future
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destiny of his country and feels that the power that guides and controls the Universe

is devising means and methods for the speedy realisation, of that destiny. And let

all workers in the country's cause remember the lesson conveyed in SJ. Tilak's pre-

gnant words. If we do not believe in the great Moral Law which governs the fate

of nations, we shall wreck our glorious movement on rocks of materialism and pes-

simism. Truth is great and shall prevail that should be our motto, and our watch-

word in the struggle on which we have entered. Governments are strong in the

strength of armaments and irresponsible authority. But there is something stronger

far than any human Government, more enduring then the most cunningly woven

fabric of Empire that the world may yet see. And that some thing is the uncon-

querable Spirit of the Righteous Man, the Moral Power of a soul devoted to

the highest ends. No earthly potentate can in the long run oppose the

advance of a movement founded on the eternal basis of Truth and Justice.

The Moral Law alone endures; all else is consumed and transformed as the

Law works itself out. If we put our shoulders to the wheel in the spirit of

earnest apostles of the religion of Patriotism, we must succeed in the end, even

though dangers and difficulties may sorely try our faith and mock our enthusiasm..

Politics in India have been regarded as mere matters of administration, which are

trivial in themselves and meaningless in so far as they are not brought under

some general law of progress. But Sj. Tilak has raised politics to the level of

religion, he has shown that we are called to spend and be spent in a great cause

,

which is indeed a Divine Dispensation for this nation at the time of her greatest

need. Let us cast out all fear of the deities of clay whom the world adores : and

let us obey the voice of our conscience, which calls us to go forth and sacrifice

ourselves for the Motherland.
X X X •

For ten days last the country has been all ears to hear the end of

Sj.Tilak's trial. For a time all sense of danger ^,was lost in the pride which the

country felt from one end to the other in the masterly defence which the eminent

prisoner in dock was making. Every one felt as if Sj, Tilak was making hisiory.

X X X

The present verdict, we are afraid, given by seven Europeans on a prosecution

started by the Government, is not likely to be accepted as a Judicial pronounce-

ment of any value by the country at large. The country would look upon it as if

the Prosecution sat in judgment over their own case. Coming to the sentence we

wish Justice Davar had spared the accused the pain which ho was inflicting upon

him by trying to palliate the severity of the sentence which he was proposing to

give, by his sweet compliments to the ability of the accused. Sj, Tilak required no

certificate from him. His abtlity and influence are acknowledged by his worst

enemies; and even the Ecglish Press in commenting [upon his arrest and the action

of Government in prosecuting him has given him the position of the greatest living

Indian. As such we think Justice Davar only added insult to injury by talking of

his abilities and influence when he had made up his mind to transport him for a

term of six years. It was still more preposterous for him to say that he was trans-

porting him out of consid orations for his age. A ferocious sentence like that after a

defence like the one Sj. Tilak made, on a man of his position cannot certainly be

called a lenient one. It was practically sealing his fate, because a man of his age
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suffering frc)m a fatal disease like diabetes cannot be expected to survive it and
return to his country after serving his term.XXX

For over 25 years continuously Sj. Tilak has been serving the country. He has

been devoting to the cause of the motherland his admittedly high abilities, his

phenomenal energies and everything else which was at his command. He has been

one of the most prominent leaders of that school of politics which has been

represented by the Congress, and though some of our countrymen did not entirely

agree with some of his methods of work, there was not one among them who did

not unreservedly admit the selfless devotion and the disinterested spirit with

which he carried on the work of political education. In his thorough knowledge

of the circumstances of his country, in his grasp of our political situation and in

applying proper remedies to improve that situation, he, in our humble opinion

stood head and shoulders over our political leaders, though we do'nt mean to say

that he never made mistakes. XXX
People belonging to he moderate and anti—Congress school of Indian

Politics do not, of course agree with Mr. Tiiak in his political views,

but there are no two opinions with regard to Mr. Tilak's high

intellectual attainments, ardent patriotism, moral courage and boldness. Tha

arrest and trial of such a man has, undoubtedly, produced a great sensation

troughout India and the sentence which has now been passed on him is sure

to shock his admirers. With the transportation of Mr. Tilak the extremists have

lobt their guide and the country one of its selfless and devoted workers. Mr. Tilak

conducted his own case in the High Court and defended himself. The defence

was indeed most learned and dignified. He remained as undaunted at the

bar as he was on the Congress platform in the month of December last.

United Burma ( Eangoon. )

Coming to the prosecution, procedure and the punishment which even his

worst enemy has pronounced it to be "heavy," one shudders and sighs. Heavy

as it is his merciful enemies are happy and justify the sentence. They think

that the majesty of the law is vindicated. The people, on the contrary believe

that the whole procedure was not quite free from bias and that the articles that

form the subject-matter of the prosecution were only bonafide criticism of

the acts of the bureaucracy, E\en if there was a doubt he ought to have been

first tried at Poona, wherefrom he had a chance of an appeal to the High Court.

Even in Bombay he should have been allowed a Marathi-knowing jury, a jury

composed mostly of his own conntrymen and not one consisting mostly of

different race, feelings and sentiments if not of active bias, as they were quite

igfnorant of the Language in which the articles were written especially so, when
tn^ sole question to be decided was whether the spirit conveyed by the language
was seditious or not. The punishment awarded is extremely severe if not harsh
and vindictive and the way in which he is transported looks as if everything was
not so innocent as is made to appear. The whole country is stunned to hear that

Mahraja Tilik is transported and breathe heavy sighs at so dramatic a trial and
transportation though every man from the commencement of the trial anticipated
that he will be severely punished, if not transported for life. Justice Davar
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inspite of the mildness of language and sympathy for accused has been, compared;

to Pinhey of the Tuticorin trial. Maharaja Tilak might go as many have gone

before him but there is not the slightest doubt that he is the real leader of men.

He is known as "the uncrowned king of the Deccan" and king real he has been

and well wears the crown because he weilds tremendous influence aoongst the

people deeper than any leaders of India. 'We may not agree with all his views

but we admire the man and bow at his feet.

The Hangoon Standard ( Rangoon.

)

With due respect for the opinions of Mr, Justice Davar, we beg to state that

we have read the articles in the language in which they were written and they

aever struck us as 'seething with sedition.' The impression they left on our mind
was that the anarchist trouble owed its origin to the flouting of public opinion

and that the real remedy was to appease the minds of the public by extending to

tkem some real substantial rights. Mr. Tilak's paper is looked upon by those

who understand the Marathi language as one giving ample information and
offering straight-forward though strong comments on the current topics. He
appeared to express what were the uppermost thoughts in the minds of his

readers. If such a paper is closed people will be deprived of the best paper in

Marathi journalism.

Bande Mataram ( Calcutta. )

We are after all human and cannot press back our tears when high-souled

patriotism is reported to be rewarded with a convict's fate in a penal settlement.

Solemn thoughts may afterwards previal, strength may afterwards come to

pull up the sinking heart but,the keen anguish of the hour when the stuning

news of a great patriot's fate is flashed by the wire for time, is too real to be

glossed over with the admonitions of proud philosophy. This morning, we have

actually seen three or four old men flinging away the newspaper that brought

them the terrible news and taking to mournful musings. Such chastening sorrow

has its noble use. It is that one touch of nature which will make us all kin and
add to the credit side of the account.XXX

We all have not the stuff of Tilak in us and cannot but indulge in this

human frailty. But the hero has himself left us a spell to secure us against

the effect of this fearful act of persecution. The brilliant address to the jury

which will for ever enrich our patriotic literature was not ment for his own
defence but only to put heart into his countrymen. Where is the Indian, nay,

the cultured being who, after reading his address to the jury and watching his

conduct in the dock can help exclaiming, "here was a man, take him for all in

all, we shall not look upon his like again."XXX
Go, Tilak, whether yon may be sent to crash your body. Your example w-iii

hover around us all unimprisoned and unexiled. The canker of the chains

will not only eat into your limbs but also into every heart of the couniry to

stir it up to its duty. Nearer the God, nearer the fire. He places his good soldiers

in the very thick of the battle. You have fulfilled your mission,—you have taught
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your people to bear tortures rather than deny their country, you have Btaratled

the deep slumber of false opinions, you have thrilled a pang of noble shame

tbrough callous consciences. And into the next age, if jiot iuto your own, you

have flashed an epidemic of nobleness. What else have patriots, heroes and

martyrs done?

The Amrita Bazrir Patrika ( Calcutta. )

The composition of the jury was jj guarantee against Mr. Tilak's escape. The

seven European jurors who found him guilty and whose verdict was accepted by

the Judge had no help in the matter.XXX
The wonder, is that Mr. Justice Davar, who did net understand high-tlown

Mahratti was absolutely sure of the seditious character of the articles. How could

the Judge then conscientiousiy convict the accused and pass practically a dfcaih

sentence upon him when he had no evidence before him to show the efiect which

the original articles in the '^Kesari'" had 'or could have produced upon Mahratti

knowing people ? XXX
The greater wonder is that the Judge could r eject with a light heart the

verdict of the other two jurors who, being children of the Boil, presumably

knew the Marathi language and were thus better competent than their European

colleagues to understand the real drift of the articles.XXX
If Mr. Tilak were tried in England, and two jurors were in his favour the

presiding Judge would not have accepted the verdict ot the majority but would

have ordered a re-trial ; and the accused woald not have been convicted till the

jijry were unanimous. What then could have led Mr. Justice Davar to follow a

procedure which no Judge in England would venture following ?

The Beno'alee ( Calcutta.

)

The country has received this news with a sense of profound sorrov^' and dis-

appointment, and in this feeling the personality of Mr. Tilak does nob at all enter

It depends entirely upon the merits of the case and the extraordinary sentence

passed by the presiding Judge. The public will not enter into legal or complica-

ted technicalities, but there is the broad fact that the verdict was not a unanimous

one and that two of the jurors who sat to try him brought in a verdict of not

guilty. And let it be remembered that among the jurymen there was not a single

Hindu or Deccani Brahman and that the Indian element was represented by only

two Farsees, When there was such a difference of opinion among the jurors, the

public would naturally conclude that there were at least doubtful, that there were

at least two honest and capable men who, after a conscientious examination of

facts, doubted the guilt of the accused and that, therefore, he was entitled to the

benefit of the doubt. This is a common sense view—apart form all legal techni-

calvties, the force of which it is impossible to resist. At any rate, the fact that there

was this difference of opinion regarding the guilt of the accused among the jurors

ought to have determined the case. The presiding Judge ought to have deter-

mined the measure cif punishment inflicted in the case. The presiding Judge
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ouglit to have realised the fact that siroiii? as rnisfht have been his own view of the
matter, there were honest and capable men who had formed a different opinion
which he was bound to* respect, if not by accepting it, at any rate, by recognising

it as a factor in the determination of the punishment to be inflicted. With all

J,
respect for the Judge, we regard the sentence as monstrous—as utterly out of

proportion to the offence alleged to hkve been committed, and as one which will

be universally condemned by our countrymen and all right-thinking men.XXX
The result, after all, is that Mr. Tilak is convicted of sedition not by his own

peers but by some foreigners who are not only ignorant of the langaage in which
the incriminating articles were written, but whose political views are diametrically

opposed to those of the accused. Although the Advocate-General, addressing the

Jury, resented Mr, Tilak's references to the political character of the trial, yet both

he and the entire public know that it is on account of his politics that Mr.

Tilak has been punished. Mr. Justico Davar practically admitted this when he

said that it was desirable that the accased should be banished from the coun-

try for half-a-dozen years in the interests of peace. In short something like a

death sentence-for, considering his age and the state of his health Mr, Tilak is

not likely to survive six years' transportation—has been passed on him, because

ii-^ proved dieagreeble to the ruling classes for his political views. This may not,

of course, be the opinion of his prosecutors or the Judge, and Jury who tried

liim but, we believe, such is the view of his countrymen at large.

The Mussahnan ( Calcutta.

)

The ability with which Mr. Tilak defended himself and the explanation

that he gave in regard to his alleged seditious writings led many people to believe

that he will be acquitted. If it was the intention of the Government to give the

accused a fair trial we think the Jury should not have been constituted in the

manner in which it was. The jury had of course no hand in the sentence passed

by the presiding judge and we think his Lordship has gone too far in inflicting

such a heavy punishment. It is unfortunate that courts in the land, both high

and low, are becoming more or less devoid of sense of proportion in inflicting

punishments in cases of a political natuj:e, Level-headedness on the part of the

authorities is never more desirable than under the present circumstances.

Reis and Rayyet ( Calcutta. )

Sir George Sydenham Clarke has got rid of the most turbulent, the most

iniluencial and the most formidable leader of one of the political parties in

his Presidency, It was only a few months ago that Mr. Tilak was invited by

the Governor to inspect the plague research laboratory. To-day Mr. Tilak is an

exile in a foreign country, alone and friendless. Only his indomitable spirit ts

with him. Moderate or extremist, the news will shock all

!

\
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